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Abstract of Thesis

The Thesis is divided into three parts, with an Introduc¬

tion which defines the attitude to poetry adopted in it, and

the exegetical method appropriate to it. Part I consists of

detailed individual interpretations of thirty-four of the poems

of Hblderlin's maturity. Part II attempts to build up a unified

picture, on the basis of the individual interpretations and upon

recurrent motifs, of the thematic material in HBlderlin's works.

After the exposition of the four Themes which constitute this

picture, their relation to, with a few exceptions, all the poems

of HBlderlin's maturity is given brief examination. The last

section of this part is devoted to relating the four Themes to

a central Theme. Part III examines the pattern which emerges

from this examination, and relates it to some technical features

of the poems and to Hdlderlin's theoretical essays and statements.

The relationship of the pattern as a whole to the theories of

the Jungian psychology, end in particular the archetype of the

Self, is then shown, and a unified view of Hdlderlin's works is

thereby reached. The last section of Part III refers briefly

to some biographical matters in as far as they might tend to

conflict with the view of the poet's works, and account is taken

of the psychology of Hblderlin's mental collapse in particular.
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Introduction.

1.

The aim of this study is to present an exegesis of Hdlderlin's

mature poetry, and it might be asked what relevance the concepts

of the Jungian psychoanalysis have to such a case. In order to

answer the question, I must mention some of the misconceptions

surrounding the works and thought of Jung, and by trying to

explain how his concepts are not to be used in this study, come

a little closer to explaining how they are to be used. The

Jungian psychology, where it is not felt to be somewhat dis¬

credited (one suspects due to the difficulty involved in measur¬

ing the truth of many of the hypotheses, measurement being appar¬

ently the ultimate criterion in the contemporary behavioural

pseudo-sciences), has become the province of an "anti-intellect-

rualist" movement which has evolved by reaction to the increasing

specialisation and soullessness of science and technology; of

theosophist groups through Europe and North America; of those

who feel that the answer to the spiritual dilemma of modern man

lies in the loosely-disciplined study of matters Oriental and of

the Occult; and last but not least of a school of psychological

or semi-psychological thought which may be referred to as the

"Jungian school" and which, with some notable exceptions, seems

bent on conjuring collective or primordial figures out of the

empirical procedure which first pinpointed them, and investing

them with specific personality, and thereby with a new quasi-

religious meaning, which merely discredits its founder, whose

thought was, if daring, of a cautious and scientific nature. The

over-concentration on the fact that Jung, as a psychologist, took

religion seriously stemmed presumably from the need for a counter-

rweight against the stress of the Freudian psychology. Its result,

however/
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however, is rather that it drags the clear scientific thinking of

Jung down into the t;urgid (and probably very Germanic!) morass

against which Freud, with a certain desperate wisdom, sought to
1

set up the "bulwark" of his sexual theory. Certainly it might

be argued that Jung invited such a following, in precisely the

same way tli&t Kant invited the following of a Fichte and an

Idealist school, but it is easily seen how such an "invitation"

should have come about, through misrepresentation, when it is con¬

sidered that Jung was attempting to elevate a matter of conjecture,

not to say fantasy, to the level of a science, at the same time as

refusing to be waylaid into making measurements before a lot of
2

rigorous comparative long-term observations had been made. It is

apparently one of the quirks of fate that such a science should

have got underway just at a time when technological, financial and

social pressures, not to mention the demand for quick, and prefer¬

ably sensational, results to research should militate against the

proper slow development of a young science.

I am inclined to include amongst the productions of this

"Jungian" school the only major work on HBlderlin to which Jung's

thinking has been specifically applied. I quote at some length

from the study by Joachim Rosteutscher,^ who, speaking of the pheno¬

menon of HBlderlin's "religious message", writes:

Ein VerstHndnis seiner Entstehung und Entfeltung wird erst
durch die tiefenosychologische Fetrachtungsweise mdglich, die
sowohl das PhBnomen des Wiederauftauchens frtiherer religibser
und mythischer Formen als auch die Bildgestalt dieser Formen im
Kunstwerk verstMndlich ma cht, indem sie zeigt, dass diese Formen
auf erblichen Strukturelementen beruhen, die zum allgemeinen ural-
:ten und unverlierbaren Bestand der unbewussten menschlichen

Psyche gehBren und dauernd in mancherlei V/eise dynamisch das
menschliche Leben beherrschen und in mancherlei Gestalt als

Symbcle immer wieder spontan und in Kompensatorischer Funktion
ins bewusste Casein dringen. So gesehen erscheint HBlderlins
religiBses Erlebnis und seine dichterische Verklindigung nicht
so /
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so sehr als ein auffHlliges und im Grunde ganz unerklHrliches
einmaliges Wiederaufnehmen und Durchlefcen Mltester Religions-
:formen, sondern als Verwirklichung einer latenten Mtiglichkeit,
die in der allgemeinen psychischen Struktur des Menschen ihre
Wurzeln hat. Vie durch historische, geistesgeschichtliche und
persdnliche Erlebnisse hervorgerufen, durch theologische und
klassische Bildungserlebnisse angeregt die mythischen Bilder
der Grossen Mutter, des gdttlichen Vaters, des gbttlichen Kindes,
des Gottmenschen und der Wiedergeburt neu lebendig werden und
im Seelenleben eines grossen Dichters eine ausschlaggebende
Rolle spielen, wie sie sich mit seinen ktlnstlerischen und
religidsen Anlagen verbinden, diese aktivieren und schliess-
:lich in autonomer Weise beherrschen, l£sst sich auf der
Grundlage der Jungschen Archetypenlehre erklHren... Sie
ermbglicht es, den Eusammenhang dieser Grundfiguren als mythisch-
religidse Konfiguration zu erfassen, deren einzelne Glieder
sich zwar selbststHndig entwickeln und immer neue Gestalt
annehmen, aber doch aufeinander bezogen bleiben. Sie erlaubt
uns ferner, die enge Nebeneinanderstellung und Austauschbarkeit
wesensgleicher oder wesensMhnlicher Gottheiten, wie etwa in den
Dichtungen 'Dichtermut1, 'Brod und Wein' and 1Friedensfeier'
und das Unscharfe, Schwebende und Fliessende der Umrisse
einzelner Gottheiten als in der Eigenart Archetypischer Grund-
:formen begrtindet zu sehen, die in mehrerlei Gestalt und in
UebergMngen ins Bewusstsein treten.

This passage touches upon several points in Jung's theories,

and one can only wish that more attention had been naid to the

latter, and less to the listing-up of the appearances of figures

indicating the Great Mother or the Divine Youth. One is left,

after reading Rosteutscher's study, with the impression that

HBlderlin availed himself of the most ancient and venerable imagery

and symbolism in his poetry: so much is clearly in order, since

this will be apparent to anyone who reads the poetry. The ground

becomes rougher when these venerable figures are mixed up with

archetypes to the extent that one is no longer clear whether the

study is aimed at showing that such figures have an archetypal

footing (what one should do with the knowledge is not certain,

since no exposition of the meaning or function of archetypes is

given), with HBlderlin as a mere accessory, or spring-board, to

the inouiry, or whether the purpose is to lead up to a psycho¬

analysis of the poet and his works which never becomes explicit.

The/



ihe conclusion of the study appears to be as follows:

Die HBlderlinsche Naturreligion bildet die mythische
FJntsprechung zur Wendung des abendlhndischen Geistes hinweg
vom patriarchalischen System in Religion und Staat zur
Naturmystik und Naturwissenschaft und zum demokratischen
Naturstaat...

Hdlderlin is called the last significant step in the religious

revolution,

die sich wie die Wiederherstellung des vorchristlichen und
vorindogermanischen Kults der grossen Muttergottheit und
einer auf den Grundprinzipien dieses Kults beruhenden
I enschheitsordnung ausnimmt.5

Apart from gravest doubts as to the relevance of such a conclusion

to the poet who expressed the idea of completion in the image of

the "Fatherland", I am not at all sure that any of this refers to

Jung's theories on the relationship of the archetypes to European

spiritual history. The facile understanding of masculine and

feminine principles bears the stamp of the Jungian "school", as

well as being redolent less of serious scientific thinking than of

the White Goddess of Robert Graves who, as a poet, is entitled

to express himself in such terms, where science (or literary criticism)

is not.

To return, however, to the quotation from Rosteutscher's intro¬

duction. The "re-emergence of earlier religious and mythical

forms" and the "image of these forms" is apparently put on a level

with the "living out of most ancient religious forms"; the one rests

upon the "inherited structural elements", the other shows a "latent

possibility" whose roots are in the same ground. What emerges,

partly by implication, is the idea that Hdlderlin came upon and

announced a certaih kind of religious or mythical experience, which

is closely related to, or identical with, the oldest brand of the

Greek/
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Greek, or European, mythology, from which Hdlderlin apparently

draws. In fact it is a big assumption that HBlderlin's works

express anything like an ancient myth; but it is a far bigger

assumption that it is possible to see in HBlderlin's "pantheon"

the result of the same reaction and the same kind of experience

as that which gave rise to the pantheon of the ancients*

Rosteutscher is accurate in pointing out that the religious and

mythical forms rest upon inherited structural elements, and is

following an observation of Jung's in stating that these structural

elements have a compensatory function when they impinge upon

consciousness, though it may be truer to say that the symbols'

immediate effect is to present an aspect of an archetypal element

in such a way that that aspect tends to have a compensatory function;

but it is a dangerous step from there to find in the archetypal

patterns behind such figures as the Great Mother etc. in Hdlderlin's

poems the same archetypal patterns as those which are behind similar

figures in the mythology upon which Hdlderlin sometimes draws. The

argument that Hdlderlin would have been drawn to them because the

"same archetype" was involved cannot really be entertained here.

The point is that the form of an archetype is not the archetype

itself, nor even an approximation to it; the Great Mother, for

instance, may be the form of an archetype in a given situation:

this does not say that the various forms which can be interpreted

as "maternal" mean "the archetype of the Great Mother". There is

no such thing. "Great Mother", "Nature", and so on, can signify

an aspect of a particular archetype, but not necessarily always of

the same one; and sometimes they personify, so to speak, something

that is not strictly an archetype at all, for example the collective

unconscious.

The/
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The danger which also appears in the passage of Rosteutscher's

is that of seeing Hdlderlin's works and life as being dominated

and finally ruled by a fascination for specific archetypes.

Allied to this is the danger of psychoanalysing poetry and poet

with nothing like the beginning of sufficient data, on any grounds

at all, but in this case partially at least on the grounds that

Hblderlin had the ill-luck to "go mad". The reference to the

fascination for archetypes is as doubtful as the exegetical and

biographical grounds for such an approach. The work Rosteutscherte

study chiefly draws on, apparently, is Synbole der Wandlung. This

is a comparatively early work by Jung, standing as it does on the

threshold of the theories Jung was to communicate in more signifi¬

cant works. It is the study of an individual case of schizo-

:phrenia which concentrates less on the psychoanalysis of the case

than on the fact that, in psychosis and other twilight states,

images are often brought before consciousness which have clearly

collective traits; the imagery in Jung's particular case is shown

in its relation to the imagery in myths of the sun-hero. Myths

of this and other kinds were known to HBlderlin, and this fact

makes a definitive attempt at showing the archetypal nature of

his imagery a little suspect, in the sense that the imagery could

quite easily not have occurred spontaneously, and that the poet may

well have used the mythical imagery, thereby even giving it another

meaning. I shall, in Part ITI of this study, argue that Ilblder-

:lin's relation to archetypal patterns was very different from

that mentioned here, and that it may be necessary to rethink some

commonly-held notions regarding the relationship of his "madness"

to his poetry.

The attitude revealed in the passage quoted from Rosteutscher'r

work/
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work is one fairly typical of the "Jungian school": that archetypes

are in some way intimately concerned with myth and religion. This

is true, but in a qualified sense. Religion and mythology, accor¬

ding to Jung's theory, represent a way both of encountering
7

archetypes, and of relating on a certain level of consciousness

to the common ("archetypal") foundation of humanity and perhaps
g

of life forms lower on the evolutionary scale;J they are, in other

9
words, a kind of psychotherapy. It does not follow that when

archetypes impinge upon consciousness, religion and myth will

appear; a psychopathic state, war, revolution, a renaissance, an

Age of Reason, an Einstein or a Eertrand Russell, a Women's Libera-

:tion Movement or the discovery of ecological systems are all

equal possibilities. Very often there is a relation with ancient

myth or religious feeling, but not always. Conversely, the

appearance of something describable as religion or myth does not

necessarily mean anything of the sort—one may consider the use of

myth or articles of religion in allegory, for instance, to say

nothing of their appearance in the world of modern advertising.

The fact that the myth should be used at all in the allegory, or

whatever, is in itself no indication that an archetype is forcing

itself upon consciousness. The relation of religion and myth to

archetypal pattern in Hdlderlin's works may be proven in the course

of a study; it may on no account be taken as an assumption.

As Rosteutscher misconstrues the nature of archetypes in

Jung's thinking, so also does he misconstrue Jung's use of the

concept. His expression "Jungs Archetypenlehre" is a revealing

bit of carelessness. Jung had no doctrine of the archetypes, any

more than he was a kind of magician or priest. He collated much

data in form of myths, dreams, philosophical systems, etc., and

showed/



showed relations between them, a task which many a lesser thinker

might have been equal to, but hie achievement was to hypothesize

that the connections and relations point to particular "typical"

patterns, and that these patterns together form a stratum which

is only "collective" in that its patterns are typical. His

task as a scientist was to describe and infer and to aprly if

possible to particular cases, in Jung's case to the practice of

psychotherapy. The method of psychoanalysis cannot increase

our understanding of certain features of an artist's wo4k simply

by showing thait they conform to archetypal patterns nor can it

"explain how" certain apparently archetypal figures dominate a

poet and his work, simply by showing their context in a constel¬

lation or configuration which has been described before in the

history of religion or myth.

( ne is rather strongly and unpleasantly impressed by the way

in which terms such as "archetype" and "collective" are used in a

study such as Rosteutscher's. Or rather, by the way they are not

used,but evoked. The idea of the collective unconscious as an

ultimate religious secret, of which Carl Jung is the high priest,

may be one which appeals to our less rational sensibilities: it

is nevertheless, however lamentable such a situation may be,

hardly appropriate to any branch of philosophy.

Having given some indication of how Jung's concepts are not

to be used in the present study, it would now be appropriate to

outline the other, more significant, aims of this introduction.

These are, firstly, to attempt to define the kind of material

which is the subject of the study, that is, to give a fairly

coherent definition of poetry, at least of the kind which

Hdlderlin/



Hdlderlin wrote; secondly, to attempt to define the kind of

exegetical method appropriate to this definition of poetry; and

thirdly, to give a very brief explanation of the course taken by

the study, in as far as it is relevant to these definitions.

The reason why we have a problem of exegetical method at all

may well be that we have difficulty in defining the kind of mater¬

ial we are dealing with. Peter Szondi, in his highly sensitive

approach to poetry and the critical procedure appropriate to its

interpretation, stresses the need to regard poetic texts as

"individuals, not samples". This is an insight of utmost

importance, although Szondi, however strict his definitions, goes

less far than he might on three matters of conventional literary

criticism, namely the extent of the importance of historical

background in a]iterary work, the extent to which variant and

former versions of a completed work may be used in the inter¬

pretation of that work, and the usefulness of the "parallel^
2

method in interpretation.

Agreeing, in some respects, with Ezondi's treatise is the

introduction to the study by Emery Edward George, HBlderlin's

3
Ars Poetica. George, in justifying his choice of a methodology

based upon information theory, criticises what he sees as the two

predominating approaches to Hdlderlin's works among critics.

These are, firstly, the "integrative approach", in which the

implied thought of the critics is that Hblderlin's works can be

regarded as a "unified canon of dogma".; and secondly what George

describes as the school of "antique hermeneutics", which "has as

its basis the expressed conviction of scholars that the most

reliable avenue of objective criticism is the inquiry concerning

author's/
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author's intentions, and that the one infallible source of the
4

latter is the author himself." George's answer to this is his

method of "modern hermeneutics", of which no more need be said here

5
than that it is "essentially atomistic". In as far as his

statement concerning the "integrative approach" accords with or

develops Szondi's idea, George's approach to method must be

mentioned as one of the few attempts to come to grips with the

idea of the poem's individuality. It may well be that there is

a growing awareness among critics at the present time (discounting

much earlier statements on the question such as that by Friedrich
6

Gundolf/ that too little attention has been paid to this matter,

nevertheless it appears that the idea is still paid, for the most

pert, little more than lip service. In the introduction to his
7

study on 'Erod und V>ein'f Jochen Schmidt gives several commonsense

examples to show that an interpretation purely from within the

individual poem makes a lot more sense than what might be called

the "synthetic" method so prevalent in Hdlderlin-exegesis, the

method, to quote Schmidt, which "interprets the individual form

by going from an inventory of words which extends over the complete
$

Works". When this first step has been taken, and the meaning of

a word is clear in its context,

sollen zur Kennzeichnung ihres eventuellen besonderen
Wertes in der Vorstellungswelt Hoiaerlin's Parellelen aua
anderen Dichtungen angeftlhrt werden...9

I could express a certain measure of agreement with this statement,

providing the word "eventuell" is strongly emphasised. In practice^

hov/ever, the second stage seems to take up a considerably greater

amount of energy in Schmidt's study than the first, and the thought

in the sense of the "philosophy" of the poem is strongly stressed,

especially/
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especially in relation to IIHlderlin's works as a whole. Schmidt

draws parallels with meanings established in a particular part of

the individual text, but cannot avoid giving the impression that

these parallels are drawn primarily as evidence to support the

individual interpretation. The parallels drawn fall victim,

moreover, to B. Boeschenstein•s basic error, which is in according

to words rather than complete motifs the dominant position.^'
Examples of this are the use of the lines from 'Am Quell der Donau',

Kommt eine Fremdlingin sie
Zu uns, die Erwekerin,... ^
Da fasst' ein Staunen die Seele...,

to support the doubtful claim that "die Frstaunende" as an epithet

for "the stranger...the night" in the first stanza of 'Brod und
12

Wein', is to be understood purely transitively; or the use of

a passage from 'Hyperion' to explain the far more powerfully-used
13

idea of "Vergessenheit" in the second stanza of the elegy; or,

again, the inclusion, in the list of uses of the word "Trauer", of
14

"das traur'ge (Feld)" in 'Chiron' when the only real parallel

this idiosyncratic usage is at all likely to have is in a poem

which is omitted from the list, 'Der Mensch':

Des Vaters hohe Seele mit deiner Lust
0 ErdI und deiner Trauer von je vereint...,

though even here the relationship is a rather distant one. Further

:more, the whole notion of arriving at a unified view of HHlderlin'

works through a single poem must be regarded as a misplaced one.

It is in itself an affront to the poem's individuality. Schmidt

speaks of the elegy as "'Brod und Vein', wo HBlderlins Gedanken in

seltener VollzHhligkeit vereinigt sind"."^ To overestimate a poem'

importance is, firstly, in some ways worse than underestimating it,

and/



and the assumption, secondly, in a statement such as this is

implicitly that the poem is merely a kind of vessel for the poet's

thoughts, which are what really interest us. It is perhaps

impossible for us to divorce our interpretation of an individual

poem from our knowledge of the poet's Works as a whole: neverthe¬

less, our only guarantee against such confusion within ourselves

is the tireless insistence upon the poem not as a form with a

content, but as a whole which knows no distinction between form

and content, and which has no real reference to any other work

outside itself.

k.- Partly because the discussion will help in our attempts at

definition, and partly because, as a courageous attempt to intro¬

duce a new element into HBlderlin-eriticism, it deserves mention

in its own right, 1 wish now to take somewhat fuller account of

George's study, at least in respect of its methodology.

The conception of the study is attractive, firstly in its
t

being directed against the obsession of so much HBlderlin-criticism

that HBlderlin's works are to be seen as a "unified canon of dogma"

(though admittedly one suspects that it is the unity of such a

canon against which George directs himself, rather than the fact

that it is a canon of dogma at all), and secondly in the fact that

the postulate that HBlderlin expresses en Ars Poetica in his poetry,

with the corollary that without the technical aspects of the poetry

there could be no poetry,"'' brings together the form and content of

the poems into an indivisible entity. This latter point is not

as straightforward as it looks: I know of scarcely a single work

of HBlderlin-criticism which does not, to a more or less apparent

degree, conceive of HBlderlin's poems as "thoughts" packed into a

"poetic/
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"poetic form". W. Bbhm's, and to some extent . Dilthey's ohilo-
2

rsophical bias seems never to have been entirely abandoned, and

although the appropriateness of the thought to the form might be,

and often has been, stressed, the very concept of "appropriateness"

itself tacitly regards form and content as separate entities.

Beyond this, however, I have several serious reservations.

Firstly, despite the statement on the question of intention,

it is precisely this question which appears to confound the issue

in George's study. George's interpretation of HHlderlin's

"calculable law" suggests that HWlderlin fully intended a mechane

in his poetry which could be worked and mapped out in the way

3
George's study does it. So George says of 'Mnemosyne':

I would like to see the hymn read...under a pattern of a
basic operating figure '*+' as related to a continuum of
arithmetical relations which the poet has succeeded in
working out and communicating in his poem.^

Such patterns, according to George, appear on a considerable

number of levels in the poem, all of which, if we are to understand

passages such as the above correctly, must have been worked out by

the poet (where, one is not sure, unless it be in his head or in

a missing note-book) and thus must, presumably, represent the inten¬

sion of the poet. It would surely have done George no harm to

have been more explicit on this point: information theory has

devoted a good deal of its intention to non-intended communications,

and it would not have weakened the purely technical aspect of George's

argument in any degree to have gone from the pure point of view of

information theory, and discovered whatever patterns it seeks

without having to relate these patterns to an intentional communi¬

cation from the poet. It is perhaps symptomatic of the inevitable

dilemma of the '^art-rigorous" scholar. There is a great temptation

for/
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for those involved in new ways of thinking which seem to have a

relevance uniting many disciplines to overstep the limits of their

discipline and merely find themselves building arguments which fall

between two stools.

Secondly, George's use of Hblderlin's own terminology (and

terms, such as "Wechsel der Tdne", which are tacitly attributed

to the poet without actually stemming from him) to describe the

various levels upon which the poet is supposedly making his communi-

:cations, strikes me as unfortunate, and likely only to enhance the

feeling that his argument is proceeding on a very shaky basis.

George justifies his procedure on the grounds that it was necessary

to show the degree of divergence amd development from the Homburg

5
theory to the later "Ars Poetica", but the implication from the

procedure is that the techniques which his study sets out to

measure are in some degree comparable with, in the same category as,

the articles of the earlier theory. One suspects that one is

simply being bamboozled by the use of Hf'lderlin' s own terms into

accepting that the technique and communication of HHlderlin's late

hymns was a matter of the poet's explicit intentions.

Thirdly, George justifies his approach through the fact that,

whereas the critic's experience and "knowledge" of the poem is not

communicable, the structure of that experience and knowledge is.^
This seems to presuppose that there is a way in which our experience

can be measured adequately, that is, in terms of the kind of

measurement undertaken in George's study, that is in terms of

measurable measurements. The objections to this are, firstly,

that it is as yet doubtful whether the discipline that has emerged

out of information theory (and a very young discipline it still is)

has done enough thoroughgoing research to justify the presupposition;

but/
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but supposing that it has, then, secondly, the basis upon which

George claims communication can be made between critic and critic

is such th t a huge area of experience—the supposedly non-

communicable kind—is simply left out of the reckoning. Yet

it seems that, as far as the study of poetry goes, it is precisely

this kind of experience which it is worth while communicating.

But it would seem to me that the only kind of basis upon which

such experience could be communicated would be the psychoana¬

lytical approach, so long as it were on a firm empirical footing

with really adequate psychic data. This was not practicable in

Jung's time, due to insufficient data, and the case is probably

no different now, possibly due to other factors such as a certain

ineffable tendency in the psyche which confounds serious attempts

to produce categorical data from its products. Since this basis,

then, does not yet exist, if it ever will, our only hope of

communicating the most worthv/hile experience in respect of poetry,

is as critics and others have always done, in a groping and very

unsatisfactory fashion, which a narrow, supposedly scientific,

approach can never come to terms with. In the likelihood of

this state of affairs persisting, we have the choice of either

cloaking our experience in the appearance of objectivity and

"scientific" reasoning, or of being a little more truly scien¬

tific, a little more honest, of taking our motives and back¬

ground more into account, and being a little more clear ©r

open about what we are trying to do when we embark upon literary

criticism and analysis.

Fourthly, some decision has to be arrived at on the question

of the level on which the poet thought. In the light of George's

study, the question concerns the problem of whether Hblderlin's

thought/



thought was principally in terms of his language and the other

tools of the poetic trade, or whether it moved on an altogether

more mysterious and ineffable level; whether it concerned an

Ars Woetica or whether it concerned Something Else. If it was

the latter, there need still be no fear of falling into the trap

of regarding Htflderlin's works as a "unified canon of dogma";

I believe it was the latter, and furthermore that all the poetry

of HHlderlin's maturity is to be seen as a single daring attempt

not only to describe, as ife perhaps the case with all poetry, an

archetypal pattern, but also to make this pattern, as such, an

object of conscious reflection. I am thereby not saying any

more or any less than George that intention comes into the matter;

if anything, that which the poet intended is the goal of his work,

and if he finds through the poem what, without knowing it, he

7
intended, his poem has been a success. As to the undoubted

technical perfection of Ildlderlin's poetic works, the relation¬

ship of technique to this essential level of thought, rather

than that of technique to technique-expression, might be the

more valid field of study; but this may be a matter for one

better trained in the psychoanalytical method than most critics

are. What I am inferring here is that technical perfection, and

the conforming of technique to the matter or direction of the poem,

may be a matter of the poet's intuition; that is, he may be

entirely unaware of the technical perfection he is creating. To

order the raw material of the soul, the essentially unconscious,

is itself an impulse from the soul. This is not to say that the

form and ordering may not be a matter for study, but if it comes

to the process of relating such a study to the study of what is

expressed, it seems rather dangerous to embark upon the process

until/
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until there is the greatest possible clarity as to the poet's

theme.

Ky study claims to describe, in as scientific a fashion as

may be, what this theme is, and in fairness to George it is

possible to say that a study such as his may well be complemen-

:tary to one such as my own. As to the question of how the two

approaches may be reconciled, I think the answer is that they

cannot be in criticism. Jf it is ever possible to unite them,

it seems it will be in the medium in which the objects of the two

kinds of approach were first found united, that is, in the poem.

We conclude from this that the distinction between the technical

aspect of the poetry and the living world contained in the poem

is an artificial one; but we are still faced with the problem of

the kind of approach in the criticism or analysis we undertake.

This problem cannot be resolved until we are sure in ourselves

what we are dealing with when we study poetry. To aid in the

definition necessary for this study, I will quote from two essays

to which I am in some degree indebted. The first is C. G. Jung's
1

'On the Relation of Analytical Psychology to Poetry', and the

second Gregory Bateson's 'Style, Grace, and Information in Primitive

2
Art'. Jung, firstly, having carefully stated that, as a psycho¬

logist, he is justified in treating "only of that aspect of art

3
which can be submitted to psychological scrutiny", takes account

of two types of poets and poetic creation. Cne is the conscious,

"introverted" type, which

is characterised by the subject's assertion of his conscious
intentions and aims against the demands of the object, whereas
the extraverted attitude is characterised by the subject's ^
subordination to the demands which the object makes uoon him.

Jung/
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Jung gives Schiller's dramas as an example of the first type, the

5
second part of Goethe's 'Faust' as an example of the second. He

does not leave the categories cut and dried, but shows how complica-

:tions of the picture arise,

when we consider the case of the poet who identifies with
the creative process. For should it turn out that the
apparently conscious and purposeful manner of composition
is a subjective illusion of the poet, then his work v/ould
possess symbolic qualities that are outside the range of his
consciousness."

Now although even such qualifications as this can be regarded as

an oversimplification of the issue, the basic principles at work

in poetry are amply described: consciousness is confronted with

autonomous impulses from the unconscious. Towards the end of the

essay, and in seeking to grasp the essence of great poetry, the

passage occurs:

'■hat makes the struggle for adaptation sc laborious is the fact
that we have constantly to be dealing with individual and
atypical situations. So it is not surprising that when an
archetypal situation occurs we suddenly feel an extraordinary
sense of release... At such moments we are no longer individ¬
uals, but the race; the voice of all mankind resounds within
us. The individual man cannot use his powers to the full
unless he is aided by one of those collective representations
we call ideals, which releases all the hidden forces of instinct
that are inaccessible to his conscious will.''7

Gregory Eateson's essay does not, naturally enough, have the

distinctly Germanic tone of Jung's,but much the same questions are

broached:

I argue that art is a part of man's search for grace; some-
:times his ecstasy in partial success, sometimes his rage and
agony at failure."

"Grace" is understood in Aldous Huxley's definition of "a naivitt?,
Q

a simplicity, which man has lost", but which animals still possess:

In/



In terms of this contrast, Aldous argued that God resembles
the animals rather than man: He is ideally unable to deceive
and incapable of internal confusions.!®

Bateson develops his argument by stressing the need, in all walks

of life, of unconsciousness and unconscious processes. This need

is illustrated best by his two examples, one concerning "life",

one concerning "art". The human organism relies, as a pure

matter of survival, on unconscious processes:

Consider the impossibility of constructing a television set
which would report upon its screen all the workings of its
component parts, including especially those parts concerned
in this reporting.!!

The reporting is the activity of the conscious mind, the workings

of the set the processes which can be made conscious (through

observation, and so on) but which are clearly only going to make

conscious life impossible if they are habitually conscious. The

same situation applies to poetry:

Poetry is not a sort of distorted and decorated prose, but
rather prose is poetry which has been stripped down and
pinned to a Procrustean bed of logic.!2

Poetry is an example of "primary process" in the sense that it is

in its nature to bypass consciousness and speak on a level which

is only partially accessible to consciousness.

€>.- These considerations now lead us to some conclusions about the

approach of exegetical study. Poetry is to be regarded, first

and foremost, as belonging to a category other than that of communi¬

cation. This must be stressed against much of the thought

supposedly based on information theory, against statements of
1

Bateson and of George. A principle of the philological specu-
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:lation deriving from information theory is that, in structure,

there is no essential difference between prose (as represented in

philosophy) and poetry. Poetry is a communication, therefore, of

a more or less subtle nature: less subtle in the case of George,

who devalues HBlderlin's poems to the level of an aesthetic

treatise which is also its own example, more subtle in the case

of Bateson:

This is a particular sort of partly unconscious message.
Let us engage in this sort of partly unconscious communi-
:cation. Or perhaps: This is a message about the inter¬
face between conscious and unconscious . 2

There is little to quarrel with in Bateson's second possibility,

except that 1 feel the stress is still wrong. The "message"

must be given and received, and in this sense it must be given by

the poet and received by his reader or hearer. I have very grave

doubts, however, if this is to be the case with poetry such as

Hi'lderlin's. One could interpret, for instance, a religious

ritual or a bird's singing as a "message". But it must be clear

that this is only an interpretation. The bird sings, as ornitho¬

logists tell us, to mark out its territory. Another way of

looking at it, however, would be to say that the bird sings, and

its territory thereby becomes marked out. The situation is the

same in either case, but there is, respectively, a causal and an

acausal interpretation of it. It almost seems that communication

is the obsession of a generation which has lost all its true

communication with the living world around it, and so turns to

the communication of like with like. The religious ritual may

naturally be interpreted in this way, but it may also be interpre¬

ted as a communication of unlike with unlike: man communicates

with the powers of life. 'Where part of that ritual conc< rns

language/
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language, the language is not to be understood, in this interpre¬

tation, as a communication (conscious or unconscious), but as an

object which may be used in various ways according to the under¬

standing of each of those who perceive it. KBlderlin's poetry,

as I understand it, makes such a claim for itself:

Vieles sprach ich z,u ihm, denn, v as auch Dichtende sinnen
Cder singen, es gilt meistens den Engeln und ihm.5

"Denn", occurring where it does, shows that the "meditating and

singing" of t ose who make poetry is not in the nature of a communi-

: cation to their fellow-rnen so much as a communication with the

a- • *divine powers.

George stresses on several occasions the scientific nature of

his work. In doing so, he quotes the following passage from

Herbert Dingle:

what we are concerned with here is the fact that the critic,
even if he defines his field of study impersonally and conducts
his activities in that field in a purely impersonal way, is
still unscientific because he chooses on personal grounds
what parts of the field will be worth attention. ...On the
grounds of literature he is not the botanist, but the
gardener. Having uprooted the weeds, he scans the flowers
with equal favour; but for the botanist there are no weeds.^

Scientific procedure is, or should be, characterised and conditioned

by measurement. But the scientific attitude stems primarily from

two basic premises: firstly that there should be an exhaustive

use of data, and secondly that there should be strict adherence

to the limits imposed by those data. I should be interested to

know what scientific justification there is for the comparison

between literature and a garden of flowers and weeds. The matter
i

of data is ignored in Dingle's statement, as George also ignores

it. If poetry makes for itself the claim, expressly or tacitly,

to/
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to be the communication of the conscious mind with the forces of

the unconscious, then it does not seem to be in accordance with a

scientific attitude to pass over this claim and treat poetry

purely as a matter of human communication.^ 'Little Gidding'

expresses the situation succinctly:

You are not here to verify,
Instruct yourself, or inform curiosity
Or carry report. You are here to kneel
Where prayer has been valid. And prayer is more
Than an order of words, the conscious occupation
Of the praying mind, or the sound of the voice praying.
And what the dead had no speech for, when living,
They can tell you, being dead: the communication
Of the dead is tongued with fire beyond the language of the

living.^

If a poem claims from its reader a sensitive attitude, and a respect

for its inviolable nature, it is not courteous, and far less scien¬

tific, to involve oneself in "ruthless" scientific analysis of it.

It is a prime quality of a poem that it should be spoken on a

level not normally accessible to consciousness, a level that is

collective in the sense of being available to all who hear it,

regardless of their intellectual capabilities, and that it should

have about it a certain self-sufficiency which makes interpretation

of it not only unnecessary but in some degree undesirable. This

is a quality which the poem shares with the spoken part of religious

ceremonies, which, in times past, were equally valid whether or not

the participants knew the language used in the ceremony. This

factor should never be left out of consideration by the literary

critic, and it should never be forgotten that, after even the most

penetrating interpretation, the value of the poem returns to its

surface—and KBlderlin's poems are the supreme example of this—

to the lambent image, the passionate outburst, or the obscure state¬

ment/
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:ment whose very obscurity contributes towards the glamour of

the work. There is a particular kind of intellectual snobbery

perpetrated by certain critics, for whom there is nothing,

apparently, in the appreciation of poetpy between the most

strenuous intellectual exertion and a decadent enjoyment of
1

the work as pure entertainment. Equally false, on the other

hand, is the view that denies the rigorous intellectual aspect

of poetry. A poem may be the object of devotion, and it certain-

sly demands from its reader the carrying out of a creative act

in the appreciation of it, but just as the poetic work deals

with not one but the various human faculties, so also should not

one but the various faculties be used in the appreciation and

interpretation of it.

This fact must be stressed against the charge made by Emil

Staiger that exegesis upon any lines other than those of the

positivistic, "scientific" kind he expounds v/ill be "Interpre-

:tieren aus blauer Luft, aus der Untrtiglichkeit des ersten

2
GefUhls, aus reiner kiinstlerischer Divination". be should

certainly have to call such interpretation admissible outside

the sphere of literary criticism; within that sphere, however,

rightly or wrongly, we bind ourselves by certain rules of apparent

objectivity; but this does not mean that we should bind ourselves,

in interpretation, by criteria which ensure that we pass over the

essential characteristics of the successful work of art, namely

its unity, individuality, and relative timelessness. By all

means "artistic divination" should be excluded from the discipline,

but not in the sense that we should assume the relevance of,

necessarily incomplete, historical or philological data to the

interpretation of the poetic work.

Above/
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Above all, the relative freedom of the great work of art

from time should be stressed. This is closely allied to a

fundamental quality of true art (even other than strictly religi-

:ous art), namely that it should be capable of being understood

both in the right way and in the wrong way. That the intellec¬

tual world has somewhat lost sight of this basic fact is attes¬

ted by much of the trash which passes for art in our own day.

Such pseudo-art must be understood in the "right" way if it is

to be understood at all, even—or especially—in the multitudin¬

ous cases where stress is heavily laid upon the absence of a

"right" way of viewing the v/ork. There is much also in satire

which, demands that the satirical work be viewed "correctly".

This is an extreme case, but even here there is a division

between true art and the non-artistic work: there are many satir-

:ical works which hang on and survive the test of time as works

of art, i.e. even when the knowledge of their satirical content

has become hazy. There are even stranger processes, of course,

such as v/hen a political rhyme, usually with the character of

satire or propaganda, finds its way into the nursery, or even

takes on the aura of a myth, as in the case of Theseus' famous jour-

:ney along the Saronic coast. Exegetical scholarship should aim

to understand the artistic work "correctly" only in as far as is

permitted by the restrictions imposed by its regarding the work

under study as nearly as possible in its "timeless" aspect. The

time might come when whole areas of knowledge regarding Greek

mythology, the Bible, and even specific geographical locations,

become dark: whether HBlderlin survives such a time will be a

test of the timelessness of his works. Why, then, should there

be such insistence upon this aspect of poetry? The answer is

that/
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that the work of true art must be regarded as something living,

not ossified like a philosophical system. Whatever lives and

survives does not have a fixed value: it adapts, and changes as

a function of the change in its environment. The answer to the

objection that a lot is lost through the insistence upon the

integrity of the poem, with the appropriate renunciation of

comparative method of interpretation, is the sme as the answer

here, and might be expressed in the lines from 'Patmos':

Und nicht Uebel, wenn einiges
Verloren gehet und von der Eede
Verhallet der lebendige Laut,
Denn Gbttliches V.'erk auch gleichet dem unsern,
Nicht alles will der Hdchste zurrial.^

This ould be the answer to Stsiger's question concerning the
k

contemporary understanding of the ode 'Rousseau'. It is clear

from the poem what function Rousseau has in it, and we merely

make a mockery of ourselves and our interpretative endeavour if

we attempt to do the impossible end put ourselves in the position

of eighteenth-century Svabians. Similarly, it is perfectly

possible that HBlderlin's public could have seen in the Prince

of 'Friedensfeier' an allusion to Napoleon Buonaparte, and even

thought of the thousand, years between the crowning of Charlemagne

as Emperor and the peace concluded by the contemporary victor at

the height of his power: nevertheless Napoleon has not the

slightest relevance in the context of the hymn in question, and

if he had, there is little reason why KHlderlin, who could hardly
5

be called shy of naming names, should have left him nameless.

Should it be objected that Ildlderlin did often omit names, the

relevance of the name ostensibly omitted must be called rigorously

into question; Schmid , S inclair and Rousseau are unhesitatingly

named/



named in later works, and this may be considered data; names

assumed or read into a text are not. If the reticence on the

part of the poet in 'Friedensfeier' stems from the fear of

impiety in putting a living human being on a divine level, (a

process, incidentally, unparalleled in Hdlderlin's poetry) then

it would be a little doubtful why he should have poured his

energies into producing such a perfect work if the basis for it

should be such an uncertain one, and in the course of that work

give no reference to his problem.

The interpretation of poetry is, as I have already indicated,

a reduction of the work to a one-dimensional thing. It is like

picking out a melody of a piece of music, while neglecting the

harmony and the Variations and developments. The living poetry

is made rigid, forced into the dead philosophical scheme of

meanings and reasons. Yet we undertake an interpretation to

"clarify" the poem before us: end if all the subtleties and

possibilities in a poetic work were analysed, so that justice

were done to each, the direction would be away from, end not

towards, a unified view of the work in question. Such clarifica-

:tion as we try to give, however, reduces, adding not a single

insight and certainly no aesthetic improvement. Yhy, then, do

we seek to clarify, and to pin down meanings? One thing is

certain, and that is that we must abandon the hypocritical
/

cliche that we are affording a wider view of the poet under

study, or adding a contribution to the "science" of literature.

There is no such science.^ We undertake interpretation of

great poetry because we are inspired by it, and because we have

a need to affirm, from one period to another, the works of the

great artists, in the terms appropriate to the time in which

we/
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we make such affirmation. The objective worth of this affir¬

mation is small, but it fulfils a vital need for ourselves and

our immediate time. This does not imply a devaluation of the

work of those who have devoted a lifetime of study to literary

topics: simply that the critic must get himself into perspec¬

tive. Ars longa vita brevis ; and even the artist, once he

has completed his work, is of little importance beside that work,

except, in the more or less inaccurate view of posterity, as an

ideal or example.

I should be perfectly satisfied if it were understood from

this that there is no "correct" interpretation of or outlook on

a work of art. By the same token, this study does not set out,

despite its criticism of many (in their own way) justifiable views

current on Holderlin's works, to do the impossible and try to con-

:vince anyone of what the correct view should be. Universal

agreement on a work of art, that state towards which we pretend

to be striving as critics, would either put the work of art into

grave doubt as a work of art, or point to a dangerous state of

ossification in academic minds. If, as I think the case must

be, every critic is aware of this fact, it seems strange that more

open and candid thought is not given to our reasons for adopting

a particular approach to our subject. This does not mean that

critical works have to become a confessional in which anything

from professional ambitions to downright argumentativeness have

to be admitted to. Not the reasons for our outlook, but only

the outlook itself need be defined. If it may be so expressed,

this study may be seen as, less than an attempt to relate H81derlin's

works to Jung's theories, the tribute, by a way of thinking which

may be considered crucial to our time, to the works of a great

poet/



<8.- Aesthetic or philological scholarship increases the science

of aesthetics and the techniques of language. Pure biographical

scholarship, that is, of a stricter type than that just mentioned,

enhances the knowledge of psychology or of a period of history.

But exegetical scholarship is concerned with the work of art,

with its interpretation and understanding in the sense described.

We cannot'be strict enough in keeping these three types of

scholarship apart, and it is indeed precisely the confusion of

them which has given rise to such a largely distorted picture

of HBlderlin and his works. Clearly there must be a relationship

between the three branches, however, and the very fact that

poetry consists of language binds it in time, so that if the

meaning of the language becomes irretrievably lost, then the

poetry is defunct. And if, we might argue, the activity of

scholars is indispensable for retaining the meaning of and trans¬

lating texts of a language no longer in use, and since such

activity inevitably involves a certain interpretative faculty,

one might ask why we should not take the matter further and say

that all interpretation must remain absolutely true to the mean¬

ing of the text in the poet's day. I have argued against this,

however, and still maintain that the line in such cases may quite

clearly be drawn if the three types of literary scholarship are

kept rigorously apart, while at the same time each type acknow¬

ledges its debt to the other. That is to say, the historical

or biographical scholarship acknowledges a debt in particular to

exegetical scholarship, exegetical scholarship in particular to

philological scholarship, and philological a limited debt to

historical/



historical scholarship. The first of these relationships is

exemplified in the small biographical excursion made at the end

of this study; the second is exemplified in the tremendous debt

the interpreter of HHlderlin's works has to the researches of

scholars such as Friedrich Beissner; and the third will hope-

:fully be plain enough to obviate the necessity of further

elucidation. The confusion begins, however, when the order of:

historical - philological - exegetical is abandoned: Beissner,

as a prime, but by no means the only, example, does not content

himself with using historical data, where relevant, to help his

philological study, but approaches the interpretation of HBlder-

:lin's poems fully armed with both philological and historical

data, and the result is the rather monotonous picture of a

HBlderlin obsessed with a Greek day, a contemporary night, and

the hopes for a new Hesperian day to follow, a picture which ulti¬

mately serves only to affirm the poet's place in the schizophrenic

ward. Again, E. E. George's study is an example of the purely

philological approach, except that, as I have tried to show, it

encroaches too much upon the biographical - historical field,

that is to say in the question of intention. E. S. Schaffer's

Kubla Kahn and the Fall of Jerusalem is an excellent example of

the historical study, and might, if it had appeared sooner, have

saved a good deal of the quasi-theological head-scratching in

ITHlderlin-scholarship by placing the syncretism ipervading HBlder-

:lin's poetic works in its proper perspective; but it comes to

a halt against the same barrier as that at which HHlderlin-criti-

:cism continues to bang its head: the fact that the subject-
1

matter of a poem is not necessarily the same as its content.

Despite its many insights, the chapter on 'Patmos' fails to

provide/
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provide an interpretation of the poem, end it should not claim

to do so.

I should mention in passing that the wrong use of poetic

works, as is also the case in everyday life, is perfectly admiss-

:ible in certain limited cases in scholarship. A biographical

work on HHlderlin, for example, might find in the last stanza of

'Ganymed' an appropriate epitaph on the poet. Another instance

would be that of the mottos from HHlderlin's works used for the

various parts of this study. It must be understood, however,

that such uses of the poetry are, from the strictly exegetical

standpoint, mistaken.

It is of the utmost importance, as I have already indicated,

that the nature of the work of art should be understood. It is

something, if it is successful, which is completed and whole.

It is in no sense a bit of a larger train of thought. If a poem

cannot be interpreted purely and only from itself, then there is

a deficiency in the capabilities either of the poet or of its

interpreter. The exegetical scholar aims, more often than not,

at obtaining a unified view of the artist he is studying; this

is as it should be, but an exegesis of the works of an artist as

a whole becomes suspect if the critic is not able to demonstrate

his ability to appreciate and understand and work from the individ¬

ual works, as individuals.

It is rather distressing to see, for instance, with what

consistency Hyperion's song of destiny in 'Hyperion' should be

considered as a poem of Hblderlin's, one among many others. The

song is not HBlderlin's but Hyperion's. Hyperion does not equal

HBlderlin; the novel which bears his name is, as HHlderlin

2
expressly states, a description of the "elegaic character".

Or/



Or again, Martin Heidegger's interpretation of the first stanza

of 'Patrnos' is a most satisfactory piece of work—until one

realises that the themes supposedly inherent in it hardly reappear

in the course of the hymn, and cannot be used for anything other

than an indication of a supposed general belief or outlook of
3

the poet. Or again, why should it be assumed that, because

Herakles is, apparently, a man in 'Chiron', he is also a man in
1+

'Der Einzige'? V.'hy, for that matter, should it be taken as a

foregone conclusion that Herakles has a constant meaning through-

rout HHlderlin's works, to the extent that Maria Cornelissen,

for instance, does not see the necessity of justifying the fact

that she traces a "development" of the hero through certain of

HHlderlin's works? The same writer presents 'Chiron' (the view

is common enough) as a reworking of 'Der blinde Sanger', with an

antique myth included in it to make it clearer. This leads to

the examination of generalised notions of "HHlderlin's Herakles-

figure" just mentioned, whose appearances in Hiflderlin's poetry

in reality have the allusive force and ambiguity of religious

icons; it also tends to pass over the elements of 'Chiron' which

make it so striking—its high degree of ambiguity, for instance—

by stating that it follows a clear-cut pattern of bliss - isolation

- returned glory, such as 'Der blinde SHnger' is construed to

5
have.' Such conclusions are backed by a lot of evidence which

often turns out to be specious: it is as if critics had expected

HHlderlin's thought-imagery to be inconsistent, and, delighted at

finding that it is not, hove been misled by the consistency into

assuming a coherent philosophy "behind" the poetry. Cornelissen's

method is typical of what might be termed the "synthetic" method.

This is illustrated by the following example from her study:

«Ja/



Ja, es kommt "Herzens wegen", weil das Herz des SHngers wach
ist und weil seine, des Jichtes, Gegenwart, seine Virkmdg-
Lichkeit davon abhMngig ist, dass es auf ein "Leben, das ein
Herz hat", auftri.fft.6

A rather more extreme example is afforded by Hermann Pongs:

Die Gbtter brauchen, wie es im 'Archipelagus' heisst: "zum
Ruhme das Herz der ftihlenden Menschen". Dazu aber bedarf
es eine Eedingung: dass das Herz den Charakter des "Reinen"
hat; dass die "Einfalt" es schUtzend umwirkt. Varum solcher
Schutz nbtig ist, das drilckt Hdlderlin auf zweierlei Art aus:
in der Forderung nach Mass, dass zum Reinen gehBrt; und in
der V.'arnung vor der Hybris, die den Gtittern gleich sein will,
Wiederum ist es die Rheinhymne, die unzweideutig ausmalt,
welches Gericht die Ueberheblichen trifft... Von dem Mass
verkifndet das Fragment "Die Titanen', da heisst es, ... etc.''

One has the impression from such passages that the various poems

alluded or referred to have no significance in the interpreters'

minds other than that of a collection of loosely-connected frag¬

ments laid out for the convenience of the particular argument to

be followed. lastly, one might draw attention to the interest

taken in 'HMlfte des Lebens' in its relationship to the end of

the hymn 'Wie wenn am Feiertage...', specifically to the fact

that it is apparently assumed that the thought of the completed

poem must be in some way fairly closely connected with that of

the unfinished hymn. It does not seem to be considered that the

shorter poem could be quite unconnected, having been stimulated

purely by the imagery of the hymn which was beginning to cause

the poet difficulties. I would hesitate to accord to any critic

the psychological insight into Hdlderlin required to say which

of the possibilities is the most likely, not because they are

lacking in insight, but because it is no small undertaking to

make judgments of this sort when one is a couple of hundred

years late. The list of such cases as I have outlined here
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is not small and it would perhaps be well not to make more of it

than necessary.

A poem can never be explained by recourse to another poem,

g
whether through words, motifs, or images. Still less can there

be mutual interpretations between poems and theoretical works.

And the elucidation of poems from letters or other biographical

documents is nothing short of anathema to serious exegetical

scholarship. The example which springs most readily to mind is

the grossly overquoted and overestimated letter of HBlderlin to

Casimir BBhlendorff, which has been used to interpret any number

of the late hymns, or rather amputated members of them, from
9

'Friedensfeier' to the famous 'Brod und Vein' variant. It may

be commented here that it is customary and considered correct, in

order to avoid the impression that interpretation of poems from

letters proceeds from the arbitrary and theoretically uniustifi-

rable assumption from which it actually does proceed, to keep the

letters and poems to be compared as much as possible within the

same period of the poet's life, as if the poet were a kind of

machine which at any given point of time would be churning out

thoughts of one particular kind either in the form of letters or,

equally well, of poems.

Clearly, however, the insistence on the individuality and

timelessness of the poetic work cannot leave the matter of classi¬

cal and biblical allusions entirely out of account. This is the

one case where the insistence on the poem's integrity bows somewhat

to knowledge shared by the poet's time and our own. However,

caution roust be exercised here, and it must be recognised that

there are very few cases where, however much it may be enriched by

classical or biblical allusion, a poem or part of a poem may not

be/
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be understood without reference to the sllusion. In this I

must strenuously disagree with Momme Kommsen's statement about

the incomprehensibility of some of Htflderlin's poems.In

the seme way Mommsen's procedure in making a classical allusion

the lynch-pin of en interpretation must be rejected not only as

undesifcable but also as unnecessary.The same goes, naturally,

for biblical allusion, Wolfgang Finder and Ulrich HMussermann

being little justified, in their interpretations of 'Patmos' and

•Friedensfeier', in referring so closely and continually to the
12

Gospel story supposedly behind HiJlderlin's work. The classical

allusion in particular leads to a lot of false speculation. One

thinks especially of the insistence that "Geist" in the late

variant of 'Rrod und We in1 is a translation of the Greek daimon,

which has been taken further to mean that a god, and snecifically

13
Bacchus, must be signified. This is an example of typically

"correct" procedure in Hdlderlin-criticism, and also of how

historical and philological findings can bedevil the proper exeg-

:esis of poems. If HHlderlin substituted "Geist" for "Weingott",

then the poetic purpose was not simply to provide the equivalent

of a Greek word. The nature of poetry such as HHlderlin's is to

present the most general, the most universal, truth: the aim is

almost a kind of iconography. It merely dulls our sense of the

meaning of the poem to reduce the generalia to specifica. "Geist"

unites the senses (and this may be deduced from a study of the text)

of the spirit of man, the spirit of a race, and of the daimonic

power. The irrelevant reduction of divinities in IIHlderlin's

poems to one Greek god or another is as meaningless to us as it

probably would have been to HSlderlin. When claiming, for instance,

that the "Thunderer" equals Zeus, we should consider the probabil¬

ity/
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:ity posed by the motto Hblderlin wrote to 'Der blinde Shnger',

that "Thunderer" is the attribute of a particular aspect of

divinity in general: the Thunderer in this case is, namely,
14

quite clearly "Ares", if we must insist upon reductions.

Peter Szondi makes Juno the same as the earth, because of a per¬

fectly obvious allegory Htflderlin uses in the letter to
15

Bdhlendorff, and E. B. Harrison maker her the same as the moon.

Recently we have also been asked to accept that the "straight

daughter" of the hymnic fragment "Venn aber die Himmlischen.,."
16

is in reality none other than the goddess Dike.

9_.- Poetry is not philosophy. We have become so used to the

confusion of the two that we are perfectly willing to accept a

statement, for example, such as "HBlderlin does not continually
1

create new images for his basic thoughts", without once stopping

to consider that the converse might be the case: that the images

may be the more important element, in that they are static, and

that it is the "thoughts" connected with them which might be the

variables of the poetry. There will be considerable criticism,

in the course of this study, for views which from the outset

relate everything encountered in the works examined to precon-

rceived ideas about a "message" the poet wishes to convey. I

would not thereby deny that there is such a thing as poetic

thought, but simply voice the most strenuous disagreement with

the method which states "such-and-such in the poems means so-and-

sd', at which point extraneous material is included, apparently in

the fond belief that if enough apparently corroboratory material

is introduced from outside, a convincing argument will emerge as

a matter of course. A statement in a poem means what it says,

and/



and it is perfectly able to speak for itself. We may elucidate

it in the sense of translating it into the terms of our study,

but we cannot increase its meaning, but only reduce it, by

attempting to explain it. This refers both to more general

matters such as the monotonous repetition, from poem to poem, of

"this means the Greek day and this means the absence of the gods

in the poet's time" and so on, and to more particular matters

such as Jochen Schmidt's "explanation" of the metaphor in the

first stanza of '1riedensfeier', which is both unnecessary and

undesirable. This kind of procedure is unfortunately spread

throughout the whole of Hdlderlin-criticism and it even bedevils

two of the studies which are most significant in attempting to

free Hblderlin-criticism from the "Greek" and the associated

half-eschatological thinking. The studies of Ulrich Gaier and

Beda /llemann propound, respectively, certain very stimulating and

very pertinent ideas on Hdlderlin's thought, but having done so,

there is a tendency to over-relate them to the works, and so in

the long run to reduce their value, in the sense that it is the
2

exception which proves the rule.

.0.- Friedrich Beissner, on the authority of Goethe, claims that

the understanding of a poem is to be gained from a knowledge of

the poem's genesis. Firstly I must say in answer to this that

the authority of Goethe may well be a little open to doubt on such

a matter, since there is a suspicion that his greatness as a poet

may in some respects be said to be indisputable despite his own

efforts to the contrary. Secondly and more significantly, if

this were the case, then we should be satisfied if the artist were

to produce not a finished and perfected work of art but a conglom-

:eration/
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:eration of possibilities and eras ions amongst which the critic

could guddle to his heart's content and believe himself the wiser

at the end of it. It is no slight to Peissner's invaluable

contributions to HBlderlin criticism, made possible through his

methodological principles, to say that this view completely

bypasses the central claim of the great work of art, which is

the claim to be a thing of perfection. Only in cases where

there is genuine doubt, because of the lack of a fair copy, is

it justifiable to have recourse in interpretation to variant

forms and phrases and words. To use earlier and rejected forms

of a poem as an aid to interpretation only indicates defective

interpretative ability.

When interpreting poems that are unfinished or fragmentary,

great cere must be taken to avoid the temptation to treat them

as finished works. This temptation is more often than not well

hidden, but the succumbing to it is often revealed in such matters

as providing something approaching an interpretation of gaps in

the unfinished poem, or explanations, drawn from the content of

the poem, of why it was not finished, or manifesting a fascination

for the apparently very intense or elliptical language which

could simply mean that the lines in question never got beyond

note-form. .An example of the latter might be seen in the lines

from a rejected form of 'Patmos':

Nicht wollen
Wenn ich es ihnen sagen, sie
Mir bliihen. Es trHfe zu scharf.

"1

Sonst...etc.

The lines in the completed poem are:

Nicht/
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Nicht wollen
Am scharfen Strale sie bltlhn
Wiewohl den Ruth... etc

Examples of the former are provided by R. T. Stoll,^ and the

folly of the procedure may be seen in his explanation of why the

earlier versions of 'Friedensfeier' remained uncompleted—because

k
it did not accord with reality. At the time of writing this,

the completed version of the hymn had of course not yet been

discovered.

11These, then, are the definitions and conditions which this

study endeavours to satisfy. The first part contains individual

commentaries upon a fair number of Hdlderlin's poems. There

are gaps, which I must regret, but space does not permit of a

fuller inventory of poems, and many of the interpretations them-

:selves have been curtailed for the seme reason. The concen-

rtration is wholly upon the poems of Hdlderlin's maturity. The

order in which the commentaries are presented is based upon the

order in which the four (or five) themes examined in Part II

follow upon each other. The order in Part II stems from the

course of my own argument, not from chronology or from a distinct

development of ideas. I have adopted the same order for Part I

for the sole reason that it enhances the impression I wish to

make that the poems can and should be interpreted absolutely

as individuals. Part II attempts to build up a unified picture,

on the basis of the individual interpretations and upon recurrent

motifs, of thematic material in Hdlderlin's works. An empirical

analytical method is followed, which neither assumes nor concludes

a coherent theme given by the poet, but which also does not claim

to/



to be entirely objective and unbiased. The fact that there

are four themes with a central fifth one in a study ultimately

dedicated to an archetype of the Jungian psychology which

expresses itself in quaternity symbols is partially coincidence,

and partially the result of a conscious use of quaternities in

ordering the thoughts upon a certain subject. After the exposi¬

tion of the four themes, their relation to, with a fev; excep¬

tions, all the poems of Hfllderlin's maturity is given brief

mention; and the last section is devoted to relating the four

themes to the central theme. Part III of the study examines

the pattern that emerges from the examination of the themes, and

relates it to some more or less technical features of the poems

and to HBlderlin's theoretical essays end statements. The

relationship of the pattern as a whole to the theories of the

Jungian psychology and the archetype of the self is then shown,

and a unified view of HBlderlin's works is thereby reached. The

last section refers briefly to some biographical matters in as far

as they might tend to conflict with the view of the poet's works,

and account is taken of the psychology of Hblderlin's mental

collapse in particular.
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PART I. Individual interpretations.

Aber dass uranfangs
Der Muth nicht selber mich auseezze. Schauen, mfissen wir

mit Schltissen,
Der Erfindung, vorher. Denn Hieuer ist's,
Das Angesicht des Iheuersten.



A. The Soul

41.

The first group of poems is referred to as the Theme of the Soul.

The first poem to be considered is the hexameter 'Diotima'
1

("Komm1 und besMnftige mir...").

Despite its apparent simplicity, the poem is of moderate

complexity. It may be divided into two halves, the first

expressed in a way that is more personal, while the second is

more general. Again, it may be seen that, although in form,

in syntax, the verses go in couplets, the first half falls into

two halves, in which there is one verse which contains the personal

element, and two which move on what we may call a more cosmic

plane. Thus there is the element "Kornm' und besHnftige mir

(...das Chaos der Zeit )" in the first line, and "Bis in der

sterblichen Brust..." in the fourth. This latter element is

already leading the poem into the general sphere of the second

half, but it may also be seen to refer back to the poet and the
2

requests he makes to the "bliss of the heavenly Muse" " on his own

account in the first three lines.^ The interplay of personal

and cosmic, which may well be the core of the poem, is indicated

firstly by the fact that the power evoked by the poet to quieten

the "chaos of time" for him or in him, or the chaos of h.is own

time, is the same power that "once reconciled the elements",

and secondly and more significantly in that the union of what is

divided "in the mortal breast" (or as we might translate it in

this instance "in my mortal breast"), becomes the precondition

for the release of the "old nature" of all men, so that Man may

be seen to be, also, a force in the cosmic sense. When this

happens, he may be said to be free of the "chaos of time" or the

"ferment/



"ferment of time" and thus united in the same sense as the elements

were reconciled. Time is either 'the time" i.e. the poet's

time, or time in the sense of the troubled flow of human exis¬

tence. It appears, in this sense, to be seen as a series of

unrelated impulses, which, being unrelated, are in disharmony.

The ordering capacity of the "bliss of the heavenly Muse" is such

that when the "old" state of peace is attained again, man's

nature rises above the turbulence of time into, presumably, a

state of timelessness.

The way has thus been paved for the more general note of

the second half. The requests made here are of a somewhat

different nature: there is no longer the pleading for order and

peace in the raging battle; this has been, in terms of the poem,

accomplished in that it has been evoked. The thought goes out

now to the whole people, and the power that was asked to preside

over the individual heart is now invited to return to the "indigent

heart of the people"; this is made more specific when it is asked

to be present at the religious ritual at the centre of both secular

and sacred life: to be at the "hospitable table" and in the

temples. "Lebendige Schdnheit" will be seen to have been taken

to refer to the same thing as "Wonne der himmlischen Muse"; this

is justified in that both clearly refer to the power invoked in

the poem, and the reason now appears for the invocation: "Diotioa

lives". We may be tempted to equate, in some sense, Diotima with

the being who is evoked, and in fact this idea may not be so mis¬

guided. But it must be understood first that it is not simply

because Diotima lives that the divine being is evoked, but because

she lives and her life is in danger. She is a "tender flower in

the winter", and although her own spirit is rich in itself ("reich



an eigenem Geist"), yet she needs the sun. Yet it is just the

sun which is not present, since it has sunk ("die Sonne des

Geists"— in this particular case, Diotima's spirit—"...ist

hinunter"); and the frosty night with its carping winds is all

that remains.

Thus the poem is brought full circle and shows its complex

of interweaving ideas. Firstly, there is the idea of "Schbnheit":

the invoked diety is referred to as a "living perfection". Again,

the time when the "sun of the spirit" is shining is referred to as

the "more perfect world". Two specific powers or deities are thus

associated with "perfection", the female divinity referred to as

"bliss of the heavenly Muse", and the "sun of the spirit" which is

the "more perfect world", the opposite of the winter. This latter

is the sun which Diotoma "also seeks", since it alone will give her

life; having gone, however, it belongs to the past, and can thus

in all probability be related to "the old nature of men". The

former is the 'living perfection" the poet invokes, whose return

does not seem to have been made impossible by the absence of the

sun. The difference between the two may be that where the one

exercises an active, ordering function, the other is harmony

itself, still and inactive—since in the context it seems a little

irrelevant to take account of the action of the sun on flowers.

The word "spirit" appears twice also. In the case mentioned

already, the "sun of the spirit" is the same as the "more perfect

world"; in the other case, Diotima is described as a being "rich

in her own spirit", yet still in need of the sun. This description

of Diotima is concessive in the same way as "denn Diotima lebt":

a large "but" follows in either case, and all points back to the

deity evoked from the start. Diotima's "living" points beck to

the/



the "living perfection" that is an attribute of this deity, the

implications of which will be plain shortly. Lastly, the final

image combines the idea of winter—the absence of the sun— with

the initial idea of strife. This strife is seen first and fore-

:most within the poet: thus it is that Diotima may be regarded

as a figure within him, expressed as it is in non-human, one

might say "cosmic" terms ("the tender flower in the winter").

As long as the poet is in disharmony—which is also the same as

saying that the heart of the people is indigent—there is winter

in Diotima's world, and she is endangered. But here is the main

theme of the poem again: the prayer to the Muse to come again

with her harmony so that Diotima's sun may shine again. Diotima

can thus be seen to be an expression of the deity invoked: she

lives, but her life can only be safeguarded and completed by the

presence of the deity; she is rich in spirit, but unless she has

the "sun of the spirit" she cannot liv*e of herself: she needs the

"more perfect world", and this, again, will be given her by the

presence of the "living perfection".

As to the fact that the poem ends on an apparently pessimis-

:tic note, it should be borne in mind that it is a prayer, not a

vision, and the prayer is spoken out of the need arising from

the disharmony in the poet. Thus it is only right, and honest,

and aesthetically accpeteble, that he should bring the poem round

full circle, making it an expression of himself. Because the

circle is dark and troubled, and the tender flower in its midst

is thus threatened, it looks outward, appealing to the deity to

intervene. It is, in the thought of the poem, not in time, but

(albeit negatively) timeless, and so the fact if its "ending" in

this way does not mean that all is hopeless.

3./
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The second poem is 'Der <inkel von Ll.hrdt '•

Two words, the manner of whose usage comes out, 1 think, to

be very similar, cause considerable difficulties in interpreting

t is poem. They are "unmlindig" in line 5, and "tibrig" ("an

iibrigem Orte") in the last line. Both words can be shown to

have their usual meaning, "unmiindig" indicating that the place

described is held, through its history, from being merely a

natural scene, and "tibrig" indicating that the place is "left¬

over" in time, i.e. what remains, after the historical event is
3

passed. There is no reason, certainly, why these meanings

should not stand, but a certain amount of interpretative cc ntor-

:tion seems to be necessary if they are to be the only meanings;

the less etymologicnlly correct meaning, in either case, is both

simpler and makes more sense as a principal meaning. That is,
h

"un Undig" indicates the inability to speak for oneself which,

:b will be shown, ay be extended to mean "not yet of age"; and

"tibrig" is simply the adjective "upper". Why the poet should

hive used a word in such an idiosyncratic fashion, when there is

a perfectly good word meaning the same t'ing already in the language,

is of course not clear: it is thus likely that a pun on "upper"

and "(left-)over" was intended; on the other hind it could quite

■s well be that the polarity of upper and lower, which builds the

basis of the poem, is better expressed here through the echoing

• nd stressing of "liber den J usstritt" in "an librigera Crte' .

In the first case, therefore, ; natural scene of woods sinking

down into a valley is described, tnd we may tcke it in this sense

th-t if Ulrich had not "gone there", the poem would stop at that,

for tie scene would have nothing to say for itself. lecause it

does, however, it is possible for the poet subjectively to describe

the/



the natural scene, and relate it to the human history of the

place. This is what is behind the peculiar description of the

leaves that "hang inwards, like buds". The suggestion that it

is an autumn scene which is described, that the woods' "sinking"

indicates the falling leaves, that the leaves hang inwards

because the first frost has touched them, and that "bltiht unten

5
auf ein Grund" refers to the leaves fallen on the forest floor,

is possible, end has the great advantage of taking seriously the

visual impact, but it seems to be something of an over-interpre-

:tation. "Hinunter sinket der bald", and the suggestion of depth

in "bliiht unten auf ein Grund" would both point to the aforemen¬

tioned polarity of upper and lower, i.e. the wood is on a

steep slope. And thirdly, to bring in the matter of- seasonal

change here is somewhat irrelevant, except in a very general sense

there certainly appears to be an autumnal atmosphere through the

poem, but if this can be pinpointed at all, it would seem to lie

rather in

oft sinnt...
Ein gross Schiksaal
Pereit...,

with its powerful, but hidden, suggestion of death, and thus in

general terms of an autumn going into a winter. Ulrich, as does

the poet, and this is the point of the poem, looked down from

above into the depths of the valley. Obliquely, it is made

clear that this looking down into the depths expresses Ulrich's,

and perhaps the poet's, awareness of a "great destiny", for which

he is ready: the way this is expressed, however, makes that

destiny the subject, as if it were a power living and aware

in itself, but expressing itself through Ulrich. Put it is the

moment/
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moment of "Sinnen", of contemplation upon the next footstep,

which the poem is setting out to capture. This "footstep" will

be the decisive one, and probably entails the acceptance of the

"great destiny". from this point of view, the first four lines

of the peem become more significant, the sinking of the forests

down into the valley becomes charged with mysterious meaning, and

the leaves take on the significance of "hanging inwards" because

they have the meaning, poetically speaking, of buds. The hang¬

ing inwards suggests the retiring into oneself involved in

contemplation, but something that is 'like buds" is not likely to

be closing; and so we may return to the point, already made, of

Ulrich's being in some sense the expression of the "great destiny",

and see in the evocation of buds another expression of the great

destiny which is about to unfold itself. By the same token, the

floor of the valley "blossoms upwards", towards the watcher, as

towards the leaves, through which it is clearly indicated that

the fateful "footstep' is like a step into the abyss below. In

this sense, certainly, the suggestion of autumn cannot he entirely

disregarded. The "ground" of the valley is, however, more than

a simple abyss: it suggests also "base" or "basis", and in that

the direction down into the depths expresses the great destiny,

and the acceptance of it, this "ground" may be seen to indicate

the basis of that great destiny, and thus by implication, the

ground or basis of Ulrich himself, and by further implication,

of the poet.

hat this means may be seen by returning to the central line

of the poem:

Nicht gar unmilndig4

The/
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The suggestion has been that the key word here signifies that

what would have otherwise been a merely natural scene is now

imbued with meaning because of the historical or legendary event

with which it is connected. This may now be seen to be true

only in a superficial sense. Firstly, in that the leaves are

like buds, they indicate that something is about to unfold.

"Nicht gar unmtlndig" shows that, in general, it is the scene

which is about to unfold, and in particular the "ground", which

is really the same thing, in that the scene comes down, literally

and metaphorically, to this "ground", which is the last word in

the first half of the poem. As has been shown, it is also the

same thing as the destiny's being about to unfold. As what, then,

secondly, are we to think of this destiny? Ulrich is a figure

of history and legend, one of the founders of the poet's father-

:land. It is thus likely that there is the significance that

the past is about to unfold itself, and attain meaning in the

poet's present. It seems to be going far beyond the bounds of

the poem to relate this to a hope in the poet of a rebirth of his
£

fatherland in that the reminder of the past indicates a hope for

the future. The meaning (thirdly) is more subtle, and inherent

in the poem. The scene described in the first four lines, is^

presumably, what the poet sees. "Oft sinnt, tiber den Fusstritt..."

—and the apparently insignificant word "oft" may be a key word

here—links, as has been mentioned, the great destiny of Ulrich

with the great destiny of which the poet is thinking in respect

of himself: to return to the beginning, then, there is now the

possibility that the scene described is that which was seen by

Ulrich. In other words, past and present, Ulrich and poet, are

drawn together into one, and this is indicated by two monuments,

the/



the subject of the poem, (the "Winkel" and the "Fusstritt"),

and the poem itself. In the former, past and present are one,

and the monument thus stands clear of time, in a kind of eternity;

in the latter the poet h s endeavoured to give voice to this

fact, the poem thus being an expression of this monument, and

itself that which makes the whole subject—not merely the natural

scene—able to speak for itself. In this light we may return to

the "leaves like buds"—or leaves "with the sense of" buds, if we

wish to give full force to "ahnlich". The monument, the scene,

the hero Ulrich, are seen to be entities which have withdrawn

into themselves ("h&ngen / Einwarts die Bl&tter"); they are now

the expressions of possibilities, and represent an unknown world

upon which the poet stumbles when he, too, withdraws into himself.

This unknown world is his destiny, which is the basis of himself,

his "ground"; when he knows this, both he and the scene and its

history "come of age"; the scene becomes able to speak for itself

not simply because it attains expression in the poem, but because

all, scene, monument, legendary past, poem and poet, have become

ready to unfold, both through the contemplation and because the

contemplation is a part of that becoming ready.

The fragmentary hymn 'Deutscher Gesang'«

The attempt to interpret the first part of the hymn (11.1-22)

is made difficult by the absence of an explicit situation efter

"doch wenn..." in line 13. This missing situation would presum¬

ably have the function of balancing lines 1-12. It may, however,

be surmised that an evening scene of some kind is intended:

justification for thin comes through the opposition of "Forgen

trunken' in line 1, and "nlichtern" in line 17, together with "in

tiefen/
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tiefen Schstten" in line 14." It is possible that the sobriety

and deep shadow are to be contrasted with a burning mid-day sun

from which shelter is taken, but this is unlikely in that the

force of aforementioned opposition "trunken - nllchtern" would

then be considerably weakened, since there is little to be seen

by way of contrast between an intoxicated morning and a burning

noon. A variant of line 15 supports the surmise: "in khhler
3

Abendstunde". This is not necessarily conclusive, of course,

since the more general turn "in tiefen Schatten" seems to have

been preferred to the variant; but neither does it say that it

was preferred because it is more general. I shall take it as

being the case, then, that there is an opposition of morning and

evening; and follow that this opposition forms the core of the

hymn, assuming that the fragment represents a complete outline.

It is of significance that the same opposition is condensed in a

line in the concluding section (11.23-38): "Die Gestirne, wenn

vom Orient her..." (1.27).

If there is a specific meaning in the individual elements

making up the first lines, it appears to lack a definite context.

It is morning, the bird begins its song, the river hurls the sun's

rays about and continues on its wild way downwards over the rocks.

The next three lines (11.5-7) are very fragmentary, but the ele¬

ments of longing to go over into another land, and of youth,

stand out. Something might, however, be deduced from the follow¬

ing lines: gate and market-place, the religious aspect of home—>

the sacred hearth (1.10)—can be understood as pointing in the

direction of praise of the homeland, yet it is difficult to see

why "he alone", the poet (l.ll), is silent, lonely, with his heart

held "still in his bosom" (1.12). "Doch wenn" in line 14 is the

only/
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only real clue that the German poet has perhaps found himself,

and "come home". Otherwise, we have in lines 15-20 a picture

contrasting with that in the first four lines: instead of the

morning with its qualities of intoxication and enthusiasm, there

is the deep shadow and holy sobriety of the water (l.l8); instead

of the wild mountain river there is the "cool-breathing stream"

(1.17), instead of the bird's song there is the "soul's song"

which the poet sings (1.20). There is, in all, a moving inwards,

av/ay from vitality and surging life into silence and stillness.

But then there comes an unexpected turn: the picture is not

completed; there is an imbalance. The poet's soul is pure, but
I+

he is "too full" of the spirit (1.21). This might well mean that

he has rejected that other side, that which is contrary to the

spirit: we think of that which is "worldly", and the gate and

market-place and the houses of the town come to mind (11.9-11)#

We may guess that it is the toogreat purity of the poet which

leads to his being "wrathful" (1.23); but whether his wrath is

directed against unspirituel fellows or against himself is not clear:

the latter might appear the more likely since his cheeks "glow with

shame" (1.2*0. The "song" in line 2b would then be that same

"soul's song", and it is now branded as "unholy" in every note

A resolution appears to be reached, however: what was hither-

:to seen as an imbalance now appears not as one-sidedness but as

pure "simplicity" ("Einfalt", 1.26). The poet's state may now be

said to have been changed in nature without having suffered change

in fact. In the same way the stars that, "like a father" (l.j^O),

smile a blessing upon him, come over from the morning (1.27), or

alternatively rise in the east as the evening follows and the night.

(1.25).

This/
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This dual aspect of the stars' presence "over the hills of our

people" (1.28) accords with the fact that they indicate prophecy

("weissegend", 1.28), which is to be understood here as a kind

of wisdom which reaches beyond immediate situations. In that

they play the part of a father, the poet is a child, and thus the

link is established between "Einfalt" end "Kindheit" (1.31)•

From this there develops the last thought: the blessing which

crowns the poet comes from the stars (11.32,33)? and simultane¬

ously his "word in the song" names the fatherland. The symbolic

algebra in this will be apparent shortly.

The "spirit of the fatherland" descends or becomes manifest

like a goal long striven for, perfection and crown. It has, for

the sake of its perfection ("um deiner SchBne willen", 1.35)»

remained "nameless" (1.36)? thus protecting its "most god-like"

(1.36) nature. Now it appears, named in the song (I.38). The

naming does not necessarily come as an invocation. There is an

ambiguity here in that, firstly, in the order of the elements ift

the poem, the blessing and the crown come first, and the naming

might well be a result of them; secondly, however, according to

the syntax, the blessing might be said to come because the spirit

of the fatherland is, at last, named. leaving this ambiguity

intact and unresolved, an explanation of the significance of this

conclusion may now be sought by bringing together the symbols.

The stars, as mentioned, come when evening is followed by night.

(This almost confirms the guess that lines 15 to 20 indicate an

evening scene). But the stars also come from, and thus, seen

from that aspect, belong to, the Orient (1.27), which is the place

of the day's beginning. They are now shining "over the hills of

our people" (1.28). The mention of hills and the people brings

back/
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back the poem's first and second images: the river going its

"rough course" down over the rocks, and the wakening world of

men, market-place and the home's fire. Furthermore, there is

the suggestion that the poem • s 'beversion" to childhood in lines

30 and 31 might be connected with the day's beginning, end thus

with the scene which we are now even more justified in calling

a scene indicating the homeland. In as far as the poet'"becomes"

a child, the divinity which is above him, blessing and crowning

him and making him complete, is his "father": this spirit is thus

naturally the spirit of the "fatherland". Thus heaven comes to

earth, and the god is in the land where the poet is. When this

takes place, the poet can no longer be lonely amongst his people,

for people and land are taken up in this godhead, and so to name

the god in his song is also to name the "less pure" environment,

the land and the people of his home. A further possibility

arises from this: the river leaps wildly down from the hills;

the "youths" long, as we may from the fragmentary lines 6-8, for

"another land". Thus we may see the fault of the poet that later

makes him blush with shame: to long for another land might be a

parallel of that spirituality that was too great; but to stay

upon home ground, and to find all that is needed there, to be

the child rather than the restless youth the child becomes, is

the wisdom towards which the poem aims. This all belongs to thd

peculiar perspective of the poem which makes evening the same as

morning through the association of the stars with the day's rising,

which makes return to the homeland without ever having moved away

from it, which makes the naming of the spirit of the fatherland

both the cause and the effect of the blessing of the —appropri¬

ately, in view of this acausslity—-prophetic stars; which

changes/
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changes the poet without changing him.

The unfinished hymn 'Der Einzige1 ("first version").

The first half of the poem appears fairly straightforward,

and if the sixth stanza did not break off, our attention might

not have been drawn to the fact that the poet is apparently in

considerable difficulties. In fact, the apparently straight-

:forward face of the poem masks a theme of extreme complexity,

and it may have been this which was behind the poet's abandonment

of the first attempt as well as the ensuing obscure and fragmen¬

tary attempts on the missing portion.

The last two stanzas might be found already to display

themes which, confusingly, do not seem to accord well with the

expectations gained from the earlier stanzas. What, then, are

these expectations? The poem seems to begin with a hymning of

the world of Ancient Greece, in which gods descended and mixed

with mortals, and "high thoughts and great souls came to them

from the father" (11.13-17). To this world, the poet complains,

he is in some way more deeply attached than to his own fatherland

(11.1-4). Among the gods and heroes of ancient times, however,

there is one he seeks and does not find, and "jewel of the house,

the last of the line" (ll.33i 34), namely Christ. As soon,

however, as he has asked after this latter, the poet's soul is

"filled with sorrow" (11.43, 44), since it seems that his search¬

ing for the one who is hidden, and his love for Christ, means

that he must do without the other gods and heroes to whom his

love is given. This he has, of course, no wish to do; yet he

reckons it as his own fault, since he "depends too much" upon

Christ although he is the brother of Herakles and, as the poet

'boldly/
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"boldly affirms"^ of Dionysus (who is referred to by his sacred
name of Evoe), the one who brought the vine to the oeoples and

"tamed their grimness", a feat which is distilled into the image

of the god's tiger-drawn chariot (st.5, ll.W-59). Why is the

affirmation of Dionysus' relationship to Christ "bold"? Apper*-

:ently because he, and Ilerakles also, are figures from the Ancient

Creek world, and Christ is, if we may say so, christian. This

seems to be the explanation for lines 60-6?:

Es hindert aber eine Schaam
Mich dir zu vergleichen
Die weltlichen MMnner.

Certainly the poet knows that Christ's "father is the same..."—

but here the sixth stanza breaks off. The sare as what? Presum-

:ably the same as the father of Herakles and Dionysus; in this

case, these two would appear to be the "worldly men"—despite

the fact that they are, if not gods, at least demi-gods. The

justification for the appellance in this case could be either

that the great feats of both divinities were performed upon earth

in man's form, or that they, being Greek, are not christian, and

are therefore not spiritual but "worldly", to speak after St.
2

Paul. In the second case here, the poet's "shame" would be

understandable, as it would be also in the first case since there

would be, in calling Herakles and Dionysus "worldly men", an

implicit degrading of Christ's divinity, in that Christ's great

feats also were accomplished upon the earth.^ This, however,

produces a new problem which our facile interpretation up to now

has not anticipated. Certainly, there appears to be, in the

line "Denn nimmer herrscht er allein" (I.65) a comforting glimpse

of a movement which would accord with our anticipations up to now,

a/
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a movement apparently towards some kind of reconciliation of

Greek polytheism with christian monotheism, or if not, at least

a rejection of the latter. Lines 66 and 67, "Es hSnget aber an

einem / Die J.iebe...", also seem to indicate a continuing pre¬

occupation along these lines. Hereafter, nevertheless, our

cycle of problems seems to be broken into, and if we do not ignore

the lest two stanzas, we should be forced to admit that they seem

a little irrelevant; consequent upon which we might have to

admit thr t the poem fails upon aesthetic grounds, with the poet

apparently having been unnecessarily sidetracked.

Another possibility would be to start again, end to view the

first six stanzas in the light of the last two. The second-last

stanza opens with what is quite clearly a parallel of the opening

of the fifth stanza: "Es hHnget aber an einem / Die Liebe..."

(11.66, 67) is like an echo of: "zu sehr, / C Christus! hHng ich

an dir..." (11.^9, 50)• This is nothing new, but the parallel

goes further, through

Diesesmal
1st nemlich vom eigenen ITerzen
Zu sehr gegangen der Gesang
Gut machen will ich den Fehl... (11.8*1-87)

and

Ich weiss es aber, eigene Schuld
Istsl Denn zu sehr,
0 Christus! hMng ich an dir... (11.*18-50).

"Nemlich" in the second-last stanza (1.85) means that the sentence

in which it stands is an amplification of the previous lines, "Es

hHnget aber an einem / Die Liebe". (11.83, 8*0. Jt may be possible

to particularise this "own guilt": it appeared at first sight to

be a general feeling of guilt at the strife occasioned among the

gods/
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gods at the poet's inquiring after the "only one", Christ. In

this sense the phrase simply means "my own fault" or at most

"the fault which is peculiar to me". Supposing, however, that

the opening exclamation of stanza 5 were divorced from what

immediately precedes it, and we understand "eigene Schuld"

as meaning "the guilt which comes of being orientated too much

towards that which is peculiar to me" (which immediately finds

its corollary in "for 1 depend upon you too much, 0 Christ",

(11.^9, 50)? Since this phrase finds a parallel in the portion

of the second-last stanza under discussion, it would be well to

look there for an amplification of exactly what this guilt is,

and what is the peculiar nature of the poet which brings the

guilt about. The poet is apparently failing in that he never

seems able to strilethe right balance, the correct "measure",

in his "songs" (ll.p8-90). The balance, apparently, is that

between what is embedded in his own heart and what is not.

What, then, is peculiar to the poet's heart?

Firstly, the statement must be understood:

Ein Gott weiss aber,
Venn k ommet, was ich wtinsche das Beste. (11.90, 91).

It is tempting to think of "das Maas" as, through "ich wtinsche",

the same as "das Beste", and there is little doubt that in one

sense this is the case; but before we may think of the "measure"

and the "best" without more ado as one and the same, it may be

necessary to regard them as, in some degree, opposites. "Was

ich wtinsche das Beste" is, namely, explained by the "denn"-clause

which follows it:

Denn/
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Denn wie der Meister
Gewandelt auf Erden...
Dera gleich ist gefangen die Seele der Helden.
Die Dichter mtissen such
Die geistigen weltlich seyn. (11.92, 93, 103-105).

Of Christ (the "master") it is said:

Und sehr betrUbt war auch
Der Sohn so lange, bis er
Gen Himmel fuhr in den Lllften (11. 100-102);

so that the "best", through the analogy with Christ, is that

moment when the heroes' soul is set free, and when the poets,

by nature "spiritual", are released from the obligation to be

"worldly". The balance which the poet wishes to reach is "never"

reached. The fact that "only a god knows" when or if the "best"

that the poet wishes is coming means, apart from the more obvious

meaning that it is a matter of divine knowledge only in what

future the poet may attain the "measure" or the "best" or both

as one, that there is a sphere, the heavenly one, in which this

"best" takes place: because the sphere is the heavenly one, we

are all the more justified in thinking of the "best" as the freeing

of the poet's inner nature. It will be seen from this that the

poet's "spiritual" nature has been assumed to be that part of him

which corresponds to the "divine" sphere. When the poet's song

comes too much from his own heart now, it means that he is too

spiritually biased. Here a further complication arises: the

word "gefangen" is used to describe Christ ("ein gefangener Aar",

1.9*0, and also the "souls of the heroes" (1.103). There is,

nevertheless, no mention of being "captive" in the context of

the poets.' having to be, contrary to their nature, "worldly".

That "the poets, the spiritual ones, must also be worldly"

(11./
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(11.104, 105—the position of "auch" at the end of the line

indicates a natural stress on the word) could thus mean not only

that they are obliged, in the same way that Christ and the souls

of the heroes are imprisoned, to be imprisoned in "worldliness",

but that it is their fate, just as Christ was released to

"journey towards heaven" (1,102), to become "worldly". They

would thus be journeying, so to speak, in a direction opposite

to Christ's, yet the process by which they journey would be a

parallel one: hence the stress on "also". In this light we may

turn to the lines in the first stanza:

Denn wie in himmlische

Gefangenschaft verkauft
Dort bin ich, wo Apollo ging...(11.5-7)•

This leads us to the great connection which holds the whole poem

together, namely that between:

Was ist es, das
An die alten seeligen Kiisten
Mich fesselt, dass ich mehr noch
Sie liebe, als mein Vaterland? (11. 1-4)

in the first stanza of the first triad, "zu sehr, / 0 ChristusI

h8ng ich an dir" (11.49, 50) in the central stanza of the second

triad, and

Es hMnget aber an einem
Die Liebe. Diesesmal
1st n&mlich vom eigenen Herzen
Zu sehr gegangen der Gesang (11.83-86)

in the "central" stanza of the last triad. The paradoxical

relationship of captivity and freedom forms the cornerstone of

the poem's structure.

At this point, the fifth and sixth stanzas should be examined.

In/



In this version of the poem, the lines

Denn zu sehr
C Christus! hMng'ich an dir
Viewohl Herakles Bruder

make up a complete period. First of all, then, it will be

taken as a self-sufficient statement. Herakles, like Christ,

is a son of the Father, begotten in the way described in the first

stanza (11.10-12). He is also a hero, whose soul is thus in

captivity just as Christ was like a "captive eagle". What does

it mean, then, when the poet exclaims "too much do 1 depend on

you, although (you are) Herakles brother"? (The suggestion,

incidentally, in the syntax, that it is the poet who is Herakles'

brother, is to be rejected on the grounds of irrelevance). Does

it mean, (l) I depend too much upon you alone, because since you

are Herakles' brother, I should depend on him too? This would

point to the simplistic interpretation with which we started, but

it would also make sense in the context of our present interpreta¬

tive direction, as long as we assume that "die weltlichen KMnner"

(1.62) refers to Herakles and Dionysus. But it may mean, (2) I

de end too much on you, although, as Herakles1 brother, you are

basically divine. This, in turn, could mean, (a) it is not good

to form too close an attachment to the divine (i.e. to the exclusion

of that which is "worldly"), or, (b): Christ is a human, earthly,

worldly, presence (compare lines 97-99 in the last stanza), and

therefore the poet hangs upon him as on something comprehensible,

although his deepest nature is divine (flerakles' brother) and a

mystery of the spirit. Either of these meanings fits in with

the admission of shame in the sixth stanza (l.6l): in (l), "aber"

of "es hindert aber eine Schaam..." would refer to lines ^8 and ^9,

"Ich/



"Ich weiss es aber, eigene Schuld / Istsi", in the sense: I know

it is my own fault, yet a shame hinders me...; and thus the

admission of shame would not affect the interpretation (2a) of

"denn zu sehr..." etc., but would concern the fact that, the

poet's inner nature being spiritual, he pays too little attention

to that which is "worldly", and is therefore ashamed to compare

Christ to the "worldly men", which is what leads to all the

trouble in the fourth stanza (11.^3-^7)• In (2b), the "aber"

of line 60 points to an unresolved paradox in the poet's attitude

to Christ: "I hang too much upon Christ as an earthly figure,

although he is the brother of Herakles and Dionysus, and yet a

shame hinders me from comparing him to the worldly men"—a good

enough reason for Christ's absence in the third and fourth stanzas!

The interpretations in (2a) and (2b) conflict, yet they can both

be seen to point to the paradoxical situation in the last two lines

of the poem: in (2a), the poet's "imprisonment in the divine"

(i.e. "spiritual") sphere means that a shame prevents him from

comparing the god to worldly men, and this is the poet's 'bwn

guilt"; in (2b), his imprisonment in the world, as it might be

called, means that he is attached to the worldly aspect of Christ,

and can therefore not resolve the paradox generated by his inner,

spiritual nature, and compare Christ to "worldly men".^ (The

more usual interpretation of Christ as the representative of the

"spiritual" over against the Greek demi-gods as representatives

of the "worldly" is discounted here on the grounds that it ignores

the parallelism in lines 1-^ and *>9-51« A dichotomy of Christ

and the divine (-Ancient Greek) world could only come into consid¬

eration if a distinction were made between "divine" and "spiritual"

spheres, a distinction which is made very artificial by the clear

parallel /



parallel drawn between Christ, the "heroes" and the "spiritual
n

ones" in the last stanza). Both interpretations in (2), now,

fit also into the statement:

Und ktihn bekenn ich, du
Bist Bruder such des Euiers... (11.52, 53)J

in (2a), the fact that the inner, "spiritual" nature of the poet

is dominant, whether seen as imprisonment in the divine sphere or

as an imbalance in its favour, means that, despite the shame at

comparing Christ with worldly men, the poet is quite bold enough

when it comes to acknowledging, despite his "own guilt", the

relatedness of Christ and Dionysus. In (2b) the case is much

the same, except that the boldness of the acknowledgment is given

heavier stress, through the poet's being too strongly dependent,

despite his inner spirituality, on the "worldliness" of Christ,

or rather on what could be called his world-bound-ness. In both

cases the "bold acknowledgment" provides a deliberate contrast with

the "shame" which "hinders" the poet from comparing Christ to the

worldly men. But one point upon which both interpretations in

(2) agree is that "die weltlichen Manner" does not refer to

Herakles and Dionysus, or at least not to the exclusion of Christ

from their company, but simply to "the worldly men", identity

unspecified. It is po sible for the interpretations in (2) to go

side-by-side, despite conflicts, but it seems less likely that the

interpretations in (1) and (2) can coexist peacefully, because of

this point. It is therefore necessary to try and decide between

the two. It would seem, first of all, unlikely that the poet who is

ashamed to compare Christ with the two Greek demigods would have the

boldness to acknowledge Christ as the brother of Dionysus, although

this/
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this is arguable on the grounds that it is precisely the shame

which necessitates the boldness and the admission of relatedness.

There is, however, another argument here. Dionysus "harnessed

tigers to his chariot and established the vineyard and tamed the

grimness of the peoples, commanding joyful service" (11.53-66).

Christ, as the last two stanzas relate, "walked upon the earth

a captive eagle, and many who saw him were afraid, all the while

the Father did his utmost and worked his best, tangibly, among

men, and the son was sorely troubled also" (11.92-101). "Also"

here cannot have the same sense as "dem gleich" in line 103 and

"auch" in line 104, as there is no previous point of comparison:

it must mean that the son is troubled not so much because he is

a captive eagle and wants to be free as because he wants to be

like men, and they are afraid. The parallel between Christ and

Dionysus here is unmistakeable. Dionysus makes the peoples,

like himself, joyful, their grimness melted away; Christ makes

himself, through the power of the Father, like human kind so that

the Father may do his utmost for them; both gods find expression,

one way or another, in the image of a captive wild creature. If

there is this parallel, then the poet, implicitly, has "compared"

Christ and Dionysus. If, then, he says that a "shame hinders"

him from comparing them, then either his statement is not to be

taken seriously at all, or a shame really does hinder him, and

the comparison between Christ and Dionysus means that the latter

cannot be regarded as a "worldly man" any more than the former can.

Another possibility is of course that the poet overcomes his shame

somewhere around the missing sixth and seventh stanzas. The only

clue upon this matter, however, is provided by the later insertion:

Und/
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Und weiss nicht alles. Immer stehet irgend
Eins zwischen Menschen und ihm.
Und treppenweise steiget g
Der Himmlische nieder...,

which says nothing except that the "F8ther"(?) who "never rules

alone" (1.71), always has some kind of intermediary between

himself and men, a function equally well fulfilled by Herakles,

Dionysus or Christ. From the information we have, therefore, it

would appear that the interpretations in (2) are the more acceptable.

It will by now be apparent that this interpretation regards

the cycle of problems in the poem as being concerned with an

opposition of Germany and Ancient Greece or Christianity and Greek

Polytheism about as much as with a comparison of Dionysus and

9
Alexander the Great. The problem is that of achieving a balance

between, or a meaning or purpose out of, the opposition of "spirit-

:ual" and "worldly", and, in connection with this, of crystallising

a relationship of "freedom" and "captivity". It is in this connec¬

tion now that the end of the fourth stanza must be viewed:

Als eifertet, ihr Himmlischen, selbst,
Dass, dien' ich einem, mir
Das andere fehlet. (11.45-47)

What exactly is the "one" and the "other" that the poet cannot

reconcile?

The first and second triads of the poem both begin with a

question. In the first case:

Was ist es, das
An die alten seeligen KUsten
Mich fesselt...? (11.1-3)

and in the second:

Was/



Was bist du feme
Geblieben? und...
...warum bliebest
Du aus? (11.38, 39, ^2, ^3)

The first question appears, in its context, to be pushed out of

the account by the fact that the first two stanzas dwell wholly

upon the world of Ancient Greece—and, incidentally, of that

part of the Greek v>jorld which saw the first growth of the Christian

church. Yet the question in fact dominates, and is the sole

reason why that world should be described. It is not, however,

the world of Ancient Greece per se which is dwelt upon, but

strictly the interaction of divine and human spheres, in which

Apollo goes "in the form of a king", and Zeus descends to visit

"innocent youths" and to "beget sons and daughters in holy fashion"

(11.7-11). It appears from stanza 3 that the sons born in this

way—"Ihr tapfern SOhne" (1.30)—are the heroes. This is presented,

in stanza 2, in terms of "high thoughts" which, Athene-like,

"spring from the Father's head" and of "great souls" who come

among men (11.13-17)• It is in the light of this situation that

the poet's journey through the civilisation of Ancient Greece, the

cities of its people, the mountains of its myths and religion, takes

place. It is interesting to note that the places mentioned indi-

:cate a journey of reasonable straightness directly across the

ancient Greek world from the West to the East: Olympia and Elis

paired on the west coast, Parnassus and the Isthmus paired in the

centre, and Smyrna and Ephesus paired, across the Aegean sea, on

the eastern outskirts of Greek civilisation, in Asia Minor. This

is perhaps worthy of attention, since, continuing in the same

direction, we fall in v;ith Dionysus on his triumphant journey

"down as far as the Indus" (I.56). The indication seems to be of
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a journey "downwards", into the depths of the East. "Oben"

(1.20), "drtlben" (1.22), and, significantly, "hinab" (1.23) are

the adverbs the poet uses to describe his own journey, although

obviously all may also be explained on a purely geographical

level. The third stanza deals with the poet's experience and

celebration of the interaction of human and divine spheres, but

quickly comes round to the inquiry after the absent Christ. It

seems not highly improbable that Christ, along with find as the

"only" representative of the other gods, is indicated in lines

46 and 47:

Dass, dien ich einem, mir
Das andere fehlet.

That Christ is not divorced from the other gods here is shown,

firstly, by the tacit suggestiveness, counter to the syntax, in

the line "dien' ich einem, mir"; secondly, by the singular and

generalising neuter of "das andere", rather than'die anderen";

but thirdly and most significantly by the fact that, if Christ

is indeed the "jewel of the house" (1.3*0 which the heavenly ones

are deliberately concealing, if he is the "last of the line" (1.33)«

then, whatever their reason for concealing him, it seems unlikely

to be jealousy of a feeling of competition. Rather it would seem

that the "alien guest" (1.35)i the human prisoner in the heavenly

house, is denied access to this last thing, this jewel or ultimate

of divine presence, because he is not ready for it. And so we

come to the second question, at the beginning of the second triad.

The answer to this question is in fact the answer to the question

which began the poem: "Ich weiss es aber, eigene Schuld / Istsi"

(11.48, 49). The poet is too true to his inner nature, he is too

'Spiritual' /
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"spiritual". This makes him a- prisoner in the heavenly land,

in which, paradoxically, he is also a guest and a stranger because,

true nature aside, he is also a human being, and thus, inevitably,

"worldly". Christ is absent for two reasons: firstly because

the poet is imprisoned in his spiritual nature, secondly because

he is imprisoned in his worldly nature. Christ, then, can only

become available, as the great "jewel" (one of the images used by

Christ himself), to one who is neither captive nor "hindered" by

his "own guilt" but free. Christ is the "only one", the "unique

one", the "one alone"; it might even be said that his absence in

his uniqueness, since, just as it is in the nature of things for

the "image of God" to be "among men" (11.26-28), so it is also in

the nature of things for the last truth concerning this image to

be hidden. Why it should be Christ who is sought with such final

devotion is not altogether clear: it may be that to the christian

poet, Christ is the divinity nearest his heart; it may be also

that Christ, in a measure unknown of the other ancients, is near

to the human heart—Dionysus "ordained joyful service", but Christ,

like men became "troubled" (1.100). More likely, however, the

position occupied by Christ is simply to be taken as one of the

data of the poem; he is the "unique" sign of divine incarnation.

When, therefore, the poet says, echoing Christ's words, "now my

soul is full of sorrow",'^' it means that he has turned away from

the joys of the divine sphere back to humanity; and it is if the

gods are "jealous" (1.^5)? and that it is never possible to strike

the balance. "Dass", in the lines

Dass, dien ich einem, rair
Das andere fehlet (11.^6, *+7)

has/
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has the sense of "so that", that is: the gods are jealous in

such a way that, if I serve the one, I shall lack in the other.

This jealousy is caused by that very situation for which the gods

are in some measure responsible: the fact that Christ is not

accessible to the poet who is thus "filled with sorrow" and forced

to acknowledge his "own guilt". This ambivalence in the attitude

of the heavenly ones is resolved only after the realisation of

guilt and, at the last, the "finding" of Christ in the poem

(11.92 ff.). As incarnate God, Christ represents the balance

which the poet seeks. As "master", "lord", and even as "teacher"

(11.36, 37)i Christ represents the divine, spiritual presence

which is what the poet seeks in the divine world. But this kind

of seeking is the result of too close an adherence to the heavenly

sphere: Christ must be compared (="set equal", as the word

"vergleichen" suggests) with "worldly men"; yet this "heavenly

captivity" is one and the same, in being captivity, as imprison¬

ment in the worldly sphere, for "God's image...lives among men",

and "only a god" knows when the poet's "best" will come. It is

the freedom from this dual imprisonment which is represented in

Christ's ascension towards heaven, for the heavenly sphere is the

sphere to which Christ belongs, and his release into that world

is the release of the poet into his own world, which—just as

Christ returns to his Father—is his own "Fatherland" (1.4).

An interaction of the two spheres is necessary, and this interaction

must be carried out through what has hitherto been the most doubt¬

ful medium:

Die Dichter mtissen auch
Die geistigen weltlich seyn.

It/



It is now possible to reach a closer understanding of the relation-

:ship of the "measure" and the "best" in the second-last stanza.

The "best" may be seen to be, on an elevated plane, the "measure";

for the measure is freedom, in either direction, from the worldly

into the spiritual sphere, from the spiritual into the worldly.

The "best" is also Christ, that ultimate which the poet seeks

but cannot find, because the manner of his seeking is wrong.

Here the phrase "wie ich wiinsche' (I.89) takes on a new meaning.

Hitherto it meant: "I wish to strike the measure, but I never do

so"; now it may be seen to have the meaning: "I never strike the

measure as wish". The stress upon the poet's cwn will is the

same as his "own guilt"; it is imprisonment in his worldly

nature through imprisonment in his spiritual nature. The insight
12

is needed, "Ein Gott weiss aber..." (1.9G). Lines 89 and 90

are phrased in a parallel fashion, which stresses the difference

between human willing and divine f ate. The resolution comes in

line 91, in the phrase "was ich wtlnsche das Beste": the poet

wished to strike the measure; he wished to strike as he wished;

but the "best" is the measure struck in the right way, in the way

13
that "a gnd knows". When the "best" and the "measure" are

attained, the poet is freed from the shackles of his inner nature,

and may return to his "father", his inner nature at the same time,

in the image of Christ and the heroes, being free to return to

itself.

To complete this interpretation, a summary of the sense in

the triadic grouping of the poem may be given. The first triad

concerns, firstly and secondly, Ancient Greece; but thirdly,

stressed by the words "aber dennoch" (1.28), the poem is wrenched

into its complex of problems. In the second triad there is,

firstly /



firstly and secondly, the asking amongst "the heroes and gods",

but thirdly, again introduced by the particle "aber" (1.60), a

deepening of the problems: in the first triad, the problem was

that Christ was absent; in the second, the root of the poet's

guilt is reached, his inability to accept the "worldly" aspect

of Christ. It is in this that the idea of uniqueness subtly

fuses into the idea of divinity: because the poet seeks the

ultimate of the heavenly house, the All in One, the whole

heavenly sphere withdraws from him; yet by the same token it

is made available to him, and Christ, the man who contains heaven

becomes the means by which the poet is redeemed of his "own guilt"

and may return to himself. Thus the line "Denn nimmer herrscht

er allein" (1.71) may be seen to point to the fused attributes

of uniqueness and spirituality/divinity, which dominate the first

two stanzas of the third triad, to find their resolution in its

third stanza, where the conflict of worldly and spiritual is

resolved by the resignation to fate and ensuing freedom front all

captivity on the part of Christ, the heroes and (now in the plural,

perhaps as a sign that the poet is returned to his "Fatherland")

the poets.

6_.- Without wishing to embark upon a full-scale exposition of the
1

later "versions" of 'Der Einzige', v/hich principally concern the

attempt to fill the gap left in the version discussed above, there

are one or two matters which ought to be pointed out.

What is, first of all, striking about these subsequent versions,

both in the fragmentary and nfinished parts and in the modifica-

:tions in the earlier stanzas, is the introduction of a sense of

(historical) time. We find a dichotomy of "youth" (e.g. in

II, 11.28-31) and the standpoint from which the poet writes;

similarly/



similarly, the world of Ancient Greece is now thought of in

relation to "sources" (III, 1.2G), its glory is a matter less

of direct experience, more of near-forgotten legend: "...wie

Steine sagen..." (II and III, 1.7); and the span of time between

Christ and the poet's age is also measured, especially from line

69 to the end of the "second version".

The function of Bacchus in these later attempts receives a

shift of emphasis, namely in the direction of the traditional

Herakles: an orderer and limiter. In the second version, he

"holds back the desire of death in the peoples" so that "men see

finely that they do not go the way of death" (11.53-55), in order

that the "measure" may be preserved and that "one should be some-

2
:thing for himself" (11.53, 5*0 • ~ Attention has already been

drawn to the two references to Christ's agony in the garden

(Matthew XXVI) in the previous version, and it is not at all

improbable that the will to go against the decree of fate, in

Christ's case the fate that he must die and become his divine

self, in the poet's case that he must accept his "worldly" self,

is also in the background of this part of the second version. In

fairness, however, it should be pointed out that the lines

Bruder des Eviers, der
Die Todeslust der VOlker rufhhlt und zerreiset den Fallstrik

(11.52, 53)

can also be seen in precisely the opposite sense, i.e. that Bacchus

"upholds" the death-wish in the people and "tears the noose" in

3
the sense of pulling it tight. In this case the carefulness of

men not to go the way of death must be seen as an opposing prin¬

ciple, and the "fate of the great time" and its "fire" (11.57,5$)

is the burning "wrath" of the god which comes over men (1.62).

Because/



Because of the lack of real context and the very fragmentary

and cryptic nature of the lines in question, it is very difficult

to come to a decision here; but not only because the first possi¬

bility would fit in better with the established theme of the

poem, which can be seen to run still through the latter part of

this second version, but also, more particularly, because the

friendly "taming of the people's grimness" in the first version

and the establishing of "right and proper ways" in the third

(III, 1,60) is hardly reconcilable with the daemonic bringer

of "holy madness", this second possibility should rather be

rejected.

Special attention should now be given to the thirty-six

lines which follow upon the fifth stanza of the third version.

Again, there is the shame of the poet which hinders him from

comparing Christ to "worldly men". Again, it is most unlikely

that Dionysus, who is here actually called a "god" (1.57)» should

be thought of as a "worldly man". The significance of the words

"und freilich" in line 64 is that of a continuation of the

concessive clause: "wiewohl Herakles Bruder..." (1.53 ff.):

that is, although his "shame" prevents the poet from comparing

Christ to worldly men, he knows that Christ has the same father

as Herakles end Bacchus, which is an oblique way of saying that

Christ also is orientated, in his function, towards the earth.

Thus:

Nemlich Christus ist ja auch allein
Gestanden unter sichtbarem Himmel und Gestirn, sichtbar
Freiwaltersdem tiber das Eingesezte, mit Erlaubnis von Gott...

(11.66-68)

"Auch" could imply four things: (l) that Christ did as Herakles

and Bacchus did; (2) that he was incarnate as well as divine

(i.e./
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(i.e., in that he stands under a "visible heaven and starsfe",

which "exercise lordship visibly over what has been established",

he is in the "real", "worldly" world, where the spiritual sphere

has been translated out into the world of actuality; i.e. he is

a "worldly man", but the poet cannot accept it); (3) that, like

the other two, Christ occupied a unique position in his time upon

earth (="auch allein"); and CO that as well as being one of

three—a "trefoil" (1.76)—he was also alone. In any of these

cases, he has "leave from God". "Die Sttnden der Welt" is the

accusative object of "sichtbar freiwaltendem Uber", that is, it

is the "visible heaven" which is lord over the sins of the world,

which mean ("nemlich", 1.70) that that which is lasting, that of

the divine sphere, becomes confused and incomprehensible through

the activity of the "worldly" sphere (11.69-71). Although Christ

stands under the stars, the "mood of the stars" was "upon him"

(1.71), that is to say, he is both man and god. The "sins of

the world" are thus related to the poet's guilt, in that he knows

that Christ has this dual aspect, yet he cannot accept it. The

third "nemlich", in line 71, indicated the task which it is

Christ's to perform:

immer jauchzet die Welt
Hinweg von dieserErde, dass sie die
Entblbsset; wo das Menschliche sie nicht hMlt. (11.71-73)

This introduces a new element: if it is in the nature of the world

to go out of its own nature and into the bounds (or boundlessness)

where the human element cannot hold it, then not only does "imprison¬

ment in the world" follow upon "imprisonment in the heavenly

sphere", but imprisonment in the heavenly sphere follows upon

imprisonment in the world: for the "sins of the world" indicate

imprisonment/
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imprisonment in the worldly sphere. it might be objected here

that this interpretation assumes that the "world" is the same as

the "earth"; not recisely this assumption has been mode, but

the assumption, already justified in the discussion of the first

version of the poem, that the "spiritual" sphere is to be idea**

rtified with the "heavenly" sphere. We may draw from this that

"s;iritual" nd "worldly" are the equiv. lents on the human plane

of "heaven" (already understood in the celestial sense through

the mention of stars) and "earth" on the cosmic level. Just as

the spiritual nature of man belongs to the "heavenly" sphere, so

b
his "worldly" nature belongs to the earth. The world's nature,

then, is to belong to itself; but it is also to become free of

itself. "Wo das Henschliche sie nicht hMlt" h s two possible

meanings: one is th;t already given; the other is that "where

the hum n element does not hold" the world, it "rejoices away

from this earth", i.e. the world can be prevented from following

this course by recisely the human element. This caning shows

implicitly the significance and necessity of Christ (and other

demigods): only in such are the two spheres at union; therefore

only such c n deny the world its self-destructive desire and hold

it to its true nature. The first meaning, however, seems to be

necessary in order to understand what follows: for if "a trace

of a word yet remains' (11.73» 7*0, it appears t'at the world has

already "rejoiced away from the earth, leaving it bared"; end thus,

though a man "grasps at a trace" which is left, the "place" is a

"desert". The poem seems thus to have returned to "the sullen

erring" which was rectified by the "god of the earth", Dionysus

(11.5f>, 57); so the poet can say, "so those are eoual to each

ot'er", reaffirming in this case not that Christ is a "worldly

man"/
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men", but that he is a brother of the other two pods; the desert

is followed after these gods' work, by growth: "Herrlich grlinet /

1 in Kleeblatt" (13.7.% 76) being more merely th: n an image of the

divine triad.

'ben the poem returns, in line 91, after an interlude which

is to a great extent fragmentary, to the medit tion upon these

three, it a spears that they are other than the other gods—

Oft. aber scheint
Kin Grosser nicht zusamraenzutsugen
u Grossem (11. 9-91)

—in that their very divinity consists in their being incarnate:

'heavenly ones and men are in company the whole time" (11.8^, 85),

yet at the same time, "they", by which I understand the heavenly

ones, "stand at on abyss all days one by the other" (11.91, 9?),

the abyss appearing to mean the earth below the piece of the heaven¬

ly ones; but "those three" have their divinity (="sind... / Das",

11.9?, 93) in that they take on human fate, as hunters, labourers

in the field, or beggars. It would seem, through this, that the

poet has overcome his shame by pondering on the nature of divine

incarnation; nd thus he is able to say at last: "Schdn / Und

Jieblich ist es zu vergleichen" (11.96, 97) by which the comparison

of Christ and the "worldly men" is indicated. The earth, he says,

"does good"; it "cools" (11.97, 98), by which we think of the

desert the earth would otherwise be, result of too strong an

• tt- chment of the world to the sphere not its own, if the god h<- d

net become incarnate. The hunter, erhsps, hunts a "word" in

the desert, the labourer keeps the land fertile—all "under the

sun" (1.93)—find the beggar is like the very personification of

human poverty in his "desert".

Of/
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Of the lines in less fragmentary form, apparently drawn from

this "version", it will only be said that they meditate upon the

difference between Christ and his other two brothers, but only

in as far as Christ is to be seen as the "unique one", and in as

far as Christ, as the "end" is both more human—

erfUllet aber
Was noch an Gegenwart
Den Himmlischen gefehlet, an den andern (11.9^-96)

-—and also, in his freedom of action, more godlike: "Christus

aber bescheidet sich selbst." (1.92).

1
2..- The unfinished hymn 'Der Adler'.

I will not go into the meaning and symbolism of the journey

across Europe (the Alps, Italy, and Greece, on the way eastv/ard)

in the first eight lines of the poem, end will say of the "forests

of the Indus" (1.10) only that, as line 9 indicates, they have the

significance of "beginning". It is with the deed of the "ancestor"

(1.13) that the real matter of the fragment begins. There is

little doubt as to his nature: he is a winged creature, and thus

presumably the eagle of the title. The epithet "in the beginning"

("anfdnglich", 1.9) has been used to describe the locality in time

of the "parents" (1.12), and the eagle, now, is placed in a time

even previous to that; so that we might be excused thinking in

terms of an allusion to the spirit of God moving upon the face of

the Deep, prior to the creation of life. And indeed, the image

which immediately follows is that of the ancestor flying over the

sea, "wondering over the mystery of the waters" (11.13-16). The

nature of the eagle is "incisive" ("scharfsinnend", I.15), his

head is golden and kingly (1.16), all epithets which appear to

apply/



apply to the intellect, to light and to consciousness, especially

since, to the eagle, the depths below him are a mystery and a matter

for wonder. The allusion in the spreading waters now seems to

change, so that we think of the great Flood in the image of the

ship full of animals which look towards the mountains with their

hope of fodder (11.19-22). The steaming red clouds (l.l8) suggest

the aftermath of a storm, or perhaps the evening, the time of

resting after labour. Lines 22 and 23,

Ls stehen die Eerge doch still
Vo wollen wir bleiben?

suggest that upon the ship the creatures are tossed or drifted.
2

The answer to the question seems to be either ironical or a further

allusion to the atory of Noah: the only grazing is the rock of the

mountains; the dry places, where otherwise no water would be, are,

perhaps, at the water's edge; where otherwise the fodder would be,

there is only the wet element (11.24-26). Thus the answer seems

to be negative: if you wish to build, to "remain", it must be on

the mountain-steps, the house must hang perilously on the edge,

and all be close to the water (11.27-30)• But to concentrate thus

on the Flood-allusion is one-sided: it is more profitable to divide

lines 13-23 into two halves, centering around the common image of the

steaming red clouds. In this case we have two parallel images,

one of the air, one of the water. The wondering of the eagle

over the 'fnystery of the waters" arrd the ship full of animals

anxious to find fodder are exactly parallel. It might even be

possible to go as far as to say that the parallel images represent

the human being: above is the intellect which ponders on unfathom-

:able mystery, below, the animal nature whose needs must also be

fulfilled/
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fulfilled. The question of both natures is as urgent: "Where

will we remain?". That which is fixed and limited is as necessary

to both. Thus the answer to the question is in fact only partially

negative: existence is precarious, but existence it is:

Und was du hast, ist
Athem zu hohlen.(11.31, 32)

But this statement goes farther: as the eagle is a creature of

the air, so the air is the essential part of its nature, and its

"breath" is the air. When a settlement is made, a place for

"remaining" established, it is somewhere where water may be drawn.

Here, however, it is where air may be drawn. If we think of the

eagle as an image of intellect, consciousness, and, on the communal

level, of culture, it may be understood that it is precisely these

principles which provide the possibility of "remaining" through

the mystery of existence. This interpretation seems to find

confirmation in the lines with which the poem breaks off. In

lines 33 and 3^,

Hat einer ihn nemlich hinauf
Am Tage gebracht...,

"ihn" may refer to "Atem", or it may refer to the eagle, the

dominating principle of the poem. The eagle belongs to the depths,

in the sense that he belongs to a time even more ancient than the

beginning in the "forests of the Indus", a locality reached by

following the rivers "downwards" (1.2), towards, naturally, the

sea. The depths are related to sleep, where consciousness and

"culture" are extinguished in the sense that "the eyes are covered

and the feet are bound" (11.36, 37); <™d it is in this state that,

paradoxically, the principle of consciousness may again and again

be/
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be brou ht to light# The fragment thus appears to have come full

circle, in that precisely the process described in lines 33-38

has been described in the regression through time in the earlier

lines of the poem and in the deed of the ancestor: perhaps it is for

this reason that the poem breaks off as it does.

8,- The hymnic fragment known from its first line as 'Der Vatikan'.

The fragment does not appear to have enough cohesion to admit

of more than some general statements concerning it, which will be

made in Part II. I wish to confine myself here to a brief exam¬

ination of lines 7 to 20. The first question here is whether

the three elements in lines 8-11, "bbs Gewissen", "Julius' Geist"

and "Mein ehrlich Meister" are all subjects of the participle

"wissend" in the phrase "und alle Schliissel des Geheimnisses

wissend" (1.7)» or whether only "bbs Gewissen" is its subject.

"Fragt...urn" is the principle verb of the sentence, and clearly,

though in the singular, all three elements are its subject.

Between "fragt" and "um" come two of the subjects, "bbs Gewissen"

and "Julius' Geist". "Velcher Kalender / Cemachet" (ll.9» 10)

obviously refers to Julius, and through a symmetrical parenthetical

arrangement, it can be seen that, if a following epithet is applied

to "Julius", a preceding one could refer to "bbs Gewissen". The

third subject, "Meister", is supplied with two epithets, "ehrlich"

and "dort drliben". The slightly medieaval ring here suggests

that a further parenthesis might be built into the structure in

such a way that the "knight's" judgment of Rome (11.5-7) is to

be related to the "honourable" auestioning on the part of the

poet's "master" in Westphalia. This arrangement of epithets

makes good sense in that "bbs Gewissen" may be understood now as

relating/
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relating to "alle SchlUssel des Geheimnisses wissend". On the

other hand, it is not impossible that the arranging of the year,

which is the constant mystery of nature in the change of the

seasons, into a calendar, could be understood as the attempt to

"know a key of the mystery", so that Julius' spirit and the "evil

conscience" (or a knowledge or awareness of evil) may be connected,

without the "honourable master" being implicated in the negative

connotations.

All three subjects "inquire about, in the meanwhile" (11.8,9).

What this "meanwhile" is is not certain, but it may well be

related to the "much error" which "now goes in such palaces"

(11.6,7), presumably palaces such as the Vatican. The error is

also erring, and so the connection is made with the pilgrimage

over the Alps towards Rome (11.21-29), especially through line 2J>:

"Irr ich herabgekommen"—with the double meaning both in "irren"

and "herabkommen". The "inquiring about", then, may be seen as

the attempt to win clear from such error, and as such, it appears

that the negative connotations ascribed to lines 7 and 8 must be

lifted. That is to say, the "evil conscience", or knowledge or

awareness of evil, may not amount to condemnation; and similarly,

despite the apparent ironical hint of arrogance in "knowing all

keys of the mystery", it is equally possible the meaning is that

even in the midst of universal error, the knowledge still remains

which will unlock the divine truth—indeed it may be precisely the

awareness of error that is the awareness of evil, such awareness,

perhaps, leading to "penance" (cf.1.15) and to understanding of

the mystery. The justification for thinking of this mystery as

a matter of divine truth comes in lines 12 and 13:

Gott/
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Gott rein und rait Unterscheidung
Bewahren, das ist uns vertrauet.

Precisely because it is entrusted to "us" to preserve God "purely

and with differentiation", there is the inquiring about in the

midst of error. Yet it seems that it is in the very inquiring

that danger arises:

Damit nicht, weil an diesem
Viel hMngt, tiber der Bilssung, iiber einem Fehler
Des Zeichens
Gottes Gericht entstehet. (11.1^-17)

The "penance", as has been seen, can relate to the "evil conscience";

and in the same way, an "error of the sign" may be related to Julius*

making of the calendar, in the sense that the calendar may be seen

both as a sign, from the human point of view, of the divine order,

represented in the year, and as an interpretation of the divine

sign. The calendar is an attempt to preserve God, in this sense,

"purely and with differentiation": pure in the sense of inviolate,

entire; and with differentiation in the divisions and limitations

2
imposed, for the sake of human conscieusness, upon the Whole.

The calendar may be seen as an example of a "skeleton of the sandy

earthball sounding in God's Work's express architecture" (11.^5-^7),

in that God's Work may be equated with the living year, and the

skeleton of the sandy ball of the earth with the calendar devised

by human, i.e. earthly, rule. The connection here lays open a

similar pattern throughout the whole fragment: Set equal with the

"express architecture" of God's Work there is the "green night"

(1.^7), i.e. of a forest, the order of whose "pillars" is the same

as "spirit" (11.48,**9); this recalls the "master of the forest"

who is intimately connected with the prophet John, the "youth in

the/



the waste" (1.2C), both associated with a "still spirit" (1.21);

there is the echo in "the bowels of the temple" when the vesper-

bell rings in the church, at which the "monk and shepherd...equally

from Rome, such palaces" must take his "unpurely bitter" farewell

of his "walk" and "Apollo" (11.37-^3)* perhaps to return to the

"brown veil" of his calling which is evoked at the start of the

fragment (when beneath the veil, perhaps, in his "bowels", there

is the ancient temple of Apollo); there is the "owl, like hoarse

women in ravaged towns" (11.33i3^)i the"majestic chaste" crane in

the "Turkish pestilent air" of Greece (11.30-32), and the eider-

duck ("a pearl of the sea") and the eagle "before God" in the

indigent Alpine pass (11.26-28). If, then, a mistake is made in

the inquiring of the conscious, intellectual mind (these attri¬

butes are suggested by "Gewissen", the spirit of the imperial

ruler, and "master"), "God's judgment arises" (1.17). "Much

depends", therefore, on the manner of the inquiry, since God's

judgment would mean precisely the loss of that principle which

is "within", like the "youth in the waste" and so on; and the

3
loss of that would be the loss of all hope of an end to "erring".

1
9.- The ode 'Ermunterung'.

The significance of the title iB twofold, and points to the

central problem of the poem. "Encouragement" in the sense of

"enlivenment" is the content of the poem; but it is also what the

poem jls, that is, it is written to be an encouragement, containing

as it does a hope for the future. There are, then, the two

aspects in the poem: firstly the aspect of what something is in

essence, and secondly the aspect of what it is in fact. It is a

difference of inner and outer, where the inner is the reality, but

needs/
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needs completion in outer actuality.

This is expressed, in its complexity, in the first three

stanzas: The "holy heart" is the "echo of heaven" (l.l): that

it is to say, it is the inner reality or essence, and both heart

and heaven are to be seen in this light. However, "heaven" is

also the sky, and that is the outer reality. Similarly, the

"night" into which the heart is banned (l.*0 is a metaphorical

night, the night of the soul, but it is also the actual, natural,

cosmic night. The dichotomy is seen again in the phrase "unter

den Lebenden" (1.2): is the heart "among those that live" or

"under those that live"? And is the phrase "those that live"

to be understood as "those who are alive", i.e. the actual

creatures that live, er as "the living ones", i.e. those who

embody life, principles or divine beings? The second and third

stanzas appear to say, quite simply, that a dichotomy has come

about which separates the heart from the "living ones". This

is true, but it is to be understood in a somewhat more subtle way

than appears. In the second stanza three questions are asked:

Wacht denn, wie vormals, nimmer des Aethers Licht?
Und blilht die alte Mutter, die Erde nicht?

Und tibt der Geist nicht da und dort, nicht
LHchelnd die Liebe das Recht noch immer? (11.5-8)

The answer to these questions, in the light of "nur du nicht mehri"

(1.9)» must be "yes". However, before we come to "nur du nicht

mehrJ" the answer is in doubt: the doubt is not quite so strong

in the case of the third question, but the answer could be "no",

and indeed in the light of the first stanza we would almost acpect

it to be in the negative. What, then, would the implication be

if the answer were "no"? There would be the parallel of "SchlHfst,

freies/
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freiesI... / Ewig hinab in die Nacht verwiesen?" (11.3,4) and

"Wscht denn, wie vormals, nimmer des Aethers Licht?" (1,5);

there would be, in other words, a situation where the night to

which the heart is assigned by the "godless" (1.3) emerges as a

parallel of the absence of the Aether's light, as well as of the

earth's blossoming and the spirit's dispensing love. In other

words, the heart would be silent (1.2) and sleeping, if not as

the result, then as part of one process in which actual and inner

take an equal share. If, however,the answer to the three questions

is "yes", then the trinity of iether, Earth and Spirit is separated

from the fourth, the heart, and its elements still continue accor¬

ding to their nature; yet completion is lacking because the

fourth is missing. We may express the paradox thus: although

the three continue their existence, and the answer to the questions

is "yes", because the fourth is lacking, night is present and the

three are absent, so that the answer to the questions is "no".

The paradox is, of course, resolved if we say that it is a

question of which way the situation is viewed: from the point

of view of the three, they continue their existence, and the

fourth is plunged in darkness "beneath" them; from the point

of view of the human being whose heart is in the night, the three

are not present, and the heart "among the living ones" is dumb

and sleeps. To return to our original parlance, then, inner

and outer are separated: the air and the earth and love continue,

but because they lack the waking heart, they themselves are, in

effect, sleeping.

Nov/, however, the empirical reality of the three breaks in:

"the heavenly ones" stress their presence ("doch mahnen die

Hirnmlischen...", 1.9), and the "breath of nature", which may be

taken/
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taken as an allusion either to the Aether or, more probably, to

the Spirit, blows on the bare field that the human being's world

is become, bringing joy and a soul ("Alleserheiternde, seelenvolle",

1.12).

It is here that we come to the central stanza of the poem,

round about which there are two groups of three stanzas. The

"Hope" (1.13)i which is like a personification of the "encourage*

:ment" of the title and, in turn, the "enlivenment" of the "breath

of nature", heralds a change. "Soon", the voice of nature as

opposed to humanity, the song, in the poem's words, of "the

groves", 'Will not sing the praise of life alone" (11.13,1*0, for

the "soul" (1.16)—that which is brought by the "breath of nature"—

of men will be "heralded anew" (l.l6), and what is more important

it will be the "mouth of men" (I.15), joined in the song, which

will herald the awakened soul. Here the conflict discussed in

respect of the first three stanzas emerges in somewhat more concrete

form. When the human mouth praises life along with the woods, it

means the dumbness of the human heart has been healed and its

sleep is over. This in turn means that the three "living ones"

have been joined by the fourth (the arrangement of the poem into

two groups of three stanzas around a fourth, which can belong to

either group, may be of significance here), and thus, corning back

to the beginning, nature can sing again. The awakening of the

heart is thus both cause and result.

This becomes more clear in the last three stanzas. Here, in

the fifth stanza, it is said that the "element" establishes a "more

loving bond" with mortals (11.17,18). The "element" is nature;

but it is also the "more perfect soul" (1.16) brought by the "breath

of nature". This, as has been seen from the circle of cause and

result/
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than the "holy heart", the "echo of heaven". That is, nature

is the holy heart of man, and when it wakens, man will come to

his completion in that the three "living ones" will find complet-

:ion in the fourth, the human heart; inner and outer, human and

cosmic will be joined. The human being is mortal (1.17), but

he has a divine core, the "echo of heaven". Two main themes

now emerge: the first is that the element, or nature, or the

human heart is also "the breast of the earth, the unending one"

(11.19,20), so that men live with the life of the earth and thus

the human "days are like flowers" (1.21) growing from the earth,

and the "heaven's sun" (1.22) sees itself divided in a still

dialogue, upon the earth, between earth and heaven (11.21-23).

The sun may be thought of here as being reproduced in the little

suns that the flowers are, and in the same way, the light finds

itself among the men whose "days are like flowers". The second

theme develops out of line 15, "from the mouth of men": when the

human being joins the cosmic trinity, nature comes to completion;

but similarly, the human being comes to completion, because his

heart is awakened and takes its rightful place at union with the

"heavenly ones" (1.9)« When this takes place, men speak their

gratitude to the divinities like "pious children" (1.19). But

it is not only human beings who speak now: the last stanza of

the poem views the new situation from the standpoint of the

"unknown God", the shaper and preparer of the future (11.25,26),

to whom the poem must thus be dedicated. This divinity has

developed out of the "spirit" of the second stanza and the "breath

of nature" in the third: when he "expresses himself", it is done

in none other than the "human word" (1.27). This brings us back



to the original point concerning the title: the last words of

the poem are "sich ausspricht". The poem is "Aussprache" and

"Menschenwort"; as such, it itself is vehicle or vessel of the

god, it itself is the "holy heart"; as such it draws into the

present those "coming years" (1.28) to which the god addresses

himself. Hope and "encouragement" are signs for the future:

but being expressed in the human word here, future becomes

ever-present, and thus the hope is already fulfilled in that

the poem is written.

1
10.- The poem 'HMlfte des Lebens'.

The poem is built out of two halves, the one leading into

the other as infallibly as the autumn leads into the winter. I

stress the autumn, because although roses might be taken to suggest

summer, the presence of the ripe pears reminds us that roses

blossom well into the harvest and the early autumn. This is

mentioned now, because there is a temptation to regard the two

pictures presented as the two halves of life, as if the title were

"HMlften des Lebens". In this case, the poem would certainly be

the unrelieved outlook upon desolation it is often considered to

be. As it is, however, it is considerably more subtle both in

its emotional impact and its thematic material. What might be

described is the point which is half-way through life, where two
2

worlds seem balanced; but even this does not seem as likely as

the idea that the poem is describing "half of life", that is, that

half which concerns dying and death. Thus our attention is concen¬

trated upon what would be described as the negative side of life,

but the title as it stands would deny that this is all, or that

the poet is expressing his total view. With this in mind, the

actual/
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actual content of the poem requires little comment. The first

stanza presents the image of a perfection or completion that is

so great that it can no longer be, and must decline, or, as the

poem has it, the "land" must "hang into the lake" (l.j).^ Upon

the lake there ride the swans, symbolising perfection also,

indeed drunk with it, yet even they dip their heads into the

water that, following upon such perfection, is "holy", but also

"sober" because it is the coldly sobering foretaste of what is to

come. It may of course be argued that the nearness of land and

water, intoxication and sobriety, mean that the completion the

first stanza described is built out of a harmony of opposites,

which appears again in the second stanza in the idea of the

"sunlight and shadow of the earth" (11.10,11). This is no doubt

true to some extent, but I am disinclined t.<S> take this as the

primary meaning in that, however interesting the idea might be,

so to speak outside of the poem, it does not get us very much

farther within the strict bounds of an interpretation. The fact

that completion is built out of the harmony of opposites is not a

prime concern of the poem; the fact that death follows completion is.

The second stanza presents a sharp contrast to the first, but

it should be noted that there is a sense of futurity, that the poet

is not actually winter-bound, but writes out of the completion of

the first stanza, suddenly realising that autumn goes over into

winter; and it is then that he sees, in contrast to the natural

richness and the wild roses and wild swans, the works of human

hands, the things which denote order and limitation and measurement:
k

the walls and weather-vanes. He sees that, even as these are

present in the midst of natural perfection, now, as they have no

meaning, no "language" (1.13), no warmth, and the only sound from

them/
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them is the squeaking end grating of the weather-vanes in the

wind, there is coming a time when the natural world also, with

its life gone, will express the same sense of desolation. The

thought is not that the winter is intolerable, but the poet

necessarily grieves over the passing of summer, on the grounds

that there will be no place for the flowers that mean such perfec¬

tion (1.9). Expressed in terms of a lifetime, this need not

mean that all that is left is desolation, but far rather that

the opportunities for balancing "sunlight an| shadow" (11.10,11)

will no longer be present. But consecutivity is not necessarily

a part of this picture: one might even argue that, even as the

desolate winter is present in the fulfilled autumn, the two "halves"

can exist side-by-side in the realm of experience. But what the

poet does not avoid is the realisation that, in each season, that

season is absolute, and that winter, when it comes, the death-half

of life, banishes, at least in prospect, all thought of the other

half. It is autumn's significance that it contains the fulfil¬

lment of life and the coming of death—thus "sunlight and shadow";

winter cancels out any such duality. But the duality remains,

despite it, contained like a monument in the body of the poem.

Almost the central word of the poem is "where" (1.8) and this

question is in fact the central problem. The despair of winter

can never shake off its past: that is, the fact that it was

preceded by the fulfilment of autumn. But the poet's preoccupation

is with the question of how to express this fact: where can he take

the elements of perfection in order that their eternal presence may

be fully realised?

11.- The ode 'ThrSnen'.^

Tears/



Tears are mentioned only once in the course of the poem, yet

from the title we should anticipate that they form the theme of

the whole. Present throughout is the theme of love, of that

fervent love with which the "holy ones" and the "fiery heroes"

"do service" (11.9-11) to the "heavenly ones" (1.8). And a

third theme is seen to form, being alluded to at introduction

and conclusion of the poem and building its framework: the theme

of memory. The poem begins with the exclamation "if I should

forget youj". The reference is to the "heavenly love" (1.1),

but also to the Islands, the "eyes of the wonder-world" (1.5),

the description of which forms the flesh-and-blood, the imagery,

of the poem. "Ihr nemlich geht nun einzig allein mich an" (1.6);

the "dear islands" (1.5) are all there is that can concern the poet,

and thus it is not surprising that he should not forget them. The

meaning of these islands is that they form the locality where there

took place that love—presumably for the gods—which was over-

fervent ("allzudankbar", 1.9) to the point of idolatry ("die

abgdttische", 1.7). This idolatrous love now "does penance"

(1.8), and since it is done in the ashes of that love's fire

(1.3)» it seems justified to consider that it is precisely its

over-fervent nature which it must now atone for, "waste and in

isolation" (1,4). Yet the penance is done "only to heavenly

ones" (1.4), and the particles "doch" and "nur" in this phrase

seem to stress the otherworldly nature of the penance, as if, just

as the love of the "holy ones" (or "saints") and "heroes" was almost

beyond human understanding, so also the fact that love can thus

become a crime is a matter only to be appreciated by the gods and

those in closest contact with them.

The comparison in lines 11-13 between the trees and cities of

the island with a "judicious man" seems rather strange in the light

of/



of the zealous imbalance of the heroic love associated with them.

The point must, I think, be that trees and cities refer to the

environment, in the one case natural, in the other artificial, in

which the life and divine love of the people of the Islands were

played out. The balance of nature and culture is correct in the

judicious man, the balance of the living world and of the activity

of his conscious, shaping mind in it. Yet such a balance, it seems,

is worthless without love of the kind celebrated in the poem, for

when the "heroes are dead" (11.13)1*0 t the 'Islands of love are

almost defaced" (11.1*4,15). Yet it is precisely this love which

"must everywhere be cheated, absurd" (11.15,16). There seems thus

no possibility for the establishing of a situation in which judic¬

iousness can be. A double meaning may thus be seen in the strange

epithet "geschiklich", used of the Islands, in the first stanza (1.2)

in the more obvious sense, they are "as they should be"; but they

are also "bound by a fate", in the sense that the doom of their

passing is built into their very glory.

The final stanza introduces the "weak tears" (1.17) which give

the poem its title. It is these tears which threaten to "blot

out the light of the eyes" (11.17,18). The "weakness" of these

tears is the only word used to convey the opposite of all the glory

and strength and fervour of the life in the "days of perfection"

(1.10): for the light of the eyes, against which these tears rnili-

:tate, means nothing other than the "eyes of the wonder-world" in

the second stanza, and these are, explicitly, the Islands. It is,

then, justified to equate these tears with the present condition

of the Islands, the condition of "penance", the condition in

which the Islands are "almost mutilated", at which we may well

think of a face whose eyes have been put out. Thus it is seen

that the presence or absence of the glory of the Islands are

warring/



warring forces within the poet: in a mythical past, the abundance

of love is what brought about the enentiodrama; now there is a

possibility, despite all tears, that a balance may be maintained.

The lament for the passing of the Islands, with its tears, is

"deceitful, thievish" (1.20): deceit brought the Islands to

their downfall (1.15), and it is the thievish passage of time which

threatens the memory of their glory. To mourn such a passing with

tears means that the Islands are considered dead, and if the love

for the divine is dead-—and it is this that the Islands express—

all hope for a man is lost, because then there is no possibility

for balance. But if it is preserved in'taemory" (1.18), then the

glory of the Islands is able to live despite its destruction

("nachleben", 1.20), despite the "tears"; if the spirit of the

"holy ones" and "heroes" remains for the poet, then he will "die

noble", in conformation to that spirit. This is to be seen as

the principal sense of the final phrase "mir nachleben"; but

there is also a secondary meaning, wherein the poet views the

prospect of his death and therefore asks that, his death being

noble, a memory should outlive him. The meaning is secondary in

that it does not directly follow the line of reasoning in the poem,

but it may well contain an allusion to the tantalising glimpse of

that "judicious man" in the fourth stanza. In other words, in

the world which the poem describes, the glory is doomed, eventually,

by the fateful impossibility of preserving a balance. If the doom

which awaits the poet is the doom which awaits all men, the doom

of death, nevertheless by expressing, in the poetic word, the life

which is bound to come to an end, he will have both created a

balance in the poem, and made, in the poem, a memory which will

outlast him.

12./
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12.- The elegy 'Brod und Vein*.

The nine stanzas of the poem are arranged as follows: the

first is a plain description of the coming of the evening and

night upon the town, whose function is primarily tc give the poem

its footing in the actual world. Quite unemotionally, the sense

of fulfilment, peace, nostalgia and wonder well-known of such a

situation is evoked. It is not until the second stanza that

the poem begins to set themes and to lay its framework of meanings.

The night as a power of principle is reflected upon. The third

stanza introduces what is apparently a new theme, unrelated to

the theme of the night : a power is announced which sleeps by

neither night nor day, and compels the human being to seek what is

"open", or manifested, that which is most deeply his "own". This

leads into a kind of journey into, or vision of, Ancient Greece,

which represents this manifested truth. The fourth, fifth and

sixth stanzas develop the theme of the manifestation of the divine

power. This is done through the imagery of the Ancient Greek

world, a fact which tends to be overlooked by the view which

breaks up the continuity of the poem and ascribes to the poet,

in these central stanzas, an inclination to digress into a

personal philosophy of history. Stanza seven reflects upon

the absence of the divine reality which follows upon the vision

of Greece, an absence which expresses the general situation in

which the poet and his companion, Heinse, to whom the poem is

addressed, find themselves. The advance of the night continues,

and in the darkness following upon the vision, the night is now

seen as the absence of all divinity. The eighth stanza intro¬

duces the theme of the eucharist, which is a matter of memory

of the divinity that is gone, and, as the title suggests, the

resolution/
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resolution of the problem set in the poem. The ninth stanza

ponders on the mystery of the divine elements, and brings past

and future together into the present, where the night is now far

enough advanced to bring sleep as the reconciliation of all the
2

dissonances of fate in the passage of time.

In some ways the third stanza seems to be the most problem¬

atic of all, containing as it does the core of the cycle of

problems with which the poem deals. An understanding of how

it grows out of the second stanza would, however, facilitate the

approach to it. The night, in the second stanza, is introduced

first of all as a power which grants a certain kind of "favour"

(1.19)* which "moves the world and the hoping souls of men" (1.21).

It is not an absolute power, but rules by grace of "the uppermost

god, who loves you much" (1.23): it is not stated, and we may only

draw from this and other places (e.g. 11.1^3*1^) that the day

governs, according to its fashion, in a similar way; the poem,

however, concentrates upon the ruling power of the night. The

night rules through the medium of its mystery and unpredictability:

Wunderbar ist die Gunst der Hocherhabnen und niemand

Weiss, von wannen und was einem geschiehet von ihr. (11.19*20)

It is therefore not the actual "favour" it bestows, not the actual

"happenings" it occasions, which constitute its rule, or motive

power; it is, rather, the way in which it bestows or occasions

them. This should be stressed, because it is in this that there

lies the explanation of phrases in the third stanza such as

Gbttliches Feuer auch treibet, bei Tag und bei Nacht
Aufzubrechen (11.^0,41)

—whether it is day or night only affects the manner in which, the

route/
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route by which, such fire "breaks out" or "sets out". Or again:

es sei urn Mittag oder es gehe
Bis in die Mitternacht, immer bestehet ein Maas ,kk)

-—the "measure exists" regardless of the differing circumstances

imposed by the rule of day or of night. It is also this fact

which explains the last six lines of the second stanza. Because

the night consists in its unpredictability, and in the shroud of

unknowing which surrounds its working, a shroud which defeats

even the eyes of a wise man (1.22), that day is preferred, on

account of its straightforwardness and logicality. It is here,

and in the relation this "rational day" has to the first six

lines of the first stanza, that we may glimpse the possibility

that the night has more than its meaning of the cosmic darkness,

whether in a physical or a religious sense. The night, if the

day is seen here to be the conscious activity of man, in which

he is tangibly aware of tangible realities, comes to mean the

opposite; that is to say it comes to mean the inner world, the

world of the soul. When, therefore, the "clear eye" is willing

to "love the shadow", to tempt or try sleep "before there is need

of it" (11.25,26), that is, before he is forced by such an exigency,

say, as death, or madness (1.29),"^ it means that man is prepared to

surrender himself to the impalpable and unpredictable powers of his

soul. In this sense, we might be tempted to think that, contrary

to first appearances, the man who "tries sleep" is doing the same

as that "true man" who "gazes into the night" (1.27): but there

is in fact a distinction, and the distinction runs through the poem.

The man who lets himself be taken by "sleep" is involved in an act

of faith, of complete surrender: he may be able to retrace his

steps, but there is the risk that he may be caught inextricably

in/
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in the soul's night. But the man who, awake, looks into the

night has a point of reference, a point to which he may return.

It is possible to see this duality in lines 28 to 30:

Ja, es zlemet sich, ihr Kr&nze zu weihn und Gesang,
Weil den Irrenden sie geheiliget ist und den Todten,
Selber eber bestehet, ewig, freiestem Geist.

The reason why it is "seemly" to dedicate wreaths and song to the

night is twofold, because the night has two aspects, that in which

it has a meaning in relation to men, and that in which it has

meaning purely in end for itself. This may be seen from two

angles: firstly in that the night is the "inner world", its

qualities may be seen projected, but in relation to the night,

upon men, in whom the night is to be found: that is, the "wandering

and the dead" may be called'dedicated to the night", while the man

who looks inio its depths with the "clear eye" is doing so "in

freest spirit". This approach, however, cannot take account of

the central word "ewig". Secondly, then, the night may be

bound, in one sense, to specific, and time-bound, things (mortal

men in their fate) but is, in the other sense, free and eternal.

In this latter case, the two sides of night's nature may also be

seen to correspond to the man who looks into the night on the one

hand, and those who are given over to it, utterly, on the other;

although this does not by any means necessarily say that the man

who experiences the night by waking and looking into it will only

experience thet more specific aspect of it, without necessarily

falling prey to the unexpected in it which is the first corollary

of its eternity and freedom. By either interpretation, however,

lines 28-30 form a statement which amplifies the three preceding

lines, the "wandering ones" and the "dead" referring to those who

sleep/



sleep, and the "most free soirit" to the fact that, whether sleeping

or gazing into the night, the individual has no power of specifi¬

cation to assert over it. It is in this sense that it is "seemly"

to give the night its due, since no-one can know what comes through

it, apart from the association with wandering and death. We come,

thus, to somewhat elusive meaning of the phrase in line 32, "einiges

Haltbare". This something "tangible" is part of the gift of the

night, something which, as indicated by "aber" in line 32, is to be

seen in a compensating function over against the night's association

with wandering and death and its "most free spirit". The situation

seems, at first sight, contradictory, since the first two gifts

mentioned are the opposite of what one would normally consider to

be connected with the tangible: "forgetfulness" and "holy intoxi¬

cation" (1.33)• The meaning, however, becomes plainer if the

statement is taken in the context of the duality in the night

mentioned above. This is to be taken in two senses: firstly,

apart from the gifts of forgetfulness and intoxication, the night

is said to bestow a "slumberless" "streaming word" (1.3*0 snd "holy

memory" (1.36). The phrase "und vollern Pokal und kilhneres I eben"

(1.35) may then be understood parenthetically, in such a way that

the "fuller goblet" refers to the deliberate act of taking the

draught that brings forgetfulness and intoxication, and "keener

life" to the slumberless life of lovers and to that holy memory

which is a waking in the night. Yet these two aspects are also

a unity, in the sense that the forgetfulness end intoxication are

the closing off of an outer world and the opening into an inner

world governed by other standards, by a "holy" memory, a "streaming"

(rather than a fixed or definite) word. Thus there is, secondly,
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the sense that, because it is the manner of the night's ruling

rather than its matter which constitutes that which is peculiar

to it, the gifts bestowed by the night are those it is not

possible to receive during the day; if, then, night were totally

unpredictable, there could be nothing "tangible"; but here there

are gifts which are accorded only by the night, and to be expected

only in the night. That these gifts may be received by a deliber-

:ate act (the partaking of that "fuller goblet") shows their tangible

nature as against the world of the dead or the mad or the "eternally

free spirit" in which the night subsists.

It is here that we find the transition to the third stanza.

The particle "auch", which begins the stanza, serves to relate its

first statement to the gifts of the night just discussed. But the

subject is different: instead of the night, it is "we", which indi¬

cates that what is involved is not another gift as such, but the

human reaction to those gifts. A man is clearly confronted with

a choice, either to accept the gifts of the night or to reject them.

The latter course is doomed from the start, however, to be a vain

undertaking:

Auch verbergen umsonst das Herz im Busen, umsonst nur
Halten den Muth noch wir... (11.37,38)

—the heart is the inner being, and the night is the inner world;

the gifts of the night are the same as the "joy" (1.39) that comes

from the heart. Such joy demands a certain courage, since the

night's-gift it expresses is associated with a "keener life".

The reason why the attempt to reject the gifts of the night is a

vain undertaking is given in line kC:

GBttliches Feuer auch treibet, bei Tag und bei Nacht
Aufzubrechen.

Although/
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Although night is the dominant principle here, it should be pointed

out that this "divine fire" is to be regarded as an aspect (whether

cause or effect) of the gifts of the night, without its belonging

exclusively to the night. That is to say, in other circumstances

(as for instance in a poem celebrating the day), such divine fire

might be reckoned as an essential part of the day's meaning, but

here the "divine fire" whose driving and breaking out cannot be

contained points back to the impossibility of "hiding the heart in

the bosom" and, in turn, to the gifts of the night which the second

stanza described. It would appear now that, of the two possibili¬

ties offered in the second stanza, i.e. whether to sleep or whether

to look into the night, the first has, at least for the present,

been laid aside. We would thus expect an amplification most

especially of "the streaming word...like the lovers", the "fuller

goblet and keener life", and the "holy memory to remain waking by

night". And in fact the amplification of these principles is

introduced in the words: "So kommi dass wir das Offene schauen..."

(l.4l). That which is "onen" is that which is, by "favour" of the

night, manifested in a kind of vision; to look upon that which is

"open" is the act of "looking into the night". If there was, in

the gesture of looking into the night, the sense of gazing into

the depths of the soul, so now, the man v/ho looks upon that which

is "open" is thereby seeking that which is most "peculiar" to him;

as the apposition shows:

So kommJ dass wir das Offene schauen
Dass ein Eigenes wir suchen, so weit es auch ist. (11.41,42)

The vision is the image of what he most truly is, the truth in the

depths of his being. The desire to come upon this truth is the

'feodly/



"godly fire" (1.40) which cannot be contained; but this fire is
■i

also the vision itself. This fact is suggested by the double

meaning in "aufzubrechen" (1.4-1), in the first case to "set out"

and in the second to "break upwards", and it also may offer one

explanation of the fact that so much of the vision of Greece is

introduced by interrogatives, especially by "where?". In the

first sense, a journey is implied, and thus there is the phrase

"however far it is", and thus also the location of the vision in

another part of the world and another time—in Ancient Greece.

In the second sense, however, the vision comes, rather than the

other way round. In this sense "weit" (1.42) may well have the

sense of "wide" rather than "far". This deserves mention in that

it may explain the phrase in line 38 "masters and pupils", as

well as leading to the considerations in lines 43-46. In other

words, the breadth of the vision may vary, according as to who

receives it; thus the "master's?' vision may well be on a different

scale from that of the "pupil". This fact is stressfully presen¬

ted in lines 43-45:

Fest bleibt eins; es sei urn Mittag oder es gehe
Bis in die Mitternacht, immer bestehet ein Maas,
Allen gemein, doch jeglichem auch ist eignes beschieden...

Two meanings come out of the one statement: on the one hand, it

is the fact that the "measure" holds regardless of the dominant

power (the "centre" of the day or of the night) which is the "one

thing" that "remains certain"; on the other hand, the one thing

which remains firm is the "measure" which always holds. The

first sense points to that dualism, already mentioned, which

underlies the poem, by which recognition is given to the fact

that each of the two powers, night and day or the "inner" and

"outer"/



"outer" worlds, rules according to its fashion, although the poem

devotes itself to the celebration of the night. The "measure",

in this sense, is the fact that the two powers exist in a

balanced relationship. But the second sense, as well as exist-

ting: in its own right, explains the relevance of the first sense

in this particular context: the "measure", the one thing which

holds firm and which is common to call, is obliquely defined in

these lines as being this very fact that there is an alternation

of night and day. "Doch" in line 45 would then be a conjunction

not so much introducing a statement opposed to the fact that "one

thing remains certain" as amplifying the fact that there is an

alternation of day and night: "to each his own (measure) is

assigned". Obviously, "measure" can, syntactically, not be

"understood" in this clause, and thus we may see the first sense

of "fest bleibt eins" at work here also: that is, although there

is a measure that is common to all, there is also that by which

each has what is proper to him; if we understand "common" and

"peculiar" as standing to each other in the relationship in which

night stands to day, then this statement is another way of saying

that the "measure" holds "be it at mid-day, or going in as far as

midnight". The fact that "that which is common" seems tacitly

related to the night as "that which is peculiar" is related to

the day points to a central, paradoxical, situation in the poem:

although the day the poem leaves behind would denote definition

and limitation as opposed to the wholly unpredictable nature of

the night, the truth that is found in the midst of the night is

a "day". Thus the aphorismic line 46, "Dahin gehet und kommt jedel^

wohin er es kann", sums up the idea of the "measure": the night,

the fact of leaving and arriving, is common to all, but the vision,
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the "day", in the midst of the night will vary according to the

"breadth" of the one who experiences it.

The poet's own vision thus becomes the theme now, and the

extent of it is, naturally, the scope of the poem. It may well

be the personal and peculiar nature of the vision which makes the

poet introduce it in an almost apologetic manner; there seems

little other explanation for the fact that, in the light of cold

reason, the poet seems to expect "mockery" for his portrayal of

Ancient Greece:

spotten des Spotts mag gern frohlddcender Wahnsinn,
Wenn er in heiliger Nacht nlOtlich die SMnger ergreift.

(11.47,48)

It is possible, of course, that the mockery could be exoected at

the fact that a vision is experienced at all, in which case line 46

would refer less to the varying scope of vision experienced than to

the fact that some ere men of vision and some are not. This way

of looking at things may be carried right back through the third

and the second stanzas, so that "we" in lines 37-42 refers only

to the poet and Heinse, to whom he addresses himself, and that

only these two are implied when line 27 speaks of a "true man"

looking into the night. Quite possibly this explanation may

stand, but the very general tone of the second stanza (expressed

in "niemand / Weiss'! 11.19,20; or "die hoffende Seele der Menschen",

1.21) speaks against this, especially since the one particularisa-

:tion—"der sehr dich liebet..." (1.23)—refers to a love in Heinse,

and perhaps also in the poet, not for the night but for the day.

Be this as it may, the theme of the Ancient Greek world is now

introduced as the result of an "exultant madness" which "suddenly

seizes the singers" (11.47,48). A fair amount of attention has

been/



been paid to the second and third stanzas of the poem, because it

is essential that the issues involved in the introduction of the

Greece-theme should be understood, so that the interpretation does

not fall into the trap of regarding the fourth to the sixth

stanzas crudely as a kind of history-cum-mythology-cum-theology

in which the poet traces the pattern of man's relationship to

God or the Gods as it took place, "actually" (from the poet's

point of view), in the world of Ancient Greece, longs for that

"historical" world and looks forward to its return, or a return

of its spirit, sometime in the future, and at the same time attempts

a synthesis, more or less by main force, of Christ with the Greek

gods, Dionysus in particular. Such an interpretation merely

states the obvious, baulks at the first and most elementary hurdle

—the fact that the poet is free in his choice and use of subject

matter—and tends to lose sight of the meaning of the poem as a

k
whole and of the use of its subject matter. Certainly, the fact

that the poet uses the theme of Christ's second coming, towards

the end of the poem, may seem to justify us in taking "the coming

god" in line 5^ in a temporal sense. But this is really looking

at things the wrong way round, since the meaning of the motif of

a second coming in the seventh and eighth stanzas could be more

profitably deduced from the appearance, in the third stanza, of a

"coming god". When first we come across this entity in the poem,

there is little to justify us in taking his "coming" in any other

light than that of the two-way process in which the vision is

expressed: "godly fire" "breaks upwards", but there must be a

desire to "set out" to find the vision; each must go "wherever he

can", but an "exultant madness seizes the singers", bestowing its

vision; a journey must be made to see what is "open", and the

corollary/
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corollary of this is that the manifested divinity "comes"; the

fact that he "points back" (1.54) is further evidence that the man

must also play his part: the god is, so to speak, the divine

embodiment of the vision bestowed, but he points back to the place

from which he comes as the place where his "presence" is to be

5
experienced.

Although there is much in the three stanzas dealing with the

world of Ancient Greece which is worthy of detailed comment, this

interpretation confines itself to tracing the broad outline of the

Greek vision. Throughout the "vision", the sense is never lbst

that the glory of Greece is a phenomenon that was once, and is

lost, and the vision itself of it is not presented, as it were,

as a vision at first hand, but also as a past event. When the

doubtful-sounding questions first appear—"Aber die Thronen, wo? die

Tempel..." etc. (l.59i ff.)—-they do not, in fact, necessarily imply

that the glory of Greece has already faded, but can on the contrary

be regarded as straightforward (questions, which are—albeit obliquely

—answered in the latter part of the fourth stanza (1.65ff.) end

thereafter. There is an extraordinary intermingling nevertheless

of the vision in respect of its content—the glory of Ancient

Greece—and the vision in respect of its having been vouchsafed.

This is taken up in the last two lines of the fourth stanza:

Denn so kehren die Himmlischen ein, tiefschiitternd gelangt so
Aus den Schatten herab unter die Menschen ihr Tag. (11.71,72)

The vision of Greece is not static, but describes a process: the

reconciling and mingling of human and divine; but the fact that

it is dynamic, that it does describe a process, is also evidence

of the fact that it describes itself, i.e. describes the vision,

which, for the man who experiences it, is that same mingling of his

own/
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own being with the divine reality. Thus the "shadows" mentioned

in line 72 are at once the shadows in the "historical" vision of the

coming of glory to Greece, and the shadows of the night, both

physical and inward, with which the poem began. The description

in stanzas ^ to 6 touches upon many points which have gone before,

and upon many to be developed later in the poem, but perhaps of

most account is the development of the idea of the "word" which

was first encountered in "the streaming word" in the second stanza,

as one of the gifts granted by the favour of the night. Here,

now, is the statement: "es wMchst schlefend des Wortes Gewalt"

(1.68). The "word" here, clearly, is "Father" (11.65,69), used

to denote the Aether. When the "power" of this word is spoken of,

its "meaning" or essence is meant. The power of the word grows

unconsciously, sleeping, a fact which gains much meaning in the

fifth stanza, but which also relates back to the foregoing state-

rments concerning sleep and the vision in the night. The fifth

stanza follows the development of the growth of the divine presence

among men, and in this seems quite straightforward. If, however,

the divine presence is seen, as before, in terms of vision or a

vision, a somewhat different light is shed on the description of

this development, and there is a related idea of growth end mstur-

:ation, the course of human life from its childhood and youth onwards.

"Also ist wahr, was einst wir in der Jugend feehBrt?" (l.56)—the

wording of the question follows that same pattern whereby the

vision, as has been mentioned, describes itself, but it is the

first indication that childhood and youth is seen as a state in

which the divine reality may be apprehended, whereas, for the grown

man, the happiness is "too blinding" (1.7^). Nevertheless, the

divine power, whose mood, or courage, "is great" ("der Muth von

ihnen/
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ihnen ist gross", 1.77; cf. also 1.38, where the "courage" to

look into the night's truth is also seen as a power moving through

the human being), continues to work from within. But the human

being "knows and sees it not" (1.88); he is, so to speak, in a

state of night, unable to see the divine "day" breaking all around

him. A comparison of lines 83-85 and lines 37-^1 thus speaks for

itself:

das Antliz

Derer, welche, schon IHngst Eines und Alles genannt,
Tief die verschwiegene Brust mit freier Gentlge erfllllet...

and:

Auch verbergen umsonst das Herz im Busen, umsonst hur
Halten den Muth noch wir...
GUttliches Feuer auch treibet, bei Tag und bei Nacht
Aufzubrechen.

The divine presence is to begin with a matter of a burden, an

Unknown in the depths; but it becomes "word": "Tragen muss er,

zuvor; nun aber nennt er sein Liebstes" (I.89). It is as an

Unknown that the"word's power" has to be thought of "growing in

sleep"; when the human being awakes from his sleep, or when the

"word's power" comes awake (whichever way the matter is regarded)

he names it, as "Father Aether" (I.65); this is the fulfilment of

the "word", and these words are like the flov/ering, the final

opening, of what has undergone the long period of flowerless

growth. ' There ensues a period of maturity in relation to the

divine reality, as the sixth stanza relates, in which the desire

to "honour" the gods arises (1.91), and this is characterised by

an attitude of extreme selectivity in which all that is unworthy

of the divine presence is rejected, and "glorious orders" are

established/
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established and artefacts set up to be a fitting vessel of the

divine (ll.93»-9$). But here the process described suddenly

breaks off, significantly after the phrase "they rise up over

banks" (1.9$), and theinquiry as to where it all is returns more

forcefully.

A strange structural device is used in the sixth stanza,

and attention should be paid to it now, as it provides consider¬

able clarification of the issues involved. Eight lines of

questioning follow after line 98; but the last two lines of

the stanza are not question, but statement. The statement,

however, is prefixed by the particle "oder", which must refer to

•something which has gone before in the stanza. "Er" in the

phrase "oder er kam auch selbst..." (1.107) seems quite clearly

to refer to "ein Gott" in line 105, but neither in sense nor

syntax can the "oder-clause be related satisfactorily to the

interrogative lines preceding. It seems more likely that "oder"

relates back to the lines of description which abruptly end in

line 98. This would not be a distortion of the formal arrange¬

ment of the stanza, since, although in the three central stanzas

the hexadic grouping of the lines (a characteristic of the poem)

is not abandoned, the last couplet of each of the three stanzas

is accorded a particular weight, the function of which appears

to be to generalise the subject matter of the stanzas. These

generalisations refer both to the content of the vision of Greece,

and to the fact that the vision "describes itself". Thus, lines

71 and 72,

Denn so kehren die Himmlischen ein, tiefschiitternd gelangt so
Aus den Schatten herab unter die Menschen ihr Tag,

refer to the fact that all that is divine comes from the night;

lines/



lines 89 end 90 to the opposition of the unconscious "power" in

the night and the awakening of the consciousness of it: "Tragen

muss er, zuvor; nun aber nennt er sein Liebstes..•"; and lines

107 end 108 represent both the climax and the completion of divine

presence or vision. This is the moment, in the already mentioned

perspective of a lifetime, when man is most truly himself; in the

perspective of the vision, it is the moment when the one experien¬

cing it is most fully aware of himself in relation to the vision

at the same time as being most completely taken up in it. Lines

95-98 express this state:

Drum in der Cegenwart der Himmlischen wtirdig zu stehen,
Richten in herrlichen Crdnungen Vhlker sich auf
Untereinander und bauen die schttnen Tempel und StHdte
Fest und edel, sie gehen ttber Gestaden empor...;

the fact that it is expressed in terms of the life of peoples

illustrates the poet's immersion in the vision; but this immersion

does not alter the fact that in the "glorious order" of the poem

itself, the poet has erected a "temple" to contain the divine

presence, in this case the vision of Greece. The appearance,

therefore, of the god in the form of man is another way of express¬

ing the oneness of the man in his vision, and it is only appropri¬

ate that it should be expressed, as it were, "the wrong way round",

considering that the vision is sought out by the man who gazes into

the night, yet at the same time "breaks upwards" or "seizes" him

in the form of a god. The climax of the vision, in the mingling

of god and man, is at the same time the doom that it should end,

yet the fulfilment of it comes after its fading—"Thebe welkt und

Athen..." (1.100)—at its ending. Thus the appearance of the god

who takes on man's form "belongs", so to speak, after line 98, the

highest point of the vision, but at the same time it cannot come

until/



until the vision is completed. This accounts for a kind of

continuing "hidden climax" in the eight lines of elegiac question¬

ing before the completing couplet of the sixth stanza, a climax

which involves the secular activity of man in warlike contests

and trade, through art which is orientated towards religious

worship, to the marking of "the forehead of the man" by a god.

When, then, the god appears and closes the "heavenly festival",

it is with "comfort", but the word has a double edge in much the

same way as the christian Paraclete: there is consolation at the

fact that the divine presence has passed away, but there is also

the sense that the completion of the feast is the only way in which

the vision as a whole may be retained as a reality. The Christ¬

like god who appears is thus an "Advocate" of the reality of the

vision. This also accords with the etymological meaning of the

word "trfJsten", with its sense of holding something "in trust".

The seventh stanza begins with the statement: "Aber Freundi

wir kommen zu spSt." (1.109). This may be understood in any of

several ways, but each sense has something vaguely hypothetical

about it. Firstly, it is "as if" the poet and Heinse had taken

up the challenge in the third stanza, "so to the Isthmus, cornel"

(1.^9), hut had arrived too late, and found only a fading, or a

faded, flower. Secondly, it is as if the poet and Heinse had been

born too late, and could thus not be Ancient Greeks. Eut, thirdly,

there is a combination of these two meanings, with something more:

that it has been as if the poet and his friend had "arrived" with

the beginning of the poem, and found there only the night. For

now the night has changed faces, and after the splendour of the

Greek vision, it is now only a dark emptiness, the converse of the

"day" of the gods. Although, then, there is a sense in which the

poem/
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poem continues its course consecutively, i.e. the coming of the

night gives way to the vision in the night, which then fades, so

that the night continues into its depths, there is also a sense

in which it has returned to its beginning. The Greek vision is

a product of the "inner" world, that which is in the depths of the

night; when the night bestows its secret as a gift, the vision

and the immersion in the divine presence ensues; but the other

side of the picture is expressed in the words:

Zwar leben die GBtter
Aber liber dem Haupt drliben in anderer V/elt.
Endlos wirken sie da und scheinen's wenig zu achten
Cb wir leben, so sehr schonen die Himmlischen uns. (11.109-112)

The association of the night with height has already been attested

in the first and fourth stanzas, in: "Ueber GebirgeshBhn traurig

und prichtig herauf" (l.l8), and: "Aus den Schatten herab..."

(1.72); and the sense of unattachment in the night has also been

met with, in: "wohl wenig beklimmert um uns" (1.16), and: "Selber

aber bestehet, ewig, in freistem Geist." (1.3C). This detachment

of the divine from the human world is now interpreted as a "sparing"

of humans on the port of the divine powers, since a "weak vessel"

may only hold the divine presence "at times" (ll.H3ill*0. A

"historical" interpretation of the poem would suggest that such

times are times like the heroic age of Greece or the time when God

became man in Christ; more likely, in the light of this interpre¬

tation, is the sense that such "times" are the times of vision,

of the overwhelming experience of the divine presence. It is

then in accordance with the unity of the poem to understand the

statement that "thereafter life is dream of them" (1.115) as meaning

that once the heavenly vision has been experienced life becomes a

dream/
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dream of it—which is in some respects a reversal of the original

attitude of the poem in which not life, but the divine vision,

is the "dream", that experienced in "sleep". The following

lines (11.115-118) speak of the growth of heroes in the "iron

cradle", after which the gods "come thundering" (1.119). This

could be interpreted "historically" as meaning thst when mankind

has grown ready for it, there will be a return of the divine

presence. This interpretation would hold, however, only if

the one word, "genug" (1.117) receives the principal stress, that

is, the interpretation would hold only if the sense is "when enough

heroes have grown in the iron cradle". The stress is, however,

taken off this line by the fact that line 118 represents & further

stage in the build-up to "Donnernd koramen sie dreuf" in line 119.

The ultimate precondition for the reappearance of the gods is not

that there should be enough heroes, but that "hearts should be

strong, ae before" (1.1X8), and this "before" refers to that

first time when the man "bears the godly fullness" (1.11*0, the

bearing of this godly fullness referring not only to the climax

of the vision in the vision of the mingling of man end god, but

also to the experience of the mingling of human end divine in the

experiencing of the vision. But the most important point here is

that the seventh stanza as a whole is a restatement of the poem's

themes, but from the new perspective, subsequent to the fading of

the vision, on the night as 8 dark vacuity. Everything is coloured

by the initial statement, "we have come too late". The two central

lines of the stanza must be seen from this perspective: we already

know that night "is hallowed to those who wander" (1.29), hence

"erring" here ("Jrrsal", 1,115){ we already know that "the power

of the word grows sleeping" (1.68), hence "slumber" here (1.116)f

we/
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we know also that night is associated with the exigency of

unconsciousness (cf.1.26), hence "need and the night" here

(1.116). But the tone here is totally different, like a grudging

concession that the night may have this meaning. .And there is

thus a hint of bitter irony in line 117: "Bias dass Helden genug

in der ehernen Wiege gewachsen.". The plurality of heroes is

in the nature of a deliberate exaggeration of the poet's condition

which continues into his complaint that he is "without companions"

(1.120); such companions, as line 121 suggests, would be poets,

and the complaint at the lack of them merges, irrationally, into
A

a doubt of the whole raison d'etre of poets in the indigent time,

the time without experience of the divine. This doubt represents

the lowest ebb in the poet's mood after the fading of the vision,

a point where emptiness and darkness is all that there is to the

night, as when eyes which have been used to a light suddenly

extinguished find the darkness darker even than it is. This

point, however, by reason of the last two lines of the stanza

which follow it, represents the actual climax of the poem, since

it is here that, in coming upon the doubt of the poet's, and thus

the poem's, raison d'etre, the ultimate meaning of the ooem is at

last arrived at. Not the poet, but Heinse to whom the poem is

addressed, has the insight which brings this meaning:

Aber sie sind, sagst du, wie des Weingotts heilige Priester,
Welche von Land zu Land zogen in heiliger Nacht. (11.123,12*0

The original perspective is restored: Heinse, from whom the insight

comes, is a "companion" of the poet; the poet knows after all what

to "do and say" in the time after the vision is lost (1.121)—he

has his work as a poet; and the night is not the dark emptiness

but that "holy night" through gazing, awake, into which the vision

was/
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was first experienced.

The "true man" who gazed into the night is transformed into

the man with a "trust". This is the sense of the poem's ultimate

insight in the naming of the poets as priests. Eut the trust

committed to the poet, his priestdom, means now that thl< which

is "peculiar" to him is now the property of all men. The poet

is priest of that which is drawn out of the depths of the night,

and it has already been seen that there is a sense in which the

night represents that which is common to all men. This fact is

a development of two statements, firstly, that bitter complaint

at the lack of companions in the seventh stanza, and secondly that

significant part of the vision of Greece:

Vater .AetherJ so rief's und flog von Zunge zu Zunge
Tausendfach, es ertrug keiner das Leben allein;
Ausgdtheilet erfreut solch Gut und getauschet, mit Fremden
Wird's ein Jubel, es wMchst schlafend des Wortes Gewalt.

(11.65-68)

When the poet has experienced his vision, both in its content and

in the fact of its being a vision, the "joy" that is the central

characteristic of that vision must overflow, perhaps because it is

only "at times" (i.e. the time of the vision) that "man bears godly

fullness" (1.113). If it should be that the poet cannot find any

with whom to share his joy, then, priest-like, he must work, hidden

in the night, so that the "power of the word may grow sleeping",

and a state of community should be created in actuality as it was

in his vision. This is not the same as saying that man is exempt

from vision until he is thus prepared—as has already been pointed

out in connection with the second stanza. The poet's work as a

priest is to bridge the gap between the "reasoning day" and the

"astonishing" night, between the outer and inner worlds. Both

human/



human and divine natures militate against such a bridging, since

neither can leave the sphere peculiar to it and remain itself:

Denn zur Freude, mit Geist, wurde das Grbssre zu gross
Unter den Menschen... (11.13^,135)—

the "spirit" being here the equivalent of the "essence" of a thing,

both of the "joy" and of the human beings. The only hope whereby

the gap may be bridged is by reconcilement, in which the heavenly

presence is accepted, but in a mitigated sense, and humanity goes

so far out of itself as to take the posture of "thankfulness"

(1.136) and "praise" (1.1^2). Thus bread and-—implicitly—wine

are "fruit of the earth", yet the one is "blessed by the light"

and the joy of the other "comes from the thundering god" (11.137,

138). Bread and wine are the elements handed by the priest to

the people; thus, if the poet is a priest, these elements

symbolise the poem. The poem is both the record of the vision

—a'feign that once it (the "day") was there"—and, through the

fact that it is a record, the possibility that it should be again

—a "sign...that it should come again" (11.131, 132). It witnesses

its own parentage, being born of the human poet and his divine

vision. It witnesses both divine fullness and dark loss. It

thus bears twofold witness to the vision of Greece, in its content

(the intermingling of gods and men), and its form (the fact that

it comes and then passes); to the form in this content (the fact

that the "heavenly festival" goes through a process and passes away),

and to the content in this form (the fact that the passing of the

vision itself brings about the possibility of the relationship of

compromise between human and divine).

Night, finally, is "hallowed to the dead". All that is

returns/
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returns to the night. Bread and wine, the poem itself, represent

a law for life—the "dream'' of the divine—which is itself developed

from that duality inherent in the night which was examined in connec¬

tion with the second stanza. In that life itself is seen as the

night-time, the day that breaks in the "return" of the gods is the

ending of life. But life is also the work of the day-time, and

when it comes to its close, to resting—"Satt gehn heim von Freuden

des Tags zu ruhn die Kenschen" (1.3)—it is the night to which it

returns. The line which begins the last stanza of the poem, "JaJ

sie sagen mit Recht, er s&hne den Tag mit der Nacht aus..." (1.1^3)»

thus not only means that a compromise has been struck between human

and divine lives—it is no accident that "er^1 in the first six lines

of this stanza can equally refer to the wine-god (and his ivy,

1.1^7) or to the poetj—but also that the boundaries separating

day and night have been removed, and both have taken on the same

dual aspect. The poem began with the ending of the day in a mood

of fulfilment; it ends with the fulfilment after the "day" of the

gods which takes place in the night. It has achieved the reconcili-

:ation of day and night in such a way that the "children of God"

(1.1^9) encountered first in the Greek vision are none other than

the poets and, perhaps, their contemporaries, though this fact

may only be "believed" if it is "tested" (1.152), i.e. upon the

poem itself. As the evening drew in in the first stanza, the

"market" was newly emptied of its flowers and grapes. The grapes

have now become wine; the flowers have become fruit. This fruit

is the poem, which has grown by now beyond that stage of being

"words like flowers"; the poem is the "fruit of the evening", the

"fruit of Hesoeria" (1.150), which is grown from the flower of

Greece. This complex of poetic motifs may well explain the

strange/
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strange turn of phrase in line 151: "Wunderbar und genau isfcs als

an Menschen erfUllet...". "Wunderbar" is an attribute of the

night; "genau" of the day; the fulfilment which the poem is is

the coming together of the two; and the poem, as has been seen,

is the medium through which the poet may gain companions to share

his vision, and thus to become what he already is, a priest of his

people. When, therefore, the reconciliation of opposites has

taken place in the poem, it is "as if" it had already taken place

in men. Until the vision is reconciled with those who experience

it, until "our father Aether has recognised each and belongs to

all" (1.15*0, there is no hope of seeing in the night anything but

the emptiness of death, because it is seen without its heart:

"denn wir sind herzlos, Schatten..." (1.153)• But among such

"shadows", or "shades", the "son of the Highest" descends as a

"torchbearer".

The poem is thus dissolved into its final image, and sleep

comes. It may well be that "der Syrier", "als Fakelschwinger"

(11.156,155), are titles which refer to a synthesised Christ-

9
Dionysus, since this synthesis is a poetic fait accompli of the

elegy. More simply, however, in these concluding lines there is

an astronomical interpretation: Sirius, the brightest star, the

dog-star, is setting; preceding him, Orio^ inclines towards the

earth (which was held by some to be his mother.^) Sirius, to be

strict, is not Cerberus (nor is there any justification for the

spelling with a "y"), nor is Orion strictly speaking a titan; but

the association of the dog-star as the "son of the highest" with

the dog of death, and of the gigantic form of Orion with a titan

confined, like Cerberus, to the underworld, is too near and too

much in accordance with the theme of the poem to be mistaken.

Support/



Support is lent to this interpretation not only through this fact,

but also from the point of view that the ending of the poem, seen

in this light, would represent a fusion of the visionary tone of

the greater part of the poem with the apparently factual, "simple"

tone of the beginning. The coming of the night "full of stars"

leads into the poem's reflection, which is the gazing into the

night; it is only a propriate that the poem's reflection should

end, with the universal coming of sleep, in the setting of those

constellations which dominate the sky in the darker time of the

year. To concentrate too much upon the fact that the "Syrian

one" and the "torchbearer" are referred to as one and the same being

is to shift the emphasis of the poem to a matter which is not one

of its primary concerns. The "Dionysian" spirit of 'Brod und Wein'

is tempered by its title and the other "Christian" allusions, but

it may be truer, than claiming that it attempts a reconciliation

of the two divinities, to say that the balancing of the two means

that they cancel each other out, leaving room for the principal

"Presence" of the poem, which is the poem itself. In the same

way, it would not do to make too much of a background of mythical

allusion in these last lines of the poem, since titans and the

"envious" dog of death do not, as such, form a significant part

of the poem's theme. What is, I think, chiefly to be taken out

of the astronomical interpretation is the sense that the poem has

achieved the balancing out of the uppermost and the loivest. The

"fruit of Hesperia" is not the one or the other, but the view upon

the two with an equal mind. The captivity of the soul in lines

157 and 158 is less a negative evaluation of a situation than a

restatement of the fact that the soul's place is the night; with

the acceptance of this fact goes the recognition that the night is
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the place of stars as v/ell as of darkness. This, as has been seen,

is the ultimate wisdom of the poem, and it is for this reason that

the man who gazed into the night in the second stanza is now the

"blissful wise men" who "see it" (1.157), that is, see not only

the stars, but also the meaning of them. The "dog" that is the

brightest "son of the highest" is mentioned in the same breath as

the "envious" dog of the depths. The titan, likewise the creature

of the abyss, is seen in the gigantic form of stars. In this sense,

also, the soul is imprisoned, yet is able to smile and cast its own

light, and its eye (or the eye of the "blissful wise men", which

now comes to much the same thing), is able to "thaw towards the light"

(1.158), with the image's combined suggestion of grief, or longing,

and weeping, and of the coming to an end of a winter, in this case

the cold darkness left by the loss of the vision of the Greek day.

1
13.- The ode 'An die Hofnung'.

Rather than attempt a full-scale interpretation here, I wish

to examine the implications of the word "stille" as used in the

second and third stanzas (11.6,12). The central words of the

poem are "die liebliche / Zeitlose" (11.10,11); they seem to refer

to a flower which the poet finds in blossom when he seeks Hope "in

the stillness" (1.12). The relation here between stillness and

timelessness is plain; but here also the other use of "stille" is

recalled:

wenig lebt ich; doch atmet kalt
Mein Abend schon. Und stille, den Schatten gleich

Bin ich schon hier... (11.5-7)

The poet has become like the shades of the dead, a state which finds

expression also in the images of the evening and the autumn. By the

fourth/



fourth stanza the evening has deepened .tonight, but the negative

connotations are absent now, just as Hope's valley, though caught

in the autumn, was green (1.9) and contained the timeless flower,

'hereas before the poet's heart was "slumbering in his bosom"

(1.8), now "the unseen life flows in the grove". The home of

Hope is thus not only "by day" ("tMglich", 1.10), but also in the

depths of night. Hope is thus a somewhat paradoxical creature,

whose home is in a stillness that is at once the stillness of

death and of deathless life. The "ever-joyous flowers, the

blossoming stars" (11.15,16) thus relate to that "lovely timeless"

flower in the autumn valley, both in their blossoming and in their

unchanging aspect. But the one flower appears upon the earth, end

by day, whereas the others are in the heavens, and appear in the

night. An implicit polarity is thus set mp, which becomes

explicit in the last stanza. Hope here is called a "spirit of

the earth" (1.19), though her father is the Aether (1.17); but

she is related also to a certain "other thing" which is character¬

ised by the power to shock or frighten ('fecbrbke", 11.19,BO). The

first stanza showed that Hope holds sway "between mortals and the

powers of heaven", without saying that her function is in any way

a mediatory one; now, in the last stanza, this is explained by

the fact that Hope may appear either in the spirit of earth, or

presumably, of heaven, of the immortals. Hope may be a comfort

to mortals, especially those in "the house of those who grieve"

(1.2); but there is an aspect to her also which is, far from

comforting, almost sinister. The idea of "stillness" is central

here: the stars, which are the sign of the heavenly powers, are

related to the "still" or "timeless" thing; but this is, in turn,

related to that stillness which is "like the shades". The last

line/



line of the poem does not pray to Hope to scatter the shadows and

bring relief from the feeling of impending death in the first and

second stanzas: rather it affirms this particular death as that

which turns the poet from the situation of being mortal, and

gives him a relation to the heavenly powers which are still and
2

timeless, but by this token free of death. The difference is

in the inner world: in the first instance the poet's heart was

slumbering, but also "trembling", presumably at the thought of

impending death; but with the affirmation of this death it is,

paradoxically, to be frightened awake.

Vt.- The ode 'Der blinde SHnger'.

The central stanza of the poem deals with the coming of the

"Thunderer", who appears to be the "saviour" (11.2*f,29) and

"liberator" (l.JO) for whom the blind singer longs. This seems

to indicate that the poem's theme is the awakening from blindness,

the coming of day through the night. Complications arise, however,

in that the imagery of day and night, complicated by the fact that

the "singer" is blind, does not seem to follow the natural order.

At mid-day, the singer "hears" the Thunderer (1.25), not once but

"often" (ib.); that is, he is still blind, held in the night he

describes in the first and third stanzas. When the statement

follows: "Den Better hBr ich dann in der Nacht..." (1.29), it

appears that the personal night of the singer, rather than the

objective night, is indicated, i.e. "hBr ich dann" is a stressing

repetition, rather than a continuation, of "dann hBr ich" in the

previous stanza (1.25): yet the fact that the Thunderer is going

"from setting to ulrient" seems to connect him with the passage of

the sun through the night, which night would then be the objective,
2

not the personal, night. So although the singer is blind at

mid-day/



mid-day, it is the night still because he is blind: and not, in

the terms of the poem, merely the subjective night, but the actual

night. Day and night thus appear paradoxically together, and an

appropriate adjustment has to be made in our concept of time in

the poem: there may be repetition, but there is no consecutivity.

This may be responsible for the refrain-like repetitions in the

first and third (ll.3,^»H»12) and the seventh and eighth stanzas

(11.25,29), and it certainly concerns that "often" already mentioned

in the seventh stanza, as well as the extraordinary—considering

the blindness of the singer—opening lines of the poem:

Wo bist du, Jugendlichesi das immer mich
Zur Stunde wekt des Morgens, wo bist du, ]icht!

It is possible that "wekt" is an abbreviated past tense of the

verb? in fact if the verb were in the past tense, it would make

the third person form seem less out of place, since in the fourth

to the sixth stanzas, where the singer reflects on his past youth,

the address to the light is also dropped, and the description is

all third person. A clear consecutivity would thus be established,

in which the singer looks back to his youth, and at the last experi¬

ences the return of it with the return of the light. Several

points, however, would be in agreement with an interpretation of

"wekt" as being in the present tense. Firstly, the initial

impact of the lines:

Sonst lauscht ich urn die Dhmmerung gern, sonst harrt
Ich gerne dein am Hiigel, etc. (1.5ff»),

and, to a lesser extent:

Mir grtinten sonst die Lauben; es leuchteten
Die Blumen, wie die eigenen Augen, mir...(11.13,1*0

could/
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could as well indicate a subjunctive as a past indicative mood,

until the tense becomes firmly established in the preterite.

The sense would be: "the light always wakes me: where are you,

light? my heart is awake, yet the night holds me, otherwise I

would gladly listen in the twilight...otherwise the leaves

would be green for me, the flowers shine for me as my own eyes".

The awakening of the light would then be an event in the inner

world, the question after it the contrast of the inner with the

outer, objective world; and the incursion of the past tense

would then endow the inner world with a sense of historicity.

What would not be certain would be whether the night were the

personal night of the singer, in which case the coming of day

is the objective event, or whether the coming of the light were

the event experienced subjectively by the singer, in which case

the enthralling night would be the objective night. I am of

the opinion that the ambiguity in "wekt" is probably deliberate,

and that this uncertainty as to subjective and objective is the

aim of the ambiguity. Why is the night "holy", if it keeps the

singer from his deepest desire? Why is it unending, when the

first aspect of the "Thunderer", the "Saviour",the "Liberator",

the "sure one" (1.36), the "glorious one" (I.38) is his unending

nature (1.39)? And why, in a poem which apparently deals with

blindness and sight, is the most consistent stress upon hearing?

These matters are all related. The pain in the singer's

situation is apparently this, that the wakefulness of his heart

does not accord with the world beyond the heart. So now,

supposedly after he has been freed from his blindness, we should

expect that the pain of the situation should be lifted. Instead,

the last three stanzas portray the greeting by the "liberated"

singer/
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singer of the day (l.4off.), of the scenes of his youth and the

"house of my fathers" (1.47), and end:

ihr Lieben,
Die mir begegneten einst, o toahet,

0 kommt, dass euer, euer die Freude sei,
Ihr alle, dass euch seegneder Sehendei
0 nimmt, dass ich's ertrage, mir das
Leben, das GHttliche mir vom Herzen. (11.47-52)

The singer calls himself a "seeing one", as though the attribute

of sight were a rare one. This may be explained by joy that he

can see again. He wishes, as a "seeing one", to bless those he

calls around him, so that the joy that is his may be theirs.

This may be explained as meaning that those who always see cannot

experience the joy of sight returned, and it is this joy he wishes

to share. But the last two lines may not be explained in these

terms at all, and they show that such terms are altogether inade¬

quate. The singer prays for his death so that he may bear life:

in other words, he prays that the "wakefulness" of his heart may

be spared him. Lines 29 and 30 run:

Den Retter hbr ich dann in der Nacht, ich hbr
Ihn tfcidtend,den Befreier, belebend ihn...

The "liberator" fulfils the same function as that for which the

singer turns to his "dear ones": he kills and brings life. The

last stanzas mean, in other words, that the situation has not

changed: the singer is still set apart from the world around

him, in being the only one aware of the divinity in his heart.

The wakefulness of the singer's heart is characterised by his

listening for the coming of the light. "Once" or "otherwise",

he would wait for the light in the morning (st.2,3); he "listens

far/



far" for the "friendly saviour" in the night (11,23,24); he

hears the "voice of the Thunderer" (1.25) at mid-day and in the

night, or by the two at once, and when the "Thunderer" approaches

the sunrise, the singer's "strings" "sound" in sympathy (1,33),

and his song becomes one with the divine being: "Ihm nach, ihr

meine SaitenJ es lebt mit ihm / I'ein Lied", etc. (1.33TT»)»

The poem casts, one might say, a "holy" blindness over those

who hear it, so that we follow the apparent meaning and stray from

the true meaning. There is no consecutivity in the apparent sense,

but the poem describes the birth and the coming forth of song from

the singer, from the first stirrings in the essentially elegiac

youth of the singer's inner world, to the bursting into the clarity

of the divine being which called it out, a clarity which corres¬

ponds, and so brings the process round full circle, to the initial

"youthful" state of the singer's heart. Blindness and sight are

secondary matters to the poem: it is "Der blinde SHnger", not

"Der singende Blinde". In one sense, the singer is in the night

because he alone is aware of the light, and all around him are in

darkness; in the other, the singer is blind because all he can

see is the light of the divine presence. Either way, "blindness"

is an essential attribute of the singer, so that he may see with

his "inner eye". The poet alludes to a favourite allegory, known

in cases to have become actuality, which expresses the poetic

nature; Homer, Ossian, Milton represent it; the poet here builds

it into a complex and subtle structure whose initial impact exem¬

plifies precisely the nature of his theme.

B./
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B. The Other Self and Associated Principles

1_.- The second group of poems is referred to as the Theme of the

Other Self.

1
The ode 'Ganymed'.

A full interpretation of the poem is not attempted here, as

the subject matter speaks for itself. What is chiefly striking

is the use of the myth of Ganymedes. Not the fact that he becomes,

in the poem, a "river-soirit" (1.19), which is a perfectly justi¬

ciable use of poetic freedom as well as an allusion to a soroe-

2
:what lesser-known version of the myth; it is the fact that the

poem does not follow the course of the myth, but treats the myth

3
as an already completed and known history. Thus there is the

strange question in the first stanza:

Denkst nicht der Gnade du, wenn's an den
Tischen die Himmlischen sonst gedtlrstet? (11.3,*0

If "sonst" is understood as an adverb of time, the fact that the

poet is alluding to the myth as a myth of a past age becomes quite

evident. But even if it is understood in the sense of "otherwise"

or "in other circumstances", it is clear that the poet assumes a

prior knowledge of the tale; and it is plain too that he uses

this prior knowledge in order to reinterpret the myth into the

terms of the poem. The terms of the myth are rearranged so that

Ganymedes becomes the being without whom the gods would thirst, and

because of this fact, it is necessary to think of the "grace" or

"favour" associated with him not only as a favour bestowed upon

him by the gods (see "allzugut sind / Genien", 11,23,2*0, but also

the favour bestowed upon them by him in providing them with the

wherewithal/
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wherewithal to quench their thirst.

It would be less true, therefore, to say that Ganymedes is

a river than the river in the poem is a Ganymedes. It is the

river to which the ode is addressed, and the myth is only referred

to allusively; one might almost say incidentally. But there is

one quality Ganymedes has which a river does not have: his humanity.

Yet it is the very lack of humanity which characterises the river,

and brings from the poet, along with the acknowledgment that

"heavenly converse is his now" (1.2*0, the judgment "now he went

astray" (1.25). Yet it is a human being, it seems, who wakes him:

the "travelled man" in the second stanza, because he is travelled,

represents the opposite of the frozen sleep (11.1,2) of the river

in the mountains. There, he lay "crooked" (l.l), but after his

tumultuous journey through the lands, enlivenment of the earth,

and disappearance into the heavenly sphere, his course is again

described as "erring" (1.23). The river awakens the earth, but

it is not of the earth. Yet it is the earthly "word" (1.7) which

awakens the river; so we have a complete circle, and it seems

impossible to find where it starts.

The answer lies in the "travelled man". The second stanza

asks the question:

Trift nicht das Wort dich, das voll alten
Geists ein gewanderter Mann dir sendet? (11.7,8)

But the answer seems, according to the third stanza, to be "no":

"Schon tbnt's ihm aber in der Brust..." (1.9). If "es" refers

here, as it most probably does, to "das Wort", then how is it that

the deed of the "travelled man" seems somehow to have been fore¬

stalled? and what, if he has been forestalled, is his purpose

in the poem?'' Further, either he or the word he sends is "full

of/
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of ancient spirit", and how is this to be related to the frozen

sleep of the river? The explanation is that the "travelled man"

5
is the poet. Both poet and poet's word are "full of ancient

spirit", and in a very specific sense: they are both "full" of
g

the myth of Ganymedes. The poet has been forestalled in his

question "does the word not reach you?" because he has already

awakened the myth in the first stanza. We understand the river,

then, as the myth of Ganymedes which is awoken from its sleep of

centuries, and freed from the ice to take its tumultuous way

through the earth, to which it is a "stranger" (1.16), and so

return to the divine sphere to which it belongs. The poem is

both a new myth and an allegory of the poetic word. The poet

and his word are of the earth, but in that the river is a "son

of the mountain" (1.1), they belong to that point of the earth

which is nearest heaven. The earth is the mother (1.20), the

heaven the father (1.5), and thus the poetic word, which is the

myth of Ganymedes and the "spirit of the river" is to be seen as

7
the offspring of the two. The poem is a "voice apart" ("besondere

Stimme", 1.17), and as such has the function of awakening the sleep-

:ing world around it. But when the world awakens, it is already

finished. Go the last line leads into the silence beyond the poem:

"himmlisch Cespr&ch ist sein nun." (1.2*0.

1
J5.- The ode 'Des Morgens'.

The poem may be divided into two parts: a section of two

stanzas and a section of three. The second section divides either

into one and two, or two and one, depending upon whether the poem

is viewed from the point of view of the "form" or "content" of the

subject matter: that is, if the central stanza stands between two

groups/
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groups of two, it is an indication of the form; the central lines

refer to the "peak of the day" (1.10), and the poem falls away on

both sides, to the dawn on the one hand, to a metaphorical

"setting" (on the part of the poet) on the other. But if the

last stanza stands alone, then the first four stanzas are to be

seen as a continual rising, whose climax is the turning back from

the sky to the earth; and this arrangement concerns the content

of the poem. I would suggest that the two possibilities are

implicit in the fact that the third and the fourth stanzas flow

into the one following, as is the case also v/ith the transition

from the first to the second.

The two parts of the poem have the function of image and

interpretation of the image. There is, firstly, the verb *eilen",

which appears three times: addressed to the growing day: "Komm

nun, o komm, und eile mir nicht zu schnell..." (1.9); and to the

sun: "Du mbchtest immer eilen..." (1.15); but also of the stream:

"beweglicher / Eilt schon die wache Quelle" (11.1,2). This may

well point to a connection between stream and sun. The stream

is described as "awake"; the implication is that, while every¬

thing else is sleeping, it is already, and perhaps continually,

waking. In this it would be like the sun. Again, the clouds

which are'heralds" of the sun (11.5,6) are like "rivers at the

bank" (1.7). There are words denoting movement throughout the

poem, associated with the sun, notably the poet's at the centre of

the poem: "Denn offner fliegt, vertrauter dir mein / Auge, du

Freudigerl" (11.11,12). The implication of this will be examined

shortly. There is, however, another group of words. The beech-

tree stands, its leaves "rustling", and the word "rauschen" here

(1.4) plainly contrasts with "gerMuschlos" used of the light

tinting/



tinting the clouds before the rising (1.6); and at the end of the

poem there is the mention of a "still" path (1.20). The contrast

goes farther: the beech bows its "pliant head" (l.j5), and the

poet may look at the sun only before it becomes too 'lordly" and

"proud" (1.1*0. In other words, stream and beech-tree seem to

be at opposite poles, the one moving, the one still, the one

connected with the high and lordly being, the other bowed in an

attitude of humility. The poet seems forced to turn to the latter

since he is mortal, and his desire to be a part of the divine splen

:dour of the sun (11.15,16) is an overreaching of himself ("des

frohen UebermUthigen", 1.17). Yet the situation is not so clear-

cut. The overreaching is mildly punished, by a smile, which is

also the climax of the coming of the day end the sun's rising.

This explains the position, incidentally, of "lMchelst" in the
2

fourth rather than the resolving fifth stanza. What is in this

mysterious smile of the sun upon the poet? The suggestion is

surely that the sun does not disown him, that the divine being

acknowledges something held in common by himself and the poet.

It may thus be possible to see the connection of the "movement"

in the poet and the movement of the stream. The stream is the

"movement"in the mortal, in precisely the seme way as the fore-

glow of the sun, like waters also, are "heralds" of the divine

presence. There is, in the mortal poet, something of the divine

sun. The sun goes in the heaven, the stream upon earth, yet both

are "wanderers" (1.16). The first and last images of the poem

come together, at the periphery of the poem's circle, whose centre

is the coming together of the "peak of the heaven" (1.10) and the

"more familiar" eye of the poet: the poet's path is "still"; yet

a path has "movement" in a direction; and the lawn, which never
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moves, yet has water upon it, which "shines" (1.1). The key

word is "gleichen" in the last stanza (1.18): as long as it

indicates equality, the sun remains at the peak of heaven, too

proud and lordly; but where it indicates relationship, the sun

remains near the earth, whether at the actual sunrise, when the

stream is moving, or at the metaphorical sunset, when the path

is still.

1
4.- The hymn 'Mnemosyne'.

The form to be interpreted here is that now generally
2

referred to as the "third version" of the poem. It is assumed

that the hymn is complete in its triadic form. The suggestion

that it is built in a structure of fours, and in such a way that

the "first" stanza of the "second version" is the first stanza,

with the stanza "Keif sind..." being put as the third stanza,'3

is to be ruled out firstly on the grounds that this interpretation

of the arrangement overlooks the unmistakeably introductory tone

of the "Reif sind..." stanza, and also the fact that this stanza

corresponds to a very considerable degree with the content of the

stanza "Ein Zeichen sind wir...". Thus:

so redet
Das Meer auch und Strbme mtlssen or: haben
Den P(fad sich suchen)...(II,11.6-8) Den ,;eg selber sich

zu suchen...

goes with

und vieles
V/ie auf den Schultern eine
Last von scheitern ist
Zu behalten. Aber bds sind
Die Pfade. Kemlich unrecht, etc. (Ill,11.5ff.)

Then/
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Then "Oesez" in line 11 of the "second version" goes with "Geseze"

in line 12 of the "third". And again:

Es mbchten aber
Viel MMnner seyn, wahrer Sache. Denn nicht vermBgen
Die Himmlischen alles. Nemlich es reichen
Die Sterblichen eh' an den Abgrund...(cf. 1,11.12-15)

goes with

Und immer
Ins Ungebundene gehet eine Sehnsucht. Vieles aber ist
Zu behalten. Und Noth die Treue. (111,11.12-14)

One could hardly expect closer correspondences in a poem where

various versions clearly indicate that the poet was struggling to

find adequate expression for difficult material.

The first stanza of the hymn begins with an image of blazing

intensity, expressive of the ripening of fruit towards harvest.

"A law is that all goes in to it" (11.2,3) apparently means that

all must go into the process of ripening. All that "goes in" is

thereby "like snakes" (1.3)• This may be an allusion to the snake-

aspect of the titaness Mnemosyne, but the meaning of the image of

the snakes is made clear in the epithet which follows: all must

go into the process and be, like snakes, "prophetic" (1.4); and

the meaning of this epithet is further amplified in the expression

"dreaming upon the hills of heaven". This now refers back to the

fruit in ripening, because that which "dreams upon the hills of

heaven" is "dipped in fire, cooked...and proved" (11.1,2), i.e. it

is exposed to the fierce light of the sun. "Hills" both indicate

the nearness of the earth to heaven, and refer, quite concretely,

to steep-sided vineyards. All that "goes in" to the process, then,

may be understood as "prophetic" in that it assumes the ripeness at
4

the end of the process. But it may be that process and ripeness

are/
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are exempt from time, and so in this sense prophetic. The whole

of the first stanza may now be viewed in terms of this process,

so that the statement that "much is, as on the shoulders a

burden of logs, to be retained" (11.5-9) will refer to conduct

or attitude during the time of proving. Logs are used for

burning or building, but one might also be reminded of Christ

carrying his cross to the hill (of heaven?) where he became

"ripe". So also, the statement "but the paths are evil" (11.8,9)

will refer to the ways taken by the process towards maturity.

With the mention of evil, the situation becomes more explicit.

The paths are evil in that the "imprisoned elements and the old

laws of the earth" (11.10-12) "go wrongly, like horses" (11.9,10).

The cultural significance of the horse is that it should be tame;

thus when it breaks free of the restrictions laid upon it, it is

a way of expressing the breaking out of primal forces from the

"imprisonment" imposed upon them by culture or the intellectual

faculties. In this sense "gefangenen" in line 10 may be taken

as an attribute both of "Element" (1.11) and "Geseze der Erd"

(1.12). This breaking loose of the wild natural forces has its

effect in a "longing into the unbound" realm (l.lj). A paradox

is set up here: when horses go "right", they go according to the

path set them; thus, when they run amok, they leave their path.

If this is the parallel in man of the longing towards the unbound

realm, and if it is, in contrast, a necessary part of the process

of ripening that a "burden of logs" should be "retained" upon the

shoulders, then the "path" of man in the process of ripening should
5

be understood as that from which he should not swerve. Yet "the

paths are evil", and from no other reason, as "nemlich" in line 9

indicates, than that they represent the longing into the unbound

realm/
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realm. There are two possible explanations: firstly, that the

paths are considered evil because there is inherent in them the

temptation to leave them. Or secondly, because there is an

imbalance in the relationship between the natural forces and

the dominating power of intellect of which the "paths'" are express-

:ive. Horses run "wrongly" only if mishandled; in the same way

the natural forces are not essentially eruptive or disruptive,

but as far as may be gathered, go according to certain laws: "the

ancient laws of the earth". Thus we may see in the phrase 'nemlich

unrecht..." a possible abbreviation of "nemlich zu unrecht", i.e.

the concealed sense is: "as it should not be, the elements and

the old laws of the earth go imprisoned". I lean towards this

latter possibility, on the grounds that, if there is an imbalance

in one direction, there is likely to be one in the other: thus

because there is too powerful a dominance of the ruling intellect

there is also a "longing into the unbound". This fits in with

the overall sense of the stanza, which runs as follows: firstly,

there is a process of ripening; secondly, there is a law that all

should undergo it; thirdly, although this ripening is a kind of

purification by fire, the consciousness of oneself must not be

thrown away; fourthly, if such consciousness is too strong, there

will be a compensatory urge into the unbound realm, and, it is

repeated, "much must be retained" through the process. Thus it

is possible to deduce that one of the "ancient laws of the earth"

is none other than that "law that all should go in" to the "proving

upon the earth"; so that the process of maturation is seen to be

the surrender to the powers of nature without the surrender thereby

of one's consciousness. Thus, though "loyalty" or "steadfastness"

(="Treue", 1.1*0 is a "need", there is to be surrender to that

which/
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which is timeless and thus ''prophetic" and of overwhelming

strength:^

Vorwhrts aber und rti kiwMrts wollen wir
Nicht sehn. Uns wiegen lassen, wie
Auf schwankem Kahne der See. (11.15-17)

The second stanza now breaks the circle formed in the course

of the first with the urgent inquiry as to the position of human

reality in the process. The attitude to be adopted in face of

the demands of the "law" has been worked out, but it leaves out

the all-important question of human love:

Wie aber Liebes'. Sonnenschein
Am Boden sehen wir und trokenen Staub
Und heimatlich..., etc. (I.l8ff.)

Sunshine and dry dust relate back to the hot image at the beginning

of the first stanza. Dust, however, is the element to which all

returns; it is the power of death. Thus a new light is shed

upon the ripeness of the fruits. The harvester would be seen here

as death; but the fruits would only have been set upon the earth

to ripen, that is, death would take them back to the "home" to
7

which they belong more truly than to the earth. The myth of

Christ seems again to underlie. In the third line of the second

stanza now, the element of "home" is suddenly present. Yet the

"homelike" image does not appear related to death at all:

heimatlich die Schatten der Whlder und es bllihet
An Dhchern der Rauch, bei alter Krone
Der Thttrme, friedsam...(11.20-22)

But a new element enters on the scene of peace and content. These

"signs of the day" (1.2*0, which is the meaning given to the home-

:like image, are "good, if contradicting the soul is wounded by

a/



a heavenly thing" (11.23»2*0. The seeking of healing in the

peace and homeliness of home might be seen as an analogy, or a

parallel at least, of death. The "contradiction" of the higher

power might then be the law which insists that all should go into

the purgatorial process of ripening, which may be life with its

knowledge of "evil", or mcy equally be the fact that, given over

to life, the mortal must remain "steadfast" and not lose hold of

himself. Either way, mortality is demanded of the mortal. That

which is more explicitly "homelike" is "the shadows of the woods",

which clearly offer refuge from the burning sun, and the same

meaning may be accorded to the other elements in the image of home.

And yet these elements are called "the signs of day", and the

meaning; is clearly th: t they stand for life in its steady, familiar,

concrete sense. In this case, the "wound" inflicted upon the soul

would be something; connected with that "longing into the unbound"

which was the effect of the upsurge of the destructive .forces of

nature. lather than choose between the various possibilities

here, we could sum up the situation by saying that the heavenly .

"wound" is both the drive towards self-destruction nd the power

which forces a man, contrary to his drive, back into life; the

"signs of day" are both the refuge from the over-powerful divine

drive towards extinction, and the acceptance of mortality, but

they also, paradoxically, contain the hidden sense that, after the

wound upon the soul which is the experience of life itself, the

lest home and the ultimate refuge is death.

"Denn" in line 25 indicates that the rest of the second stanza

(11.25-3*0 is devoted to an explanation of why the "signs of dny"

are "good" for the wounded soul, which in its turn is the answer

to the inquiry as to the position of human love, or the acceptance

of/



of mortality. The explanation is that "snow shines by halves on

the green shadow of the Alps" (11.25-29). It is important to

understand the word "hMlftig" (1.29) as belonging to the main

clause of t1 is sentence, otherwise there is a temptation to regard

"nobility of heart" ("das Edelmiithige" 1.26) as the meaning of

the snow alone, and to draw from this the conclusion that all

that is noble in heart is doomed to fade away as snow upon the
o

meadow. ' "Nobility of heart" is the meaning of "snow like may-

:blossoms" (1.25). Mcyblossoms are white upon green; and so

"nobility of heart" is the meaning of the snow and the green "by

halves". The structure (both in form and content) of this

central stanza is such that everything is "by halves". The

central line of the stanza and of the whole poem is: "Das Edel-

:mlithige, wo...". The image of this nobility is to be found on

the "high path" (1.31) among the Alps. Upon the one side of

these 'bounteins" is, firstly, the question "Vie sber Tiebes?".(1.18)

the answer is "das Edelmtlthipe.. .auf hoher Stress"; and upon the

other side there is the question deriving from this answer: "aber

was ist diss?". (1.3*0 Secondly, there is the very general image

and reflection, upon the one side, contained in the first stanza;

and upon the other the strict particularising in the world of

ncient Greece. Yet the image in the first stanza leads to that

which is "homelike", but the third goes, as we might say, "according

to steadfast wont, in foreign parts" (cf. 11. *41, U?_). Disparity of

locality is, apparently, assumed beforehand in "nobility of heart":

"Das Edelmtithige, wo / Es seie...". Thirdly, there is upon the

one side the peaceful image of that which is fixed and "at home",

and upon the other, th t of the "wanderer-man" going "wrathfully",

full of "far presentiment " (11.31,32); upon the one, the "signs

of/
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of day" (which paradoxically also imply death), upon the other the

"cross that once upon the way is set to the dead" (11,28-30), but

which is at the same time a mark set by the living. The with¬

drawal of snow marks the end of winter: one might think, in the

context, of Easter time; but meyblossoms are the climax of

spring in summer. Again, the quickthorn is a "crown of thorns";

it is life and death in one. And such a "crown" is also the

highest point of lurope, the Alps, which may be thought of now

as "hills of heaven". All discrepancies come together in "nobility

of heart", the centre of the poem. The formula: "Das Fdelmtlthige,

wo / Es seie..." may now be understood to indicate the quality of
9"steadfastness" which is the "need" of the first stanza; "nobility

of heart" is that which is what it is wherever it is. It is the

ultimate constant of the poem, the only hope in the fiery process

of maturation, that which takes life and death equally; it is both

courage which takes the "paths", which are "evil", and balance which

leads b ck to the "signs of day", which are "good"; it is the blank,

fateless trust that rides life like a "frail boat of the sea", but

it is also "that of love", the fullness of mortal life with its

suffering and contentment. The image of Christ again hovers in

the background; the wayside cross testifies to this, and the two

who go on the road, speaking, full of presentiment, of the cross,

evidently allude to the disciples on the road to Emmaus. However,

the wanderer upon the high path is also a development of the "dream¬

ing on the hills of heaven", and his state of mind is a more

concrete restatement of "prophetic".''1 He looks forward far in

his heart to the end of his road; he knows of the "nobility of

heart" which draws all into one at the high point of the path, and

speaks of the cross there which is both a memorial for the living

and/
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and a sign for the dead, the point where life and death cross, as

it were; he understands this cross as the ultimate "sign of the
12

day" in its healing value; yet he asks "what is it?" This

question restates the question which began the second stanza: it

is the question as to the meaning of life in relation to death,

of ripening in relation to ripeness.

It might be said that the third stanza avoids answering this

question, or it might be said that it ansv/ers it as fully as an

unanswerable question ay be answered. The ripe fruits are now

seen to fall, Achilles by the fig-tree (1.35)? fjox by "caves of

the sea" (1.3°) • /.llusion is thereby made to the first and last

images of the first stanza. There is, however, a perceptible

difference in the manner of these heroes' death. The place of

Achilles' death is by the fig-tree, which seems to mark him

explicitly as a fruit which has become ripe. Ajsx, however, as

the streams by which he dies (1.39) run into the sea, dies "of

temples' roaring...in foreign parts" (11.^0,^2), which is plainly

an allusion to the madness prior to his death, when he was, as we

say, "beside himself".Patroklus also does not die as himself,

but he does die "in the king's armour" (1.4*0, that is, presumably,
14

as an Achilles. The king represents the function of ruling,

but Ajax' madness is a release into the unbound realm, an upsurge

of uncontrollable forces. Yet it seems the poet will not let the

matter be at a purely negative judgment, and even A.jax' death is

seen to follow a law: he dies "after unmoved falamis' steadfast

wont, in foreign parts" (11.40-42). Salamis is Ajax' home, and

thus, Ithough he dies "outside himself", in dying after the custom

of his home, he dies back into his home. The poem h r risen above

specific judgments, and all that is of importance now is the univer-

: sal/
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:sal end absolute presence of death. Thus this part of the stanza

is closed: "Und es starben / Noch andere viel. " (ll.A*f,A5). The

next statement, "Am Kithhron aber lag / Eleuthera, der Mnemosyne

Stadt" (ll.*+5,A6), seems to be a way of saying "though many died,

memory remained", and in its "home", in a specific locality. Yet

even memory, it seems, is bound to the same fate, caught in the

nuptial embrace of "that of the evening" (11 .''7,^8) • This is,

however, only one way of looking at the fate of Mnemosyne, and it

seems to t; ke too little account of the context of the poem. The

climax of life, in death, is seen in terms of the image of God

laying aside his mantle (1.^7); death is then ("nachher", l.*+7)

the consummation of memory at the end of the day; memory is life

which h: s been lived with "steadfastness" ("Treue", 1.1*0, in that

"much is, as upon the shoulders a load of logs, to be retained"—

the cross on the "hills of heaven" is also a memorial. In other

words, the hieros gamos of Mnemosyne and "that of the evening"

with Mnemosyne's death es the result £s not to be taken in the

facile sense that the Greek heroes fell (and by implication Greek

culture itself), and even the memory was forgotten, but the death

of heroes is far rather seen as the laying aside of the burden of

15
life, once it has been accepted and borne. This is the burden

of mortality; the "signs of the day", which indicate life and

mortality, heal the soul which has been wounded, presumably out of

its time, by divine presence; thus the burden of mortality is the

undertaking to "bring one's soul, sparing, together" (11.50,51).

But this undertaking is not a voluntary one ("aber er muss doch",

1.50) since it is not a matter of choice, but'fe law that all should

g<5> in" to the process of life, which is also the acceptance of

death. In this necessity may be seen the insistence of the poet

on/
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on showing the "law" even in Ajax' death. When the fruit is

ripe, memory is given up, fully in accordance with the maxim:

"we will not look forwards and backwards"; but both in life

and in death consciousness must give itself up to the power of

the "sea", in the closing image of the first stanza. Not because

memory has passed away in the negative sense, but because '"loyalty"

to the powers of life involves the renunciation of expectation and

regret, the man whose soul has been brought together, and so been

made fit for the "willingness" (see l.*f9) of the divine presence,

may know no "grieving" (l.51)» and in this must be like those who

have already passed away.^ On the other hand, it may be that

part of the "much" which "must be retained" is the memory of those

who have already died, especially those who most truly exemplify

17
death, the heroes of old. If there is grieving over them,

then the soul may never itself become like a ripe fruit, because

such grief implies that the memory of them cannot be given up,

18
and axiomatically this means that the fruit is not ready. The

man who lacks grief is, like the home of Ajax, "unmoved": only

home never moves, thus the man who lacks grief is in a sense "at

home", whether that home be life or death.

1
The ode 'Natur und Kunst oder baturn und Jupiter'.

There would appear, from the title, to be two traditionally

opposing principles, each represented by a god. However, the poem

recognises the co-existence of gods and men (e.g. in 1.16), and it

should be borne in mind that "art" is something specifically human.

For this reason, it is necessary to regard the two principles as

opposing factors not so much on the cosmic or divine plane (as in

the original myth) as within the sphere of human experience. It

may/



may be argued that this is not necessarily the cose, that the

conflict is between cultured man and the natural world with which

he is confronted, and that the poem aims at a turning to "nature"

as the divinity it is seemly to worship. If this is the case,

however, then the equal status of the two gods is called into

question: and the two are equal, in that they are gods, although

in function there is (obviously enough) a difference between them.

Their equality in being gods may be deduced from the inclusion of

human beings in the poem, despite the fact that the drama appears

to take place on the divine plane. Already in the second stanza,

the myth of Saturn and Jupiter appears as the tale told by the

"singers", either to each other, or more likely, to themselves (1.5);

the poet himself must be regarded as one of these, and towards the

end of the poem he and his fellows are much present, : nd in fact

give the real meaning to the poem. Though its implications extend

to culture and cultured man generally, the poem is first and fore-

:moet to be seen as a description of itself, or of the poetic

process in general. robably this is the explanation of the double

title, as to call it "Nature and Art" simply would lead to false

conclusions: the tendency would be to think of art, as exemplified

in the poem, as a principle opposed to nature, which would then be

that which lies outside of art. The poem, however, is to be thought

of as the opposition of two divine natures. The one of these is

the urge to shape and control, end the other the necessity of paying

due attention to the original of everything, the peace out of which

all has come, out of which art emerges, and to which, when the poem

ends, it returns. Only this fact can provide a satisfactory explana

:tion of the line: "Da, wo die Wilden vor dir mit Eecht sind..."

(1.8). It is necessary to force the "wild" elements into submission

to/
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to "assign them to the abyss", and it is plainly this necessity

which has brought Jupiter to the summit of his power "high in the

day" (1.1). The wrong has been done almost unwittingly through

the necessity of control: that part of the original "matter"

(to speak alchemically) which is "innocent" (1.9) has also been

banished. The "original state" is characterised by its lack of

definition. It is through this characteristic that Saturn is

called "greater" than Jupiter: when Saturn "ruled", he was ell

that there was; Jupiter, however, embodies the ruling, which

implies that set against him there must be that which is ruled;

in that Jupiter is at all less than everything, Saturn must of

necessity be "greater" than he.

The central stanza presents the Jupiter-principle with a

choice. It must either descend from its position, which would

effectively mean that it should have to cease to be, since its

existence depends upon its having the position of ruling: in

this case there could be no question oh art's existing as a counter¬

part of "nature", since all would be "nature", and the original

state v/ould have been restored with its inherent danger of the

"wild" elements which made Jupiter's rise to power necessary—

"aus Saturnus / Frieden ist iegliche Macht erwachsen" (11.19,?C).

On the other hand, it has the choice of being "not ashamed of

thanks" (1.13), of "serving the elder one" (1.14), above all of

allowing that the "singer" should "name" Saturn before all others,

gods and men (11.15,16). ^his last point is the key issue, because

in Saturn's time the deity was never "named by name" (1.12): the

activity is a function of the Jupiter-principle. Thus to name

Saturn does not imply, as would at first sight appear, an invocation

of him in the sense that it would restore his "dominant" position

(such/
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(such a position v,'ould be unthinkable in him): or if it does, it

is equally an affirmation of Jupiter's position. Furthermore,

that the singer should name Saturn before all others is not to be

considered as a re-establishment of Saturn's power: it is a gift

which is "granted" (1.15) to Saturn by Jupiter, who is, always and

only, the ruling deity. The fourth stanza is central to the poem,

and it indicates also the turning-point in the poetic process.

Formless rest begins it; as it takes shape, the urge to control

becomes dominant; but this urge only attains its full meaning when

it turns its law beck upon itself and uses it to affirm the state

from which it arose and to which it has been opposed. lightning,

as the fifth stanza suggests, is the "might" (1.20) of the heaven;

but it could not be without the cloud from which it came.

The sixth stanza indicates the process by which the Jovine "law"

is to be turned back upon itself, so that the poet may "know" and

"hear" Jupiter as the "wise master" (11.25,26). The "living thing"

(1.21), which is the essence of Saturn, or nature, must first have

been "felt at the heart" (1.21); that is to say, it must have been

felt as the thing it is; for heart, abyss and nature all belong

together. When this experience of Saturn has taken place, it

begins to "dawn" what Jupiter "was shaping" (1.22). This refers

retrospectively to the stage at which Jupiter began to have the

ascendancy. This retrospection, marked by the sudden shift

into the past tense, is probably the core of the poem. Along with

the past tense in "and (only) when it dawns what you were shaping",

there goes the clause "and (only) when the changing time in bliss

h d fallen asleep for me in its cradle" (11123,2*0. The past tense

probably indicates that time's falling asleep occurs simultaneously

with Jupiter's "shaping" rise. Simultaneously, because the order

in/
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in which the two events, "shaping" and "fell asleep", are depicted

suggests that the falling asleep comes as a result of Jupiter's

ascendancy, whereas the actual time-sequence infers the opposite:

"when it dawns what you were shaping, and when (in -roosition)

changing time had fallen asleep". The realisation has already

been made that the Jupiter-principle must turn back upon itself

and find meaning through reference to the more all-embracing "previ-

:ous" god. This is in truth what Jupiter "was shaping" without

knowing it. In the same way, in the poem, it does not "dawn" on

the poet what he is forming until he realises that it is the very

thing to which his poem, as a mere work of art, is opposed: that

is, that formless perfection out of which all formed things grow.

The image of time falling asleep in its cradle may now be seen in

its mbiguity: in that Jupiter gains the ascendancy, time (and we

may understand that the poet is playing on the, not very correct,

connection: Saturn=Kronos=Ohronos) "falls asleep", that is, ceases

to be. This is, however, also tantamount to saying that it has

come into being, since as a principle living and functional, Saturn

can only exist in a state of "bliss" in a kind of "cradle of time".

Time no longer "changes"in this sense, but has come to rest again:

but this can only be because the poet has realised what it is that

Jupiter truly stands for, v/hat it is that he was "shaping" when he

rose to power. When these conditions are fulfilled, the poet can

"know" and "hear" Jupiter for whet he truly is. Two points emerge

here. Firstly, to shape and control now becomes nothing other than

to proclaim the original power, of nature (1.28). econdly, this

original rower is described as "heil$ge DMmmerung" (ib.); and

"d^mmem" was the word used to indicate one of the conditions under

v/hich Jupiter should be known. The fact is that there is a two-

way/



way process: Jupiter must point back to Saturn, but in Saturn must

be understood what Jupiter is about. Ultimately, it is to Jupiter

that the poem is addressed, not Saturn, for the reason that, as a

human being and therefore a creator of "art", the poet is identified

with Jupiter: "welcher, wie wir, ein Sohn / Der Zeit, Geseze giet..."

(11.26,27). It is Jupiter which requires to be known (1.25), whose

meaning as to be perfected. Jupiter can only be what he is when

he relates to Saturn; but Saturn can only be what he is when, bliss-
2

:fully, he falls asleep, leaving uupiter to rule. The poem remains

firmly "art", Lut this only refers to what it does; and what it

does is to proclaim what it is_, in which sense it is "nature", a

living thing ("Lebendiges", 1.21). Without the balance of the two

principles, it cannot be what it is, yet the whole idea of balance

is a function of Jupiter: "du hMltst die Waage, Saturnus' Sohn!"

(1.2). What the poem does is to affirm Saturn, but in doing so,

what it cannot help being is an affirmation of Jupiter.

Jo.- The ode 'Chiron'.''
The poem is treated as being unrelated, in content, to 'Der

blinde SMnger', as I consider it only liable to lead to misappre-

:hension of its meaning if it is regarded as a re-working of tie

earlier poem. It is perfectly understandable, in this respect,

that 'Chiron' should have been branded inferior to 'Der blinde

SMnger', since, if it is seen to express the same content, it must

be admitted that it expresses it less clearly and, through this,
2

less powerfully. There is undeniably a relation between the two

poems, but I find the explanation of this most likely to be that

the poet was stimulated by the formal possibilities inherent in

the process 'Der blinde SMnger' describes. Some of these have

been/
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been mentioned already, and will play little part in this inter¬

pretation, and some others will receive mention in the course of

the interpretation.

It will be almost impossible to bring light to the general

obscurity of t is poem (granted that the interpreter resists the

temptation to use 'Der blinde Singer' as a stepping-stone) until

the simple fact has been appreciated that it is not a dramatic

monologue. The poet is the speaker, not Chiron, and the myth of

Chiron is used allusively but not exclusively. The poet speaks,

much of the time, as "a Chiron", but he does not seek to re-interpret

the myth, nor even to elucidate his theme in terms of the myth, but

uses the myth as an allegory of his situation. It is important

to recognise the fact that the poem is not dramatic monologue, in

that, if it were, we should be obliged to view it wearing the blink-

:ers imposed by our knowledge of the story of Chiron, and this

would, among other things, force us to choose between Kerakles as

a highly ambivalent figure or Chiron as a bitter pr\imbling old man

(or cent ur),neither of which choices, though each contains an element

of the truth of the matter, will be very helpful in an interpreta¬

tion. To go back to the formal possibilities of 'Der blinde

Singer', it may well be that the poet saw in the appearance of a

dramatic monologue form the potential for exploiting the allusive

and allegorical use of the myth. To be able to say: "I am speak-

:ing as if I were Chiron" lends a double impact to statements such

as:

Wenn einer zweigestalt ist, und es
Kennet kein einziger nicht das Beste (11.35,36)

or:

Und bei mir

Das wilde leld entzaubernd, das traur'ge, zog
Der Halbgott, Zeus' Knecht, ein, der gerade Mann (11.16-18).

The/



The structure of the poem is twofold, corresponding to form

and content. In the first case, the arrangement of the stanzas

is symmetrical around the central stanza, which is the high point,

or "mid-day", of the poem. In the latter case, four triads of

stanzas are followed by the codical thirteenth stanza, and the

climax of the poem is in the transition from the third to the last

triad, in the realisation: "Das ist aber der Stachel des Gottes..."

(1.37). The symmetry of the stanzas in the first case is marked by

key pairs of words or phrases. Thus in the sixth stanza, "Erd"

(1.21) and "Retter" (1.2*0 go with, in the eighth stanza, "Retter"

(1.29) and "Erd" (1.3^)> in the fifth stanza, "Das wilde Feld

entzaulernd.. .zog / ...ein der ger.ade Mann" (11.17,18) and "Cestal-

:ten" (1.20), and "allein" (1.19) go with, in the ninth stanza,

"zweigestalt" (1.35) and "einziger" (1.36); in the fourth, the

ambiguous "Ich wars wohl" (1.13) goes with the equally ambiguous

"Das ist aber der Stachel des Gottes" (1.37) , and this latter

realisation also corresponds to "lernt ich / fiber das Nennbare nur"

(11.15,16); in the third stanza "Licht" (1.10) and "Nacht" (1.12)

go with "Irrstern" and "Tag" (1.45) in the eleventh, and "Fiillen

and "Garten" (1.9) with "rechte Stapfen" (1.43) and "Sporen" (1.44);

in the second stanza, the context of "kamst du" (1.4) goes with

that of "erscheinest du" (1.45), and "weiches Wild" (1.6) goes with

"Wolken des Wilds" (1.48); end in the first stanza, "Wo bist du?"

(11.1,2) corresponds to "Herakles' Riikkehr" (1.52).

These correspondences shed considerable light upon the content

of the poem, but here it will suffice to point out the arrangement

in elements from the first, sixth, central, eighth end last stanzas:

"Licht" (1.2) - "Retter" (1.24) - "Donnerer" (1.25) - "Retter"/

"Befreier" (11.29,30) - "Herakles" (1.52). The poem centres

around/



around the idea of a divinity associated with light, saving,

freeing. light signifies purifying (see 1.28), order (11.43,^4),

limitation (Il#9»l6), and reflection (11.1,ljff.). 'hen the

first triad of the poem twice stresses that "the heart is awake"

(11,3,11), it signifies in the context both that the light is

dawning, and that the poet is now given to reflection, as the

second triad shov/s. The light came, indeed, "for the sake of the

heart" (1.10), in the times to which the poet thinks back. How,

then, do we understand "heartless", as an attribute of the night

(11.11,12)? The night "draws" the poet in its overwhelming power

(ib.); in the same way, when the "heart is awake", the night

"rages" against him and "hems" him in (11.3,*0» The night, clearly,

is opposed to the wakening of the heart. The night works through

"astonishment" (l.'O, but the light "delights in" "foal or garden"

(1.9), which oresumably expresses both trusting youth and order,

the opposite of that which is "astonishing". When, therefore, the

second triad begins with the statement: "Ich war's wohl..." (1.13),

we would seem justified in relating it to "wach" in the previous

stanza (l.ll), on the grounds that the poet feels his heart again,

and - immediately thinks of the time when the light did not "go to

the side" (1.2), thinks, that is, of his youth. However, in the

first case, the impersonal form "the heart is awake" is used, whereas

in this case the personal "I" is the subject. Furthermore, the

stress in line 11, through the repetition of the element "herz"

and through the fact that mort of the line is itself a repetition

of the third line, falls on the final word, "herzlos". "Ich war's

wohl" is ambiguous, but the balance is in favour of the sense

"likely I was heartless". This meaning only seems extraordinary

if we insist upon thinking of the night purely in negative terms,

and/
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and the light in positive. The poem so far has, however, been

more objective in its description of a situation. The heart is

awake and longs for the light, but this does not necessarily say

yet that the heart is in the right—especially in the light of the

statement: "es / Kennet kein einziger nicht das Beste" (11.35i36)

—nor that the night is "in the wrong". Day comes, every day;

every day, simultaneously, the heart is awake (thus "the heart is

awake again", l.ll), and every day the light goes "to the side"

(1.2). It is equally possible that the night "rages" against

the poet because he longs for the light when all the while the

light passes him by. In the same way, it is perfectly possible

that the retrospection in the second triad is occasioned not by

the "reflective" quality of the light, but because the "overwhelming

night draws" the poet (1.12). When the poet "before" "listened

upon the hill" (1.5) for the birdsong heralding the day, when he

"followed herbs of the forest", and was a "supple wild thing"

(11.5»6), it was before day came, i.e. in the night. Similarly

in the fourth stanza, when he describes how once he was completely

receptive to the gifts of the earth (herbs of the forest and corn

of the field, 11.13,1*0, the teaching he receives is "by the cool¬

ness of stars" (1.15), i.e. again in the night. This teaching

is the coming of consciousness, it is the breaking of the light

into the darkness. It falls far short of expectation: only that

which is "nameable" is learned (1.16). And into the magic and

melancholy of the "wild field" (1.17) of the poet's youth, there

comes the "straight man", who is consciousness and adulthood,

"half-god" to the benighted boy, and the "slave of Zeus", the god

of the light (l.l8). The magic is dispersed, and the longed-for

light is separated from the poet by a "poison" (1.22). And as

the/
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the light is poisoned, so also the night, and in the vicious circle

in which he is now caught, the poet longs for release from the

deeper darkness around him, through some 'friendly saviour" (1.24)

who will come as the light used to. The second triad is, in

fact, a close parallel of the first, and throws almost macabre

light on it. "Ich war's wohl" expresses doubt that is near

irony, as if the poet had been cheated as to the meaning of the

heart. The light he longs for is a light other than that he

experiences. The light he experiences came "almost all too

readily" (1.8), and because of this, one suspects, it "goes to

the side" of him."'' "Zu Zeiten" (1.2), apart from the meaning

"at the time when you come" and its relation to "yet the days

change", in the ninth stanza (1.33)% similarly may indicate that

when the light comes it does not come as the poet desires, but

goes into "times", into the demarcations and divisions of the day:

"von einer / Stunde zur andern" (1.2C). The light is "reflective",

but what is such reflection but the activity of the poet's thought

that must "create forms out of the fresh earth and clouds of love"

only because "poison is between us" (11.20-22)?

Thus, instead of bringing day, when the "Saviour" comes to the

poet at the noon of the dark day his life has become, he comes

through the night, with death, and an ecstatic vision, from a point

high in the air ("drunten", 1.30), of an earth wholly given over

to the abundant vegetation, of the wild (11.30-32); a vision of the

earth into which he may "look, as into faces" (l.3l) which I take

it must present a contrast with "nun siz' ich still allein" in the

fifth stanza (1.19). kith immense pathos, this vision is shrugged

off, with a return almost to the banal:

Die/
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Die Tage aber wechseln, wenn einer dann
Zusiehet denen... (ll.33»3^)»

Some days are "lovely", some "bad" (ib.), and there is no sense

of judgment left in the poet who is aware of the duality of his

nature, which goes parallel to the nature of the changing days.

This does not mean that his nature is said to be a mixture of

good and bad, but rather that, through the confusion and "poison"

of consciousness he cannot decide which is the better, the longing
if

for light, or the inclination towards the night. That "no single

man" should "know the best" (1.36) is, at this lowest point of the

poem, little different from not knowing which is the worse.

The real light suddenly breaks in upon this deepest darkness,

with the realisation: "but that is the thorn of the god" (1.37)•

This statement, as has been mentioned, is ambiguous. The first

question is as to which of the two elements, "thorn" or "god",

receives the stress. If it is "the thorn of the god", then the

realisation is that the wrong, the pain experienced by the poet,

is something god-sent. In this case, however, it is strange that

he should use the phrase in the following line, "divine wrong"

(1.38), as if the divinity of it were something already inherent

in it. If it is the "thorn of the god", then the tendency would

be to see the love of the god as the same as loving "divine wrong",

in the sense that to love divine wrong, because one loves the god,

is to experience god's thorn. This would make sense in the light

of the first stanza, where the poet longs for the light which yet

always goes past him. It is more likely—although the effective

difference is very slight—that the "thorn of the god" does not

refer to "divine wrong", but to the indecision and duality depicted

in the ninth stanza. In other words, it is not because of the

realisation/
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realisation "that is the thorn of th4 god" that one can "love

divine wrong", but because one is "two-formed" ("zweigstalt", 1.35)i

i.e. the divine wrong is not loved because it is divine but because

it is a "wrong" hitherto viewed from the wrong attitude. The light

is truly divine, but if it is associated with that dismal light

which "disenchants the wild field" (1.17) and which teaches, "but

only the tameable" (l.l6), then the love of that light is a mis-

:directed one, and the true light always goes "to the side", or

"off the straight" ("Unrecht"). But, again, it _is the divinity of

the light that passes by which causes the love for it, because

there is still that "wild", youthful, trusting, instinctual side

to the conscious man. It is clearly the love of the divine even

when it is never there that brings the god to the "home" he belongs

to:

Einbeimisch aber ist der Gott dann

Angesichts da...(ll.39»^0)•

When the god becomes present, the transfiguration of the earth also

takes place (1.40), and the true "day" comes (l.4l). The word

"recht" is, significantly, used twice in the eleventh stanza.

Furthermore, as the god is now there "face to face", so also the

poet calls upon the "meadows of my streams" to "drink a light of

the eyes" (11.41,42), all of which contrasts with the imagery of

hearing throughout the passages concerned with the "night", and

with the hynothetical "als in Gesichten" (1.31) of the vision in

the night. All is now "in its place" ("brtlich", 1.45),*^ the sun

(ib.), the "cradle" of the earth (1.46) and the "house of my fathers"

(1.47), which clearly transposes the poet's youth into the terms of

the youth of mankind, since the ancestors "went citiless in the

clouds of the wild" (11.47,48). "UnstHdtisch" only has negative

overtones/
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overtones, like "herr-los" if it is given "wrong" connotations.

"Clouds of the wild" have now emerged out of the "clouds of love"

the poet's bitter thought created (11.21,22), not because the wild

only is to be loved, but because each, the wild, and the "ruler,

with spurs" (l.MO; is to be loved in its proper place. The

"divine crookedness" is not straightened out by its abolition

but by its acceptance. Thus the sun is seen as a light which

returns from a wandering or erring ("Irrstern des Tagee" ,1.^5)

—in the night?—as a "ruler with spurs", and all the elements

depicted go with "right steps" (1.^3) in accordance with the order

9
from the one that rules. The poet has described what is in the

natur< of things: that the wild, original world should be lost.

The heart is a thing of the inner world: as long ae there is no

ruler, there is no division, no inner world, and no heart. Thus

"feus' slave" may be seen as a "first" Herakles, who brings poison

to the (mythical) world of Chiron; but the saviour who comes as

a "second" Herekle© is the real dawning of light: yet first and

second are one and the same, and the dawning of light is nothing

other than the realisation: "that is the thorn of the god". This

realisation, then, is "Herakles' return" (1.52).

The last stan?,a is a profound comment on all the foregoing.

It is the poet speaking, not Chiron addressing one of his pupils."^
The poet is speaking to a boy such as he himself was, ond in this

sense the "light spear" (3.5^) is to be understood ae a weapon

suited to a boy's stature—as well, probably, as an allusion to the

fact that the light tends to come "all too readily" (1.8). The

horse is the wounded Chiron, the spear the weapon which is to

wound him. Thus the "prophecy" (1.51) is the poem itself, and

the net's meaning in speaking to the boy is: "play at being a

little/
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little Herakles and bring the dismal day to your life". Yet he

is being neither ironical nor bitter: for what he can foretell

to the boy will, in fact, not "tear" (1.5l)» whatever the wound

to be inflicted on the boy's "foal"-like life, and the real appear¬

ance of the sun, the "return of Herakles", as the poem has depicted,

"will not delay in vain" (1.51)

1
£.- The ode 'Mein Eigentum'.

The interpretation concentrates upon the resolution growing

out of the ninth stanza. There is an echo, in the lines 33 and

3^»
Doch heute lass mich stille den trauten Pfad

Zutn Heine gehn...,

of the imagery in the first two stanzas of the poem. A "still

path" was mentioned (11.5,6); here, the path is "familiar" and

the poet is "still": probably the path is familiar because the

poet is still, or vice versa. At any rate, the idea of stillness

may be seen to be inherent in the path. Now, however, the path

has a direction; it leads to the "grove" (1.3*0—before, it

simply led "out" (1.5)« The poem has returned, by this path, to

the grove. In the course of the poem, the grove has changed

character: before it was red with fruit and the memory of fallen

blossoms (11.2-4); now it is golden with turning leaves which

announce that the foliage is dying. The suggestion is that, after

fruition, death follows, a feet which reinforces the idea pervad¬

ing the earlier part of the poem, that mortal man is bound most

to the earth. "Memories" are also mentioned with the sense of

completion (11.35,36), but before, the memories were of a happiness

that is now no more (11.17-20). The implication of this is that

to become a part of mortal life (i.e. to be crowned with dying

leaves/
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leaves) is really a reversal of what the poet most truly feels:

the divine urge. The eleventh stanza names "song" as the one

thing over which the poet may have ownership (l.4l), yet the fact

that "song" receives the attribute "BeglUkkender" (1.^2)—compare

"urn Gltlkliche.. .//JEinst war ichs, doch wie Rosen..." (11.16,17)—

seems to suggest that it takes the place, not of rootedness in

the earth, but of the divine joy that is now lost and can only

remain on as "memories". To treat song in this way is to make it

an "asylum" (l.^l), a "garden" (1.^3) blessed by the "stiller sun"

(1.^8), remote from the "mighty time" rushing outside (11.46,^7)»

which may be associated with the divine "storms" in the eighth

stanza (1.30), one of the natural happenings which reminded the

poet of his lost divinity. The last stanza stresses the parallel

of the poet's and the husbandman's v/ork; but the final note is

pessimistic, throwing into doubt the resolution of the poem's

problems: such a life is a "dream", threatened always by the Fate

who will end it. The life of the heavenly principle, for which

the poet longed, is, however, eternity. The true conclusion is

not, in fact, wholly pessimistic, but it appears to lie not in the

parallel of poetry and property, but in the fact that "song" is,

in a sense, the fruit of the poem. This is to say that, just as

the petals fell to the earth, and the fruit grew in their place

(11.3,^), so, where the rose of the poet's joy withered (1.17)«

the poem takes its place. This conclusion reconciles and balances

into a sober whole the opposites of eternity and mortality.

£•- The hymn 'Patmos'.''
The assumption that the poem is built upon a structure of verse

triads provides a somewhat strange contrast with the often simultane
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ous insistence that it centres, in a largely historical fashion,

around the appearance and death of Christ. The assumption closes

its eyes, apparently, to the fact that the poem falls a good deal

less awkwardly into three groups of five stanzas each, and one can

only suppose that it has been made upon the basis of comparative

material (a note of debatable application in the manuscript of

•Der Khein' comes chiefly to mind) whose relevance to this particu¬

lar poem is, to say the least, doubtful. The first pentad of

stanzas thus would deal with the introductory theme-setting and

the journey to Patmos; the second to the contemplation of Christ

up to the urgent question as to his meaning at his final disappear¬

ance; and the third is devoted to finding the answers to the

question and to reviewing the position of Christ in relation both

to other mythologies and to the poet's time. Such a conception

of the poem's structure is perfectly compatible with the historical

perspective out of which the poem may be viewed, and the imposition

of the triadic arrangement of stanzas upon this perspective tends,

as f■ r as one can judge, to lead to rather nebulous statements

about how the poem's content is fitted into this arrangement. An,

unconsidered yet nevertheless quite possible, triadic countercurrent

in the structure of the poem could, however, go as follows: the

first triad has the mountains of the Alps and the mountains of Asia

in, respectively, its first and third stanzas, and a stanza of trans¬

ition between them—a "twilight" (1.21); the second triad has the

Greek islands in its first stanza, and, standing out amongst them,

the island of Patmos, while its third stanza has the similar commun¬

ion of the "friends" (1.90), with Christ standing out amongst them,

and, again, a transitional stanza between the one and the other:

Wenn/
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Wenn vom Schiffbruch oder klapend
Um die Heimath oder
Den abgeschiedenen Freund
Ihr nehet einer
Der Fremden... (11.64-68);

the t" ird triad has in its first and third stanzas a tension

between absence and presence of Christ, so that its first stanza

stresses his physical presence as opposed to his presence in spirit,

its third the spiritual as opposed to the physical presence, while

its second stanza again presents a transition in terms of Christ's

self-inflicted "extinction" (1.108); the first and third stanzas

of the fourth triad have, respectively, disappearance and reappear-

:ance of the divine order in as far as it is related to the works

(with religious intention) of men, and the transitional second

stanza brings together human and divine work through comparison

and metaphysical image (the structure here, nevertheless, is even

less clear-cut than elsewhere); and the final triad stresses, in

its first and third stanzas, the importance of en intermediary

between the divine and the human worlds, and the transitional

second stanza presents this intermediary in terms of the love of

the gods, of which Christ is the emblem. The arrangement is not

entirely satisfactory, and one suspects oneself of being a little

arbitrary when justifying it, nevertheless it contains one valuable

point: namely that the symmetry of the first and second triads is

in terms of imagery, while that of the fourth and fifth, after the

third which presents a transition from physical to spiritual, is

in terms of thoughts. And in any event, a conception of the

triadic arrangement in these terms, which concern formal aspects

rather than the content revealed through the flow of the verse,

does more justice to the structure of the poem than the conception

of/
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or content. This latter conception overlooks, for instance, the

tremendous build-up of tension to the climax at the end of what

is really the second pentad of stanzas, the question: "Was ist

diss?" (1.51), a tension which could well explain the extra line

in this stanza; it also overlooks the very final tone in: "Am

stillen Blike sich tiben" (1.196), which is followed by a markedly

concluding or codical tone in the lest two stanzas of the poem.

This interpretation postulates a. basically pentadic structure

for 'Patmos', while on the other hand admitting the possibility of

a triadic counter-structure. If the latter exists, then it is in

the relation to the pentedic structure of form to content: the

transition from image to thought, from outer to inner, would be

built out of a series of five symmetrical a - b - a structures.

The postulate of such a countercurrent is, however, not entirely

satisfactory, as the extremely fluid and interlocking form of the

2
poem shows glimpses all the time of other possible structures,

as for instance a relationship between the so-called "transitional"

stanza of one triad with the first stanza of the next—the genius"

of the second stanza becomes the seaman of the fourth, or the

"lament of the man" (1.73) over home or lost friend in the fifth

stanza becomes the grief of the "friends" at the loss of their lord

in the seventh; which might well lead to a view of a plain alter¬

nation in the formal lay-out, of image or thought, between the

stanzas. The pentadic arrangement also seems to be fluid, and

has elements of a tension between two and three. The poem begins

with two introductory stanzas, followed by the approach, via Patmos,

to Christ, in three stanzas; the central rented has two groups of

two stanzas around the central stanza of the poem in which Christ
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is seen for the only time positively instituting or continuing a

"divine work" (see 1.160), and the two groups on either side refer

respectively to death and disappearance of Christ; the final

jjentad consists of three stanzas concerning the "grasping" of

divine presence in the form of the activity of human culture, and

two concluding stanzas which sum up, in the same way that the first

two stanzas set, the themes. However, the poem's central stanza

may also be extracted, so to speak, ana the two stanzas on either

side of it combine with the groups of three stanzas on either side

of the central pentad, so that the following arrangement emerges:

two stanzas, five stanzas, one stanza, five stanzas, two stanzas.

Thus after the two introductory stanzas, there is, firstly, the

approach to Patmos (stanzas 3, ), then the essence of Asia's

splendour paradoxically in Patmos, and the essence of Patmos in the

grief over the departed (st.5)» f-'nd thirdly the "departure" from

Petmos into the contemplation of the death of Christ as being both

the essence of Patmos and thus the splendour of Asia (st.6,7); the

central stanza follows; then there is, firstly, the departure of

the divine (st.9,10), then the reflection over the meaning of this

departure (st.ll), and thirdly the return of the divine through

the meaning which has emerged (st.12,13), followed by the two con¬

cluding stanzas. The fact should be mentioned, though I do not

wish to go into details here, that there are glimpses of this double

structure in the grouping of the lines in each individual stanza:

key elements of each line (which are not always the same thing as

the syntactical elements of the periods) are grouped in a shifting

symmetrical pattern involving 2,3,5,3,2 lines and 2,5,1,5,2 lines.

This may be seen to some extent in the first and second stanzas,

and with considerable clarity also in the central and the final

stanzas/
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stanzas. It is less likely, on the other hand, that there is a

triadic arrangement of the lines in the individual stanzas.

The roem begins in the express locality of the Alps, s region

considered, perhaps, as the focus of the poet's home (see 1.20).

Here among the mountains, the poet understands that he is near

the divine presence, or that it is near him. It would appear

that he is not only among the mountains, but elevated to the level

of the peaks, in the clear upper airs, but with the abyss yawning

beneath him. This seems to indicate a state of supreme spiritual

awareness, which is nevertheless also regarded as a "danger" (1.3)

from which the poet seeks salvation. The danger is implicitly

the danger of the abyss, of the gulf of air in which there is no

foothold, and thus the poet longs for wings like the eagles, the

denizens of that region, the "sons of the Alps" (1.7) to provide

a 'light-built bridge" upon which to cross the abyss from peak to

peak (1.8). It is, incidentally, quite possible that these "sons

of the Alps" refer to the mountain-people, but the interpretation

discounts an actual necessity of looking at them in this way, as

it would only introduce extraneous material of little relevance

into the stanza. More explicitly, however, through "aber" in

line 3, the danger is that of the actual nearness of the god and

the consequent difficulty of "grasping" him (1.2). This seems to

point to a state in which, despite the high degree of spiritual

sensitivity, the poet finds himself in unfamiliar surroundings.

He is, so to speak, "in the dark". I use the expression advisedly,

as there is nothing, in this version of the poem, to indicate rela¬

tive light or darkness in the peak-region; and it may well be

argued that, just as the eagles are at home among the summits and

the empty airs, so also in the darkness in which they "dwell"

(11.5,6)/
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(11.5.6), whereas the poet is distressed by the unfamiliarity of

both. Further to this, there is a transition through a "twilight"

in t he second stanza (1.21) to the appearance of the sun and a

sudden burst of light in the third. The nearness of the god

could then be the approach of the sunrise, and the danger the

possibility that the glory and meaning of this divine occurence

should slip by and not be "grasped" by the poet. On the other

hand, the darkness in which the eagles dwell may equally well serve

to show that the eagles are so much at home in their surroundings

that not only does the air meet them like a bridge, but that they

experience darkness in the mountains as well as day, that they have

the firm foothold of caves and shadows which are shelter from the

strongest light. It may be deduced, from the implicit and explicit

dangers, that the nearness and incomprehensibility of the god is

one and the same as the yawning abyss end the absence of any

foothold. The sense is therefore of a presence so vast and over-

:powering that the very meaning of reality is overturned, end the

poet is confronted with a spiritual state which threatens his

dissolution, through the absence of any of the things with which

he is familiar. From this state,understandablyhe will seek

"salvation", but not escape, since we must understand his state

as being one which he has desired above all things. This is the

likeliest meaning of "the most loved ones" in line 10. These

beings "dwell" (l.ll) (the word used for the eagles), and are

"near" (ib.) (the word used for the god), and for this reason,

and because there is no closer specification of their identity,

I am inclined to think of "die Liebsten" as being in apposition

to "die Gipfel" (1.1C), in the same way as "S8hne der Alpen" was

to "die Adler". The peaks are the "dearest ones" because it has

been/
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now feels so precarious. They ere, like the god, near or far

("schwar zu fassen", in another sense) according to the poet's

attitude; but in another sense they "dwell", they are always

there. The peaks dwell, "fainting" or "exhausted" upon "most

divided of mountains" (11.11,12). On the one hand, this may he

seen as a straight description of mountains, whose peaks, though

the mountains they are on be contiguous, are most sharply sundered;

but it also plainly indicates that some binding between one peak

and another is urgently required. The eagles provide such a

binding, but to the eagles the mountains ore not "most divided";

to the poet, however, they are, and from this it may be deduced

that it is in relation to him, as a human being, that the peaks

require being brought together into a homogenous whole. This does

not necessarily suggest that the plight of the peaks is purely

subjective from the poet's point of view: far rather that the

human element is needed to make the peak-region tolerable, and that

is,tolerable both to the poet and to the personified peaks them-

sselves. The peaks are described as "Gipfel der Zeit" (1.10).

In the sense in which the peaks have been understood, the mention

of time might appear somewhat intrusive. There is no reason, how-

:ever, to suppose that the "time" in question is the Course of Time,

dynamic time. It is quite as likely to be "the time", that is,
3

the time when the god is near. The translation would thus be

"the peaks of the time", and the meaning would be that of the climaxes

of vision, which is the experience of the divine. These peaks are

"heaped around" (1.9)» which does not suggest a movement of time

from one peak to the next, and the fact that the poet wishes for

wings to cross and recross and so form a unity out of the numerous

peaks/
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peaks, while certainly being explicable in temporal or historical
if

terms, would be unduly complicated by such explanations. There

is, in a sense, only one peak, this being the spiritual level

upon which the poet has emerged. Since the necessary corollary

of spiritual elevation is, however, the yawning abyss, this peak

is seen as a multiplicity of peaks. The multiplicity makes the

abyss more tangible as an image, but it also creates the sense of

a vastness which requires a centre (cf. "rings", l.S), which centre

is the more tangible expression of the necessity of "grasping" the

divine presence. The "light-built bridge" which is the centre cf

the stanza lies between two exactly parallel double statements:

So gieb unschuldig Vasser,
0 Fittiche gieb uns, treusten Sinns,
Hiniiberzugehen und wiederzukehren (11.13-15)

echoes and amplifies "furchtlos gehn / Die Sbhne der Alpen iiber

den Abgrund weg" (11.6,7); and in the same way lines 9-12,

Drum, da gehHuft sind rings
Die Gipfel der Zeit und die Liebsten
Nah wohnen, ermattend auf
Getrenntesten Bergen,..,

echo and amplify the situation, in the first four lines of the poem,

of the one visionary poet upon his single visionary peak.

The second stanza suggests an answer to the poet's prayer;

and yet, it would seem, he goes from bad to worse. Instead of

relief from the experience of the divine, of being without foot-

:hold in a void, a "genius" (1,19) "abducts" him (1.16), taking

him from his "own house" (1.20), which is both his own self, and

simultaneously, through a paradox which will become resolved in

the course of the poem, his initial situation in the "peaks" of

his home. Instead of a change from the experience of mountains,

he/
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he is taken to a deeper, more "secret" (see 1.26) and altogether

vaster and brighter world of mountains, "fragrant with a thousand

summits" (1.30)• Just as "the peaks of the time" are "the most

loved ones", however, he appears to be going in the direction of

his own desire, and the desire of his people:

Es ddnmerteja
Im Zwiellcht, da ich gieng,
Der schattige Wald
ITnd die sehnstlchtige ESche
Der Heimath... (11.20-24)

Yet the vision of his desire is "fast unsprung" (1,28); it comes

"faster than I supposed" (1.17), and takes him "far to where I

never thought to come" (11.18,19); and when the climax comes in

the third stanza with the naming of "Asia" (1.31), the poet is

"dazzled" (ib.). The vision of Asia is a repetition, an extension,

an intensification of the Alpine experience, yet it strangely seems

to be somewhat more tolerable to the poet. This seems to be because

it is no longer pure spiritual elevation, but is more alive, des¬

cribed in glowing sensuous terms. It is as if the poet were

taken out of his spiritual darkness, and made to experience the

actuality of his original "vision". Nevertheless, if he was in

unfamiliar surroundings in the Alpine region, the feeling has inten¬

sified now. Although, despite his never having "known the lands"

(1.24), he is able to name Tmolus, Pactolus, Taurus and Messogis,

he is in a world which, despite the familiarity of something loved

and desired from afar, is foreign to him; and this feeling of

unfamiliarity, whichis another expression of his being "dazzled"

or even "blinded", is so strong that the urgent necessity of wings

or "innocent water" is ever more strongly present, and the specific

necessity of them now is that they should take him to one land he

knows/
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knows (11.31,32). The world he comes to is perfected, completed,

something in "flower" (see 3,37), and immortal (see 1.Ac); the

mountain landscapes are seen as "god-build palaces",borne by their

"living pillars, cedars and bay-trees" (11.43-45). The rivers,

like the Pactolus, "adorned with gold" (1,35), flow down through

the "broad ways" (1,33) of these palaces, yet the heights from

which they come are also fall of life, and "the silver snow blossoms

high in the light" (11,38,39)-

The vicinity of the Archipelago in this landscape makes the

change fairly logical, yet the sudden shift from the vertical to

the horizontal in the fourth stanza comes as something of a shock.

The answer to the prayer for wings is transformed into the answer

to the prayer for "innocent water". The poet's "genius", similarly,

seems transformed into a host whose skipper picks his way confidently

among the islands, through the straits which to the poet are pain¬

fully "shadowless" (1.49) in the all-pervading brilliance. Although

this new setting is horizontal as opposed to vertical, it is in

every way parallel: the change seems merely to intensify the feel-

:ing of sensuous actuality. Instead of mountain peaks there are

islands, instead of air there is water; but the water shares the

properties which made the air dangerous:

Es rauschen aber um Asias Thore
Hinziehend da und dort
In ungewisser Meeresebene
Der schattenlosen Strassen genug (11,46-49).

Yet now the poet would seem safely in charge of his boatman, and

the latter's knowledge of the islands seems communicated to him

in some degree, for out of all the islands he chooses Patmos,

through some inner compulsion (see 1,54), upon which to land.

There may be three reasons for this compulsion, two implicit, one

explicit/
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explicit. Firstly, the poet is experiencing a "revelation'";

Petraoe, therefore, being the site of John's Revelation, takes on

the importance of t central point in the vision; it is whore the

vision ie focused, end paradoxically, because of this, it is the

one place where the foothold seems firm since, as the place where

the divine revelation is concentrated, it is "known", fixed and

definite. Secondly, there is there a "dark cave" (1.56). This

contrasts with the gre t brightness of the visionary world of

/•cia and the Archipelago, but it also calls to mind the "darkness"

in which "the eagles dwell", in the sense that the eagles are "at

home with" the visionary world, and thence indirectly with ""the

shady forest", the poet's "home" from which he has teen abducted.

Thirdly, there is the explicit reason that Patmos dees net "dwell

gloriously", like "stream-rich" Cyprus (11.57,58) or indeed any

of the other islands (1.59), hut in its "poorer house" is "hospit-

:eble" (11.61,62). The explicit reason is thus of the same nature:

the stress is still upon the feeling of unfamiliarity. The poet

has come upon a world immeasurably more rich end glorious than

his own, frighteningly and dangerously so; and yet as essence and

centre of it there is a place which is poor and barren, and not

alien but hospitable. One wonders whether this central position

occupied by the island may be related to that unrealised human

centre detected in the first stanza. The hospitability of Patmos

consists not merely in a friendly disposition towards strangers,

but in an attitude directly and literally in sympathy with the

alienated, exiled, condition of its guests (11.69-73)* The ship-

:wrecJk from which "one of the strangers" (11.67,68) comes may be

related now to the "danger" of "uncertainty's" becoming an actual

catastrophe: either the desired "innocent water" has proved itself

to/
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to be of less than "truest sense" (1.1*0, or else it is part of

its trueness that it should follow the apostle John's story and

lead to the very thing which was feared, the wreck. This is now

brought into line with the poet's having been "abducted" from his

home, since the stranger who is coming from his shipwreck may be

one who is "lamenting over his home" (11.64,65).

The lament over "home or the departed friend" (11.65,66) intro-

:duces the theme of Christ. When John came to Patmos, it was

clearly also in a mood of grief over a lost home and a parted

friend. The figure of Christ means that the poet has now come,

figuratively speaking, to the dead centre of his vision. Yet it

is precisely now,as if the tangible sensuous part of it had

succeeded in dominating all other parts and then been brought

up sharp by the shipwreck, that the vision fades away, and the

account given of Christ's last moments appears dominated by a

purely historical, rather than a visionary, tone. On first read-

:ing, all the elements of the history seem to speak for themselves.

There is, however, a peculiar doubling of the account, as if telling

it one way were not enough; and it is the doubling of the account

which appears to be the predominant feature rather than stress

upon the supposed central elements of the passion and its after-

:meth, the death, resurrection, ascension, and the coming of the

oentecostal spirit. The concentration is upon a unified picture

of the god's presence leading to the god's farewell. Christ may,

incidentally, be referred to quite loosely as the "god", as there

is no particular theological outlook in the poet's conception of

him: now he is referred to as "the god" (1.80), now as "the half-

god" (1.146). Christ appears first at the Last Supper &/hich, being

called the "guest-meal" (1.82), provides a strange link with the

coming/
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coming cf the poet, and of John to Patmos and the hospitable treat¬

ment they receive there: it is as if Pntmos were an island set

outside tine, unchangingly signifying the presence of the depart¬

ing god), speaking of "death and last love" (11.83,8*!), proclaim¬

ing that "all is good" and thereupon dying (1.88). The disciples

mourn, since the god's departure means the corning of "evening"

(11.91,92), end they "love life under the sun" (11.9'',95)« For

this reason, apparently, Christ sends ther. the pentecostal spirit:

und freilich bebte
Das Heus und die Wetter Gotten rollten
Ferndonnernd ttber
Pie ahnenden HHupter... (11.101-10**)

In this case it seems that lines 89 and 90,

Und es sahn ihn, vrie er siegend blikte,
Pen Freudigsten die Freunde noch zulezt,

refer to the resurrection end/or the ascension, although from its

presentation it would appear rather to refer to the death. £nd yet,

in the eighth stanza, it seems to happen all over again, for Christ

appears "once more" (1.107) (one wonders whether the phrase does

not rather refer to a repeated appearance in the poem) and exting¬

uishes "the sun of the day" (1,108), and night comes. Certainly

it is only "evening" in the previous instance, and the disciples

still "love life under the sun" and do not wish to be parted from

an, apparently still present, lord, but this does not alter the

central issue that the death and departure of Christ seem to be

described twice. The lines

Itzt, da er scheidend
Noch einraal ihnen erschien (11.106,107)

may refer to Christ's appearance among his disciples after his

death/
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Pentecost, cr again, to his crucifixion:

und zerbrach
Den geradestralenden,
Den "epter, gBttlichleidend, von selbst (11.109-111);

but in any cf these cases, we should still be dealing with material

which has already been encountered. The matter may be explained

if, first of all, two statements ere compared, one from each of

the two accounts. The first is:

Doch trauerten sie, ds nun
Es .Abend worden... (11.91 $92);

and the second:

und Freude war es

Von nun an

7u wohnen in liebender Nacht... (11.115-117)•

These are two diametrically opposed attitudes to the absence of

Christ, and it does not seem too much to suppose that they refer

to two opposing situations. In the first, then, the "men" mourn

the absence of Christ, because he is the sun to them, as well as

their friend and their "home" (11,9^-97); his going is much like

the shipwreck in the fifth stanza. The "face of the lord" (1.96)

is life to them, and they do not wish to leave it. And yet they

have a "great resolve in their souls" (1.93)* If this latter

factor is, as is indicated by "aber" in line 9k, the opposite of

loving life under the sun, it ould appear that this great resolve

refers to dying and following the departed god, in order to become

reunited with him. Because their love of life, life as equated

with Christ, is their very raison d'etre, "3 ike fire driven into

the iron" (ll.97»98), a "shadow" of Christ still goes by their side

(1.99)/
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Firstly, it is the "shade", the departed spirit, of the one they

love, end in this sense seems to call them to follow him. But

secondly, it is a shadow in a more sinister sense, the shadow,

perhaps, of a wrong deed they are contemplating. It is with

this in mind that the designation "Todeshelden" (1.105) and the

attribute "schwersinnend" (1.104) should be approached. It seems

that their decision is to become, like Christ, martyrs, heroes of

death. For this reason the spirit is sent to them in a storm of

God. In the plain sense of "shadow", this spirit is as a more

direct and present sign of the god; in the first of the further

meanings it is a living, as opposed to a dead, thing; but in the

second of these meanings it is a warning: not to go the way they

are "heavily contemplating". Thus the lines

Itzt, da er scheidend
Noch einmal ihnen erschien (11.106,107)

represent a reviewing of attitudes, a return to the object of con¬

templation for the purpose of starting out afresh. As dying

king, resurrected god, or returning spirit, Christ is now seen to

break himself, to extinguish his own fire, because "it v/as to come

again1', but "at the right time" (11.112,113).^ If it had been

done'later", it should have been a "work" in human terms (11.114,

115), perhaps in the sense that it should have followed human fate

to the surrendering of life in natural death which would be "untrue*

to the divine nature (1,114). The divine nature reaches its

summit and so departs, and its departure can only be upwards, but

to take on mortal fate beyond the summit of perfection would, like

the precipice on the far side of the summit, be "abruptly breaking

off" (ib.). "Human work", then, in contrast to the previous

case/
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case, is a "joy to live in loving night, and to -preserve... abysses

of wisdom" in eyes that find even the darkness "loving" (11.115-
n

119). As another way of expressing this same state, it is said

that "deep on the mountains also", i.e. in the "abysses", in the

"night", there are "living images'* green with growth. It is

therefore in some measure predictable, considering the reversal

of attitudes, that when the coming of the pentecostal spirit is

approached a second time, it should be "frightful". Before proceed¬

ing to this extremely difficult section, however, more detailed

comment should be made upon lines 117 to 119:

Zu wohnen in liebender Nacht, und bewahren
In einfMltigen Augen, unverwandt
Abgriinde der Weisheit.

The image has mamy reverberations. "To dwell in loving night"

recalls the eagles in the first stanza, which "dwell in darkness";

and the "simple eyes" with their "steadfast" gaze recall the attri¬

bute of John in the sixth stanza, the "simplicity" ("Einfalt",
g

1.78) with which he looked on the face of the lord. This would

be enough to relate John to the eagles, even without the knowledge

that the eagle is John's traditional emblem, and Christ to the sun,

even without the knowledge that eagles traditionally can look

straight at the sun. If the "simple" eyes of John are the eyes

of the eagles in the mountains at the beginning of the poem, and

if these are the eyes which preserve the "abysses of wisdom" in the

absence of the god, the suggestion regarding the poem's opening

image is confirmed: there is a sense in which poet and mountains

are in darkness. They are in darkness because of the absence of

Christ; but, paradoxically on account of "nah" and "Gefahr" (11.1,3),

it is precisely the absence of the god which causes the danger, and

also/
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element is needed to provide the unity that will prove the "sslva-

:ticn" in that initial visionary state; and this human element

may now be found in none other than the god who brings the danger:

Christ is the danger and the salvation from it.

It is with this conception of Christ as both divine and human

that the ninth stanza should now be approached. A, ^statement with

apparently general application begins it: the "endless" and seem¬

ingly random scattering of the "living thing"—presumably the divine

nature—by God is "frightful" (11.121,122). Various meanings can

be seen in this, and not least because of the double sense of

"zerstreuen". This may mean that the living element is scattered

in the sense of being out to flight, or that it is scattered like

seed, for a purpose. It is not until the eleventh stanza that it

becomes clear that both are one and the same thing. The initial

passage following the scattering of "that which is living" gives

more the sense of dispersal and flight. The collapse of the bond

which bound Christ's followers together, and the coming of the flood

which takes away sand and meadow (elements, both, of the descrip¬

tion of Patraos in the fifth stanza), and temple also, with the

"honour" of the departed deity, and empties the sky of the presence

of the heavenly ones, is all described in the tenth stanza. But

it is noteworthy, in passing, that this catastrophe is thought of

in terms of, again, the death of Christ:

Wenn aber stirbt alsdenn
An dem am meisten
Die Schdnheit hieng, dass an der Gestalt
Ein Wunder war und die Himmlischen gedeutet
Auf ihn... (11.136-1^0)

What appears to be a first stage in this "frightful" process of

di'integration /
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disintegration is introduced in the ninth stanza by

Denn schon das Angesicht
Der theuren Freunde zu lassen... (11.123,12*0

But to whom does this "stage" refer, with its farewell from "dear

friends" and a journey "far over the mountains'1 (1.125)? It might

be the disciples, leaving their friends under the compulsion to

spread the word (cf.1.122). In this case, the coming of the

spirit, that was not "foretold, but seized the locks, presently"

(11.128,129), is not something confronted subsequently, i.e. when

"alone" on the mountains (1.126), but rather the cause of their

going: it is the pentecostal fire which drives them out to leave

their friends. More likely, however, Christ is the one who sets

out alone into the mountain world, where he belongs, since it is

here that, the "god is near". Like John after his 'fehipwreck", the

"friends" are left to lament his passing. When the god "looks

back" to them, therefore, it is the unexpected coming of his

"spirit" to them (11.131,132,128). If the two possibilities can

exist together, it may account for that "two-fold" recognition of

the "one-voiced" spirit (11.126,127), i.e. in the first case the

disciples recognise the spirit of Christ, in the other, Christ

returning to his own sends back that intrinsic part of himself to

his disciples. On the other hand, the twofold recognition of the

spirit may more likely refer to that doubling of the gospel account

into positive and negative aspects, which is now responsible for

the fact that Christ's death has been approached not once, but

four times, i.e. in the sixth and seventh, the eighth, the ninth

9
and the tenth stanzas. On the one hand, the spirit comes ss a

storm, to keep Christ's friends from death, to force them into their

fate/
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fate, which is life. On the other, Christ's "extinguishing" of

himself mysteriously gives the d sciples a joy of remaining in

the "loving night" of their lord's absence, but in this case,

when the spirit comes, it is "frightful", violent and wholly unex¬

pected. Even when the disciples have discovered the joy at the

fact that there are "living images also" in the lower parts of

the abyss, in the night, in a form of life that is suitable to

their humanity, "unrelated" (as a possible subsidiary meaning of

"unverwandt" suggests) to the immediate divine presence, the god

sows the seeds of life, and all is upset once more. The stress in

the two cases is upon whether Christ is perceived in a human or a

divine way. In the first account of Christ's death, he dies as a

man, albeit perfect—this perfection is indicated in that great

conclusion upon life, "all is good" (I.87), after which only death

can follow. In the second account, Christ does not die, but breaks

his sceptre and extinguishes the sun, which entails "divine" suffer¬

ing (l.lll), in such a way that, if it were left to another time

than the precise time of its occurrence, it would make of Christ

a "human", not a divine, "work" (1.115). This duality has highly

significant repercussions in the poem, hut it is necessary first

to take account of a theme which has net yet received due attention.

Chen the god suddenly looks back and the disciples receive his

spirit, they are no longer content to live in the joy of the loving

night, and conjure him to remain, at the same time joining hands as

if in an ultimate gesture of oneness, "as if naming evil bound by

golden ropes from now on" (11.133-135)• This action, however,

implicitly brings phxmt the catastrophe of the tenth stanza, and

Christ dies for a fourth time. But this time his death is final,

for a tide sweeps away fields and sands and temples and his own

honour/



honour as a "half-god" is blown away (1.14 7). What is there in

the disciples' action—fated action though it be, through the "cast¬

ling of the sower" (1.152)—which has such dire consequences? It

seems that there is a need in the divine to fulfil itself in the

human being; this is the meaning of the lines

Aii den am meisten
Die SchBnheit hieng, dass an der Gestalt
Ein Wunder was und die Himmlischen gedeutet
Auf ihn... (11.137-140):

that is, not only that the "heavenly ones" pointed to Christ as

the most perfect, but that the "heavenly ones" had been pointed

out upon Christ's "miraculous" human form; thus that "Schbnheit"

and "die Himmlischen" are the same thing. The corollary of this

need in the divine nature is a need for the divine in the human

nature: this has already been seen in the image of the fire in

the iron (ll.97»98). Thus when the divine spirit returns, so to

speak, to the friends of Christ, they react by demanding "every¬

thing" (cf. I.l6l), by demanding the complete fusion of divine

and human into a perfect whole, which is another way of saying

that they demand the "presence" of Christ. In that way they make

a gesture which binds evil with ropes of the gold of perfection,

and in that they unite themselves as one, collective, man, they

are repeating in themselves Christ's meaning and his last words:

"all is well", which, as has been seen, can only be followed by

death.Christ's purpose, when he was among men, was to speak

words concerning the endless goodness by which he "brightened the

wrath of the world when he saw it" (11.83-86). He does this as

a man, not in a universally valid fashion, but in and around him-

:self. The disciples' action, however, would indicate a thorough¬

going or universal binding of evil (which may presumably be taken

as/



as the same as the "wrath of the world", or the absence of the

divine serenity from human life). Yet, as has alreactybeen seen,

if the "work" is to be divine and not human, that is to say if it

is to be true to what it essentially is, it must "return at the

proper time". What this time is, and what it involves, is a

problem which is not resolved here, since this central section is

all a great question, eventually expressed in the supernumerary

line, "Auf griiner Erde, was ist dies?" (1.151)« it will by now

have been realised that the pervading duality of this central

section points to the two spheres', divine and human, going

together in the one figure. I intentionally express myself

vaguely. The ninth stanza shrouds itself in :mbiguity, and the

sentence beginning with "denn schon das Angesicht..." (1.123) has

no subject. poth Christ and the disciples have been suggested,

the former seeming more likely than the latter; what has not been

suggested is that the subject may be the poet. The poem begins

with the poet's being alone in a visionary world which he has

sought as the ultimate: here he longs only to "grasp" the god,

or should it rather be said to "contain" him? The one thing he

still needs, as has been seen, is the creator of the danger, but

it is also the human element, that for which the poet speaks in

his prayer in the first stanza. He is doubly the spokesman of

his kind, in that he is also, in a sense, the evangelist John.

The characteristics of the water and the wings for which he prays

are John's characteristics, "unschuldig" and "treusten Sinns"

(11.13»1^) going with the description of John:

Es liebte der Gewittertragende die Einfalt
Des Jtlngers und es sahe der achtsame Mann
Das Angesicht des Gottes genau... (11.78-80).



We may say in this sense that the "genius" which transports the

poet away to Asia (the poet's own genius, also) is John. This

"genius" is, however, also the "spirit", none other, in the realms

of the poem, than the holy spirit: there is a very clear parallel

between that encounter in the Alpine mountains:

da entflihrte
Mich schneller, denn ich vernuthet,
Und weit, wohin ich nimmer
Zu kommen gedacht, eftn Genius mich
Vom eignen Hauss'(ll.16-20),

and that other encounter in the mountains beyond Christ's death:

"und nicht geweissagt war es, sondern / Die Loken ergriff es,

gegenwMrtig..." (11.128,129). Further, it should be remembered

that John and Christ are described as being "inseparable" (1.77)•

It is important to realise that the poet experiences the departure

and return of Christ in himself, as the spokesman of his kind, cast

in the role of a "collective" man—he is, after all, "abducted"

from his "own house"J—because it explains the reintroduction of

the "personal" perspective in the eleventh stanza and thereafter.

The third section of the poem begins with the statement which

seems to explain everything: the great double image of the sower

and thresher at his work. When the sower sows his seeds, some

is lost, yet " to the end comes the corn" (1.156); similarly,

when the chaff falls before the thresher, the wheat still comes

to where it should come. The image remains inseparably a double

image: the great process which the poem describes is not a separ¬

ating out of wheat from chaff: good seed i_s lost, and there is

always loss when words have been spoken from an unforgettable

mouth; the "living sound dies away out of the speech": after the

poem has left the poet every bit as much as after Christ has left



the earth. The action of the "sower" is twofold: dispersing and

sowing are simultaneous, even synonymous. "hat is lost is not

chaff from the beginning: it only becomes chaff because it is

lost. The action of the divine sower is as random and arbitrary

as it seems, and the reason for it as arbitrary as the action:

"the Highest One does not will all at one time" (l.l6l). That

is, the Highest One, who must be considered as creativity in its

very essence, does not only wish to have everything at once, but

the creative will also does not bring forth everything at once.

If it did, there should be no dichotomy of human and divine.

That the reason is no reason, but rather an intensification of

the arbitrary quality, -points to this as a central mystery of the

divine n ture. The "reason" that is dominant, throu<hout the

process whereby the divine thing ust become what it is not before

it can become what it is, is fate, is the fact that it is so: we

should not look beyond this and seek for a divine logic, a divine

rationality, in the poem. This fact is brought out in the

complementary "to be sure"-section, from line 162, which will be

examined shortly. The will of the "Highest One" is what makes

"divine work" like "human work", but not only in that "divine

arbitrariness" is a common feature of both. The phrase "such

gleichet dem unsern" (1.160) refers back to the eighth stanza:

Nicht wMr es gut
Gewesen, spdter, und...untreu
Der 1 enschen Werk (11.113-115)•

What makes the deed a "god's work" in this case is the fact that

the god's presence is ended as a free act of the god himself, sooner

rather than "later". Put how is the god's work "also" like ours?

It must be because, in a certain sense, the catastrophe in the

tenth/
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tenth stanza, the removal of all divine presence, is brought about

by that attempt of the disciples to conjure the departing god to

stay; an act which we could call disastrously "premature".

This act, as has been seen, goes against the will of the god—

being indeed another aspect of that "great resolve" which called

forth God's storm-—; and yet, despite itself, it conforms to

that will; dispersing is also sowing, so that for the disciples

to become involved in an act against God's will means that the

"human work" is also a "divine work", for it ensures that the

"Highest One" does not have everything at once. This brings us

back to the initial problem of the poem. The god has to be

grasped or contained, otherwise he will be a danger which will

destroy the human being. That the human should "contain" the

divine is the end of the divine work. Thus the "nearness" of the

god at the beginning of the poem is also his absence: the absent

god is in the divine sphere, and as such constitutes the danger

of extinction to the human being. The divine must therefore

become human in the sense of becoming which it is not; and both

a continuation and as a parallel, the human element must aim

against fate and so bring about an absence of the divine that is

so complete that it could be said that the divine has become lost

in the human nature.

It would be doing great violence to the poem if the situation

beginning at the end of the eleventh stanza (l.l6?ff.) were crudely

interpreted as a desire on the part of the poet (or the disciples)

to produce a "graven image" of the (historical) Christ.^""*" The poet

is expressing something of a far more profound nature. He has the

capability, through the riches of the mountain, to create an image

which has the likeness of Christ; it may not be Christ, but its

similarity/



similarity to him exists not because it is a cheat that looks

like him, but because it is christlike through an inherent

similarity of nature. It is iron and fire, human container

and divine spirit, that which the disciples were when Christ was,

humanly, amongst them. It is created out of the fusion of the

highest and the abysmal, which is what the mountain represents.

There is no doubt that such a creation would be possible, just

as it was a distinct possibility for the disciples to join hands

in harmony and hold the perfection of the divine presence. But

both these instances return to the prototypal situation: they

would be "untrue, the work of men". What the poet has desired

to do is human—"driven in, as fire into the iron"—and a proof

of his divine nature, and yet the desire comes down to the circum¬

stance described at the beginning of the twelfth stanza, where

"one" "spurs himself on" and "takes him unawares", while he is

"on the way, unarmed" (11.167-169). One who is "on the way" is

not "at home": he has lost the divine presence and seeks to

regain it by the way of dispossession. He is "unarmed", presum¬

ably, in that he is "speaking sadly" (1.168), mourning over what

has had to be. The result of this surprise attack is that he is

"astonished", and becomes a "slave" in wanting to imitate the

image of the god (11.169,17°). This image is the one described

in the previous stanza, but it becomes clear now that the image

is one the poet—who is none other than the "one" who "spurred

himself on"—would create in his own person. He would, in other

12
words, want to play the image of god. The same coincidence of

sadness and astonishment comes in the seventh stanza (ll#91,9?)»

where there is also the same desire to follow in the footsteps of

the god: to take on the same fate—the fate of death—as the god

is/



is the same crime as attempting to "hold" or to recreate him in

life. Just as, in the seventh stanza, the spirit appears in

God's storm, so here, the poet glimpses God's wrath. Not that

there is something other that the poet should be (1.172), since

it is the very divinity of his human soul which gives rise to

13
this crooked wish: he has "to learn" from it (1.173). He

ha' to learn that, though kindly, the "immortal ones" (1.177)

hate above all else that which is "false", by which is not meant

so much the quality of the image the poet v/ould create as the fact

that he wished to create it. The "similarity" between divine and

human "work" is not "equality". Here a "human work" is "false"

in that it represents a straying from the very fate which ensures

the humanity of the human being: "das Falsche, und es gilt / Dann

Menschliches unter enschen nicht mehr" (11.17^,175). That the

ensurance of the humanity of the human being is a part of the

divine work is indicated by the ambiguity of lines 176 (or even

173)-178. "Sie nicht walten" is more likely to refer to human

beings than to "immortal ones", in that a strong discrimination

(as the statement would be) between the divine beings and fate

would be something of an irrelevance, but "Unsterblicher" (1.177)

can either mean "of immortals" or "more immortally", so that "ihr

Werk" (ib.) could be either the work of the immortals or of

humans. The climax of human work, in this sense, is the naming

of the "exultant son of the highest" (Il.l80,l8l). This naming

may be carried out by "the strong" (ib.), which provides a clear

contrast with the desire and action of the "slave" earlier in the

1^
stanza. The naming is the climax of human activity in the

poetic word. It indicates that the "staff of song" is "pointing

downwards" (11.182,183) as the "heavenly triumph goes higher"

(11./



(11.179,180), that is to say, through their parting, human and

divine move farther into their own respective realms, the one

into the heavens (the ascension of Christ, possibly is alluded to)

the other towards the earth. Yet the fact that each becomes more

truly what is is is paradoxically the realisation of the desire to

unite divine and human. Thus the statement, "Denn nichts ist

gemein" (1.184), may mean both that nothing is "in common", i.e.

between the divine and the human realms, and that "nothing is

lowly", which corresponds to the statement on the perfection of

human life, "all is good". "Song"'^contains" the god, through

the fact that it names him. Rut song is also the instrument in

the god's hand with which he points back down to the earth. The

continuation of the heavenly triumph "upwards" is the continuing

of the sun upwards through the skies after its rising in "Asia";

the "staff of song" which "points downwards" is the sun which

shines into all but the deepest recesses of the abyss; it is the

indestructible in the "straight-beaming" sceptre which Christ

broke on his death. The god is thus present through his absence,

which is the resolution O'ein Losungszeichen", 1.182) of the poem's

original problem. Upon the statement "all is good", death follows

but such a death makes the distinction of life and death meaning-

:less, and thus it may be said that the "staff of song" "wakes the

dead" (11.184,185), once again because the poem has made the god

present t.?hrough his absence. Only the dead who are "imprisoned

by the coarse" elements (1.186) may not be woken, which is tanta-

:mount to saying that song will taint itself neither with what is

"mean", nor with the "wrath of the world". Song that names the

"son of the highest" bears not only the resolution of the dilemma,

but also "liberation"-—both meanings are played upon in the word

"losungszeichen"/
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"Losungszeichen". But song is also to be used as a "password",

for its meaning is that it should be used by humankind, those

whose "shy eyes" must "wait to look on the light" (11.186,187).

Those who use the poetic word in this way are safe from harm

and from despair: the god's "golden bridle" holds their "courage"

(1.190), both from going forward too quickly (for this reason,

probably, the poet's song shrouds itself in obscurity and ambiguity

and "outer meaning"i) and from falling back into the contemplation

of what is "coarse", i.e. not touched upon by the song. The song

will reveal the full light of the divine, but it is intrinsic to

its nature that this light can not be revealed to any who are not

ready to look upon it:

Venn aber, als,
Von schwellenden Augenbreunen
Der Velt vergessen
Stillleuchtende Kraft aus heiliger Schrift fJillt, mBgen,
Der Gnade sich freuend, sie
Am stillen Blike sich iiben. (11.191-196).

The fourteenth stanza begins by addressing the recipient of

the poem. The fact might lead us to pay less attention to the

first seven lines of the stanza than is due, for the passage is

a continuation, in every respect, of the "argument" of the poem.

Firstly, it provides a sharp contrast with the impersonal vision¬

ary tone of the preceding stanza, bringing everything suitably

"down to earth", but by the same token marking the recipient of

the poem as one especially favoured by the gods because he is

re rresentative of those in whom the obedience to the divine will

is especially strong. Secondly, it reintroduces the thought of

, the twelfth stanza: the "most hated" thing to the heavenly ones

is "what is ialse" (11.173,17*0. Thus what they love most is

what is "true". Such trueness or faithfulness is a quality of

the/



the divine work (see 1.11*0. which is the same as the divine inner

nature of the human being, and to be true to that is the same as

being obedient to the will of the gods. (Thus the clause "so,

wie ich glaube" (1.198), has a double meaning: on the surface it

is "as I believe", or "as much as I think", but on a deeper level,

"in the measure that I have belief". The recipient of the poem

enjoys much greater love of the gods, so that his faithfulness is

shown to be all the greater. The obedience of the poet and his

kind is thus seen to be all the less, and this, presumably, is

because their love for the divine presence made them blind to God's

will. The situation is much like that of the two brothers in the

tale of the prodigal son: the one husbands, the other squanders,

his father's wealth ("so hMtt ich Reichtum..."J I). The question

of obedience in fact becomes almost the foremost issue of the two

concluding stanzas. Obedience is fete: whether the human being

is obedient or disobedient to the divine will, he carries out the

divine will. Thus, it may be said that the "race unhinderable"

(1.210) is the course of all fate. Particular attention, however,

should be paid to the passage in which this expression occurs:

den Bliz erlclMren
Die Thaten der Erde bis itzt,
Ein Wettlauf unaufhaltsam, Er ist aber dabei. Denn seine Werke

sind
Ihm alle bewusst von jeher. (11.208-211)

Since the expression "a race unhinderable" follows unon a statement

with "explain" as its verb, it seems reasonable to suppose here that

"a race unhinderable" is offered as the explanation of the lightning.

Due to a lack of competitive spirit which must be assumed in the

lightning, however, the "explanation" has little meaning. It

seems more probable that the "race unhinderable" refers to the

"de eds/
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"deeds of the earth up until now", to which it could be in appos-

:ition. Ve are in this case none the wiser as to the nature of

the "explanation" of the lightning by the "deeds of the earth",

and must take it that it is the deeds as such which themselves

form this explanation. leaving the matter open for the moment,

the second part of the passage should be considered. "He is

there", "there" being, presumably, in or at the "race", and "he"

either the "eternal Father" or Christ (cf.1.205), or even the

lightning; the first possibility is the most likely, but "he"

may also simply be thought of as the divine presence. The ques¬

tion now is what connection "denn" establishes between the second-

last and the last sentences in the passage. That is, does "denn"

indicate a shift from description to reflection on the part of the

poet, or is description unbroken in both sentences? Is the raean-

:ing: "but he is there, for (as I am able to affirm) his works

are all known to him..."; or is it: "he is there because his

works are known to him..."? Both from the point of view of the

sense, and through the fact that the two clauses are expressed as

separate sentences, the former possibility seems the more likely;

nevertheless the latter possibility opens the door to some valid

speculation. If "denn" has the force of "because", then it may

be understood that, if the divine presence is to have this eternal

knowledge of its works, it must be partaking in the "race" which

is the "deeds of the earth". This is fully consistent with the

more obvious meaning that "he is there" because the poet knows 'his

works" to be eternally known to him. In this latter case, the

sense of the divine presence's divinity is paramount; but in the

former, it is rather the sense of the divine presence's earthly

nature which is stressed. The divine works, then, are the "deeds

of/



of the earth", so that both the meanings suggested for the first

part of the passage are upheld: because divine work only receives

its "explanation" in human work, the lightning is a "race unhinder-

:able" from the point of view that it may only be explained in terms

of the "deeds of the earth". In fact, this identity of lightning

and the deeds of the earth is already a foregone conclusion,

through the preceding lines:

Es sind aber die Helden, seine SBhne,
Gekommen all und heilige Schriften
Von ihm und den Bliz erkl&ren... (11.206-208):

in that "heroes" and "holy writings" are the offspring of the Father,

they may be said to be his lightnings; but in that they represent

acitivity on a human level, they are also 'deeds of the earth". So

here again the poem comes round to the sense of the poetic work:

the poem is one of those "holy writings". The point of the poem's

writing is that "now" to which all the deeds of the earth lead up.

The poem has described the course of fate; or rather, has more

than described it, has presented it and so come to represent it.

In this sense it is both lightning and deeds of the earth. It is

the explanation of the lightning in that it contains the essence

and gives the meaning of the divine presence. It is a "counter¬

sign" that resolves the divergence of human and divine; and in

being both lightning and the "explanation" of that lightning it

is itself the "still sign on the thundering heaven" (11.203,20*)-).

The poem, indeed, "explains" this peculiar description of the

lightning: if the lightning cannot be "grasped", the poem can,

and if the poem contains the lightning, then the flickering speed

of the lightning-flash becomes "still" in the poem. It may also

be pointed out here that the lightning can also be seen described

in/



in the "staff (or rod) of song" which is "pointing downwards" at

the climax of the "heavenly triumph". This now leads back to

those who "wait to look upon the light". This waiting may be

seen as the meaning of human endeavour: it is, again, the "deeds

of the earth". All leads up to that "now" (1.208) from which the

poetic word proceeds. In other words, the poem is both the course

of the waiting to look upon the light and itself the light which is

to be regarded, but in such a way that only as much light as may be
15

borne by those who regard it will be perceived by them. It may

be that this is possible for the very reason that "song" describes

the "waiting": those who wait recognise their own activity in the

poem, but also see the climax to which it leads. But the poem,

in turn, describes itself.

The interpretation which concentrates on a, more or less,

historical approach to the appearance of Christ in the central

pentad of 'Patmos' will turn, as the last pentad progresses, to

certain apparently eschatological ideas or images or allusions.

Indeed it seems pointless to deny their presence in a poem of this

title. The interpretation given here does not seek to explain

away such allusions, but it proceeds, nevertheless, from a point

of view to which the postulate of a historical or an associated

eschatological content to the poem is largely irrelevant. The

wisest course may be to say that the two points of view presented

here ought to coexist; on the other hand, I am a little uneasy

about the kind of interpretative method which has to be employed

before an eschatological content can be postulated. Although it

is nonsense to suppose that a poem of this kind, in actual fact,

can be interpreted after one hearing, the interpreter should not,

I think, lose sight of the fact that, given a certain level of

poetic/



poetic perfection, the poem has an impact after a first hearing

which could, theoretically, at least be the basis of a complete

understanding of it. In other words, while admitting the possi¬

bility that, in a short work of lyric poetry, the "sting" of the

poem may be in its tail, in a work of the dimension of 'Patmos',

we must let our interpretation follow as much as possible the

order in which our interpretative data come to us. In the case

in question, an eschatological content must be deduced almost

exclusively from the last pentad, a "historical" content from the

second. In either case, the first pentad must appear like an

extended passage of introduction. Certainly the nearness of the

god in the context of "peaks of time" might lead us to expect

something in the way of eschatology, and the evocation of the island

of Patmos might confirm this. In the first case, however, we

should ask ourselves why these elements are presented vaguely

enough to become almost "universal" statements; and in the second,

we should be wondering why, if the object of contemplation is to

be something connected with the Apocalypse of St. John, the island

of revelation is approached by way of so many apparently inciden¬

tal details. This latter point weighs very heavily, so much so

that I have been lead, in my own interpretation, to the view that

it is the first pentad of 'Patmos' which expresses the principal

theme and problems, the content, of the poem, end in such a way

that it is the historical and eschatological allusions which present

the more incidental elements. The eschatological elements may be

seen to contribute towards the uniting of personal and universal

towards which the whole poem has tended. The poet is concerned with

the pattern behind a process in which a whole people may be seen in

the form of one individual, or one person in terms of a whole genera-
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rtion, a process which may take place through centuries and genera¬

tions, or within one lifetime, or within minutes in the space of a

vision or a poem. I stress this here in order to introduce two

related matters which have not yet been thoroughly dealt with.

The first concerns the words spoken of John:

der in seeliger Jugend war

Gegangen mit
Dem Sohne des HBchsten, unzertrennlich... (11.75-77)-

The second is the view we now have of the whole course of the vision

which in fact forms the structure and the poetic logic of the poem.

John's youth is spoken of as an event in the past; the "present"

is his coming to Patmos and his lament over his departed friend

and his home there. Upon Patmos, it is as if he looked back upon

his youth as a time of blessedness in which he and the god were

inseparable. Little use of age-imagery is made in the poem, but

its appearance here is significant, especially when we consider the

closeness of the poet's identification with John. John provides

the transition from the vision of Asia to the account of Christ.

Because of this, the vision of Asia may be seen as the lost world

of youth, and indeed the last line of the first pentad speaks of

"blessed youth", which goes over, through John, into the end of

youth with the meditation upon the passing of the divine. The

poem describes human life: "es wandelt ihr Werk / Von selbst, und

eilend geht es zu Ende" (11.195*196). The course of human life

is an apocalypse viewed from a Patmos. Its "end" is its summing-

up in the poetic word, which, living, is yet synonymous with death:

the "victorious" Christ, for whom "all is good", is the "exultant

son of the Highest" who descends in the poetic word, and thereby

makes the dead live. The poem is also the means of following the

god/



god into death (his own sphere) and yet not leaving the definition

of human life: it is the means to have "not everything at once".

This makes a suitable point from which to appraise the poem's

course up to now. After the initial situation, with its "danger"

and its possibility of "salvation" growing in the midst of the dan-

:ger, the situation in which the poet prays for the one missing

element which will complete it, he is transposed to a more alive

analogy of the same situation. He seeks in this more actual

visionary world for the "one thing" he "knows", and alights upon

Pstmos, the centre of the vision. The centre of Patmos is, in

turn, Christ, the actual divine presence, and the embodiment of the

core of the vision. The climax is the fading of the visionary

quality, and following upon this the core of the vision, Christ,

also departs, though leaving his spirit. The vision may be under¬

stood as an analogy of, or even the same thing as, the divine

presence. An effort is made to detain the latter as it withdraws,

with the dissolution and the complete absence of the divine ensuing

This is the realisation of one aspect of the "danger" at the start

of the poem: the danger of the abyss, of falling. The god is

"hard to contain", and so it is seen that the danger is not so much

thc-.t his presence will bring dissolution, as that too great a love

of his presence can incite to the crime of attempting to hold it

once and for all, shortening life, in that the perfected work

immediately precedes death. The poet, meditating on this, real¬

ises that to desire the presence of the divine with his will is

the act of a "slave" but that to be reconciled with the divine

arbitrariness is to become strong". This strength is the complet

acceptance of human fate, which is the absence of the divine; yet

it is also the acceptance of divinity, in that the deed of the

"strong"/



"strong" is to name the departed god in song, and through the use

of song as a gradual instrument of divine revelation, the god again

becomes present in humanity. The last stanza provides, in mini-

:ature, a recapitulation, as the first did an anticipation, of this

process. The "violence" which "tears away our heart" (11.215,216)

is related to the catastrophe following Christ's departure. The

heart is the "home", the completeness experienced when human and

divine are together, "inseparable". Thus the poet's abduction

from his "own house" is, paradoxically, the same thing: he has to

return to what is his own, to "German song" (1.226), from foreign

parts whose core is nevertheless the "one land" he "knows", Christ,
17

his "home". Yet this journey into loss is necessary, for "each

(thing) of the heavenly ones wishes sacrifice, but if one is

neglected, it has never brought good" (11.217-219). It is because

of this that the fulfilment of the poet's vision is the loss of

the vision through the departure of Christ, the "tearing away" of

his heart; and because of this also that the answer to his orig-
13

sinal prayer is his "abduction" from his "own house". When,

therefore, he returns to German song, he is returning to his own

home, away from the ecstatic world of Asia and the more "recent"

joy in Christ's presence (the two may be related to lines 220 and

221:

Wir haben gedienet der Mutter Erd
Und haben jttngst dem Connenlichte geddent),

yet the return home is paradoxically the return to his perfection,

Christ, who is the core and purpose of his poem (seel.lSO). The

"slavish" mood into which the poet sank was interrupted by a "vis¬

ible" vision of God in his anger. Thus when the "honour of the

heavenly ones is invisible" (1.213), the slavish attitude is to be

expected/
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expected: "almost they must guide our fingers" (11.214,215). Such

self-inflicted impotence gives rise to the closing statements of the

poem. "Earth" and "sunlight" have had service rendered them, the

iron and the fire, the lower and the higher, but the service done

to them has been "unknowing" (1.222). "One which I knew" has been

missing, the consciousness of the divine core of the heart, the

incarnation of the god. The "firm letter" whose cultivation is

the Father's greatest delight, is the poetic word, that which is

the crossing of human and divine "work", and thus the "good inter¬

pretation" of "what is in existence" (11.224-226).

9.- The unfinished hymn 'Der later'.

The interpretation concentrates on the last twelve lines of

the poem, from line 60: "Nemlich wenn // Angehn...". The poem

here has gone back to the roots, to the "youth" of the water (1.62).

A relation is thus established with the opening lines of the poem

(both in respect of form and of content) but also with the situation

implied in lines 45 and 46:

Vieles wHre
Zu sagen davon...,

that is, with the fact that the Ister seems to unite a movement

from west to east with the principal movement of the poem from east

to west, and also with the uniting of the opposites of heat and shade

in lines 16-20:

Hoch duftend oben, und schwarz
Vom Fichtenwald, wo in den Tiefen
Ein Jciger gern lustwandelt,
Mittags, und Wachstum hbrbar ist
An harzigen Bbumen des Isters...

The relation in these latter cases is that the Ister, in youth, is

"content"/
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"content" or "at peace" (1•67)» whereas "another one" (I.63), by

which we understand a Rhine, displays the wildness and pride and

anger and stubbornness of © colt being broken to the bridle (11.64,

65). Yet the rocks "need" the spade-thrust, as the earth needs

the furrow (11.68,69) otherwise the land cannot be husbanded, and

there is no lasting quality in it from the human point of view (l.?0).

This refers back to the action of rivers upon the land which occurs

both as the cause and the expression of the coming of human culture:

Hier aber wollen wir bauen.
Denn Strdme machen urbar
Das Land. V.'enn nemlich KrMuter wachsen
Und an denselben gehn
Im Sommer zu trinken die Thiere,
So gehn auch kenschen daran. (11.15-20).

These lines refer to the Ister, yet this is precisely the river

which does not do battle with the rocks, like the Rhine, but meekly

goes along the way they set out for it (11.46,47). To all intents

and purposes, the Ister seems to do nothing, a situation which sets

up a puzzling contrast with the lines quoted above. The issue is

further complicated by the poem's initial association of the Ister

v/ith Hercules and the people (the German people?) he mythically

represents—compare

Herkules...
FernglMnzend, am Olympos drunten,
Da der, sich Schatten zu suchen
Vom heissen Isthmos kam (11.28-31)

with lines 7-10:

Wir singen aber vom Indus her
Fernangekommen und
Vom Alpheus, lange haben
Das Schikliche wir gesucht...

The Ister presents more than the idea of shade in contrast to that

of/
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of light and heat: it embodies the uniting of the two, as the,

already quoted, sixteenth to twentieth lines show. Thus the course

of the peoples who come to dwell by the Ister is the sun's course,

from east to west, and in that the Ister is associated with them

it "seems to go backwards" (ll.*fl,*+2), since its actual course is

from west to east. When the poet meditates on this "almost back-

:wards" movement of the river, he in fact draws from it the conclusion

"I think he must come from the east" (ll.*+3,***0. Yet if the Ister

came from the east, it would mean it would be flowing towards its

source, and in a sense this is precisely what it is doing, since

the east, as the place of the sun's rising and the origin of the

peoples, is the source. It may be said, then, that the Ister's

stillness and being "at peace" stems from the fact that it flows

all ways, that because it does so much, it seems to do nothing.

The Ister is "for the sake of the spirits", and seems to represent

a spiritual function over against the heroic, which is seen both

in Hercules and, after the reconciliation of light and shade along

its banks, in the Rhine. The function of all rivers is to make

the divine real (see "denn wie kMm er / Ilerunter?" of the "highest"

god, 11.56,57) and living and "warm" (1.5*0, and also to unite

opposites ("sun and moon" etc., 11.51,52), but there is clearly a

2
difference in the manner in which this function is carried out.

The "spiritual", as opposed to the heroic, nature of the Ister

associates it with the interior realm, the realm of the unconscious:

Was aber jener thuet der Etrom,
Weis niemand. (11.71,72).

Again, however, the Ister already has united the opposites of "night

and day" as the first forty lines of the poem show. It depicts

and/
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and reconciles, in fact, the same opposition which exists between

itself and a river like the Rhine; and the purpose of the poem may

well be to show how the "heroic" principle, for all its uniting of

the opposites of heaven and earth (11.49-56), cannot achieve such

a unification as this, the uniting of itself with its own opposite.

1
10.- The hymn 'Andenken'.

Again, for the sake of brevity, the interpretation will con-

:fine itself to the latter part of the poem, beginning at the fourth

stanza. The stanza begins in the same mood of ambiguity which

characterised the central stanza of the poem. The question:

"Yet where are the friends?" (1.37) can refer back equally to the

"conversation" of those who remain upon the shore (1.35) or to

the friends who are lost into the world of the sea. It is only as

the stanza progresses, and the mood of heavy slumber and "dark light"

(1.26) has been dispersed by the urgency of the questioning, that

it becomes apparent that the friends sought are those who have

passed over the sea—although, of course, there is a sense in which

any event out of the past, on sea or shore, may be considered lost

over the waves. The poem is no longer upon the land, among those

whos® lives, though full and complete, are slumber or even death

(see "Schatten", 1.29), but with the few who go to the "source",

that is to say, to the sea. These lines,

Mancher

TrMgt Scheue, an die Quelle zu gehn;
lis beginnet nemlich der Reichtum
Im Meere... (11.38-41),

though expressing a paradox, are in fact quite clear in their mean-

sing, and there is no reason to understand "beginnet nemlich" as

p
referring to anything but "Quelle". The sea is understood as

the/
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the true beginning of all "riches", which, in the light of the

activity of the sailors, are plainly the riches of life itself.

There is also a clear contrast between "mancher" (I.38) and "sie"

(l.4l); "many a one" shies clear of going to the source, both

in the sense that there is too much fear in the one who is rooted

in the land to trust himself to the unpredictable sea (witness

the word-play in "Im Hofe aber wfichset ein Feigenbaum", 1.16)

and in the sense that such shyness in the land-man is a burden

to bear (witness the image: "Von goldenen TrMumen schwer", 1.23),

especially when seen in the context of the central stanza with

its weight of mortality. "They", on the other hand, are "Bellar-

:min and his companion" (11.37,38). These are the ones who

bring all the world together into one "picture" (11.42,43), an

image for the unity of all things in one. They pay their price

for such a life, dispensing with the rootedness and fullness of

mortal life; their lot may be "winged war" (1.44) as compared

with the peace of life upon land; in contrast to the 'felm-wood"

(1.15), the oak and aspen (1.12) and fig-tree (1.16), their tree

is the bare mast of their ship (1.46); nor are their nights "shot

through with holidays" (11.46,47; cf.1.17), and there is not the

"dance" which is "inborn" in them and the community they are

rooted in (1.48). We can speak in no sense of their nights and

days being "equal" (1.21): their night is utterly night, their

being given over to the power of the sea an absolute and undiluted.

state; but in return, their "day", as we might say, has the riches

3
and beauty of the whole world.

The answer to the question in the fourth stanza comes in the

last:

Nun aber sind zu Indiern
Die Manner gegangen... (11.49,50).

The/
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The poem, then, would be z memorial to the men who have sailed over

sea. But there now comes the stroke which throws everything into

a sudden new perspective. The word "dort" (1.51) intrudes into

the localising of the men on their way to the Indies (the North¬

east wind, incidentally, does not blow towards India but towards

the Vest Indiesi); it refers first of all to the "airy point"

(ib.) which suggests first the bows of the ship, but then transforms

itself into a headland or the top of a vineyard-terrace; and this

is, in turn, at the Dordogne and Garonne where the poem started.

There at last the river of the first stanza "goes out" and becomes

as broad as the sea (ll.55»56). Indeed, such a widening of what

is, upon the land, limited and defined, is necessary if the Indies

and the Dordogne are to be considered in one and the same place.

The implication is that true wideness must take in not only the

life of the seafarers, but the nlace from which they started, the

land; just as the land must take in the sea, and the sea be the

source to those upon the land. This is the resolution of the poem,

alluded to throughout by consistent ambiguity and paradox: that the

foreign lands, and the sea, and the ship of the travelling, and the

vineyards of "home", should all be one. Although it is the resolu¬

tion, nevertheless, there is one more matter to be considered:

the question as to where the men have gone is basic to the poem

whose subject is "memorial". This is the significance of "aber" in:

Es nehmet aber
Und giebt GedMchtnissdie See
Und die Iieb'auch heftet fleissig die Augen... (11.56-58):

it does not mean a contrast with what has gone before, but reminds

that there is to be a further resolution. The sea "takes and gives

memory", apparently with the fickleness of ebb and flow. But the

sea/



sea has now become emblematic of that deeper and richer life, the

life of the lonely "seafarers", the life that is not strictly "mor-

:tal" (1.31)i Rnd that, in not being "soulless" (ib.), is the life

of the soul. It is the principle set in opposition to the land

with its order and limitation and civilisation; it confronts

those who look back to the "days of love" (1.35) when "love's eyes

gaze unflagging', searching, as one might imagine, over the sea for

5
a sight of the loved**ones. It takes memory, in that it takes all

away; it gives it in that it reminds of those who are gone. But

the statement that the sea both gives and takes memory is also the

corollary of the conception of the sea as both beginning and end:

it is the basis of everything, and thus memory and loss of memory

are one in it. It is therefore a heightened counterpart of that

life upon land "when equal is night and day" (1.21), presenting

the idea of wholeness on a loftier level. Yet it seems to be,

although the poem, apparently, achieves a unity out of land and

sea, the land out of which the poem makes its final resolution.

For "what remains" (1.59) is like those who are left upon the shore

—although certainly it could be argued that, in the end, all that
6

remains is the vastness end oneness of the sea. But what does

remain? Clearly, the "memorial": it is not the thought which

has been followed through the poem, it is not even the memory

itself, because that is equally given and token by the sea; it is

not the life of the men upon the sea, or even of the women who

remain upon the land: neither of these (or both), ultimately,

remain. What remains is the body and blood of the memorial, not

7
the thought of the poem but the poem itself. The poem is, in the

end, the one and only tangible thing which remains. The memorial

is _to nothing: it is complete in itself, a thing that is truly

"established" (1.59).

C./
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C. / lienation.

1.- The third group of poems is referred to as the Theme of

Alienation.

1
The first poem is the fragmentary hymn 'Griechenland'.

It may be assumed that what is given in the poem is a sign of

what "Greece" "is", since there is no mention of it anywhere but

in the title.

The "voices of fate" in the first line are the "ways of the

wanderer". That is, the voices are the ways, and the ways deter-

:mine the wanderer's direction, thus being his fate. These ways

and this fate, are the "school" of the wanderer (1.2). The school's

colour is "blue", because that is the colour of the heavens. The

"school" is the "raging of the heavens", as indicated by the prepo-

:sition "an" used both of "Schule" and "Tosen des Himmels" (11.2,3).

The nature of this "school" is amplified in the image, so to speak,

of sound that comes from afar off, the sound of the clouds, which

appears, close to, as the "song of the blackbird", which is yet

"tuned" or "determined" by the storm, which is the essence of God

(11.4-6). The image is not one of anger, but of serenity, laugh-

:ter, song. There is the repetition of: "Stimmen...heitere

Stimmung...gut / Gestimmt" (11.1,5.6). The first refers to the

"ways of the wanderer", the second to the mood—or, in a manner of

speaking, the "shape'—of the clouds: "Wenn"in line 2 has already

begun to establish the connection of clouds and fate, which is

continued by the connection of "voices" and "as the song of the

blackbird", which is also the song (i.e. a "voicd') of the clouds;

so that the third completes the picture with the thought that all

is "tuned" by the essence of God. The motif of shaping or deter¬
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:mining derives from the original idea of fate: here the clouds

have undergone the "fate" of God, becoming attuned to his joyful

mood. The motif of sound continues: there are "calls" to (the

fate of) 'immortality and heroes" (11.7,8). These calls are "like

looking oufc" (1.7)» which contrasts to the many "memories" invoked

immediately after (1.9). Memory is directed inwards, mortal fate

3
outwards, memory to the past, fate to the future. The memories,

apparently, are the "sounding upon the calf's hide" (1.10), which

is, it appears, the earth itself (1.11). The beating of this drum

is the devastations of past times, and the "temptations of the holy

ones" (1.11). The sudden leap to this subject—linked only by the

motif of sound—is now made clear: this is part of a "work" (1.12)

which builds itseif up, following "great laws" (11.12,13). These

are surely the ways of fate. The whole work is then sung by the

singing clouds, which are now "appearing" (1.15). Three stages seem

to be included in this work: knowledge, ("Wissenschaft", 1.13)»

tenderness ("Z&rtlichkeit", 1.1*0 (qualities, perhaps, which

constitute the cultivated human being) and lastly, "appearing after¬

wards", the sky, the "broad pure veil". The fate sung by the

clouds seems to constitute a way which leads upwards, perhaps towards
«

the establishment of a relationship with the divine, and possibly in

three distinct stages.

With the heavenly choirs in mind, and the idea of a veil drawn

over (presumably) the godhead, one is inclined to interpret "Denn

fest ist der Erde / Nabel..." (11.16,17) as meaning that that which

gives life to all is firmly established as the earth, as opposed

to the sky: i.e. that the earthly and not the heavenly power is

the centre of all things. This is shown by the fact ("nemlich",

1.17) that the "flames" (l.l8) and the elements which pervade all

things/



things ("allgemein", 1.18) are imprisoned by the earth: "Gefangen

nemlich in Ufern von Gras..." (1.17). In contrast, it is said of

the sky: "Lauter Besinnung aber oben lebt der Aether..." (1.19).

The air is purity, consciousness, its own thought, whereas in the

earth, the living elements are imprisoned. But on "pure days",

the light is silver (11.19-21). Silver could be the colour of

the clouds, and clouds go between heaven nd earth. And upon such

days, in token of the harmony existing, through the mediation of

"clouds", between earth and sky, the earth takes on the earthly

equivalent of the heavenly blue: instead of the green of grass

there is the blue of the wild violet. That the greet e. rth should

be involved in an implicit comparison with a very small flower seems

to belong to the same pattern as the earlier comparison of the

blackbird's song with the "mood" of the clouds in the "raging

heaven'.'. It is not surprising that the statement follows:

Zu Geringem auch kann komrnen
Grosser Anfang. (11,23,24).

"Aber" in the following line serves, I think, to counteract the

possibly negative connotations which could be put on this statement,

because lines 25 end 26 really serve as an amplification of it.

For the "love of men, God has on a garment" (ib.). "Alltag" is

both adverb and adjective: the garment is worn upon the "weekdays"

as opposed to the "pure days" of reconciliation of earthly and

divine; but the garment also is itself "lowly" or "ordinary".
4

This action of God is "wonderful" (ib), and it is in its wonder

an aspect of the rule that to the lowly there can come a "great

5
beginning". It is a part of this same law, and as an aspect of

his wearing a "garment", that God also hides his face from recog¬
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:nition and "covers the airs with artistry" (1.2s). This surely

refers to the colours and shapes of the world, but also to the

feet that the "common elements" are "imprisoned in banks of grass".

Time covers God's eternity, in the same manner. The reason for

this veiling of his presence is obliquely given as being that God's

face, unveiled, is "terrible" (1.30), and that therefore if he is

loved too much'*with prayers" or by "the soul" (ll.31»32), it would

cause harm to the mortal being who brings such devotion. The idea

of the "veil" over the god's presence is thus seen to run through-

tout this passage, from line 1^. The thirteenth and fourteenth

lines mentioned "knowledge" and "tenderness" which we took as refer¬

ring to stages of a process which ended in the song of the heavenly

voices. It may be said that these elements can be seen also in the

"recognitions" from which God hides himself, and in the fervent love

revealed in prayer, towards which he adopts the same attitude.

There appears now, however, what seems to be a direct contrast to

this thought:

lange schon steht offen
Wie BIMtter, z.u lernen, oder Linien und Winkel
Die Natur... (11.32-3*0.

Nature is likened implicitly to its opposite, culture, since it

stands open like the leaves of a book, or the lines and corners of

geometry. In fact, the image is by no means a positive one.

Firstly, God's nature is a mystery, and to have Nature standing

open in this fashion robs the mystery of its vitality. But

secondly, as "denn" in line 32 indicates, this reduction of God's

mystery is itself the will of the God who veils his presence: for

if Nature thus stands open, and the suns and moons are "more yellow"

(one takes it, like faded, yellowed pages ^), then the essential
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life of Nature, of which God is the essence, is hidden. "Recog¬

nitions" and "science" always go by the true nature of the divine.

Yet, "at times", in this world of diminished vitality (times which

may be related to the "pure days"), the "old culture of the earth"

desires to end, or "go out" (one thinks back to the "looking out"

to what fate will bring at an end and beginning, when "memories

are many"), and then, as the first fifteen lines of the fragment

have already suggested, "God leads the earth as if onto heights"

(11.39»^0)» This is done for the sake of, or in the eyes of, "those

who have become" and those who are "courageously fighting": the

allusion seems to be to the "heroes" and "holy ones" of the earlier

part of the poem. Such times are "in histories" (I.38): histor¬

ies are the'devastations" on the earth, the apocalyptic drum with

which the process of fate builds itself, ready to "go out". The

"old culture" of the earth is not human culture, but the ways of

fate. At the end, however, upon the heights, the "schooling" is

not abandoned, and God "curbs unmeasured steps": however negative

the image of nature's "standing open", such measurement and learn¬

ing is a necessary part of the "schooling" process that is the

work of heaven. The result of the process is the appearance of

the "golden blossoms" (l.^l) as which the "soul's powers, the

soul's relationships" come together into a oneness (1.^2). Perfec-

:tion thus comes upon the earth, and any single being of the spir¬

itual realm may "join comnanionably with men" (11.^3-^5)•

The glimpse in the last six lines of the fragment is intriguing,

but it is difficult to tell its direction. Everything seems to

have come down to earth, to have become more concrete. This is

to be expected, if heaven has come down to earth, or the earth,

conversely, been taken up to the heights. The play of sun and
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shadow calls Sunday to mind, the "pure day" as opposed to the week¬

day when God cloaks his presence. On the "pure days", of course,

his full presence is also not revealed, but this is not so much

through veiling in the sense of hiding as through a reconciliation

and making milder of the divine presence. It is not to be won-

:dered at, then, that the "way is paved to the church" (11.47,48).

The "way" is what it was before: the working of fete; the "school¬

ing" which hes the result, perhaps, of "hardening" the wanderer

—the image of this may well be the fact that the way is now "paved".

Greater good even is promised to the travellers, whose "feet obey

them out of love of life" (11.48-50), so long as they continue, as

is the demand of fate, to "measure" their steps (1.49).

Is this greater good "Greece"? Quite probably, but only

provided the steps leading to it are not left out of the reckoning.

"Greece" would be the whole process: the schooling of fate, the

ways set out, the veiling of God, the unholy "openness" of nature;

only then would it be, transcending all, the end of the process

which gives perspective to the whole: the perfection which is

reached when all, at last, "comes together".

3.- The ode 'Der Frieden1.''
Only one part of the poem is considered here as requiring

interpretation: "die zuerst / Das Haas verloren" (11.38,39)*

To interpret this phrase, I shall take recoxirse to one of the

salient features of the poem: the large number of nouns denoting

active and passive agents in the drama depicted. It might be

said that the atmosphere of the poem changes in accordance with

the movement and significance of these figures, so that there is

a raging swiftness beginning it, which gradually calms through the
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course of the poem, in proportion *8 reflection rather than descrip¬

tion dominates, until the last set of images is reached, beginning

wi th

Du aber wandelst ruhig die sichre Bahnt
0 Mutter Erd, im Lichte (11.49,50)*

The "active" ©gents are as follows: "the ancient waters" (l.l),

the "unheard-of slaughter" (1,7), the "strengths of heroes" (1.9),

the "avengeress"/"Nemesis" (11.10,18), "their spirit" (1.40), "the

wishes" (1.46), "darkness and pallour" (1.8); "Mother Earth" (1.50),

"longed-for peace" (1.27), "wrangling" (1.34), "Helios" (1.57), and

"the holy-free ones" (1.60), which significantly is the last word

in the poem. The passive agents are: "the fearful land" (1.6),

"the heads of men" (1.8), the "servants" (l.ll), the "fighters"

(1.12), "the cowardly and the over-mighty one" (1.1*0, the "poor

generation" (1.16), "the old conquerers" (1.21), the "leisurely

herd" (1.22), "the peoples" (1.2*0, the "restless generations" (1.46),

"the life of the poor souls" (1.48); "your soring" (1.50), the

"growing times" (1.52), "the children...the good souls" (11.33,35)*

I consider it unnecessary to treat these in any greater detail:

the general sense is quite clear, that until the tenth stanza the

active agents are non-human forces, principles, movements, spirits;

the passive agents tend to be human, suffering the lash of the

cosmic forces which apparently are punishing them for their'Is]eep"

(1.24). The third category, however, concentrated in the fourth

triad, makes matters more complicated. The third stanza of this

triad speaks of the "wishes" and "cares" of people (11.46,48), that

is, of forces which begin in them and act outwards, and these may

be seen to be nevertheless the active agents moving the (passive)

human beings. The triad opens with the ouestion: "who began it?

who/
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who brought the curse?" (1.37), which suggests that the victims

are not merely guiltless sufferers. The answer is that it was

the "fathers", who "first lost the measure" (11.29,^0). The crime

is, presumably, that they went beyond what was appropriate to them,

and probably in relation to the forces that go through life. The

implicit question is whether human beings are going to adopt a

2
passive or an active role in face of such forces. The second

stanza of the triad seems to confirm this, for here the active

and passive agents are one and the same:

Zu lang, zu lang schon treten die Sterblichen
Sich gern aufs Haupt, und zanken urn Herrschaft sich

(11.*<1,^2).

Appropriately enough, the struggle is over the very question of

who should be master. The question is not resolved exx^licitly,

but instead the radiant calm image of the earth is evoked. Earth

is both the ultimate "active" agent, and at the seme time not.

The forces she releases do not appear as direct actions, but

simply as happenings which take place: her "spring blossoms",

and her "growing times" go by (11.50-52). This is somehow a

paradigm for ideal human behaviour: not, however, that the sense

of volition in their behaviour is in any way stressed. The prayer

for peace in the third triad, bringing "a remaining in life, a

heart" (1.32), is a prayer that human beings should in some measure

become like the earth—or like children, who express the same kind

of harmony (or "melody", see 1.51), or peace. To "break the

measure", to "struggle for the mastery", does not make human beings

any greater than they are: quite the opposite, it means that they

are being driven by their own wishes and burdened by their own

cares. But to be "cleverer" (1.33) than this is to be like the

earth walking in the light with her changing seasons: it is to

know/



know, implicitly, that no thing is undertaken by men's own volition.

Even the "curse", which is expressed in the "unheard-of slaughter"

in which the poem sets itself, is not really brought about by men,

and the "breaking of the measure" is a result not of men's know¬

ledge, but of the spirit which drove them (1.40).

The last two stanzas of the poem contain the resolution, and

amplify the paradigmatic nature of the earth. The earth walks on

her "sure course in the light" (11.49,50). The sun now is seen

standing apart, establisher and adjudicator of the arena with its

races and its martial skills, not alone, but surrounded by those

who are described as the "holy-free ones" (1.60). These may be

gods, but they may equally be those whose god-like nature consists

in the fact that, like the earth, they are active agents only in

that they obey, or are, their own nature. Such a nature is,

implicitly, the poet's, because the poem has risen above the war

and chaos and the prayer for peace into an acceptance of that war.

and chaos as the arena which stands under the smiling lord of

heaven, the sun. The arena is the opposite of chaos, the skills

displayed in it the sense given to apparently senseless war: "Die

HeldenkrHfte flogen, wie Wellen, auf" (1.9). It is, thus, not so

much the war against which the poet's sensibility rebels as the

situation which gave rise to it—the mistaken attitude of human

beings in regard to the powers of their life—which situation

nevertheless finds poetic expression in the image of war. The

peace for which the poet ultimately prays is therefore not so much

3
an end to the war, but a shift in human attitude. The war is a

divine reality; without it all would remain wrapped in "rank

slumber" (1.24). The dream of such slumber is that it is possible

for men to be masters of their own life.

4./
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k,- The fragmentary hymn to the Madonna, 'Viel hab ich dein...'.

However rewarding a full-scale interpretation of the fragment

may be, for the sake of space this interpretation concentrates

only upon the last section, from "Koch eins ist aber..." (1.1^1).

These lines in fact bind up most of what has gone before

into a single statement. It concerns the matter which has been

latent throughout: speech. The theme which is glimpsed through-

:out, also, the relation of the Great Mother to her childer, is

taken up again. John the Baptist was given the "power of the

tongue, to prophesy"—or, alternatively, it was given to him "to

interpret (or expound) the power of the tongue" (11.33-35)* John's

father, who gave him his name, was dumb (11.31,38). This crops up

now when the poet states:

Noch Eins ist aber
Zu sagen.

In the one sense the statement means simply what it says: "I have

not stopped talking yet". But in tho light of the question to which

the statement leads up—"Woftlr ein Wort?" (1.151)—it takes on

another meaning. The matter for which the poet seeks a word is

the fact that "you gave to mortals tempting the form of gods"

(11.1^8-150). The question also has another reference, in the

sense "how can I speak a word when, saving the precious light of

life, I hate speech?" (11.151|152). Thus, "one thing is yet to

be said" means, in the context of the poem, "the one thing, the one

truth still has to be said". It is a compulsion to say it, and we

may surmise that the course of the poem has been a circumscribing

of this "one thing", and that the circumscribing is still not enough.

"Denn" in line 1^+2 .refers to this compulsion, in the sense: "I must

say it yet, because...". The reason is presented indirectly,

through/
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through showing what would happen if he did not say its happiness

would come to the poet "too quickly", but it would be a lonely

happiness, because unshared through speech. Alone v/ith this

happiness, and one suspects because of it, uncomprehending and

incomprehensible, he would "turn to the shadows" (11.142-147).

The question, nevertheless, is whether the turning to the shadows

is the result or a coincident event: does the poet turn to the

shadows because lonely happiness has come too quickly, or does he

turn to the shadows because, at the end of life, one turns to the

shadows anyway? This motif hes already appeared in the poem:

Gleichmuth ist aber gegeben
Den Liebsten Gottes. So dann starben jene. (ll.4j,44).

In this latter case, "One thing yet" is a final realisation, per-

:haps, before death; one which is not shared. However, one fact

poses an obstacle, and is responsible for the subjunctive mood in

this turning to the shadows: "hanpiness should have come too

suddenly". The turning to the shadows is here a result, not a

coincident event: the coming of happiness is a sudden overpower¬

ing experience which casts the poet down into the world of the

shades. The reason for this reaction to the coming of happiness

is given obliquely "because you gave to mortals tempting the form

of gods". Mortals are not gods, and their likeness to the gods

is, in this respect, a temptation merely: a temptation to the

mortal to consider himself as a god and so to have the wrong

attitude towards the divine powers. The sense of this reason in

the context is given after the syntactical break in lines 151 end

152 which is a stressing of the fact that the "one thing" the poet

has yet to say is a compulsion brought to bear upon him although

he would rather remain silent. The sense is given in the fact

that/
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that "the heavenly ones expounded themselves, of themselves, of

yore, as they had taken away the strength of the gods" (11.153-155)-

From whom did they take this strength? Either a distinction must

be made between the "heavenly ones" end the "gods", or we must

understand that the heavenly ones took their own strength back to

themselves, and from men, as the parallel shows:

Damit. nicht, als von Knechten
Mit Gewalt das Ihre nehmen
Die Gutter (11.105-107),

or from the "titan-princes" of the last lines of the poem, who

appear to come to much the same thing, as is shown by the comparison

between the closing lines:

wenn nemlich
Vie Faub Titanenfilrsten die Gaaben
Der Mutter greifen, hilft ein HBherer ihr (11.162-164)

and

Vor allem, dass man schone
Der Wildniss gBttlichgebaut
Im reinen Geseze...
Damit nicht, ale von Knechten, etc. (11.96-98, 105ff.)—-

the Mother, of course, as the Madonna, is the "pure" wilderness.

In other words, the action of men in claiming a kind of divinity

brings about an enantiodrama, through which human beings take on

the aspect of "slaves", and the gods withdraw into themselves,

being entirely self-sufficient and themselves the exposition of

their own secrets. "But we" (1.156) shatters this picture, and at

the same time brings the answer to the question "wherefore a word?".

The implication is this: to take happiness, the gift of the gods,

as one's'bwn", alone (1.146), and not to express it, is to misuse

the gift. The misuse of divine gifts is the same as not "sparing"

the/



the pure "wilderness"; it is "grasping the gifts of the Mother";

it is what the "king" or the "lesser man" does (presumably in

allusion to the death of John the Baptist and Christ) when he

2
"sharpens dragon's-teeth" of "statutes" "in anger", all the while

those dearest to God have his own gift of "balance of temper"

(11.39-H). To be silent when there is "one thing yet to say"

is to keep this last gift to oneself, it is as if the gods were

"expounding themselves, of themselves" with their gifts withdrawn

from men: the oblique meaning is that to be silent in these circum

istances is to make oneself God. The "dumb father" who named John

is also God himself, who requires his nature, the "power of the

tongue" to be expounded through the "power of the tongue"; to

be dumb is to claim to be the Father. Yet the one thing that

remains to be said is what has been spoken throughout the poem:

it is the earth, the Virgin, the Mother, the "home" (see 1.16),

"instead of another godhead, all-forgetting love" (11.25,26),

that from which all comes and to which all returns. It is thus

seen that, not taking nor hoarding what is his "own", a man is

"free"; he sets up standards to the "god of victory, the liberator

(11.157,158). The "holy", "shining" "riddles" (11.159,160) are

sent by the being who also "gave us tempting the form of gods",

whether the Madonna, the Highest god, or even "song" (1.151), so

that they may be expounded by the poet or prophet (see 1.6) or
•z

"served" by other mortals (see 1.8), but at the same time be left

intact, "sparing the wilderness". The last six lines have a

double significance which binds inviolable purity and the violation

of that purity into one. The dominant meaning of the passage is

that the "shining" mystex-ies of life may be "grasped" by "titan-

princes"/
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princes". Since titans are creatures of the abyss, and princes

represent a ruling function, it. is quite possible that the tern

indicates something between the one and the other: that something

would be the human being. Be this as it may,"nemlich" in line 162

indicates that the grasping of the Mother's gift, by these beings

is the came as the situation when the heavenly ones are prone to

seem "everyday", in the sense of "ordinary", and the "wonder" to

seen "common": that is to say, it is the disenchanting of the

mysterious world. Here, however, the "Higher one" helps the

Mother (11.159-16*0. It has already been seen what this help

entails: the heavenly ones v/ithdraw into themselves, and this

affects the Mother in the sense that she becomes a Virgin, and the

poet becomes "alone", because she is only accessible to poetic

devotion:

Dieweil ich allein
Zum Felde gehe, wo wild
Die Lilie wSehst, furchtlos,
Zum unsugHpglichen,
Uralten GewBlbe
Des Waldes (11.17-22).

The "riddles" snd the "wonder" become unsearchable secrets. The

secondary meaning, however, is that, although "holy", there are

times when the heavenly ones "wish" to appear "everyday" and the

wonder common. In this case, heaven comes to earth, and a Christ

is born in the Mother's womb (cf.11.27-30). When this happens,

it is done through help given to the Mother by a "higher one",

because this is the "beginning" (ib.) of the process the poem des-

scribes, in which the Mother has a long care over her children.

This "willing" of the heavenly ones is either done on account of

the threat already posed by the "titan-princes" (cf.11.39-^), or

else the action of the titan-princes follows upon it, in which case

the/



the primary meaning of this passage returns. Either way, the

attempt to "grasp" the Mother's gifts is always frustrated in

its very attempt. There is always a "higher one", with a

stronger "grasp":

Nicht's ist, das BBse. Das soli
V/ie der Adler den Raub ^
Mir Eines begreifen. (11,84-86)

i

J?.- The hymn 'Der Rhein'.

The poem opens with the theme of fate. The poet is sitting

"at the gate of the forest" (11.1,2) as the mid-day sun descends

to the Alps, to "visit the source" (1,3). The poet's soul, simul-

staneously, has just begun, "conferring over much with itself" (1.14),

to drift towards Italy and the coast of Greek Morea. Here, how-

:ever, he unexpectedly "perceives a fate" (11.10,li). This "fate"

is detailed in the second stanza, where he hears the voice of the

Rhine imprisoned in the mountains-—or should we say rather that he

hears the "half-god" imprisoned in the "coldest abyss" (ll.31»32).

The contrast with the poet's situation suggests that we should be

justified in assuming a particular relationship between the poet

and the "youth" (1.24). The poet is at the gate of the forest, and

in the warmth. The "half-god", however, is doubly hidden, in the

depths of the forest and in the coldest abyss. The poet sits at

mid-day; the half-god rages in chains in a "lightless" place (1.29).

The place is a place of dread, from which mortals flee (1.28): as

a mortal himself, the poet is implicated in such flig;ht. The

relationship is one of depth end surface. In that the poet sits

at the gate of the deep wood, he is "on the surface", or, conversely,

the gate is his surface. His depth would thus be the lightless

place/
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piece, and the youth a daimon of his own depths. The point need

not be laboured, but this primary relationship of the poet to the

images and creatures in the poem should be realised. The poet

describes the state of his own life only in as far as the descrip¬

tion is universal; but it should be understood that the poem aims

at a description of the human make-up as a duality, and of the course

of life in terms of the interweaving of the elements of this du.- lity.

This duality and this life he calls "the Rhine", because the Rhine

is a symbol of a whole country, and the country is the collective

human being. This is a very different matter from seeing the poem

as an interpretation of the river. Such an expectation of its

content is bound to lead to disappointment when there is no further

mention of the river after the sixth or seventh stanza. But when

the Rhine is seen as, if anything, an interpretation of the human

structure, then it may be seen flowing, half-hidden, right through

to the end of the poem. With this in mind, attention should be

given to the "steps of the Alpine mountains" in the first stanza:

Von Treppen des Alpengebirgs
Das mir die gbttlichgebaute,
Die Burg der Himmlischen heisst
Nach alter Meinung, wo aber
Geheim noch manches entschieden
Zu Menschen gelanget... (11.4-9).

Despite the allusion to "old belief" according to which mountains

are the seat of gods, the Alpine mountains are still doubly elive:

for the poet, firstly, and secondly in the "secret" influence they

exert on the lives of men. We stress the secretness of the influ¬

ence, for it suggests a link with the lightless hidden place where

the Rhine-da.imon rages in the chains fate has put upon him. The

chains, as the sixth stanza shows, are the Alpine mountains.

Furthermore, in his raging chains, the h?lf-god accuses both

Mother/
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Mother Earth and his father, the "Thunderer" (11.25*26). The

Mother is not a "heavenly One", but the Thunderer clearly is.

The picture is thus as follows: secretly, "much" penetrates

through to men from the "holy Alps" (1.79)* the castle of the

heavenly ones-—but a castle which is built out of the earth; but,

also in secret, the river, which is also born in the Alps, in this

castle, and is thus one of the many things which come through in

secret, complains furiously at the chains which that same castle

sets about him: he longs to break free into the open. Yet it

is towards Asia that his "kingly soul" drives him (1.37)* This

drive eastwards is a "wishing" which, in view of Fate, is neverthe¬

less foolish and obstinate (11.38*39)- Yet such foolish obstin¬

acy derives from the very "kingliness" of the Rhine's soul: "the

blindest of all are sons of the gods" (11.39*^0)- The opposition

of fate and the movement of the soul recalls the first stanza,

where the poet's soul was drifting also in the direction of Asia

until he "perceived a fate", which perception indeed came "from

there", i.e. from the "castle of the heavenly ones". As the Rhine

is held in chains by the mountains, so the poet's destiny is to

hear the voice of the Rhine deep within.

The Bhine, nevertheless, is a son of the "golden noon"; he

owns, in this respect, heavenly ancestry. Thus he is not thought

of as a mortal:

Denn es kennet der Mensch
Sein Haus, und dem Thier ward, wo
Es bauen sollte, doch jenen ist
Der Fehl, dass sie nicht wissen wohin
In die unerfahrne Seele gegeben (11.^1-^5)-

Thus the second stanza begins with a meditation upon that which is

"pure-sprung" (1.^6). The specific character of such as have

divinity/



divinity given into their soul is a "riddle", which even "song"

may scarcely reveal (11.46,47). This does not mean that it

attempts to reveal it, and fails, but rather that to reveal it

might be a violation of the mystery. The poem thus circumscribes,

and falls into a general reflection upon the contrast between innate

and acquired characteristics. It is only after this reflection

that the use of "denn" in line 47 seems to become clear. The

last sentence in the stanza asks: "where is there one born joyously

thus from favourable heights to a holy womb, for remaining free his

whole life and fulfilling his heart's wish alone, like the Rhine?"

(11.54-60, in paraphrase). The peculiar nature of the Rhine thus

seems to be reaffirmed; yet this is not a matter of much iraport-

:ance now, for the point is that, as was seen in the first triad

of the poem, the Rhine's wishes are thwarted by his parents. Yet

he, fs is stated here, is, if any creature is, born with the right

disposition to fulfil his heart's wishes. Furthermore, however

much they may succeed in doing, it is not the force of necessity

of discipline which condition a character, but "birth, and the ray

of light that meets the new-born child" (11.48-53): that is, it

is a pre-determining frictor, destiny. This then is the great

riddle of what is "pure-born": that it is born free, and that its

most likely destiny is to remain free all its life, and to fulfil

its heart's wishes alone; and yet its god-like parents-—despite

the fact that it is the destiny, and not "necessity and discipline",

that is the truly determining factor—go out of their way to edmin-
2

:ister that very discipline. The answer which first occurs is

of course that necessity and discipline do achieve "much", presum¬

ably in the channelling of the child's impulses. This, however,

leaves out of account firstly that the Rhine seems to be born to
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be free "his whole life long", and to fulfil his heart's wish

"alone", i.e. to the exclusion of all else; and, secondly, that

the affirmation the second and third stanzas of the triad seem to

give our answer is superficial. Its superficiality will become

apparent in the course of interpretation. Certainly, through

his fierce destructive joy and its magical effect on all he passes,

the power of the Rhine, if unchecked, would signify the end of life

through the swallowing up of the land in the boundless force of

water. Furthermore, destiny has it that the Rhine becomes "still-

wandering in the German land" (1,8*0:

und das Sehnen stillt
Im guten Geschhffte, wenn er das Land baut,
Der Vater Rhein, und liebe Kinder n&hrt
In St&dten, die er gegrtlndet. (11.85-89).

This would seem to accord with the notion that the impulses of the

river have been channelled and have thus lost their destructive

nature. But this "activity" of the Rhine is something which

simply takes place: no mention of it is made as part of the reason

for the Rhine's being hemmed in and forced to do other than he wished.

The reason given is this:

Ein Gott will aber sparen den SBhnen
Das eilende Leben... (11.76,77).

This has two meanings: firstly, the god wishes to spare his sons

the life that consists in hastening (towards its end); and secondly,

that the god wishes to save up for his sons life as it hurries by.

Obviously he can do this latter only by denying such life, since

he cannot both spare and expend life. Both meanings are seen in

the image of the Rhine in the latter part of the sixth stanza. The

Rhine moves, here, still and contented through the German land,

but/
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but also his longing is stilled (rather than assuaged), almost

forgotten, in the work he does as a bringer of culture and civil¬

isation. It must be realised that the god is not directly, openly

helping the river to be what he is, but rather denying him every

opportunity to be, purely, pure and free, denying hi® completely

the very life it is his destiny to know.

In solcher Esse wird d&nn
Auch alles Lautre geschmiedet (11.81,82):

this implies, presumably, a re-birth, for the Rhine is already "pure-

sprung", and it is as the destiny he receives at birth that he is

—not "will be"—"pure". There is another meaning, however, which

will be dealt with in due course. In the seventh stanza, which in

some measure "belongs" to the second triad, ee the ninth stanza in

some measure "belongs" to the fourth triad, it is stressed that the

life which the Rhine now leads is one which does not accord with

his in-born destiny: for "never, never does he forget it" (1.90);

and "before such a one may forget his origin and the pure voice of

youth, his dwelling place must pass away and the statute (i.e. by

which he lives) end men's day become en aberration" (ll.91-95» in

paraphrase). The stanza now seems to bring in, however, what

seems almost a completely new idea: "who", it is asked, "spoiled

the bands of love and made bonds out of them?" (11.96-98). The

poet knows the answer, apparently: it was certain "defiant ones"

(1.101). Such have "mocked their own right, and certainly the

heavenly fire", and moreover have "scorned mortal paths and attempted

to become like the gods" (11.99-10*0. We think immediately of the

Rhine raging in its chains, and secondly, of the result of the

Rhine's breaking free, in which he would, "like the lightning,

split/
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split the earth" (11,73,74)—-the very divine action which gave birth

to him. Is the Rhine then the "defiant one"?

To come to a conclusion on this question, it is necessary to

look at a constantly recurring piece of imagery. It appears first

in the third stanza of the poem!

Denn es kennet der Hensch
Sein Haus und dem Thier ward, wo
Es bauen sollte... (11,41-43).

It is, without being more specific, the image of the place of abiding.

The second occurrence is, in fact, less specific:

Im guten GeschMffte, wenn er das Land baut
Der Vater Rhein, und liebe Kinder nMhrt
In St&dten, die er gegrtindet (11,87-89).

The third occurrence is immediately after this:

Denn eher muss die Wohnung vergehn
Und die Sazung und zum Unbild werden
Der Tag der Menschen... (11,91-93)*

"Sazung" is the place where a being is "set". Again, in the central,

eighth stanza of the poem:

jedoch ihr Gericht
1st, dass sein eigenes Haus
Zerbreche der und das Liebste
Wie den Feind schelt und sich Vater und Kind

Begrabe unter den Trilmmern (11,114-118),

And in the ninth stanza, the meaning of the image is made clear!

Drum wohl ihm, welcher fand
Ein wohlbeschiedenes Schiksaal... (11,121,122),

and again:

Dass da und dorthin gern
Er sehn mag bis an die Grenzen
Die bei der Geburt ihm Gott
Zum Aufenthalte gezeichnet (11,126-129),

The/



The image of house and home is a tangible sign of the concept of

fate. The home is the inborn character, and with it, the limits

beyond which a being cannot go. Thus# on the one hand, if the

Rhine were to forget its origin, i.e. its god-given character,

it would be the same as saying that dwelling and "setting" had

passed away. On the other hand, should one wish to go beyond

these limits, and wish to be like the gods, that man, plainly,

"breaks his house", and so on. But in what sense would a man

wish to be like the gods? There is only one sense in which the

poem conceives of this desire: it is the desire to be fateless,

that is to break the limits set about the character by God, but

thus also to destroy the character in-born. It is this which

explains the sudden intrusion of the question in the seventh stanza

"who was it who first spoiled the bands of love and made bonds of

them?". The answer is clearly that it was the man who desired to

be fateless. This means that such "defiant ones" have destroyed

their own, characteristic, character; and to take it a stage

farther, it can be said that if they have attempted to undo this

character, "dwelling and setting" have "passed away", and this in

turn means that the one who has attempted to do this will have

forgotten his"origin, and the pure voice of youth". What are we

to conclude from this, since we have already learned that the Rhine

will "never, never forget" precisely this? Are we, perhaps, to

say that all this almost happened, but not quite? I think not.

For one thing, there is in the central stanza of each of the three

central triads, a clear allusion to the myth of Hercules: in the

fifth stanza, to the hero's strangling of the snakes in his cradle,

in the eleventh, to his taking Atlas' place in holding up the sky;

and in the eighth, to his madness, in which he wrecked his home

and/
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3
and killed his children; for which, of course, his penance was

the thirteen labours which brought him immortality. For another,

however, although it remains true that the Rhine never ever forgets

his origin, in one sense, that is, in the sense in which he leaves

the mountains and becomes himself the "Father Rhine", he is not

fulfilling his heart's wish, but stilling it. In one sense the

eulogy in the ninth stanza applies to the Rhine, in another it is

precisely what he is not, because although he "becomes" the Father

Rhine, "still-wandering", in the nature of things he remains what

he was ("as you began, so you remain", 1.48), and that is the

raging half-god who curses his parents and has turned the bonds of

love into prisoner's chains, with the result already discussed.

It seems more likely that the poet is pondering upon a "mystery

of evil".

In solcher Esse wird dann
Auch alles Lautre geschmiedet

has two meanings: firstly that the god, "sparing his sons life's

hastening by", hems them in with a fate, i.e. does not let them

have their heart's wish, which would mean the destruction of their

characteristic nature: but this meaning has the flaw that the

smithying of the "pure thing" would be a superfluous action,

because the Rhine is already pure. Secondly, then, that the son

has committed his crime of hybris, and must therefore do a kind of

penance which entails the forgetting of his origin, so that the

pure thing may be re-smithied, and he re-born as what he was.

This is another aspect of the "riddle" which is "pure-sprung".

There is a third aspect which has been touched upon and which must

now be examined. In the statement, "Ein RHthsel ist Reinentsprun-

:genes", there is an obvious pun on "rein/Rhein". There can be

no/
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no doubt that the pun is intentional, since it may from now be seen

to point to a theme which is central to the poem: the theme of

origin. It has been seen in several instances how the peculiar

nature of the Rhine is stressed, for example, "es kennet der Mensch/

Sein Haus.../. . .doch jenen" (11.41-^3). It. would appear, then,

that the poem is not interested so much in making statements on the

human character as such, as tracing the character of a particular

function ©f life. For various reasons, but especially because of

the allusions to the Hercules-myth, we might be inclined to think

that it is the "heroic" character which the poem describes. Heroes

are mentioned once, in the central stanza, but they are alongside,

equally, all other living creatures:

So sinds Heroen und Menschen
Und Sterbliche sonst (11.38,39).

Men and other creatures are also mentioned together in contrast

with such as the Rhine in the third stanza (ll.^lff.). When the

sixth stanza has it that

In solcher Esse wird dann
Auch alles Lautre geschraiedet

the application is clearly, at least in terms of a possibility, not

only to the Rhine, but to all that becomes "pure". It is remark-

cable,then that, after "geschmiedet", there is not a period, but a

corama followed by "und":

Und schbn ists, wie er drauf
Nachdem er die Eerge verlassen,
Stillwandelnd sich im deutschen Lande

BegnUget und das Sehnen stillt
Im guten GeschHffte, wenn er das Land baut,
Der Vater Rhein, und liebe Kinder nMhrt
In St&dten, die er gegrtlndet (11.83-89).

It/
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it may be seen that the cultivated lands, the "children" of these

lands, and the towns of the human children are in every sense, if

I may use the term, "Rheinentsprungen". If this is the case,

what would the "riddle" be concerning those born of the Rhine?

It would be exactly the same, since that which is "Rhine-sprung"

is also "pure-sprung"; but it would also be a restatement of the

initial theme of surface and depth. Just as, in the first stanza,

the poet is made aware of what he "is", of what his "fate" is, when

he hears the Rhine raging in the depths, so the peaceful German

lands have in their depth purity and hybris, and must enact a

mystery of evil, a sin and ">enance which, as will be seen, leads

to the heart's desire of divinity: "alles, was er gewollt, /

Das Himralische..." (11.131,132), It is thus that the core of the

poem may be seen in the central stanza. Here there is a double

picture of the relationship of mortals and gods. The second part

of it has already been dealt with, describing as it does the pride

of the man who attempts to become, like the gods, fateless. The

first part, however, introduces what might appear a new theme,

although it is in fact a development of the idea of the gods' ftte-

:lessness, by implication: the gods "have enough in their own

immortality", and "need" what is mortal (11.105,106). The reason

for this is that they "feel nothing of themselves", and so need

"another" who will "with sympathy feel in their name" (11.112,113).

The fact that there may, nevertheless, be no human pride involved

here is stressed by the fact that this "feeling" has to be done

"with sympathy", and by the fact that the very mention of this

function required of mortals is approached with caution: "wenn

solches zu sagen / Erlaubt ist..." (11.111,112). And yet an ambig¬

uity occurs in the transition to the second part of the stanza,

almost/



almost as if the crime of hybris were tc be inevitable. "Einer"

in line 119 is clearly the one who wrecks his own house; yet

it is not until the very end of this stanza that it may be seen

that "einer" is not "ein endrer" (1.113); even when it has been

realised, it seems strange that the emphatic demonstrative form

"der" should be used in line 116. It looks somewhat as though

the one who "with sympathy feels in the gods' name" must necess¬

arily, and as a result of his very sympathy, suffer the judgment

of the gods for a crime of hybris. However this may be, the

ninth stanza contains no shadow of such hybris; fate and the

gods being one, fate and the heart's desire are one "heavenly"

whole. The essence of this state is concentrated into the word

"seeligbescheiden" (1.130). It is interesting to note here that,

whereas the first part of the eighth stanza was taken from the point

of view of the gods, the ninth stanza, which is a development of

that ideal relationship of divine and mortal, is taken from the

human point of view. The fact is worthy of attention, because

it points to the probability that when the gods have what they

need, the mortal, too, has what he most desired. Here also, the

problem of the Rhine is seen in a new light which may well appear

as a resolution;

denn alles, was er gewollt,
Das Himmlische, von selber umfftngt
Es, unbezwungen, lfichelnd
Jezt, da er ruhet, den Ktlhnen (11.131-134).

Oneness with, equality with, the godhead, is what the Rhine "wished",

what he raged in his chains to grasp (cf.11.96-104). Now the "keen

one" rests, blessed and modest, within his god-given destiny, and

because he has recognised and accepted his bounds, he is no longer

"one" with the gods, but "another"; yet it is in precisely this
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situation that he has what he strove for, for the heavenly principle

embraces him of its own accord. To put it in the image of the

poem, the bonds have been transformed back into bonds of love, and

the crime is as if it had never been. This may very well be the

resolution of the poem: certainly what follows has the appearance

of being fairly unprobleraatic. Nevertheless, two questions still

remain unresolved. The first is the question still about the

hybris: it seems somehow a simplistic notion that the crime can

be made simply not to be. Either what remains is two distinct

courses of action, the prideful or the patient, with the latter

producing the desired results, and the former destruction. Or

else the two are combined in a single antinomial character. I

incline towards the latter view, for the reason that, in either

of the two courses apparently open, the result is the same, and

only the means of achieving it different. The god remains in

control, sparing his sons swiftly-passing life, because he needs

the mortal in order to make up the element of himself he would

otherwise lack. WJiether they be chains, or bonds of love, the

son will remain bound, and there is no real question of him break-

ling out and destroying, in his enthusiasm and magical power, the

land around. It would t us appear that there is a paradox inherent

in the Rhine-principle, at least as far as it has so far been
i+

revealed. The second question still unresolved is the question

as to the place the Rhine actually has amongst the mortals listed

in the third stanza (11.41,42). It has already been suggested

that the Rhine represents the "heroic character": but his non-

human nature causes problems. Besides which, the "heroic character"

seems rather to be a kind of principle at the source of all human

existence, just as the mountains are at the source of the Rhine.

Does/



Does the Rhine then come under the category of "mortals otherwise"

(1.109)? It is possible, except that, again, it seems to be rather

a principle flowing through mortal existence, just as the Rhine

flows in the depths of the forest: the river is neither animal

nor vegetable. It is in fact explicitly stated that the Rhine

is a "half-god". It is certain he is the son of God; and although

it is not thereby stated that he is thus assured of immortality,

it cannot be claimed that he is a mortal pure and simple. Re is a

"half-god" because his father is the divine or heavenly principle,

the "Thunderer" explicitly, and his mother is the earth.

The answer to the question seems to lie in the second part of

the poem. Up to now, the birth of the Rhine has been dealt with,

and his youth, up until the stage whftn he proceeds from the vicinity

of the mountains, becomes a father, and now, to all appearances,

"rests". Indeed there the matter seems to rest, for the Rhine

now falls out of the poem altogether, and his place is taken by

those who, so to speak, appeared out of him, perhaps as sons of

the father Rhine: mortals, humans. The "origin and the pure

voice of youth" seems indeed to have been forgotten. It is here

that the loaded lines occur which mark the turning-point of the poem

Ralbgbtter denk ich jest
Und kennen muss ich die Theuern,
Weil oft ihr Ieben so

Die sehnende Brust mir beweget (11.135-138).

These lines are loaded with twofold significance. There is, firstly

the matter of the uncertainty of "HalbgBtter denk ich jezt". The

ambiguity is over the tense: should the translation be "I am think¬

ing now of half-gods", or "I have been thinking so far of half-

gods", or "up to now, and from now on, I have been and will be

thinking/
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thinking of half-gods"? All three might be equally possible,

except that "wern aber, wie, Rousseau, dir,//.. .wie nenn ich den

Fremden?" (11.139,1^9) greatly lessens the probability of Rousseau's

being a half-god, and since it is almost certainly the Rousseau¬

like figure who dominates from here on, it is difficult to see how

the first possibility can apply. The allusion to the Hercules myth,

in connection with Rousseau, in lines 155-158, does not mean that

Rousseau is inherently a Hercules: far rather that he, a son of

the earth, takes on a herculean burden. In the light of the same

lines, it is easy to see how the second possibility could apply;

and the third possibility exists on the grounds that, as the poem

is now leading to a climax in the marriage of heaven and earth,

whose progeny, ; s was seen in the first triad of the poem, is the

half-god the Rhine, the whole poem is the poet's reflection upon

the meaning of half-gods. Both these latter possibilities can

exist side-by-side, the second for the reason stated, the first

on the grounds that the matter of the Rhine, who as a half-god

represents the heavenly characteristics of his divine father, drops

out of the poem's reflections, and attention is given to certain

"sons of the earth" who, as humans, are not half-gods. So that,

although "half-god" implies a dual ancestry, in this sense it

implies the being whose ancestry runs back to the divine principle,

and relates to it exclusively. It is a matter of accent: the

human beings who now appear may claim a divine "spark"; but this

does not make them half-gods, and they relate exclusively to their
5

earthly ancestry. Secondly, but related ultimately to the same

question, there is the fact that the poet has reintroduced himself,

the poetic "I", which has been absent since the first stanza. The

effect of this is partly to reinforce the sense that we have come

to/



to the turning-point of the poem, in which a new aspect of the

subject is introduced after the balance of aspects which came out

of the central triad. Its more conclusive function, however, is

to recall attention to the relation of surface and depth in the

poem and thus probably in human character also. To take this

question a stage further, it should be recalled that it was when

the poet's soul was on the point of drifting off to Italy and Morea,

thus on the way to 'hsia", that he "perceived a fate", but in the

depths of the forest at whose gate he sat. Attention, it will be

recalled, was then drawn to the fact that the poet's inclination

followed the same direction as the Rhine's. In a sense, therefore,

the poem up to now has dealt \vith, albeit at the source, in the

depth, the poet's own life. Now, as if to reinforce this aspect

of matters, the poet reintroduces himself, appears to draw a veil

over the depth, and returns to his present situation, i.e. not the

inner aspect of his life, in which the life of half-gods has stirred

his "longing" (because that longing is implicitly the same as the

half-god's longing) but his aspect as a mortal. "Wem aber..." in

line 139 can in this sense be seen, by implication, to take on an

even greater force, becoming a direct parallel of the situation in

which "I perceived a fate". Before, the poet was brought sharply

back to his home; now he is faced with a "stranger". Yet this

is the paradox of the half-god, as will be seen: for coming home

to the Rhine, he was brought to a deep distant part of himself;

but now, coming home to himself as a human being, to the "near"

aspect of himself, he strikes on an alien. Rousseau is a "son

of the earth" (1.150) of that which receives the divine fire, and

his naming as such is, however obliquely, an answer to the question

"how shall 1 call the stranger?". As the half-god takes on the

specific/



specific character of his father, so mortals such as Kousseau

(and it is clearly only after subsequent generalising from a

specific and peculiar type, the "prophetic" type, that the poem

may be said to deal with "human beings" as such) take on the

specific character of the mother. The earth receives the fire

of her divine conscrt, being "all-loving", and "receiving all"

(11.151,152). The divine fire bestows prophecy (or poetry), in

the sense that the ''strongly-persevering soul" becomes "inconquer-

:able", and a "sure sense and sweet gift" becomes the lot of such

mortals, so that they may hear and speak in such a way as to render

the "speech of the purest ones" "comprehensible to the good", while

striking blind those of base spirit, who desecrate what is holy

(11.140-149)♦ The "language of the purest ones" is given as the

"wine-god" (1.145) gives it. The allusion appears to he to Dionysus'

famous tour of Greece and Asia, in which he conquered all the lands

to which he came; all his deeds on this tour, which ended in his

ascent to Olympus, were done after he had been stricken, like

Herakles, with madness. There is, however, a more significant

meaning in this passage than the mythological allusions. The

man who speaks prophetically speaks from his "holy fulness" is

(1.144) like a god; moreover his speech is "lawless" and "of

foolish godliness" (11.145,146). The connection is plainly with

the passage in the third stanza of the poem:

Doch unverstMrdig ist
Das Wilnschen vor dem Schiksaal,
Die Blindesten sber
Sind GBttersbhne. (11,38-41).

In other words, the human character which is now taking shape seems

to contain all the elements which were counted as hybris in the

Phine. And indeed, a process is described in the fourth triad

which/
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which may be regarded as a kind of human parallel of the process

undergone at the "source" by the Shine. Firstly, the sons of

the earth, "all-loving" as they are, reeei%re all "effortlessly".

The fact that this relates to the lines:

alles, was er gewollt,
Das Himmlische, von seller umfhngt
Es unbezwungen, lMchelnd
Jezt, da er ruhet, den Ktthnen (11.131-13**)

might seem at first sight to confirm the rejected possibility that

the poem lays out two alternative courses: in fact what this rela¬

tion points to is rather the matter of "surface" and "depth" in

the poem, in the sense that where the Rhine's "fate" ends, the

mortal "fate" begins. The "mortal man", (1.15*0 the "son of the

earth" (the connection is confirmed by "drum" in line 153) experi¬

ences no effort when he receives the weight of the divine life in

inspiration, and thus, when the time of his "holy fullness" is past,

and he can reflect upon whet he has received, he is surprised and

frightened to think on the weight which he has received upon himself.

Secondly, then, the mortal man retreats from these circumstances,

and returns to an apparently primitive level in the life of nature,

beginning, almost, his life anew (stanza 11, passim). This period

of rest end forgetfulness is then, thirdly, followed by the "glorious"

(11.166) issuing *'rom the forest, which runs parallel to the appear¬

ance of the god, who inclines as the sun towards the earth, his

"pupil", finding in her work "more good than evil" (11.177,178).

The climax is then reached in the "bridal-feast of men end gods"

(1.180). The processes in the poem overlap: in the one sense the

process described above runs, as mentioned, parallel to that of the

Rhine, in that the Rhine proceeds from a reconciliation of earth

and heaven (in his birth), to an inevitable hybris, from which the

return/
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return is made to a reconciliation. This does not say that the

situation described of Rousseau in the tenth stanza is necessarily

a crime of hybris: far rather that in the "inner" parallel of the

inspiration of mortals, there is inevitable hybris: bands of love

are always prisoner's bonds, end the being whom the gods need to

".feel in their name" necessarily experiences the wrecking of his

home. In the other sense, however, the Rhine's course is that from

initial purity with inevitable inherent hybris, through "forget-

:fulness" of his origin, to a return to the first state. The process

is not necessarily consecutive in terms of time, in that the three

conditions tend to be seen in a single picture: the poet's "perceiv-

:ing of a fate" at the start of the poem is not only the enforced

return of his soul from its attempted journey to Asia, but also

its initial tendency thither; in other words, the poem begins with

a veiled description of its inspiration. It is no accident in

this sense that the poet sits among "dark ivy" at the start of the

poem, since ivy is the emblem of the Wine-god, who is only mentioned

again in the tenth stanza, which devotes itself explicitly to the

question of inspiration. Thus the third stage in the Rhine's

process is the same as the first, but in the sense that the para¬

doxes inherent in its nature can only be resolved on the level on

which the poem began, that is, on the "surface" of which the Rhine

is the "depth". In the "depth", the paradoxes cannot be resolved,

and this fact restates the matter of the central stanza of the poem,

which revolves round the need, on the part of the divine beings,

of the human element to make up the inherent lack—equivalent of

the Rhine's "failing", his "blindness" (11.^4,^0)-—in their self-

sufficient immortality.

The process through which "Der Rhein" moves is in fact set

out/
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out at the end of the fourth triad:

Wenn, der die Berge gebaut
Und den Pfad der StrBme gezeichnet,
Nachderri er lHchelnd auch
Der Menschen geschifftiges Leben,
Das othemarrae, wie Seegel
Mit seinen Ltiften gelenkt, hat,
Auch ruht...(11.170-176).

The life of men, "poor in spirit" is that life which has already

been described in:

das Sehnen stillt
Tm guten GeschMSte, wenn er das Land baut,
Der Vater Rhein (11.86-88).

The main problem of the third and fourth triads is that of "forget-

:ting". They may, in fact, be seen suspended between the poles

of "Doch nimmer, nimraer vergist ere" (1.90) and "Fast gsnz vergessen

da" (I.I60). In the latter case, "vergessen" is both transitive

and intransitive: transitive in that the prophet Rousseau is for-

:gotten in his exile, intransitive in that he is the subject of the

forgetting. The fourth triad completes the process the river under-

:goee, but it also presents a parallel to that process, in that to

become what he is, what his fate or source or being is, the river

or the man must become first what he is not. Hybris is both

inevitable and necessary; the son of the earth must take on the

weight of joy, and have to forget and be forgotten because it is

too much for him. He must sink into a hidden life in Nature's

forest, for it is only then that he may emerge at the last, as men

as a v/hole go to celebrate marriage with the descending gods, and

become what he was. The elements of the hybris are thus the

epithets for his own prophecy, and the "holy fulness" out of which

he speaks is none other than that he has learned, or been, in the

forest/
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forest: it is, indeed, the secret of the forest. The secret of

the forest, in turn, as has been seen, is the Rhine, and so the

man who sinks into the forest becomes "like beginners" (I.I65)

for no other reason that that the forest is the place of beginning.

There is, in fact, constant imagery of forest and day through the

poem. The noet begins by sitting at mid-day at the gate of the

forest. It has been seen that the course of the fate which is

his is to descend into the forest, "there where the ray does not

burn" (1.161), before he can emerge in glory into an evening world

in which light and shade are reconciled for a while. Parallel to

this, there is the poet's discovery of the river and its fate in

the depths, and the subsequent rising back to the surface to be

wholly human, a son of the earth, again. Parallel to this again,

there is the process by which the poet must come "home" to himself

again, in order to become "estranged" from himself, and must, become

estranged from himself in order to return to what he is. Thus it

is seen that from the "bands of love" which become bonds, and from

the state of being "all-loving", which goes through surprise and

fear to oblivion, the initial state returns in the image:

Die Liebenden aber

Sind, was sie waren, sie sind
Zu Hauese, wo die Blume sich freuet
UnschMdlicher Gluth und die finsteren BMurae
Der Geist umsMuselt...(11.3.86-190).

Little now remains to be said of the last triad, which for the

most port sets into image problems which have really been resolved.

Reconciliation of opposites takes place throughout. After such

reconciliations, however, night comes, and the end of the poem seems

to reflect the inexorable approach of the dissolution of all living

things. The last lines concern, apparently, the wholly negative
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aspect of both day and night: "day" in that living things are

"chained and feverish" (1.217), night in that primal anarchic

chaos returns. A parenthetical stanza and a half, however, put

this dissolution into the true perspective of what has been gained.

The reconciliation of the two sides of human nature, the earthly

and heavenly, the outer surface and the inner depth, the "life on

the plain" and the source it flows from, may last, or it may hurry

by. If a man may hold on to that moment when the process of his

life is completed, at least in memory, into death, he "experien¬

ces the highest". This is the aim of the poem, not to express

the uniting of divine and earthly so much as to provide a structure

in which that unity may be preserved into a death to which the poem

£
also does not shut its eyes. ' The unity of divine and earthly

is the Rhine; the poem expresses the highest function of fate in

ensuring that it does not hurry by:

Ein Gott will aber sparen den SBhnen
Das eilende Leben und IMchelt,
Wenn unenthaltsam, aber gehemmt
Von heiligen Alpen, ihm
Jn der Tiefe, wie jener, zilrnen die Strdme
In solcher Esse wird dann
Auch alles 1 autre geschmiedet... (11.76-8?).

There is no question of the situation described at the end of the

poem being the undoing of all that has been achieved: it is the

7
last fate into which the achievement is to be carried. On the

other hand, despite this purpose the poem serves, there is full

recognition that "each has his measure" (1.203). The weight the

poet bears is the greater weight of joy; for some, the only

tolerable weight is misfortune, perhaps such as when life demands

that the "origin and the pure voice of youth" be forgotten. The

ultimate capability is that of the "wise man" who remained conscious

from/
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from "midday to midnight" (the achievement cf the poem) and beyond

that threat h the night until day came again. Such wisdom, clearly,
8

defeats dissolution and death.' The measure of the gods goes beyond

this even, and presumably represents undreamed-of possibilities:

Die ewigen Gutter sind
Voll Lebens allzeit... (11.198,199)-

As a sign that the course of the poem has come, through upper

and lower, firmly to rest on the human level, and the level of human

life as it passes and finishes, the last stanza addresses itself

to an actual person. Sinclair is one of those who, in recognising

the "power of the good" (1,21*0, and in this being aware of the

"pure voice of youth" ("jugendlich", 1.213), may be said to under¬

stand the prophetic word (cf.1,lA7)• This means that he is able

to bear the recognition of that ambiguous "smile" of god, the smile

by which the course of fate is determined (see 11,78,17?) even

through the darkness *fhere it is hidden end into death. The veil

that hides it may be of clouds, "in the dark of the oak wood", or

of steel, "on the hot path unc!er firs" (11.21C-213)• In the

martial steel of hot day, when all is "feverish and chained", or

in the clouds of night following the release of pent-up forces,

the primal oak-wood from which all emerged and to which all returns,

Sinclair's eye remains clear. Sinclair is a creation of the poem,

that "invincible", "strong-enduring" receptacle of divine presence,

whose divine contents are never pent up, nor let loose.
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D. Isolation and Reunification.

1_.- The fourth group of poems is referred to as the Theme of the

Isolation and Reunification cf Disparate Elements.

•j
2.- The first poem is the ode 'Dichterberuf'.

The poem divides into four stanza-triads, with a group of

four (or two groups of two) by way of introduction. This intro¬

duction serves the double purpose of, firstly, giving the mythical

basis upon which the poem is built (the coming of the god to wake

the peoples, a motif which is repeated at key points in the poem,

i.e. the beginning of the first nnd the third triads), and,

secondly, introducing the subject matter, which is not "men's fate

and care" "otherwise" (1.9)» but that which is entrusted as "service

and care" to those of poetic disposition (1.13). The implication

is that, just as men's fate in general is "nobler" than that of

the beast of the wild (l.ll), so the poetic fate is a stage higher

again. The poetic ones are, in fact, dedicated to the "highest"

(1.1'+). Between the coming of the god and the fates of men there

comes the second stanza, which invokes the "angel of the day". The

position cf this figure may be seen as a mediatory one: it belongs

to the present out of which the poem is written, yet it relates back

to the remoteness of the mythic?1 happening in the first stanza.

The sphere of the angel is the day, which is both the time of

waking and the time- when human fates and cores become apparent

(cf. "under the open sky", 1.10, with "covers with holy night",

1.53); it is also life and law-giving and "the right of conquer-

:ing" (1.8). The figure is central to the introduction in

representing consciousness: law-giving and victory contrasts with

the/



the "wild thing" (l.ll). It .is through the eppearnn.ee of this

"master" (1.?) that the human being is more "noble" than the wild

beast, but. again, it is through the appearance of this same angel

that consciousness is raised onto a plane higher yet, onto the
2

poetic plane. But the task of poetry in the poem seems to he to

define and reconcile the higher end lower spheres of existence:

Per HBchste, der ists, dem wir geeignet sind,
Pass nfiher, immerneu besungen
Ihn die befreundete Prust vernehme. (ll.lA-16)

Thus, in concentrating upon itself, the poem inevitably must inter¬

pret "restless deeds in the wide world" (l.<?5), end see the divine

in the activity of men: "V/enn ihnen der Erhabne den Aker baut"

(1.^9).

The first triad after the introduction deals with the coming

of the spirit, with the injection into human life of that higher

thing for which poetry speaks. The details speak for themselves.

The particle "dennoch", however, prefixed to the triad, throws it

all into a concessive light which is explained in the second triad.

Here it may be seen that the lower principle has been exerting its

influence, so that pressure is exerted upon the poet to be silent

on this experience whose function is the raising of the level of

consciousness. The pressure is to regard the divine happening as,

from the poet's point of view, no more than a "game" (1.33)» the

work of some "child of the master" (1.32). The second triad is

put in form of a question, whose first part is addressed to the

inspiring force and the situation in end through which the inspira¬

tion was received (see stanzas five to eight); its second part

is addressed to the poet himself: has he heard the "prophets of

the Orient" and the "Grecian song" and, "recently", the thunder

(11.3^-36)/



(11 •25^—36)•—all manifestations cf the spirit, the last relating

to the natural imagery of the first tried—so that he may deny the

spirit, described row e© a "wild thing", that ic, on s plane lower

than the hurer-n:

Den Geist zu Diensten brauchst und die Gegenwart
Dee Guten tibereilest, in Spott, und der. Albernen
VerlMugnest, herzloe, und zum Spiele
Foil, wie gefangeree Wild, ihn treibest? (11.37-^0)?

The answer to each part of the question would seem to be, unequivo¬

cally, "no". And ultimately this is the answer, since the poem

is dedicated to the "highest", and indeed since it is written at

all. However, the first stanza of the third triad would have to

presuppose the answer to be "yes": for it deals with an avengeful,

wrathful aspect of the god's coming, bearing in mind the "origin"

(that is, the coming of Bacchus at the poem's origin) and in the

fire and fury of his storm leaving the object of his anger deprived

of his soul (1.^). This object is "dich" (ib.) which most

surprisingly, as h<.s been seen, is the poet. The poet, thus,

bears the guilt cf the denial and/or the precipitation of the

divine coming. The denial is amplified in the second and third

stanzas of the triad s a kind of "Enlightenment" spirit, in which

divine nature is devalued, reduced and measured. The situation,

however, is ambiguous, since the world viewed in this way, and the

human attitude which views it, may very well be described as "soul-

:less". In other words, it is a very open question whether it is

the cause or the effect of the divine wrath.

Seme elucidation of the ambiguity may be afforded by the fact

that the denial of the spirit (or should, it be said of the superior

power of the spirit?) is apparently one and the same thing as the

precipitating of its presence. In fact, it is not the poetry,
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but the inspiration for the poetry which is described as a game

of the "child of the master". This inspiration is also the "proph-

:ets of the east" and the "Grecian song", and the Thunder. None

of these elements are "pure" inspiration, however, but the effects

of the coming of the divine into the human world; the first two

in the sense that they represent * reaction of culture to divine

inspiration, and the third in that it refers to the "days of fate"

and the "restless deeds in the wide world" (11.25,26). Inherent

in the acceptance of the inspiration therefore is the idea of the
7

acceptance of a reaction to the inspiration. Inspiration and a

(correct) attitude to it are identical—which does not necessarily

say that the Orient's prophets and the Grecian song and the rest¬

less deeds of the god's storm represent a correct attitude to

the coining of the divine. This particular question is concen¬

trated into the image described in the tenth stanza. It is not

so much the fact that the presence of the spirit is precipitated

"in mockery" (1.3$) as the fact that to precipitate its presence

is inevitably a mockery of it, because it means that it is being

used "serviceably" (1.37), and this is an affront to its most basic

characteristic, its autonomy. Thus the last coming of the divine,

at the beginning of the fourth triad, brings not day but night,

not waking but sleeping. The reason for this is "that we may

remain". The explanation cf this is almost certainly that it

presents the antithesis of the precipitating of the spirit's

presence, firstly in that night is, in the idiom of the poem, the

absence of the divine power, and secondly in that remaining is a

resting, and thus the opposite of the "restless deeds in the wide

world", which are "tearing" (1.26), and so a parallel of the wrath-

:ful appearance of the god taking away the soul. These restless

deeds/
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deeds are the work of the god, but "in welter Welt" now has an

echo in "welte Gev/alt" (I.56), which is the force which is wrong-

:fully directed against heaven. The principle of consciousness

is the principle of conquering and taming, as is shown in the image

of the god steering his wild-drawn chariot (ll.?7,2o), and thus

it may he said that the "Father" "does not love what is wild"

(11.53,55). His answer, however, to the act of human "wildness"

is to introduce the condition from which the prototype of the

inspiring god, Bacchus, awakens the peoples. However, not only

is Bacchus' "holy wine" (11.3,*0 in every way the parallel of the

Father's "holy night" (cf. "rait heilgera / Weine wekend" and

"deket rait heiliger NMcht") in th t each represents divine inter¬

vention in the human world, but the bringing of night "so that we

may remain" is a reduction of the human being to the "wild" status,

since it is precisely the coming of "day" which makes the human

being more "noble" than the wild beast.

The resolution of this doubly paradoxical situation is the

purpose of the poem. The "Father" does not love what is "wild"

because it must be tamed. Night is both the taming and that which

is to be "tamed". Night is "remaining" when the power cf the day

would tear away, and Heave the day "heartless" (1.39) and without

a soul (1.M0. Poetry ensures that the heart is not lost, however:

Dass nHher, immerneu besungen
Ihn die befreunc'ete Brust vernehme (11.15,16),

and thus poetry rnd remaining end night are, in a measure, identical.

Might is the condition out of which the dry always comes, and in

the same way, poetry mediates between men and "the day's angel".

The poet is "too wise" (1.57), ; condition which, despite its imbal¬

ance, is good as well as bad ("such gut", 1.57). The wisdom of

the/



the poet consists primarily in his knowledge of the divine, but

it is also a veiled affirmation of the very attitude in relation

to the divine which the poem condemns, and it cannot be disputed

that it is the poet who bears the brunt of the divine wrath, called

down by the denying of the "spirit". Yet just as the poetic care

is a level higher than the merely human, so the poet's too great

wisdom, while deriving from the mortal world to which he belongs,

transcends any kind of worldly wisdom, and "thankfulness knows him"

(11.57,58), we might almost say as the lightning knows its conduc¬

tor. The function of the poet must be that of a representative

man: he stands "alone before God" (1.62), and thus is the first

to receive the divine \»;rath, yet his attitude is always receptive,

submissive, "thankful". But if he is to be a representative man,

his relation to his fellows must be a close one, and there must be

an intercourse between the nature he represents and his individual

human nature. In the latter sense, he "does not easily hold it

alone" (1.58), and. so seeks the company of his kind. Among his

fellows, he teaches them "helping" (11.59,60), both in the sense

that he makes them understand how the poem, as an intermediary,

helps them (thus the poem's subject is not "restless deeds" but

the "poet's calling"), and also makes them understand what their

task is in helping him: to make up, through the joining of many

individuals, a vessel to hold what the human poet can hardly hold

alone, the "holy wine" of the wine-god. The function of the poem

is to bring, through its night, like Bacchus, waking. Its "night"

is both cause and result of day, however. The essence of the god

and the *<day's angel" is triumph and ruling, and if the poem which

brings the divine to men should, of its own volition, precipitate

the presence of the divine, it is as much an act of piety as it is
of/
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of hybris: the hybris brings the night out of the day, the piety

the day out of the night. The process is not consecutive: night

comes with the day and vice versa; the presence of the divine

comes with its absence. It is in this sense that the ambiguity

of the last line of the poem may be \mderstood. The verb is

"helfen", the same that was used where the function of the poem,

and the poet in relation to his fellow-men, was being circumscribed.

The joining of the poet with his fellow-men is in some measure the

same as the joining of the divine with the human, which is in some

measure the joining of piety with hybris. Thus there may be seen

in "Gottes Fehl" (1.60) not only an indication of the helping

power of night, but God^s presence expressed in his will: "Fehl"

is the root of "Befehl".^

j?.- The hymn 'Friedensfeier'.

The pattern of stanza-length of 12, 1?, 15» 1?* 12, 15i 12»

12, 15, 12, 12, 15, lines would suggest that the poem is divided

into four stanza-triads. There is, however, also a case for a

division into three sections of four stanzas each: the basis for

this division is the fact that in the fourth stanza the motif

appears:

Und nanchen mbcht' ich laden, aber o du...
...o Jtinglingi
AchJ feber dunkler umschattete, mitten im Wort, dich
Furchtbarentscheidend ein tbdtlich VerhSngniss;(11.40,48-50)

it then appears to be dropped, only to reappear in stanza 9'

d< rum rief ich
Zum Gaetmahl, das bereitet let,
Fich...
0 Jtingling, zura FUrsten des Feetes (11.109-112).

This would suggest that the inviting of the Youth comes as the climax

of/
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of the first section, which then breaks off, and only reappears as

the last section continues the tale. For the invitation of this

Youth may in some ways be regarded as the poem's central motif.

On the other hand, it may be said that the first three triads

each deal with the appearance of a godhead ("Nur eines weiss ich,

Sterbliches bist du nicht", 1.21; "aber o du...o Jiingling. • ,

11.^0,48; "darum rief ich / Zum Gastmahl.»»dich", 11.109,111),

as does the fourth in a broader, less specific, fashion. The fourth

triad certainly seems to occupy a peculiar position: it moves more

graciously, with a more even tread, it is not full of punctuation

and interjection, the lines are shorter, the sentences more simple.

In fact, a problem preliminary to the interpretation of the

poem is whether the various singular godheads addressed are in

fact various, or whether one person, one godhead, is referred to.

One of the reasons for this uncertainty is the fact that "many" are

expected, or at least hoped for, at the feast (1.40); and the other

main reason, closely connected, is that there might appear to be

some uncertainty in the poet's mind as to the identity of the "Prince

of the Feast" ("Nichts vor dir / Nur eines weiss ich, Sterbliches

bist du nicht", 11.20,21), whereas the Youth in the second triad would

seem quite unmistakably to be Christ. I think, however, that such

doubt is, if pardonable, not entirely necessary. In the first place,

it is one of the all-important themes of the poem that the God should

descend from his essential form into something acceptable, tolerable,

to men: in a sense therefore, it can be said that the God has to

become incarnate. It would then only be fitting if the God first

appears as an unknown, overwhelming, quantity; the second appear-

:ance is as the man that the God becomes; and the third is sirnul-

:taneously the realisation that this m&n is none other than the

"Prince/
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"Prince of the Feast" who first appeared. Secondly, by the appli¬

cation of algebraic rules of the most elementary kind, it is

possible to relate all the singular apparitions in the first

three triads to one and the same being. That is: there is an

immediate link between the apparition in the first triad and that

in thethird: both are titled "Filrst des Festes". The Prince in

the third triad is also addressed as "Jtingling" (1.112), which is

the title given to the Christ apparition in the second (1.42).

This does not of course prove anything of itself, especially since

when he addresses the "days of innocence" in stanza 3, the poet

bids them also to be like "eternal youths" for the feast (11.34-39),

which would suggest that youth is an attribute of divinity generally.

A further point however is that the Prince takes on "friend•s-form"

(1.19), which might be seen to be echoed in "freundlichermst" (1.4l),

describing Christ, and "die lieben Freunde" (1.46), presumably being

his disciples. Once again, this does not exactly prove anything,

since the "days of innocence" are also called "friends", and "gast-

:freund.lich" (1.105) is used to describe the multitude of "blessed

ones" in stanza 9 (1.107); but by now we might begin to wonder, if,

as it seems, the qualities of the supposedly various godheads are

so close in kind, whether it is worth our while insisting upon

there being more than one distinct divinity: it is maybe more in

the nature of the divinity revealed in the poem that human criteria

such as "individuality" are not valid. There are, however, two

further and more positive points to consider. One is that the

Prince of the Feast is entitled "Allbekannter" (1.19); and in the

second triad, which deals, as far as we can see, with Christ, the

statement comes:

Vom/
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Vora Allebendigen aber,..
1st einer ein Sohn...
Und nun erkennen wir ihn

Nun, da wir kennen den Vater
Und Feiertage zu halten
Der hohe, der Geist
Der V/elt sich zu Menschen geneigt hat.(l.71ff)

("Der Geist der elt" is attributive of "Vater", not the main

subject. The fact that the Prince of the Feast is called "all

(or universally) known", together with the fact that it is the

son who is "recognised", while the knowing of the father is regar-

:ded as a fait Esceompli, would seem to suggest that the Prince of

the Feast is the Father, and thus not the son. This is a red

herring however, since a dichotomy of father and son is in no wise

a theme of the poem, and the case is rather that when the God

appears, the son is recognised retrospectively for what he is, or

was. This passage is with little doubt based on the text of St,
2

John's gospel which runs "he that hath seen me hath seen the father'.

The poem admittedly apparently reversed the order of this statement,

which fact might well make us pause; nevertheless, en explanation

of the apparent reversal, together with a more cogent reason for

regarding any apparent dichotomy of Father and Son as an irrelevance

is to.be found in the context of this triad and the next one. This

will be dealt with in the main interpretation.) The second point

is that, since "nun erkennen wir ihn" (1.7*0 is clearly the line

which takes the main stress in the last sentence in stanza 6, we

would be more justified in taking "der" in line 79 as referring

to "ihn" (1.7*0, i.e. the Son, that is, Christ, than to "Vater" or

"Geist der Welt". If this is allowed, then the clear parallel

may be pointed to between:

Einraal mag aber ein Gott auch Tagewerk erwHhlen
Gleich. Sterblichen und theilen alles Schiksaal...(11.89,90)

in/
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in the third triad, and

denk ich schon
Vom ernsten Tagwerk lEchelnd
Ihn selbst zu sehen, den Fhrsten des Fests..#
Und els vom lengen Heldenziige mild,
Dein Auge senkst, vergessen, leichtbesehattet
Und Freundesgestalt annimmst,.. (11#13-19)

in the first triad. Furthermore, this passage may be seen to have

a parallel in the second triad:

Und die lieben Freunde, des treue GewHlk,
Umschattete dich i uch, demit der heiligktihne
Durch Wildnissmild...etc. (l.46ff„).

These parallels speak for themselves# They do not prove anything,

but they suggest that vie may be simply wasting oujt time seeking

for definite assurances thtt the divinities addressed in the

first three triads are or are not one and the same personage.

I find that the poem examines the nature of divinity and divine

manifestation, and is not troubled about finding any comfortingly

familiar (and thus misleading) names of gods, mythological or other¬

wise, to "fit into" some particular function, Christ is mentioned

by name; this does not mean that the Prince of the Feast is Christ,

although it does point to Christ's being the Prince of the least,

though only when he appears as euch.^
Having thus adopted a position on this preliminary issue, it

may be taken for granted, at least for the purposes of this inter¬

pretation, that I regard the more obvious division into four

triads of stanzas as the structural basis of the poem#

In the first triad, then, the scene is set: the solemn feast,

which is by implication the celebration of peace indicated in the

title. The place of the feast is "the old-built hall, blissful-

inhabited" (11.3,4): it culd appear to be a place fit, or indeed

reserved/
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reserved, for the feasting of gods; and the description of it

suggests that it is Nature's own hall, the open air, the green

earth, itself. It is full of still and calm music, and full also

of air ("geliiftet", 1.3; "duftet / Die Freudenwolk'", 11.4,5),

two elements \diich will be seen to have considerable importance as

the poera progresses. There are also "most ripened fruits" (1.6),

which, even without the context of the poem's second-last stanza,

suggest some measure of completion; and there are also goblets

rimmed with gold, gold once again, even without the reference to

"the golden fruit of ancient stem" (11.136,137), being an indica¬

tion of completeness. The time is probably the evening, when

the day is completed; yet "dtSmmernden Auges" (1.13), which des¬

cribes the poet's perception of "him himself, the Prince of the

Feast" (1.15) as he approaches, could point to a twilight that is

the twilight of a dawning rather than a fading of light. Two

strands intermingle in the description of the appearance of the

god the second stanza contains. One is the sense of being over¬

whelmed by the advent of the divinity. The "high thing almost

bends the knee" (1.20); the onlooker is stricken by the certain

sense of the unknown, in which the only tangible reality—and

that reality is too overwhelming to be truly tangible—is the

realisation that the being which is approaching is not mortal.

The stanza ends with a statement which is somewhat of a paradox:

"there is yet other clearness" (1.24) indicates that the clarity

which comes into the poet's mind, is a clarity which is other than

that brought to us by a "wise man". Tet implicitly the contrary

is also true, in the sense that that clarity is of the same order,

if of a different intensity, than the lucidity brought by (human)

wisdom; the implication is made firstly by the fact that there

should/



should be a comparison at all (unlike things cannot be compared)

but secondly, and more definitely, by the words "wo aber ein Gott

Eoch auch erscheint..." (1.23). This might be seen to suggest

that the appearance of the gods is in some way in conjunction with

the presence of a wise man. It can even be argued that there is

no similarity of kind between the wise man's lucidity and the

god's clarity, and that the divine appearance combines the two

disparate elements of human wisdom and divine clearness. In

either case, the notion of a conjunction of wise man and god is

not all that far-fetched, because it comes close to the second of

the two strands found in this stanza. This consists in the fact

that the Prince of the Feast, here directly addressed, appears to

be "gladly denying" his "foreign lands", (i.e. lands which from

his point of view are foreign lands) , in order to Eeturn home,

tired, after a long hero's-expedition, "sinking" his eye in a

manner described as "forgotten/forgetting, lightly shaded", and

"taking on the form of (a) friend" (11.16-20): that appears to

say that the god is becoming human. In this context we may turn

to "doch/Beugt fast die Knie das Hohe", and inquire after the reason

for the word "almost". The answer seems immediately apparent:

because the god has taken on friend's, and thus familiar, form, so

that the overwhelming part of his appearance is somewhat mitigated.

This is correct, but it does not give the whole picture: "das Hohe"

may namely refer not so much to the actual appearance of the

Prince, as to the whole of the foregoing concessive clause, which

details the becoming human, or at least the becoming a "friend",

of the god. The force of the "almost" is thus the other way

round: it does not imply a mitigation of the overwhelming nature,

in this case, of the god's appearance, so much as the fact that



the appearance is of something in "friend's-form", which should

bring a sense of safety, of tangibility, and that not despite

but because of this, the knees are almost bent in the midst of

the sense of safety and familiarity, by the very fact that the

appearance is in friend's form. That is to say, "das Hohe" does

not refer to the appearance, but to the overwhelming mystery of

incarnation which appears manifest (indeed incarnate!) in the

figure of the Prince of the Feast. Thus the concessive clause

beginning "wenn du schon..." links the two strands present in the

stanza, the human appearance and the divine appearance and the

mystery of the two together. That this link should have been

achieved by a concessive structure is itself worthy of attention.

It both contains and points to the great paradox which is the very

essence of the poem as a whole. This paradox is suggested by the

twofold force of "almost" just discussed, in that the divine pres¬

ence is moderated by its familiar appearance, while this very

moderation comes back v/ith the terrible weight of a divine secret.

It is suggested also by the use of "Ausland", which challenges the

attention even at this early stage with its hint of contrary

perspectives: i.e. what is the "alien land" of a god if not his

incarnation, and in this sense how can his appearance in an appar¬

ently incarnate form be a denying of that "alien land"? Be it

said, however, that the "prince of the Feast" remains, at this

stage, a somewhat ill-defined figure ("nur Eines weiss ich...",

1.21); he is almost, apparently, human, yet he is not mortal (ib.)

-—but why should the poet trouble himself to say this unless there

were a distinct, if tricking, resemblance in the god to a mortal

figure? And the one word, "miide", which would, if anything,

clinch his human nature, is not used: that is to say, the line
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runs: "as if tired" ("als vom langen Heldenzuge rntld..."), and

the reason why his eye should droop is quite as likely to be a

deliberate attempt on the part of the god to moderate his divine

presence for the sake of his human host. It should also be men-

stioned here, as an aspect of the closeness of human and divine,

that "dMmmernden Auges" and "beugt fast die Knie" may both refer
k

either to the human poet or the divine apparition.

Further moderation comes in the third stanza: "he is not

unheralded" and "he is not of today" (1.25). That is to say,

his presence is not a sudden totally unexpected happening, however

much, paradoxically, it may seem to be. The difficulty here is

amplified in the somewhat problematic lines:

einer... '
V

Erstaunet, da es stille worden, umsonst nicht, jezt,
Da Herrschaft nirgend ist zu sehen bei Geistern und Menschen.

11.26-28

The astonishment should be related to the "sudden", overwhelming

appearance of the god in the previous stanza, and to the flooding
5

in of that unfamiliar clarity peculiar to the god's coming. The

"one who has shied from neither flood nor flame" (1.26)—the elements,

doubtless, of the "storm" shortly to be mentioned—is astonished,

taken off his guard, so that the relevance of "nicht unverkUndet

ist er" is not clear. But his astonishment is not "in vain"; and

the reason for this seems to lie in the situation in which the

astonishment takes place: it is two-fold, firstly in that "it has

become still", and secondly in that "authority is nowhere to be

seen among spirits and men". We might take "not in vain" to mean

that the man is not astonished "without cause", since, despite the

stillness which has come, no authority, presumably the prerequisite

for any kind of stillness, can be seen. This may well be the case,

but/
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but it seems as likely that "not in vain" means that the astonish¬

ment is not of a desperate kind which cannot find relief through

elucidation. This makes more sense, because "Und einer, der nicht

Fluth noch Flamme gescheuet..follows on, as part of the same

statement, from the clearly moderating statement "Von heute aber

nicht, nicht unverklindet 1st er"; the stress of the second part

of the statement is laid on "umsonst nicht", so that it is this

which would relate most closely to "nicht unverldindet ist er",

which is, in turn, an oblique way of saying: "there is no reason

for astonishment". It may, of course, be argued that the whole

situation is the other way round, and that the lack of "authority"

is positively viewed, i.e. as a sign of the coming of peace. In

view, however, of the unruly nature of storms, of the fact that

human control of the elements of the storm is an important motif

later in the poem, and that the approaching divinity is coming

from a realm in which he was "too great to be a lord of time"

(1.79), i.e. a state where there was no "authority" from him, this
6

interpretation seems unlikely. Similarly in view of the matter

of control, it seems far more likely that "triner" should be a

human subject, and not, contrary to some suggestions, a divine one

(with "erstaunet" understood transitively). If a divine being

were willing to use "flood and flame", i.e. to be a storm (itself

unlikely, since "Thunderer" indicates that his essential nature is

a storm), it is very unlikely that the verb "scheuen" should be

used, since the gesture (especially in the light of the poet's

reaction to the God's advent) is a particularly human one. Again,

it might be objected that the placing of the lack of authority in

a particular "now" indicates that authority has come to on end,

that is, that the end of dominion is the coming of peace. This,

however/
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however, does not take full account of the structure of the lines

involved here. The repetition of "da" in lines 2? and 28 suggests

a rhetorical device either to underline a similarity or a contrast.

"Jezt" has the position of stress at the end of the line, and

refers back to "da es etille worden". If the repetition of "da"

expresses a similarity it will refer forward also to line 28.

Both are possibilities at this stage, but a sentence of amplification

follows ("das ist,..", 1.29ff.). The "work", one suspects that

same work from which the Prince of the Feast is returning, the work

of the day, has been'long in preparation" (1.30) from the morning

to the evening; now it draws to a close and goes down "to sleep".

"Denn" in line 31 suggests that the "storm" and the "work" are,

if not one and the same thing, at least two ways of looking at one

and the same thing. The "work" in this case, is a storm, a

"thousand-year storm" (1.32). If there is any precise meaning in

this epithet, it is not yet made clear: but in the immediate context,

it appears that the great time-span of the storm links it to the

being who is divine and presumably not bound by time in a human

sense, the "Thunderer", the essence of storm, of whom this storm

is therefore an "echo". This "echo" is now dying away into the

depths, overlaid by "notes of peace". It is this appearing together

of the sounds of the storm and of peace which confirms that the

repetition of "da" indicates a contrast. The noise of the storm

is "now", "authority is nowhere to be seen among spirits and men";

but because it cannot be seen does not mean it is not there (cf.

"dMmmernden Auges denk ich schon // Ihn selbst zu sehn...", 11.13,15)?

and "now", also, it is "still", just as notes of peace, against all

probability, overlay the ncise of the storm. Cur first possibil-

:ity for astonishment's being "not in vain" seems to be reversed

now/
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now: the man who has been able to stand through flood and flame

unflinching is now astonished at the fact that peace runs amidst

the storm. The astonishment is the exact parallel of, is perhaps

identical with, the poet's overwhelming experience of the "other

clarity" brought by the God, of the overwhelming strangeness in

his very familiarity; and, indeed, it is a kind of clarity which

is brought here: the disordered company of spirits and men are

only able to hear the storm now, now that it is dying away; this

appears to be because, up to now, all has been disordered. How,

exactly, does "umsonst nicht" now fit into this picture; or, to

nut it another way, which is the cause of the astonishments the

storm, or the fact that it is coming to an end? Because the "one"

has not "shied from flood or flame", and yet is now astonished,

it seems likely that it is the coming of peace which is the cause

of astonishment; on the other hand, if the astonishment is a last¬

ing thing which will only come to an end when all is made clear,

the astonishment is part of the confusion in which no clear "author¬

ity" may be seen. When all is made clear, it means that the

"work" is "heard", the pattern, the direction, is perceived: this

is directly synonymous with the storm's coming to an end, with

"peace", or quietness, taking over in the sphere of hearing.

Stillness, or peace, can thus be related to order, to that which

supersedes the chaotic situation where no mastery can be perceived

among spirits and men. The fact that the astonishment may be

related this confusion might well be borne out by the storm's

not hsving been "heard" by that "one", but, or so we must read it

from the syntax, bjr both "spirits and men" together. The somewhat

complex, not to say paradoxical, picture which emerges from all

this appears to be roughly as follows: there has been a time of

total/



total unconsciousness (of "unperceiving"), among both spirits and

men, which is superseded by, or is contextually homologous with,

an awareness that there is no dominion among them; this, in

turn, is the awareness of a storm which is raging on an "immeasur¬

able" (naturally enough, in the circumstances) scale: the storm

is both the cause of the confusion, in that it drowns out the

" ork", and the confusion itself in that the storm is the "prepara¬

tion" of the "Work". The other, simultaneous, context entails

awareness that the storm is coming to an end, and is being oven-

:laid by "sounds of peace": indeed, one has the impression that

the storm may actually be past, and the "echo", still sounding in

the depths, be really an echo, of something which is no longer

there but has gone down into the "depths". Just, therefore, as

the hall for the Feast seemed to be the open world of nature, so

here the peace and the storm upon which it follows are seen on a

vast scale, in which a sense of millennial activity is evoked, a

scale which goes beyond any individual personalities. In the last

six lines of the stanza, however, the tone appears more personal,

from the poet's point of view, though the subject, the Feast,

remains the same. It should first be noted, by way of recapitu¬

lation, that in the appearance of the divinity as described in

the second stanza, there are four distinct, albeit simultaneous,

themes, or aspects of the god. First, there is the aspect of his

returning from the work of the day; second, that of his returning

home from heroic deeds in foreign parts; third, that of his eye

"sinking, lightly shaded", or the veiling of his essential light;

and fourth, that of his taking on the "friend's-form". In the

last lines of the third stanza there may now be glimpsed a possible

parallel to at least the first two of these aspects. The poet

addresses/



addresses certain, "days of innocence" vihich have "become dear" (1.3*0.

It cannot be said with certainty, but one has the impression from

"theuergeworden" that these days of innocence are past. This

impression is strengthened (but again no certainty can be reached)

by the polarity of "und wire siltergrau / Die Loke..." and "jest

ewigen JUnglingeH Mhnlich" (11.33,39)• The fact that the days of

innocence are requested to be "like eternal youths" suggests that

they are not, or would not be if it were not for the Feast. An

identity is thus set up between the silvery-grey locks he imagines

upon himself and the days: the days are the days of the poet's

life, the days of his youth, and youth is the time of innocence.

The implication is that the days have grown old with him, but if,

noty they are to be like"eternal youths", it means that they must

have the pristine quality that, in their youth, characterised them:

innocence. In that these days "bring today the feast" (1.35) we

would appear to be dealing with a kind of return of the days of

innocence. Furthermore, the reading is perfectly admissible,
7

that these days are addressed "o ihr Freunde", providing a poss¬

ible connection with "Freundesgestalt", the appearance which the

Prince cf the Feast takes on his "return"—return being implied

from the fact that he has been on an expedition in foreign parts.

If there is such a connection between these two places in the sec-

:cnd and third stanzas, it may provide an important clue as to

the nature of the peace in the poem, and the nature of the feast

which celebrates it. be would appear to be confronted with a

sort of crowning, or flowering (perhaps e better image, in the

light of "es blUht / Pings abendlich der Geist in dieser Stille",

11 •35,36), of the personality, seen partly in cosmic terms; or,

conversely, with a fulfilment of time, a cosmic coming-to-co&pletew

:ness/
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mess, seen partly, from the point of view of the poet, in

personal terms. A life, or, respectively, sn sge, is seen as if

it were coming to an end, end the completeness is like the fulfil-

:ment of a life for which there is now only the prospect of death.

The second triad opens with the address to a. personage who

is indubitably Christ, described, it would seem, from the scene

in St. John's Gospel where Christ was speaking to the Samaritan
8

woman by Jacob's well.' He is described thus: "freundlichernst

den Menschen zugethan"(1.^1, cf .11.14,19); He was, it. is said,'

"under the Syrian palm", "gladly by the well", near the "town"

(the place where men gather), with "the cornfield rustling round

about" and "cooling air" coming from the "shadow of the hallowed

hills" (11.^2-^5). The main element here is coolness and shade.

This element is continued in the disciples, or rather the "dear

friends", who are round the Christ like a cloud: "damit der

heiligkilhne / Durch lildnissmild dein Stral zu Menschen kam"

(11.47,^8). A dark, "fatal" (1.50), shadow closes the stanza,

the shadow of Christ's short life upon earth, and his death:

dunkler umschattete, mitten im Wort, dich
Furchtbarentscheidend ein tbdfLich VerhMngnisS.(11.^9*50)

Christ's presence, then, seems in some way to need mediating, as

the sun's rays oerhsps are mediated as they fall through the leaves

of a "wilderness" end are made "mild", end hence cool shadow is

necessary; but shadow is also a negative factor, and the shadow

which mediates his presence must eventually also be the shadow

which removes his presence. The poem quickly moves away from

the picture of the canonical Christ, even though his presence in

the fourth stanza of the poem informs the whole of the second triad.

Instead, the poet moves into a wider context:

So/
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So ist schnell

YergHnglich alles Himmlische (11.50,.151);

this is followed by a repetition of the same formula with which

the astonishment in the third stanza was moderated (by, broadly

speaking, meaning appearing out of confusion): "aber umsonst

nicht" (ib.). The case here is somewhat the same: the presence

of the divine being upon the earth is suddenly removed by a "fatal

doom", and in the same way all that is heavenly quickly passes;

this would seem cause enough for despondency, but that its trans¬

ience is not "in vain", i.e. that there is reason and meaning

9
for both its presence and the quickness of its presence. The

reason appears in stanza 5: the God is "sparing", and "always

conscious of (a) measure", end for this reason he "touches only

for a moment the dwellings of men" (11.52,53)• This touching

is at unawares, almost fortuitously, as "unversehen" (1.5*0 also

suggests, and. the time of it is not known ("keiner weiss es, wenn?",

ib.). Two facts emerge: firstly that the result of this momentary

presence of the divine can never be felt immediately, but, like

letting a bucket down into a well (this image is, of course, only

implied) "it is to be grasped by deep testing" (1.60). What is

drawn up is "gratitude":

aber Dank,
Nie folgt der gleich hernach dem gottgegebnen Geschenke;
Tiefprtlfend ist es zu fassen (11.58-60).

I understand this as a specific relationship of men to God, which

is to be contrasted with the apparently negative principles of

"das Freche" (1.55) and even "das Wilde" (1.56), about which more

directly. Secondly, that if the god did not spare men from too

much of his presence, the "blessing of the hearth" i.e. fire,

would/
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would have been unable to be contained within its appropriate

bounds "long since", and would have set fire to house or tree or

mountain, or, in the spiritual sense, to the human personality,

from base to crown (11.61-63). That is, both on the scale of

time, and on the scale of the intensity with which the god visits

his gifts upon humanity, it seems there must be a lapse, a distan-

:cing, a moderating. The two negative principles, however, as

described in "das Freche" and "das Wilde", would seem to be

closer to the God's presence, although this is not so certain in

the case of "das Wilde", since "kommen muss" is not necessarily

governed by "alsdann" (11.55i56). "Insolence", it would appear,

simply goes over, or by, or overlooks, the appearance, and it is

"allowed" to, (1.55)» this being presumably part of that divine

attitude which becomes present "unawares" and at a point in time

which cannot be marked. The "wild thing", however, is constrained,

and must come "from far corners", and, upon the place of the divine

presence to "practise its folly (or mistaken notions), coarsely

groping", and there it "meets a fate" (11.56-58). In fact,

"insolence", "wildness" and "gratitude" may in some degree be seen

as steps in a single process which follows from the presence of a

God. The first is more or less unconscious reaction and rejection,

i.e. the rejection is implicit in insolent or overbearing behaviour,

or attitudes, and it is well known that rejection of this nature

is rarely a process of the conscious mind; the second is inter¬

mediate, and is the stage where in the confused and bewildered

soul light is dawning, forcing the subject to make rough and grop-

:ing attempts to discover what has befallen,and to try out the

validity of his notions; but the third stage can only come after

this lapse of time, when the testing and trying has gone into the

depths/
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depths and the true relationship of man to god emerges, the

relationship that is like thankfulness as if for a gift bestowed.

The third is the final stage; but I think that up until now it

is the intermediate stage which has received most attention. It

is the stage of mediated, dimly perceived, divine presence, like

the presence of Christ "mild" (the word comes again) "through the

wild places" (1.48). This throws an interesting light on the

actual mechanism of the God's "sparing": it is not so much that

he reduces the intensity of his presence—though this does happen

to some extent through the fact that the presence quickly passes—

because such a reduction in quality would be contrary to divine

nature; it is more that the human's low awareness is his own

protection against the God's intense presence; in that they are

"wild", "coarse", they are safe. This also refers back to the

third stanza of the poem, and to what was said in that context

regarding men's and Spirits' "hearing" of the storm sinking away,

overlaid by the sounds which mean peace and realisation. The wild-

sness has a twofold meaning in this sense, just as did the storm:

it is the confusion and bewilderment of being unaware of what is

taking place, cosmicelly; and it is the confusion and bewilderment

where no "mastery is seen", of which the wakening soul first

becomes aware. It seems unlikely that this process of becoming

aware of the divine is an allegory of the process of man's awaken¬

ing out of his primitive sleep and becoming civilised: "insolence"

in the sense of the poem is generally only a trait of the fully

civilised, conscious mind. The unconsciousness spoken of is of

another kind. It thus seems that we should be very wary about

taking too literally the "thousand years" of storm mentioned in

this connection. This is, however, a problem which is not crys-

:tallised/



itallised until the poem's last stanza. Until then, it would

appear, the intermediate phase of consciousness of the divine is

the one with which the poem is most concerned. The third stanza

of the second triad forms, together with the first of the follow¬

ing triad, the core of the poem. They have the central position.

Not the poet, therefore, but each of the many he addresses may

learn from the stars. With this explanation, it is possible to

regard the stars in the same light as the other gifts of the divine

listed in this stanza. The stanza follows on from the previous

two in the triad in that it depicts a kind of incarnation, also,

of the divine. Or, if not incarnation, a restatement of the symbol

of the eucharist. The concessive tone ins

Des GBttlichen aber empfingen wir
Docb viel... (11.6'!,65)

places this particular part in the time after the god has passed

over, lightly touching the mortals' habitations: that is, although

the God's gift has been sparing, there has been a rich giving of

mediated divinity. The poet names "flame" and "shore and sea's

flood" (H.65,66). Of itself this would refer to the control exer-

scised by human beings over these elemental forces: fire which is

the gift which, mythically speaking, makes humanity what it is and

breeds civilisation, and rather the control over the sea's flood

than the flood itself, the delimiting shore, upon which men build

their life and their civilisations. A deeper, though by no means

contradictory, significance is imparted by the fact that "flame and

flood" refers back to the elements, as we have already assumed, of,

the storm in stanza 5. It would appear then that either the

"authority" which was lacking there has been discovered now, in

man's/
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man's very hands, or that—and to me this seems more likely—the

"dominion" by which men have the flame "in the hands" and have the

shores set to keep back the tides of the sea, is whet has enabled

them to ride the storm and not to blench before it. It is not

the dominion implied in "Herrschaft" in stanza 3, so much es the

ability to keep at a distance the uncontrollable elements: it is,

in a word, the god-sent gift of mediation, which may here be seen

in terms of a defining consciousness. This seems the more likely

possibility, for the gift goes further ("viel mehr...", 1.67), and

the next part of it may be seen as a parallel, in its own context,

of the situation in stanza 3 at which the man was "astonished...

but not in vain". For there his astonishment was either caused

or allayed by the fact that sounds of peace were overriding the

sounds of the cosmic storm; and this was, in its turn, the same as

the appearance of the Prince of the Feast in "friend's-form". So

here, the "alien powers" are "familiar in human fashion": it is

as if they ere incarnate: ("denn menschlicber Veise / Sind jene

mit uns, die fremden MHchte, vertrauet", 11.67,68). Yet they are

also alien, and it is only, so to speak, the "forgetting" (in the

words of stanza 2) of their nature which makes them familiar; and

in the same way, the "stars which are before your eyes" may "teach
10

you, but you may never becpme like them" (11.69,70); it is, as

the last lines of this stanza put it, not in any way a case of men

becoming more god-like, but one of the "spirit of the world"

"inclining" towards humans. The second half of the stanza quite

deliberately links this—if we understand it as such—incarnation

of the divine to the more familiar conception of the Son's appear-

:ing. The link is this: "flame and flood", the "alien powers",

and the teaching given by the stars, all these are marks, perhaps

direct/



direct symbols or allegories, of life itself. In other words,

they come from the "all-living one, of whom are many joys and songs"

(11.71,72). Yet these things can also be said to belong to the

time of "storm", which is only now giving over to peace. The

storm is the process—though in itself "wildness"—by which "insol-

:ence" goes over to "wildness", and this in turn to "gratefulness".

In this process, as has been suggested, there is already conscious-

mess in the first stage, if turned to bsd use: this perversion of

what is essentially a divine gift may well be seen as a necessary

result of this gift's nature: that it is ability to define and

delimit; in fact it may even be called the gift whereby men are

godless, so that they can keep the intensity of the divine at a

distance... However this may be, peace, "gratefulness", comes at

the end of the storm, and in the same way here, following upon the

gifts of the All-living One, a son ("einer") appears, and is called

"one who is calm in power" ("ein Ruhigm&chtiger", 1.73)• This is

the end of the process. This son is already known because the

Father is known, and the Father is known because men have become

familiar with the divine in the form of the "alien powers" of the

world, of nature, because "in human fashion they have become famil¬

iar to us", that is, because these powers, and thus the Father,

have become mediated or (also in the idiom of this triad) incarnated.

We may then accept the ambiguity in this line and understand also:

"much more than in human fashion".^ Thus the Son may be celled the

"spirit of the world" (ll.77»78), in the sense that the powers of

the world proceed, in a mediated form, from the Father—or, if we

12
read the syntax differently, it is the Father who bears this title,

but the difference is unimportant, and the syntax may well be deliber¬

ately ambiguous—and thus we have the explanation of the reversal

of/



of the biblical text upon which, as has been suggested, this part

is based. The Son is recognised because the Father is known:

but the Father is known, because the "Son", or the incarnation of

the Father, has already, obliquely, sparingly, mildly, been seen.

The opening stanza of the third triad is beset with diffi¬

culties. There are four highly cryptic statements, followed by

a fifth of a more expansive nature. The four must be examined

more or less separately, but the fifth offers more by way of

explanation. Firstly, "for long he was too great to be (the)

lord of time, and his field reached far outwards, yet when has

it exhausted him?" (11.79,80). What is a, or the, Lord of Time?

"Der" in the first line of this stanza, is the "spirit of the world"

Christ the son, or God the Father, as the case might be; three

aspects of the one thing, the divine thing. "LHngst" is to be

contrasted with "einmal aber" in the next statement (1*81), which

refers to God's becoming incarnate. Thus the long period of "time

in which he is too great for being a/the lord of time refers to the

period or periods outwith the span of his incarnation. Long

periods doubtless, since one way or another the God "touches only

for a moment the habitations of men". "Lord of Time" thus refers

to the more or less short periods when he is present or incarnate,

when, as has been seen, his greatness is"reduced" (be it noted I

am speaking in terms of the first and second stages of the "process

whether the stage described in "gratefulness" can be regarded as

an incarnation of the divine is a question yet to be ascertained).

His "field", by which I understand the scope of his influence or

efficacy, the place where his "work" is done, "reached far outwards

yet never "exhausted him": this would appear to mean that however

much the God extended his sphere of influence, his possibilities

were/



were never drained, i.e. he was infinite or eternal. This field

is thus to be contrasted with the cornfield in the fourth stanza,

which is strictly time-bound, as is the God when his sphere is in

this way reduced to earthly dimensions. The time-metaphor used

here is, incidentally, one out of common parlance, in that "infinite''

and "eternal" are both commonly used in temporal sense. As the

"Father" and to some extent as the "Spirit of the World", the God

cannot cease to be "lord", in that he is always the mover of all

events, and so here he is seen as a "lord of time": this does not

necessarily indicate that he is a lord over time, end I think the

13
meaning is rather that he is a lord in time. This in fact

explains most of the second statement:

Einmal mag aber ein Gott auch Tageverk erwhhlen,
Gleich Sterblichen und theilen alles Schiksaal (11.81,82)}

the God "chooses day's-work", becomes in this way "like mortals",

and shares, with mortals, "all fate". Fate would appear, among

other things, to be the fate of mortals, i.e. death. Yet there is

another consideration here: the "wild" principle in the fifth

stanza came to the "place" of God's presence, and "met a fate

thereon", the last word ("daran") applying either to "Ort" or

"Vahn", but more likely to "Ort", to the situation of the God's

touching the dwellings of men (cf. "driiber", 1.55* in the same

context). From the point of view of the mortal principle implied

in "das Wilde", it would appear to be the God's presence which is

the fate, or rather the belated realisation of the God's presence,

and the full appreciation of it. And this, as has already teen

mentioned, is the fate cf having to ride the "storm" until, after

"deep testing", the relationship with the divine implied in "der



Dank" is reached. The God shares "all fate", so that it follows

he must share this fate also. Thus it may be seen that the 'day's

work" of the God, otherwise described as the"hero's expedition",

and the journey in "foreign parts" only begins with his incarnat-

:ion; this is swiftly followed by the "fatal doom" which removes

hife (immediate) presence, and yet he continues to be "given" to

mortals in the elements of nature, and more particularly in the

storm. This is bewilderment for humans, but in a sense it may

also be said to be confusion for the God, for just as the human

must find him by "deep testing" before he can reappear in human

form (if that is what he does) so he must himself go by confused

ways until he can return, at the end of the day's "work", to the

form in which he began it. The third statement in this stanza

also concerns fate: "Schiksaalgesez ist dissdass alle sich

erfshren" (I.83); "diss" might refer back to the previous state¬

ment just discussed, but it seems more likely that it refers

forward to the clause governed by "dass". The faint ambiguity

may, however, as well be intentional, for it is quite likely that

the rule that "all should experience themselves" is the same as

the rule that the God should be like humans and'fehare all fate":

not only is there the proximity of "Schiksaal" and "Schiksaalgesez",

but it seems that the God experiences his true nature through being

human and then going into the elements of "storm" end "wilderness",

and so returning to his humanity as a God, (this I take to be the

reason why the divine powers should so "depend" on the one Man who

is God, as it is seen in stanza 9), parallel to which humans achieve

their true nature through entering a state of "gratefulness" which

is gained by following the dictum "it is to be grasped by deep

testing", which certainly seems much like the injunction "know

thyself/
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thyself". The result, however, of this self-experience offers

more difficulties to the interpreter: "Pass, wenn die Stille

kehrt, auch eine Sprache sei" (1.8b). "Pass" is, I think, more

likely to refer to the whole of the previous phrase: "daee alle

sich erfahren" than to "Sehiksaalgeses ist diss,,,". The explana-

:tion of this statement may well lie ir. the following stanza:

"seit ein Gespr&ch wir sind..here, however, it is possible

to deduce what is relevant. "Stille" appears to be contrasted

with "'Spreche"; if this is the case, then, since "Stille" has

been seen to be the returning of the God after the storm, "Sprecbe"

seems to be, if not the storm itself, then something connected

with it. This something is most probably the fact that in the

"storm" some measure, or a full measure, of experience of oneself

has been gained. When the storm ends, therefore, and peace descends,

it is not only the peace and stillness which is there, but, just

as the echo of the storm remains when it is passed ("in der Tiefe

verhallend", 1,31) end overlaid by "notes of peace", everything

that has been experienced. Thus there is stillness, but there is

also "speech", speech which expresses experience, and, perhaps,
l4

individuality. The fourth statement may now he understood in

the light of the significance seen in "tiefprilfend ist es zu fassen".

For when "we argue over what the best should be" (11.85,86), a

kind of storm is implied, and its relation to "rauhbetastend" and

"tlbt...den Wahn" is clear. The main purpose of the statement is

to affirm what has already been hinted at, that the fate of the

incarnate G od is also the fate of mortals: even as the "spirit

is active" (1.85), that is, presumably, engaged in its "day's work",

so humans must be in strife as to what the best thing is, before

that best thing, from the point of view of both spirit and men,

can/



can ccgc. The reintroduction, therefore, of "cfes Eeste" in this

fifth statement, is thus something of a red herring. For here

"dee Beete", although it is introduced only as being the best

thing in the opinion of the poet, is also the best thing in real-

si ty, because it is the end of the process, the completion of the

"picture"; but in the previous statement, "das Beste" is purely

relative ("was wohl das Beste sei..."), and the true stress of

the statement is on the strife; "das Beste" in the fifth state¬

ment is, however, the completed picture, and in this sense contains

in a unified whole all those- elements which were at strife in the

humans' and spirits''fetorm"; i.e. "das Beste" is not one thing

at the expense of another, hut all things. Thus the god returns

from his "day's work" with his picture completed, and is, since he

has "experienced himself" "himself transfigured by it" (1,88); he

is at once a god and a time-bound being, the "God of time", a

paradox resolved, and the "law of love", which is the law which

reconciles all elements to perfection ("schbnausgleichend", 1,90),

is the only law, because it contains all things (ll,89»90).

The "conversation" which now is mentioned in the second

stanza of the triad (1.92) is what humans have been, and still

are; in this sense it is justified to relate to to the strife as

to what the "best" is-—naturally bearing in mind that it is what

"we" are, which is a good deal more than merely what "we" do: thus

it may also be related to that experiencing of oneself which cropped

up in the previous stanza. It is possible, since converstion is

communication, that this experiencing of oneself takes place

through experiencing those other than oneself. "Soon we will be

song" (1.93) suggests that they will move into another sphere,

presumably a sphere closer to the actual divine, since "songs and

joy/



joy" are from the spirit of the world, from the god.fl.??). In

"Zeitbiid" (1.9*0, by which I think we should, best understand a

picture or sculpture composed out of, as its medium, time, two

pairs of opposite© have come together: firstly, the dynamic

movement of time, and the static end-product which is at the same

time a crystallisation of ell that is past; and secondly, time,

the defining, fate-bound substance is united with the divine,

eternal, infinite substance. It may be this doubling of opposite©

which could explain the cuzious repetition in:

Ein Zeichen..., dass zwischen ihm und anderen
Ein Btindniss zwischen ihm und anderen MHchten ist. (ll.95»96);

i.e. the "bond between him and other powers" would be homologous

with the second pair of opposites, in that he, the fate-bound, in

incarnate god, is united in a bond with the "unbegotten, eternal

ones" (1.97); this bond between the two is itself a bond between

him, as the incarnate god, and ©11 "others" whatsoever; in other

words, he, as the end-product of the "work", is the very sign of

incarnation (as was already suggested regarding the second stanza),

as "unfolded"time, crystallised history, lies before those who are

yet in the thrall of time, as a sign, to complete the circle, that

15
he as incarnate god is also bound to the eternal divine powers.

In this "picture", or "sign1^ both he and the eternal powers are
"knowable" (a significant allusion to "...nun erkennen wir ihn, /

Nun, da wir kennen den Vater"), just as in the plant—the parallel

of "Zeitbiid", since it is growth, end thus time, crystallised into

perfect form—the elements out of which it has its being, are

visible: the earth, the mother it grows from, the air it grows

16
into, end the light that nurtures it. Here, however, it may

be/



he seer) that there are three elements, jut t as it was plain before

that a trinity existed of Son, Father, and "Spirit"of the World"

(or perhaps the "alien powers"). It takes little to see that the

light would correspond to the Father, for sun, or lightning, the

air t© the Spirit, and thus mother earth would correspond to the

Son. The fact that mother and son h-ve the same function in

their respective trinities may appear more significant in stanza

10, where mother and child appear together. But in the "Feitbild"

there appear to be only two elements, the incarnate God and the

"eternal powers". Could it be then that the two elements already

present in the God account for two elements of this trinity? It

might well be, but there is another possibility. The God was

first of all recognised as an immortal being, either disguised in,

or returning home to "friend's-forra". The taking of this form

is possibly bee use he has undergone incarnation, and accepted

the fate of men; yet he remains a god, a kind of "Sod of inc rna-

:tion", and before him the mortal is bowed to the ground. It. is

thus that "zulezt...• ber doch..." (1.100) in stanza 8 may be seen

not to introduce a change of subject, but to introduce the missing

third element, the all-reconciling "sign of love", which is the

feast-day that the poem celebrates. This day, introduced in

stanza 9, almost has a personality; it is the "gatherer of all"

(1.103). This quasi-personification reminds us of the third stanza,

where the roet addressed the "days of innocence" ;s "friends"; a

point which leads to the fin 1 picture. The paral el of the return

of the d<ys of innocence and of the returning god who takes on

"friend's-forra" h s lready been mentioned; it can now be said

th t the rods come to take their place "in choirs", "hospitably",

"with ringing", within the day, the "all-g.- therer" (11.103-106),



which is also the returned days of innocence. The fact that the

plural days have now become a singular day need not confuse the

issue; indeed, it may be highly significant in the sense that

there is also "one" upon whom the gods "ail depend" (1.109). The

day is similarly the hall ("der altgebaute seeliggewchnte Saal")

where the feast is to take place; it is equally the earth, as

has been mentioned, and we may rightly say also the "mother earth",

since out of the mother all is born and to her all returns. Thus

we have, finally, the image of the house, the house of the whole

"race" or "generation" of which the poet is speaking (11.113,117).

Only when all the heavenly powers are gathered together under one

roof, presided over by that godhead "upon whom they all depend",

who represents the unity of disparate elements, may the trinity

be said to be complete, and in it, because the God has taken on

"friend's-form" man, and not one man only, but a whole generation
17

or race, is himself the Son—or the containing vessel, the mother.

When this completion is brought about, then, in the image of stanza

3 where the poet cast himself in the role of an old man, that race

or generation (depending on whether it is seen in static or dynamic

time), may lay itself to sleep, by which I take it that a consum¬

mation like death is indicated. A further image of containing

may be the poem itself: thus "soon we shall be song" means "soon

we shall house the divine powers"; and the gods are together "bei

Gesang", with, in the circumstances, the obvious pun on "bei". And

here the apparent fact snrings to mind that the completed poem is,

or is a parallel of, the "completed picture", containing as it

does all the elements of the "process".

Having arrived at this notion of the poem's being part of its

own subject, it would here be appropriate to cast a brief glance

back/



back over the course of the poem up until now, thereby attempting

to answer the question raised as to whose "out-land" is referred

to in "Ausland" in stanza 2, and also to resolve the problem as

to whether the "final appearance" of the divine being may be regar-

:ded as "another" incarnation.

The first appearance of the god in the context of the poem

is presumably the final appearance in the context of the "process"

the poem describes. In time, however, the first appearance is,

in the poem, the second appearance: i.e. the evocation of the

historical Christ. This can be misleading. The context of the

second triad relates Christ's "actual" appearance to the rule: "so

ist schnell / VergHnglich alles Himmlische"; this tule is devel¬

oped into that threefold process of which we have already spoken.

In the poem, however, we can see the same process on a different

level: that is, the first appearance is over-powering, and thus

demands rejection on the part of the human onlooker; confusion,

and finally acceptance follow this. In this sense, the first and

second appearances, in the poem, of the divinity are exactly parallel.

But hov; does this acceptance take place? When humans have drawn

up the "treasure"? In a sense this is the case, but it is not so

expressed. The process has ended not when the human beings have

completed their part in it, but when the God has finished his "v;ork".

This is the cause cf a change in human beings. Firstly, the

divine feast to which the poet invites the divine presence is a

sort of herald of the completion of the human beings; secondly,

it is because of the finishing of the God's work that the poet

originally invited the gods—he did not invite them _to finish their

work. In the sense that, as in the "first" appearance of the god-

:head, the human being hes to accept the "final" appearance, the

God's/



God's work is, paradoxically, not completes yet the fact that

the human being (the poet) wakes to the realisation that he must

accept the God and invite him means that, in the divine sphere at

least, the work is already complete. We may remember, in this

context, that there is a text in St. John's Gospel which says

that the only 'way a man can wish to come to the Father is if the
18

Father has called him.

Whose "out-land", therefore, is it? "Dein Ausland gern

verl&ugnest..implies a returning home; but it is only an impli-

:cation. We must come back to the original statement that the

poem is part, at least, of its own subject. In this case, the

"Ausland" is "out-land" in the poem. The movement of the poem,

the relationship between god and man, is its essence. I have said

that this essence is a paradox. By this I mean that it is not

"about" men accepting God or God coming to men, but about a relation-

:ship, or rather, a context. As long as we look at it from either

human or divine points of view, it is paradoxical, but if it is

viewed in terms of a context which changes, then we may appreciate

better the nature of the "process". The God that becomes present

is the God of the God that becomes present. The God, in other

words, expresses the change of context. The God the poet finds

it at first so difficult to accept is himself, or the possibility

of himself in that state of grace described as "gratefulness". It

could be said that man has become God; it could equally well be

said that God has become man: both phrases are equally misleading.

To say that God's incarnation is man's apotheosis may be nearer to

what we are trying to describe. The fact that it is so difficult

to put our finger on "exactly what is happening" should not dismay

us: it is precisely the difficulty that is faced by the poet, and
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the reason why, "crudely groping", he falls back upon the myth of

the incarnation of the divine as expressed in Christ through the

Gospels, as well as of the mediation of the divine through the

elements, especially those of the storm, and the stars. But

the truth is that the incarnation, if it can be called this, of

the god is the same as man's inviting the divine powers to be pres-

:ent "in our house". Certainly, the wish for them to be there

stems from a desire to hear them "talk to us of (their) heaven"

(1,116), which seems to indicate a dichotomy of heaven and earth:

yet they can only speak of this when they are assembled in the

"all-gathering" day, in the hall of the feast, in the human hahita-

:tion. "Ber seeliggewohnte Saal" (l.M, incidentally, becomes in

this case pregnant with meanings. This state of affairs leads .me

to reiterate hat I have already said: that the God cannot become

truly a God until he has undergone his "process" and "become"

human. But the human only becomes the God in that the God becomes

human. In this sense, the God's "out-land" is when he is "too

great to be a lord of time", i.e. when he is "wholly" god; this

is the period when the human is "wholly" human, and thus unaware

19
of the divine. On another scale, however, the "out-land" is

when the human ("Freundesgestalt") is taken out of his own nature,

and must go upon a "hero's expedition", and that must be in the

regions of the divine. It is perfectly possible for this to take

place, because the intrinsic nature of the human is divine—as has

already been said, the God the poet has to accept is "himself".

This process is partially represented in the poet's going out of

his own time and land, in the poem, into Christ's day. Thus it

can only be in the human habitation that the heavenly powers can

truly speak of their heaven—indeed, it is only there that they can

speak/
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speak at all-—"dass, wenn die Stille kehrt, auch eine Sprache sei"J

Because of this, there is no reason to suppose that a hierarchy,

in the usual understanding, is indicated where the "blessed ones"

"depend upon" their "most loved one". Certainly, this is the end

of the matter which was begun in "da Kerrschaft nirgend ist zu

sehen .bei Geistern und Kenschen"; but the being on whom they

depend is only a personality in the sense that the day ("der Allver-

:sammelnde") is a personality; it is a being which exists in a

different frame of reference, which I have tried to express in the

formula "the God of the God that becomes present": the essence of
20

divinity becoming present, -hich takes place in human form.

Similarly, the singularity of the God should not mislead: just as

stars in German are singularised in "Gestirn", so "divinity" is

not necessarily, or necessarily always, to be conceived of in

singular terms. It is this fact that the poem endeavours to

circumscribe. It does not, despite appearances, essentially

describe the God becoming present, and then going away, and then

coming back again to men. It attempts to grasp the existence of

what is "divine" in its very essence, as a universal principle or

generality, and it does this with the images and metaphors which

are at the disposal of language.

The question as to the function of the last triad might present
21

difficulties. Its meaning seems to be firstly as a reminder

that the poem is, at least as far as the human "generation" or

"race" goes, prophetic, not "present" fact. "Hope reddens the cheeks"

(1.122), to be sure, but the situation is chiefly that the very

ground is still groaning with the storm, and there is the ominous

warning at the end:

Demi/
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Derm es hasst dich, was
Du, vor der Zeit,
AllkrSftige, zum Lichte gezogen (11.151-153).

It is the affirmation of the great barrier of the poem, the barrier

between the poet and the people for whom he speaks. Only he

receives the God, only he invites the divine presence. "Flame

and shore and the flood of the sea" he has in common with them,

but they can learn only from the stars before their eyes, the

beings in the night, which they may never hope to be like; while
22

it may be said that he has the more direct teaching. Secondly,

the three stanzas seem to have the form of a kind of unwinding of

the triadic process by which men attain to "thankfulness": the

three stages have already been discussed. They are here in

reverse. It may be said also that the triple shadow surrounding

Christ in stanza b fits in with this pattern as well. There is

the "deadly doom" hanging over Christ: that is to say his death

at the hands of men; there is the light of his presence coming

mildly "through wilderness", by which, perhaps, the mediated word

of scriptures is implied; and there is Christ in the open world

of nature, yet surrounded by elements which all provide cooling

or shadow, the tree, the well, the hills. Here, then, we may see

firstly that state wEth which the main body of the poem closed:

the storm in passing away, and "light-breathing airs" announce the

arrival of the divinities in "our house". Peace is seen, perhaps

more as a vision or hope than an actuality, and "a presentiment

holds the soul" (1.127). With it there comes a feeling—and as

such it cannot be called illusory—of immortality; "few seem to

die" and "a promise upholds the oldest" through that anticipation

"sent by the golden light" (11.12^,128,129). Central to the first

stanza of the triad there is the image: "vor der Thfire des Hausses /

Sizt/



Sisst Mutter und Kind" (11 *123,12*0, an image of utmost simplicity,

covering all the spectrum from the physical, earthly peace such a

pair represent, to the divine sysygy of Virgin and Child, or nature

or earth and the incarnate god. The house before whose door they

sit may be related to the house into which all the promised gods

are to be gathered: and here the mysterious question arises as to

whether they sit before the door because they hrve emerged from the

house after the storm, or because they are waiting for the invita-

ition to enter. The second stanza of the triad relates to that

stage which has been described by the term "wilderness". Cares,

or toils, are the "spice of life" which are "prepared from above

and also carried out" (11,130-132). This does not simply mean

that they are sent from above, but that, as was seen in stanzas 6

and 7, the God actually enacts the sufferings and trials of men,

"sharing all fate". "For nil is pleasing now" (1,133) refers to

the fact that cares and toils are described as spices, adding

character and vitality to life. "So that, when stillness returns,

there should also be a speech (or language)" is the rule according

to itfhich all things, bad as well as good, are gathered into one

for the perfection with which the process ends. This perfection

is like the image of mother and child: simplicity itself, whose

images express the most; and thus "simplicity" or "the onefold"

("EinfMltiges") "pleases most" (11,13*0, since it expresses the

feet that "all pleases now". The central lines of this stanza

introduce "the long sought-for, the golden fruit" (1,135,136), of

which vje have already spoken, which is called "the form of the

heavenly ones" (1,14-1): it is perfection, the ripened fruit, but

whose ripening is the toil and confusion. The "ancient stem" of

which it comes suggests the return of the "days of innocence",
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though after a millennial storm, not the storm of one lifetime

only. In thin storm the fruit "falls away", but it is rescued

by "holy fate itself" (11,139*1^0), that principle which forms

the central pillar of this central stage of the process, that

which is "met" ("trift daran ein Schiksaal"), but by which the

end is achieved. Ac the first stanza of the triad pointed forward

(or backi) to the second, with its mention of the storm still

raging, if abated, so here in the second the third is anticipated:

for the fruit falls away, is forgotten, nd when it is recovered

it is "protected by gentle weapons" (ib). It must be protected,

for always there is the antiromial tendency aimed at destroying

or frustrating the process which leads to perfection: that which

was celled "insolence", in this case. This, I think, must be the

explanation of the rather obscure last stanza. The reference seems

to be to the—much reinterpreted, not to say mangled*—myth of Rhea

and feus, the prototypal mother and child: Rhea sonde her son

feus to be nurtured by the satyr-divinity, Pan; when he is grown

to strength he overthrows his father and takes back from him the

children he devoured; but his overthrowing of his father is also

the downfall of his father's consort, in that feus is now the chief

god, and his brethren are subject to him rather than to their mother.

It is the myth of the overthrow of the powers of nature by the

powers of the ruling consciousness, which in this sense is the

"insolent" function. The most adequate explanation, however, lies

in the text itself.

Es hssst dich, was
Du, vor der Seit
AllkrSftige, zum Lichte gezogen (11.151-153);

this shows quite clearly the meaning of the "enemy" (1,1^6); the

enemy/



enemy is that which has been prematurely awakened, that is, given
?3

consciousness. If the being awakes and sees "no mastery among

spirits or men, then the bewilderment and confusion o" the situ¬

ation might well induce him to overstep himself, and turn to

"insolence", in which he will overlook the presence of the divine.

The fact that this is a new aspect of the unconscious rejection

of the divine is cf no importance: rather it bears out what has

already been said about it being the movement of the process

rather than the actual moments in it which are of significance.

The poem appears to close on the theme that, although the divine

has momentarily been revealed (in the poem, -nd the poem becomes

in this light like the presence of the god, which "sparing, always

mindful of the measure, touches only for a moment the dwelling of

men"), it is now necessary, in some respects, tc return to sleep

while the millennial storm comes to its end. Yet even in this,

paradoxically, the peace which the poem celebrates is brought,

for Nature, who has "built much nd buried much" (11.1^9,150)

ceases from her lamentation over her children lost and buried

through premature awakening, and becomes aware of the process

which must take place ("nun keenest, nun iHssest du diss", 1.15*0»

and so is able to leave it to ripen, "fearfully active", in the

depths (1.156).^

-j
4.- The elegy 'Heimkunft'.

There seem to be three main sections in the poem, roughly

divided into three groups of two stanzas each. The first two

sections apparently set up a tension cf opposites which is resol-

:ved in the third. The opposites are those of the poet's experi¬

ence , firstly, of an inner world in which the deity or deities

preside/
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preside and work, snd secondly, the "fatherland" of the poet, that

is, the community or society to which ho belongs, snd to which he

makes a return. These are resolved in, thirdly, the poet's

return to his fatherland bearing gifts Irons this inner!y-expericnced

world.

This first realm is called an "inner" world, tut the first

stanza in fact has it, mere cr less, as an actual experience.

There is, however, no conflict between inner and outer, and the

second stanza contents itself with unobtrusive stressing of the

subjective aspect of the poet's experience. This stressing

simply exists in the sense that the description does not belong

to the world of tang ble objects: there is nothing to suggest

that the "pure, blissful god" (11.21,22) is not a reality which

cannot be objectively experienced. The movement, of the first

stanza, which affects the whole movement of the poem, is one of

night and day. Thus the "storm-bird" appears towards the end of

the stanza (l.ll) "marking the time" and "calling the day" (11.11,12),

and the village in the mountains is "awake" (1.13). Thus the

poem's opening statement has particular force: "Drinnin den Alpen

ists noche helle Nacht..." (l.l). The night remains, even when

the day is coming: but it is a "bright" night. It is lit,

certainly, by the storm and its lightnings, which explains the

apparently paradoxical image, yet account should also be given to

the paradox, for in a sense the "chaos" (1.5) of this Alpine

valley is one in which opposites are united. Thus the stanza

also uses expressions such as "slowly hastens" (ib.), or"celebrates

loving strife" (1.6). This leads tc the central theme of this

first stanza: that the experience is of an inner world. Phrases

such as "drin in cien Alpen", "dekt drirmen das gMhner.de Thai" (1.2),

"in/
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"in den ewigen Schranken" (1.7), "schaut in der Tiefe drinnen"

(1.13) all accentuate this quality, as well as the complete

contrast, in the third stanza, with the "friendly open valleys"

(1.48). The relation of this inner world to an outer one not

yet introduced is of extreme importance. The relation is much

as the womb is to the born child, or the seed to the plant's

ariel parts. "The year there grows more endlessly" (1.9), the

"ground steams, sensing growth" (11.15,16), and the "immeasurable

workshop stirs its arm" (11.17,18). This process is also seen

in more vertical terms, where the valley-floor ("der Grund", 1.16)

bears the same relation to the upper spaces as does the outer to

the inner world. The storm is sent to the valley below, and in

the same way the mountain streams (which shape and feed valleys),

fall "like lightning" (1.15). The way is thus paved for the

vertical imagery of the second stanza, in which the "pure, bliss-

:ful god" is seen upon his throne high above the "silver heights"

with their "roses" of snow (11.19,20). He is "inclined to give

life" (1.24), which means that a spring is coming (cf.1.29), sent

from above; and the stanza closes:

Und hinab in die Tiefe wirkt, und Bffnet und aufhellt
Wie er's liebet, und jezt wieder ein Leben beginnt, etc.

(1.33ff.)

The god bestows gifts on a more spiritual as well as on the natural

level:

der Gott

Vohlgediegenes C-liik den Sthdten und HHussern...
... sendet
Und mit langsamer Hand Traurige wieder erfreut...(11.27-30).

The "chaos" is thus not a chaos to which order is necessarily set

in opposition: the chaos is itself ordered in the fact that the

god presides over the immeasurable or titanic forces at v/ork in

the/
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the mountain valley. The chaos does, however, contrast with the

"civilised" world—the term is used simply in contrast to the

"divine wild" which describes the Rhine breaking out of the

mountains (11.62,63), and coming to the ordered world of the plain.

The chaos contrasts with the familiar, friendly world: the morn-

ring comes up "more bacchanalian" (1.8), the year grows "more

endlessly" (l.9)» the days are "more boldly ordered, mixed" (1.10);

and not least, there is in the expression "the holy hours, the days"

a suggestion that time exists oh a vaster scale altogether, measur¬

ing in months as humans would measure in days. The god stands

between the chaos and the ordered human world, "aware of the meas-

:ure" (1.25), aware "of those that breath, hesitating and sparing"

(1.26). This does not indicate that time in the inner world moves

more slowly, but far rather that the god stands between one world

and the other holding a balance between them, so that effects are

not felt wholesale in the outer world from the inner world of the

causes.

This thought heralds the transition into the second part of

the poem,in that the inner, divine, world is the world to which

the poet in a sense belongs, so th, t his song and contemplation is

chiefly related to God and the angels (1.38). But the poet also

takes on a mediatory function, and in his dialogue with the heavenly

powers, he has made a plea for the "outer" world, the human world,

and indeed has prayed for precisely that delaying and sparing in

regard to his kind which has already been ascribed to the god.

The need is that the "spirit" (1.40), probably the same as the

"present spirit" in the previous stanza (1.35) which comes as a

result of God's working down into the depth, should not fall upon

those of the "fatherland" too suddenly (11.39,^0). It is in fact

highly/



highly significant that the prayer of the poet, and the introduction

of the world which lies outside the inner, chaotic world, should

coincide with his returning home, to the land on account, of which

his prayer was made. On the face of it, indeed, this part of the

poan deals with the return home and the description of the familiar

sights, but it is in fact built around mediatory symbols. There

is, as well as the poet himself, the lake, the boat, the rower of

the boat (cf.1.44 with 11.19-22), and Lindau, which is the door

"out into the distance, full of promise" (l.6l), but also the door

home. The contrast in this pert of the poem, however, is neither

between inner and outer, nor between chaos and human order, but

between foreign parts and home. The poet's prayer for his father-

:land, the "land of birth, the ground of home" (1.55)1 leads, we

might say, him home. Furthermore, it is explicitly stated that

it is a "holy gratitude" which brings home "those who have fled

away" (1.42). It is from this new contrast that the deceptively

simple thought stems:

umsonst nicht steht, wie win Sohn, am wellenumrauschten
Thor und siehet unri sucht liebende Ksbmen flir dich,
Hit Gesang, ein wandernder Mann, glUkseeliges Lindau! (11.57-59).

The apparent explanation of these lines comes in the description

"one of the hospitable gates of the land is this" (1.60), in other

words that Lindau is so hospitable that the wanderer, a stranger,

is treated as a son. The real meaning lies deeper: "with song"

identifies the "v/andering man" with the poet. The poet, hov/ever,

is returning home, that is, he is himself a "son". Yet he returns

as a stranger who only appears as a son by grace of Lindau's

hospitable nature. The situation is paradoxical, and indeed is

a reflection of the fact that the poet is coming from an "inner"

world/
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world, to which, as has been mentioned,,he in a sense belongs,

into an "outer" one. Nevertheless, in that he is returning

"home", he is returning to where he belongs, and one would expect

him to be going "in" rather than "out". In the light of this, a

slightly concessive note might be directed in "freilich v/ohll"

which begins the fourth stanza. This stanza contains the word

"schon" in a significant context which points back to a similar

use of the word in the previous stanza: "Die glHnzende Knospe

beginnt schon" (1.51) suggests that spring is coming somewhat

earlier than expected. The allusion is to the second stanza,

where the god's "working into the depth" occasions life to start.

Here, the spring begins on its usual scale, but it must continu¬

ally be borne in mind that symbolically it is beginning on that

vaster, divine scale. Once again, we note that the beginning of

spring coincides with the coming home of the wanderer!,i to whom,

it seems, the spring relates in a particular way: "ties Vogels

Gesang ladet den Wanderer ein" (1.52). The second appearance of

the word "schon" is in the sentence which suddenly genercilises

with the use of "du" in the fourth stanza: "Was du suchest, es ist

nahe, begegnet dir schon" (1.56). In this sentence there is a

subtle blending of time and space, of which the former character¬

ises (in a sense) the first and second stanzas of the poem, and

the latter the third and fourth. What is sought is the home, and

thus it is near, not only in the sense that the wanderer is approach¬

ing it, but also in that it is familiar. There is however also

the sense, communicated chiefly in the word "schon", that what is

sought is something in the sphere of time, that is, something

which will come at the end of the process of growth in that chaos

with which the poem started: a great event, or a new life, or a

"find".

The/
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The find comes at the end of the search, and it is the mention

of it which marks the third part of the poem:

Aber das Beste, der Fund, der unter des heiligen Friedens
Bcogen liegt, er ist Jungen und. Alten gespart (11.79,80),

possibly the weightiest of all single statements in the poem.

To call the rainbow the "peace-bow" (and it is fairly certain

that a rainbow is the image) calls to mind the covenant by which

God promised to spare mankind his storm and flood. It is thus

another mediatory symbol, alluding to the god's tardiness in

bestowing his gifts and his desire to spare mankind the full

weight of his presence. It is well-known that under the rainbow

a treasure lies which is as elusive as the rainbow itself. This

treasure is here called "that which is best", and that which lies

at the end of seeking. "Er ist Jungen und Alten gespart" means

on the one hand that "young and old are spared it"-—another

example of the god's willingness to spare mankind—, but on the

other that it is "saved up for young and old". One might suspect

from this that it is only in death that the "best thing" becomes

available, and indeed the suspicion is greatly strengthened by

the fact that the poet is experiencing and writing of a "homecoming"

expressed in such phrases as

Und in Bergen ein Ort freundlich gefangen mich nimmt

Dort empfangen sie mich... (11.73,73)

Be this as it may, one must also be prepared to accept the fact

that it is life, of a newer and more richly experienced kind, into

which he is going, and if there is a hint of death in it, then

its living qualities are accentuated and heightened all the more.

Moreover, the poet is returning home with the sense of having a

message/
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message to communicate, which yet he cannot formulate:

Thbrig red ich. Es ist die Freude. Doch rtorgen und kUnftig...
Ped'und hoff1 ich nit euch vieles, ihr lieben! davon (11. 1,8*0.

It is not yet made clear, if it is ever, what this message is, yet

in this statement about the rainbow we may c;tch a glimpse of it,

in God's gift and his unwillingness to bestow it too quickly.

What is the gift, the "find" which marks the end of searching,

"that which is best", that which is "near"? robably enough has

been implied hitherto, and enough is said in the last two stanzas,

to make it reasonably certain that the gift, nd the poet's message,

is the fact that he is coming home to give it. The heavenly work

is the poem, a perfect balance of chaos and the highest conrcious-

:nesE that presides over it, of the bestowing and obscuring of the

poetic gift:

Drirnin den Alpen ist's noch helle Nacht, und die Wolke,
Freudiges dichtend, sie dekt drinnen das gHhnende Thai. (11.1,2)

This sense of the poet's homecoming explains the sudden appearance

of soring as he comes home, and it recounts for much of the poet's

seeming to occupy the same mediatory rosition as the god in his

wisdom. To be more explicit, the gift is the gift of communica¬

tion, among humt.ns certainly, but among humans only by grace of

the fact that the communication is essentially between human and

divine. The poet embodies the two worlds which are to be brought

together, in his own person: he has pone out and become a wanderer,

concerned with God and the angels, but now he has returned as a son,

willing to be no longer alone, but one of many. The prayer to the

angels which marks the transition from the fifth to the last stanza

represents the blending of the two worlds: the "angels of the

year/



year" (1.90) may be related to those whose sphere of activity is

the "immeasurable workshop" in the first stanza, where the "year"

is made (1.9)» and the "angels of the house" are plainly those of

the home where the meal is about to be taken, very much with the

sense of religious communion, being both a communion of those

taking part and a communion with the divine presence. The first

lines of the sixth stanza pray, appropriately enough, more particu¬

larly that "nothing humanly good, no hour of the day (cf.1.10),

should be without the joyful ones" (11.93,9^)> end that "such joy

as now when loved ones find one another again, as is right for them

should be fittingly hallowed" (11.95i96). The two planes of

significance of this latter statement, and the question as to

who the "joyful ones" are in the former, is, if one may use the

word, "explained" by the same fact. That is, the reunion of

loved-ones is the one plane, but the other is that cosmic opposites

are uniting as lovers. This may be seen in the way the pronoun

"ihr" is used in the fifth stanza. When it is first used, it

refers to "those" who will "receive" the poet home (1.73)» the

"voice of the town, of the mother" (ib); that is to say of those,

collectively,to whom he belongs, for whom "joy and the sun" still

"blossom" as they did before (1.75)• But when the exclamation

breaks in, "0 sMumt nicht, / Kommt, Erhaltenden ihri..." (11.89,9(0

there has been no direct transition, and for a moment one might

wonder if those addressed are not the same as before: they may

well be described as those who "uphold" in the sense that a man

is a social creature, a fact to which the image of the town bears

living witness. The confusion, momentary as it is, is probably

deliberate, for there is a sense in which the human element is

none other than the angelic, the fusion of the two worlds, of "life

(1.91)/



(1.91) and the "heavenly" (1.92), having already in a sense, in "being

anticipated, taken place. The next problem is more specifically

that of communication. The fifth stanza has it:

Vieles hab ich gehbrt vom grossen Vater und habe
Lang geschwiegen von ihm... (11.8^,85)

This silence has been enforced since "we must often be silent; the

holy names are missing" (1.101). Even for the poet who has spoken

with God, language and communication does not stretch far enough

to express that which wells up into the world of day from that

world where the "days are more keenly ordered, and mixed" (1.10).

Naming the high god is a matter for caution, for the god does not

love "that which is not fitting" and if human "joy is too small to

grasp him", then it would be unfitting to name him (11.99,100). A

time of preparation (to return to the previous condition) seems to

be necessary so that human joy can grow to take on the divine pres¬

ence the poet brings. "Hearts" which "beat" and a "play upon

strings" (11.102, 10J) suggest that such presence can be felt long

before it can be made conscious in speech—as the night, in the

first stanza, continued well into the day, while the Alpine village

was "familiar with height"—and that poetry consists of words and

particularisations, but also of music, which speaks to the heart

if not to the conscious mind, and so works its meaning gradually,

and, we may add, "sparingly". Thus "care" is almost "put at

peace" ("befriedigt", 1.106), "already", after it comes "under the

joyful* .thing (11.105,106)—as the valley in the first stanza came

"under" the lightnings and the streams. The poem is thus to exer-

:cise two functions upon the two planes: firstly, a mediatory

function in preparing its recipients for the higher thing embedded

in/
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communication, on the vast divine level, but hence also on the

human level. It is thus fitting that the poem should finish

upon the subject of the "cares" of the poet. His cares may be

contrasted with those in lines lOO-lO^f: it is not one of the

cares of the poet how he should come face to face with the divine

—he has already done so-—, and so "but not the others" (1.108)

refers to his cares being how to mediate to his fellows. "But

not the others" can, however, also refer to the fact that the

poet's cares are not the cares of his fellows; in other words

that, despite the homecoming, he is alone. In this sense, the

poem seems almost to have come round to the initial situation of

the poet, in which he is alone with the heavenly powers, and has

not yet come "home". The oblique return of a disparity between

the two worlds is, perhaps, what constitutes the elegiac nature

of the poem.

1
j?.- The fragmentary hymn 'Die Titanen'.

The position of the ti.tans of Greek mythology in the poem,

which, as far as can be judged, constitutes the skeleton of a

complete hymn, is a matter which requires some attention: the

tendency is to pass over the fact that not once in the course of

the text, apart from in the title, does their name arise, and to

set about detailed explanations of the text which derive more from

the Titanomachie of the classical writers than from anything in

the poem, as if the poet were incapable of anything but a slavish

dependence on classical sources. The "titans" are what the poem

describes, not the other way round. The classical allusion stems

from the fact that the poem deals with a meeting of highest and

most/
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most infernal (in the non-christian sense of the word), and "The

Titans" is a fitting title only in the sense that the powers of

the abyss are taken, as if for the first time, into the poetic

realm. The title is a poetic shorthand, not that the poem sets

about a reinterpretation of the original myth, but that it recog-

:nises the myth of the titans as a myth, that is to say, as the

subject of poetry.

The poem begins with a series of cryptic statements:

Nicht ist es aber
Die Zeit. Noch sind sie
Unangebunden. Ghttliches trift Untheilnehmende nicht.
Dann mfjgen sie rechnen
Mit Delphi... (11.1-5).

"Noch" makes it reasonable to assume that "the time" is when "they"

are "bound up". "Dann" being also a time-adverb seems, because

of "indessen" which follows in line 5» to refer to "the time", in

which case "GSttliches trift. . ." is a parenthesis referring both

forwards and back. Because of this, and because "Untheilnehmende"

is clearly plural, it may be assumed that "they" are the same as

"those who are unpartaking". because also the parenthesis comes

between time-phrases, it is not unreasonable to suppose that the

idea of the divine "meeting" or "hitting" those who "take part" is

also related to the "time" when "they" are "bound up". We may go

a step farther, and guess that "they", as long as they are "unbound"

(or "unbound-on") are "unpartaking"; when they are bound on,

therefore, they become "partaking", perhaps because the "divine

reaches" them. There is a sense of threat in the idea of the

divine reaching or hitting or meeting, es also in the statement
2

"then they may reckon with Delphi". Delphi has prophetic

significance, and in some measure it is thus connected with the

idea/
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idea of time. The oracular utterance regarding the future, how-

:ever, is of notoriously timeless quality: Delphi would thus come

even closer to the idea of "the time": it is an event to come,

but when it does come, the "divine strikes", and the unbound is

bound.

The next eighteen lines, prefixed by "indessen", are somewihat

more straightforward. The poet asks for it to fall to his lot to

"think of the dead", in hours both of rest and of particular

solemnity, "so that I may rest" (11,5-7). The dead of whom he

will think are those of particular merit:

Feldherrn in alter Zeit
Und schbne irauen und Dichter
Und in neuer

Der MMnner viel (11.8-11).

Eut suffixed to the lines there is the almost inconsequent state¬

ment "but I am alone" (1.12). It is possible that this implies

that those who are dead were together in life, but no substantiation

of this is given. The other possibility is that the dead are,

being dead, joined into the company of the dead, whereas the poet,

the living one, is cut off from them and thus alone. One is

almost tempted to think that his aloneness makes him one of those

who are "unpartaking". The dead are connected with the ocean and

the "fragrant islands", presumably the Isles of the Blessed, and

it is there that the poet, as is suggested may go to seek them.

Nothing more of this is said, however, and lines 16-28 express

rather their relation to the present time. Much "remains over"

of them in "true writings" and in "sagas of the time" (11.16-18).

The fact that there is no transition to the statement that "the

god makes much manifest" (1.19) leads to the assumption that

these/
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these relics of the dead, of bygone days, are the revelations of

the god. And again the following lines may be taken as an ampli¬

fication of this, in the image of the rain, in that "the clouds work

downwards" as they have done "for long now", with the result that

"holy wilderness" takes root, "preparing much" (11.20-22). This

last element of the image leads back to the idea of a time which

is about to begin. The relation of the following lines (11.23-38)

to the earlier part of the passage is seen if, in line 23, "Heiss

ist der Reichtum", the stress is put upon "heis^'rather than

"Reichtum". This makes the "riches" the same as the "holy

wilderness", or possibly the "clouds". The wealth would then refer

to the writings and sagas, the revelations of the god and their

effect upon the time to come. This wealth has the heat of fire,

because "song is missing", and it is song which "sets free the

spirit" (11.23,2*+). The last four lines of the passage then

relate this 'bpirit" to the "heavenly fire" (11.25-28). The spirit

"would devour end be against itself" (11.25,26). The corollary

of this subjunctive statement is the fact that "heavenly fire

never suffers imprisonment". The meaning is clarified through

the fact that "song releases the spirit". In other words, although

we might be tempted to think that the all- and self-destructive urge

of the spirit would be realised if it were let loose, the situation

would rather come about if it were imprisoned, since it "never

suffers" imprisonment and since, because "song is missing" and

"song releases the spirit", the "wealth is hot". The impression

is that the heavenly fire is about "to devour and be against itself".

The heavenly fire seems thus to be set in contrast with "them" at

the beginning of the poem, yet there is a distinct relationship

between them: it may be that when "they" are bound, the spirit is

free/
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free; when the spirit is bound, they are free. The result is

the same, whether they are free or the spirit is bound, because

(although this is anticipating somewhat) "song is missing".

Lines 29-^6, in the same general tone as lines 5-12, also

present a counterpart of the earlier passage. There, the memory

went out to the past and the dead, and the passage finished with

the statement "but I am alone". Here it is, more or less, the

living who are evoked, but beautiful women, warlike men, other

men, and poets are all present again, and the passage closes with

Gut ist es, an andern sich
Zu halten. Denn keiner tr&gt das Leben allein. (ll.^5,L6)

The first image is that of the maiden at the festive meal, which

in contrast but also in connection with the hours of solemnity in

which the poet sought to think of the dead, celebrates the living.

The war which is evoked in lines 33-59 is similarly children's

games of war. There is a curious interplay of past and present

in this sequence: the "play-fight" (1.33) is thought of as memory

of battle" (1.36), and the image of the weapons as being "softened

resting at the slender breast of children of the hero-fathers"

(11.36-39) would suggest that, rather than children playing with

old weapons, they lie in state, like the heroic fathers, with the

weapons resting (again, an echo of line 6) on their breast. The

maiden and the children nevertheless seem to represent the genera¬

tions to come: the "wilderness", it will be recalled, is "prepar¬

ing much" out of the fund of the past. If this connection exists,

then it may be of significance that the wilderness is now "gardens"

(1.35)• Certainly, as the passage continues, the poet seems to

be reflecting upon the idea of order: he sees bees, the ploughman

who/
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who "makes the furrows", end birds which "sing towards the light"

(11.40-43). The bees* and the ploughman's relation to order is

plain, but the function of the birds in "helping heaven" (11.43,44)

may well be related to the idea of song "releasing the spirit",

which means that the "heavenly fire" does not devour, bringing

an end to all order. The fact that the poet "sees" these things

(11.44,45) indicates that he is not blind to them, that is, that

he has a new sense of appreciation of them, over against his

former feeling of being alone, and his desire to seek the fellow-

;ship of the dead.^ The passage which follows upon this (11.47-61)

intensifies the new feeling. The birds sang "towards the light",

and the poem also seems to have moved in this direction:

Wenn aber ist entztindet
Der geschSlf^ige Tag... (11.47,48).

This "day" is the mundane world, and yet it is in its "judicious-

:ness" (1.59)* oenetrated through and through with the divine.

The imagery is, despite apparent simplicity, quite complex.

"Entztindet", firstly, describes not homely toil but a feverish

or passionate state; similarly it "sets alight", which evokes

rather the lightning than the coming of the sun. Heavenly fire is

in fact present in this passage both as the sun and as the light¬

ning. The "chain which diverts the lightning" (11.49,50)

"glistens with dew" (1.52). Lightning which is diverted cannot

destroy, but the use of the word "chain" also suggests imprison¬

ment. Is the divine fire then imprisoned in the earth? It has

already been seen that this is a dangerous thing. These compli-

:cations, however, point in another direction: "the lofty thing

must be felt (or must feel itself) among mortals" (11.53i54).

Two possibilities arise from this: firstly, the lofty thing has

humbled/
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humbled itself to be among mortals, and secondly, mortals must

feel within them the aspiration brought by having the heavenly

principle amongst them. Because of the interrelationship of

mortal and d.ivine, men are impelled to actions which create culture:

they build houses and the "work-shop1 goes", and the ship crosses

the rivers. A further manifestation of the divine among men is

then when they extend their hands to one another in a gesture of

communication, which may be compared with the significance of

the earlier comment: "Gut ist es, and andern sich / Zu halten..."

(11.^5,^6). The oyerall sense seems to be one of balance, to

the extent that "the eyes are not turned to the ground in vain"

(11.60,6l), because even on the ground the heavenly presence is to

3
be found, as the ploughman was able to teach. It may thus be

seen that the implication; of binding in the "chain which diverts

the lightning" does not have the sense of imprisoning, but of

being "bound on" to the earth. One senses some measure of resolu¬

tion here in the idea that the imprisonment of the divine fire can

thus be "diverted", so to speak, into a bond of unity; Neverthe¬

less the undertones are still a little disquieting.

In fact, line 62 introduces a new element, and a new pronoun

of address:

Ihr fiihlet aber
Auch andere Art. (11.62,63)

Who this is addressed to is not at all certain: almost the only

other plural beings in the poem are "they" at the beginning; while

"ftihlet aber auch" nevertheless suggests a complementary statement

to "muss... / das Hohe sich ftihlen". It is possible that it could

refer to "Sterbliche" (1.53)» though it is difficult to see why

the poet should suddenly set himself thus apart from his fellows.

It/
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j t is possible also that it refers to "Toite" (1.72) or even "die

Himrnlischen" (1.76). The sense, despite this difficulty, is

nevertheless clear: the resolution so far has reached the stage

of "judiciousness", of a balance of divine and mortal which seems

to be decidedly in favour of mortals. But that which is "pure"

must also be known (1.66). For this principle to "know itself"

(ib.) the presence of that which is "coarse" is also necessary

(1.65). This indicates a more lasting balance, perhaps, than

the interfusion of divine and earthly which came about through

the poet's attitude's acceptance of the mundane world. Despite

the poet's acceptance of it, it seems still conspicuously lacking

in "song". Perhaps the "song" required is of an explicit nature:

i.e. a song which will have as its subject "the Titans".

The last sixteen lines of the fragment bind up the elements

so far introduced. The "coarse" principle is the function that

is inferior in the same sense that the "pure" principle is

superior. The end of the poem appears to deal with the "time"

anticipated at the poem's beginning. The "shatterer of all"

(1.69), which appears to be the "spirit" in its fiery devouring

aspect, reaches down into the depths: but its purpose is not to

devour but to make them "living". This must be because they are

dead, and indeed they are the realm of the dead which was invoked

at the beginning of the poem. Lines 69 to 71,

meinen die,
Es komme der Himmlische
Zu Todten herab... (11.69-71),

bring in some difficulty. It does not seem out of place to suppose

that "they" are the same as "they" at the beginning of the poem,

especially since their realm seems to be the "unbound abyss"

(1.72)/



(1.72). But why do they only "think" the heavenly One is coming

to the dead, with a subjunctive following? Are they wrong in

thinking this? The only explanation that springs to mind is

that "der Allerschiitterer" and "der Himmlische" are not one and

7
the same. "Their" mistake, if it is a mistake, is certainly

pardonable, but it is possible to see a difference in the two

epithets. Both are aspects of the superior principle, but the

one, as is testified by the statement: "Manche helfen / Dem Himmel

...", is the aspect of light and day and calmness; the other, how-

:ever, is the aspect which is "lacking in song", and is a storm-

borne devouring fire. The difficulty regarding the implication

of the process here is still not resolved. Indeed a further

difficulty crises: the "unbound abyss" is described as "marking

all" ("allesmerkend", 1.73). How, if "they" are one with this

realm which "marks all", can they have been described as "unpartak-

:ing"? A parallel contrast has, however, already been mentioned:

when the poet is engaged in thoughts of the dead, the poet remarks

"but I am alone" (1.12); but when he has turned to the land of the

living, he says "the poet sees this" (11.44,45). The contrast

corresponds exactly, though on the human rather than the cosmic

level, to "unpartaking" and "all-marking". The correspondence

helps in providing a connection of "unpartaking - dead" and "all-
g

marking - alive". In this context it should be noted that the

epithet "allesmerkend" follows the central part of this last

passage: "gewaltig dymmerts / Im ungebundenen Abgrund" (11.71,72):

dawn breaks, light comes, life comes to the dead. To complete

the picture, it should be observed that, although there is plainly

a connection between the early statement "they are yet unbound"

and the late phrase "in the unbound abyss", the word in the latter
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case is "ungebunden", and in the former "unsngebunden". It is

natural to overlook this point, just as it was natural to see in

"chain" in line 49 an allusion to the imprisonment of the spirit.

The ambiguity is probably deliberate. The "time" spoken of at

the beginning of the poem is namely not ^the time when "they", free

till now, shall be bound, so much as the time when they will be

joined, i.e. "bound on" to the upper principle. This point is

not adequately taken into account by interpretations which see in

"noch" in line 12 a negating particle, giving the sense "nor are

9
they unbound", rather than an adverb of time. The recognition

of an ambiguity in "unangebunden" would, however, admit of both

interpretations. The threatening nature of the statement in line

3, "Gdttliches trift Untheilnehmende nicht", has already received

mention: it may now be seen that the image of the lightning lies

behind it. The question arises now, however: has the Divine not

met them because they are unpartaking, or are they unpartaking

because the lightning has not hit them? It comes, in fact, to

much the same thing: that which is unpartaking is that which the

heavenly fire has not met. Now, however, a new light is cast

upon the situation: it is seen that they are unpartaking because

they are related to the world of the dead, but also that they are

"unbound" because they are "unbound-on". The"all-shatterer" is

therefore the lightning-aspect of the divine principle: when the

"time" comes, it "reaches down into the depths", the realm of the

dead, "to make it live"—the purpose is indicated in the subjunc¬

tive "werde" (1.68). This then appears as a challenge to the

inferior principle, which then believes, one supposes, that the

heavenly power is invading its territory. It therefore reacts

by coming violently alive, which is exactly the effect whichvas

desired/
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desired. Whether the supposition of those of the abyss were

right or wrong, it now seems that the domain of the devouring

heavenly fire, the lightning or the "shatterer of all" is none

other than the ab,yss. This is an extraordinarily audacious

stroke on the part of the poet, but it is justified by the afore¬

mentioned relation between the binding of the spirit and the
10

"unbound-ness" of the abyss. It is possible that the superior

and inferior principles do not exist as absolutes, but only in

relation to one another: thus when the spirit is freed, it is

the same as saying that the abyss is bound on, or given, to the

spirit as its realm; when the abyss is unbound, on the other hand,

it is the same as saying that the heavenly fire is in captivity,

which it cannot tolerate, and so "devours and is against itself".

Again, it seems that the poet withdraws the implication that

inferior and superior principles are exactly one and the same thing:

Nicht mBcht ich aber sagen
Es werden die Himmlischen schwach
V.enn schon es aufgMrt. (11.75-77)

The principle of heavenly order and calm never loses its control,

and should the chaotic powers of the abyss become too active, it

asserts its strength in its wrath:

der Vogel des Himmels ihm
Es anzeigt. Vunderbar
Im Zorne kommet er drauf. (II.8I-83)

Nevertheless, the poem has achieved the binding on of the inferior

realm to the heavenly realm, and in this sense, clearly, the rough

and fiery powers of the abyss are seen as part of the heavenly
11

fire. The ejid-product is not an apocalyptic overthrow of evil,

but the uniting of upper and lower on the human sphere through the

union/
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union of heavenly and demonic on the cosmic sphere, so that God

may be found on the earth, and divine purity recognised by its
12

opposite. c The poet begins by seeking the dead (11.13-15)•

His poem finds them, and through the inclusion of the principle

of death into the living poem, the dead become alive:

Denn lang schon wirken
Die Wolken herab
Und es wurzelt vielesbereitend heilige Vildnisft (11.20-22)

6.- The ode 'Der Abschied' (2nd version).

The poem is suspended between the poles of death and life, a

warm human contact which is the embodiment of fulfilled love, and

a quiet ideal soul-state in which the love of the poet and Diotima

is found beyond its death. The poem begins with the end of the

relationship, which is immediately expressed as the violent law¬

less ending of life in murder. To end the affair in parting iB

considered "good and prudent" (1.1): though this is not refuted,

it is quite clear that it goes against the "god" in the two lovers

(1.4), who is known through a kind of self-knowledge, or perhaps

through en intimate knowledge of each other:

AchJ wir kennen uns wenig
Denn es waltet ein Gott in uns (11.3»*0.

This god of the actuality which the lovers are denying in parting

is opposed to what is "good and prudent". Because the parting
2

"betrays" (1.5) the god, and the "other order" (1.9) in turn

represents the opposite pull from the wish not to betray him, it

would appear logical to set "good and prudent" in the same category

as the "world's-sense" (ib.): the social sense runs counter to

the true needs of the personalities involved. The 'tiorld's-sense"

is expressed, in the same way as the "god in us" as a moving

power/
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power? yet it can also be said that it is the "good and prudent"

thinking of the lovers. Whet has therefore happened is that this

kind of consciousness has divided them from the in-dwelling god-

:head of their love, and that this division is a kind of murder.

This does not take place purely on an inner level, as it is also

the actual, physical parting which is expressed by the physical

reality of murder. The first stanza-triad ends with a comment

which seems to stress the human physical reality of the lovers'

love and their parting: because of the demands of the "world's-

sense", because of the passing of physical presence, the soul,

the inner relationship of the lovers, will eventually be lured

away from love's immediacy, and forgetfulness will follow.

The second triad centres round the idea of death, though per-

:haps of suicide rather than murder: though in fact the "murder"

in the first triad, being an act of the lovers against their

inner self, may also be called a suicide. The death is seen in

three different ways. Firstly, it is a sacrificial death, as an

act of atonement for the fact that men end gods have become sepa¬

rated through the "rooted monster, fear" (11.13,1^), which is

obviously a development of the "world's-sense". The heart of

those who love must bleed and pass away: the implication is that

this will bring about a uniting of the divided human and divine

spheres—a strange paradox, when it is considered that the division

of the lovers at the beginning of the poem, i.e. the very death

which here has this positive function, is seen as a sacrifice to

the"world's sense", a betrayal of the "god in us", and thus the

cause, so to speak, of the division of men and gods. Secondly,

there is death in its welcome form as a draught of "holy poison"

(1.22) of the waters of Lethe, of forgetfulness. This is seen as

a/
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a "saving" (1.21) thing, bringing as it does the forgetting of

both love and hate. Here again there is a paradox: The welcome

forgetfulness is, as before, a following of the "other order" of

the'World's sense", which, through habit, lures even the soul out

of the lover and makes him forget. The central stanza of the

triad, however, has death in a third aspect: "o lass nimmer von

nun an mich / Dieses TBdfLiche sehn..." (U.17»l8). In fact this

stanza is so finely balanced by ambiguity that it seems almost not

to say anything. The central word, "dass" in line 18, makes two

meanings equally possible. Firstly: "oh let me never from now

on see this deathly thing"—i.e. the parting—"so that I may yet

in peace, draw away into loneliness"; secondly: "oh let me never

...see this deathly thing, which is that I may yet—i.e. despite

its deathliness—draw away...in peace". The fact that "and yet

the farewell be ours" (1.20) does not clarify the ambiguity: in

the first case, unaware of the deathly thing, he would be free to

recollect the parting in loneliness, i.e. not to forget it; in

the second, rejecting the idea that he may find peace, he also

rejects the idea that he may be left with peaceful recollection of

the parting. What, finally, may we learn from "let me be silent"

(1.17)7 Nothing, in three ways. Firstly, "let me be silent"

indicates the drawing away into loneliness, to brood in peace

upon the parting. Secondly, it is a general comment upon the

poem itself: "let me be silent" means a rejection of loneliness

and peace in whch to brood on the parting: to accept that"deathly

thing" would be ultimately to betray real, warm, human life, which

is what was betrayed at the parting. But thirdly, "let me be

silent" means "let me die", end this links with the positive aspect

of death in the other two stanzas of this triad, with "Muss der
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Liefcenden Herz vergehn" (l.l6), and "Hingehn will ich..." (1.25).

Both possibilities are inherent in this third meaning: "let me

not accept the death of our love" means "let lovers' hearts die

as a sacrifice", i.e. let their essence not be changed by "custom";

and "let me not see the deathly life without her, so that I may

remember in peace" means "1 will pass away" ("hingehn will ich"),

i.e. into loneliness and death.

As this second triad is riddled with ambiguity, so the closing

triad also does not contrive a resolution to the paradoxes which

have emerged. God and "world's-sense" continue to exist side-

by-side, and death still has its double aspect of murder and forget-

:fulness. The possibility is that"here", i.e. in the place of

parting, the lovers will meet again. Ey this time, however,

the sacrifice will have been fully made, whether as a deliberate

defiant sacrifice, or a forgetting through following the demands

of the "world's-sense": thus the river will have been crossed into

the land of the blessed, and they will be bloodless (see 1.26).

Yet with this done, with all this accepted, the god comes through

victorious even over death.^ The "conversation" which "leads"

the lovers "down and up" (1.29) may smack somewhat of "custom"

and the "world's-sense", but it may also be an opposite of "let

me be silent" (1.17), that is, meaning a return from death to

life (hence "down" and then "up"). This is confirmed in the stste-

:ment: "a heart warms in us" (1.32), and the return of the sounds

of life:
,

Staunend seh ich dich an, Stimmen und stissen Sang,
Vie aus voriger 7eit, hbr ich und Saitenspiel. (ll.33»3iO

The last image of the golden lily, mystical as it almost appears to

be, takes up the thought of the poem but leaves the ambiguity and

paradox/
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paradox intact. The stream over which it blossoms may be seen

as the Lethe. The golden lily pours its scent towards the

lovers "over the stream" (1.36); but upon which side are they?

Is the perfection of the love in the image of the golden lily one

which will only come in or after death? Cr does it lie on the

far side of death, that is, when parting and forgetfulness have

been experienced and both rejected and accepted? Cr can it be

said, that rather than the lily's scent pouring over the stream,

the flower is simply "above" the stream? In this case, the flower

would be rooted in it, but would also in a sense unite what was

on either side of it. A stream divides: can there be a trans-

:formation of the "rooted monstrosity", dividing fear, into the

golden lily, so that the divine realm of the lovers, and the

"prudent" realm of the "world", are brought together?

1
_7.- The hexameter 'An ihren Genius'.

The poem seems quite straightforward, the first three lines

being a prayer to "her" guardian angel for blessing, the last

three concentrating upon the fact that she lives outside her own

time, and seeming to long for her union with the land and the time

she belongs to. An ambiguity crops up here. On the one hand

the poet seems to be asking that her "time" should be round her

in the sense that he is asking for a return of that time, "Phidias'

time" (1.6), the time of Athens' glory. On the other hand, how-

:ever, the "land of the blessed" (ib.), although pointing to

Athens, is also the land of the dead. In other words, she will

ne*ver be fulfilled in her lifetime, and the poem is like a prayer

for her death, in that her death is her completion.

E./
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1_.- The fifth group of poems is referred to as the central theme,

the Theme of Home and the Passage of Life,

1
2»- The first poem is the hymn 'Die Wanderung',

The structure of the poem may cause some difficulties. Accor-

:ding to the content, the temptation might be to take the stanza

grouping as follows: 2,2,3,2. The first group is sung in praise

of the Motherland, Swabia; the second concerns the 'journey east¬

wards, whether in the poet's imagination or in the tale of the

"forebears" who met with the "children of the sun" and founded a

new race; the third concerns Greece and the poet's relation to

it; and the fourth returns to the homeland. Yet the formal struc¬

ture actually suggests a division of the poem into three, with an

arrangement of 12,12,15 stanza lines to each triad; and a differ¬

ent idea of the content arises from this. The praise for the

homeland is, firstly, contrasted with the desire to journey east¬

wards, the desire felt by the poet and clearly by the "forebears",

which makes sense because the praise given to the homeland centres

round the idea of "home" as the place of abiding and not wandering;

secondly, there is the meeting of the "German race" and the "children

of the sun", which is followed by the excursion to Ancient Greece,

obviously in association with, or as a southward continuation of,

the journey east: the common factor here is that, in terms of the

first and lost triads, the poet is "abroad"; so that it comes as

no surprise, thirdly, that the journey should then lead back home,

and, after a backward glance at Greece which is clearly made from

home, continues the initial reflection upon the idea of remaining.

There is, however, yet a third way of looking at the structure.

Here/
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Here, four groups of paired stanzas radiate from the central stanza,

whose subject is the mingling of the two races, and whose central

lines are: "aus den Heiligvermhhlten / Wuchs schbner, denn alles..."

(11.57,58). The links in the paired stanzas appear tenuous at

first, being perceived primarily in almost incidentally-mentioned

symbols: in the fourth and sixth stanzas it is the tree, in the

third and seventh the swallow, in the second and eighth the river,

particularly the Rhine, and in the first and last stanzas it seems

to be that which is sent to the earth end its creatures from a

p. rticul;r source, in the first stanza the mountains, in the last

heaven itself. The central theme is thus that of a marriage of

opposites (bound by a "v;andering"), and this is alluded to in the

central symbols of the three inner pairs of stanzas: the tree in

the fourth and sixth unites and is also growth, the swallow in the

third and seventh joins that which is distant, and the river in the

second and eighth is the gesture of separation.

These three views of the poem's structure are not mutually

exclusive: on the contrary, they probably correspond to the

varying levels on which the poem may be read. This interpretation

goes from the last-mentioned of the three, but takes in the second

also to the extent that the central three stanzas are regarded

r ther as a triad than a pair and a central stanza: this does not

mean that the triadic arrangement of the first three and last three

stanzas is left out of the account.

For brevity's sake, the interpretation begins with the central

triad, so that it will not be necessary to make two separate

appraisals of the first half of the poem on its two levels. The

poem's purpose in the meeting of the German race with the "children

of the sun", whatever its theoretical allusions, is plain enough.

There/
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There is at first miscomprehension between the two peoples, and

the fact that neither can understand the other, together with the

close proximity (the touching of garments, 1.^3), brings the danger

of strife among them. Yet there is that about the olive tree

which brings harmony to them, a "coolness" which comes from above

(11.^6,47), so that those at the tree's foot gaze upwards and then

extend the hand of friendship (11.50,51). With the action, it

seems, there comes understanding, for not only, before the climax

in the intermarriage of their children, do the two races exchange

"weapons and the dear possessions of the house" (11.52,55), but

they exchange also "the word" (1.5*0. After the description of

the marriage and its aftermath, the poet reintroduces himself, and

at the same time duplicates the theme. For a single race, that

which "is more perfect than all which was named, before and after,

of men" (11.58-60), grows out of the marriage of the two. It is

this single race which the poet now seeks, for the purpose of

repeating the ceremony of the marriage of the two races:

Wo aber wohnt ihr, liebe Verwandten,
Dass wir das BUndnisswiedergeben
Und der ftieuren Ahnen gedenken? (11.61-63)

This implies, since the poet is a German, that those whom he seeks,

although a mingling of the two races, are now become themselves

"children of the sun". Therefore he asks, naturally enough,

"where do you dwell?" (l.6l). The answer to the question comes

in the sixth stanza: "there", in Greece, or rather in the Greek

lands lying on either side of the Aegean. There is not really a

question of this race being found at the Black Sea, and the phrase

"dort wart auch ihr" (1.68) should not be token to imply this. The

phrase may mean that the new race, the mixture of the Germans and

the/
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the "children of the sun", were in Greece as well as the Greeks,

2
although it is difficult to see the relevance of such a situation.

It is more likely, however, that the relevance of "auch" is to be

seen in "Kraniche" (1.66): i.e, "there...where the cranes...are

closed round by the far-shading mountains, there you were also"

(11.64-68). In other words, the descendants of the Germans and

the "children of the sun" are the ancient Greeks. Thus the German

poet, following in the footsteps of his forefathers, but following

also the waves of the river that rises in the same mountains as

the Rhine, and flows towards the Black Sea and ultimately to the

Aegean with its islands, seeks out those forefathers, yet seeks

them as strangers, as the same "children of the sun" with whom

the German forefathers forged their bond; and he finds them in

Greece as the Ancient Greek people. The impression given by this

historicity, together with the great geographical distance involved,

is that the poet is seeking within his own world, i.e. within his

own self—whether as an individual or the representative of his

race—something immeasurably deeply buried and yet inalienably
■$

his own. It is the paradoxical relationship of that which is

related and familiar and that which is alien and distant which

forms the core of the hymn.

The seventh stanza seems to confirm this, in that it not only

relates the world of Ancient Greece to the poet's homeland but also

indicates that what is best in the poet's homeland is in some way

Greece, or sent from there: the cherry-and peach-trees (which

recall the first stanza, much as do the woods and mountains in

the sixth stanza), the swallows and the stars, all make him think

of Ionia and of the "land of Homer" (1.79), whose heroes, it will

be remembered, made great crossings through the Greek seas. Here

the/
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the deceptively simple statement occurs: "doch .'enschen / 1st Gegen-

SrfMrtiges lieb'" (11.86,87). The meaning is ostensibly that, since

the poet dreamed about Greece while he was at home, he had to come

and see the actuality. There are ramifications, however. Firstly,

Ancient Greece is sundered in time, as well as geographically, from

the poet. Hence his desire, it might be argued, to look on Ancient

Greece; but once again there is the problem of how he can desire

to see something ancient and distant, when it is "present things"

which are dear to human beings. If this were truly the case, what

is the explanation for the outburst: "but I will go to the Caucasosi"

(1.25)? The reasons for the wish are given:

sagen hbrt ich
Noch heut in den Lilften
Frei sei'n, wie Schwalben, die Dichter
Auch hat mir ohnediss
In jiingeren Tagen eines vertraut
Es seien vor alter Zeit...etc. (11.25-31)5

this is followed by the description of the meeting of the races in

ancient days. In other words, the second reason is that, as a

member of his race, the poet is related to the land of Greece and

its people. The reasons are thus widely contrasting ones: in one

case he claims his desire as an individual, free from the laws that

bind others; in the other, as a member of his race and related to

that distant people; in one case he wills it because he is free,

in the other because he wishes to re-establish a "bond". In a

similar fashion, poets are free "as swallows" in the third stanza,

but in the seventh, the swallow comes from afar, and telling tales

of the far lands, and "builds her house" (1.8*0, that is, settles

and stays. But the mention of a "house" recalls the spirit of

Swabia in the first stanza, which remains "near to the hearth of

the house" (1.8), a development of which is seen in the second

stanza/
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stanza: "Schwer verlasst / Was nahe dem Ursprung wohnet, den Ort"

(11.18,19), and:

Sie alle meinen, es wSre
Sonst nirgend besser zu v/ohnen. (11.23,24)

We have, in fact, reached the same paradox as before, the paradox

of familiar and foreign.

To help understand this paradox, attention should be devoted

to the remaining four paired stanzas. The eighth stanza presents

a somewhat different picture of the Mother from that with which the

poem begins. There she was "blessed" (l.l), and thoroughly worthy

of the praise accorded to her. Now she is "unfriendly and hard to

win". The reason for this changed aspect would at first sight

appear to be jealousy: that is, when one of her children "escapes"

(1.93) from her, she becomes unfriendly. But in such a case, one

would have expected rather "win back" than "win"; in other words,

there is not so much the difficulty of coming back to her as of

coming to her at all. This interpretation is confirmed by the

illustration of the Rhine: the Rhine is one of her sons, and his

flowing away from her to some unknown destination in the distance

is regarded less as the cause than the result of her unfriendliness,

her being "closed" (1.93)* The Rhine, namely, wished to "rush to her

heart" (1.95)- Before examining the implications here, it would

be well to return to the theme of rivers in the first and second

stanzas. The second stanza has it that "loyalty" is innate to

Swabia, the Mother (1.18): this is because she sits "near the

hearth of the house" (1.8) and listens to the birth of the streams

"within" (1.9). "Within" in relation to whom? The "house" is

likely to be Europe, with the Alps as its "hearth"v in' that from

them/
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them the great rivers come; in which case Svabia is, naturally,
k

"near the hearth of the house". In this case, "within" is in

relation to the Mother, Swabia. She is not exactly within, if

the "hearth" is the innermost point. In this sense her "loyalty"

comes from the fact that she draws no farther away, since, to para¬

phrase, "it is hard for that which dwells near the origin to

leave the place". To continue upon this line of reasoning, her

children are the cities upon the Rhine and the Neckar. The rivers,

however, are not mentioned as the children of the Mother, Swabia,

but stem rather from the "crystal ice" (1.14), which can only

refer to the Alps, the "hearth" to which Swabia is near but not

quite at. It would thus appear that the Mother in the eighth

stanza is not the same as the Mother in the first two stanzas.

This cannot be the case, hov/ever, since the poet speaks of "the

closed one, from whom I escaped, the Mother"; and this escaping

is accomplished with the avowal of the poet's freedom in the third

stanza, and the wish to go towards the Caucasus, with which the

praise for Swabia breaks off. The only other possibility is that

v/e take a looser, more poetically accurate, view of the Mother, and

recognise that she is not Swabia or the Alps, but a principle, that

which is, or is at, the source, from which rivers flow, and from

whom wanderers depart. In this sense, "within" is either in rela¬

tion to others, i.e. not the Mother, and it is she who is "within",

or else it refers to what the Mother hears "within", i.e. v/ithin

herself. To return now to the eighth stanza: the Rhine, it is

stated, wished to come to the heart of the Mother, and was rejec¬

ted for his vehemence. It may be correct to say that the act

of going to the heart means that the son had cognisance of the

Mother, but wished to come to the core of her. The poet comments:

"1/
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"I would not have v/ished thus to have gone from her" (11.97.98).

That is to say, although it has been his will to come away from

the Mother, he does not wish to leave her because he has been

rejected. Supposing this were the reason for his leaving her, it

would put him on a level with the Rhine, and that would mean that

he too would have wished to come to the heart of the Mother. But

that is not the reason: he has not undertaken anything so rash:

nur, euch einzuladen
Ein ich zu euch, ihr Grazien Griechenlends
Ihr HimmelstBchter, gegangen. (11.98-100)

Greatest emphasis must be put upon this half-apologetic, half

exultant "only", because it is this which brings cause and result

together. To rush to the heart of the Mother is to be pushed

away on the journey; but to go away on the journey, not to rush

to the Mother's heart, but only to invite the spirits of Greece

back, is the way of salvation, and enables the age-old marriage of

Greece and Germany to take place again. For, just as the first

event is the secret buried in the poet's heart and in the heart

of his race, and just as the best of his native summer comes from

Ancient Greece, so it is clear nov; that Greece is nothing more nor

less than the heart of the Mother, the source of the source. The

will is the same as the Rhine's will, to come to the heart of the

Mother: but either the son may go straight there and be rejected,

or he may gain what he desires by celebrating the marriage of him-

:self as a German, i.e- separated from the heart, with that deeper

self, the Greek, who embodies the heart. The Greeks were the

"children of the sun"; the sun, as is seen in the second stanza,

engenders the rivers that are born of the Mother. The sun is thus

at the source, ard the German rivers and the Greek peoples come

equally/
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The last stanza appropriately suggests the coming of summer.
9

Similarly, the day comes, and the sun sends its "loving darts to

us who are all too patient" (11.104,105). Such all too great

patience is in direct contrast to the Rhine; and it also plays

Upon the Swabian towns, which "all think there could be no other

better place to dwell" (11.23,24); only such who are "free" as

the poet may break out of this deep contentment. The coming of

the summer, the coming of the morning, leads to the third coming,

already glimpsed in "morning" (1.104): a coming from the East, the

place of the children of the sun, the coming.of the "Charities" to

"wild ones" (1.109). These are the "servants of heaven" (1.110),

and probabDy the Graces of Greece evoked in the eighth stanza, who

presumably contrast with "wild ones" in their symbolising culture.

As servants of heaven they are a kind of priestess, end it is

this thought which may be seen as an elevation of that image in

the first stanza, where "pure hands" (1.1?)—the snows on the

mountains—pour out "purest water" (1.17) from silver sacrificial

bowls. The mountains' gift of water to the earth follows the

same pattern by which the "Charities" come now to those who are

coarse and wild. The v/onder that such should appear is expressed

in the question, "how can you come?" (11.108,109). The "shy eyes"

(1.107) are unprepared for the great blessing bestowed by this

new "marriage", and it is this, it seems, which gives the almost

uncanny quality to the atmosphere in the poet's closing lines. It

is an inherent quality of that which is "divinely born" (1.112)

that it should be "wonderful" (1.111), and the human reaction is

almost necessarily unpreparedness. The answer to the question

"how do you come?" is just this very quality of mystery and wonder.
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The negative and positive aspects of the Mother are taken into this,

in that to rush to her heart is to try, "by force" (ll.95»115)i to

penetrate her mystery; her nature is "closed" only because it is

so "pure". Thus its reality can become a dream if a man tries

to "take it unawares" (1.11*0, and punishment ensues if it is

approached too directly, as an "equal" (1.115); but for such who,

like the poet, approached it almost obliquely, "only" wishing to

invite it, it will come as itself, as a miracle which is essentially

"surprising" (1.116).

J5.- The other poem to be considered in this group is the ode
1

'Abendphantasie'.

The poem remains rigidly true to the coming of the evening,

the setting of the sun, and the coming of sleep; nevertheless,

many layers of experience of time-scales are, chiefly through the

last two stanzas, brought together. She evening is, through the

evocation of age, thought of as "peaceful and serene" (1.2*0, and

this becomes valid for the whole poem as the evening of life.

Furthermore, there is a concentration of meaning into the image

of the sunset, which is like a divine thing breaking in upon the

unknowing, earthly evening:

Am Abendhimmel blilhet ein Friihling auf;
UnzHhlig bltlhn die Rosen und ruhig scheint
Die goldne Welt... (11.13-15)-

But at the end of the poem, youth, the meaning of "spring", is said

to "glovr into ashes" (1.22), and in the second last stanza the glory

of the sunset clouds, the "magic" (1,19) "flees" (1.18); but the

situation is made paradoxical by the parallel in the line: "In

I.icht und Luft zerinnen mir Lieb^und Latidi" (1.17). The timeless

nature/
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nature of the vision, which begins as a spring, and as soon fades

into night, only partially resolved the paradox. The transient

nature of the vision is a parallel of the poet's desire to be taken

into it and swallowed up, with his love and his sorrow. But when

the vision fades, what follows is not, as one would expect, the

night: it is the evening again:

Friedlich und heiter ist dann das Alter (1,2*0.

With the suggestion that the whole process of the poem is beginning

over again, with the labourer resting from his labour, as in the

first stanza, it becomes apparent that the poet is not so much

looking upon the evening as out upon life, which starts restless

and finishes peaceful; but is looking out upon it as though it

were, all of it, concentrated in the evening. Here there is the

sense of "gentle slumber" (1.21): for life is implicitly now seen

as a sleeping, a forgetting of the restless dreamy striving and

homelessness of youth:

Wohin denn ichV Es leben die Sterblichen
Von John und Arbeit; wechselnd in MUh* und Huh1
Ist alles freudig; warum schlSft denn
Nimmer nur mir in der Brust der Stachel? (11.9-12)

But paradoxically again, the sleep comes after the vision end the

red sky have faded, when the darkness comes. Thus life is seen

to have two aspects: firstly, the poet's vision of it, in which

he is divorced from it, lonely and suffering, and ever-wakeful;

and secondly, as a night, as unawareness and sleep, and here, although

he is still divorced from it, he is one with his vision and his

dreams. Both are concentrated into the sunset, in which the

suffering and the love are taken up and dissolved in an eternal

moment, whose eternity is paradoxically also its fading.
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PART II. The Themes in HtJlderlin's poems.

So ist der Mensch; wenn da ist das Gut, und es sorget mit
Gaaben

Selber ein Gott ftir ihn, kennet und sieht er es nicht.
Tragen muss er, zuvor; nun aber nennt er 5ein Liebstes,
Nun, nun mttssen dafUr Worte, wie Blumen, entstehn.
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/, Progression of the Four Themes.

JL.- In Part 1 individual interpretations were given of individual

texts. The purpose of these was not so much to provide exclusive

standpoints as to establish a commonly understood, if not commonly

accepted, basis on which the study can proceed. This basis

concerns the manner as much as the matter of the commentaries,

hence it may be that a more complete inventory of HBlderlin's poems

was not necessary; and in the same way no attempt has been made

to make the poems subservient to or in any way applicable to

any continuous argument, nor, apart from the groupings, whose pur-

:pose was explained in the introduction, has the question of common

themes in the poems been broached.

It is now time to broach this question, and to explain in

full the reasons for the groupings given in Part I. In this part

"Themes" will be spoken of. It must first of all be understood

what is meant here by the term. It is essential that the themes

spoken of here are not regarded as themes which HBlderlin, had he

been able or so inclined, would necessarily have discussed with a?

literary critic of the twentieth century: that is to say they are

not themes of which the poet would necessarily have been conscious

if he had been given to a study of his own works. They are themes

in the framework of this study. In the same way the recurrent

motifs in the poems, which are the markers of these Themes, are

in no sense thought of as "belonging" to the Themes, since many

of them c:n be seen to appear in all five to a greater or lesser

degree, and their association v/ith one Theme, as opposed to another,

is merely a matter of stress. There is, moreover, a sense in

which all four Themes are different ways of looking at the same

thing. It may be objected that this treatment of Themes is the

same/
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same, to some extent, in any work of criticism: nevertheless I

have stressed the case here because I wish it to be clear that we

are attempting to describe and explore and interpret observable

phenomena rather than make statements about how the poet did or

did not think.

2.- We have, as has been stated, four Themes, as well as a fifth

which has been described as"central" to the four, and which itself

divides into four distinct themes. Each of the four main Themes

has two aspects. This must be mentioned now because, for reasons

which v/ill very soon become apparent, the first Theme, referred to

as the Theme of the Soul, divides in such a way that its first

aspect is placed after the fourth Theme, that referred to as the

Theme of Isolation and Reunification. There is, in fact, a

progression involved through the four Themes (which explains why

the "central" theme is not simply regarded as a fifth, though this

point will not be discussed until later in this part).

The first theme to be outlined, then, is the second aspect of

the Theme of the Soul. Here, two principles, originally or

hypothetically united, have diverged. One of the most striking

expressions of this in the poems is the motif of gods, or divine

personalities, or personified forces of nature or life (the

variety of choices reflects uncertainties among critics, not in

the poet, who appears quite comfortably to express the. powers in

question in the manner suited to the particular occasion) which

have become absent from the poet's world. The motif is of

importance, but nothing like as widespread in Hblderlin's works

as some areas of criticism would claim. We encounter it in one

form/
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form in a poem like 'Die Liebe', where "slavish care" holds all

things, including "human life", in its thrall, so that "the god",

in a state free of such care and sorrow, walks in a region "above

our heads"."'" This situation is then likened to the winter.

Similarly, 'Ermunterung' speaks of the poet's "holy heart", which

is banished into the night by those who are "godless", as "bare
2

fields"; and 'Der Abschied' has hate or fear dividing gods and
3

men. And again, 'Der Archipelagus' describes the poet's genera¬

tion as living "without the divine" in the night, and continues:

Ans eigene Treiben
Sind sie geschraiedet allein, und sich in der tosenden Werisstatt
HBret jeglicher nur und viel arbeiten die Wilden
Hit pewaltigem Arm, rastlos, doch immer und immer ^
Unfruchtbar, wie die Furien, bleibt die Mtihe der Armen.

The image of the night appears also in the same connection in

'Menons Klagen um Diotima', in the lines:

Aber so einsam fehlt jegliches Gttttliche mir.
Diss ists, dies mein Gebrechen...5

Certain of the later poems speak of a mass exodus of gods from

the earth as a particular, cataclysmic, event. So 'Brod und Wein'

has those"who made life blessed" all going "upwards" together, as

the "Father" turns his face from men,^ and the great question in

tenth stanza of 'Patmos* concerns the similar turning away of

"the Highest One" and the absence of the immortal on the face of

7
the heavens, and on the earth. A similar event to the one in

'Patmos' also seems to be implied in 'Germanien':

Entflohene GdtterJ... g
Denn wenn es aus ist, und der Tag erloschen, etc.

This refers to the religion of ancient Greece, which will be men¬

tioned shortly. An image which suggests a connection between

the/
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the destruction of ancient Greece and the circle of motifs men¬

tioned in respect of 'Die I.iebe', 'Der Archipelagus', etc., may¬

be found in 'Der Finzige' (2nd version):

Seit nemlich bdser Geist sich

BemMchtiget des glilklichen Altertums, unendlich,
Langher wMhrt eines, gesangsfeind, klanglos..

The corresponding place in the third version of *Der Einzige'

speaks of:

Die Siinden der Welt, die Unversthndlichkeit
Der Kenntnisse nemlich, wenn PestHndiges das GeschMfftige
_ .. , 10 UberwMchst
Der Menschen...

Allied to the motif of a departure of gods en masse is that

of the destruction of a world or a life and the consequent depar¬

ture of gods apparently through the intensity of their presence

being too much to bear. Thus the "wonderworld" in 'Thrgnen' does

penance "but only to heavenly ones" for a love that made its holy

men and heroes serve these beings "all too thankfully"."^"'' In the

same manner the cities of the Euphrates and the streets of Palmyra

in 'Lebensalter' are ruins in the desert because they "vent over

the bounds of those who breathe", and fire and smoke in consequence

took from them the "crowns of heavenly ones", or alternatively the
12

fire and smoke of heavenly ones took their crowns from them.

In these two examples, as also in the sixth stanza of 'Menons Klagen

urn Dictima', where the "ecstatic guests" at the "blessed table"

13
become glutted with the fare, ending up as "the godless ones",

the division of human and divine takes place apparently prompted

by actions on the human side, which seems to provide a connection

with the first group of poems mentioned ('Die Iiebe*, 'Der Archi-

rpelagus', etc.). This may be implicitly the case in the first

lb
stanza of 'Der Wanderer', but the image is rather of the divine

presence's/
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presence's being so overpowering, of its own nature, that human

presence is impossible, which, expressed the other v/ay round, means

that the gods are absent from the human sphere because their pres¬

ence has been too intense.

It is possible also to see a connection hetween the "carefree"

god of 'Die Liebe', who goes "above the head", end the motif of

a hidden divinity which appears in some of the late hymns and

fragments. The last stanza of 'Der Rhein' ascribes to Sinclair

the gift of always being able to see "the smile of the ruler" in

the day when life is "feverish and chained" and the night when

"ancient confusion returns","^ implying that this smile is hidden

from most others. In the hymnic fragment 'Griechenland' (third

version):

Gott hat an ein Gewand.
Und Erkenntnissen verberget sich sein Angesicht
Und dekket die Lttfte mit Icunst.
Und Luft und Zeit dek.t
Den SchrBklichen...

The whole notion, in fact, of mediate divinity, is widespread in

the later works, appearing in 'Friedensfeier', 'Der Einzige'

(second version), 'Patmos', the fragments 'Die Utanen', "Was ist

der Menschen Leben?",^ and "Was ist Gott?";"'*^ but it is antici¬

pated in earlier works also, in the fact that, in almost all

cases, the absence of the divine principle is of a qualified kind.

When the god is "above the head", the implication is that he is

in a sphere not far removed from, albeit inaccessible to, the

human sphere. In the same way, the complaint of the poet in 'An

die Deutschen' of the "silence in the people" is transformed into

a complaint against himself, in which he pictures himself wander-

ring in the workshop of the "shaping spirit", unable to see his

desire/
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desire, the "heavenly day", taking Shape. The process contin¬

ues, but, so to speak, above his head. In the closely related

poem 'Gesang des Deutchen' the motif appears, and in the same

kind of connection, which also appears in 'Die Liebe'; that of

seasonal change:

Doch, wie der FrUhling, wandelt der Genius
Von Land zu Land. 20

There is always spring somewhere, but where the season of growth

is not, there the winter will be. *Ler Archipelagus' addresses

a divinity which is capable of being addressed: ancient Athens,

and its glories may have passed, but in another sense they are very

present, and form a striking contrast to the circumstances out of

which the poet writes. Finally, 'Ermunterung', 'Brod und Vein',

and the poem 'Der Blinde Sanger', 'Die GBtter', and 'Chiron' in

particular all speak of a "night" which corresponds to the idea

of absent divinity, but which is qualified either by the fact that

it is subjectively experienced, as in 'Ermunterung', 'Der Blinde

Sanger, 'Die GBtter', or that it is contrasted with a living sense

of its opposite, either in terms of a vision, as in 'Brod und Vein*

and 'Chiron', or of a poetically expressed"memory", as in 'Der

Blinde Sanger'. The same motif is implied in the poem "Geh

unter, schBne Sonne...", where the poet's capacity to "honour

divine stillness" is clearly related to his eye's being able to

recognise the "lordly" light of the sun, which capacity is contras¬

ted with the life of the "toiling ones" for whom the sun is

21
setting. It is in this sense of there always being some sphere

where absent divinity is present that the lines of the poems

'Eonnenuntergang' and 'Dem Sonnengott' should probably be under¬

stood, where it is said of the sun-god:

Doch/
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Doch fern ist er zu frommen VUlkern
^

Die ihn noch ehren, hinweggegangen.

4.- A circle of motifs, then, appears around this idea of absent

divinity; it includes more abstract motifs such as an absence

which is the expression of a particular attitude of the human mind,

mythical-sounding motifs such as God's turning away his face or

the heavenly beings leaving the earth or the intolerable storm of

fire which makes earthly life impossible, and more concrete motifs

such as those of the change of night and day or the change of

seasons. The fact that the theme of seasonal change, especially

with the idea of winter, appears in a considerable number of the

poems, notably the small Diotima hexameters and odes,^" and more

particularly in 'Vulkan', 'An die Hofnung', 'Ganymed' and 'Hhlfte

des Lebens', does not mean that winter "means" the absence of the

divine, any more than the motif of the absence of the divine

"means" the winter in the concrete sense we have all experienced.

The same goes for the theme of the change of night and day. Far

rather, the theme of absent divinity points, together with the

winter and nightmotifs, to a theme which for clarity's sake we

should express in much more general terms.

Jj?.- Upon the same path of enquiry, we come on the motif of Ancient

Greece. Again, this motif is nothing like as widespread in the

poems as one might be led to believe by some areas of criticism.

It has a distinctive position in many of the most important poems,

but is by no means all-pervading. Whatever Hdlderlin may have,

himself, thought about ancient Greece, however concrete his idea

of Greece may have become through his experience in Bordeaux, and

however "actual" the outlook occasioned by his study of classical

Greek/
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Greek writers, the poems view the subject as a purely poetic real-

:ity, in the sense that the image of Greece appears in a manner

which makes any very ambitious attempt at unearthing its "hidden

meaning" somewhat superfluous. This is not to say that Ancient

Greece, as a motif, is unimportant: quite the contrary. It is

merely that it is important to preserve a sense of perspective.

6.- We are dealing here with the world of ancient Greecb as such,

not the apparent manifestations of it in evocations of its heroes

or gods. Leaving aside the enthusiastic celebration of the Greek

world in the TUbingen Hymns, the first aspect of the motif to be

considered is that found in the closely related poems 'Der Main'

and 'Der Nekar'. Here, the picture of ancient Greece is that of

a lost world, buried under its ruins by a great "storm"; yet it

is a world which is, in some way, at least hypothetically access-

:ible to the poet. The access to it, as implied in both poems,

is by way of the river. In 'Der Main*, the poet's "wishes wander

over the sea", to the charmed world of the Greek islands, and

corresponding directly to this the poem moves to the Main, at the

end, which flows:

Dem Bruder zu, dem Rhein, und dann mit
Ihra in den Ozean freudig niederi

More subtly, in 'Der Nekar', the river's flowing towards the Rhine

and its ov/n "merry islands" alters the poem's direction (or contin¬

ues it out of the bounds of present reality) towards the Greek

islands. The direction is then repeated in the last stanza of

the ooem, where the poet expresses the possibility that his guar-

2
:dian spirit" might one day take him where his wishes tend.

We/
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bound with that of a river or an accompanying spirit. The river-

idea is suggested, but no more, in the great "river-hymn", 'Der

Rhein', where it is said:

noch kaum
■var mir im warmen Schatten
Sich manches beredend, die Seele
Italia zu geschweift 7

Und fernhin an die Kiisten Moreas,""

immediately after which the poet "perceives a fate" which is at

the same time the fate which forbids the Rhine the fulfilment of

its wish to flow towards Asia. "Asia" is not Greece, of course,

although in the sense it is used, Asia Minor is frequently indica-

:ted, which was a part of the ancient Greek world; the function

of Asia, however, as will become clearer, is as near to that of

Greece itself in the present instances as to make the drawing of

a strong distinction between the two unnecessary. The idea of

a movement towards the Greek world in the company of a spirit,

or directly "in spirit", is more common. In 'Patmos* a "genius

abducts" the poet from his "own house", and takes him to Asia.

Metaphorically winged, like the swallows, the poet visits Ionia

also in 'Die Wanderung'. For two reasons, in 'Erod und Vein',

because:

GBttliches Feuer auch treibet, bei Tag und bei Nacht,
Aufzubrechen...,

and because:

spotten des Spotts mag gern frohlokender Wahnsinn ^
Wenn er in heiliger Nacht pldzlich die SMnger ergreift,

both cases being analogous with that of the abducting "genius" of

•Patmos', the poet invites his friend to make with him the inner

journey/
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and, implicitly, river, at the beginning of 'Der Archipelagus'

there are the words, addressed to the sea-god of Ancient Greece:

"Komm ich zu dir und griiss in deiner Stille dich, Alter!", and

at the end:

aus deinen Woogen, o Meergott!
Tbne mir in die Seele noch oft, dass Uber den Wassern
Furchtlosrege der Geist, dem Schwimmer gleich, in der Starken
Frischem GlUke sich lib'...

...und wenn die reissende Zeit mir
Zu gewaltig das Haupt ergreift...
lass der Stille mich dann in deiner Tiefe gedenken.'

The ambiguity here as to whether "Stille...in deiner Tiefe" or

"mich...in deiner Tiefe" is meant, suggests a river's having

flowed and become lost in the sea.

Contrasted with this motif of moving towards Greece, there

is the idea of Greece, or the spirit of it, coming to the poet's

homeland. This is met with in 'Gesang dee Deutachen', where the

lost world of Greece is mourned, but then the loss contrasted with

the hope implied in the lines that immediately follow:

Doch, wie der Frtthling, wandelt der Genius
Von Land zu Land. Und wir?...

The "genius"is not directly spoken of as that of Greece, but it

seems fairly clear that, wherever this spirit is present, a state

like that celebrated in the image of Greece will be experienced.

To a certain extent also the idea of Greece, as a spirit which

comes over the poet's own time and land, is contained in the

hexameter "An ihren Genius", where the "lonely and alien Athenian

woman" has the hope expressed for her that one day the "blessed

ones, the joyous sisters", that is, those from the day of Athens'
7

greatness, will surround her. The "genius" addressed in this

poem/
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implication of Ancient Greece. But it is hot until the later

hymns that this motif really comes into its own. Thus 'Die

Wanderung' comes to a close with the hope in the second-last,

and the apparent actuality in the last stanza, of the coming to

the poet's country of "the Graces of Greece" ("ihr Cheritinnen")

bringing with them the breath of the spring perpetual of "the land
g

of Homer". Even more powerfully, the idea of Greece or Asia

as a force coming over the poet's land is expressed in 'Am Quell

der Donau' and 'Germanien'. In the former:

so kam

Das Wort aus Osten zu uns,
Und an Parnassos' Felsen und am Kith&ron hdr ich,
0 Asia, das Echo von dir und es bricht sich

Am Kapitol und jHhlings herab von den Alpen
Kommt eine Fremdlingin sie
Zu uns, die Frwekerin,
Die menschenbildende Stimme."'

And in the latter, similarly, the spirit which informed the cultures

of ancient Europe approaches Germany over the Alps:

der Adler...
Der Alte, jauchzend tiber schwingt er ^
Zulezt die Alpen und sieht die vielgearteten Lhnder.

The eagle that comes from the east points to a closely related

motif, which seems to belong exclusively to the later hymns. It

is the idea of Greece, or a sphere of which it is a part, as the

origin, expressed as the cultural origin, of the poet's land. So

the wandering of the poet's, or the eagle's "father" in 'Der Adler'

takes him, by way of Italy, to Greece; yet it is affirmed that

"in the beginning" his parents csme from even farther in that same

direction, from "forests of the Indus". This leads on to what

looks y
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isation:

Der Urahn aber
1st geflogen fiber der See
Scharfsinnend, und es wunderte sich
Des Kbniges goldnes Haupt
Ob dem Geheimnis der Wasser...
Wo wollen wir bleiben?H

No explicit answer is given in this fragment, but a similar search¬

ing in 'Der Ister' ends in the upper valley of the Danube, in

South Germany. Following the course of the same river, 'Die

Wanderung' traces the origins of the poet's race to a meeting with

the "children of the sun" at its end in the Black Sea, from which

meeting, however, as the poem records, it is the Greek race which

grew. In 'Der Adler' and 'Die Wanderung', in fact, the two direc-

iions, that towards Greece, or Asia, and that from the east towards

Germany, come together, and in a rather strange form which indicates

that what is being described is more merely than a cultural history

mythically expressed. The wandering of the poet's or eagle's

father in the Greek lands seems, namely, to be the activity which

calls forth the recognition of even more ancient origins: not the

poet, or eagle, but the "father" of the one or the other, made this

journey towards the (for want of a better word) intermediate place

of origin; that is to say, the Greece-ward tendency is placed on

a deeper or older level than that of the poet's speaking self.

And similarly, in 'Die V/anderung', the poet expresses the wish to

go to the Caucasos, but he describes it on the level of his "fore¬

bears, the German race", and it is the German fathers who are

instrumental in founding the Greek world, although it is to Greece

that the poet subsequently goes to bring to the German land the

riches of its own origin.

What/
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What comes through this rather complex double movement is

the use of the image of Greece or Asia to indicate a deeper level

of existence than that implied in the image of the poet's own

time or land. This points back to a connection of the world of

Greece with the world of the soul, which is present even in the

earlier poems under discussion. The "genius" to which 'An ihren

Genius' is addressed is the image of the essence of the woman on

whose behalf the poem is written; her essence is, as indicated,

equally the essence of the world to which she belongs. Similarly

it is the poet's attempt to describe the wishes of his "heart" in

'Der Main' which leads him to his description of Greece. In

'Gesang des Deutschen' the "holy heart of the peoples", the

"fatherland", is, in a sense, the lost Greek world; it is this

world the German land is denying when it denies its "own soul".

The relation of the world of the heart or the soul, the inner

world, to Greece is stressed right from the start of 'Der Archi-

tpelagus':

immer im FrUhling
Venn den Lebenden sich das Herz erneut und die erste
Liebe den Menschen erwacht und goldner Zeiten Erinnrung,
Komm ich zu dir und §rliss in deiner Stille dich, Alter!

The connection, even the identity, of Greece with the world of the

soul in 'Brod und Wrein* and 'Der Einzige' has already been dealt

13
with in some depth in the first part of this study.

It is from the point of view of Greece as an image of the

inner world that we should regard the further motif of Greece

as the image of perfection. This idea is generally confined to

lA
later poems, although it dominates tn the novel 'Hyperion'.

'An die Deutschen' speaks of how:

die/
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die Berge des deutschen
Landes Berge der Musen sind,

Wie die herrlichen einst, Pindos und Helikon
Und Parnassos, und rings unter des Vaterlands

Goldenem Himmel die freie, ,

Klare geistige Freude gl&nzt.

The "joy" of the perfected fatherland is "spiritual", and even

more telling for this motif, we have the image of mountains lying

under the sky, in a union of upper and lower. In the same way,

in 'Am Quell der Donau', where the poet addresses the "old ones"

of Asia in this way:

Und nicht umsonst ward uns

In die Seele die Treue gegeben.
Kicht uns, auch eures bewahrt sie...

the image comes:

Auch eurer denken wir, ihr Thale des Kaukasos,
So alt ihr seid, ihr Paradiese dort,
Und deiner Eatriarchen und deiner iropheten,

0 Asia, deiner Starken, o PutterI
Die furchtlos vor den Zeichen der Welt,
Und den Himmel auf Schultern und alles Schiksaal

Taglang auf Eergen gewurzelt...16

We have already postulated this same union of upper and lower as

being the meaning of the perfection that is "Greece" in the late

hymnic fragment 'Griechenland'. It is probably in this sense

too that the axiomatic: "Das Griechenland, das schBnste..." in

the hymnic fragment "Meinest du, es solle gehn..." is to be under-
17

: stood. And in a further hymnic fragment, "Wie Meereskllsten. ..",

there is the image:

Wie Meereskiisten...
...also schlSgt es
... vielverheissend...

...der Lieblingin
Pes Griechenlandes,
Der meergeborenen, schiklich blikenden,
Das gewaltige Gut ans Ufer. '
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Here the vertical imagery is made horizontal, but the meaning is

the same: the perfection tha.t the sea-born Aphrodite, here signi¬

fying the essence of Greece, embodies, is traced to its origin in

the overwhelming riches which come, god-sent, from the sea to the

land.

We have here indicated a deepening view of the image of Ancient

Greece, from the idea of a world simply at distance from the poet,

through the idea of a force which affects the world out of which

the poet speaks, to the concept of a world which is the original

world of the poet and his people, in the sense that it is the common

world of the soul, with its mystery and its hiddenness, and its

potential in the idea of perfection.

This "inner world" does not point to "|reece": the reverse

is the case. A whole circle of motifs opens up from here, in which

Greece is by no means central.

Greece is a lost world, the world which has been withfirawn

from the poet's consciousness. But there are two senses in which

it can be described as an unconscious world. There is the sense

that it is not known, but also the sense that an inherent quality

of it is a certain unconsciousness. This is not merely a play on

the word "unconscious", as will be seen.

Some lines from one of the later versions of •Patmos' provide

a kind of summing-up of the related motifs here:

0 lnsel des Lichtsi
Denn wenn erloschen ist der Ruhm die Augenlust, und gehalten

nicht mehr
Von Menschen, schattenlos, die Pfade zweifeln und die BMume,
Und Reiche, das Jugendland der Augen sind vergangen
Athletischer,
Im Ruin, und Unschuld angeborene,
erissen ist...

The/
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The light is extinguished, but the image remains of a world filled

with light, dominated by the motifs of seeing, youth, innocence,

bodily perfection. A similar image appears at the beginning of

the hymnic fragment "Vom Abgrund nemlich...":

Denn sinnlicher sind Menschen
In dem Brand
Ber WUste,
Lichttrunken und der Tiergeist ruhet
Mit ihnen...^

The idea of bodily perfection contained in "Augenlust" and

"Athletischer" has become even more explicit here; in the world

dominated by the light of the sun, men are "more sensual", and

indeed the "spirit of the beast" is at one with them. The first

of these examples can be seen to relate to Greece; not so the

second, but the relationship between the two examples is very

obvious. e will not draw from this the conclusion that the

lines from "Vom Abgrund nemlich..." refer to the world of Greece,

but rather say that one of the ideas implicit in the image of

Greece, as it is expressed in the fragment of 'Patmos', and implied

in "Mit Kindern der Sonn" in 'Die Wanderung',^ in the suitability

of the sleeping and dreaming maiden Germania for taking on the

"heavy happiness" brought from the vanished world of Greece in
k

•Germanien', as well as in earlier poems such as the hymn "An

5
den Genius Griechenlands","" and in 'Hyperion', is that of a world

in which predominate youth, and child-like, or even beast-like,

innocence. Precisely this motif is found from the earlier to the

latest poems. It is found, certainly rather by implication, in

•Der Mensch', it comes together into the image of the boy in

'Einst und Jezt'^ and in the fragment "Da ich ein Knabe war...",

7
of the youth Alcibiades, it is to be seen in the figure of the

poet's/



poet's grandmother in the poem addressed to her, and in increas¬

ingly subtle and differentiated fashion in the figure of Rousseau,
9

unable to "grasp" the "abundance of life" that yet "lives in him",

in the pure-hearted poet of "Wie wenn am Feiertage.., the child¬

like sense celebrated in 'Die GBtter',"^ perhaps in the strange

passionless shadow-state which is the precondition of reunion in
11

•Der /bschied', the wounded beast in 'Menons Klagen um Diotima',

and the wounded centaur in 'Chiron', the god of the golden age,

Saturn, the mystery celebrated in the second stanza of *Brod und

Wein', the references to the child-like state of the poet in

'Dichtermuth* and 'Blbdigkeit', and the scene reminiscent of
12

"Orpheus with his lute" in 'Blbdigkeit', the "holy innocence"
"I "2

in 'Unter den Alpen gesungen', and the simple ("einfMltig")

nature of John and the other "friends" in 'Patmos'. The list

is, of course, much longer, since the idea of child-like, beast¬

like, or plant-like innocence is very nearly all-pervading, what

this points to, as a motif, is a state where the opposites of

"nature" and "culture", "will" and "law", "body" and "soul", and

so forth, have not yet become differentiated.

The testimony of the list of poems given above is towards the

conception of the child, or of the youth, and the states of child-

:hood and youth, as a being or a state in which these opposites

are not yet differentiated. The idea of the sun as an eternal

youth does more than form a link with the ideas of light in the

late version of 'Patmos' and "Vom Abgrund nemlich..."; it embodies

a metaphor. literally: it is both a metaphor and a physical real-

:ity; both a symbol of the fire of youth, and the actual warmth

and life that sustains all growing things. The fire of youth and

the innocence and unconsciousness of the child are both expressions

of/
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of what the poet describes, although nearly always retrospectively,

as the divine existence. This innocence can be seen to exist in

Un¬
its own right, as in Hyperion's song of destiny, or "Wie wenn

am Feiertage..•", or 'Der Rhein', in which the undifferentiated

state is described as a lack of "feeling" of the sort known to

mortals; or it can be seen embodied in human, or at least earthly,

figures, as the grandmother, the "innocence" in 'Unter den Alpen

gesungen', in Germania, and of course in Diotima. The idea of

youth may be related to this idea of innocence, undifferentiated-

:ness in the perpetual bliss of the sun-god as in 'Sonnenuntergang'

and *Des Morgens', and the perpetual smile with which he looks upon

the deeds of the earth, as in 'Der Frieden'; and it is seen in

human life in the "blessed youth" of John in 'Patmos' as well as

being celebrated in the figure of the fiery or idealistic youth of

'j®er Gott der Jugend',1^ and throughout the Ttlbingen hymns.

Many of the poems, in fact, see the divine as the essential

part of human nature. The idea of man in 'Der Mensch' is in some

part negative, in that man is seen turning from his origins, from

his parents the mother earth and his father the sun, and from the

animals which are born of the same parents, in that his pride

makes him even turn in hostility against "all things that breathe",

including himself:

im Zwist
Verzehrt er sich und seines Friedens

Blume, die z&rtliche, bUiht nicht lange.

Yet despite all this, he is described as the "most blessed" of

all his fellow-creatures. This blessedness is largely a potenti¬

ality, refers more to the state man was born into, perhaps to his

essential nature, than to the course his life actually takes.

This/



This initial state is the state experienced in his childhood,

naturally enough; yet his "blessedness" is mentioned in the

stanza that sums up the whole poem, and the whole man, the last

stanza, and is mentioned in the present tense:

1st er von alien Lebensgenossen nicht
Der seeligste?-*-?

The implication here is that the child in man is eternal in him,

that this eternal part of him is, or becomes, an embodiment of his

divine essence. The idea of a divine essence appears in many

different ways in other poems:

1st nicht heilig mein Herz...
Seit ich liebe?

18
is the question which begins 'Henschenbeifall•; ' 'An die Parzen'

19
speaks of the "godly right" due to the soul; the stars remain,

in 'Mein Eigentum', as a sign to the poet of his pure, godly life

that was "like roses" but is now passed. In a less apparently

religious, but more deep-reaching fashion, 'Die Heimath' relates

the place of the poet's childhood to the home he returns to as an

20
adult, "that, as in bonds, my heart may heal"; in much the same

fashion, 'Der Wanderer' relates the returning home to the return

to the essence of home, to the "eternal gods", who are also the

powers of nature, the powers with which the wanderer left his home,

who went with him in his travels yet in another sense remained to

21
await his return. In the late poems the idea of divine genesis

is still present, in intensified form, especially in some of the

hymnic fragments, as for inst£ince in "Was ist der Menschen Leben?

ein Bild der Gottheit" or, in "Was ist Gott?...":

Die/



Die Liebe zur Unsterblichkeit
Das Figentum auch, wie das unsere
1st eines Gottes, "

or the lines in the hymn to the Madonna:

weil du gabst
Den Dterblichen
Versuchend GBttergestalt...

which have a relation to the earlier statement:

Vor allem, das man schone
Der Wildniss gbttlichgebaut
Im reinen Geseze...,^

the "wilderness" here expressing a primal state.

In 'Mein Eigentum', the poet's transient life "like roses"

is also called "das fromme Leben". "Froiam" indicates here

"innocent" or "godly", but the sense of "pious" is also implicit,

Piety is a relationship of the earthly with the divine. It is

characterised by these lines from 'Ermunterung':

Dann liebender im Bunde mit Sterblichen
Das Element sich bildet, und dann erst reich,
Bei frommer Kinder Dank, der Erde ,,r

Brust, die unendliche, sich entfaltet... "

The juxtaposition of the elements "loving", "pious", "thanks",

"children", "earth", and the "infinite", the epithet used to describe

the earth's breast as it unfolds, are very revealing of the motifs

associated with the concept of piety. The gesture of thanks towards

the divinity is to be found as the end of the process in 'Lebens-
26

:lauf';~J it is likewise the solution held out to Jupiter if he

is to be truly worthy of his position "high in the day" in 'Natur

und Kunst...'; and man's piety, in 'Vulkan' forms a strange but

harmonious counterpoint to his being "freeborn" and belonging "more

to/
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?7

to himself" than other living things. As has been seen,

"gratefulness" goes beyond its measure in 'Thr&nen' and becomes

"idolatrous". The quality of grateful piety is regarded as either

desirable or innate in the poet in 'An die jungen ^-ichter', 'Der

Prinzessin Auguste von Homburg', 'Stutgard', and in the meaning

given to poetry in 'Der Archipelagus':

Weil der Pflug die Grhber entweiht, mit der Stimme des Herz^ns
Will ich mit frommer Gesang euch stihnen, heilige SchattenJ

The shades here addressed are those of "the children of happiness,

the godly (pious) ones", the shades of the old Greeks, especially

the Athenians, and it is interesting that in certain other places,

the Greeks have this quality ascribed to them, as in 'Der Archi-

:pelagus', or as in 'An die jungen Dichter': "Seid nur fromm, wie
29

der Grieche wari" It is possible also to see this sense in

'Gtutgard': "fromm, wie die Alten...", though this could equally

refer to the spirits of those departed in the poet's own home, the

"angels of the fatherland"—which does not alter the basic meaning,
30

of course.

In passing, mention should be made, in the same connection,

of "piety" or "innocence" as a word used to describe, in a thoroughly

positive sense, a particular earth-bound, conventional, attitude

of spirit; it is a quality praised in the poet's grandmother, in

the poem to her; it is expressed in the thanks given by the family

to thecfeparted forebear in 'Das Ahnenbild',^ it is also clearly

implied in the world from which the poet feels cut off in 'Abend-

:phantasie' and 'Mein Eigentum', and may well be an informing
32

spirit in the poem 'An Landauer* and the unfinished elegy 'Der
33

Gang sufs Land'.

Piety/



Piety is related to those who have passed away, and also to

children. Children, in a sense, are also those who have passed

away, because childhood is inevitably left behind. The world of

the dead and the world of childhood together point to the image

of the past, as a state which, at distance from the poet's present,

embodies the ideas of fulfilment, wholeness, perfection. This

image of the past stretches through the poetry from the personal-

sounding lament in 'Einst und Jezt' to the god's touching "but

for a moment the dwellings of men", which is the appearance of

Christ upon earth in 'Friedensfeier'. The past is preserved in

the memory, so that every poem which celebrates or mourns the past

can be said to fulfil the function of 'Andenken'. This does not

say that it is the past per se which is celebrated: it is rather,

perhaps, the idea of distance: the image of Asia in 'Patmos',

for instance, is as much an evocation of special distance as of

ancient times—in fact it is only our supposition that the image

does not refer to Asia Minor in HOlderlin's own day. Similarly,

the "Egyptian woman", Scotland end Lombardy appear all together,

in the hymnic fragment "Und mitzufUAJen das Leben...", with no

relation to the past, but apparently in the sense under discussion

here, especially since the evocation of them is followed by the

lines:

Knaben spielen
Perlfrischen Lebens gewohnt so urn C-estalten
Der Meister, oder der Leichen. oder es rauscht so urn der Thlirme
Sanfter Schwalben Geschrei . . Kronen

lines which provide a kind of summing-up of the ideas of the past,

childhood, innocence, and the perfect life of nature.

8_.- The idea of a past, whose purpose seems rather to be to indicate

a/
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a particular kind of distance, suggests a corresponding idea of a

future.^" A consciousness which relates a celebrated past to a

longed-for future is met with, in fact, throughout the poems, from

the subtle suggestion of 'Der Winkel von Heh.rdt', through the open

longing of 'An die Deutschen' and 'Rousseau', to the vast, "thousand-

year" scale of 'Friedensfeier'. It has already been pointed out

that this imagery in 'Friedensfeier' does not of itself justify

s chiliastic or eschatological interpretation of the poem. The

same goes for 'An die Deutschen' and 'Rousseau', as for the numerous

places, especially in the late hymns and fragments, in which the

poet's view seems to be directed over the course of history,

sometimes with the sense of looking ahead to what is to come.

The view of history and the expectation of a future point to an

even more widespread motif, and one which does not of itself go

on the large historical scale, but can quite as comfortably fit

into the personal sphere. This motif is most clearly expressed

in a concept of love, which is seen both as a sort of direction

towards a goal, and as the goal itself. Thus 'Der Archipelagus'

begins by speaking of a "time" which is expected to break upon the

world, and which is related to the eruption of the Ancient Greek

world into the consciousness of the poet's time, but also to the

coming of spring "when the heart in Hiving things renews itself
2

and the first love in men awakes". A similar process may be

seen in the coming of the"messengers of love" in 'Der pefesselte

3
Strom' and of the "loving darts" sent by the morning in 'Die

if
Wenderung'. 'Der Abschied' promises the fulfilment of love

in a state, not wholly unphysical, that is beyond death. Similarly

'Friedensfeier' sees fulfilment coming when "only the law of love...

5
is valid from here on until heaven".

Love/
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Love may be seen as a power which dreams, hopes, creates a

new kind of existence. This existence is often contrasted with

the condition of the poet, the condition in which love comes into

being. In other words, its existence in the poet's world tends

to be characterised by its being unfulfilled; one is almost

tempted to say that it owes its existence to the fact of its

being unfulfilled. It is the power which drives the poet out,

in 'Die Heiifiath', only to become frustrated, which frustration

(as expressed in the formula "der Liebe Laid"^) yet makes the poet

aware that it is in his very nature to love in this fashion.

Similarly, 'An die Deutschen' speaks of the poet's "sterblicher /
7

UnverstHndiger Liebe", which is the lot of those afflicted by

such hope or expectation; 'Rousseau* mourns the isolation of the

man who sees, in this way, too far beyond his immediate situation

in an image which is recalled in the false conclusion reached by

the "friends" in 'Patmos':

schwBrend,
Damit er halte, wie an Seilen golden
Gebunden hinfort g
Das Bbse nennend, sie die HHnde sich reichten,

this being the poem in whose first stanza the "most loved ones"

are seen in all their closeness, yet flagging and fainting in

their "most divided" state. 'Der Gang aufs Land' balances the

poet's hope,

Dass sie kosten und schaun das Schbnste, die Fttlle des Landes,
Dass, wie das Herz es wtlnscht, offen, dem Geiste gemMss 0
Mahl und Tanz und Gesang und Stutgards Freude gekrBnt sei...,

with the sober realisation that the actual situation id "as in the

leaden time", and that what is demanded of the poet and his friend

is that they "do what is ours" to do, that is, to make a foundation

for/
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for the future, for a springtime that seems generations away. In

a similar fashion, the hymnic fragment "Auf falben Laube..."

speaks wryly of the refusal of the "German mouth" to be "melodious",

and of correspondingly noisy kisses against a "prickly beard":

yet this is in its own way "love-like" ("'Heblich"), and so contains

a hope for the future:

Auf falbem Laube ruhet
Die Traube, des Weines Hofnung, also ruhet auf der Wange
Der Schatten von dern goldenen Schmuk, der hMngt
Am Chre der Jungfrau.

Love or, as 'Der Gang aufs Land' expresses the same force,

the "wish of the heart", aims for its own fulfilment. There is

an aspect of this which belongs to the second Theme of this study,

that of the meeting of "divine and earthly personalities" and the

principles connected with them; here, however, love is rather

seen as a power which endures through its unfulfilled existence.

This endurance, end the hope which sustains it, is expressed in

the rejection of poets and song and in the image of the winter in

'Die Liebe'; another kind of winter and the same kind of love

appear in 'Vulkan'; the prose-sketch 'Im Valde' presents a

picture of man that is in some respects similar to that in 'Vulkan',

and makes the purpose of his life his bearing witness to the "most

godlike thing" in him, "all-receiving (or all-sustaining) love".

It may be this quality also which is so essential for the "proving"

process in 'Mnemosyne':

Vieles aber ist
Zu behalten. Und Noth die Treue.

Such love, however, is not only expressed in this somewhat abstract

sense, but extends also to the love between humans, between man

and/
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and woman, yet without losing its more ideal quality. The hexameter

"Gutter wandelten einst..." exemplifies this, where the "more secret

world" which the lovers created between themselves enables them

to be "victorious over fate", which is the same as if they had
13

recoiled the days when "gods walked among men". Again, 'Der

Abschded' relates the parting of the lovers to the fear, or hate,

which "divides gods and men". The motif apyears again towards

the end of 'Der Rhein*, in that when "men and gods celebrate their

bridal-feast", the "loving ones are what they were, they are at

"home".

This love, or otherv/ise hopeful expectation (on the super-per-

:sonal, as in 'Friedensfeier', or personal plane, as in 'An die

Hofnung')is to be understood as a power of the heart, a power

that emanates from the world of the soul. It closes, with its

sense of futurity, the large circle of motifs which are related to

the motif of absent 'divinity, and that of the lost world of Greece

or Asia, or the past, whether it be of nations or of a single man.

9,.- There is a sphere, it has been stated, in which the gods are

always present, in just the same way that Ancient Greece lives on

and that memory may hold fast to what is gone. The identification

of the Theme of the Soul requires now that this sphere should be

inquired after more closely. Before this can be done satisfactorily,

however, some description must be given of the idea of Nature in the

poems.

The idea of Nature appears, in fact, treated in more or less

the traditional manner, although it is by no means unitary from

poem to poem. This does not say that its significance is not all

the greater when seen in terms of the motifs and ideas already

discussed.

Three/
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Three of the TUbingen hymns contain an idea of Nature which

shows signs of having developed from the accepted pietist-christian

view of the same, as exemplified in a poem like 'Die Unsterblichkeit

der Seele'; the first version of 'Lied der Liebe' begins:

Engelfreuden ahnend wallen
Wir hinaus auf Gottes Flur,
Wo die Jubel widerhallen^
In dem Tempel der Natur;

"hinaus" here, I take it, means out into the world of nature, in

which case the "temple of nature" means that Nature is a temple,

rather than that she has a temple, of some uncertain specification.

Thus "God's house-floor" is also the group, the earth, that from

which Nature draws her life. Nature thus takes second place to

God here, as also to the principle of love. The second version
2

of the same hymn has "Hdhn und Tiefen der Natur", but the meaning

is thereby not greatly altered: Nature would be nothing without

God smd without Love. This fact does not come about because it

is Love, and not Nature, that the hymn celebrates: the hymn 'An

die Natur' implies a similar outlook, its last stanza starting

with the lines:

Ewig muss die liebste Liebe darben
Was wir lieben, ist ein Schatten nur,
Da der Jugend goldne TrMume starben ,

Starb ftlr mich die freundliche Natur.

To argue that "fUr mich" indicates that the death of Nature is

something experienced purely subjectively by the poet is to ignore

the statement that "all we love is but a shadow"; it is a part of

this law that Nature should die, and "fUr raich" only locates the

death in relation to the particular instance—when Mature died

for the poet. If Nature* then, is capable of death, it cannot

be/
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be regarded as an entirely self-sufficient power: it would be,

in fact, a temple, which may contain its god or not, as the case

might be. A similar conception is to be found in the rhyme-hymn

'Diotima' ("Lange totdbund tiefverschlossen..), although there

are signs of a development here. Nature is seen to be "mortal",

but with the appearance of Diotima in person, it "steps into the

full life of gods". !hat is interesting about the concept of

Nature in this poem is, however, the use of the word in the stanza:

Nunl ich habe dich gefunden,
Schbner, als ich annend sah
In der Liebe Feierstunden,
Hohei Gutei bist du da;
0 der armen Dhantasieni
Dieses Fine bildest nur

Du, in ew'gen Harmonien
Frohvollendete Natur.

It is Diotima, not Nature, who is addressed. Does "nature" here

then mean that Diotima has a perfect nature, or that she is the

perfection of Nature in the sense that God, love, or youthful

dreams give life to Nature in the previous two poems mentioned,

or that she embodies the perfection of Nature? The second of

these possibilities continues the idea of Nature being a kind of

vessel for some higher sort of life. Of itself, the first possi¬

bility would suggest that it is not Nature we are talking about

at all. But the third provides the means of recognising that the

three possibilities are by no means mutually exclusive. If Diotima

embodies Nature, then her nature is Nature itself. Again, if her

nature is Nature itself, then her embod i ment of Nature is at the

same time her life's embodiment of her own nature, which is another

way of saying that she is wholly h.rself; but to say that she is

wholly herself implies the possibility that she—or at any rate

some/
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some other being—may be not wholly herself, and in the event of

this possibility's being realised, we should be back at the old

situation in which Nature is a vessel which may either be filled

or empty.

Bearing in mind this development of the concept of Nature

as a vessel, it may now be said that it is not an idea which

stops short after the rhyming hymns. The poem 'Ihre Genesung'

superficially concerns the question how Nature can let its "darling"
5

be unwell when it is itself so full of life; in feet its concern

is deeper, dwelling as it does on the possibility that the life

of the gods, which are seen as powers of Nature, and of Nature

itself, can go on in its fullness, yet the split between this

life and human life be so great that the human life be sickening

at the same time. Turned the other way round, and viewed from

the wholly human angle, the question is: how can the life of

Nature, which should be the life of my own nature, continue to

exist in a sphere which is inaccessible to me? or: how can Nature

be emptied of its life for me? The same question is nut in a very

different way in 'Die gcheinheiligen Dichter':

Thr kalten Heuchler, sprecht von den Gbttern nichti
Ihr habt Verstandi

This attitude reappears in 'Dichterberuf', and 'Ermunterung'

also dwells wonderingly on the fact that the life of the heart,

which is banished into the "night" by the "godless ones", who may

well be compared with the "cold hypocrites" of 'Die scheinheiligen

Dichter', can be so cut off from the powers of Nature, the light

of the aether and the blossoming earth.

7
The two untitled poems "Wohl geh' ich tMglich..." and "Geh

unter/
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unter Schdne Sonne..." both bear witness to the possibility that

the world of nature may be full or empty of life, of meaning, of

divinity. The former comes to its strange conclusion on the

note that Diotima, who again here represents the life in Nature,

is in some way both absent and present in her absence, and that

the eye that weeps for her absence does so so that it may see her
g

all the clearer in the place where she is not. The latter, how-

:ever, lays even greater stress on the aspect of periodicity:
9

"Mir gehst du freundlich unter und auf, o Lichtl", with the

suggestion that when the light is risen, the world of nature,

as depicted in the last stanza, is more full of life to the poet.

The same periodicity is seen in the unfinished hymn "Vie wenn am

Feiertage...", which deals with the violent awakening of Nature,

at the time appropriate to its awakening, but also recognises:

wenn zu schlafen sie scheint zu Zeiten des Jahrs
Am Himmel oder unter den Pflanzen oder den Vdlkern,
So trauert der Dichter Angesicht auch, ^
Sie scheinen allein zu sein, doch ahnen sie immer.

Thus it is that we may see in some of the later poems the filling

of the world of Nature with divine presence. 'Menons Klagen um

biotima' looks forward to the time when those who were "glutted"

at the "blessed table" and "fell asleep under the blossoming earth"

will be wakened:

Heiliger Othem durchstrbmt gdttlich die lichte Gestalt,
Venn das Fest sich beseelt, und Fluthen der Liebe sich regen,
Und vom Himmel getrhnkt, rauscht der lebendige Strom,
Wenn es drunten ertdnt, und ihre SchMze die Nacht zollt,
Und aus BHchen herauf glHnzt das begrabene Gold.13

The imagery is that of the quickening of the natural world. Simi¬

larly, 'Friedensfeier' begins with an image of the natural world

as/
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as a hall which is ready to receive its "loving guests" for the

feast, and 'Patmos' journeys to the place where this "feast",

expressed in a Nature filled with the life of the divine, is

celebrated.

The idea of Nature isy however, by no means exhausted in the

conception of it as a vessel of life or divinity. The paramour

is also a mother. All the life and divinity that fills Nature

when she comes alive is born of her in the first instance. It

may be because of this that the "Feiertag"-hymn described Nature

as "older than the times and above the gods of the Evening and
12

the Orient"; certainly the half-divine figures, those who embody

the "word from the East", in 'Am Quell der Donau' may trace an

aspect of their origin to mother Nature:

Aber wenn ihr
Und diss ist zu sagen
Ihr Alten all, nicht sagtet, woher
Wir nennen dich (=Asia): heiliggendtigt, nennen,
NaturJ dich wir, und neu, wie dem Bad entsteigt
Dir alles Gbttlichgeborne

Similarly, 'Friedensfeier', as has been seen, ends with an appar¬

ent allusion to the myth of the genesis and childhood of feus:

in any event the last stanza of the hymn celebrates her as a

mother on a divine scale. As 'Am Quell der Donau' relates Nature

to Asia, so we may see the meaning of Nature here as the idea of

Origin altogether. Asia, the earth (as in 'Der Mensch* or

1^
'Germanien'), the ocean, (as in 'Achill' or 'Andenken'), the female

divinity in the Tlibingen hymns or the hy^n to the Madonna, Saturn's

abyss in 'Natur und Kunst...^ or the abyss at the beginning of

'Heimkunft* or "Vom Abgrund nemlich...", all fulfil the function

15
of which Nature is the traditional expression.
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In a more metaphorical sense, also, Nature is seen as a Mother

in several poems. Thus 'An die jungen Dichter' ascribes to her

the power of giving a kind of "counsel" which we must regard as

being something perceived intuitively, since it is set against the

overbearing influence of "the master", that is, the one who teaches

in another way."*"^ The same function in Nature is implied in

'Buonaparte': here, the "master" is the poet who is tempted to

make the "youth" Napoleon into the subject of his poem; this

latter is, however, like the "spirit of Nature", and if tampered

with in this way, could well turn the master into the pupil—
17

Nature, in other words, not man, is the true teacher or master.

A further development of this idea is to be found in 'Ermunterung',

in the sense that the "breath of Nature" blows upon the poet's

heart as upon "bare fields", quickening it and its whole world.

This does not suggest that the kind of teaching Nature is capable

of giving is necessarily the same as the awakening she brings:

only that she is seen here in the more active role of the mother

that brings forth children. Her "designs", so to speak, may even

be seen, as in the last stanza of 'Friedensfeier', to go awry.

Nature, here, is to be understood in much the same sense as the

image of the lightning and its accompanying thunder which is met

with in 'Rousseau', 'Dichterberuf' (where the thunder is put,

significantly, on a level with the "Orient's prophets" and the

"Grecian song"), "Wie wenn am Feiertage.., and several other

poems. It merely confuses the issue to insist that lightning

is a purely heavenly, superior, masculine principle: the storm

at the start of "Wie wenn am Feiertage...", and the lightning that

destroys Semele are clearly parallel.ed in the process described
x8

in "Die Natur ist jezt mit Waffenklang erwacht", etc.

Lightning/
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Lightning, in fact, like Nature itself, may be seen in both

active and passive roles. So 'Patmos': "den Bliz erklMren / Die

19Thaten der Erde bis izt", and the place quoted above from 'Dichter-

:beruf'. Lightning, or the storm, is passive in these cases in

that it is susceptible to interpretation, although at the same

time a message, or "sign" from the divine world or the world of

Nature. This same dual passive-active aspect of Nature itself

also appears in some poems, in which the actual, natural world is

seen as a "sign"—though we must regard it as a sign of itself, so

to speak-—continually taking shape, or forming itself, yet at the

same time, or because of this fact, continually capable of, or even

demanding interpretation. The "holy innocence" in 'Unter den

Alpen gesungen1 bears the marks of a personification of natural

forces: she is in herself the annunciation of "what the great
20

Father bids become", yet the poet perfects his poem by affirming

that it will not only celebrate the powers which the "holy innocence"

personifies, but also interpret them. A similar picture of Nature,

needing interpretation yet brooding out the life of the future, is

seen in 'Lebenslauf •: "in heil'ger Nacht / Wo die stumme Natur
21

werdende Tage sinnt", but also, implicitly, in 'Heimkunft',

where the "sign" that is the Alpine valley, a natural or divine

"workshop", has its influence on the poet, but in its turn has to

be described meaningfully by him, which interpretation is the message

he must carry home; 'Stutgard', also, implies the same situation:

Thatlos selber, und leicht,...
...die gBttlicherzognen

Freudigen Dichter ziehn freudig das Land wir hinauf.
Gross ist das Werden umher. Dort von den Hussersten Bergen
Stammen der JUnglinge viel, steigen die HUgel herab.
Guellen rauschen von dort und hundert geschMfftige BHche,
Kommen bei Tag und Nacht nieder und bauen das Land.
Aber der Meister pflUgt die Mitte des Landes, die Furchen
Ziehet der Nekarstrom, ziehet den Seegen herab.22
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A similar function is given to rivers in 'Der Ister', this same

conception of Nature also being suggested there. It is interest-

ring in this connection to compare the image of the river in these

poems with the interpretation given of the centaurs as river-spirits
23in the 'Pindar-Fragmente', since the idea of the river as a kind

of teacher forms a connection with that function already mentioned

in respect of Nature.

Nature has been seen in functions analogous to the paramour

and the mother; she is also the virgin. "Der Dichter lass ihn
2b

unberiihrt wie den Geist der Natur" is already an indication of

this aspect, but the reason given for such untouchability in

'Buonaparte* is not typical. The typical reason is that the

virgin Nature is inviolate but eminently vulnerable. This is

shown in 'Die scheinheiligen Dichter', where Reason is enough to

kill the earth and rob the gods' names of their soul. The same

motif occurs in 'Dichterberuf', which enlarges upon the situation

described in 'Die scheinheiligen Dichter':

Zu lang ist alles GBttliche dienstbar schon
Und alle Himraelskr&fte verscherzt, verbraucht
Die Gtltigen, zur Lust, denklos, ein
Schlaues Geschlecht und zu kennen wHhnt es,

Wenn ihnen der Erhabne den :ker baut,
Das Tagslicht und den Donnerer, und es sphht

Das Sehrohr wohl sie all und z&hlt und
Nennet mit^vnen des Himmels Sterne...,

and in 'Natur und Kunst oder Saturn und Jupiter', in which the

"guiltless" god of the golden age is banished, lamenting, to the

abyss. i gain, the late hymnic fragment 'Griechenland' suggests

that Nature is not viewed in its own right, as itself, when it is
26

seen to be "open, like pages, for learning, or lines and angles",

and the hymn to the Madonna speaks of the utmost desirability of

"sparing/
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"sparing the wilderness, godly-built in pure law", which is related

to the Madonna herself by way of the "lily" and the "ancient vaults
27

of the forest". This conception of Nature completes the circle,

bringing us back to the idea of Nature as a vessel, though in a

greatly modified, not to say paradoxical, sense. The paradox is

in much the same category in fact as that of the virgin-mother.

Nature is rich of herself (this is also indicated in a circle of

related motifs, the "grey wilderness of the ocean" in *I)er Mensch',

the "riches" of the "holy wilderness" in 'Die Titanen*, the "riches"

of the sea, which is also the "source" in 'Andenken', the "over¬

whelming freight" of the sea in "Wie Meeresktisten...") in that

she is source and origin, inviolate potentiality; at the same

time she may be seen to be potentially empty, not self-sufficient,

capable of being deprived of her divine life, eminently violable.

It may, however, be significant that these opposing or complementary

conceptions rarely appear explicitly together in the poems we have

examined.

HBlderlin never regards Nature in a metaphysical light. In

some degree he personifies her, but her meaning, from the point of

view of mankind, is always intimately related to that formulated

through centuries of man's experience of her. Thus she appears

as source or origin, as wilderness or chaos, as the giver of all

that man has, yet also the material which man can shape in his

hands. She has always this double aspect, and it is this which

has plainly disturbed certain critics and given rise to the myth
<? 8

of a "titan-myth" in HBlderlin's thought.c~' In the relatively

few poems in which titans appear, it is evident that they appear

as aspects of natural power, as powers of the earth, even when it

is in the specialise# sense of the hymn to the Madonna. The "wild

ones/
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ones" of 'Natur und Kunst...' are consigned "rightly" to the abyss

not because they are essentially evil, but because Jupiter, as the

embodiment of the ordering principle, the principle of consciousness,

cannot afford to give any leeway to those powers which are essen-

rtially chaotic, essentially a tendency towards dissolution.

Likewise the "paths are evil" in 'linernosyne' not in the sense of

essential evil, but because the "old laws of the earth", the "cap-

:tive elements" have run amok, "like horses"; horses run off the

straight only when they are not handled properly, and it is only

the mishandling of the natural forces which has brought evil into

29
the paths that life goes. This matter, however, belongs more

to other Themes, and it is only mentioned in passing here because

it must be clear that Htilderlin's poems neither idealise nor idolise

Nature, but treat it from a thoroughly balanced point of view. The

abyss is the place where all things begin, man or beast or whatever,

out of it come both the spirit of rest and the spirit of unrest,

30
as 'Die Musse' has it, and the suppression of some of the natural

forces should only take place when they represent a tendency that
31

is destructive of conscious life."' 'Natur und Kunst...' warns

only that the suppression of one aspect of the natural power might

lead to the suppression of the other aspects also. Such suppression

may result in a deficiency of life in men, a too great carefulness

as depicted in 'Der Jtingling an die klugen Rathgeber', a kind of

lassitude as in the fragment "Die VSlker schwiegen.., or it may

be that this particular kind of energy in man is simply directed

against himself, as in 'Der Frieden':

Zu lang, zu lang schon treten die Sterblichen ,

Sich gern aufs Haupt, und zanken um Herrschaft sich...,

in which poem, as in the previous one, the outcome is the breaking-

in/
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in of those forces which are most destructive in Nature. Balance

must be preserved, and control exercised over Nature only when it

will not be at the cost of her gifts and her wisdom; again, control

there must be, and none of the irony Empedokles directs against
33

himself can deny the fact that Nature does "need a lord", and

'Der Kensch' leaves no doubt that man is the darling of all Nature,

just as all the natural "becoming" in 'Stutgard' culminates when:

3
"Milndig und hell vor euch steht der besonnene Mensch".

10.- This duality in Nature can clearly be seen to link with the

idea of Nature as a vessel of divine life. When Nature is "empty",

too strict a control, too brutal a suppression has been exercised

against her—although it must be borne in mind that such exercise

is not necessarily conscious: 'An die Natur' seems to suggest

that it is simoly something which happens as youth is left behind,

for instance. The question now arises more strongly as to whether

Nature may or may not then be regarded as herself divine.

It will be observed that the powers of Nature often appear

as divinities, or, conversely, that divinity often takes the form

of natural forces. The presence of gods and the divinity of

Nature seems in this case to be established without question.

'Des Morgens' relates the poet's sense of the divine to the course

of the sun during the day, the morning, when it is near the earth,

meaning for him the nearness of the divine; 'Mein Eigentum', "Geh*

unter, schbne Sonne...", and 'Die GBtter' all relate feelings, an

awareness of the divine, to natural phenomena, as sun, aether,

storm and so on, though in an apparently far more concrete fashion

than that implied in the "pathetic fallacy". 'Ermunterung', "Wie

wenn am Feiertag.., and 'Ganymed' all stress the feeling of

divine/



divine presense by an awakening of one kind or another occasioned

by natural forces. 'Der Wanderer' celebrates the ceaseless pres¬

ence of the eternal gods with the poet in the fact that aether

and earth and light are never out of the scope of his experience.

'Keimkunft' and the hymnic fragment "Wenn aber die Himmlischen..."

express processes in which the divine is active (and thus present)

through natural occurrences on a huge scale.

Nature consists of divine forces, of gods, in all these cases.

If there is doubt whether Nature is, of herself, divine, then there

must be doubt whether the divinities are divine.'1 The world of

Nature, in 'Ermunterung' or 'Der Wanderer' is everlasting. Is it

possible to say that the divine beings, in this sense, are ever

absent?

The answer seems to be that presence or absence of the divine

beings is determined by human attitudes. This has already been

mentioned in the examination of the motif of absent divinity.

Nature and her forces are always divine: but the divine, or rather

the consciousness of it, is only a factor in human experience.

Which leads to a more subtle point: Nature is never viewed from

a metaphysical or metaphorical angle, and the occurrence of pathetic

fallacy has also been ruled out because of the concrete and self-

:contained form in which Nature is always seen, yet it is only when

the divinity of Nature is recognised that the recognising man's

world becomes fully divine.

It would be wrong to say that the gods are natural forces.

Being gods, it is in their nature to escape definition. If any¬

thing, we could say that they represent, as they appear in
2

HBlderlin's poetry, the awareness of the divine. Gods appear

in many other situations, in all situations, in fact, where the

human/
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human being is likely to recognise the numinous. Thus 'Der

Abschied' speaks of the "God who reigns in us" and the "guardian-

god of our love" who would be "betrayed"if the lovers decided to

part. The poem "Des Wiedersehens Thr&nen..." recognises the same

power in love, but here the imagery of an almost transfigured world
3

takes the place of explicit mention of the divine. The same kind

of god, though perhaps a Mercury rather than an Amor, is encountered

in the poem 'An Landauer's

Dir glMnzt die Sonn in wohlgebauter Halle,
Am Berge reift die Sonne dir den Wein,
Und immer gliiklich ftihrt die Gliter alle
Der kluge Gott dir aus und ein,

an affirmation, close to much old Mediterranean thinking, that to

be worldly need not make one any the less piousi In the unfinished

elegy also addressed to Landauer, 'Der Gang aufs Land', a similar

figure stands behind the roofing-ceremony of the hostelry:

Denn nicht wenig etffreut, was wir vom Himmel gewonnen,
Wenn er's weigert und doch gdnnet den Kindern zulezt,

and:

Denn nichts MHchtiges ists, zum Leben aber gehBrt es,
Was vir wollen...,

and:

Oder, wie sonst, wenn's anderen gef&llt, denn alt ist die Sitte,
Und es schauen so oft lMchelnd die GOtter auf uns, _

Mbge der Zimmermann vom Gipfel des Daches den Spruch thun...

The same kind of god, perhaps a Bacchus, to speak in the parlance

of the later variant of the third version of 'Der Einzige', can

be seen in the "common god" who presides at the feast in 'Stutgard',

or, implicitly, in 'Am Quell der Donau'.

Again/
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Again, inspiration—not necessarily the inspiration of poets,

but an inspiring power'—is often expressed in terms of the sudden

appearance of a god or—significantly—a natural occurrence such

as a storm. This has already been seen in 'lirmunterung', but

the same process also seems to take place in the "higher one" who

"helps" the "mother" in the hymn to the Madonna when her divine

life is threatened. The poet receives the lightning of the

father in the "Feiertag"-hymn, and suffers the suffering of the

god that becomes manifest in earthly life; here the potentially

destructive nature of the inspiring force is touched upon, which

nature appears more clearly in 'Dichterberuf', or 'Patmos', in a

late version of which "Sein Licht war / Tod". There are certainly

two aspects in the inspiring god, as 'Der Zeitgeist' and 'An die

Eofnung' will testify. The first reaction of the affected human

in 'Der blinde SMnger' and 'Am Quell der Donau' is to seek relief

from the overwhelming presence; for which reason, as 'Friedensfeier'

has it, the inspiring god is "sparing" with his presence, "touching

the dwellings of men only a moment".

The power which protects against the potential destructiveness

of inspiration is, likewise, recognised as a divine force. Thus,

there is the power of fate in 'Der Rhein', the Bacchus in the second

version of 'Der Einzige': "der / Die Todeslust der Vtilker aufhMlt

7
und zerreisse/tlen Fallstrik", the "heavenly ones" who restrain the

"father" and the heavenly "voices of fate" in the hymnic fragments
8

"Wenn aber die Himmlischen..." end 'Griechenland'.

The quasi-apocalyptic view of approaching gods in poems such

as 'Rousseau', 'Gerrnanien', ' riedensfeier' or the hymnic fragment

'Die Titanen' is related to these ideas of inspiration and the

protection against it, but is by no means identical. Rather it

should/
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should be said that these poems express the numinous quality of a

certain fervent expectation which the poet experiences in respect

of his people. What this expectation signifies is dealt with in

the section on the Theme of Isolation and'Reunification.

One further expression of the awareness of the divine is to

be seen in a kind of awareness which takes place through its

opposite. By this is meant an awareness of the divine quality

in somewhat bleak situations, through memory, vision, the feelings

of the heart. The poet in "Gbtter wandelten winst..." has the

9
"image" of his heroine to go with him; 'Mein Eigentum' relates

the poet's "gracious memories" to the "wandering godly powers" of

Nature: 'Ber Hhein' affirms that the man who may keep the memory

of the "bridal feast of men and gods" until death will "experience

the highest","^ and 'latinos' relates the inability of Christ's

followers to "live together in memory" of the god's presence

among them to the collapse of their world and the disappearance

of the divine 'Brod und Wein' and 'Der /.rchipelagus' have

their vision of the perfect, god-filled world of ancient Greece;

•Gesang des Deutschen' relates the "presentiment, a riddle of the

breast" in the youths of the poet's land to the inspiring genius
12

of Ancient Greece, and Eenon, in 'Menons Klagen um Diotima',

experiences within himself an inexplicable bliss, a religious

sense, that comes in the midst of his grief at the loss of his

i 13love.

11.- In all these examples, we may speak of a presence of the

divine which is perfectly compatible with the idea of the absence

of the divine already examined. There is difficulty in reconcil¬

ing the absence with the presence only if the two situations are

taken/
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taken superficially as evidence of a fixed philosophical or

metaphysical outlook in the poet that must refer to all his works.

The situation changes from poem to poem, and if a continuous

thread through the poems is the longing for a full and irrever-

:eable presence of the divine in all aspects of life, it should

be taken as the expression of the wish that the situation should

not so constantly change rather than evidence of eschatological

tendencies in the poet's thought.

12.- The conclusions so far might be inclined to lead us to the

surmise that the presence or absence of the divine is a purely

subjective matter. Such a surmise would, however, mean that we

had overlooked a basic matter of categories. The point is that

the idea of divine presence exists in a different category from

that of divine absence. The absence of the divine is spoken of

as an actual condition, whereas its presence is only implied.

It is we, and not the poems, that speak of divine presence as

a counterweight to divine absence.^ Conversely, in the cases

where we have spoken of a presence of the divine, this presence

might well be a largely subjective matter, and it is justifiable

to speak of a corresponding absence of the divine in the same

way; but this does not alter the fact that the absence appears

as a motif in a sense that the presence does not—except,

conceivably, in the few poems which speak of the approach of a

god. We are, in fact, forced to return to the question as to

the sphere into which the absent gods are taken. This sphere is

not Nature, since the extent to which Nature is full of the life

of the divine is determined by human attitude. Nor, for the same

reason, can it be any of those other situations in which divine

presence/
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presence may be recognised.

The sphere from which the gods are truly never absent is the

soul. The soul, or, in some senses, the heart, is an idea which

is encountered in all periods of Hblderlin's poetry, and only a

few examples of it will suffice to show its relevance to the

present discussion.

The early poem 'Die Unsterblichkeit der Seele', for all its

lack of originality, brings in the idea of the soul in a fashion

whose development may be traced all through the subsequent poems.

The soul here is immortal, divine, invulnerable; its power domin-

:ates the power of Nature; it is both an eternal sphere of exist¬

ence, and a movement within that sphere:

Doch schbner ist des Menschen Seele _

Venn sie von euch sich zu Gott erhebet.

"Euch" refers to "you glorious creations". The same idea of the

soul as a movement appears in the rhyming hymn to Hercules, "In

der Kindheit Schlaf begraben.., where every burden the hero

carried, the poet says, "raised my soul aloft", to the extent that

his soul eventually "swears immortality to itself"."^ Not as a

movement, but more as a kind of sphere of inner reality, yet with

the same sense of being a divine or holy essence, the fatherland,

in 'Gesang des Deutschen', is called the "holy heart of the peoples"

which yet "foolishly (or: fearfully) denies" its "own soul", which
i+

is, in some sense, the world of Ancient Greece. Similar situ¬

ations with regard to the soul are to be found between the elegy

'Brod und Wein', and the ode *Der blinde Sanger'. In the latter:

Das Herz ist wach, doch bannt und hMlt in
Heiligem Zauber die Nacht mich immer;^

and/
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and the former speaks of a "smile from the imprisoned soul",

imprisoned, that is, in the night, which is yet also described

as "holy", and which moreover in its mystery "moves the world

and the hoping soul of men".^ It has already been mentioned

that the night in this elegy may be considered as an expression

of the world of the soul. The movement of the Rhine, in the

hymn that celebrates the river, is also linked with the movement

of the soul towards that sphere to which it truly belongs; as

in the last two examples, this innermost wish is thwarted, but,

as in 'Brod und Wein' the smile is wrung out of the soul by the

return of the aspect of the night "full of stars", the "astonished

one", gathered into the brightest star of the sky, and so changing

the night into the world of the soul, so here, the imprisoning of

the Rhine leads to its founding of the German land—pars pro toto

—, which by implication may be seen in its turn to be an expression

of the world of the soul, as indeed it was in 'Gesang des Deutschen'.

The poem 'Vulkan* appears to think of the soul less in the divine

sense, but all the more in the sense of its being the deepest

truth of the entity. So in the poem's central stanza we may see

the poet's "inherited enemy", the north wind Boreas, breaking in

through layer after layer, through the "walls of our towns" and

"our fence", to the "still grove", and finally "even disturbs the

7
soul of me in its song". That the soul can be harmed is also

seen in 'Mnemosyne', where it is "wounded by contradiction of a

heavenly one", but where there is also the divine necessity that
8

the soul should be "sparingly brought together". nhen this is

done, the perfection that precedes death is indicated. The same

idea appears in the fragment "Denn gute Dinge sind drei...":

und/
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und das Bakrament

Heilig behalten, das hHlt unsre Seele
Bis an unser End,'

but even more strikingly in the hymnic fragment "Vom Abgrund

nemlich...", where, as the complement of: "Allda bin ich / "lies

miteinander", the fragment ends:

o mein Herz wird

Untrligbarer Kristall, am dem
Das Licht sich priifet, wenn...,

to which is, significantly, added only the word "Deutschland".^
It will be seen that in the majority of these cases, the soul,

or sometimes the heart, expresses more the movement than the state,

in which case it is not entirely accurate to speak of a "world of

the soul". It should be clear, however, that when we speak of the

soul's world, we con be meaning both that the soul is a world, and

that it moves in a world which is in some ways its own. The soul's

world is the immortal, divine, eternal world, and the indications

in the above examples are clearly that when the soul has its right-

:ful place in this world, then it is itself immortal, divine and

eternal, it is one with its world.

Where, however, the soul is associated with the idea of the

past, memory, or the dead, its aspect as a sphere of existence

itself is more pronounced. So the hexameter ooem 'Die Entschlaf-

:enen' speaks of the "sleeping ones" who "wake at the heart in me"

and describes the image of them as "resting in related soul".^
'Brod und Wein' discovers in the depths of its night the living

12
reality of Ancient Greece. The Rhine may "never, never forget"

its "origin and the pure voice of youth", in the same way that the

perfection of the bridal feast held in the memory will enable the

"highest/
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13
"highest" to be experienced. The title of 'Mnemosyne' shows that

the "bringing together" of the soul is the seme as the sacred act

of remembering, es a heroic process, life and Death. Much the

same is suggested in the hymnic fragment 'frietchenlend', where the

words: "wie i ltithen golden thun / Der Seele Krafte dann, der Seele

Verwandtschaften sich zusammen.•appear as the transformation

of the "memories" which -re related to the "devastations, tempta-

14
:tions of the saints" with which the earth "follows great laws".

The same sphere, we may tke it, is evoked also in 'Die Titanen',

where, .'or the sale of "rest", the poet feels the need of "thinking

of the dead", nd sails towards the "fragrant islands" for this

purpose.

As for the past, so for the future. The soul "wings over

15
beyond its own time" in 'An die Deutschen', and the image of the

workshop which appears in this poem appears also at the start of

•Heimkunft', where the "eternal limits" of the Alpine landscape,

and the "bright night" which continues there after the day has gome

elsewhere, are both epithets appropriate to the soul, to the world

which is seen engaged in a great work of creation for days to come."''
•Der Mutter Erde' s eaks of "the secret of our soul" which is to be

17
"spoken out" after a certain "meantime" is passed. One wonders

also whether a pun is intended, in the poem "Des Viedersehens

Thr8nen..."f ok- "in seeliger Oegenwart", where the words "des

Neugefundnen", nd, in the following stanza, "indessen", clearly

show that this "present", which is of course also the "presence"
18

of the loved one, is in the future.

ure absence, finelly, with particular reference neither to

pest not future, if a condition which is also compensated for in

the world of the soul. So in 'Der blinde Sanger' and 'Chiron',

the/



the sufferer creates "forms", either "out of love and grief of

brighter days", or "out of fresh earth and clouds of love", as

19
he sits in the midst of his "night", Han, in 'Vulkan', deser-

:ted by all "friendly genii", has one left to him: love. Similarly

love, in 'Die Liebe*, is the informing power in the "soul of the

loving ones" when they themselves do not receive the honour due

to them, which power creates its own world to destroy the winter.

In 'Brod und Wein' also, the "heavenly choir" leaves the gifts

of bread and wine as a comfort in the night of the soul.
i

lg.- e have claimed that the soul is the inner world which is the

pivot of this Theme. Lest it be objected now that we are thereby

committing the same breach of perspective which was criticised with

reference to the motif of Greece and eschatological interpretations

of the motif of absent divinity, this claim must be somewhat quali¬

fied. ' e remain, on the strength of the motifs which have been

examined so far, by the postulate of an "inner world". It might

be more consistent with our approach to say that the idea of the

soul is an expression, as Greece is, of this inner world. On the

other hand, whereas the image of an inner world as such appears

very seldom in the poems (the hexameter poem "GHtter wandelten

einst..." being one of the very few exceptions) the motif of the

soul is an extremely widespread one. This does not in itself

justify us in stressing the image of the soul over that of, say,

Ancient Greece, except in that the soul appears even more commonly

than Ancient Greece in the poems. Furthermore, and most import-

:ant of all, the soul is an idea or an image which belongs to the

heritage of our thought in a way that Ancient Greece can »leMer do,

a fact which applies to HBlderlin's day but even more to our own.

Bearing/
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Bearing in mind that the Themes here under discussion are treated

as they are, not so that we should be able to search back for the

poet's intentions, but for our own convenience in approaching such

an understanding of the poet's works as we are capable of, the

motif of the soul seems to be the happiest choice for designating

this theme, out of all the motifs which have so far come under

discussion. It has been preferred to the more general designation

of an "inner world" to obviate, for reasons which will become plain

in Part III, the charge of eccentricity or at best subjectivity on

the poet's part.

The other motifs examined are only subservient to that of the

soul if we bear these points in mind. Once borne in mind, however,

it must be stressed that the motif of the absent gods is a motif,

not a theme, and as such its function is to express this Theme of

the Soul. The gods are always present v/hen they are recognised,

and Nature is always divine, although she can only be so recognised

when she is so named. The motif of the absent gods, however, as

well as that of the doubly distant Greece, stresses with grief

the fact that the "secret of our soul" is not "spoken out", that

is to say, that the world of the soul and the world of Nature, the

outside, actual world, are not seen to have the identity which is

experienced in, for example, the state of childhood: or, expressed

another way, that the gods are not recognised in the outer, actual

world, but only (if at all) in the soul's world. On the other

hand, end this brings us back to the matter of subjectivity discussed

in the section above on Nature, the divine powers in the soul also

may or may not be recognised, and the recognition of Nature's

divinity depends upon the recognition of the gods in the inner

world. V/hen "the soul has vanished from the name" of the gods,

the/



the "earth is dead", Helios merely the sun,"'' the divine powers

merely the interaction of light, thunder, and earth which produces
2

the fertile field. But it is the fact that it is the soul which

is the core of the awareness of the divine which frees this view

of divinity from its apparent subjectivity: the soul is a power

in its own right, a reality which, representing as it does the

central truth or essence of an entity, is more valid than any

"outer" reality that entity may have. The situation is as if,

rather than saying that a man has a soul, we said the soul has

the man. It is a curious, but perfectly understandable, implica-

:tion that when the world of childhood, the world of Greece, the

world of the past, becomes disenchanted, then and then only does

the soul appear as a reality: the gods have fled from the outer

world, creating a kind of asylum in the soul. This is the explana¬

tion, I believe, of the peculiar mysterious, "holy", quality of

the night, in 'Brod und Wein' or 'Der blinde SMnger'. The "secret

of the soul", as has been said, waits indeed to be "spoken out".

This fact does not, of itself, justify the tendency tov/ards

eschatological interpretations which is a feature of so much

HOlderlin-criticism: it should be considered that if the poet

longs for the perfection of the soul, "what I wish, the best", then

this longing, in a mortal, can only be expressed in time. If the

past is contained in the eternal timeless inner world, it is only

to be expected that a future will be there also. This future

informs many, if not most, of Htilderlin's mature poems—until, in

poems like 'Der Rhein' or 'Mnemosyne', it works its way into the

present and even the past—but we must take it that it is not so

much its own (as yet highly doubtful) reality, as the reality of

the sphere where it is to be found, that is stressed; the sphere,

that/
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that is, of the soul. The poet is very keenly aware of the

beauty and perfection of the world, the natural world; this is

the inspiration and the aim of the poetry, to see this world, with

its richness of the best days and nights (even 'Der Gang aufs land*

has its richness) only as the expression of "deeper" thoughts, of

certain philosophical or metaphysical or even theological outlooks,
3

is inerely to depreciate the value of this aim and inspiration.

The fact that HBlderlin began his mature poetic career by urging
if

that poets should "teach, not describe", the fact that he sees

it as his task to express "what is higher", does not alter the

light on this situation: the teaching is simply of his awareness

of the world, the "higher thing" likewise, since it comes as a

result of the "thanks" which "the god gave into the heart of me".

The same poem, significantly, ends, having subtly moved away from

its address to the Princess Auguste to a dialogue with the "august"

one, with Nature herself, in these lines:

0 dass von diesem freudigen Tage mir
Auch meine ?eit beginne, dass endlich auch
Mir ein Gesang in deinen Hainen,
Edlei gedeihe, der deiner Wert sei.

In the actual world, not in the poet's thoughts concerning it—or

anything else—lies the true value.

1^.- This Theme of the Soul is the most widespread of the 1 hemes

to be discussed, and in one way or another it dominates the others,

which are, at the same time, Themes in their own right. It is to

be hoped that, as with the individual commentaries on the poems in

Part 1, the foregoing will have been taken nartially at least as an

exposition of the method employed, and that it will therefore be

appreciated why, for the sake of space, the subsequent Themes are

treated rather more briefly.
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15.- The second Theme is referred to as the Theme of the Other

Self. In its first aspect, a central figure from the sphere we

have identified as the "inner world" appears and confronts the

poet, so that we have an opposition of Hero and Poet. In its

second aspect, the two personalities are seen rather as principles,

so that there is the corresponding opposition of the principle of

"extinction" and that of "remaining".

Our first task is to justify the statement that the figure of

the "hero" is indeed a central figure of the inner world. The

image of the divine twins, of the Dioscuri, probably informs the

syzygy of poet end hero (it appears explicitly in two of the rhymed

hymns, and is suggested in the ode 'An Eduard' and its close cousin

'Die Dioskuren , and, as is well known, the one of these heroic

brothers was immortal, while the other shared mortal fate. This

explains nothing, however, since, for on.e thing, such a mythical

basis is only hinted at in the lightest manner by the poems, and

for another, what the two figures represent will be seen to go

considerably beyond the mere notions of mortality and immortality,

even in an amplified and elucidated sense.

The appearance of a divine, heroic, counterpart is met with

in such different forms as the rhyme-hymn to Hercules and the

hexameter poem 'Achill', which two poems nevertheless share the

motif of the poet's following the hero in the sense of coming

nearer to the divine powers; Hercules wins immortality for himself,

and Achilles has "one of the heavenly ones" to whom to take his

sorrow, which fact makes the poet change his own grieving, which

has already been described in the description of Achilles' sorrow,

into a prayer that he might be accepted by the heavenly powers,

into a prayer, in other words, that he may become like Achilles

in/
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in this sense. The same motif comes again in the poem 'An

Eduard', which deals much more fully with the idea of a kind of

salvation of the poet through his heroic counterpart. As long

as the heroic Eduard is "hidden", in one sense in the maternal

world of Nature, in another in the poet's ov/n soul, his potentials

have, so to speak, not been realised, and correspondingly the poet

has not attained that perfection expressed in the idea of his

"falling singing" in battle.^ The unfinished hymn 'Der Mutter

Erde' puts the same opposition onto another level in that it

places the "heroic" sphere in the world of the dead. Those who

are alive (and so, mortal) "wander through the armoury" and hear

"one" of them (we think of a poet) telling them of the men who

used these weapons, the men whose strength is twice contrasted

with the condition of those who are alive, in: "Mit gebundener in

mussigen ■eiten" and in:

keiner darf es versuchen
Wie ein Gott , sinken die Arme
Der Menschen.

The unfinished phrase "Wie ein Gott" cannot, I think, refer to the

men who are described: the sense must either be "none dares to

try it, armed/arrayed/with strength like a god...", or of some

other image which contrasts god-like power with human weakness,

and puts this power on a level with the heroic "fathers" of old.

The suggestion in "with bound hand" is thus that, whereas mortal

man, as which the poet must be reckoned, is in some way bound,

the heroic counterpart is himself when he is in a corresponding

fashion free. The bursting upwards out of the earthly realm at

the end of 'An Eduard' also indicates a becoming free, and suggests

that the freedom involved is one in which life has been cast aside.

This/
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This same motif is seen in 'Der Rhein', where, corresponding to

the thought of the poet which drifts off "far to the coasts of

Morea", the herculean Rhine's initial wish is to drive towards

Asia, which wish would be fulfilled only at the cost of the life

in the lands on his way; this wish is, on the other hand, an

expression of the Rhine's divine quality: the wishing takes place

at the source where the divine origin is one and the same as that

■which originates, even though thereafter the river must pay his

due to his other parent, the earth. John, in 'Patmos', "watches

closely the face of the god"; the latter is bound for death and

victory, as Christ becomes free also in 'Der Einzige', but John

is to remain on in life and somehow capture, in the "fast letter",

the essence of the divinity that was so near to him. As the poet

"holds" his hero, in 'An Eduard', in a "maternal" sphere which

"weaves its holy darkness about the eye", so in 'Der Ister' fiery

Hercules comes as a guest into the cool dark halls of the upper

Danube, the place where men "wish to build, for rivers make the

land arable", and in the same way the purpose of the rivers on the

earth is seen to be the bearing of the divine day and night "in
5

its mind". These latter examples seem to stress the holding of

the divine heroic figure in the mortal sphere rather than its

becoming free to be what it is; the late hymnic fragment "Einst

hab ich die Muse gefragt...", however, views things from another

angle, and seems to explain man's need of the heroic principle,

expressed in Hercules again, as a force which will arouse him from

the essential slothfulness of his mortal nature; this force is

expressed in the ambiguous image of the hunter following the
6

falcon.

The purely death-bound nature of the hero, as opposed to the

idea/
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idea of death being the door to immortality, is an aspect also in

its own right. The "hero" (or "poet") in the poem 'Ernpedokles •

"seeks life" by immersing himself in it to the extent that he

dies. The "soul of the youths" in 'Der Tod fiirs Vaterland' is the

longing of the poet to see the "heroes and poets of ancient time"

"in the light" (as opposed, one presumes, to the darkness of the

soul), which longing can, paradoxically, only be fulfilled through

death, through the entry into a realm "below" that "fatherland"
7

which was the cause of his fighting and dying. The fatherland

is also, in "Einst hab ich die Muse gefragt...", the "heavenly

sign" which "tears...men away"; Hercules feared this, because,

being that which "each must taste at last", this is the tasting

of death, the last task of the hero. Christ goes the way of death

in 'Patmos', and the disciples wish to become "heroes" through

following him. 'Mnemosyne' culminates in the dying of heroes,

relating it to the ripening and falling of fruit and the "bringing

together" of the soul.

We have seen that 'Mnemosyne' appears to work towards a singu¬

lar identity of life and death; in the same way the poem 'Empedok-

:les' makes the hero's death an entry into life of a kind not experi¬

enced by the conscious mind, and mention has already been made of

that aspect of the fatherland, in 'Der Tod ftirs Vaterland', which

goes beyond the idea of it as a present reality of life, and makes

it one with the world attained in death. We broach a matter here

in which it is essential to have a more particular understanding

of the way the ideas of death and immortality or divinity are used

when applied to the hero.

The idea frequently occurs in the poems that the poet's con¬

dition is that of watching and describing: the idea appears from

'Hyperion */
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'Hyperion', whose goal turns out to be the solitary quietness out

of v/hich Hyperion goes over the course of his life in his letters,

to the hymnic fragment 'Die Titanen' with its cryptic:

Manche helfen
Dem Himmel. Dieses siehet
Der Dichter...,

and attains perhaps its fullest significance in 'Stutgard', both

implicitly and explicitly:

So der Gewalt'gen gedenk und des herzerhebenden Schiksaals,
Thatlos selber, und leicht, aber vom Aether doch auch
Angeschauet und fromm, wie die Alten, die gbttlicherzognen
Freudigen Dichter ziehn freudig das Land wir hinauf.9

The placing of a "deedless" poet in a world which measures by the

activity of those who are in it belongs properly to another Theme

than this. Whet concerns us here is the fact that this poet's

heroic counterpart embodies an opposing tendency: the hero is

always characterised by action. So the plan 'Palingenesie' goes

beyond its apparent simile:

Mit der Sonre sehn ich mich oft vom Aufgang bis zum Niedergang
den weiten Sogen scbnell hineilend zu wandeln, oft, mit
Gesang zu folgen dem grosEen, dem Vollendungsgange der alten
Natur,
Und wie der Feldherr auf dem Helme den Adler trhgt im Kampf
und Triumph, so mbcht ich, dass sie mich triige...;^

the general belongs to the sphere of action, more than this, he

represents the man who, with his decision and courage and capability,

is master of his life, or rather, the sphere of it to which he is

assigned; to compare the eagle on his helmet with the poet's wish

to be carried either by the sun on its course through the day or by

Nature in her path towards completion, suggests that the "mortal"

desire of the poet is actually to become immersed in life, to
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become utterly identified with it, from its rising to its setting,

in its natural tendency towards its own completion, and not to

stand back from it, to look on and describe it. The poet in

* ndenken* remains behind while the "friends" set sail to the

distant points of the earth, as do the "heroes" in the fragment

•Kolomb*The seaman in 'Die Heimath' returns "joyfully" from

his travels in the world, which are compared to a harvest, while

the poet returns to the realisation that his lot is loving and

suffering, end belonging to the earth, not to the "islands f r":

this does not say that the poet is one with his life—far rather

that he is cut off from it, in that the harvest of the life with

which the man of deeds is one consists of "goods", whereas that
12

of the poet cons sts of sufferings, implicitly of failures.

The point is that the "hero" exists in a world where life and

thought are one with action, whereas the mortal poet is character-
13

:ised by the capacity for reflection. The hero is the embodiment

of the poet's view of life, a divine, quicksilver thing, both what

the poet is, in the depths of his soul, and what, by reason of his

human condition, he cannot be. If the poet were to give himself

up to life in this way, it would mean death for him, because such

life is divine, but he is by nature mortal. The death of a hero,

on the other hand, indicates the completion of a nature.

l6»- 1 have tried to show that the concepts of mortality and

immortality, as they are applied to the poet and hero, only have

their usual meaning when it is borne in mind that they indicate

contrasting points of reference on Life and Death as a unified

whole. The hero's immortality is not the kind we mean when we

speak of an "immortal memory"; it is far rrther the old question

of/
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of recognition and awareness: the man recognises the holy or divine

nature of his world, and an inner image of himself corresponding

to this recognition appears in the form of the Hero. This does

not prevent the hero also being seen in the actual world: Buonaparte

and "Eduard" are cases in point, although the former "cannot live

in the poem" (whicjs as well as being a sign of his immortality as

an expression of the "spirit of Nature", may also mean that as a

mortal man he may not yet be considered as an embodiment of the

"spirit of heroes"), and "Eduard"*s actuality is tempered by the

fact that the poet calls him "my Achilles"; in the same way the

heroic tradesman of 'Der Archipelagus' lives in the world of

Ancient Greece, and Columbus and Vanini, although much nearer in

time, are both returned into the "ancient peace", and the only

named hero of 'Andenken' is one who belongs into the world of

'Hyperion* or 'Emilie'.^ This apart, the actuality of a "hero"

need not be ruled out because the hero essentially indicates a

being from the "inner world"; to avoid misunderstanding, we could

say that when the hero appears as an actual figure, that figure is

an acpression of the "inner" image of the Hero. The function of
2

the hero is to show life as a totality, to "unite near with far"

(an outlook which is necessarily foreign to conscious man, who in

such a totality would see only an amorphous mass), and this func¬

tion may be fulfilled by a mythical hero or one belonging to the

world of the dead no more nor less than by one, in his own world,

who is alive and actual.

17.- Brief mention must now be made of two ideas which are associ-

:ated with the syzygy of poet and hero. The first is the occasi¬

onally encountered idea of the word, or the thought, which indicates
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a particular kind of direction. 'An die Deutschen' speaks of the

"deed" which comes (perhaps) "spiritual and ripe" from "thoughts",

which is like the lightning from the clouds, or the fruit from the

dark leaves, leaves upon which the bearer of the thoughts, the words,

are written.' Although there is a sense here in which the poet

is being deeply ironical, there is another in which he is express-

sing clearly the relationship of "poet" to "hero", even indicating

the purpose of the poetic word: the poet and his thought and word

is the vessel in which the divine or heroic word is kept, as it

is expressed in 'Buonaparte', or in 'Der Ister' where Hercules

becomes the guest of the river; and that which is resident in its

vessel can flow out from it. So the "deed" and the "fruit" and

the "lightning" here are all expressions of the becoming actual

of what before only existed in the soul of the poet, or in the poem.

'Ganymed' expresses the awakening of the river-spirit as a conse-

:quence of the "word" sent him by the "travelled man". 'Am Quell

der Donau' sees a crisis developing in men at the coming of the

"word from the east", which must, however, end in the acceptance

of the divine life into the actual world-—though indeed not until

the Word has been used by the "less skillful ones" to continue the
b

work of awakening. On the other hand, the residence of the divine

power in the song or the poetic word is also seen the other way

round, that is, in the coming of the power to the word rather than

its going out from it again. Thus the "song" of the "heart of the

community" expresses the "holy father", in 'Der Mutter Erde', when

he would otherwise have been "inexpressible"; the lightning gives

birth, through the poet, to "song" in "Wie wenn am Feiertage...";

in the third version of 'Der Einzige' Zeus is described as being

"dumb" among men, yet sending his "high thoughts" among them, which

is/
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on mortal mothers; John the Baptist, in the hymnic fragment to

the Madonna, is born "of the dumb father" and has the "power of

the tongue", and in the late version of 'Patmos' his head, when

coming to rest, so.to speak, out of its life, becomes"like unfading
5

writings".

The other idea is less common, but presents an interestingly

opposed picture. It is as if the divine or heroic life, having

entered and gone out of the poet figure, had gone too far, in the

human world, from its source; as if action had become a thing in

itself and forgotten the womb of all action. The poet in this

case finds himself the expression of the divine sphere in some

sense, which, by implication, would leave the hero in the sphere

that is not proper to him. In fact this view of the hero as such

occurs very rarely: 'Chiron' is an example, playing as it does on

the myth of the centaur's being wounded by the hero Hercules;

Chiron represents the "being", as opposed to the "doing", of life;

Hercules' action ousts him from this condition, or at least from

the reality of it, and hence there is the necessity for "Herakles'

return" from his alienation. There is a similar suggestion in the

heroes in 'Andenken', in that the "friends" deny their "inborn

dance", and sail into regions where the tree under which they live

becomes deprived of its foliage, standing as the bare mast of their

homelessness. With these two examples in mind, it is possible to

find hints of a similar situation in poems such as 'Natur und Kunst...',

where the still world of Saturn is preserved by the poets, while it

has been wronged and superseded by the—nevertheless divine—Jupiter,

or in the metaphorical splitting of the poet's personality in 'Dich-

:terberuf, where the one retains the memory of the "days of fate,

the/
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the rending ones" as the "melody of the ever-still year", while

the other tempts the divine wrath by discounting it and regarding

the divine as something "serviceable". It may be that the hymnic

fragment 'Der Adler' is referring to the same process in the lines:

Und was du hast, ist
." them zu ho hien
Hat einer ihn nemlich hinauf
Am Tage gebracht,
Er findet in Schlaf ihn wieder.
Denn wo die Augen zugedekt,
Und gebunden die Ftisse sind,
Da wirst du es finden...,"

which seem to imply a warning against too great an immersion in the

world of action. Similarly, when the mother Nature in 'Friedens-

:feier' brings to the light too soon what "gladly rests without
7

feeling" in her depths, her deed reacts destructively upon herself.

It may well be that the hymnic fragment "Wenn aber die Himmlischen..."

is pointing in the same direction with its sharp contrast of violent

movement, of the earth skywards, of the heaven earthwards, and the

"still1 end "well-formed" mountains, which contrast is concentrated

in the extraordinary lines:

Und wohl duftet gelbscht
Von oben der Aufruhr.

18.- It is to be hoped that the foregoing will have shown how firmly

rooted the hero is in what we described as the world of the soul.

His aspect of youthfulness in 'Hyperion', *Dem Genius der Ktihnheit',

'Der Tod ftirs Vaterland', 'Achill' or 'Der Rhein*, confirms this;

so too does the aspect of him that unites thought or feeling with

action, the identification of him with the sun as in 'Palingenesie',

his association with the desires of the soul as in "In der Kindheit

Schlaf/
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Schlaf begraben..." or 'Der Rhein', which is related to a sugges¬

ted identity in some cases with the eagle, as in the last image

of 'An F.duard', and, lastly, his inherent divinity.

IP.- One further motif in the Theme of Poet and Hero is to be

found in the prophet or priest, who appears in several poems. In

most cases, he seems to represent the union of the two personalities.

Rousseau, Vanini and Empedokles all aopear in this light in the

respective poems dedicated to them, Empedokles and Vanini embody-

:ing in their own persons and lives—and deaths-—the essence of

their teaching, Rousseau being characterised by the prophetic trait

of being unable to "grasp" the power he sneaks out, yet having it

"live in him, warming and working","^ which is the image of him also,

in greater intensity, in 'Der Rhein'. Not the hero, but his essence,

divinity, is united with the figure of the poet as a priest in

'Stutgard' and "Wie wenn am Feiertage...", where the innocence and

purity of the poet is stressed, as such in the latter poem, in the
2

ideas of lightness and the image of birds in the former. The

same purity gives Germania the role of priestess in the hymn dedi¬

cated to her, and similarly the "holy innocence" in ' Hnter den

Alpen gesungen' has the role of annunciating the will of the"great

father". Again, 'Mnemosyne* speaks of the serpents, the image of

which expresses the process of life and Death the poem described ,

as "prophetic, dreaming on the hills of heaven"; which image leads

into that of the "angry" wanderer on the Alpine road, and eventu-

:ally into the necessity of "taking the soul together", which is

the final poetic acceptance of total life and death of which the

hero is the expression.

The prophet or seer can be said to combine in himself poet and

hero/
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hero if we think of the poet's work as that of interpreting his own

life and the life around him. Such life is essentially divine,

and when applied to the poet's own life, this divinity is expressed,

as we have said, in the hero. Correct interpretation involves

the awareness of the divinity in whatever aspect of life the poet

is considering. So the late variant of 'Patmos' has the lines:

Schauen, miissen wir mit Schltissen,
Der Erfindung, vorher. Denn theuer ists,
Das Angesicht des Theuersten. Nemlich Leiden fMrbt
Die Reinheifc dieses...^

gO.- Much of what belongs to the second aspect of the Theme of the

Other Self, the opposition of remaining and extinction, has been

anticipated in the section on the poet and hero, but there are some

additional points of importance.

As has already been indicated, extinction of the personality

is what follows when the poet, the mortal man, gives himself up

to the life of heroes. This is because the hero's life is total

life. Once the initial split has taken place between "inner"

and "outer" worlds, it is a life which is lived only in the depths

of the soul. The poem 'Buonaparte' relates the "snirit of heroes"

indirectly to the "spirit of Nature", and there are some senses in

which we may refer to the entry into the life of heroes as becom-

:ing spirit: provided, that is, that we think of the opposite

of "spirit" (="Oeist") in this case not as "body", for example,

or "the unconscious", but "world", again not in a usual theological

sense, but strictly in the sense in which the two opposites are

used in 'Der Einzige'. We must understand that, as far as the

poems of HBlderlin go, the terms "spirit", "heart" and "soul" all

belong into the same sphere—if only for the reason that the poems

do/
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the loose language of everyday life.

The motif of the extinction of the personality is one that

occurs frequently in the late poems, but it is not unknown to the

poems of earlier years also. 'Der Zeitgeist' approaches the

question, albeit in a somewhat veiled way, with the suggestion

that, in desiring an open meeting with the power which "woke the

spirit out of" him, the poet is in some senses praying for the

ending of his own life, for its becoming spirit."'" Extinction of

the personality is, however, not alluded to until the time of the

ode 'Heidelberg', which is poised between the poles of remaining

and extinction, the latter being represented most clearly in the

river in its swift flight past the town and away, going, like

the heart which becomes overcome with its own perfection, down
2

into the floods of time. Much the same image is used for the

ending of conscious existence in 'Unter den ^Ipen gesungen' and

the first version of 'Dichtermuth', in the second of which death

is explicitly mentioned in the context of the swimmer's giving

himself up to the "flattering" attentions of the waves.^ The

swimmer has his head above the water: this is a different matter

altogether, however near the two states may be, from being one with

the water's flow.

From here on, the motif of extinction is expressed in more

violent images. There is not necessarily anything sinister about

this; rather it is a logical development of the idea: undifferen¬

tiated Nature, the world of the soul, is by nature, because unre-

:fleeting, violent in tendency. This does not say that it is

without its dark side from the human point of view, and whatever

the grandeur of the will of the peoples in 'Htimme des Volks',

and/
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and the second version of 'Der Einzige', there is a certain

reluctance on the part of the poet when he speaks of them: "one

is needed" he says in the former poem, "to record the holy (sagas)",

and the latter requires the intervention of a god to "hold up the

death-wish of the peoples". Similarly, the "longing into the

unbound" realm in 'Mnemosyne' is put on a level with mishandled

horses running wild, and although the whole point of the process

in 'Die Titanen' is to "bind on" the "unbound abyss" of the titans,

no doubt is left that their realm is needed because shadow is needed

to aid light, "coarseness" to enable the self-recognition of "purity".

Two of the river-poems also, 'Ganymed' and 'Der Rhein' express doubts

as to the desirability of giving full vent to the godly urge towards

self-extinction; such doubt is only hinted at, to be sure, in

'Ganymed', in the lines "Irr gieng' er nun; denn allzu gut sind /
5

Genien"; but it is of the essence of 'Der Rhein'. The hymnic

fragment "Einst hab ich die Muse gefragt..." has already been

mentioned:

Das lezte aber ist
Das Himmelszeichen, das reisst

und Menschen

Hinweg. vohl hat Herkules das
GefUrchtet.

21.- Set against the "heroic" tendency towards extinction, there

is the "poetic" principle of "remaining". This principle is seen

present in the motifs of remaining, holding on to certainties,

preserving in the memory, bearing a burden, and so on. It is very

widespread as a motif, appearing, as we should expect, wherever the

principle of extinction appears, but in other situations as well.

In 'Mein Eigentum* there are the lines:

Und/
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Und dass mir auch, zu retten mein sterblich Herz,
Wie andern eine bleibende StHtte sei,

Und heimatlos die Seele mir nicht
i$ber das Leben hinweg sich sehne,

Sei du, Gesang, mein freundlich Asyli^"

There are two forces from which the poet reeks refuge; one from

the inner desire to rise up "beyond life", at the expense of the

"mortal heart", and two, from the flow of existence which, in its

passing, has taken from him that youthful life that was once "like

roses", end left him only memories that are figured in the eternal

stars. The first of these is undoubtedly the more common, but

the second also has its place in the poems, either by itself or,

as hero, in conjunction with the first. The "fleeting!' river in

'Heidelberg', the poet who "goes over", and the "floods of time"

into end towards which all flows, can be seen in both senses. The

"old waters" of 'Der Frieden' likewise: the forces of the inner

world break out into the actual world to "purify" it, but on the

other hand, this catastrophe is seen as a "curse" closely allied

with the alienation from that inner world, an alienation which took

place in the past, yet through the promptings of the "spirit" of

those through whom it took place, in other words the alienation

took place naturally through the course of time. The poems 'Die

Heimath' and 'Rtlkkehr in die Heimath' both have the image of home

as that which remains while the river draws all life away from it,

a process which is also suggested in 'Die Wanderung', and which is

subtly played upon, intermingling with the motif of extinction in

the "heroic" world of the sea, in 'Andenken'. The first, almost

complete, version of 'Friedensfeier' seems also to relate the over¬

powering sense of the divine world with the alienation from it,

in the final line: "Und mdgen bleiben wir nun", which seems to
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refer to the remaining in the light of divine presence and at the

2
same time to the remaining intact despite this light. The same

goes for 'Patmos', where the clear primary theme of the need to

be protected from extinction in the divine presence is balanced

by a hidden countertheme which mourns the loss of home, the loss

of life and spirit from situations, and asks how this loss may be

redeemed.

Mention has already been made of the "poetic" reluctance to

fling unconsciousness away and become one with the flow of life

and death. Two aspects of this reluctance have not yet been

mentioned, however. The first is confined to the late poems, and

concerns that peculiar quality ascribed to poets, which receives

full attention in the poem 'BIBdigkeit'. The quality is that of

"purity". It comes into the unfinished "Feiertag"-hymn, where

the purity and guiltlessness of the poet is that which enables him

to receive the lightning-stroke of divine presence, and convert

it into (reflecting) song. The same process can be seen in the

apostle John on Patmos, of whom it is said in the fragment of a

later version of the hymn:

Rein aber bestand ,

£uf ungebundnem Boden Johannes,

the suggestion being that it is the purity which enables him to

remain what he is. The "unbound abyss" of the titans in the hymnic

fragment concerning them is also seen to have a relation to "what

is pure", and significantly this is a relationship in which the

pure principle "knows itself". It may be that the purity of

Germania also points in the same direction, since the sky, pregnant

with the divine at the beginning of the hymn, seems "threatening"
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to the poet, but also because Gerraania represents the homeland,

that is, the "remaining" that is opposed to the poet's desire to

flee into the inner world, the world of the past, of the gods of

antiquity.

The other aspect of "poetic reluctance" is the attitude of

reflecting itself. The word almost invariably used to describe

this attitude is "fassen". 'Heimkunft' represents the happiest

use of the motif, in that this "grasping" of the divine essence

is a matter which requires great "joy", in which the principle of

extinction only appears in the silence there must be when this

joy is not grown to its task, and "holy names" are lacking. The

situation in 'Patmos' and the hymnic fragment "Sonst nemlich,

Vater Zeus..." is somewhat other, the inability to grasp the

divine essence posing the direct threat to conscious existence:

Denn liber die Erde wandeln

Gewaltige Mbchte,
Und es ergreifet ihr Schiksaal
Den, der es leidet und zusieht,
Und ergreift den Vblkern das Herz.

Denn alles fassen muss

Ein Halbgott oder ein Mensch, dem Leiden nach...'

There are several subsidiary motifs which may be understood

to have a connection with the idea of remaining. One is the

image of the earth when it is seen as a principle set against the

heaven; this occurs in many of the late hymns, notably 'Der Rhein',

'Der Einzige ', and the fragment "Wenn aber die Hiaimlischen...";

it is also to be found in many of the other poems, 'An die Hofnung',

'Der Wanderer', 'Die Heimath', 'Der Frieden', 'An den Aether', 'Die

EichbMume', to name but a few. Connected with this, there is the

idea of love for the earth, for earthly, mortal, limited life, the

power/
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power which holds the poet from going out to dwell among the oak-

trees, from following the course of Empedokles, the love of the

heavenly ones also that makes men prefer the "rational day" to

the "astonishing" night in 'Brod und Wein', that makes men abide

by the divine law and tend what is "fast" and "established" in

'Patmos*. Limitation is a condition of earthly life, as it is

celebrated in 'Abendphantasie* and 'Meiner verehrungswiirdigen

Grossmutter' and 'Der Rhein'. This may appear in the image of

islands in the sea, as in 'Der Mensch' or the late version of

'Patmos' (an image which expresses the harmonious opposition of

the two principles), or in the image of the garden in 'Mein

Eigentum', 'Der Prinzessin Auguste von Homburg', 'Andenken', or

the hymnic fragments "Wenn aber die Himmlischen..(by default)

and "Vom Abgrund nemlich...".

?.2»- It remains now only to be said, in respect of this theme,

that the term "poetic", as we have used it to contrast with the

term "heroic", does not imply a rejection of the "heroic" principle

by the poet. The contrary is the case. It has already been made

clear that the "heroic" world is the very essence, the divinity of

the actual world, as the hero is the divine counterpart of the

poet. The poems which may be included under this theme, and many

others besides, concern themselves with achieving a balance between

the two principles of a kind v/hich robs neither of its full life.

So 'Natur und Kunst...' ends:

Dann kenn ich dich, KronionJ dann h6r ich dich,
Den weisen Meister, welche, wie wir, ein Sohn
Der Zeit, Geseze gibt und, was die
Heilige D&mmerung birgt, verktindet.
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23.- A process has already been mentioned in respect of certain

poems, notably 'Chiron', in which the being of divine origin

(Herakles in the case of 'Chiron') seems to have gone too far,

as it were, from its divine source, occasioning the disenchantment

of the world. The Theme now to be examined concerns this process,

though in other, and less amorphous, terms. I refer to it as the

Theme of Alienation. The first aspect of it is that of over-

:stepping prescribed limits, the second that of fate.

The condition of alienation arises out of the loss of balance.

The question of balance has already been mentioned in connection

with the "poetic" and "heroic" principles. As opposing principles,

it is to be expected that one will at one time or another dominate

its counterpart. To avoid confusion,now, and so that a clear

line may be drawn between our Themes (however closely they may in

fact be related), the terms "poetic" and "heroic", mortal and immor-

:tal, and so on, will be abandoned, and "human" and "divine" taken

up again in their place. We would expect, then, a situation to

arise in which the conscious, "human" principle is stressed at the

expense of the "divine", the soul's world, or, conversely, in which

the divine world dominates too heavily over the human world. In

fact, the two situations come to much the same thing: the result

is in either case the alienation of human and divine, of "outer" and

"inner". We have already seen that aspect of absence of divinity

in which the alienation of the divine from the human sphere was

caused by a flooding of the human world by the divine—the desert

at the beginning of 'Per Wanderer', the penance exacted for the

idolatrous love in 'ThrMnen', the Tantalus-motif in 'Menons Klagen

urn Diotima', and so on. There are numerous warnings, notably in

'Friedensfeier' and 'Patmos', regarding the overwhelming nature of
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divine presence, though little, in these cases, about the results

of too great exposure to it, save that the "wild" element in
X

•Friedensfeier1, or the "enemy", may be seen to bear out the con¬

tention that too much produces too little.

It is never explicitly stated that the dominance of the divine

principle produces a reaction whereby the human principle is in

turn too heavily stressed; nevertheless, as the above examples

show, the phenomenon of alienation is produced, and this is charac¬

terised by the banishment of the divine to a hidden and all too

often unperceived sphere, which naturally gives rise in turn to a

stressing of the conscious human principle which looks outward into

a disenchanted world. The strange thing is, however—and this

confirms out connecting of the state of alienation with what began

as a drive from the heroic, divine, nature—that, as in 'ThrMnen',

the alienation from the divine begins with great love for it. The

process may be seen in 'Die Ktirze', where, whether or not the law

of cause and effect may apply, the wish to hold the perfect moment

is followed by the disappearance of all its qualities except its

"shortness": "Villst du im Abendroth / Froh dich baden? hinweg
2

istei und die Erd ist kalt..." The passing of the eternal moment

is clearly seen, in 'Abendphantasie', to be the result of the wish

to hold it:

Doch, wie verscheucht von thdriger Bitte, flieht
Der 7suber; dunkel wirds...3

This motif, in more or less explicit form, runs through all the

mature poetry. Very often it is expressed in the form of the

human or earthly figure's wishing in some way to be equal to the

4
divine one, as in 'Der Hensch', 'Der Rhein', 'Patmos', or the

hymnic/
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hymnic fragment "Wenn aber die Himmlischen...". In every case,

the result is that the divine gift, which it was sought to hold

more absolutely, is withheld more absolutely.

2b.- This process, as has been seen, may be said to be started by

love. Far more common in the poems, however, than such "idolatrous"

love, is that imbalance which we have seen as a result of it: the

imbalance in favour of the conscious, human principle. It must

be stressed that the idea of a consequential chain here is one which

has been implied by our argument; it is rarely, if ever, followed

out in the poems, and it would only be misguiding and tend to

suggest that the poet wished to express a consistent, mythologically

formulated, philosophical view, if we were to say that the sequence

whereby the unconscious living of the divine life is followed by

consciousness to give awareness of it, this by the attempt to secure

the divine life in consciousness, and this by the withdrawal of the

divine life in favour of consciousness, were a motif as such. It

seems more profitable to regard this sequence as a kind of fait

accompli in the poet's mind, since, although characteristically

expressed, it does not ill accord with much of the thinking of his

time—or of earlier times either, for that matter, since the sequence,

if expressed in terms other than those of conceptual thought, is

one common in the most venerable fairy-tales.

The idea of an imbalance in favour of the conscious, human

principle is, again, far more frequently stated. Much of the way

this is expressed has already been dealt with in the examination of

the motif of absent divinity. Special attention should nevertheless

be drawn to the fact that outlooks typical of the Enlightenment and

the crescent physical sciences (as in 'Die scheinheiligen Dichter',

'Dichterberuf */
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'Dichterberuf', or perhaps the highly ambiguous sixth stanza of

the second version of 'Der Einzige'), the demise of the charmed

world of childhood (as in "Da ich ein Knabe war..."), and the

passing of a golden age (as in 'Natur und Kunst...', 'Brod und

Wein' or 'Chiron')are all equally expressive images of the situ¬

ation in question.

Whatever the suggestions in these images, it seems, at least

at first sight, that the blame for the state of alienation must

fall upon the human being: the earth, as it is expressed in "Venn

aber die Himralischen.., "held ungently the pulsing ray of the

thunderer"."'" Man appears as the "slave" here, as the one deprived

of the freedom that is an expression of divine life. This'telavish-

:ness" seems to cover many situations and human attributes. The

obviously outstanding man, in 'Menschenbeifall', is seen to exer-
»

:cise a kind of violence over his fellows, who thus become incap-

:able of perceiving the quiet greatness of the one who has become
2

"holy" in heart through love; this blindness for true values is

an attribute of the "slave". Human cares, when set against the

bliss of the god in his own sphere, are pronounced "slavish" in

•Die Liebe'. The world's-sense" in 'Der Abschied' which lulls

the lovers into a sense of forgetfulness of the realities of their

lost love, is presumably to be put on the same plane. Slavishness

is not only the opposite of love, as in these examples: the "erring

sense", the "quarrel for dominion", the fear of one's neighbour,

the whole self-defeating activity of humans depicted in 'Der Frieden'

may be put into this category also, as can the narrow, over-culti-

:vated world of the gardens in 'Die EichbHume'—

Kbnnt ich die Knechtschaft nur erdulden, ich neidete nimmer
Diesen Wald und schmiegte mich gern ans gesellige Leben.3
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and those who cannot stomach the "foolish-divine, and lawless"

speaker of the "purest" prophetic word in 'Der Phein'.

The motif of "astonishment", which appears in 'Brod und Vein',

'Am Quell der Donau' and 'Petmos', may also be considered part of

this condition. The storm of war which wakes the peoples out of

their sleep in the fragment "Die VHlker schwiegen,.and 'Der

Frieden* can be related to the "slothfulness" which, as the hymnic

fragment "Einst hab ich die Muse gefragt..." has it, is natural to

us: sleep and slothfulness are attitudes of one who, when faced

with divine truth, will be "astonished". The astonishment comes,

we may conjecture, from a situation in which the divine has hitherto

been ruled out, in which minds have been closed against it. Such

are the "wild ones" in 'Die Wenderung', a hymn which concludes by

naming three principal kinds of "slavishness", that which aims to

lull away the realities of the numinous, that which aims, in the

hybris of consciousness, to dominate it, and thet which attempts

to ignore it:

Zum Traume wirds ihm, will es einer
Beschleichen und straft den, der
Ihm gleichen will mit Gewalt;
Oft liberraschet es einen, ^
Der eben kaum es gedacht hat.n

2$.- It is, however, an oversimplification to say that it is man

who is "in the wrong"; in a sense he may be, of course, as we have

seen, but it is not certain whether the alienation of human and

divine comes about as a result of man's guilt, or whether the alien¬

ation and the guilt take place synchronously. This question will

be seen to be decisive when we attempt to examine more closely the

nature of the divine beings in HBlderlin's poetry; for the present,

the statement of it leads to the second aspect of the Theme of alien-
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ration, the aspect of fate.

It would not be out of place here to mention one of Christ's

sayings recorded in St. Matthew's gospel, that "it must needs be
1

that offences come, but woe to that man by whom the offence Cometh!".

The law is paradoxical, yet it contains in a nutshell the concept

of fate that appears to be expressed in a process such as this

from 'Der Frieden'r

Wer hub es an? wer brachte den Fluch? von heut
Ists nicht und nicht von gestern, und die zuerst

Das Maas verloren, unsre V&ter 2
Wussten es night, und es trieb ihr Geist sie.

Perhaps even more telling than an affirmation of this kind are some

of the images used to describe the departure of the divine powers

from the world. I am referring to the very frequent use of the

imagery of sunset, and that of winter, not to sneak of the motifs

of the passing of childhood or youth into adulthood, and of the

loss of a loved one by death or other such natural disturbance

(a motif which stretches from a poem such as 'Einst und Jezt' to

one such as 'Stutgard'), to express the passing of a condition in

which the sense of the divine was clearly present. It is no news

that the passage of day into night, summer into winter, young life

into mature life, life into death, are not matters for which human

beings can be held responsible, and the use of such imagery is

evidence that the dominance of the conscious, human principle is

not such a simple matter of guilt as it might have appeared.

The notion of fate seems to appear in three distinct ways.

There is the idea of it as that which is appropriate to an entity's

life; 'Der Rhein' has it: "Wie du anfiengst, wirst du bleiben,"

etc.,"" and 'Brod und Wein'j

Fest/
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Fest bleibt eins; es sei urn Mittag oder es gehe
Bis in die Mitternacht, iramer bestehet ein MaA.s,
/lien gemein, doch jeglichem such ist eignes beschieden,
Dahin gehet und kommt jeder, wohin er es kann.

Thus the poet has his "calling", the people of Xanthos have, like

the river's course to the sea, extinction at their own hand set
5

out before them ("Nicht rHtlich ist es, Helden zu trotzen" ) and

a limited existence is set out for those of limited spirit:

Vor seiner Htltte ruhig im Schatten sizt
Der Pflttger, dem gentigsamen raucht sein Herd.

There is secondly the idea of fate as a sudden breaking-in of

another power, a power which forces the entity which experiences

it to "change direction". 'Der Rhein' is the prime example of

this, but there are numerous other illustrations of diverse nature

but largely similar meaning: 'Das Schiksaal' celebrates the power

which nurtures glorious strength by hindering the fulfilment of

wishes; love and suffering, in 'Lebenslauf• similarly depress the

aspiring spirit; the coming of "young Bacchus" in 'Dichterberuf'

brings days of waking to the peoples, "days of fate, rending";

the spirit of winter, Boreas, breaks down the "diligently set"

fences in 'Vulkan', and 'Der Mutter Erde' also knows of the Morth'

storm";" the "wild one" in 'Friedensfeier' "meets a fate" on the

site where the god becomes present; and the poet has a similar

experience also in 'Patmos* when the sudden angry appearance of

"the lord of heaven" makes him learn of man's subservience to fate

But the third idea of fate both contains and goes beyond these two

Here, neither a path set out a priori nor directive intervention

from the divine or natural world can be used as entirely adequate

descriptions: what we are faced with is, in the terminology of

the quotation from St. Matthew, the will to bring evil into the

world/
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world as a prompting of the divine will. The terminology is, let

it be understood, not HBlderlin's; evil ("das BHse") generally, but

not always, indicates alienation of human and divine, but it would

be wrong to say categorically that "alienation" necessarily indica¬

ted the moral concept of "evil". It has already been noted that

a force essentially belonging to the inner, or natural, or divine

world may, through upsetting the balance with its opposed world,

actually bring about a condition of alienation in v/hich the same

force represents the power which alienates the human from the

divine sphere, a situation which may well be expressed in the some-

:what paradoxical formulation of the hymnic fragment to the Madonna:
8

"TitanenfUrsten" —the titans being essentially embodiments of

chaos, and princes the embodiments of order, titans the powers con¬

signed to Nature's abyss, and princes the powers to consign them.

It has similarly been noted that too much love for the divine may

result in its opposite, alienation. The two situations may be

expressions of the divine will towards alienation, but if they are,

then this will may be seen to be not something consciously willed,

but more in the nature of a "drive", of what the layman of our own

day is in the habit of calling a "natural instinct". Seen from

this point, of view, we may think of the motifs of sunset, seasonal

change, and so on, which should suggest that harmony and alienation

of human and divine follow a periodic pattern which is "pre-ordained"

in as far as it seems capable of being altered neither by human nor

by a hypothetical divine will.

26.- In speaking in these terms, we are suggesting a conception of

the divine nature v/hich has, so for, remained largely unconfirmed

by examples from the poems in this part of the study. It would

be/
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be out of place to go any deeper into it at the present juncture,

since an examination of it will form part of the exposition of

the Theme of Isolation and Reunification; and it is therefore

to be hoped that the motifs of natural periodicity will serve, for

the present, to illustrate t is idea of fate, especially if mention

is also made of that highly ambiguous passage in 'Pstmos', which

suggests a similar kind of pre-ordination:

Gtttig sind sie, ihr Verhasstestes aber ist,
Solange sie herrschen, das Falsche, und es gilt
Dann Menschlich.es unter Menschen nicht mehr.
Denn sie nicht walten, es waltet aber
Unsterblicher Schiksaal und es wandelt ihr Werk
Von selbst, und eilend geht es zu Ende.^-

It is enough, for the present, merely to bear this conception of

fate in mind, since the idea of a divine will forcing human beings

into a state of alienation from the divine is in fact very often

described as if it were a "conscious" deliberate pressure from the

divine sphere. The most obvious example of this is in 'Lebenslauf*

Denn nie, sterblichen Meistern gleich,
Habt ihr Himmlischen, ihr Alleserhaltenden,

Dass ich wttsste, mit Vorsicht ^
Mich des ebenen Pfads geftthrt.

The "even path" is the course the poet's spirit wished to follow,

upwards and thus by implication to the "heavenly ones". Once again

by implication, the way the heavenly ones force him to go is the

way downwards, away from them. 'Stimme des Volks' says more

explicitly of "the High Ones":

Sie lieben wieder, so wie geliebt sie sind,
Und hemmen Bfters, dass er lang im
Lichte sich freue, die Bahn des Menschen.

Und, nicht des Adlers Jungen allein, sie wirft
Der Vater aus dem Neste, damit sie nicht

Zu lang ihm bleiben, uns auch treibt mit
Richtigem Stachel hinaus der Herrscher.
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The night with which "the father covers...the eyes" in 'Dichter-

:beruf' may also be seen as providentially-imposed alienation:

those who have night thus in their eyes are those who are blind

to all but sn imagined "serviceable" quality in the divine powers,

yet this alienation from the divine is, as in 'Stimme des Voiles',

arranged by the divine will so that human life may "remain". The

motif is developed in some of the late poems into the idea of a

"divine economy", a "sparing" of the human or earthly sphere by

the higher powers. This "sparing" is taken into the symbol of

the night in 'Brod und Vein':

liber dem Haupt droben in anderer Welt,
Endlos wirken sie da und scheinen's wenig zu achten,
Ob wir leben, so sehr schonen die Himmlischen uns,

and it appears also in 'Friedensfeier' and 'Patmos', in both of

which hymns too long and too intense an awareness of the divine

on the part of human beings goes against the will of the god:
5

"Nicht alles will der HBchste zumal". The Rhine in 'Der Shein*

and 'Die V/anderung' is seen involved in a similar process, and the

"laurel" in "Einst hab ich die Muse gefragt..." symbolises the end

of the course, and is likewise "forbidden fruit" which each entity

must yet "taste at the last".

This aspect of the alienation imposed from the divine sphere

is its more positive face. Less so that aspect which drives the

"bad one" to "become worse so that he may end the sooner", the

"all-shattering" aspect of the god in 'Der Teitgeist'. Equally

negative is the fate of the poet as the hymn "Wie wenn am Feiertage..."

breaks off:

Ich sei genaht, die Himmlischen zu schauen,
Sie selbst, sie v/erfen mich tief unter die Lebenden,
Den falschen Priester, ins Dunkel, dass^ich
Das warnende Lied den Gelehrigen singe,

which/
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which fete, however, may be linked with Nature's "seeming to

sleep at times of the year", that is, with the idea of seasonal

change. Similarly, Chiron labours under a sense of injustice at

the hand of the divine power, and can accept it only with his

7
recognition of the "thorn of the god". The full force of this

most negative aspect of alienation is seen in the hymnic fragment

"Venn afcer die Himmlischen..:

Furchtbar ungastlich windet
bich durch den Garten die Irre,
Die augenlose, da den kusgang
Hit reinen HMnden kaum
F.rfindet ein Kensch. Der gehet, gesandt,
Und suchet, gem Thier gleich, dasNothwendige.'

One presumes that the lion, with which man's going "in doubt and

vexation" from the primal abyss in the fragment "Von Abgrund nemlich..."

is compared, will belong in much the same category as the "beast"

here. It seems less likely that the descent to a sub-human,

animal condition is inferred in these cases: rather it is as if

the path out of the undifferentiated, fulfilled natural condition

is traced in the image of a creature which in essence belongs to

that condition—in much the same way as ancient thought accords one

9
or more "animal-souls" to the human being. Similarly, in 'Mnemo-

:syne', the poet explicitly names the "paths" to be followed as

"evil", and amplifies the statement by saying that the "elements

and old laws of the earth" are like horses running out of control;

as has been shown, there is strong ambiguity as to whether the paths

are evil because there is a "longing into the unfettered" realm, or

whether they are evil because they represent the positive accept¬

ance of limitation as a counterweight to this longing, and this

limitation of necessity involved alienation, and a "load of logs

on/



on the shoulders".

Some objection may have been raised to my naming of Boreas

in 'Vulkan' as a power of the inner world which has the signifi¬

cance of fate. Surely, it will be said, the north-wind is the

"inherited enemy" of the poet; how is it then possible to think

of it as a power of that inner world which is the very sphere it

threatens? The question can only be resolved if we take into

consideration this negative aspect of the "godly wrong" Chiron

speaks of. Its implications are naturally paradoxical, if we

think of the opposite of alienation as being the awareness of the

divine in human life. The awareness of alienation from the divine

is nothing less than the awareness of the divine. With this

thought we are moving away again from the idea of a "deliberate"

providence from the gods. There are forces in the sphere to which

the divine powers belong which might appear antipathetic to that

sphere. Boreas in 'Vulkan' is one of them, as is probably the

"north-storm" in 'Der Mutter Erde' which empties the temples and

brings the power of nature back over the ruins; or, in a certain

sense, that "He" who destroyed the world of Greece with his "fright-

:ful ray", implying the coming of a winter, in 'Gesang des Deutschen',

or the "spirit of unrest" in "Die Musse" and elsewhere; or Jupiter

in 'Natur und Kunst... ' . ^

27.- Two motifs, finally, remain to be mentioned as part of this

theme, both of which may be called to some extent "natural" proc¬

esses, and not dependent on the guiding hand of a reasoning higher

power. The first is a motif of turning back, of returning. It

is to be found in the poems 'Die Heimath' and 'Rttckkehr in die

Heimath' and more clearly in 'Der Wanderer', where the journey is

made/
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made outwards, out into the farthest limits, the most extreme

conditions, and from there is turned back towards the place it

originally came from, where the extremes are to be found in happy

compromise. But perhaps the more interesting examples of the

motif are those where it appears on a "vertical" rather than a

horiz/gmtal plane. In 'Rousseau' the image comes:

der Baum entwMchst
Dem heimatlichen Boden, aber es sinken ihm
Die liebenden, die jugendlichen ^
Arme, und trauernd neigt er sein Haupt.

And in similar fashion 'Des Morgens' begins with the image of the

beech-tree bending its head, and the poem as a whole follows this

same pattern, with the rising of the poet's spirit and the rising

of the day coinciding, until at its "highest" point the words

"doch lMchelst..." break in on the full flow, and the poem bends

towards its more lowly resolution. 'Natur und Kunst...' contains

the same process, in its way, going over the rising of Jupiter and

the consequent sinking of Saturn, and demanding that, from his

position at the "peak of the day", Jupiter should then "come down".

What is common to all these examples except, perhaps, 'Die Heimath',

is the fact that any alienation that is implied comes not so much

in the being turned back, since this is in most cases a "homeward"

turn, as in the moving outwards or upwards itself, so that the

relation to poems like 'Lebenslauf' is not that of straight-forward

parallelism.

The second motif is that of cooling or shadow. This motif

is almost completely confined to the later poems, and in every case

the cooling is a welcome relief from a light or heat that is too

intense to be borne. 'Stutgard' speaks of this heat as being

"dangerous"/
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"dangerous", and in 'Der Wanderer' the first image is that of the

desert flooded with "fire" from heaven, the lack of shade or

cooling rendering life impossible. 'Friedensfeier', 'Patmos',

'Mnemosyne' and 'Der Ister' all relate the bright heat to the

divine presence, and it may be that, as has already been mentioned,

the danger such presence constitutes when "shadowless" is the danger

of a violent reaction to the dominance of the divine principle on

the part of the human principle, upsetting the balance of the two.

On the other hand, it may also be that, as "shadowless" in 'Patmos'

suggests, the excess of light indicates the principle of extinction,

the "heroic" principle, against which is set the principle of

remaining. It is significant here that, as with the motif of

"turning back", it is not so much the depression of inner wishes

that constitutes the alienation from the divine as that inner wish

itself. Once again, this might well suggest that there is a

direct sequence from the birth of the heroic or divine will to its

being too true, so to speak, to its own essence, and bringing about

the opposite of what it first aimed for. It will be observed that

the "remaining" in these cases is of another kind than that in
2

'Dichterberuf': "Damit wir bleiben mbgen..."; on the other hand,

to "remain" in this fashion is to accept the will of the divine

being, to resign oneself to mortal fate, and so we come again to

the paradoxical notion of the divine power's only being "present"

(awareness of the divine) through its "absence" (awareness of

alienation from the divine).

28.- In the last of our four main Themes, the Theme of Isolation

and Reunification, the alienation of human and divine will be found

to continue, and to be resolved, on a modified level. The first

aspect/



aspect of the Theme is that of Isolation. It hes already been

observed how the Diotima-figure appears in many of the poems

addressed to her to be out of her element, threatened in spirit

by the cold world of the present time around her. The same opposi¬

tion is often found represented, on the side of the "inner world",

by the figure of the poet or, occasionally, the prophet. The motif

is found throughout the poems, Rousseau and Vanini representing

divine truth at times when all their fellows' minds are darkened

to it, the poet standing alone in a sirai.1 r situation in poems such

as 'An die Deutschen', 'Per Prinzessin Auguste', 'Diehterberuf',

'Krod und Wein' or the hymnic fragment 'Deutscher Cesang'. Often,

however, the poet lays more stress on the loneliness itself than

on the awareness in him of the divine which occasions it. This

is seen in the rhyming hymn 'Griechenlsnd', the poems 'Abendphantssie'

and 'fein Eigentum', all of which deal with a frustrate longing for

a godly perfection that is experienced all to personally. Here,

too, mention may be made of the poet's return in 'Der ' anderer' to

f'nd himself alone, thinking his loved-ones dead, as they think him:

because it may be said that in his returning from a journey into

spheres too extreme, in his rejection of these spheres, he comes

to represent tie inhibiting divine will; the situation finds an

in some respects remarkable parallel in the return of the Athenians

to their ravaged city in 'Der Archipelagus'. In 'Per blinde SMnger',
X

the hymnic fragment 'Kolomb' and to some extent in 'Andenken', the

stress is, in a mom positive fashion, upon the fact that the divine

presence is so intense, so "rich", that it cannot be borne by the

individual man, end must be shared also by those around him.

The opposition in these cases is that of, in the terms of 'Per

Einzige', "world and spirit". The poet, the man of spirit, is

opposed/
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opposed to what 'Der Abschied' calls "the worldly sense". There

is, however, also a sense in which the poet represents the oppos¬

ing principle, in hi6 loneliness. 'Abendphantasie' and 'Mein

Eigentum' (as well as poems like 'An Landauer' and the unfinished

elegy fragment 'Der Gang aufs Land') give what is in the long run

a positive evaluation of "worldly" life. Ey the same token, in

'Der Einzige', the "poets also, the spiritual ones must be worldly";

and we have already suggested that it is the "soul's-song", the

manifestation of too great a spirituality, in 'Deutscher Gesang',
2

which is branded eventually as "unholy". The implication of

these examples directs our attention to certain other poems which

appear only loosely related to this evaluation of the "worldly"

principle, until we consider that aspect of it which involves the

"heroic" immersion in the world of action. So in 'Achill' the

poet complains:

Gbttersohn! o whr ich, wie du, so khnnt ich vertraulich
Einem der Himmlischen klagen mein heimliches Laid.^

He is, however, not like the hero, and so cannot have that closeness

to the heavenly powers that Achilles has; and the last words in

the poem refer to the poet as the "lonely one", which can only infer,

through the unrealised comparison with the hero, that the poet has

lost his loved one, but which without this inference must be taken

to indicate the state of alienation. In 'Ermunterung*, the poet's

"holy heart" is cut off from those to whom it truly belongs, from

the powers of Nature; and in the same way, the young .river in 'Der

gefesselte Strom' and 'Ganymed' appears at the beginning cut off

from the meaning of the "airs" which are the "messengers of the

father", cut off from discourse with the heavenly powers. Henon

finds/
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finds himself in a similar condition of loneliness in relation to

the divine powers through his loss of Diotima, and the sphere of

the titans, in the hymnic fragment concerning them, the abysmal

or in some senses worldly sphere, is not "bound on", is not reached

by the divine power, because "Gdttliches trifft Untheilnehmende
L

nicht". In these cases the opposition of "world and spirit"

must be understood in the opposite sense: the one who is isolated

is isolated from the divinity in life, and must therefore be thought

of as representing the principle that opposes the "spiritual".

In this connection, brief mention should be made of some

instances of "loneliness" in the late hymns which are remarkable

through the absence of the human principle. The first example of

this is 'Friedensfeier', where it is part of the process of the poem

that when the divine power's "out-land" is "gladly denied", not only

the "great spirit", but also the powers which manifest it, are

"knowable", in which case the former is "not alone". The broken

sixth stanza of 'Der Einzige* contains the line: "Denn nimmer
5

herrscht er allein", which may be a prescriptive assertion to

overcome the poet's "shame" at comparing Christ to "the worldly

men". Lastly, 'Der Ister' states that rivers are a "sign":

damit...
Die Himmlischen warm sich fiihlen aneinander.
Darum sind jene auch
Die Freudgn des Hbchsten. Denn wie kMm er
Herunter?

The meaning of these passages will be examined in the course of

the discussion, and for the present attention is merely drawn to

the remarkable fact that they may well express the same condition

as that of the individual, of the poet, who both is and is not the

representative of the "spiritual" principle, but who is cut off

from/



from fellowship with the world he lives in.

Mention may also be made here of the fact that the motifs of

sleeping and waking appear often as a feature of this paradoxical

situation. Slumber is used in both 'Abendphantasie' and 'Mein

Eigentum* to express the life from which the poet feels isolated;

his "waking" is too great an awareness of the powers of the inner

world. This sense of waking and sleeping is the more common

appearing in such poems as 'Der Frieden', 'Dichterberuf', 'Der

Wanderer1, 'Ganymed' and many others. On the other hand, slumber

is also used to indicate immersion in life, which is itself the

dominance of the divine power. 'Unter den Alpen Gesungen'

expresses this, and there is a paradoxical sense in which the world

of the dead, in 'Rousseau', *Der Abschied' or 'Die Entschlafenen',

also signifies such divine life. When the storm of 'Friedensfeier'

comes to "Seep", or when the "valiant ones" seek slumber, in 'Der

Rhein', or when "changing time fell asleep for me in its cradle" in

'Natur und Kunst...', the same significance is inherent: awareness

of the divine is reached, and more than awareness. 'Brod und Vein'

is ambiguous, in its second stanza, on the subject of sleep: on

the one hand, it is a certainty, and belongs thus to the—sleeping~

"worldly" world of the day; on the other, it is put on a level

with the other gifts of the night, the "streaming word" that is

"slumberless", and the "life" that is "keener"; the ambiguity is

also expressed in the lines:

Aber zuweilen liebt auch klares Auge den Schatten
Und versuchet zu Lust, eh es die NotKist, den Schlaf....

The same kind of ambiguity might appear in 'Heimkunft' and 'Germanien

in the former,

Jezt/
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Jezt auch wachet und schaut in der Tiefe drinnen das Dttrflein
Furchtlos, Hohem vertraut, unter den Gipfeln hinauf.

certainly expresses waking as awareness of divine life, but the

forcing together of "high" and "familiar", of "in the depths" and

"up under the peaks", and above all the image of the mountain hamlet,

suggest rather that life which is expressed as slumber in 'Mein

Eigentum'; and in the latter, Germania may also be said to be,

in her ianocence, familiar with the high divine powers, yet she is

first seen sleeping "among the blooming poppies". lastly, '/ndenken'

concentrates the ambiguity surrounding sleep into the liness

Es reiche aber,
Des dunkeln Iichtes voll, q
Fir einer den e^uftenden Becher...."'

It may be said that the ambiguity, whether inferred by our argument

or directly expressed in the poems, corresponds both to the paradox¬

ical situation in which the lonely figure both represents and is

cut off from divine truth, and in turn to the paradox of alienation

where divine presence is only experienced through divine absence.

29.- This paradox notwithstanding, it is perfectly clear that we

are faced with the opposition of the one and the many. The poet,

or the stranger of any kind, is the figure which expresses the motif

of the one among the many. Viewed from this angle, we find the

significance of this new opposition amply expressed in the ideas

of the Father and the Fatherland. The Father is encountered again

and again in the poems of Hblderlin. 'Der gefesselte Strom' has

the Father as the goal of the liberated river's flowing; 'Einst

und Jezt' has the death of the poet's father as the beginning of

the process of alienation."' The Father dominates, thus, the land

of/
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of youth; in as far as this land is the land of Greece, that

father is Zeus, the "Father /ether". Otherwise he is the direct¬

ing and ruling god of the monotheistic religions, or tthe all-

pervading superior principle of the natural world, the Aether.

It is from him that all things come, to him that all things return,

and between the originating and the returning, in the time of

absence from him, he rules still, in positive or negative guise.

As the origin of life, the Father is related concretely to the
2

"fathers", the forebears of the people among which the poet lives.

From this relation of the spiritual principle to the concrete express¬

ion of it, there comes the idea of the Fatherland. The relation¬

ship is expressed well at the climax of 'Stutgard', at the end of

a continuous line from the meeting of the poet with his friend at

his father's grave:

Bis die Jttnglinge sich der VMter droben erinnern,
Hindig und hell vor euch steht der besonnene I'ensch—

Engel des Vaterlands* o ihr, vor denen das Auge,
Sei's auch stark, und das Knie bricht dem vereinzelten Mann,
Dass er halten sich muss an die Freund und bitten die Theuren,
Dass sie tragen mit ihm all die begkUkunde Last.3

Where Greece is the land of youth, it also, as in the direct presence

of the Father, is understood as the Fatherland; so 'Brod und Vein':

Vater AetherI so riefs und flog von Zunge zu Zunge
Tausendfach, es ertrug keiner das Leben allein;
Ausgetheilet erfreut solch Gut und getauschet, mit Fremden,
Wirds ein Jubel, es w&ehst schlafend des Wortes Gewalt:
Vateri heiteri und hallt, so weit es gehet, das uralt ^
Eeichen, von Litem geerbt, treffend und schaffend hinab,

a passage which demonstrates that Greece is to 'Brod und Wein' what

the "Fatherland" proper is to 'Stutgard'. Germany is understood

as the Fatherland only when it expresses the return to the Father.

The/



The Father, then, and the land which expresses him, represents the

situation where the opposition of the one and the many is suspended.

It is the individual's home, where he is therefore no stranger,

.hen the one among the many achieves his fatherland, it is a sign

that he is no longer alienated from the divine life around him, but

also that, in possession of the divine truth, he is no longer aliena-

:ted from his fellow-humans. If the return of the poet to his

people represents the return to the divine presence, then there is

clearly a sense in which the people represents the divine power

itself. It would follow, conversely, that, if the poet could

experience or create or nurture the appropriate sense of fellowship

amongst his fellow-humans, the presence of the divine power would

become a reality; in fact this is not quite the case in the poems,

since the poet will only compromise with his world to the extent

of being, "the spiritual one, worldly"; there can be no question

of being one with his fellows in resisting human fate; in 'Patmos',

the words:

an Seilen golden
Gebunden hinfort
Das Bbse nennend, sie die HHnde sich reichten

are preceded by a highly charged "as if", and are followed by the

catastrophic breaking in of the reality of fate in the alienation

of the "friends" both from the divine presence and from one another.

Nevertheless, there is the sense still that the poet regards his

people potentially as his Fatherland (which may mean as his Father-

tland in the inner world), and sometimes recognises that he himself

may be at fault that his desired fellowship vdth them is not a real¬

ity, as in 'An die Deutschen*:

Schon/
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Schon zu lange, zu lang irr ich, dem Laien gleich
In des bildenden Geists werdender Werkstatt hier,
Nur was blilhet, erkenn ich, g

Was er sinnet, erkenn ich nicht.

It is clear from a comparison of a poem like 'Abandphantasie' with

one like 'Germsnien' or the hymnic fragment "Auf falbero Laube..."

that there is that within his people which is more than merely a

potentiality, which is a quality which, despite the "purity" of

the poet in "Wie wenn am Feiertage..and 'Blbdigkeit', he cannot

reach, but infinitely reveres.

30.- It is possible, as we now approach the second aspect of this

theme, the aspect of Reunification, to sum up much of the foregoing

as follows: the divine powers are immanent; that is to say, they

are in one sense present in everything, and in another, not present

enough, because they are in-dwelling, not "expressed". The aspect

of this situation which most concerns us now is this: that the

divine "work", as it is cometimes called in the later poems, is

such that the divine only becomes a reality when all that is involved

in it becomes what it is: the divine becomes truly divine when the

human becomes human, when the earthly becomes earthly. This concept

has already been dealt with in the examination of '1riedensfeier',

'Der Einzige' and 'Patmos'. It will also be noted that it bears

a distinct resemblance to the part of Ignatius of Loyola's epitaph

which forms the motto, and the subject also, of 'Hyoerion*.

31.- In order now to prevent misunderstanding, in the light of

what has been said regarding Nature in the exposition of the Theme

of the Soul, a brief examination of cosmic imagery of sky and earth,

must be made where it is relevant to the present, subject. There

appear/
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appear to be two distinct attitudes towards the image of the earth,

which correspond roughly, though with many exceptions, to the period

before and the period of the great hymns. In the first of these,

the earth is seen in some measure as a divine power, as the consort

of the aether or of the light, v/hether expressed as fire or thunder.

This is the idea of the earth in 'Der Kensch', or 'Der Frieden',

in which the image:

Du aber wandelst ruhig die sichre Bahn,
0 Mutter Erd, im Lichte^-

is a sign of the divine stillness that is strongly contrasted with

the violent and fearful fate of men in wartime; it is found in the

ode 'Empedokles*:

Doch heilig bist du mir, wie der Erde Macht,
Die dich hinwegnahm...,

a process which is plainly that of the heroic return to the divine

sphere, and in 'Achill' and 'Der Wanderer', where the earth is

named as one of a trinity of light, earth and aether, in both cases

this trinity referring to the divine pov/ers ruling in the poet's

life; and in 'Gerraanien', the climax appears to come with the words:

0 nenne, Tochter du der heiligen Erd,
Einmal die Mutter,--5

which must be taken in some measure as an evocation of the divine

powers with whose nearness the hymn began. The other idea of the

earth takes the stress off its divine nature, and sees it as a power

set over against the sky, or heavenly power. So, in 'Der F;hein,

the river appears a "half-god" in that it is born of the earth and

the heaven; the heavenly power represents its origin, the earth

its/
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its actual existence, and the climax of the hymn is reached when

the tv/o come together:

Wenn, der die Berge gebaut
Und den Pfad der Strbme gezeichnet,...
Auch ruht und zu der SchUlerin jezt,
Der Bildner, Gutes mehr
Denn Bbses findend, ^
Zur heutigen Erde der Tag sich neiget.

The same kind of process is, as has been seen, the theme of 'Die

Titanen', though undoubtedly the joining in the latter is more

violent, as it tends to be in the related hymnic fragment "Wenn

aber die Himmlischen..; mountains, it will be observed, often

represent the joining of the heavenly and the earthly powers in

the late poems, other examples being 'Der Mutter Mrd' or 'Das nbchste

BesteV Opposition of earthly and divine or heavenly princip¬

les is seen also in poems such as 'Die Heimath' and 'An den Aether',

both of which close with a resigned turning away from the latter

to the former power. The two distinct ideas of the earth do not,

however, need to be exclusive of each other: in 'Der Mensch' they

appear together, where, apart from the earth's divine nature, the

difference between heavenly and earthly principles is stressed in

the "joy" of the former and the "gaiety and sorrow" inherent in the

latter; so also in 'Friedensfeier', where the cosmic powers united

in the image of the plant express the coming among men of the divine

power.

Before taking up this last point, it would be relevant to point

out that, as in 'Die Titanen', the opposition of upper and lower

does not necessarily indicate a transcendental opposition of the

kind encountered in the first stanza of 'Patmos': here, height and

depth are without doubt seen in some degree as transcendental possi¬
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ibilities for the humeri soul. There is nevertheless also the

significance in the same kind of imagery of the opposition of

earth and heaven discussed above. Thus when the mountains appear

again in the eighth stanza of 'Patmos', the abyss is clearly the

sphere of earthly existence. The image of the mountain village

in the first stanza of 'lleimkunft' may well fall into the same

c tegory, and that fteful "ground" in 'Der Vinkel von Hahrdt' may

be taken similarly to indicate actual earthly existence, whose

inner significance is nevertheless about to unfold. It may be

suggested that the "abyss" mentioned in the third attempt at 'Der

Einzige' also has the sense, not of a transcendental abyss, but of

earthly existence where the heavenly power is "imprisoned".^
'Der Rhein' and 'Friedensfeier' are the prime examples of the

fact that the descent of the heavenly power to the earth means the

coming of the divine presence among men. The plant in 'Friedens-

:feier' in which the upper and lower and intermediate powers are

all present together is a simile which eventually refers back to

"das Zeitbild... ein Zeichen", which appear in the following context

der Mensch. Bald sind wir aber Gesang.
Und das Zeitbild, das der grosse Geist entfaltet,
Ein Zeichen liegt vor uns...''

The futurity of "bald sind wir aber..." implies, through the evoca-

:tion of the "time-image", that this "sign" points to the becoming

"song" of the human being; it is confirmed through many other parts

of the hymn that this meeting of upper and lower is the entry of

the divine into the human world. Even more explicitly, the climax

of 'Der Rhein', quoted above, leads into the line: "Dann feiern

das Brautfest enschen und Gdtter". The significance of this use

of the image of the earth to express the human sphere (or conversely
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we must not forget, of the human sphere to express the earth) is

twofold: it points back, firstly, to the discussion of the idea

of Nature in the exposition of the Theme of the Soul, v^here cases

were mentioned in which the term "Nature" was used to indicate the

particular nature of a person or thing. And it involves, secondly,

the idea of man in the two distinct but not mutually exclusive

ideas of the earth discussed above. Nature is the totality of

natural powers; where the trinity of earth, aether and light appears,

it expresses this aspect of Nature. But this Nature is also the

nature of man. When the poet says, in 'Der Wanderer',

ihr einigen drei, die walten und lieben,
Ewige GHtterl mit euch brechen die Bande mir nie.
Ausgegangen von euch, mit euch bin ich gewandert, g
Euch ihr Freudigen, euch bring ich erfahrner zurtlk,

he is suggesting that the totality of Nature is none other than his

own soul, his own inner self. In one part of the hymnic fragment

"Vom Abgrund nemlich...", the expression of the poet's wholeness,

of the uniting of opposites, is this:

Ein wilder Htigel aber stehet tiber dem Abhang
Meiner GMrten. KirschenbSume. Scharfer Othem aber wehet
Um die Lticher des ?elses. Allda bin ich
Alles miteinander."

Uniting symbols of various kinds appear throughout the poems,

invariably with the significance of the above. Most of the some-

:what amorphous subjects of the 'Eymnen an die Ideale der Menschheit'

are uniting symbols, as is the figure of Diotima in the poems con-

:cerning her, also the Fatherland, and Christ in the late hymns.

There are also situations which symbolise this reunification, such

as the bridal metaphor as it appears in 'Der Rhein', Mnemosyne',

"Des V;iedersehens ThrMnen...", and, in a sense, 'Der Abschied';

the/
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the motif of hospitality found in the hexameter poem 'Diotima'

("Komm und besBnftige..), 'Der Gang aufs Land', 'Stutgard*, 'An

Landauer' or 'Friedensfeier'; or, connected v/ith this, the prayer

inviting a divine presence, as in most of these last examples, as

well as in 'An die Hofnung', 'Vulkan', or 'Der Ister'-—both of

these last groups pointing towards the symbol of the feast or

celebration; or, again, the evening, as in 'Der Rhein', 'Friedens-

rfeier', 'Stutgard' or 'Sonnenuntergang* even; or, connected with

this, the holiday, both as the day traditionally set aside for

religious observance, and in the sense of the German word '"Feierabend",

indicating the rest at the end of the day's labour, in which, among

other things, activity that has come to rest expresses activity

united with and in rest: examples of this are 'Brod und Wein',

which is in this sense the celebration of the night-time, and the

hymnic fragment 'Griechenland•, whose closing image is that of the

way to church on Sunday.

32.- The aspect of Reunification in this Theme includes the uniting

of all opposites. The opposition of the "heroic" and "poetic"

principles of our second Theme would, we expect, be no exception.

It has already been mentioned that the approach of the divine power

poses a threat of dissolution to the personality, and that the

"poetic" principle represents the protection against such dissolu¬

tion through its determination to delimit and to "remain". On the

other hand, the fragment "Einst hab ich die Fuse gefragt..." states:

Verbotene Frucht, wie der Lorbeer, aber ist
Am meisten das Vaterland. Die aber kost*
tin jeder zulezt.

Does this indicate, then, that the situation of reunification implies,

after/
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after all, the dissolution of the conscious personality? If we

are dealing with a true union of opposites, then the ansv/er to

this is obviously no. We have instead the rather paradoxical

relationship of individuality and dissolution which has already
2

been discussed with reference to 'Friedensfeier' and 'Patmos*.

The situation is best summed up by saying that the balance struck

between the principles of "remaining" and "extinction" tends to

be represented by a figure or an image which is itself overwhel-
3

:ming." 'Der blinde Sanger' ends on a note of ambiguity, consid¬

ering what has gone before:

0 nimmt, dass ichs ertrage, mir das ^
Leben, das GBttliche mir vom Herzen;

something of the same kind is suggested in 'Heimkunft':

Aber das Beste, der Fund, der unter des heiligen Friedens
Bflgen lieget, er ist Jungen und Alten gespart.
Thbrig red ich. Es ist die Freude...;^

similarly, the reconciliation that forms the climax of 'Der Rhein'

"hastens swiftly by for some"; and the part quoted from "Einst

heb ich die Muse gefragt..." above goes over into the consideration:

Das lezte aber ist
Das Himmelszeichen, das reisst

Menschen

Hinweg. Wohl hat Herkules das
Geflirchtet.

This second, redoubled, danger of extinction must be, I think,

what is meant in the fragment "Sonst nemlich, Vater Zeus...":

zornig erhebt
Unendlicher Deutung voll
Sein Antliz liber uns

Der Herr...

0 wHr es mbglich „

Zu schonen mein Vaterland

—if/



—if, that is, the Fatherland is here to be taken in the meaning

accorded to it above, namely that of another uniting symbol. It

is this problem which is, however, resolved in •Patmos' end in many

of the later hymnic fragments, and whose resolution is also anti¬

cipated in some poems before this. It is mainly resolved in

the idea of mediated divinity. The sense in which we take this

motif in the present instance is not so much that in which the

mediation of the divine power is a kind of practising for such

time as the full divine presence can be borne: the sun's light

is milder, certainly, in the evening of reconciliation in 'Der

Rhein' or 'Am Quell der Donau', but the evening represents here

the unity of opposites itself, not some kind of preparation for

it. "Remaining" and "extinction" are, in other words, not presen-

:ted as a balance which is itself seen as divine so much as in a

balance by which each principle is consigned to the sphere appropri-
g

:ate to it. 'Patmos' ends, not with the triumphal return of

Christ to the earth (and it is open to doubt, as the interpretation

of 'Patmos* attempted to show, whether that sense is indicated at

all) but with the affirmation that the most welcome thing in God's

eyes is the cultivation of the writings which have become "fast",

writings, we may infer, from which the "living sound" has vanished.

'Der Einzige', as has been seen, ends with the return of Christ to

9
heaven, the return of the poet to earth. There are many other

expressions of this kind of balance. That ambiguous goblet of

"dark light" in 'Andenken' is one such: the poet will both sleep

and remember; wine has a similar function in 'Brod und Vein',

and in 'Stutgard', where, although it "dissolves the sense of our¬

selves, like pearls", there remains at the feast: "der Mtihn /

Susse Vergessenheit bei gegenwhrtigem Geiste";jA and in "Vie wenn



ara Feiertage..." the wine-god is born of the union of the devouring

fire from heaven and the earthly woman. The motif of contempla-

:tion also appears occasionally in this connection:

seit Himmlischen gleich Menschen, ein einsam Wild,
Und die Himmlischen selbst flihret, der Einkehr zu
Der Gesang und der Fttrsten
Chor, nach Arten...,-^

the third stanza of 'BlOdigkeit', can mean that the wild creature,

heavenly ones, men and the "choir of princes" go together into a

situation where all may be at home, according to their own fashion

(the motif of hospitality again), but it can also mean that all

enter a kind of contemplation together whose expression is the
12

fact that the poets are "the tongues of the people". Similarly,

the state of contemplation seems to be implied in the woodland

scene in 'Der Winkel von Hahrdt', where although nothing happens,

the whole situation "unfolds" and finds its meaning. The same

motif can also be found in the hymnic fragment "Vom Abgrund

nemlich...", where the ideas of "source" on the one hand, and

nuts and berries on the other, that is, beginning and end, centre

round the tree that bends over its reflection in the water.

The idea of practising oneself, however, to become fit to

receive the heavenly presence, is intimately connected with this

kind of balance "according to kind". Returning to the place quoted

from 'Blddigkeit', we find the idea of the poets as the "tongues

of the people" developed in turn into the image of children being

taught to walk by a father who is "the god of heaven". Again, the

"still-lighting power out of holy writings" in 'Patmos* is directly

associated with the idea of "practising". And in 'Friedensfeier',

the "son" is known through the "Father", and he through the fact
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that the elemental powers have become knov/n to humans "in human

fashion", through the fact that they are able to be controlled.

Nevertheless, all these three cases con be shown to refer not to

the fact that human beings are to be prepared for the full, over¬

whelming, presence of the divine, but that they are to be prepared

for the fact that the balance in them is itself divine; the educa¬

tion is not so much for some future occasion which will arise

amongst them, as an effort to make them aware of the divine as

a present reality. The motto which expresses this is found in

'Erod und Vein1:

Siehei wir sind es, wir; Frucht von Hesperien istsi
Wunderbar und genau ist^als an Kenschen erfiillet,
Glaube, wer es geprUftJ

Hesoeria is the land of the evening, from which we may drew that

it is the "Fatherland". This fact resolved the paradox of the

immanent gods, again returning us to the point that it is the full

awareness of the divine in a life that is already divine which is

required. If the imbalance in favour of consciousness were

mourned as an absence of the divine, and nothing more added, one

would be inclined to brand the poet a mere dreamer v/ho could not

face reality; but the reality the poems express is the fact that

the divine is inherent in all life, and is unrecognised. The

avowed intention of very many poems is to celebrate the divinity

of life:

Eeruf ist mirs,
Zu rtihmen HHhers, darum gab die .

Sprache der Gott und den Dank ins Herz mir,

and the activity is to be regarded as a priest-like function, as

"Wie wenn am Feiertage..." puts it, in which the poet holds the

image/
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image of himself, as in 'Stutgard' or 'Blddigkeit*, and also his

poem, which can celebrate divinity even in mourning its absence,

before his people. In doing this, he is "passing the heavenly

gift, veiled in song, to the people"the gift is not something

new; rather it is something wilfully forgotten; it resides in

the soul, and can only be called forth from there by speaking to

the soul: the poem thus deliberately aims to bring about an

17
unwitting awareness of the divine.

33»- The idea of alienation, then, as a part of the gods'"work",

must thus be understood in the following ways: firstly, in the

sense just given, the divine powers must veil themselves, withdraw

themselves from the human sphere, because, so to speak, they are

absent. That is, they must be hidden in the soul because they

are not recognised in the world. This leads to the second point:

the obligation upon them to be hidden in this sense must be wholly

identified with their will to withdraw themselves, or, conversely,

to push human beings out of their presence into their own world.

That is to say, the poet's speaking of a divine "work" or a divine

purpose is a way of counteracting the hybris of consciousness:

the Gods' "deliberate" bringing about of the state of alienation

is a way of saying that consciousness did not bring it about; the

fact that it came about is an expression of the divine will only

in the sense that all things are an expression of the divine, or

that the divine is the reality of all things. Which leads to the

third point: the human "work" and the divine "work" are one and

the same, as is seen in 'Friedensfeier' and 'Patmos'; both indicate

what we can express as "the way things take". The poet does not so

much give a reason for this way, as show its significance: the argu¬

ment/
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:ment is that, if alienation were not to take place, human life would

remain in the charmed circle of childhood, the human being could

never become human. But, as we have seen, the divine power requires

that the human being become human,for no other reason than that it,

the divine power, can become divine. The Rhine is forced into

life; it bewails its fate, yet were it not for that fate, it could

not have come into existence:

Denn weil
Die Seeligsten nichts filhlen von selbst,
f uss wohl, v;enn solches zu sagen
Erlaubt ist, in der Gbtter Namen
Theilnehmend fllhlen ein endrer,
Den brauchen sie...

The converse of this is that man needs the gods in order to be human;

to put himself in place of them is to destroy his humanity:

jedoch ihr Gericht
1st, dass sein eigenes Haus
Terbreche der und das 1iebste
V.ie den Feind schelt und sich Voter und Kind
Eegrabe unter den Trtimmern,
Venn einer, wie sie, sein will und nicht
Ungleiches dulden, der SchwHrmer.2

he day's work that coincides in human nnd divine spheres crosses,

and the holiday is declared: through the union of the two, the

divine power becomes aware of itself, because it looks out from

conscious, human, eyes; the human principle, on the other hand,

becomes extinguished in the sense that the human heart is what it

always was, the divine. The essence of man, as has been seen, is

his divinity; this is another way of expressing the incarnation

of the divine. The divine presence is personified in the Father;

when he may be said to be at home, that is, himself in that the

human recept.de is itself, human, then the Fatherland is a reality;

the/
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the people, which constitutes this Fatherland, represents the

finished human being: the individuality of the one united with

the generality of the many, and both the one and the many being

equally adequate expressions of the divine. In the words of

'Stutgard':

Aber ihr, ihr Grbsseren auch, ihr Frohen, die allzeit
Leben und walten, erkannt, oder gewaltiger auch,
Wenn ihr wirket und schafft in heiliger Nacht und allein herrscht
Und allmMchtig empor ziehet ein ahnendes Volk,
Bis die Jilnglinge sich der VMter droben erinnern,
Miindig und hell vor euch steht der besonnene Mensch.

34.- If the Theme of the Soul is the most widespread among the poems,

the Theme of Isolation and Reunification is possibly the most import-

rant, representing as it does the fulfilment of the Theme of the

Soul. It is not remarkable, then, that most of the poems mentioned

in the discussion of the second aspect of it are from the later years.

It remains now only to be added that the "first" aspect of the

Theme of the Soul follows on from here, in much the same way as the

themes hitherto have followed on one from another. But the first

aspect of the Theme of the Soul is, as we have said, hypothetical.

The aspect of Reunification newly dealt with represents the attain¬

ment of mature humanity. Vhat follows is the step that leads

beyond this, the night which comes after the evening is passed

and the sun gone down, to use the imagery of 'Der Wanderer*,

'Stutgard' and 'Der Rhein'. It is the Empedoklean step into

the abyss which may yet be undertaken only at the suitable moment

of maturity. The aspect of Reunification represents the ripening

of the fruit, the first aspect of the Theme of the Soul its falling.

But in this we have come full circle: in some unimaginable way,

there is a continuation, in 'Der Rhein, after the night has fallen,

and/
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and a new morning is seen to break. Similarly, when 'Mnemosyne*

states: "und ein Gesez ist / Bass alles hineingeht..we

must again ask: into what? into death or into life?

B./
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B. .Application of the Themes.

1_.- Before this second layer of interpretation can be complete,

some guidelines must be given as to how our sequence of Themes

applies to individual poems. This is necessary in that the

examples chosen to illustrate the Themes were picked only because

they seemed, in the course of the exposition, to represent, both

in and out of their context, the clearest illustrations. Diffi¬

culties may well have arisen from the fact that not only do some

examples illustrating one Theme come from poems which as a whole

must be placed within another Theme, but that also one example

may have been used to illustrate several, often to some extent

contradictory, parts of Themes. No apology is given for this

procedure, since, just as no attempt was made in Part I to smooth

out ambiguities and other kinds of "obscurities", I believe it is

faithful to the definition of poetry of this kind, as given in the

Introduction, if we admit a certain latitude in poetic statements

and do not attempt to impose on them the straitening criteria of

the non-poetic statement.

Two matters require explanation before we can proceed.

Firstly, it will le necessary to outline very briefly the four

aspects of the central Theme, the Theme of Home and the Passage

of Life, since it will be mentioned on several occasions in what

follows. I have considered it the most convenient course to

leave a fuller exposition of this Theme until the four main

Themes are summed up at the end of this Part. The divisions

of this Theme, then, are as follows: in the first aspect, home

is seen as the place where life is begun; in the second, it is

seen as the place where one can, and perhaps always does, remain,

as/
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as well as the place from which one journeys into unknown terri¬

tory; in the third, home is seen as the place to which one

returns with the experience gained in the unknown territory;

and in the fourth, home is seen as a principle in which life and

death are thrown into a new perspective, or become meaningless

in so far as they have been considered boundaries or divisions.

The second matter which requires a little preliminary explana¬

tion is the way in which the poems have been placed in one Theme

or another. In fact, very few of the poems are seen to belong

to one Theme only. I have nevertheless found it possible in

most cases to see two principal Themes operating in a poem. The

relationship of these two Themes generally tends to be like that

of direction or meaning to subject matter, or mind to body, if we

use metaphysical terminology. This description does not cover

every situation very well, but in each case I have asked: where

does the poem start from, where does it go, at what does it aim?

The answer to this determines the Theme under which the poem is

placed, and the second Theme is generally decided by asking, what

circle of motifs does the thematic material draw on? There are

a considerable number of poems in which a third or even a fourth

group is also indicated, but in these cases the third or fourth

Theme is generally to be considered ourely subsidiary.

2_.~ The poems grouped under the first aspect of the Theme of the

Sorul are firstly, the hexameter poem 'Diotima', and the hymnic

fragments 'Tinian' and "Und mitzufiihlen das Leben...". In these

cases, the grouping is justified on the grounds that an inner

world, as an inviolate sanctuary, is stressed against a reality

of nother kind.

3./
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Secondly, there is the rhyming hymn 'Diotima', the incomplete

poem "Geh unter, schbne Sonne...", 'Der Winkel von Hahrdt', the

prose plan 'Palingenesie', the unfinished hymn 'Deutscher Gesang',

and the hymnic fragments 'Der Adler' and 'Der Vatikan'. The inner

world again appears in these poems, set against an "outer" counter-

:part, whether as a more perfect world transposed in time, as a

more spiritual realm, or as a kind of paradigm of the outer world.

The poems also have a secondary grouping in the Theme of the Other

Self, in that in each case the poet or poem recognises a counter¬

part in the form of a divine or heroic being. In the case,

particularly, of 'Deutscher Gesang', 'Der Adler' and 'Der Vatikan',

this secondary grouping refers more to the stress on the need for

definition and differentiation in the threatening fluidity of life.

'Deutscher Gesang' also has a tertiary grouping in the Theme of

Isolation and Reunification in the sense that the poet's becoming

one with his people is a parallel of his need to unite the "inner"

and "outer" worlds.

Thirdly, the odes 'Menschenbeifall", 'Die scheinh@iligen

Dichter', 'Brmunterung', 'Lebensalter ' , ^ 'Die Gdtter', HMlfte

des Lebens' 'ThrMnen', the elegy 'Menons Klagen um Diotima',

the ode 'Vulkan', the hymnic fragment 'Das nMchste Beste', the

hexameter "GHtter wandelten einst...", the elegy 'Brod und ' ein'

and the hexameter hymn 'Der Archipelagus'. These noems tend to

present the inner world as a retreat or a place into which to

bring a precious vision or experience. 'Das nMchste Beste' has,

in addition to this, the inner world in the sense of the pure,

untainted animal or natural life. The secondary grouping in

these cases is in the Theme of Alienation, in that the search

for/



for the inner place is brought about in most cases by an attitude

in the "outer"' world that is directly hostile to the divinity

represented by the inner, although there are cases, notably

•I ebensalter', 'HMlfte des J.ebens*, 'Thrhnen' and 'Prod und Wein',

in which the alienation of human and divine follows rather the

natural course of the inevitable; nevertheless there is also the

sense in 'ThrWneh' and 'Lebensalter', as to some extent in 'Menons

Klagen', of the alienation following as the result of attempting

to hold the divine life against the direction of fate. There is

a tertiary grouping in 'Brod und Wein' in the Theme of Isolation

and Reunification in that an underlying theme of the poem is the

problem of the poet's relation to his people; and in 'Der Archi-

:pelagus' in the second and third aspects of the central Theme,

in that at the centre of the poem there is the image of the wanderer

who returns to his home only to find it deserted and dead because

he left it, end a great work to be done there which is exactly

parallel to the work newly accomplished in the sea-battle.

j?.- Fourth, the incomplete hymns 'Am Quell der Donau' and 'Der

Einzige'. The relation of inner and outer in these poems expresses

itself historically and geographically in the world of Asia or

Greece, but in the case of 'Der Einzige' also in the dichotomy of

"spiritual" and "worldly". The secondary grouping is in the

Theme of Isolation end Reunification, in the case of 'Am Quell

der Donau' because of the need that the world of origin should be

shared not only by the few, but by all, and also because of the

desire to bring together the throngs of the past with the poet's

own time and land; in the case of 'Der Einzige', because the

opposites of "spiritual" and "worldly" are brought together, and

this/
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this is accomplished by the process in which each, human and

divine, returns to its own sphere. 'Am Quell der Donau' has a

tertiary grouping in the Theme of the Other Self, because of the

risk th t the poet's love might take him, like the river, towards

a too-much-desired extinction in the world of Asia, so that he

prays for "remaining", for a "light" surrounding by the spirits of

Asia.

6.- Fifth, the hexameter poem 'Die Entschlafenen', the incomplete

ode "'.ohl geh ich thglich...", the odes 'Dos Ahnenbild' and 'An

die Hofnung'. Except for the cose of "Wohl geh ich tHglich...",

in which the inner world is the soul, the inner world is seen,

mo e or less, as the land of the dead. This gives rise to the

secondary grouping in the central Theme, which appears in various

ways, but most consistently in the perspective which is put upon

the relation of life and death. In the case of "Wohl geh ich

thglich..." the secondary grouping stems from the motif of a

continual leaving and returning,on the part of the poet, from and

to the place where his heart is. Eention may be made especially

of the tertiary grouping in 'Das Ahnenbild' in the Theme of Isola¬

tion and Heunif,ication: there is the hidden theme of the bring¬

ing together of the individual and the group, of past, present

and future, living and dead, into one whole; immortality thus

mingles with mortality, and a man, the "forebear" is treated as

if he were divine.

£.- Sixth, the hymn 'Germenien' end the hymnic fragment "Venn

tiber dem Weinberg. • •". These come under the first and the second

aspects of the Theme of the Soul in presenting the inner world in

such/



such a way that the possibility of its unfolding into outer reality

is realised in the poem. In 'Germanien' the inner world is the

past end the immediate future, but in rejecting a close relation-

:ship to the former, the poet makes possible the unfolding of the

latter; inner and outer are then presented in the paradox of the

open secret, of a purity that is inviolate and inviolable not

because it is hidden, but because it is "open". The same appears

to be the case in the fragment, in the image of the grape that will

"unfold" into wine.

8.- Seventh, the ode 'Sonnenuntergang' and the unfinished elegy

'Der Gang aufs Land'. These poems also come under both aspects

of the Theme of the Soul, but for opposite reasons. In the former

case, the ecstatic harmony of all things precedes the descent of the

sun to the inner world, the realm of the "pious people", whereas

in the latter the activity of the poem is directed from a realm

that is the inner world in that the sky has not become "open", nor

the heart, in parallel, opened up, but is directed towards such

opening as an actual possibility: the result of the endeavour is

clearly the realising of the inner in the outer world. The secon¬

dary grouping of 'Sonnenuntergang' is in the Theme of the Other

Self, in that the poem addresses a divine counterpart in the sun;

that of 'Der Gang aufs Land' is in the Theme of Alienation, in that

it is only the withholding of the divine gift which eventually

leads to the possibility of its being received.

Eighth, the odes 'Gesang des Deutschen', 'Der blinde Sanger',

and 'BIBdigkeit'. These poems come under both aspects of the

Theme of the Soul, and have a secondary grouping in the Theme of

Isolation/
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Isolation and Reunification, in that the inner world and its

realisation in actuality is seen as a function of the poet's

relationship with his fellows. The isolated "German-ness", the

blindness and the foolishness (in a not very common, archaic, sense

—the sense of "timidity" is somewhat irrelevant in the poem's

context) of the poet are the respective means of expressing the

interweaving of inner and outer.

10.- Lastly, the, possibly uncompleted, poem "Da ich ein Knabe

war...", which comes under both aspects of the Theme of the Soul

because it expresses the actual harmony of the child's world,

and the retreating of this harmony into the retrospectively-

viewed world of childhood. The secondary grouping is in the

central Theme, as the relevance of the inner world is in terms

of the passing of life, and the leaving behind of the original

state.

11.- The poems grouped under the first aspect of the Theme of the

Other Self are, firstly, the rhyming hymn to Herkules ("In der

Kindheit Schlaf..."), in that the hero is seen as the poet's

divine counterpart, capable of raising him into immortal life.

12.- Second, the hexameter poem 'Achill' and the hexameter fragment

'Dem Allbekannten' Here, again, the poet is confronted with a

heroic counterpart. The secondary grouping is in the Theme of

the Soul, in the first case because the "genius" is the essence

or inner world which, if it finds a specific locality, brings

about a union of inner and outer which, in this case, is expressed

in the figure of a great man; in the case of 'Achill' the secon-

:dary/
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firstly in Achilles' complaint to his mother, secondly in the

poet's turning to Achilles and the divinities.

13.- Third, the odes 'Der Prinzessin Auguste von Homburg* and

'Ganymed'. In the first case, the poem speaks of the heroic

counterpart which will join the "heart of the free-born", and in

the same way, the "august" name of the princess makes the poem

glorious, so that poet end hero are united. In much the same

way, the poet finds in Ganymedes his divine counterpart whose

awakening is the quickening of the poem. The secondary grouping

of the poem to Princess Auguste is in the Theme of Isolation and

Reunification in that the poet opposes himself as an individual

with the people, represented in the princess, for whom he exercises

his poetic gift, and also with the events of which he writes.

The secondary grouping of 'Ganymed' belongs here also, rather

than in the Theme of the Soul in that, although the myth of Cany-

rmedes is awakened from the inner world, it is on the one hand the

particular relationship of the poetic word to those who hear it

which is stressed, and on the other the fact that the divine being

is returned to the divine sphere, making possible the union of

heaven and earth in the poem.

1*U- The hexameter hymn 'An den Aether' is grouped under the second

aspect of the Theme of the Other Self, in that, although the poet's

divine longing leads him to immersion in the world of nature, it

is the Aether's will that he should return to and remain on the

earth as a mortal.

15./
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15.- Fifth, the ode 'Der Nekar' and the fragment "Denn gute Dinge

sind drei..."?" These two are grouped under the second aspect

of the Theme of the Other Self, in that the principal concern is

with the rejection or renunciation of the divine presence in

favour of something that presents a guard against the tendency

towards dissolution. This guard is the inner world, and hence

the secondary grouping in the Theme of the Soul; in the case of

the fragment, the situation seems explicit, in the case of 'Der

Nekar', it is implied in the uncertainty as to where the true

abode of the poet's heart is, i.e. in the perfect Greek world,

or by the Neckar. The ode thus has a tertiary grouping under

the second and third aspects of the central Theme, in that it exists

between a tension of home and distant parts.

16.- Sixth, the ode 'Des Morgens', the hymn 'Mnemosyne', the odes

'Natur und Kunst oder Saturn und Jupiter' and 'Chiron'. The group-

sing under the second aspect of the Theme of the Other Self indi¬

cates the tension in these poems between definition and dissolu¬

tion, and the realms associated with the two principles. The

secondary grouping is in the Theme of Alienation in that the estab¬

lishing of a balance between the two is achieved by their complete

sundering. The alienation comes as a result of a kind of hybris

in the first case, in the second follows the course of life or

fate, but in the latter two both aspects of the Theme of Alienation

are present. 'Mnemosyne* has a tertiary grouping under the second

and fourth aspects of the central Theme, through the tension of

home and distant parts and the abandoning of the ideas of life and

death as terms of differentiation. The latter two odes both have

a tertiary grouping under the second aspect of the Theme of Jsola-

:tion/



:tion and Reunification in that they achieve, implicitly, a balance

between their opposing principles.

17.- Seventh, the hexameter poem 'Die Eichbhume', the ode 'Dichter-

:muth' and the fragment "Wie Meeresklisten... The grouping under

the second aspect of the Theme of the Other Self also comes from

the fact that these poems exist between the tension of remaining

and extinction. The secondary grouping is in the Theme of Isolation

and Reunification in the first and second cases because of the bal-

:ance which is achieved between individual and collectively, in

the case of the fragment because of the fact that the meeting of

the principles of remaining and extinction is seen as the achieving

of a unity which is a divine "work".

18.- Eighth, the odes 'Heidelberg', 'Unter den Alpen gesungen',

the fragment 'Dem Filrsten', the ode 'Kein Eigentum'. These have

the same primary grouping, and for the same reasons, as the poems

in the foregoing cases. The secondary grouping is in the central

Theme, as the polarity in the primary grouping tends to be seen

in terms of the ideas of home and the passage of life. 'Kein

Eigentum' has a tertiary grouping under the first aspect of the

Theme of Isolation and Reunification, through the poet's preoccu-

rpation with finding his place in mortal existence.

19.- Ninth, the odes 'Buonaparte' and 'Empedokles'. These belong

under both aspects of the Theme of the Other Self, in that the

poet is confronted with a heroic counterpart which is directly

associated with the tension between the opposites of remaining,

or, in the former case, of containing, and extinction or dissolution.

20./
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20.- Tenth, the ode 'Der gefesselte Strom' has a primary grouping

under both aspects of the Theme of the Other Self, and a secondary

grouping in the Theme of the Soul, through the fact that the poem

deals with the awakening of a content of the inner world into

outer reality and back again.

21.- Eleventh, the hymn 'Patmos' and the ode 'Stimrae des Volks',

The primary grouping is under both aspects of the Theme of the

Other Self, in that human and divine, poetic and heroic, counter¬

parts meet, and there is a tension of the associated principles.

The secondary grouping is in the Theme of Alienation, in that

the way to the highest desire is the way in which all of the

divine presence must be lost. Eoth poems have a tertiary group-

ring in the Theme of Isolation and Reunification in that each has

the resolution of the opposites in the poetic work as a symbol of

unification.

22.- Twelfth, the hymn 'Der Ister'. The primary grouping is as

in the foregoing cases. The secondary grouping in the Theme of

Isolation and Reunification indicates the function of the Ister

as a sumbol of uniting the opposites, and the tertiary grouping in

the Theme of the Soul its existence as an "unknown" content of

the inner world.

23.- Thirteenth, the hexameter 'Meiner verehrungswitrdigen

Grossmutter', the hymn 'Andenken', and the odes 'Der Tod fUrs

Vaterland' and 'An Eduard'. The primary grouping is as in the

previous cases. The secondary grouping is in the central Theme:

the first two poems under, respectively, the first, second and

third/
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third, and all four aspects. 'Andenken' presents the whole cycle

involved in the ideas of home and the passage of life. The poem

to the grandmother has her as that which remains and from which

both poet and hero (Christ) go; she also follows Christ; but

ultimately she is also that to which the poet returns, as a man

with experience, to seek her blessing. The latter two cases

belong under the fourth aspect of the Theme in their relativising

of the boundaries of life and death into a kind of immortality.

Thus the tertiary grouping of 'An Eduard' is in the Theme of the

Soul, in that the poet sees his life and his poetry as a memorial

to richer days. When his heart may "speak out", then the inner

world flows out into the outer, and life is fulfilled. Yet it

is also a return to the inner world, in that this may only take

place in death.

2*U- The poems under the first aspect of the Theme of Alienation

are the ode 'Die Kttrze •, and the fragment "Meinest du, es solle

gehn,..". In the first case, the direction is that of the loss

of a perfection through the attempt to hold on to it; and in the

second a process is outlined whereby an imbalance between the

worlds of "art" and of origin bring about the collapse of the

state of perfection. Because it is "art" which is too heavily

stressed, the cause of this collapse may be seen in the hybris of

consciousness."^" The secondary grouping is in the Theme of the

Soul, in that both poems involve the retrospect into a perfect

world which necessarily becomes the inner world.

2£.- Under the second aspect of the Theme of Alienation come,

firstly, the fragments "Die VBlker schwiegen, schlummerten..."

and/
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and "Aber die Sprache..because in both cases there is a spec-

:ific plan of fate whereby the "fruit" of a process consists in,

respectively, the coming of a cataclysm and the veiling of all

divine presence.

26.- Secondly, the fragments "Was ist der Menschen Leben?..." and

"Was ist Gott?...", whose primary grouping is as in "Aber die

Sprache...", but which have a secondary grouping in the Theme of

the Soul, in that in each case the divine reality becomes hidden

in an inner world.

il-- Third, the ode 'Lebenslauf•, and the fragments "Wie Vdgel

langsam ziehn..."1 and "Sonst nemlich, Vater Zeus...". The

primary grouping under the second aspect of the Theme of Alienation

stems from the principal idea of fate given by a ruling principle.

The secondary grouping is in the Theme of the Other Self, in the

first two cases because the working of fate has the effect of

inhibiting, for good reason, a high desire to go out into life;

the third case is similar, but more complex: the coming of the

divine poses the threat of extinction, because the coming is expressed

as a cataclysm; but parallel with the coming of the god there is

the (divine) law that all must be "contained" according to suffer¬

ing, which is the withholding of the best wishes.

28.- Fourth, the hymnic fragment 'Griechenland• is grouped as in

the previous cases because it follows the path of fate which consists

in the withholding of the divine presence. The secondary grouping

is under the second aspect of the Theme of Isolation and Reunification

in that this withholding is part of a pattern by which earthly and

divine/
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divine realms are united.

29.- Fifth, the hexameter 'Die Musse' and the fragment "Finst

hah ich die Muse gefragt...". In the former case, the primary

grouping under the second aspect of the Theme of Alienation stems

from the turn taken at the end of the poem, in which the spirit

of destruction is invoked, whose function would be to destroy

the life the poet enjoys. The subtlety is that this spirit is

implicitly associated with the works of human hand as opposed to

the life of nature that is experienced away from human habitation,

just as there is the hidden contrast, at the end, of the "tale

of human life" which is like a "holy forest" at the end of that

tale: it may be destroyed by the axe, but it is there that the

poet wishes to dwell. In the second case, the grouping comes

from the fact that the muse wishes "to be silent on the matter

of the highest". This highest is the "last thing", experienced

at the end of life. Parallel to this silence on the part of the

Muse there is the process by which the holy thing must become

"fit for use". The secondary grouping of the tv/o poems is in the

central Theme, in the former case because the poem follows a course

in which the poet goes out from and returns to his home, which is

in a sense the same as the ultimate recognition that the spirit

of rest and the spirit of unrest are born of the same womb; in

the latter case, the grouping indicates the confusion of "beginning

and end" which is both a negative situation in that the confusion

must lead into alienation from the world of beginning and ending

in order that the one may be distinguished from the other, and a

positive situation in that at the end of the course it is impossible

to distinguish birth from death.

30./
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30.- The ode 'Der Frieden* belongs under both asnects of the Theme

of Alienation, in that the "curse" which is brought through the

overstepping of the "measure" on the part of human beings is never¬

theless seen as a fate-bound action. The conclusion from this is

that to become reconciled with the way of fate is the only way of

avoiding such hybris.

Also under both aspects of the Theme of Alienation are,

secondly, the prose sketch 'Im Walde'^" and the hymnic fragment

to the Madonna "Viel hab ich dein...". In the former case, the

primary grouping comes from the fact that the sketch outlines a

process in which the principle of limitation, human reason and

language is a gift given so that man may learn from his world,

through destruction and defeat, and eventually return to what he

truly is, to Nature. In the latter, the grouping is justified

in that the shadow creeps in everywhere where positive celebration

takes place: thus the poet is devoured by "heaviness", end there

is the continual appearance of forces working against the divine

order. The evil is associated more with human guilt that with

alienation as the course of fate, except in that "heaviness" is

associated with natural gravity which sustains the love for the

earthly. In both cases, the secondary grouping is in the Theme

of the Soul, in that the world of nature is seen as the inner,

inviolate, world.

22- Third, hymns 'Der JUngling an die klugen Rathgeber' and 'Der

Rhein', and the ode 'Die Launischen' The primary grouping is

as in the previous cases. The secondary grouping is in the Theme

of the Other Self in that it is the divine or semi-divine being

which/
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union with his world.

Fourth, the ode 'Abbitte', the unfinished hymn "Wie wenn

am Feiertage..and the hymnic fragment "Wenn aber die Himmlischen

. The primary grouping is justified on various grounds: in

the first case, the "holy being" must suffer a certain loss of

divinity through contamination with the "deeper pain of life",

introduced as a guilt of the poet, before it can pass away to

leave her bright end serene as before. In the second case, the

grouping is because the poem appears to follov; the course of a

highly complex "mystery of evil", in which, in the same way as

the seasons change, good comes out of evil. The evil is unavoid¬

able, however, in that the human being cannot be empty, full only

of the divine, and as well as suffering the sufferings of the

"stronger" being, he must of necessity also suffer his own; this

clearly leads to a taint of the divine purity, and the situation

(which never developed farther than the prose plan of the work)

in which "lack" drives the poet, as a "false priest" to the 'full-
2

:ness of the gods' table". From here he is cast down deep

"among (or under) those who live", but this inferior position

is exactly the position of the life of Nature, when she seems to

sleep "under the plants or the peoples". The storm which destroys

Semele, who is the mythical counterpart of the poet's soul, and

who overstepped herself in desiring to see the godhead visibly,

is the very storm which is followed by the "favourable weather"

in which Nature awakes. The poem thus can only come about through

■the tainting of purity. Fuch the same situation may be seen in

the third case, where it is the desire of the earthly principle to
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become godly which leads to the crime against heaven; yet as the

crime is, in a sense, an act of piety, so it is necessary that

it should take place in order that men and gods should go their

respective paths through the situation of alienation, in order to

reunite. The secondary grouping in these cases is thus in the

Theme of Isolation and Reunification, in the case of "Wie wenn

am Feiertage..•" also in that the principal concern of the poem

is actually the relationship of the poet to his people. The

secondary grouping in the case of "Abbitte" comcerns the implied

necessity that that which is divine should suffer taint of its

purity in order to become more whole. There is a tertiary group-

ting in "Wenn aber die Himmlischen.••" in the Theme of the Other

Self, in that the union of heaven and earth is also expressed in

the form of the great figures of Ancient Greece who have become

counted among the heavenly ones: these are the heroic counter¬

parts of mortal men, so that, paradoxically, it may be said that

they are the "cause" of the original crime against heaven.

2ft- Under the first aspect of the Theme of Isolation and Reunifi¬

cation come the two-stanza ode •Diotima', and the ode 'Der Main',

in either of which cases the poet expresses the fact that the

central figure in the poem is out of his element, isolated and

homeless. In both cases the secondary grouping is in the Theme

of the Soul, in that the home for the homeless one is found in

the inner world, in the first case the poet's song, in the second

Ancient Greece.

Under the second aspect of the Theme of Isolation and

Reunification come the incomplete hymn 'Der Mutter Erde' and

the/
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the ode 'An die jungen Dichter'. The grouping in the first case

stems from the apparently dominant importance of the interaction

of gods and men, poet and community, and of the idea of the time-

span in which God works, which must be related rather to whole

peoples than to individuals. The same situation holds good in

the second case in the sense that poetic perfection is seen to

come from the state of piety, which indicates a relationship of

man and god, man and Nature, in which, by implication, man's

nature is one with Nature. It is thus the duty of the poet to

"teach" his fellows concerning their own nature."'" It is inter¬

esting that teaching should be contrasted with describing here,

because it is the rejection of descriptive poetry which, contra¬

dictorily, suggests the nature of the didactic poetry desired:

to "ask Nature for advice" is to say that the description of

Nature is the best way of teaching men of their inner nature.

The secondary grouping is in the Theme of the Soul, because the

unity of god and men is in either case already present as an inner

reality.

26- Secondly, the ode 'Dichterberuf• and the hymn 'Friedensfeier'.

The primary grouping indicates the poet's task of bringing together

god and men, in the case of 'Dichterberuf' this being a parallel

of the poet's relation to his fellows. The secondary grouping

is in the Theme of Alienation, in that the process of bringing

together human and divine spheres necessarily involves the retreat-

ring apart into separate respective spheres.

2Z-- Third, the fragment "Ihr sichergebauten Alpen...",the elegy

'Stutgard', the ode 'An Landauer', the elegy 'Heimkunft', and the

hymnic/
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hymnic fragment "Vom Abgrund nemlich...". The primary grouping

again concerns the bringing together of earthly and divine realms,

and the secondary grouping is in the central Theme, because the

motif of home, and, in the cases of 'An Landauer' and 'Stutgard'

of the passage of life, is the structure upon which the unity of

these elements is achieved. In "Vom Abgrund nemlich..." this

is particularly the case, with Germany and the original purity

of Nature being brought together into an image of the first world,

the world of home, of starting and finishing.

38.- Under both aspects of the Theme of Isolation and Reunification

come the six-stanza ode 'Diotima', the odes '*Des Wiedersehens

Thr&nen.., 'Vanini1, 'Rousseau', the hymnic fragment 'Die

Titanen', and the odes 'Der Abschied' and 'Die Liebe'. In all

these cases there is a dichotomy of the one who is in possession

of the divine existence and the many who are not, but at the same

time the two are brought together as part of the bringing together

of human and divine spheres. The secondary grouping is in the

Theme of the Soul, through the fact that the isolated individual

achieves his reunion with his fellows principally through a

retreat into the inner world, expressed in many cases in the poetic

work, with his divine secret. The ode "Des Wiedersehens Thr&nen..."

presents an interesting case of this process, in that the "lonely"

state of the bride before her marriage is used as an expression

of the poet's chronic situation (or vice versa) with regard to

his fellows; the experience of the life in which he cannot play

a part is made vicariously in the poem. 'Der Abschied' and 'Die

Liebe' have a tertiary grouping in the Theme of Alienation in that

the retreat into the inner world is also seen to be brought about

by/
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by an attitude on the part of the lovers* fellow-men which is a

blight upon the divine nature of their love.

39.- Secondly, the ode 'An die Deutschen', whose primary grouping,

the same as that in the foregoing cases, may be seen in the fact

that the poet as an individual faces the "genius" of his father-

:land, i.e. a generality which moves not in terms of one life,

but of many. The two are in some measure opposed, and the opposi¬

tion is resolved only when the poet gives himself over to the life

of the many in the Fatherland. The secondary grouping is thus

in the Theme of the Other Self, in that the poet's becoming one

with his fatherland is in some degree the extinction of his indiv¬

iduality. The tertiary grouping in the Theme of the Soul

indicates that the fatherland is already present in the poet

as an inner reality, the world of Ancient Greece.

40.- The ode 'An ihren Genius', thirdly, belongs under both

aspects of the Theme of Isolation and Reunification because the

isolated being is brought into her element through the hidden

suggestion of death as a completion. The secondary grouping is

thus under the fourth aspect of the central Theme, in that the

terms of life and death are brought into an indivisible whole.

41.- Under the second aspect of the Theme of Home and Experience

of the Passage of Life come the fragments "Auf falbem Laube..."

and 'I-Ieimath' ("Und niemand weiss...") the odes 'Der Mensch',

and 'Abandphantasie'. In these poems there is the tendency to

strain outwards from the life appointed to the earthly being,

this life, as the life the being is born into, being considered

in/
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in some measure as that being's "home".

42.- Under the second and third aspects of the central Theme

come the odes 'Sokrates und Alcibiades', 'Die Heimath',

'Rtikkehr in die Heimath', the hymn 'Die Wanderung' and the

fragment 'Kolomb'. In these poems there is the tension between

leaving the home and returning to it laden with the riches of

experience. This applies in the case of 'Sokrates und

Alcibiades' in that the philosopher has attained the wisdom

which comes of "looking into the world", which necessarily

involves a departure from youth, both as the state of the person

and as the "place" from v/hich the person came.

43.- Under the fourth aspect of the central Theme come the odes

'An die Parzen' and 'Der Zeitgeist', in that in both these cases

the terms of life and death are relativised into a kind of immor-

:tality. This applies in the case of 'Der Zeitgeist' in that

youth and age, life and death, are forced into closed proximity

through the ultimate moment in which the poet prays to see the

"Father" "with open eye"; in that this "father" is the "spirit"

or "god" of time, the prayer to meet him is the prayer for the

lifting of the restrictions posed by the passage of time in a

human life.

44.- Under all four aspects of the central Theme come the ode

'Ehemals und Jezt*^" and the elegy 'Der Wanderer*. In the former

case, the evening, to youth, means the ending of youth, which is

death or the being born into a colder kind of life; in age, when

life is cold and doubting or despairing, the evening is looked

forward/



forv/ard to as the returning of holy serenity. In the latter case,

the wanderer voyages out, and those who were his home are left

behind; when he returns, they are no more there, but a second

return, to them, is anticipated "tomorro\?*; so, also, the wanderer

returns home enriched by the negative experiences of his travelling

his whole voyage has, as it were, come home with him, but it is

now revealed in its richness and harmony as that which he already

knew, as home; lastly, in that the poem follows the course of

life, the return is to death, but on the other hand it is death

the wanderer met on his journey, and life to which he returns-—

with the additional fact that he may now be said to have "discov¬

ered" life: the concepts of both life and death are thereby

relativised.

!ihr It would be inconsistent with the intentions of this part of

the study if the position in this scheme of Hblderlin's three

longer works, 'Hyperion', 'Empedokles' and 'Emilie vor ihrem

Erauttag', were not shown. An outline of the Themes in these

works follows now, and it is only to be regretted that it is so

brief, and that space does not allow more justice to be done to

such important works, and in especial to 'Hyperion', for which

only the possible relevance to the study is indicated, although

the novel really lies outside its scope.

46.- The principal Themes, then, of 'Hyperion' and 'Empedokles'

are, respectively, the Theme of the Soul and the Theme of Isolation

and Reunification. 'Hyperion* begins and ends with the inner

world, and in fact the whole course of events in the work also

takes place in the inner world, in that it is all retrospectively



related. The actual relation of the events, however, also places

it within this Theme, in that a development takes place in Hyperion

through his relating of his history, in which he understands the

pattern in his life, and at the same time understands the pattern

according to which he has recorded it. The pattern points to the

inner worlds

Warum erzHhl ich dir und v/iederhole meine Leiden und resre die
ruhelose Jugend wieder auf in mir? Ist's nicht genug, einmal
das Sterbliche durchwandert zu haben? Warum bleib ich im
Frieden meines Geistes nicht stille?

Barum, mein BellarminJ weil jeder Aihemzug des Lebens
unserem Herzen wert bleibt, weil alle Verwandlungen der
reinen Natur auch mit zu ihrer SchtJne gehBren. Unsre
Seele, wenn sie die sterblichen Erfahrungen ablegt und
allein nur bleibt in heiliger Ruhe, ist sie nicht, wie ein
unbelaubter Baum? wie ein Haupt ohne token?!

This passage comes a little more than half-way through the book.

Despite the last statement, the point which is clear is that the

"mortal experiences" have value, in the long run, only in relation

to the inner world. This point receives more stress towards the

end, as Hyperion's loved ones die off, until he comes to the

position where they have been overcome, and have sunk back into

"pure Nature". 'Empedokles', on the other hand, embodies a

specific change of stance on the part of a man, through which the

line does not sink back into the inner world, but crystallises into

a reunification of outer and inner, human and divine, spheres.

Both the personal fate of Empedokles, and the people he stands for,

the people of Agrigent, or, by allegory, the people of the time of

the Enlightenment in Western culture, are taken into this reunifi¬

cation. The gesture of embodiment marks the real step which

'Empedokles' takes beyond 'Hyperion', because the problem of

becoming a representative man is never resolved in the novel,

which returns to the initial state of alienation both in that no

real/
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real step has been taken in the awakening of the soul of Hyperion's

people, and, following from this, in that Hyperion ends alone, a

2
"hermit". Even the actual relation of his history, which might

have had the effect of awakening something from the depths of his

people, becomes unfit, in his mind, for the "foolish crowd".^

42" I can find nothing which could be taken as a refutation of

this, fairly early expressed, attitude of Hyperion's, either in

the course of his narrative or in his commentary on it, nor anything

which would indicate an emergence from his "hermetical" situation.

It has been suggested by propounders of the double structure in

'Hyperion' that Hyperion has in fact reached a stage by the end

of his narrative from which the next step is the step into poetry,
1

which is in this sense a communication of the poet with his people.

It is even possible in this sense that the narrative presented to

Eellarmin is a poetic work. The Theme of the Soul would thus

appear deeply coloured by the Theme of the Other Self, in that

Hyperion does indeed live through all his experiences twice,

firstly with the involvement of direct experience, secondly with

attempted and gradually attained detachment, which indicates the

"poetic", reflective, attitude. Strong objections must be raised,

however, to this interpretation of Hyperion's vocation. Only in

one place is there what might be construed as a reference to

Hyperion as a poet, when Diotima, in her last farewell, writes:

Trauernder JiinglingI bald, bald wirst du glUklicher sein. Dir
ist dein Lorbeer nicht gereift und deine Kyrthen verblUhten,
denn Priester s ollst du sey.n der gbttlichen Natur, und die
dichterischen Tage keimen dir schon.

0 kdnnt ich dich sehn in deiner kilnftigen Schbnei Lebe
wohll^

What are these "poetic days" which Diotima predicts? Are they the

days/
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them, or do they refer to that "n&chstens mehr" with which the

novel closes? There is, in fact, another possibility. The

expression is "die dichterischen Tage", with the definite article.

This seems strange, if the phrase is to be taken to mean Hyperion's

days as a poet. The "poetic"days" are in fact to be contrasted

with Hyperion's grieving, implicitly at the fact that his laurels

and myrtles have withered and passed him by. The evocation of

laurels and myrtles here, however, points back to the beginning

of this last letter of Diotima:

Dich wird kein Lorbeer trbsten und kein Myrthenkranz; der
Olymp v/ird's, der lebendige, gegenwhrtige, der ewig jugendlich
urn alle Sinne dir blUht. Die schbne Welt ist mein Olymp; in
diesem wirst du leben, und mit den heiligen Wesen der Welt,
mit den GBttern der Natur, mit diesen wirst du freudig sein.

The central and last part of this letter then goes on to define

more closely Hyperion's, and indeed all living creatures', relation¬

ship to this "living, present Olympus" which is the world. At the

centre there is the stillness and eternity of the divine life.

But human beings "represent the completed thing in change". Two

images amplify this statement, the first being that of the harpers

round the throne of the Ancient of Days, the second that of

Nature's triumphal procession, victorious over death and destruc¬

tion, in which human beings are the youths and maidens who

accompany the procession "with dance and song in changing forms

and tones". To be a "priest of divine Nature", in other words,

is simply to live, recognising oneself and one's life as that

changing dance and song round the eternal Being. This, and not

a career as a poet, is what lies behind "the poetic days". These

days are not days in which Hyperion makes poetry, but days in

which he is a poem. This matter should really have been
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apparent from the outset, by virtue of the fact that the novel

bears the title "Hyperion", and it is only the tendency to equate

Hyperion with Hblderlin which confuses the issue. Hyperion is

"he who dwells above", or even "that which dwells above"; he is

the subject of the poetic work 'Hyperion'. To put it another way,

the structure of the novel is not double but triple. Hyperion
4

has, as the introduction puts it, "the elegiac character", he is

that which at one and the same time acts and reflects, which is

and which at the same time describes its being. The third level

of the structure is the poetic level, the level at which HBlderlin

the poet creates, out of a life that has achieved a balance of

experience and conscious awareness of that experience, the eternal
5

counterpart of that balance, the poetic work." Hyperion achieves

the means to transform a ruined life into a treasure of the inner

world, and HBlderlin makes out of both ruins and treasure a living

whole.

Hyperion ends victorious. His chief task, as he discovers,

is to establish a relation to the inner world, to communicate with

his own soul, and the divine powers therein. To do this, he must

overcome - the limitations imposed by the state of alienation, of

the dominance of conscious thought over divine reality. He sees

early that conscious, reflecting, thought, destroys life in its

purity:

0 ein Gott ist der Mensch, wenn er trhumt, ein Bettler,
wenn er nachdenkt, und wenn die Eegeisterung hin ist, steht
er da, wie ein missrathener Sohn, den der Vater aus dem Haus.s
stiess, und betrachtet die hrmlichen Pfennige, die ihn das
Mitleid auf dem Weg gab."

This is, into the concrete details, Hyperion's situation as his

history ends, yet it is through the recording of that history

that/



that he transcends this fate. Yet that recording is a kind of

"after-thinking". What he achieves, then, is a transformation

of the destructive power of consciousness into the state of

"dreaming": not in the sense immediately denoted here, where

he is referring to dreams for the future, but in the sense of

memory. Memory is an expression of the inner world, and it is

the sphere into which all Hyperion has experienced is dissolved.

The function of the last statement of the novel is thus to throw

Hyperion's narrative and his commentary on it into the poetic

perspective: the statement "so dacht* ich" is the bridge between

the experience and the description of it; the statement "nHchstens

mehr" is the bridge between Hyperion's experience and his descrip¬

tion of it on the one hand, and its crystallisation into the

poetic work on the other. Hyperion's story is, like any sequence

of events in a life, incomplete; the novel 'Hyperion' makes

Hyperion's story into a thing which is, however much Hyperion's

story may now continue, of itself complete.

The secondary Theme of 'Hyperion' is the Theme of Alienation.

It takes in most of the subject matter of Hyperion's narrative.

There is not one of the important stages in Hyperion's history

which does not lead to the state of alienation. The world of

childhood is left behind; Adamas is the embodiment of what human

education could be, the raising of a child into full life without

tearing it from its perfect world by stressing the principle of

consciousness: but he returns into his own element, and goes to
7

seek a race of "rare excellence" in the "depths of Asia". These

two examples both point to Hyperion's speech over Athens, on how

true greatness, true perfection comes through the slow uneventful

unfolding out of the world of childhood, without disturbance from
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the principle opposed to the divine principle. This speech,

coming as it does at the centre of the work, also forms the core

of it; it is refuted, both at the time—

Ich wunderte rnich jezt selber ttber die Art meiner
Aeusserungen. Wie bin ich doch, rief ich, auf die trokenen
Berggipfel gerathen, worauf ihr mich saht?

Es ist immer so, erwiderte Diotiraa, wenn uns recht
wohl ist

—and throughout the whole course of Hyperion's experience. The

high hopes the young Hyperion has of Smyrna, as of a Fatherland

(the perfection of Nature culminating in humanity) are dashed
9

against the reality; the first Alabanda episode runs its course,

the heroic principle becomes too dominant. The fellowship of

individuals of high ideals is the keystone upon which Hyperion

hopes to build his "new church", his resurrected Fatherland, but

it is the actual building of it which most concerns Alabanda; the

latter has thus gone too far into the world of action, away from

the divine source of his aspiration, and Alabanda's old companions

make their ghoulish entry, representing the hero's shadow, the

alienation that comes from the dominance of the heroic principle."'"0
The meeting with Diotima follows the breaking of the friendship

with Alabanda, and for a time all is, after a fashion, well.

However, events force her to make an expression of her love for

Hyperion, and that is the beginning of the end. With this express¬

ion of love, there comes an apparent affirmation of Hyperion's

divinity,"'"''' and as if to corroborate this apparent affirmation,

the letter comes from Alabanda admitting that he was wrong and
12

Hyperion right. All that has happened, however, is that the

original conflict between Hyperion and Alabanda has been renewed,

with Hyperion having in fact gone over to Alabanda's way of thinking,

rejecting/
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rejecting the divine source of his own ideals: these are now

expressed by Diotima, who has urged Hyperion to learn to channel

his powers so that he may be an educator and re-awakener of his

people; she has urged this as a direct result of the experience

of Athensnow his rejection (not framed as such by Hyperion at

the time) of what Diotima stands for becomes a rejection of his
lk

own speech concerning the growth of Athens. Hyperion must now,

as a result of his decision, do things that go against his grain,

and will not go home to his father first before going to join

Alabanda to liberate Greece, as a direct result of v/hich Hyperion

becomes disowned by his father, adding homelessness to the condition
15

he brings upon himself. Alienation now takes place in Diotima

also: the image of the sun that has risen high away from the earth

is used to describe her pain at Hyperion's decision." The image

is telling: in the same way she becomes cut off from the Nature

with v/hich she had been one, but it is to follow Hyperion to the

17
heights of his aspiration; ultimately, hov/ever, it is to rise

so high that she eventually rises out of the world altogether, and
l8

returns to her own element in death. The process continues: the

ideals of the war to liberate Greece are broken; Alabanda at last

renounces the world of action in favour of the original tender

fellowship with Hyperion, and the last, cathartic, sea-fight

purifies, as it were, the two young men from the impure reality
19

of the world of action in which they have partaken: but it is

too late; Alabanda's shadow must catch up with him, and he faces

death at the hands of his former companions whom he rejected to
20

follow Hyperion; and Diotima, thinking to follow Hyperion, has
21

let herself be taken on the road to death. The final alienation

for Hyperion is the journey into foreign parts, to Germany, where

he/
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he experiences, symbolically, the negation of all the ideals of

the Athens-speech. His rejection of Germany and his returning
22

home represent his final overcoming of this condition of alienation.

48.- 'Empedokles' is altogether a less definite kind of work than

•Hyperion', a fact which may well be reflected in the several

attempts made at it, and its eventually fragmentary character.

The principal Theme to which it belongs is that of Isolation and

Reunification, which applies even to the "Frankfurt plan", although

its resolution is almost identical with that of 'Hyperion': the

point is that the return to Nature here is to resolve the problem

of Empedokles' isolation among his people, amongst whom he is the

sole bearer of divine truth, and with whom there can be reconcili-

:ation only in death. The Theme of Alienation, in the aspect of

overstepping prescribed limits, appears, not,as at first sight

might be supposed, as the secondary, but as the tertiary Theme.

The secondary Theme is that of the Other Self, in the aspect of

remaining and extinction. We will start, however, with the Theme

of Alienation. From the complete version of 'Der Tod des Empedokles'

on, the guilt of Empedokles is seen as the initial crisis of the

drama. Hermokrates claims Empedokles named himself a god in front

of the people,1 and calls him one of those who, too much loved by

the gods, forgot the difference between himself and them, to be

consequently cast down, and become "soulless in the dark";2 and

this is confirmed by Empedokles in so far as he admits that, because

the "genii of the world, full of love forgot themselves" in him, he

thought of them as serving him like "anxious slaves".5 This is all,

however, and there is little sense in which we can think of Empedok-

:les' death as being an attempt to restore the balance he has broken,

through/



through the sacrifice, in a moral sense, of himself; as his words

to Kritias show:

Ich gehe meines Weges Kritias,
Und weiss, wohin? Und schhmen muss ich mich,
Dass ich gezbgert bis zum hussersten.
Was musst' ich auch so lange warten,
Bis Glllk und Geist und Jugend wich und nichts
Wie Thorheit Uberblieb und Elend.
Wie oft, wie oft hat dich's gemahnti da wMr
Es schdn gewesen. Aber nun ists nothi
0 stilleJ gute Gtitteri immer eilt
Den Sterblichen das ungeduldge Wort
Voraus und lhsst die Stunde des Gelingens
Nicht unbetastet reifen.^

The world of mortal men does not let the appropriate time for

fulfilment ripen in its own way, but forces it; and this, in a

paradoxical fashion, is the same as Empedokles' having waited too

long before he took the step to this fulfilment. The "impatient

word" is perhaps Empedokles' alleged naming of himself as a god,

but it is at least as, if not more, likely to be the curse of

Herrnokrates and Empedokles' outcasting from /grigent.5 Similarly

the talk of "happiness and spirit and youth" may refer more to

Hermokrates and the people of /<grigent than to Empedokles. Or,

in either case, it may refer to both: and this is the crux of the

matter. Empedokles'"guilt" is the guilt of the people and Hermo-

:krates: Empedokles is_ a kind of god to them, as Panthea testifies

in the opening scene of the drama: he represents the completion

of Nature in the human being.° But because he also represents

his people, he must see as they see, and so must become a god in

his own eyes. His punishment for this is not final alienation

from the divine powers, since there is no hindrance to his return

to them, but, paradoxically, being outcast by the people. V/hen

they urge him to return to them, it represents not the fact that

they/
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they have forgiven him, but that they have seen their own guilt—

"Du hast uns schlecht gemacht"^ is the charge now levelled at

Hermokrates by the citizens. When they recognise their own

guilt, it represents their acceptance again of the idea of the

divinity being resident in the human being, which is symbolised

and realised in Empedokles, the man who is now also one of the

people: it is only appropriate, therefore, that they should wish

to make him king in this case. It is also appropriate, however,

that Empedokles should tell them that the time for kings is now

o

passed: the people must stand on their own feet, as human beings,

and Empedokles, their idol, must now be throned in his appropriate

element, their heart, the inner world.^ Empedokles thus appears

much as Christ in 'Eriedensfeier' and 'Der Einzige', uniting the

opposites of divine and—potentially "sinful"— human. It is

not for nothing that there are three distinct references to Christ

in Empedokles' last speech. ^ The Theme of Alienation, then, appears

only as a way of expressing the relationship of the one to the many

and of humanity to the divine.

The second, incomplete, version of 'Der Tod des Empedokles*

similarly relates Empedokles' "guilt" wholly to the problem of

isolation and reunification. When Empedokles mourns his fall

from grace, he does not retract the statements which Mekades

related to Hermokrates as proof of his guilt, but reiterates then.^
The speech he makes in reply to Pausanias' expression of love and

devotion to him, just before the fragment breaks off, in which the

much-quoted lines occur:

zur Magd ist mir
Die herrnbedUrftige Natur geworden...^

which is an outburst of sarcasm against Pausanias', and by implica¬

tion/
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:tion the people of Agrigent's, idolising of him. His real answer

to it is in his last, fragmentary speech, and affirms the idea of

reunification.^ It may well be that the speech which Mekades

heard only a part of, and related to Hermokrates, was similarly

an answer of a corrective nature to too great an expression of

devotion to him, personally.^ The great difference between the

reported and the actual speech is that, where in the first case

Empedokles is said to have spoken of himself, here he speaks of

the general term, "man". All that has changed is that the

stumbling-block, Empedokles' conscious individualty, is removed;

the expression of this will of course be his sacrificing himself

into the flames of Aetna.

The foregoing is confirmed in the fragment 'Empedokles auf

dem /.etna'. The more the "truest form" of the people of Agrigent

approaches his spirit, the more his resolve to plunge into Aetna

is strengthened.^ Again, his guilt is now to have loved as the

elements of Nature love, not humanly: thus he sees his course as

the return to Nature. But this only takes place in the first act

of the projected drama, and the figure from the inner world, the

old man Manes, appears to cast doubts upon Empedokles* readiness

to sacrifice himself; and he is probably rightj^since the plan

for the last act states that Empedokles could feel his land's

demise so "fatally" that only he could sense its new life;

Empedokles thus _is his land's demise, and his taking that fate

on himself is the act which rights the balance knocked out by his

"guilt", since it represents the addition of the human element to

the divine pattern.

The opposition of remaining and extinction, as has been stated,

is to be seen as the secondary Theme of 'Empedokles', in the sense

that/
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that it takes up a large proportion of the subject matter, although

again with constant relation to the principal Theme. In the

Frankfurt plan, there are the words:

'

Ehre und Iiebe, die einzigen Eande, die ihn anB Wirkliche
Knllpfen, bringen ihn zurUk,^

and this statement may be seen to be decisive for all the subsequent

attempts on the drama. The question is always whether Empedokles

will go or stay, and when and how. In the first affirmation of

Empedokles and his relation to the divine powers in 'Der Tod des

Empedokles', the Athenian Delia, conscious as she is of correct

measure and limitation, intuitively recognises, through the kind

of measureless love Empedokles has awoken in Panthea, that death

is an essential part of his nature:

er ist
Zu Ubergross, um ruhig dich zu lassen,
Den Unbegrenzten liebst du unbegrenzt,
Y/as hilft es ihm? Dir selbst, dir ahndete
Sein Untergang, du gutes Kind, und du
Sollst untergehn mit ihm?

Hermokrates and Kritias also recognise this drive in Empedokles

towards extinction and dissolution of individuality, and it is the

main reason why they are so anxious to estrange Empedokles from

the people:

Ein wildes Fest sind alle Tage worden
Ein Fest fttr alle Feste und der Gbtter
Bescheidne Feiertage haben sich
In Eins verloren.^-9

There is little doubt that such pictures represent a true shadow-

side to Empedokles' nature, and indeed in the course of the success¬

ive attempts the principle represented by Hermokrates and Kritias/

Mekades/



Mekades becomes more positively evaluated, until in 'Empedokles

auf dem Aetna' Empedokles and Strato are brothers, and we are

reminded of one of the closing statements from 'Hyperion':

Vie der Zwist der Liebenden, sind die Dissonanzen der Welt.
Versdhnung ist mitten im Streit, und alles Getrennte findet
sich wieder.®

For it is in the course of 'Empedokles' that each of the opposing

principles, the conscious and the divine, the remaining and the

extinguishing, should, by "finding itself" in its own element,

find the other in the unity of the two.

49.- The Theme of Home and the Experience of the Passage of Life

comes into both works; both heroes start upon their own ground,

"at home", but move away from it in order each to make his appro¬

priate return to it. The third aspect of the Theme occurs

noticeably only in 'Hyperion', in that the riches of his experience

go into the monument of his letters, as well as enriching him as

he writes them. But it is the second and the fourth aspects

which occur principally, the uniting of life and death, clearly

enough in 'Empedokles', and in 'Hyperion' through Hyperion's being,

in a sense, dead with Diotima and Alabanda, and their being alive

with him. The second aspect comes negatively in 'Hyperion'

through the estrangement from the roots of his being, and that

from his Fatherland; more positively in 'Empedokles' through his

leaving his own home in Agrigent in order to come to his truer

home in the unification with the powers of Nature.

90.- 'Emilie vor ihrem Brauttag' involves all the Themes, closely

interwoven, and is in this sense a most remarkable work. Princi¬

pally/



:pally, it seems to follow the Theme of Isolation and Reunification

also, of the latter aspect of which the marriage of Emilie and

Armenion is a symbol. The reunification is that of Emilie with

a power of the inner world, a fact v/hich is stressed in the like-

:ness of Armenion to Emilie's brother Eduard, who has vanished

into the land of death. The core of the work is the journey

away from Emilie's home into the heart of heroic Germany,"1" and

in this sense the second aspect of the Theme of Home is probably

to be regarded as the secondary grouping; but the closeness here

of the living Armenion to the dead Eduard indicates that the fourth

aspect of this Theme, with its scanty regard for the demarcation

of life and death, is also present. The Theme of the Soul crops

up here also, firstly in the fact that Eduard, who fell fighting
2

for a kind of earthly paradise, is found, in death, in the place

of the memory of fallen heroes, the Varustal; and secondly in the

fact that, in journeying there, Emilie and her father are journey-

:ing into the depths of themselves, and finding there the world

that has been lost in Eduard. The Theme of the Other Self is now

indicated, in that Eduard goes down as the hero, into extinction,

but arises as "the poet", that is to say, as that with which the

subject matter-—Emilie—is wedded, that which "remains". The same

problem surrounding the figures of poet and hero arise here as

arose in 'Hyperion': Eduard is, so to speak, the "original", of

which Armenion is the earthly counterpart; on the other hand,

Armenion is all that Eduard was, and a little more, belonging as

he now does (in terms of the poem) to the world both of the living

and of the dead:

0 wunderbar ist mirj auch eri —-dass du
Hinunter musstest, Lieber! ehe dir
Das Deine ward, und dich die frohe Braut
Zum/



Zum Marinerruhme segneteJ Doch starbst
Du schdn, und oft hab ich gehttrt, es fallen
Die Lieblinge des Himmels frUh, damit
Sie sterblich Glilk und Leid und Alter nicht
Erfahren. Nimmermehr vergess ich dich,
Und ehren soil er dich. Dein Bild will ich
Ihm zeigen, wenn er ktimmt; und wenn der Stolze
Sich dann verwundert, dass er sich bei mir
Gefunden, sag ich ihm, es sei ein andrer,
Und den er lieben mtlsse. Oh, er wirdsj^

The Theme of Alienation is touched on also, in that it is the

course both Emilie and Armenion must take before they can corae

together. Emilie's father is here hinted at as an olympian figure,

directing the fate of the lovers: the suggestion appears in the

first letter of Emilie:

Und hab ich ihn den theuern Vater nicht,
Den Heiligjugendlichen, Vielerfahrnen,
Der, wie ein stille Gott auf dunkler Wolke,
Verborgenwirkend Uber,seiner Welt
Kit freiem Auge ruht;

and it is continued in the fact that it is he who suggests the

journey in which they refind Eduard, twofold, in the land of the

dead; and it is he who seems to impose the final obstacle to the

5
union of the two, which obstacle he himself raises and so joins

them.

a-- The examples of 'Hyperion' and 'Emilie' especially, but of

'Empedokles' also, give a good exposition of the Theme of Home

and the Experience of the Passage of Life, better, perhaps, than

the poems, in that they are able to present more concrete instances

through the fact that they trace events in time, and can afford thus

to be more expansive than a poem. The central Theme is, namely,

not even vaguely concerned with transcendental, philosophical,

metaphysical or even strictly religious matters, but with nothing

more/
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more, nor less, elevated than the description of life in its

passing. Nothing more elevated, in that Hblderlin's poetic

works are fixed firmly upon the earth, in the senses, dealing

with themes not exclusive to poets, mystics, theologians, revolut¬

ionaries or whatever, but common, to some extent, to all people.

His central preoccupations are the facts of birth and growth, the

attachment to one's family or one's place of origin, the necessity

of breaking the strength of that attachment, the experience of

life as an individual adult entity, the return to one's place of

origin in the sense that one's first world always exercises its

power over, outlook on, and attitude to, one's experience as an

individual, end draws all things back into its original perspectives:

Und darum, dass sie dulden mit dir, mit dir
Sich freun, erziehst du, theuresJ die Deinen auch

Und mahnst in Trhumen, wenn sie ferne ^
Schweifen und irren, die Ungetreuen.

And nothing less elevated, in that life, if it will be recognised

as such as it passes, is the greatest mystery of all, that is,

when it is not subjected to the analyses, definitions and artificial

syntheses of the mind that revels in its own rational consciousness:

darum auch
Hast du RMtheel gesendet. Heilig sind sie,
Die GIMnzenden, wenn aber allthglich
Die Himmlischen und gemein
Das Wunder scheinen will, wenn nemlich
Wie Raub Titanenfttrsten die Gaaben .

Der Mutter greifen, hilft ein HBherer ihr.

52,.- By way of summing up what has been said about the four main

Themes, an attempt will now be made to show more explicitly their

relation to the four aspects of the Theme of Home. Home, in the

first aspect, is seen as the place of beginning: it is thus seen

to/
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to link with what we have called the world of the Soul, in the

sense that this world is the original world, the sphere where,

recognised or otherwise, the powers of life reside. The child-

:hood state, the land of youth, Greece as the land of youth,

Greece or Asia as the land of cultural origin, Nature as the

feminine power within which all life is contained, all point to

this view of Home, as naturally the image of home and parents

does also. It links also with the first aspect of the Theme

of the Other Self, in that that other, inner counterpart of the

human being represents actual or mythical youth, untamed or

violent desires, the urge to return the world to its natural,

original, unreflecting state. The second aspect of Home involves

the opposition of two states which describe either two distinct

possibilities of how the course of life will be followed or else

two attitudes on how life's course actually is followed: the

opposition is that of remaining within the circle of the Home

and of journeying out from it, cutting the ties with it. The

opposition is linked with the second aspect of the Theme of the

Other Self, with its opposition of "remaining" and "extinction",

though in a paradoxical fashion, and with the first aspect of

the Theme of Alienation, which involves the voluntary cutting

of ties with the powers of the inner world. Remaining is not to

journeying, in the one case, as remaining is to extinction in the

other. The one who remains in his original world is both the

one who will not throw away his individuality and his ability to

reflect to become dissolved into the flow of life, and the one

who will not or cannot assert his individuality over these flowing

powers of life because he is utterly identified with these powers,

which constitute the unreflecting original world. The act which

brings/
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brings about alienation from these powers is thus equally the

severance of the ties with one's home and the refusal to sever

those ties in favour of the life that flows around and away from

home, in the image of 'Die Ileimath'. The state of alienation may

equally well be brought about by too wholehearted an immersion in

the world of action or by allowing too great a stress to fall

upon reflecting consciousness. The third aspect of the Theme of

Home is the idea of returning homewards laden with the riches or

sufferings of life's experience. The twofold character of Home

which appeared in the second aspect of the Theme is retained here;

when the hand of fate turns one back from one's desires, the return

home symbolises the alienation from those powers the unity with

which is the goal of those desires, and in this case this aspect

of the Theme of Home links with the second aspect of the Theme of

Alienation, the aspect of fate. On the other hand, the returning

home may be the coming to an awareness of, even an identity with,

the truths of the inner, primary, world, which "homecoming" is

the isolation from that other conscious home to which one belongs

in an earthly "all too human" fashion; in this case the link is

with the first aspect of the fourth Theme, the idea of Isolation.

The fourth aspect of the Theme of Home is the altering of perspec¬

tives occasioned by the previous two aspects, so that the categ¬

ories of remaining and returning, exile and journeying, life and

death, beginning and ending are thrown into a relationship which

may be equally described as balance or identity. The link is

clearly with the aspect of Reunification in the fourth Theme, in

which balance and unity is achieved between the opposites of divine

and conscious human, extinction and remaining, the many and the one,

the one and the many, the "Father" and the "Land"; also with the

"first/
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"first" aspect of the Theme of the Soul, since it is in the inner,

unconscious world that all opposites are combined, and the state

before birth is to all consciously appreciable appearances the

same as the state after death.

22- Central to the Theme of Home, therefore, there is the idea

of remaining and journeying, exile and returning. Their relation¬

ship is paradoxical, and might even be called the core of the

many paradoxical situations encountered in the poetry. To journey

away, as 'Patmos' puts it, from one's "own house", is to come to

the inner world, which is the world of origin, all the more one's

"own house". Returning home, conversely, as the poet does in

'Die Wanderung', is to turn one's back upon the world of one's

origin. To remain in the Home is to sever oneself from that' other

home which one must journey outwards—or inwards, the two being one

— to find, at the same time it is to establish the world of the

home against the threat of severance from it. Remaining and

journeying become one. The paradox is contained in the much-

interpreted lines from the late re-working of 'Brod und Wein',

given here in their immediate context:

Ja! sie sagen mit Recht, er sbhne den Tag mit der Nacht aus,
Filhre des Himmels Gestirn ewig hinunter, hinauf,
Allzeit froh, wie das Laub der immergrUnenden Fichte,
Das er liebt, und der Kranz, den er von Efeu gew&hlt,
Weil er bleibet. VergnUgt ist nemlich der in der Wildniss
Auch. Und stisser Schlaf bleibet und Bienen und Mahl.
Was der Alten Gesang von Kindern Gottes geweissagt,
Siehe, wir sind es, wir; Frucht von Hesperien istsl
Wunderbar und genau ists als an Menschen erfiillet,
Glaube, wer es gepriiftj Nemlich zu Hauss'ist der Geist
Nicht im Anfang, nicht an der Quell. Ihn zehret die Heimath,
Kolonie liebt, und tapfer vergessen der Geist.
Unsere Blumen erfreun und die Schatten unserer Wilder
Den Verschmachteten. Fast wMr der Beseeler verbrandt.
Seelige Weise sehns; ein LHcheln aus der gefangnen
Seele leuchtet, dem Lichte thauet ihr Auge noch auf.

The/
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The situation has become more like that of 'Friedensfeier'.

The "night" is also the day now, which suggests an alternative

meaning for the first line quoted here. The evening is when the

heavenly power returns to the earth, to Hesperia, the land of the

evening. Before that, the day is the course of fate, with its

alienation of inner and outer worlds, and as in 'Friedensfeier'

this is expressed as a condition of "wilderness". The fate of

the day's course is presented in the stanza previous to that

quoted here as a chariot, which "breaks asunder nearly" before

it can reach its destination. This chariot may well be that of

the sun. Its smooth course is endangered, but in the end "thanks",

which we have already seen in its sense of an awareness of the

divine in the inner world, "triumphs", so that the fate that is

the day's course is positively accepted, and the reunification of

the two spheres may take place. Hesperia, now, is the land of the

evening, the land of "fruit", the land of ending. The spirit is

not "at home" at the beginning, because its home "devours it' so

that it, the power essential to the soul ("der Beseeler"), is

almost "burned up"; that is to say the spirit, whose "home", the

place of Origin, is its own element, cannot be at home there,

because this would mean its extinction in its own element; it must

therefore "love its colony", that sphere in which it is in exile,

the sphere to which it is opposed, where it has "brave forgetfulness

of its origin. Its being in that sphere is its alienation from its

own sphere, which corresponds to the human alienation from the

divine powers, which are present at the origin of human existence,

as is detailed earlier in the poem.

In more detail now: it has been pointed out that the poet

is making an allusion in this stanza to Dionysus. The fact is

not/



not of central importance to an understanding of the passage,

and it is inclined to be something of a red herring for inter¬

pretation."^ A sort of acquired home of Dionysus is presented
k

in a chorus of 'Oedipus Coloneus' as Colonus. The poet is thus

making a play on "Kolonos - Kolonie". "Kolonie", as we understand

it here, both is and is not "Kolonos": it is that which is not

home and also that which is home. Too close a pursuit of the

allusion, however, leads to explanations here which bypass the

central issue: how is it possible that the spirit should not be

at home in its home? There are two possibilities which have been

suggested for "zu Hauss": namely, either that it means the spirit

is not at home with mortals, or perhaps rather Hesperian mortals

(which is plain enough, since its home is in Greece or >"sia or

India), or that the spirit is not "at one with itself" or "not

itself" in its beginning. Both these possibilities are rational¬

istic explanations which seek to evade the paradoxical situation.

The paradox is that the spirit's home is not its home. The ele¬

ments "zu Hauss", "im Anfang" and "an der Quell" all mean the same

thing. This does not mean that the poet is repeating himself:

the three elements present two different aspects of the one thing:

"Anfang" and "Quell" can go together, if the ambiguous first "nicht

is taken as being part of a phrase "nicht im Anfang"; or "zu Hauss

and "Quell" can go together, if this "nicht" is taken as being part

5
of a phrase "zu Hauss...nicht". In the first case the stress is

upon "source" as meaning pure beginning, in the second upon "home"

as meaning source. When "source" means pure beginning, the

spirit's home is not in its source; when "home" means source,

the spirit's beginning is not its home. 'Heimath' clinches the

three elements. "Kolonie" and "tapfer Vergessen", now, are two



aspects of that which is not home. With reference to the two

cases above, therefore, "colony" and "brave forgetting" may either

be the beginning or the source, or, since the spirit is not at

home in one or the other, may be the home. This really makes

perfect sense in relation to the idea of sleep in ' Brod und Vein*

as a whole: sleep is forgetfulness; if sleep has been "tried"

before the need of it, the forgetfulness is "brave", since sleep

is the gazing, without the defences of consciousness, into the

depths of the night; and here the vision of Greece unfolds. The

Greek world is the origin or source, both in the sense that all

grows from it, and in the sense that it represents the paradigm

of all human experience of the divine, as that which begins with

the "sunrise" and has its fulfilment in the "sunset". Greece is

the home in that it is the beginning; and it is not the home in

that it is experienced as an alien power.^ The spirit "begins"

in Greece, but it also journeys there as to a foreign place.

"Geist", however, has two attributes: "den Verschmachteten" and

"der Beseeler". One is passive in tendency, and one active. The

spirit is devoured by its home, which, as "verbrannt" indicates,

is a fiery element. If "Beseeler" is an essential quality of

the spirit, it seems a short step from there to think of that soul

as a fire, the breath of life. The spirit is devoured, and almost

destroyed, in itself. "Spirit" is thus to be understood both as

a divine entity and as the human spirit; or, to put it another

way, the human spirit is a divine entity. Throughout the variant

of *Brod und Wein' a clear distinction is made between "we" and

"the heavenly ones". It may be said, therefore, that when "we"

are truly at home, we are devoured in the divine essence. To

remain ourselves, we must be that which is not ourselves: the

self/
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self can only be realised in reflection. Sleep is another

paradox: it is that in which human consciousness is swallowed

up in the divine vision, and it is, precisely the opposite, the

forgetfulness of the divine vision which is the one and only means

by which life is possible. The flowers and shadowy woods indicate

the paradox of sleep: they are both growth from source, and forget-

:fulness of it; alternatively, they are both that which is not

home, and the courage which opens up the vision of home. "Colony"

is human existence to the divine spirit, divine existence to the

human spirit. Fruit, however, is the end of growth, evening the

fulfilment of the day; the end of the day is the end of life, but

it is also the return to its beginning. It is only the "blissful

wise ones" who may understand and appreciate this fact; they also

appreciate the significance of the, related, fact that the soul is

"imprisoned"•

From the human point of view, therefore, the human essence

is cut off from its roots if it remains in its "home"; it must

journey away into the, human, "outer" life to achieve that home.

The day's work of 'Friedensfeier•, and the course of the day in

this case are, we reiterate, the course of human life. Its

mystery is expressed in the paradoxical interplay of journeying

and remaining, exile and returning; its completion is expressed

in a relationship where the categories of life and death become

meaningless, and all opposites are joined; after completion,

death, for what it is worth, follows. Christ, in 'Patmos', has

achieved such perfection:

Denn alles ist gut. Darauf starb er. Vieles w&re
Zu sagen davon.'

The much that could be spoken of life and death is indeed better

left/
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left unsaid, since it is a mystery, here the "mystery of the vine",

8
whose fruit is the spirit of life itself. "All is good" is not

a moral statement, but rather akin to Christ's canonical last

words, consummatum est. "All is well" would be a better transla¬

tion, meaning simply that life has been what it is. A later

version has in the context of these words:

nie genug
Hatt er, von Gtite, zu sagen Q
Der Worte, damals, und zu bejahn Bejahendes.

Christ affirms both "that which affirms", that is himself affirm-

ring the mystery of life, and "that which is to be affirmed", the

same, but in the sense that life's divinity can only be realised if

it is recognised. The way of fate must be followed, but it always

is followed.

5*.- It is thus suggested here that the subject matter of all the

four main Themes is, in a sense, to be "translated" into the terms

of the central Theme, which may, in turn, be understood as concretely

as anyone wishes. Since it is clear that we are dealing with a

pattern, when we speak of "the experience of the passage of life",

which cannot entirely be related to the reasoned continuity of

life in time, the question inevitably arises as to whether such a

"translation" of one set of terms into another is consistent with

the view of this kind of poetry to which this study professes.

Since it is held that, for example, we are not justified in calling

the image of the winter a symbol of the absence of the divine powers

unless we are prepared to accept that the motif of the absence of

the divine powers is a symbol of the winter, can we categorically

say that transcendental or eschatological or idealistic images are

an/



an expression of the experience of life—personal, actual life—

in its passing, without allowing that the converse might equally

or simultaneously be true? in leaning towards the interpretation,

for example, of the image of Ancient Greece, if faced with the

choice, not as the symbol of an ideal world, but as an expression

of the passed state of childhood or youth?

Categorically, of course, we can say no such thing. Never-

:theless, 1 believe it is justifiable to say that, in under¬

standing the actuality in the ideas surrounding home and the

passage of life as the central Theme of the poetry, we are

coming closer to an adequate description of the pattern with

which the poetry is concerned than if we took the central Theme

to be one of a more esoteric nature. The justification is not

drawn merely from a personal preference of the concrete as opposed

to the abstract, of the interpretation which could make the poetry

the possession of all people to that which makes it the possession

only of an elite. There is another reason, which forms the

subject of the examination in Part III and of the study as a

whole.

Part III./
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PART III. The Archetype of the Self.

Wenn aber die Stunde schlHgt,
Wie der Meister tritt er, aus der Werkstatt,
And ander Gewand nicht, denn
Ein festliches, ziehet er an
Zum Zeichen, dass noch anderes auch
Im Werk ihm ttbrig gewesen.
Geringer und grbsser erscheint er.
Und so auch du
Und gbnnest uns, den SBhnen der liebenden Erde,
Dass wir, so viel herangewachsen
Der Feste sind, sie alle feiern und nicht
Die GBtter zMhlen, einer ist immer fiir alle.
Mir gleich dem Sonnlichtel GBttlicher, sei
Am Abend deiner Tage gegrttsset.
Und mdgen bleiben wir nun.
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A. The Pattern in HHlderlin's Work

1.- The directly exegetical part of this study closed with the

observation that there was central to the poems of HBlderlin a

two-way process which we see best exemplified in the relation-

:ship of remaining in a place and journeying away from it, of

being away from it and returning to it. There are, it is to

be admitted, as many levels of understanding in HOlderlin's works

as there are interpretations of them, but for a study which aims

at exegesis, it is felt that this particular matter is the most

deserving of attention now that we come to the attempt to achieve

a total view of the poet's works.

What is perhaps more than anything else responsible for the

wide variety of interpretation is the consistency with which the

levels of the poetry are carried through. This is the feature,

probably, which provides the clearest indication of a development

of HBlderlin's poetic thought end poetic ability towards the last

great hymns and beyond. The purpose of the study is not to trace

this development, but it is necessary to indicate at this point

the kind of situations in the poetry which arise as the poetic

thinking becomes more intense in this fashion. We find, for

instance, that the final version of "Stimme des Volks' very unexpec¬

tedly leaves the closely-argued yet lyrical plane of the first

ten stanzas to embark upon seven stanzas of, to all intents and

purposes, pure narrative, whose purpose seems to be to give a

vivid example of the self-destructive, divinely-orientated urge

which is seen as the very basis of collective man's will and

actions. One stanza returns to the original vein before the

poem closes, yet the subject matter seems to put the stress upon

what/



what, upon the first hearing of the poem, we should be inclined

to call a subsidiary theme of the opening stanzas: that is to say,

the standpoint of the poet, whose way is other than that of the

heroic, divine frenzy of the people as a whole. It is only

upon subsequent hearings that one begins to realise that the seven

narrative stanzas only serve the purpose of an "example" in a very

superficial sense. In fact, they form the climax of the poem,

but not so much in the sense of being a celebration of the "voice

of the people" in action as of being a celebration of that princ¬

iple, which, in connection with the Theme of the Other Self, we

called the "poetic" principle. The whole emphasis and outlook

of the poem is thrown into a new perspective, and one finds oneself

trying to adjust to the fact that the subject matter of the poem

is not its content, this latter being the actual swing in emphasis

to the celebration of the poetic principle at work, objectively

viewing its thematic material, and asserting itself only in five

stanzas of the poem's eighteen. This example is possibly the

only one of its kind among the poems, in superficialities at

least, but the problems it raises are shared among many others.

The situation arises in which we can no longer be sure whether

the title of the poem in question is to be seen as covering the

actual theme, or the content—where this varies from the actual

theme—, or the apparent subject matter, the "tangible" content.

Titles may be discounted in this connection where they indicate

a person or power to whom the poem is addressed. Of the titles

which remain, only 'Blddigkeit' might stand out in indicating an

attitude to which the poem forms an answer, i.e. a contrasting

attitude; but as has been seen, a more likely alternative is

suggested than its usual meaning of "anxiousness" or "fearfulness",

which/



which takes more account of HBlderlin's apparently strong feeling

for words and their etymological roots. We are therefore left

with some uncertainty in many cases as to what the title indicates;

the more extreme of such cases being poems such as 'Der Archipelagus',

'Brod und Vein', 'Der Rhein' or 'Patmos', to say nothing of 'Leben-

:Salter', 'KMlfte des Labens', 'Thrhnen', or 'Ermunterung', 'Der

Mutter Erde', 'Die Heimath', and so on. What is the purpose of

'Der Archipelagus'? Is it, as it seems, the celebration of the

world of A-ncient Greece, or should we not pay closer attention

to the way the poet uses the speaking "I" and to his description

of his own world in contrast with that of Ancient Greece? 'Brod

und Wein' does not introduce the subject indicated by the title

until its second last stanza, concerning itself otherwise completely

with its reflection upon the night and the vision of the Greek world,

and we are left to speculate whether the bread and wine is an (in

the terms of the poem) extraneous element introduced as a kind of

comforting afterthought in the distress caused by the fading of

the Greek vision, or whether the Greek vision is to be seen as the

bread and wine.'*' 'Der Rhein' slips av/ay from its exposition of

the river's course, apart from one or two allusions, just before

half-way through the hymn; and the island of Patmos appears, in

the hymn bearing its name, only in two stanzas of the fifteen,

and apparently has the function solely of a point of reference

to the poet threatened with being engulfed by the mighty vision

of "Asia", after which it serves as a transition to the apostle

John, who in turn is a transition to the theme of Christ on earth.

Again, the title of 'Der Einzige' has led critics, almost to a man,

into the belief that the hymn is exclusively devoted to resolving

the problem of the monotheistic attitude demanded of the follower

of Christ.
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No answer to these questions will be attempted here, as a

clear attitude towards them has, for the most part, already been

at least implied in the foregoing parts of the study. They have

been raised only because we require to have an understanding of

that aspect of the poems which, for want of a better word, I have

already called the "direction" of the poem.

2.- Two or more levels are seen to operate or interact in many,

or most, of the later poems. These levels appear in various

ways, some of the more common of which may be mentioned here,

before proceeding with the argument, since as well as seeming to

confuse the issue, the interaction of these levels has an import¬

ant poetic value of its own, since the levels can invariably be

seen to correspond to what we have already called "inner" and

"outer" spheres, with all their imagery surrounding the concept

of home. There are, first of all, cases of a kind of multiple

dualism, where we see opposites joined only for their union to

be the one of a new set of opposites. Such a case is 'EHlfte des

Lebens', where there is first of all the level of the opposition,

in the first stanza, of land and water, which opposition is

resolved in the second last word of the stanza, "heiligniichtern*',

and, in the second stanza, in the formula "the sunlight and

shadow of the earth"; this now becomes the central opposition

of the poem, that of late summer and winter, fullness and empti-

iness, expression and silence; and there is, implied after this,

but referring also back to the first opposition, the level indica-

:ted by the title, the third opposition, between the "half of

life" depicted by the poem, and the other half which is only a

possibility indicated by the central word: "where..?". A some-

:what/
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:what similar situation is to be found also in 'Patmos', where the

all-pervading duality of life in the divine presence and life on

the earth, or alternatively of life in an "innocent", natural

state and life in the light of consciousness, is expressed in

the words:

Wir haben gedient der Mutter Erd
Und haben neulich dem Sonnenlichte gedient,

but is then immediately seen, when brought together in this

fashion, as one of a new duality:

Unwissend, der Vater aber liebt
Der liber alien waltet
Am meisten, dass gepflegt v/erde
Der feste Buchstab, und Bestehendes gut
Gedeutet;

a new kind of consciousness is indicated here, which is to be

understood now as the principal level of the poem, but at the

same time this second duality points back to the first, in that

the cultivation of the "firm letter" is in its own way "serving

Mother earth", in which sense "unwissend" may be seen to belong

to the phrase in the previous line, and the new phrase "der Vater

aber liebt..." to refer back to the first possibility, thus: "we

have served Mother Earth——and we have newly served the sunlight

unknowingly—but the Father v/ho rules over all loves (us to

serve Mother Earth)". There are other, less problematic, cases

of such multiple dualism, one of them being 'Der Archipelagus',

where there is the duality of Athens—Enemy, or destruction

(necessitating rebirth) of Athens, which duality is then set in

opposition to the world out of which the poet speaks, this being

the principal level of the poem.

'Der/



'Der Archipelagic' is one example of the use, in a poem, of

a tale, whether history, myth or legend, of a former age. Other

examples are to be found in poems such as 'Stimme des Volks',

"Wie wenn am Feiertage..'Ganymed', 'Der Winkel von Hahrdt',

'Mnemosyne' and, perhaps, 'Chiron'. There are two ways of

looking upon this device: on the one hand, as "subject matter"

but with another meaning that is peculiar to the poem, in which

case the legend or myth belongs to an "outer" level of the poem;

but on the other hand, in recording a past, remembered, world, or

a world with a scale of reason and law other than that of the

"actual" world, it belongs to the "inner" sphere. In the latter

case, from the point of view of the poem, the appearance of the

legend or myth has a formal function, but its significance concerns

the poem's content; where, on the other hand, the subject matter

of the legend or myth is concerned, the function it serves is one

of content, but in this case it concerns the poem's form. This

is a matter which will be taken up in due course. The relevance

of this situation to 'Stimme des Volks' and to 'Der Archipelagus'

may be seen. "Wie wenn am Feiertage..." and 'Mnemosyne' have a

somewhat different approach: in each case the myth, respectively

of Bacchus' birth through Zeus' fatal appearance to Semele and of

a similar hieros gamos of Zeus and Mnemosyne (from which the Muses

were born), appears apparently as an "illustration", presented

almost incidentally, of a process the poem is describing. However,

if this were the case, the introduction of the Semele-myth would

be an unnecessary repetition, since it is already perfectly clear

what process the poem is describing. It is introduced, however,

with the words: "So fiel, v/ie Dichter sagen..."; in other words,

the myth is only an illustration in a superficial sense: its real

function/
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function is, firstly, to give a description of the whole poem in

that it is a case of "passing the heavenly gift to the people

veiled in song", and secondly, very closely related, to indicate

divine content, in that the myth is a product—as signified by

the formula "as poets say"-—of the inner world."'" In as far as

the appearance of the myth in the poem is a formal device, it

concerns the content of the poem, because it is a "heavenly gift

veiled in song"; but in as far as the relating of the myth is

a part of the poem's content, it concerns the form of- the poem,

because "poets say" it or in other words it is a description of

what the poetic form is. Similarly in 'Mnemosyne', the ending

of the poem is the death of Mnemosyne (only appropriate, consider¬

ing the title), so that the introduction of the myth firstly

describes the whole poem in that birth and death are taken into

one, and in that the last fatal wedding of the two powers gives

birth to the Muses, the poem, the "memory", end secondly moves

the poem firmly and finally into the depths of the "inner" sphere,

the sphere of divine powers, freedom and extinction. The myth

of Zeus and Ganymedes is only alluded to in the poem bearing the

latter's name, but, as has already been pointed out, "sonst" in

the first stanza must have the sense of "formerly" as well as

"otherwise", and the significance of this is that the release of

the river, the coming of spring, and the re-awakening of the myth

itself, are all expressions of the same process. 'Chiron' is a

less certain proposition, and it has already been seen that,

beyond the essential knowledge that Chiron was a centaur and—

perhaps—that Plerakles wounded him, the fact of the myth to which

the poem alludes does not seem to be of very great importance.

The majority of the poem appears to take place within the level

of the myth.

The/



The appearance of the legend or myth in a poem may in most

cases also be taken as an example of multiple dualism of the kind

described above, since there always seems to be the opposition of

two principles in the actual narrative: Athenians and Persians,

Xanthos and the heavenward flames, Saturn and Jupiter, Zeus and

Semele, Zeus and Mnemosyne, Zeus and Ganymedes, Chiron and Herakles,

Ulrich in the "upper place" and the "ground" below him, and so on.

There are many other cases where a process takes place in

two spheres at once, which may be described as the cosmic, or

natural, and the human spheres, which again correspond to "inner"

and "outer". Good examples of this are 'Der Frieden' and the

fragments "Die Vblker schwiegen, schlummerten..." and "Wenn aber

die Himmlischen...". It is when the process in each of the

spheres ceases to run parallel to the other, and crosses, that

some of the most dynamic moments in the poems come, moments which

sometimes appear to be crises or "knots" round about which the

poem is constructed. A prime example of this is 'Der Sensch',

in which the cosmic process by which Nature gives birth to, and

is rejected by, men, crosses and recrosses with the poem's descrip¬

tion of the actual course of human life. The crossing of the

two spheres is a truly creative act, and in poems such as 'Der

Pensch', 'Der 2'eitgeist', 'Heidelberg', the fragment "Wenn aber

die Himmlischen..." or, to some extent, the hymn 'Friedensfeier',

it appears both as structure and content of the work. There are

many other situations, normally introduced by the charged word

"wie" or "so" or "also", as in the first stanza of 'Der Frieden*

or "Wie wenn am leiertage..." or the second of the ode 'Empedokles'

in which this creative "knot" appears in the poem's fabric, situ¬

ations, incidentally, which far transcend the device known as the

Simile

It/
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It will be seen that these features of the poem all bear a

certain resemblance to each other, and have a tendency to inter¬

mingle. The reason for this is simply that it is a rather

arbitrary proceeding to divide them out as separate features.

Having done so, we must therefore return to the original statement

that the features are merely the various ways in which there is

an interaction of several levels in the poem. The interaction

of these levels necessitates a shifting of attitude to the poem

in question, such as was described in connection, especially, with

'Stimme des Volks', and it is this shifting, as has been stated,

which in some way makes up the "direction" of the poem.

It is, then, necessary that we should not be misled by the

"veiling" of the "heavenly gift", especially in the continually

widening scope of the thematic material in the later poems. It

does not, of course, much matter if we are so misled, but it would

lower the purely exegetical value of our study. The veiling is

a most venerable tradition of religious poetry, and I think it is

this which accounts for the apparently misleading titles of poems

such as 'Der Rhein*. Not, as must be stressed once again, that

the subject matter as indicated by such titles is to be regarded

as a mere adjunct, a mere leading-in, to the true content and

direction of the poem: it is also an end in itself; but the crux

of the matter is that, from the point of view of the unity and

individuality of the work, from the—broadly speaking—aesthetic

point of view, to follow only that end is to become entangled

(or "extinguished", in the terminology of our four Themes) in the

world which the poems constitute, without being able to achieve

the "holy sobriety" of reflection upon the poem, without being

able/
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able to "grasp" the matter that is too "near".

It is an irritating habit of some critics to incorporate

the terminology of HBlderlin's poems and other writings into

their own argument, and I have only indulged in it here for a

specific reason, and to lead up to the study's central affirmation

in this context: that the ultimate direction, the ultimate goal

of the poem, is itself."'" Neither the subject matter, nor the

transcendent argument which may be followed through the poem to,

for example, a misleadingly "pessimistic conclusion" (the hexamater

'Diotima' and 'HMlfte des Lebens' are cases in point) may be

considered as indications of the true poetic direction of the

poem. In a theoretical note, HBlderlin writes:

Die logische Stellung der Perioden, wo dem Grunde (der
Grundperiode) das Werden, dem V/erden das Ziel, dem Ziele
der Zwek folgt und die NebensMze immer nur hinten angehBngt
sind an die HauptsMze, worauf sie sich zunMchst beziehen -
ist dem Dichter gewiss nur hBchst selten brauchbar.^

The note refers to periods, but its relevance to larger groups

of periods in a poem may be inferred, especially since it follows

on from the statement:

Han hat Inversionen der Worte in der Periode. Grosser und
wirksamer muss aber dann auch die Inversion der Perioden
selbst sein.

The idea of the poem as its own subject is one v/hich has entered

several of the commentaries on the individual poems, notably that

on 'Friedensfeier'. It is the idea which is behind the shifts in

perspective occasioned by the features of the poem mentioned above.

The much-stated preoccupation of HBlderlin with the poetic vocation

and role is a secondary matter to this, since it is ultimately the

poetic work which is the be-all and end-all of the poet's existence,

as/
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as 'Mein Eigentum', albeit rather tentatively, suggests:

Und dassrair auch, zu retten mein sterblich Herz,
Wie anderen eine bleibende StBtte sei,

Und heimatlos die Seele mir nicht
Ueber das Leben hinweg sich sehne,

Sei du, Gesang, mein freundlich Asyl.

The "song" here, is not song in the abstract, or not only: it

is the specific song the poet sings, 'Mein Eigentum' itself.

Such situations run all through the mature poetry of HBlderlin;

one is found in 'An die Parzen', in which, if we are to take the

poet's statement at its face value, we must see an avowedly

"immature" poem. On the other hand, the poem is perfectly

formed, and has clearly aimed at such perfection, and furthermore

the final stanza, with its subtle use of the future-present tense,

runs:

Zufrieden bin ich, wenn auch mein Saitenspiel
Mich nicht hinab geleitet; einmal
Lebt ich, wie GBtter, und mehr bedarf's nicht.

The poet may be said to be content, because his poem has been a

summer and autumn of 'ripe song"; now it goes "down" to its ending,

and the final statement "more is not needed" both stresses the

contentment of the poet at the fact that the poem is going down

into silence, and says, quite baldly, "the poem ends here".

Again, rather than relating the appearance of "song" near the centre

of 'Blttdigkeit' to some extraneous element or to an abstract notion

of song, we may see it as referring to the actual poem in which it

appears. The event indicated by the word "seit" is then seen as

a past event in that it has just occurred:

seit Himmlischen gleich Menschen, ein einsam Wild
Und die Himmlischen selbst fiihret, der Einkehr zu,
Der Gesang und der Fiirsten
Chor, nach Arten...

and/
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and this leading together which song has accomplished for the

sake of gods and men is nothing other than the process described

in the poem, the poem being thus itself that "hostelry" or

"contemplation" to which it leads all things according to its

kind. The appearance of the poem within the poem is not unlike

that of the appearance of legend or myth in that it gives rise to

a significant crossing of form and content; but it is unlike the

appearance of legend or myth in that it is not to be regarded as

belonging to the "inner" or "outer"sphere depending upon whether

its function concerns form or content: the all-important fact

about the poem as subject of the poem is that, whether it appears

as a formal element or whether its appearance is an element of

the poem's content, it unites "inner" and "outer", content and

form. When the poem appears as a content apparently belonging

to the "inner" sphere, as, in a certain sense, 'Friedensfeier'—

"Bald sind wir aber Gesang"—it is only in this sphere in as far

as it expresses a uniting of opposites which has not yet wholly

come about. When it appears as a content apparently belonging

to the "outer" sphere, as in 'Mein Eigentum' or 'Unter den Alpen

gesungen', whose last lines are:

frei will ich, so

Lang ich darf, euch all, ihr Sprachen des HimmelsJ
Deuten und singen,

it represents, once again, not one side of an opposition, but the

resolution of that opposition: it is stressed only because there

has otherwise been too much stress on the power of the "inner"

sphere, as 'Mein Eigentum':

Zu mHchtig, achl ihr himmlischen Htihen, zieht
Ihr mich empor...;

but/
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but there is, in 'Mein Eigentum', no rejection of the heavenly

heights, nor, in 'Unter den Alpen gesungen', of that close comrnun-

:ion with life's essence than which "I know or wish nothing more

blessed". On the other hand, where it appears as a formal element

in the poem, as when it forms the climax of 'Mein Eigentum' or the

climax and final statement in 'Patmos* , it is pointing to itself

(to 'Mein Eigentum' or 'Patmos' as individuals) as a means of

unifying the outer, or formal, level with the inner level, the

level of content, or, in the terms of 'Patmos', of achieving the

impossible and "grasping the god". The poem is thus a uniting

symbol not only when it appears as an element in the poem's content,

but four-dirnensionally, in that the "inner" vision of the poem

points to the actual, "outer" poetic form, which in turn points

back into the poem's content but in am amplified and elevated sense.

4.- Tt is from the point of view of the relationship of "form" and

'fcontent" that we have, I feel, the most productive approach to

Htilderlin's various "theoretical" attempts, at least for an exeg-

:etical study such as this one. Not very much space will be

devoted to these works here, because I do not lean to the view

that these essays provide anything approaching a key (and only

in rarest cases anything like a clue) to Hblderlin's thinking in

general and his poems in particular, a view which comes, one

suspects, from the good old "enlightened" idea that poetry is

all very well but it leaves the thinking reader with far too

little to get his teeth into, whereas the definite nature of

prose will explain and clarify what poetry has an annoying habit

of obscuring. Certain critics of more recent years have also

apparently got hold of the idea that it is somehow a slight on

HBlderlin's/



Hyiderlin's greatness to suggest that he was not at home in

abstract philosophical thinking, despite his own testimonies

from around the time when most of the Homburg essays were written,

as in the letter to Neuffer of November 12th, 1798, in which he

calls philosophy a temporary place of refuge from his true home,

poetry, and comments also:

dass Du meine Grtlbeleien ganz begreifst, so will ich Dir
gestehen, dass ich seit einigen Tagen mit raeiner Arbeit
ins Stcken geraten bin, wo ich dann immer aufs FMsonnieren
verfalle f

or as in the letter to his brother of January 1st, 1799, the letter

v/hich marks the turning-point of his career, where the same rela¬

tionship of philosophy and poetry is set up in impersonal,

cultural-historical, terms.'*' That several more philosophical

or theoretical attempts followed the letters mentioned here is

not an indication that Hdlderlin went back again on his statements

regarding poetry: rather that his true work continued to be in

difficulties, difficulties which were resolved not necessarily by

being "worked out" in the one-sided clarity of prose, but more

through a kind of "alienation" from the poetic home, which gave

the poet a new sense of the balance which he had to strike, and

only could strike, in poetry. I do not regard Hblderlin's ability

to think in the terms of prose as defective in any way; rather

that he had the good sense to recognise the direction in which

his true gifts lay, and to see also that the matters which his

poetry expressed could, by their very nature, only be expressed in
2

poetry. It seems a pity that the critics disposed to think in

the way I have mentioned should be so unwilling to take seriously

HBlderlin's own perspicacity in the matter.

5./



I should not like these remarks to be taken as an attempt to

belittle the fairly extensive work carried out by critics on

HBlderlin's theoretical works, especially those who have battled

through the tremendous difficulties set by a work like 'Ueber

die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes', and emerged with

a more or less satisfactory explanation of the work. The case

is simply that I do not see that the theoretical works add anything

to our understanding of HBlderlin's main works, his poems, in as

far as this understanding is a precondition of our exegetical

attempt, especially in consideration of the fact that none of

the essays reached a public and that it is doubtful whether any

of them were even intended for publication. The mention of theo-

rretical essays for the projected Journal Iduna in the letter to

Fr. Steinkopf^" would appear^ from the context, to point to essays

of a more general nature, whose first task would be to show the

necessity of finding a poetic form for modern works, so that the

extremes of too much and too little form might be avoided.

Neither the view, therefore, that the Homburg essays represent

a kind of philosophy which expresses what the poems poetically

express, nor the view that they represent an aesthetic philosophy

which constitutes the background and theoretical core of the poems,

can be wholly accepted. In the former case we must recall that

the poem does not express a philosophy or even a Weltanschauung,

but itself and life crystallised in it, for which reason, in as

far as they are seen as attempts to express what the poetry expresses,

the essays must be regarded as failures. As HBlderlin writes in

the 'Anmerkungen zur Antigone1:

So wie...immer die Philosophie nur ein VermBgen der Seele
behandelt, so dass die Darstellung dieses einen Vermbgens
ein Ganzes macht, und das blosse ZusammenhHngen der Glieder
dieses/
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dieses einen VermBgens Logik genannt wird, so behandelt die
Poesie die verschiedenen VermBgen des Menschen, so dass die
Darstellung dieser verschiedenen VermBgen ein Ganzes macht
und das ZusammenhBngen der selbststhndigeren Theile der
verschiedenen VermBgen der Rhythmus im hBheren Sinne...
genannt werden kann.^

In the latter case, we should have to look upon the poems to some

extent as examples of the aesthetic philosophy involved. Not

only does this degrade the significance of the poems, but more

importantly leaves us with the problem of how to apply the theory

to the poems themselves.*^ This has been attempted, of course, and

it is probably of significance that no two attempts seem to come

up with the same conclusion, and the conclusions appear to be,

for the most part, very subjective, and in some cases very uncon-

4
:vincing. I fail to see, for example, how the second stanza of

'An die Hofnung' can be seen as expressive of the "heroic" tone,

how the "smiling god" in the sixth stanza of 'Der Phein' is express-

g
:ive of the "naive" tone, or the "snow round the Delphic rocks"

7
in the third stanza of 'Brod und Wein' the "ideal" tone, nor how

the third triad of 'Friedensfeier' should follow a scheme in which

the law of fate and love is "ideal", the "time-image" and the feast-

day "naive", and the celebration of the heavenly host and of Christ
g

"heroically gives expression to passion".

Part of this problem is caused by apparent inconsistencies

in the theoretical texts. That is to say, they are inconsisten-

:cies only if one expects consistency, which no reasonable critic

should expect from the note-book of a poet trying to resolve
9

certain difficulties in his poetic work. As an example of this

there are the difficulties posed by the theoretical sketch and

some tables which are now generally lumped together under the

misleading title'Wechsel der TBne'."1*0 In the "second half" of

this/
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this work, there are first of all three groups of "tones", or at

least of the descriptive elements "naive" "heroic" and "ideal",

titled respectively 'Das Lyrische', 'Das Tragische', 'Das Epische•.

Under each title there are three pairs of what, for the sake of

argument, we shall call "tones", one with a small initial, one

with a capital, which we shall assume refer respectively to

"ground-tone" and "artifice-character" ("Grundton" and "Kunst-

charakter"), which are convenient terms taken from the essay now

generally referred to as ' Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten'

Each pair represents the relationship of ground-tone and artifice-

character which, once again from the longer essay, we understand

as being what determines the genre of a poetic work, i.e. whether

it is lyric, tragic or epic. The pairs are consistent in the

three groups, the "naive" ground-tone always appears above the

"ideal" artifice-character, denoting the lyric type, the "ideal"

ground-tone above the "heroic" artifice-character, denoting the

tragic type, and the "heroic" ground-tone above the "naive" artifice-

character for the epic type. Each of the three types appear within

the three groups entitled "lyric, "tragic", etc., but the first

pair of each group is always the one which denotes the type which

the group has as its title, i.e. "naiv / Idealisch" is the first

pair of the lyric group. In each of the three groups the order

is always followed: lyric, epic, tragic, lyric, epic, tragic, etc.

But this order does not accord with the order in which the three

groups themselves are written down, this order being, as we have

seen: lyric, tragic, epic. But there is no other possibility

for the order, since there is clearly meant to be a sequence

through the three groups, and the last pair of each group is the

first pair of the next. The question now arises as to whether

the/



the three groups refer to mutually exclusive possibilities for

tonal relationships in a poem, or whether, as a sequence, all

three groups, beginning with any one of the three "genres" but

always in the same order, may be present in the one poem. The

former possibility is suggested by, again, 'Ueber den Unterschied

der Dichtarten', where we find that if, in the lyrical poem, the

ground-tone, which is essentially "naive", tends towards the

12
"heroic" ("ist sein Grundton.. .heroischer..then the poem

starts upon its "naive" ground-tone; if the ground-tone tends

towards its artifice-character, i.e. the "ideal" ("ist er

idealischer..»"), then the poem begins on the "heroic" tone;

and if the ground-tone is most itself, the poem begins with its

'ideal" tone (its artifice-character). The same opposites pertain

also for the epic poem, always, if the ground-tone tends towards

the "naive", the "ideal" begins the poem, if towards the "heroic",
13

the "naive" begins it, and so on; and the same opposites go

1^
also, partially by implication, for the tragic poem. In other

words, whether the poem is lyric, tragic or epic, it may begin on

any one of the three "tones", by which we take it an artifice-

character is meant, which is a compensatory opposite for the

tendency of the ground-tone; a lyric poem may for instance go

according to any of the three sequences given, lyric, tragic or

epic. So much is plain, and attention has already been drawn to

15
it. It would clearly suggest that the three groups refer to

mutually exclusive possibilities for a poem. On the other hand,

if this is the case, why alter the order implied by the order of

the pairs in each of the groups,—lyric ("naiv / Idealisch"), epic

("heroisch / Naiv"), tragic ("idealisch / Heroisch")—and have the

groups in the order lyric, tragic, epic, apparently so thc^t the
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last pair of each group can be clearly seen to be the first of the

16
next? Surely the intention seems to be to show that the three

groups are to be regarded as a continuous sequence?—in which case

it is not unlikely that all three sequences are to be found1 in one

poem. The fact that the first three groups are then amplified and

diversified does not alter this situation. There appears, first

of all, to be doubt in the poet's mind as to whether the three

sequences follow on by means of what we shall call a "catastrophe"

—about which more shortly—as with the tragic sequence Hdlderlin

apparently draws from Sophokles' 'Alas', where the "heroisch

Idealisch" from the lyric sequence becomes the "idealisch Heroisch''

of the tragic sequence, or whether they are to follow on in the

way we have already seen, by the repetition in the new sequence of

the last pair from the old. If this is the case, then the fact

that Hdlderlin seems perfectly prepared to reverse the established

order of the tragic sequence, so that it begins "heroisch Idealisch"

(indicating no "genre") and ends on the (epic) "heroisch Naiv",

would suggest that all three sequences are intended to indicate

parts of a single work. The fact that the two possibilities for

a tragic sequence are, apparently, drawn from already complete

dramatic works ('Mas' and 'Antigone') need not alter this view,

for we have no means of telling in how far the sequences shown in

the tables are descriptive or prescriptive: it is, for instance,

perfectly possible that a sequence Hdlderlin drew from a descrip¬

tive study of the Greek dramas in their entirety should have

become in his mind the possibility of a sequence tabulated prescrip-

ttively for a part of any of his own works.

Briefly, now, the amplified versions of the three groups

should be examined, since they have a bearing on the problems

arising/
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arising from a comparison of this second half of 'Vechsel der

Tbne' with the first half. Under the heading 'Das Epische',

there are lines crossing between each tone in the three pairs

thus:

heroisch
Naiv

idealisch
Heroisch

If left, as it were, to itself, this sequence would, if continued,

presumably go on repeating itself in the same way, taking the

artifice-character of each pair from the ground-tone of the

previous pair. An apparently arbitrary intervention, however,

simply reverses the order of the third pair, thus forming the

fourth. One draws from this that once the sequence has gone

through three stages, it cannot go any further, and so must return

on itself. The return is however prevented from being a mere

mirror-image by another factor: each pair of opposites is resolved

by a Third, which becomes the new ground-tone. This would of

course make the ground-tone of the next pair after "idealisch

Naiv" "heroisch", which is not the case. On the other hand, yet

another factor seems to play its part now: ground-tone and artifice-

character are reversed between the third and the fourth pairs, and

from this reversal seems to come the fact that each opposition is

now resolved by a Third which becomes the new artifice-character.

This reversal is thus the dynamic element in the process. If the

pattern taken from 'Aias' is the one chosen by the poet, then the

continuity of the three sequences is provided by another reversal

at the end of each of the three sequences; but even if the one

from 'Antigone' is the poet's choice, the case is the same, because

in the central sequence, the tragic, the pairs of tones which are

the pairs also indicating "genre" belong to the second half of the

sequence, whereas in the other two sequences they belong to the first

half/



half; so that once again there is a sort of reversal between the

first and the second sequences, and between the second and third.

The reversal comes after each set of three pairs, either in

the original groups or in their amplified equivalents. In each

of the individual sequences the reversed pair of tones is followed

by three, in the reversal from sequence to sequence (in the case

of the choice from 'Mas') the reversed pair makes up the first

of a set of three. The intention is clearly to have the reversed

pair in one sense or another as the centre of a group of seven

pairs. The significance of the number seven does not form a part
l8

of this study, and only the fact that the reversed pair is the

centre of a group is stressed here. Its significance seems to

be that of the term "Katastrophe" which Hdlderlin uses clearly

meaning a crisis-point somewhere between beginning and end of a

work. The word is obviously drawn from its Greek equivalent in

its technical dramatic usage, but HBlderlin seems to use it not so

much in its specialised sense as in the sense of a "turning back".
19

The first half of 'Wechsel der Tfcine' speaks of a katastrophe,

and if the two halves belong together, it would seem reasonable to

relate this katastrophe to the reversal indicated in the tables.

Difficulties arise immediately, however. First of all, we cannot

be sure of the context of the three questions which begin the frag-

:ment, we cannot be sure if the questions are all rhetorical, and

above all, we cannot, considering the sketchy nature of the essay,

be sure whether the fourth paragraph, "Wohl flir das epische Gedicht.,

should be taken as referring to all three of the opening questions

(i.e. that all three refer to situations in or possibilities for

the epic poem alone) or whether it refers only to the third (i.e.

if the"heroic katastrophe" means the katastrophe which is resolved



by the "heroic" tone, that is, the katastrophe of the "naive" or

epic poem or sequence). If the three questions all refer to one

poem, then we must understand that a katastrophe occurs three

times; this would be possible if, in the epic poem, there should

occur lyric, tragic and epic sequences; if not, then we are forced

to admit that the essay fragment does not tally with the tables,

since there is in each of the sequences only one katastrophe; on

the other hand, if we are to think of a poem having lyric, epic,

and tragic sequences, it seems an additional complication that

there should be the same classifications to mark the poem as a

whole-—not that additional complications can be ;rought as evidence

one way or the other: it is simply that nothing in these essays

indicates that there may be a "genre"-sequence in the three genres

of poem. I would suggest that, if the tables refer to sequences

within poems rather than to whole poems, the idea of a sequence in

a poem is a prescriptive one which IIBlderlin drew from his descrip¬

tion of poetic genres. To continue: if the three questions

refer to the three genres of poem or sequence, and only the last,

or, equally, the first to the epic, we still have the same diffi¬

culty relating the fragment to the tables. Firstly, which of

the three questions refers to the epic poem? If we say the first

one, the choice seems to be good: the "starting-tone" is "natural",

i.e. "naive", which seems a more feasible possibility than the

"ideal" tone, which the choice of the last question would indicate.

This would accord with the scheme given in the second half of

'Wechsel der Ttine', where the table shows the "naive" tone to be

the initial artifice-character of the epic ("naive") sequence. The

katastrophe of this sequence involves the "ideal" tone also, in

opposition to the "naive" tone: this katastrophe is immediately

resolved/



resolved into the "heroic" artifice-character, which could accord

with the scheme. The epic sequence, however, ends "idealisch

Naiv" according to the table. The fourth paragraph says it ends

with its "initial opposition". If the table is to be followed,

this initial opposition would have to be seen as the opposition

in the katastrophe, which is the opposition of "naive" and "ideal"

tones, since the "ideal" tone does not come into the pair of tones

at the beginning of the sequence at all. In other words, we

should have to understand "anfMnglich" in the fourth paragraph of
20

the essay fragment to indicate a different place in the scheme

in the table from that indicated by "Anfang" in paragraph one,

where the sequence of: beginning - katastrophe (=opposition with

the beginning) - resolution is fairly clearly laid out. Further¬

more, an addition, presumably by the poet, to the fourth para-

:graph, completing the broken sentence, remarks that the epic
21

"end" is "idealischheroisch", the pairing which, in the table,

comes between the initial pair and the katastrophe. What, then,

of the choice of the third question as referring to the epic poem?

It is justified by a point of the form of the essay fragment.

The fourth paragraph mentions: epic poem, tragic poem, lyric

poem, then gives the same order again after the word "oder"; but

it continues in the next stage of the argument in the order: the

lyric end—then the addition—, the tragic end, the epic end.

The second and third stages of the argument, then, contain a

reversal of the order, and it is thus perfectly possible that

there is a similar reversal in the first and second stages of

the argument, so that the first question refers to the lyric poem,

the second to the tragic poem, and the third to the epic poem.

How would this possibility fit? The table contradicts the state¬

ment/



:ment that the starting-tone is "ideal", the katastrophe would

only be "heroic" in the sense I suggested above, but the end of

the sequence is certainly on the "naive" artifice-character. It

is, nevertheless, no more on "idealischheroisch" than the other

possibility. hat of the tragic and lyric poems? The fourth

paragraph of the fragment suggests that the answers to the three

questions are "no" in two cases and "yes" in one, namely the epic

poem. The tragic poem 'jjoes one tone further"; further than

what? than the epic poem goes, or than we should expect the tragic

poem to go? If the answer is "no" to the question about the tragic

poem, then presumably the latter is the case; on the other hand,

if the lyric poem "uses this tone as its opposite", then the tone

indicated can be deduced only by such a complicated way that one

presumes the "tone further" which the tragic poem goes is a tone

further than that upon which the epic poem finishes. However,

by comparison with the tables, only the tragic "end" corresponds:

"neiv Heroisch". It is the third question which refers to the

epic poem, as will be shown directly. Thus the first refers to

the lyric poem; the only correspondence between this first ques¬

tion and the tables is the fact that the starting-tone of the

lyric poem is "naive", since it is extremely difficult to see what

the "naive" tone becomes the opposite of in the tables, and the

"ideal" tone in the katastrophe is opposed to the "heroic", not

resolved by it.

The solution to the problem posed by the essay fragment is

really not very difficult, but it cannot be found unless all

possibility of a relationship with the tables forming the second

half of 'Vechsel der TBne' is rejected, and with it the idea of a

mathematically correct sequence in which the only arbitrary step

—and/



-—and it is not really very arbitrary if the appearance of a

katastrophe is a precondition of such a mathematical sequence—

is the reversal of the tones in the fourth stage of each sequence.

The tables have, instead, a relation, not quite consistent, to the
22

schemes in 'Ueber den Unterscbied der Dichtarten'. There are

tv/o arbitrary steps in the essay fragment: one, the fact that the

tragic poem "goes a tone further", and tv/o, the fact that the lyric

poem "uses this tone as its opposite". The sketched completion

to the final sentence of the fragment states that the "lyric end"

is "naive-ideal", the tragic is "naive-heroic", and the epic

"ideal-heroic". Although only one of these three endings is

referred to as an "opposition" (the epic), these three endings

are in some sense all composed of opposed elements. The opposition

of two, as is seen in 'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten' is

always resolved in a third; thus the lyric resolution is in "the

heroic", the tragic in "the ideal", and the epic in "the naive"

■—which of course corresponds to the resolutions affirmed by the

three questions. Thus the "ideal" tone is at the beginning of

the epic poem, and it becomes opposed to the "heroic" at the

katastrophe, to be resolved as has been seen. It is interesting

that, in all three cases, far from the tone of the katastrophe

being opposed to the starting-tone, the converse is the case.

The tragic poem goes a tone further than is expected of it so that

it ends not on the tone which is the starting-tone but became the

opposite of the tone of the katastrophe, i.e. the "heroic", but

upon the tone of the katastrophe, i.e. the "naive" (^"natural");

this tone is nevertheless opposed to its fellow in the katastrophe,

the start.ing-tone, thus, though the stress is upon the first of

the pair, the tone is written as an opposition, i.e. "naive-heroic".
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The lyric poem takes this tone, i.e. the tone of its katastrophe

as its opposite, and returns to itself, i.e. to its "naive" ground-

tone. Thus, although only the third question receives the answer

"yes", the questions are at the same time rhetorical, because the

resolution in each case correctly indicates the opposition upon

which it ends.

6.- I have gone into this example at some length purely for the

sake of pointing out the kind of difficulties we encounter if we

try to find a consistent aesthetic philosophy or poetic theory in

the essays HBlderlin wrote, I reiterate, to help him over certain

difficulties in his real work. The example is not the only one

of its kind, and was chosen because it is neat and comparatively

short. I have felt it necessary to stress this aspect of the

Homburg essays, because I am somewhat uneasy about the unfailingly

positive conclusions arrived at in respect of their understanding.

A study beginning with the preconceived notion that there is no

cohesion or consistency among the various essays might be in order

to counteract the studies so far undertaken! One suspects, in fact,

that the essays merely provide a justification, if not an excuse,

for a lot of loose thinking about the actual poems.

The overriding difficulty in the essays is namely this: that

they provide no clue to an outsider as to how, exactly, they are to

apply. Despite optimistic affirmations to the contrary, I find

it still very difficult to reach a definite conclusion as to what

a "tone" is."'" In a letter to Neuffer in the autumn of 1798,

HBlderlin analyses the central shortcoming in his poetic work as

a shyness of what is "common and ordinary", and names one manifes¬

tation of this fault as being the fact that he does not lack a

"principal/
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"principal tone" so much as "variously ordered tones", from which

I take it that tones in some way subsidiary to the "principal tone"
2

are signified. Again, the following summer, Hblderlin writes

to Neuffer about difficulties arising out of the contemporary habit

of using classical forms (it is the tragedy to which he devotes his

attention) for contemporary themes. Here, he writes of the "tone"

of the tragedy: this is found in the "heroic" dialogue, which is

very unsuitable for, for instance, a love story, but which, if

abandoned, makes the "tone" of the work contradict the tragic form.

Kdlderlin describes the 'tones" suitable to a love-theme: they are

not, like the tragic "heroic" tone, "self-contained", not "great

and proud, steadfast", and "with a decided denying of what is

accidental", but are "deep, full, elegiac in significance", express-

■5
:ive of "longing and hoping", and "full of meaning" ("vielsagend").

Now despite the use, in both letters, of a plural of the word "tone",

as well as the more accustomed singular, it is perfectly clear what

Hblderlin means by the term; and it is, in fact, very difficult to

think of a word which can better express what "tone" expresses here.

Hblderlin clearly also has difficulty in finding another word for

such an abstract idea, but his humorous illustration of the result

of the heroic tone in the love story shows that there is no doubt
k

in his mind about the actuality of his somewhat elusive subject.

It is this difficulty, I think, which leads to the plural form of

the word "tone": a work has a tone, but when that tone is a living

thing built out of many harmoniously-related components,^ those

components are called "tones"; but the components are no more

accessible to concrete definition that the tone of the work as a

whole. This being the case, one is very puzzled to find "tones",

in the essays, apparently being treated as definite entities which

proceed/



proceed in a certain order according to almost mathematical patterns.

It seems clear that the concepts to which the term "tones" is some-

:times applied in the essays started life as descriptions of various

kinds of human character, at least in a metaphorical sense, and

developed into what the 'Anmerkungen zur Antigone' calls the"various
7

faculties of the human being", which, as far as it goes, the essay

'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten' names as—with variations—

"Empfindung, Leidenschaft, Phantasie". This duality in the con-

:cept is reflected in critics' interpretations, for example in the

fact that 'Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes' has been

taken variously to indicate how the poet should be going about his

work, in which case the"poetic spirit" is to be understood as the
9

spirit of the poet, or to describe a transcendental process in

which a divine emanation goes through various stages of development,

in which case "poetic spirit" would be understood as something like

the spirit immanent in poetry.^ A further development of the

concept is the idea of the three "tones" themselves, which are to

be felt in the poetic work as it proceeds by way, as the second

letter to Ueuffer puts it, of harmonious change. It ought to be

pointed out that, although the idea of a "change of tones" is

apparently implied by the tables examined above, as well, to a

lesser extent, by the letter to Neuffer, the term "change of tones"

is not Hblderlin's: HOlderlin speaks of change in the course of

a work, and the idea of change assumes an important position in

'Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes', but the relation of

the tones to the change seems to be one, as I have said, in which

the tones are perceived through the changing texture of the work.

It may be said, if the tones and perhaps the character-types are the

equivalent of what the 'Anmerkungen zur Antigone' calls "faculties

of/
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of the soul", that the sequence of these tones constitutes what

both the Sophokles-'Anmerkungen' refer to as a "calculable lav/i

which seems to underline the difficulties, mentioned above, that

stem from our understanding of the term "tone" in the two letters

to Neuffer. Matters are not helped by the fact that Hdlderlin

uses the words "character1, "mood", "meaning", "spirit" and so on

apparently as perfectly possible equivalents, in their particular

context, of "tone". This fact would not disturb our understanding

of "tone" in the letters, as we would appreciate that HBlderlin is

either seeking for an adequate word to describe the idea, or, more

likely, deliberately using a multiplicity of words as a reminder

of the intangible, if very actual, nature of the idea; but it does

pose difficulties when we try, again, to reconcile our understand¬

ing of such words to a fixed or mathematical pattern. One thing

does seem to be clear, and that is that it is not justifiable to

understand the term "tone" in a specialised sense relating only

to poetic theory. I believe that Hblderlin, if his letter to his

step-brother about the 'laws of optics" and "living nature" is any-

11
:thing to go by, was simply not given to thinking in such terms.

How, then, should we approach the tables in, for instance,

•Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten', where, for the three types

of poem, we have three sequences of "faculties", assuming that

"Leidenschaft pp.", 'Phantasie pp." and "Empfindung pp." mean that

the three ground-tones are a changing sequence like "speech" and
12

"effect"? The answer seems to be, if previous studies on the

relationship of the essays and the poems are anything to go by,

that, according to interpretation, words, lines, stanzas or strophes

follow this pattern of tones, so that there is either a word or a

chunk of the poem which indicates "sensation/sentiment", followed

by/
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by one which indicates "passion/suffering", then one which indicates

"fantasy/imagination" and so forth. For the braver, each word or

chunk is a double-tone, to correspond to the pairing of ground-

tone and artifice-character, or "speech/language", as it is written

here; but to see three tones in the one element, i.e. to take

seriously the category entitled "effect", seems to be an undertaking

which even the bravest shy away from.

The chief difficulty about this kind of approach is not that

it is very hard to see one tone or other in the word, stanza,

strophe, or whatever, but that it is very easy. At the time when

I was still harbouring a belief in this kind of application of the

theory to the poems, I tested out my idea that the three "genre"

tobies in the second half of 'V/echsel der Tdne' were three sequen¬

ces which could all be found in the one poem. The guinea-pig was

•Potmos', approached from the division, already justified, into

three groups of five stanzas, to correspond with what one may call

the "outer content and inner form" of the poem, the former following

the pattern: Question - Christ - Answer (much like the first three

triads, or strophes, of 'Friedensfeier'). I based the test upon

the amplified scheme of ground-tones and artifice-characters

examined above. The first difficulty arose when I found that

the order of the "genres" in the tables did not correspond with

the statement, made elsewhere, that:

im tragischen liegt die Vollendung des epischen, in lyrischen
die VoDlendung des tragischen, im epischen die Vollendung des
lyrischen.

I decided in favour of the above statement, on the grounds that the

tobies were perhaps not intending to indicate the actual sequence

of genres at this stage, and I found that the scheme fitted very

well/
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well: not to all words, lines or stanzas, but to key words or

phrases, and to the various katastrophes, many of which were indi¬

cated by a stressful "aber" or "doch" or similar device. Not

entirely satisfied, because of the doubt as to the order of the

sequences, I then attempted to apply the order as indicated only

in the tables; I found it worked every bit as well. This does

14
not necessarily prove anything, since it may be only my powers

of application which are defective, but one venders nevertheless

what qualities in a critic are required to guarantee against such

deficiency, especially since no adequate criteria are supplied as

to how we should apply theory to practice. To be sure, the "style

of the song Diotima" is given as an example of a divergent form of

the "ideal" poem, the style of 'Antigone' is said to be lyric,

that of 'Oedipus' tragic, style here apparently meaning the inter-

:play of "faculties" in which the "language"-tone "affects" the

ground-tone, producing, by means of the third element, the "effect",

which appears to be the same as the ground-tone-—but examples are

15
not given to show how this comes about. The same goes for the

mention of 'Aias' and 'Antigone' in the tables in 'V.'echsel der
l6

Tdne'. Only in one case, namely that of the sketch 'Ovids

Riickkehr nach Rom' is anythin approaching an application of tones

17
to a work to be found, and the suggestion seems to be that either

words or larger portions of the work are to be regarded as being

"in" such-and-such a tone. But even here there are difficulties:

firstly, such a procedure in the planning of a poem is unique among

Hdlderlin's notes, and it may be significant that the work, to all

appearances, was never taken any farther; secondly, we are still

left with the problem of application: are the words "Klima",

"Heimath", etc. key words in a line, key words for a strophe, are

they/
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they to be close together or spaced throughout the projected work,

are they to appear as words at all in the poem, or are they a kind

of memoranda for the poet, a skeleton around which to build his

poem, and in this "mathematical" sequence only in the skeleton form,

without the intention having been to reproduce the order in the

course of the actual work';

With such a negative view of the theoretical essays, it may be

asked why they are included in this study at all. The first reason

is that the Homburg essays plainly took up a good deal of Hblderlin's

time and energy at a critical point in his career; the other reasons

are all connected: secondly, because I feel it is important to

bring these essays into perspective after the somewhat lavish

attention they have received in more recent years; thirdly because

I believe there _is a way in which they can be applied to the poetry;

and fourthly, because there emerges from this means of application

a point which is of utmost importance for the latter sections of

this study.

The Homburg essays are, as 1 believe, Htilderlin's attempt to

find some sort of prescriptive pattern according to which to write;

but they are probably drawn from a descriptive study, largely of

the classical Greek writers HBlderlin especially admired."'' That

the description should be of a very personal and subjective nature

does not alter this situation: if anything, it makes it tally

rather with the rule expressed in the formula in 'Patrnos':

Ira Zorne sichtbar sah ich einmal
Des Himmels Herrn, nicht, dass ich seyn sollt etwas, sondern
Zu lernen;

or, in a later version of the same poem:

Schauen/
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Gchauen, mttssen wir mit SchlUssen
Der Erfindung, vorher. Denn theuer ists
Das Angesicht des Theuersten.

The same goes, in a more obvious fashion, for the Sophokles-

'Anmerkungen', and for the Pindar-'Fragmente'. The object of

the exercise was to resolve certain difficulties in his approach

to his work. These difficulties are the following, more completely

given here:

Es fehlt mir weniger an Kraft als an Leichtigkeit, weniger
an Ideen als an Nuancen, weniger an einem Hauptton als an
mannigfaltig geordneten Tdnen, weniger an Licht wie an
Schatten, und das alles aus einem Grunde: Ich scheue das
Cemeine und GewBhnliche im wirklichen Leben zu sehr. Ich
bin ein rechter Pedant, wenn Du willst. Und doch sind,
wenn ich nicht irre, die Pedanten sonst so kalt und lieblos,
und mein Herz ist doch so voreilig, mit den I'enschen und den
Dingen unter dem Monde sich zu verschwistern.^

One of the first poems to be written after the attempt to resolve

the difficulties by "reasoning" is 'Mein Pigentum'. The same

problems as those the letter mentions are present in this poem:

the attraction to the "heavenly heights" at the cost of the poet's

"mortal heart", the isolation from the mean and lowly aspect of

life after which he nevertheless yearns; and the resolution of

the problem in the idea of the poem, both in the aspect of content

and of form, as we have seen. The problem is, as far as can be

seen, one that remained with Hdlderlin until the collapse of his

mental health, forming the main theme, for example, of 'Der Einzige',

the hymn which, one might almost say, celebrates the poet's fault

of being too much at one with the inner, divine, world.

The difficulty is the business of achieving a balance between

the inner and the outer, between the content and the form. The

later letter to Neuffer puts it:

ich/
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ich fUhle und sehe imrner mehr, wie wir zwischen den beeden
Extremen, der Regellosigkeit - und der blinden Unterwerfung
unter site Formen und der damit verbundenden Gezwungenheit
und falschen Anwendung, schwanken.

Later in the same letter, he states more explicitly that the

classical Greek writers can not provide a model which can be

whole-heartedly followed:

Sowie wir irgendeinen Stoff behandlen, der nur ein wenig
modern ist, so mtissen wir, nach meiner Ueberzeugung, die
alten klassischen Formen verlassen, die so innig ihrem _

Etoffe angepasst sind, dass sie fllr keinen andern taugen.

It is thus more than a question of balance between content and

form; what is sought is more in the nature of an identity of the

two. The question arises again and again; Hdlderlin, I think,

recognised that he had answered it, at least as far as his own

work went, and it is thus that he moved out from personal reflec¬

tion into statements concerning the problem as it appeared in

the more general sphere of the writing of his fellow-countymen.

This is encountered in the famous letter to Casimir Bdhlendorff

of December 1801, a letter which many critics, apparently bemused

by the poetic paradox we encountered concerning the ideas of

remaining at "home" and journeying into foreign parts, have

interpreted as meaning just the opposite of what it does mean;

as meaning, that is, that the modern, western, writer should aim

at achieving in his works that fiery, passionate character which

is taken to be the essential characteristic of the Greeks. Such

an interpretation closes its eyes to three very important state¬

ments in the letter, namely:

Du hast an Pr&zision und tUchtiger Gelenksamkeit so sehr
gewonnen und nichts an W&rme verloren.,.;

dass/
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dass ausser dem, was bei den Griechen und uns das HBchste
sein muss, nemlich dem lebendigen VerhMltnissund Geschik,
wir nicht wohl etwas gleich mit ihnen haben dUrfen;

and:

Der herrliche Jupiter ist denn doch der lezte Gedanke beim
Untergang eines Sterblichen, er sterbe nach unserem oder nach
antikem Schiksaal...

"Warmth" is basic, in that it is a quality of the soul, of the

inner realm; this realm has exactly the same significance for

the ancient Greek as it does for the modern German: it is "the

5
highest", the "living relationship"; correspondingly, at the end

of life, when all returns to the abyss of the inner world, the

thoughts are turned to the personification of that world, the

"lordly Jupiter". It merely confuses and evades the issue to

try and put this Jupiter on a level with the Jupiter of 'Natur

und Kunst...'. HBlderlin is talking not of basic character,

but of the expression of that inner character in culture in general

and in art in particular.^ He is talking not poetically, but in

a letter to a friend; the Greeks are not the beings, here, who

7
inhabit the land of youth, but mortals like any others. It is

when the basic sphere comes to expression that differences arise;

the German, as HBlderlin states in the second letter to Neuffer,

tends either towards a state where he has no "rules" ("Regellosig-
8

:keit") or towards a condition of blind subservience to rules.

9
HBlderlin sees the necessity of a form, but the form must be "free",

it must be appropriate, not blind form for form's sake. It is

natural for the Greek to have, as his form, the fiery, passionate

element; but difficulties arise here, since, we may deduce, to

remain closely by the form most natural to an artist is to invite

eventual subservience to it, so that it cannot be freely used. The

opposite/
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opposite is the case with the German artist: the form which comes

most naturally to him is the form the Greek artist uses to express

best his own natural cultural bent; he may only go beyond the

Greeks' mastery of form when that form is the form which comes

most easily and least satisfactorily to them. The Greek tragedy

is a form of expressing the relationship to the divine v/orld:

this expression naturally tends towards extinction in flames,

as the western tragedy naturally tends towards increasing narrow-

:ness and eventual isolation from life. The inner world can be

expressed by a form which can correspond to either inner or outer

world. HBlderlin's preoccupation is that this form should be the

most appropriate; if the natural form tends towards the outer

world, it can best be expressed by testing its strength to the

utmost, which is done by aiming for a kind of form which corres¬

ponds more closely to the inner world. This should lead us to

expect from HBlderlin a kind of form which is expressed in content

rather than in "formfulness".

It is important to bear this in mind when approaching certain

statements made by HBlderlin in letters to the publisher of his

translation of the Sophokles-tragedies and in the 'Anmerkungen'

to the same. There is firstly the letter to Wilraans of 2.8th

September lSOJ, in which the following sentence appears:

Ich hoffe, die griechische Kunst, die uns fremd ist, durch
Nationalkonvenienz und Fehler, mit denen sie sich immer
herumbeholfen hat, dadurch lebendiger als gewBhnlich dem
Publikum darzustellen, dass ich das Orientalische, das sie
verlfcugnet hat, mehr heraushebe und ihren Kunstfehler, wo
er vorkornmt, verbessere.-'-0

It is almost unbelievable that this statement should have been

taken to mean that HBlderlin regards Greek art in general and

Sophokles */
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Sophokles' tragedies in particular as being guilty of artistic

failing in the fact that it had "denied the oriental" element.^
"Sie" in the phrase "das sie verleugnet hat" does not refer to

"die griechische Kunst"J it refers to "Netionalkonvenienz".

It had been the "notional custom", since Winckelman's time, to

regard Creek art as the embodiment of stillness, rest, absence of

passion, and so on. This is a "mistake", and it lamed the German

attitude to art, so that that "blind subservience" to the classical

forms came about. HBlderlin wishes to rectify this mistake, which

has brought about such a mistaken view of—notional, as v/ell as

Greek—art, by putting more stress on that element which is plain

to see in the Greek art, but which is by preference ignored by

the German public. There is no denial of the "oriental" element

in Greek art, any more than HBlderlin was encouraging BBhlendorff

to make a denial of "clarity of presentation": quite the opposite,

the Greek art aims at "holy pathos" through its opposite, just as

HBlderlin encouraged BBhlendorff to aim at "Junonic sobriety"

throu h its opposite. Secondly, there is the letter to Wilmans

of 2nd April l80*+, which has occasioned a small amount of intellec¬

tual contortion among critics anxious to show that Hblderlin

wanted to aim at what the BBhlendorff-letter calls the "fire from

heaven". Certainly, in HBlderlin's time, the word "gegen" was

only just losing its sense of "over against" or "towards", so that

in any other context it would be conceivable that this was its
12

sense. But HBlderlin writes:

Ich glaube durchaus gegen die exzentrische Begeisterung
geschrieben zu haben und so die griechische Einfalt erreicht.

Firstly, it seems highly unlikely that HBlderlin should have used

the/
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the word "exzentrisch" in Oetinger's esoteric sense to a man with

whom he was only acquainted on an—admittedly personal and educated

—business level, and the meaning is more likely to be in the

common parlance of the time, as of the present time, "eccentric,

crooked, off course". Why should he deliberately wish to write

in this fashion? Secondly, it seems more than a little unlikely,

poetic paradox or no, that HBlderlin should have aimed at "eccen-

:tric enthusiasm" and arrived at "Greek simplicity", unless some-

:thing went sorely wrong with his aim. In the former letter to

the publisher, HBlderlin was writing against the one kind of

extreme into which, according to the letter to Neuffer, the

German writer was in the habit of falling; here he is guarding

against the other, and it is a principle, he says, by which he

will remain "even when making a bolder exposition" of what is

essentially "forbidden to the poet", by which I take it that

extreme passion, the "heroic" urge which is set against the "poetic"

principle, is meant.

Lastly there are the references made, in the Sophokles-

'Anmerkungen' to a "calculable law", which has inspired more than
Ik

one critic to set about calculating things in HBlderlin's poetry.

I do not wish to go into these theoretical works in depth; only

to point out that, once again, HBlderlin is aiming for a formal

pattern which will give modern poetry, in its own way, the same

kind of "reliability" as may be found in the mechane of the

classical Greek poets: a certain "craftsmanship" which can be

taught and learned and to which a poet may return. In the tragedy,

this "law" is a pattern of "human faculties" of "imagination and

feeling and reasoning in various successions", which lies at the

basis of the "system of feelings, the complete man", which is the

subject/
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subject of the work. The lav; that governs these successions

is the work's "rhythm in the higher sense". The case is not

necessarily that the sequence of human faculties is the law itself,

so that they can be traced through the course of the work exactly

as laid down in a theoretical work. In the case of the tragedy,

for instance, the way in which the subject is unfolded is a

17
matter "more of balance than of pure succession".

8.- The kind of form HBlderlin requires is one in which the form,

which is the expression of the outer world, becomes an adequate

expression of this world through a tendency towards the inner

world, towards the sphere of content. The Sophokles-'Anmerkungen'

attempt to show, I believe, how a knowledge of the content of the

work can be achieved from the known nature of the form. In the

kind of work towards which HBlderlin is aiming, the knowledge of

the form is to be achieved through a certain knowledge of the content.

A movement or sequence of "tones" or "characters" is the

pattern which must be described in the content of the poem, rather

than an indication of the form which holds that content together.

But the form follows naturally, if all has gone well, from this

content; an identity, an innermost bond, of form and content is

thereby reached, such as HBlderlin admires in the works of the
1

classical Greeks. In other words, the attempt to set out a

lesrnable sequence of tones is the attempt to establish the pattern

inherent, but requiring interpretation, in the subject matter of

the poetic work. The poem may describe the pattern, but it will

do so in its own way, just as a poem described, in a manner known

to us, its object in whatever way is suitable to itself, and this

way is understood as the essence of the poem. The object must

be/
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be already patterned before the poem describes it. The Homburg

essays thus represent attempts at finding the appropriate way to

pattern the object, the subject matter. This might suggest that

HOlderlin is overstepping himself somewhat in laying down how

subject matter is to be treated. But this will only appear to

be the case if we divorce the idea of form from the idea of content

and take the enlightenment view, the rationalistic view against

which Htilderlin is attempting to fight, that the form is a kind

of evil necessity to be forced willy-nilly onto the content, the

"real" matter of the poem. To lay down rules for how to regard

the poetic subject matter is no more presumptuous than laying down

rules regarding poetic form: in fact it comes to precisely the
2

same thing. The preparation of the poetic material for poetic

expression forms the subject of the essay 'Ueber die Verfahrungs-

3
:weise des poetischen Geistes'. An attempt is made to define

the actual outcome of such a preparation in 'Ueber die verschiedenen

Arten, zu dichten'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten', and
k

'Wechsel der TOne'; as it is also in the essay on Religion and
5

that entitled 'Des VJerden im Vergehen', the former from a more

general standpoint that is chiefly concerned with the significance

of poetry as a function in hum;n life, the latter with a richness

of conceptual imagery which—significantly, considering this is

probably the last of the Homburg essays—is already approaching

poetry: a comp. rison of this work with later versions of

•Empedokles' and more particularly with 'Germanien' is quite

enlightening. Viewed from this point of view, I am disposed to

be less suspicious about the much-quoted note written against the

first draft of 'Der Rhein'—the suspicions arising from the fact

that we do not know whether the note was added before, during, or

even/
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even after the poem was written, do not know what the poet's
g

preoccupations were when he wrote it, and so on. It may,

however, now be seen that the note refers to the "calculable

law" for the hymn, in the sense that it governs the treatment

of the subject matter. The scheme is as follows: in the first

two strophes, the content is the same, i.e. the Rhine, not only

in that it forms the subject, but in that it is that which is

contained. The form is opposed in the two strophes through the

fact that it is in the nature of a mirror-image: the flps (as

themselves and as the concept of fate), the banks and the abyss,

and the man who knows his house and the beast where it should

build its nest; then in the second strophe, man as the receptacle

of his original world, of the "ray of light" (also seen in terms

of the function of his soul, "song"), then the banks again, which

"desire to guard" the content "in their teeth", and lastly the
g

Alps again and the actuality of the fate they bring about. In

the second pair of strophes, the form is the same, i.e. the human

being, the receptacle through whom the gods may "feel" and thus

become something (as the Rhine is made to become something), or

ae the bearer of prophetic word, as a "son of the earth", of the

embodiment of form. The content is opposed, in that it is, in

the third strophe, the fiery, heroic nature of the"half-god",

striving, potentially destructive, tending outwards and upwards;

in the fourth strophe, however, it is the divine essence, the

"load of joy", the bringer of "breath", creative, tending downwards.

The fifth strophe "reconciles all with pervading metaphor": the

metaphor, the binding of opposites, of form and content, is seen

in the bridal-feast of men and gods, in the concept of "memory"

(="GedHchtnis"), in the recognition of the divine presence in or

even/
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9
even through its absence.

Examples are the best mode of expression. I will add only

that, if they were consistent, the Komburg essays would arrive at

rules governing how, as here, the subject matter must be viewed

so th t it becomes c gable of expressing the matter, the content

of the inner world, the indefinable Pattern, which HBlderlin's

poems express. HBlderlin's poetic spirit ran ahead of him,

however, before he could arrive at an unfailing "law" (probably

having been clarified through "formation", through "alienation"

in the sphere of philosophy) end the essays were thus made redun-

:d nt, the actual way the poems treat their subject matter being

a for more adequate description than any amount of theoretical

patterning. "Form" consists thus in the content of the poems,

as the example of 'Der Rhein' shows; and it is this content which

forms the poem's form.

£.- I wish now to show, without going into the kind of depth which

would make nothing less than a full-scale interpretation of the

theoretical essays necessary (and without getting enmeshed in the

individual complexities such as those met with in 'Ueber die

Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes') how the essays may be

regarded as a stepping stone for a decisive part of the argument

in this study. The step, namely, concerns the matter of patterns

in HBlderlin's work.

The Homburg essays, as 1 hove already inferred, : nd some of

the other theoretical works deal with what is basically a single

intangible pattern, which is what the poems, in general, endeavour

to express. The aim of the essays is, as far as we can see, to

have that p:ttern in a clear-cut form which the poems can follow

while/
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while at the same time becoming free to express with increasing

depth and intensity the life of which the pattern is the form.

The essays did not succeed, as I have tried to show, in this aim;

nevertheless the various ways in which they attempt to express

that pattern is very revealing.

Our first aspect is threes. We come across, in 'Ueber den

Unterschied der Dichtarten', a set of three descriptions of levels

in a poem,which, although varying considerably, we may refer to as

the "ground" or "meaning", the "outer character" or "expression",

and the "spirit". The ground is that level in which the poem is

most itself, but in which it cannot attain expression; this is

attained by going out into its opposite, into the level in which

it is not itself ("der uneigentliche Ton")."'' The opposition of

these two levels is the element in which the poem subsists; and

together, that opposition is referred to as the "spirit" of the

poem, the level upon which the ground and the outer character are

"unified and reconciled" ("vereiniget und vermittelt"). " /ill three

levels are apparent in the poem, but, obviously in different ways,

belonging, as they do, to different categories. P similar structure,

but defining the level upon which each of the three is felt, is

found in the concepts of the "stress" ("Nachdruk"), the "direction"

("Richtung"), and the "remaining", or "holding", or "held" element

3("Verweilen"). Later in the same essay, a table speaks of the

"ground-tone", "language" and "effect", with a mediating element;

the "effect" appears to indicate the same as the "ground-tone",

though in such a way as to appear related to the "spirit", which

is, however, clearly also the mediating element between the other

two (or three). This structure is, I think, met with in different

ways in the essays 'Ueber Religion', 'Die Verfahrungsweise des

poetischen/
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poetischen Geistes' and, so-called, 'Das V/erden im Vergehen'. In

the first of these three, HBlderlin speaks of "inner" and "outer"

contents, the one of which is always stressed at the expense of

the other, depending upon the genre of the "myth" being expressed;

but the one which is stressed is always secondary to the principal

element ("die eigentliche Hauptparthie"), which is the "god of the

myth", in the sense, we deduce from the use of the term "god"
5

elsewhere in the essay, of the informing spirit of the myth.

In one sense we may look upon this as a doubled duality of outer

and inner, but in another way we may see here the structure of

two opposites whose opposition, in terms of its resolution, makes

up the actuality of the work in question. The same three elements

occur in 'Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes', but, as I

understand it, with a confusing change of terminology, which,

certainly, corresponds to the central question of the essay, the

relation of form and content: here, we may say that it is the

"spirit", the "ideal treatment", which is the equivalent of the

"ground-tone"; the "expression", that which is "actually spoken

in the poem" is thus the equivalent of the outer character, but

the equivalent of the "spirit" in the former case, that which
g

mediates between the two, is called the "ground" or "meaning";

in that it is this element which "gives the poem its earnestness,

7its steadfastness, its truth", we may see that it is the equivalent

of what was called "das Verweilen" in 'Ueber den Unterschied der

g
Dichtarten', a confirmation that we are not mistaken in stating

that the significance of "ground" and "spirit" is reversed here.

There is, however, a certain similarity between the "ground" and

the "spirit", and this fact is exemplified through the statement
Q

that "in the tragic lies the completion of the epic", and so on:

the/
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the epic opposition is that of "heroic" and "naive" tones; its

"spirit" or "resolution" is, as has been seen, the "ideal" tone;

and this tone is the ground-tone of the tragic opposition, and

so on. Lastly, there is the same basic scheme in the 'Grund

zum Empedokles', where the "ideal" ground-tone, Empedokles, is

opposed by the representative of "art", who is the "heroic"

artifice-character, and who is the one who stresses Empedokles*

sundering from nature through expressing it and through turning
10

it into the reality of exile; also in 'Das Werden im Vergehen',

where the collapse of the "fatherland" is the representation of

that ideal, the "all-in-all"."^
It is also 'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten' which gives

the fullest exposition to another set of three, the l^yric, epic

and tragic "genres". There are two aspects of this, firstly

that aspect in which the three types stand together as equals,

each indicating a particular genre of poetic art; and secondly,

that aspect in which the tragic type in some way suddenly looms

above and even swallows up the other two. Taking it that "the

medium is the message" in the essay in question, I will concentrate

on the second of these. In 'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten'

the whole matter is suddenly flung wide open by HBlderlin's appar¬

ent inability to sustain the balanced description of lyric, epic,
12

and tragic, all dealt with in the same parallel terms. Two main

processes characterise the tragic type: firstly the going out from

the "ideal" ground, despite the fact that it is a perfection, and

then the returning to it, making it doubly "ideal", doubly a uniter

of opposites; and secondly the fact that this going out and return-

ting concerns the ideas of the one and the many, the unities at

either end of the process, and the disparate elements which tend

towards/
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towards even more complete individuality in the middle. This

"tragic process" is stressed in the Homburg essays more than

anything else, and the fact has led some critics to believe

that the essays concern dramatic theory specifically and the
13

drama Hblderlin was working over about this time. I believe

Hblderlin had a far more general aim, fully consistent with his

realisation that the antique poetic forms were not suitable for

his time. Quite possibly his reflections did start as being

wholly concerned with the classical tragic genre, but they were

not long in developing into the fulfilling idea of his work, which

has already been described under the heading of the Theme of

Isolation and Reunification. The idea of the one and the many

is characterised by its wide applicability: In 'Ueber Religion',

religion and thus poetry are seen as ideal structures in which the

individual components are both actually people taking part in that

communal attitude to life which is the awareness of a divine being,
Ik

and also the parts fused into a whole in the myth or poetic work.

The process also informs 'Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen

Geistes', within its particular circle of preoccupations, both

in the idea of the breaking up of the material so that it should

become fit for ideal poetic treatment, and in the fact that an

urge of the spirit to go out of its own unity and reproduce

itself in various individual components is spoken of. The process

described in 'Das Werden im Vergehen' is similarly nothing other

than the tragic process expressed in terms which seem to have moved

away from the terms of poetic theory, although analogies are drawn

15
in several places with poetry and language. The idea of the

"Ideal" is relativised here in such a way that we could almost

say that it is not until the "second unity" has been reached that

we/
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we can truly speak of an ideal state, a state which unites the ideal

and the real. The way out of the first unity is a "possibility",

and when it is leading out thus from what is known it is "ideal";
17

but when it leads back into the second unity it is "real", so

that a situation comes about directly analogous with the ideal

situation in 'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten* where the total

state gains in "content", and all of its parts in "innerness"
13

("Innigkeit"), unity, relation to the whole. Similarly, the

'Grund zum Empedokles' distinguishes between a false unity, the

unity upon which the drama begins, which can only turn into its

opposite, and a true, lasting unity brought about by the complete
19

oneness of the one with the many.

The most notorious set of three is the "tones", the sequence

of "naive", "heroic" and "ideal". The order of these is variable,

and indeed appears from some statements to be what makes up the

various kinds of fabric of the poem. But after a study of the

overwhelming significance of the tragic process it must also be

seen that these tones have a significance in which their order is

always the same. The "naive" is always the beginning, the "heroic"

is always the catastrophe, the "ideal" is always the end and resol¬

ution. Again, the "naive" is the first unity of the tragic

process, the pure undifferentiated unity which has yet to undergo

individuation and eventual return to a unity in which the undiffer¬

entiated and the differentiated are one. When Hblderlin mentions,

in connection with the "natural" character, the statement that all

came "of water" he is not toying with metaphysics: simply indica¬

ting that the essence of the "naive" character is the original
20

element, that which is at the start of everything. It is useful

to bear in mind, in this context, that the "naive" is the resolution,

and/



and thus the "spirit", in a sense the "ground" of the tragic

oppositioni The "ideal" is, on the other hand, always the end

and true resolution of the process. But the "heroic" is always

the going out from the basic unity. In as far (the idea is from

'Ueber die verschiedenen Arten, zu dichten') as the "naive"
21

represents the golden mean, the "heroic" represents extremes.

Because of this, as well as leading out of the original unity,

it strives back into it. All the groups of three may be seen

in terms of the order "naive", "heroic", "ideal"—even, in connec¬

tion with our hypothesis that the poetic genres become "sequences"

in Hdlderlin's mind, of the order: lyric, epic and tragic. The

lyric is the "ground" of poetry, at its root "naive"; the epic

is the "expression" of poetry, basically "heroic", but the tragic

is the ultimate meaning and spirit of the poem. One cannot help

thinking that HBlderlin is here taking the term "tragedy" back to

its Dorian origins, where it was lyrical, not dramatic, in character,

and understanding it in the sense of a "goat-song", which, if the

goat be a reference to the Goat-King, and to Pan, whose name can

mean "everything", as an embodiment of that King, would mean that

he is putting the stress not on the tragedy in the modern sense,

22
nor on tragic inevitability, but upon the fact that poetry

proceeds from oneness with all, and leaves that oneness as an

"expression" of it, to return to it in a truer, differentiated

fashion.

10.- The groups of three point always and only to a group of two.

The "ideal" is the resolution of the "naive" and the "heroic";

the "spirit" the resolution of "ground" and outer character. It

has often been claimed that HBlderlin's idea of tonal change was
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derived from or at least closely connected with Hegel's'dialectic"

process, and many critics have pointed to the movement among

three points as the most central aspect of HiHderlin's thinking,

some according magical or religious significance to HBlderlin's
23

"trinities". As far as Hegel goes, I have no doubt there is a

connection, but there seems little point in dwelling on it, since

the upshot of the matter hardly comes to more than the observation

that friends talk together. A far more valid angle of approach

would be from the point of view that the rhythm of three is one

of the most basic rhythms in western thought, and that HBlderlin

and Hegel, with their enormous intuitive gifts, realised this and

adopted the rhythm for this reason, each being concerned in his

own way with the problem of the one and the many, of being a

representative man and an educator. But in western thought,

and here more specifically in HBlderlin's thinking, the rhythm

of three is a way of expressing a duality. Failure, as indicated

by our expression "third time lucky", comes in twos, to be finished

by a single success; the giant with nine heads comes after, and

as a combination of, the giant with three and the giant with six;

the hyperbolic pattern has two points upon the ground, and one at

the highest level; and so on. And so with HBlderlin. The

rhythm of three is a double duality, in which two opposing

principles are resolved by a third. A thing that is complete

has the tendency to go out of itself, form a katastrophe and

return in another sense. The reason for this process taking

place is that a complete thing is a unity of many things which

are, nevertheless, also to be expressed as a unity of two; but

not only this, the complete thing is a unity of the principles

of opposition and unity, and even in the complete state, the two

tend/
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tend to realise themselves. So HBlderlin speaks of a "necessary

conflict" within the united thing, the "spirit", or of a "necessary

arbitrariness of the Zeus", of that principle which is also called
25

the "highest divisible". This unity is the "ideal beginning
26

of the real separation"; when idealand real are interfused,

as in 'Das Werden im Vergehen', a new "ideal" is reached, but it

does not say that the "ideal" will remain forever unified. The

process can go on repeating itself, it seems, ad infinitum, since
27

there appears to be no Hegelian end of the dialectic process.

But this situation will only disturb those who expect philosophy,

and not life, in HBlderlin's works. And the basic point remains:

the pattern is of the opposition of two, united and divided, ideal

and real, going out and returning, inner and outer, and so on.

The opposition of the two only becomes the set of three in that

the ground, the ideal, the inner, splits itself into beginning
2$

and end. There is namely in the ideal also the sense of its

being an "intellectual outlook" (derived from Kant's "Intellektuelle

Anschauung,, via, one presumes, Fichte). This outlook is charac-

:terised by the fact that the original unity becomes the object

of contemplation, of reflection; it becomes an ideal; but in

being an ideal a split is occasioned between inner and outer,

between the unity and the contemplation of it. The process is

described in HBlderlin's description of the "tragic", also in the

'Geschichte der schbnen Khnste unter den Griechen', 'Ueber Religion'

where it forms the whole motive for the essay, though the tragic
29

estrangement as such plays a small part in it, and elsewhere.

As has already been observed, the human being only becomes aware

of the presence of the divine powers through their absence.

A very important aspect of the central opposition in HOlderlin's

work/
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v/ork is that described in the 'Grund zum Empedokles' as that of

"aorgic" and "organic", the striving towards dissolution, towards

oneness in all, and the striving against this into limitation,

definition, human life. It seems, at first sight, that this

pair of opposites fits neatly the pattern of inner and outer,

ground and expression, and thus "naive" and "heroic". In fact

it cuts across the tonal opposition. The tones, in one sense or

another, may all be seen to be either aorgic or organic. In

'Ueber Religion' the aorgic aspect of the naive, or natural,

character is seen opposed by the heroic, which is described as

the "intellectual relationship".^ On the other hand, 'Ueber den

Unterschied der Dichtarten' speaks of the ground of the epic poem

as being "more pathetic, more heroic, more aorgic", in which case

31
it is balanced by an organic "naive". The "heroic" is organic

also when it opposes the original "ideal" unity in the tragic

process, which latter is thus aorgic; but the "heroic" is charac¬

terised by extremes, and just as it strived out of the aorgic

oneness into too intellectual a sphere, so it strives back towards

the "ideal" too utterly, threatening the kind of false unity which

the 'Grund zum Empedokles' speaks of, and in this sense we may

speak of the "ideal", with its unity of individualised parts, as

the organic element. This scheme of aorgic and organic seems to

correspond quite neatly to the ground-tone and artifice character,

until it is recalled that in the lyric poem, where the "ideal"

confronts the "naive", it is the artifice-character which points

to the "wonderful" or transcendental, because the ground-tone

32
remains too much in its somewhat limited sensual existence.

The crossing of the tonal sequence and the aorgic-orgsnic opposition,

and the relationship of both to the opposition of ground and outer

character/
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character, may, perhaps be summed up in the following passage

from 'Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes* :

so dass naive und heroische und idealische Tendenz, im Qbjekt
ihrer Tendenz, sich widersprechen, aber in der Form des Vider-
streits und Strebens vergleichbar sind und einig nach dem
Geseze der ThHtigkeit, also einig im Allgemeinsten, im Leben;

a passage which may receive some further elucidation from the line
34

from 'Little Gidding': "United in the strife which divided them".

It requires now only to be pointed out that the above discuss-

:ion has an important bearing on our idea of content and form.

Form is the setting before oneself of the ideal: it brings, para¬

doxically, both alienation and union of the individual with the

whole. The idea of form has a religious significance in that

it is the form given to the inner, the divine, world, to make it

available to consciousness. It does not have the sense of limita¬

tion as such, hov/ever; as- 'Ueber die Religion' states, it is the

expression of "thankfulness" and "memory" (in the sense of looking

inwards), the expression of an awareness of the unlimited divine

world; of the man who has this awareness it is said:

wenn...seine ThHtigkeit rechter Art, nicht fiir ihn, fUr seine
KrHfte und seine Geschiklichkeit zu weitaussehend, wenn er
nicht zu unruhig zu unbestimmt, von der andern Seite nicht
zu Mngstlich, zu eingeschrHnkt, zu mMssig ist.35

Another statement of this is the lines from 'Brod und Wein':

immer bestehet ein Maas
Allen gemein, doch jeglichem auch ist Eignes beschieden,
Pahin gehet und kommt jeder, v/ohin er es kann.^''

Form is not pure limitation, because, ideally, it is also content.

This is the sense of the passage from 'Ueber den Untershceid der

Dichtarten', where the word "content", ("Inhalt") actually indicates

form/
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form:

damit...jeder Theil im Fortgang dem Ganzen gleich sei an
VollstMndigkeit, das Ganze hingegen im Fortgang den Theilen
gleich werde an Bestimmtheit, jenes an Inhalt gewinne, diese
an Innigkeit, jenes an Leben, diese an Lebhaftigkeit...37

The form is the metaphor, the bridge by which the undifferentiated

38
content is made available. We have already seen that the ground

of the work comes close, in 'Ueber den Unterschied der Dichtarten',

to the spirit, the resolution. Here that resolution, in as far

as the form is a metaphor or bridge between inner and outer, also

comes close to the outer character of the work, to the expression

of the inner ground. Just as the ideal is both the inner unity

and the expression of it, so the "spirit" or resolution is both

content and form, or in other words, the poetic work.

B./
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B. HBlderlin and Jung.

1.- I have refrained up until now from direct mention of the

ideas and concepts of C. G. Jung's psychology, not because this

does not form the basis of thought upon which the study rests,

but because 1 have found it desirable rather to produce an

exegesis of HOlderlin's works in their own terms than to complicate

and possibly confuse the issue through the introduction of extra-

tneous material. This was also, I felt, the best way of obviating

any charges of "psychologising" or introducing into the study of

poetry outlooks which have no right to be there. My outlook is

almost irredeemably coloured by a study of Jung's theories: for

this I make no apology, as it is better in every case that the

interpreter should be clear about the extent of the inevitable

subjectivity of his outlook, rather than pretend to an impossible

objectivity.

It may be, in some respects, considered that the exegetical

study is now finished, and that what follows is unnecessary

addition. Nevertheless, as was stated in the Introduction, one

of the premises of interpretation is reaffirmation of the work

under study in terms of the thought and realities of the time in

which the study is carried out. It is no criticism of the poetry

of Hdlderlin to say that much of the terminology and imagery,

where it is to be considered symbolical, is not very meaningful

for people living in the last quarter of the twentieth century;

nor even that much of the terminology and imagery was very liable

to misunderstanding in the poet's own time. Rather the criticism

is of the poet's contemporaries and of ourselves. Hdlderlin

expressed very well what he had to express, but the originality, if

not/
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not the uniqueness, of his Theme was such that he had, in his own

time, only his own terms to fall back upon. The terms of analyt¬

ical psychology are not nearly as good or rich or expressive as

Hdlderlin's, but they are, like it or not, in some ways more

suitable to the debased means of expression we have become accus-

rtomed to thinking of as the best vehicle of "serious thought".

£.- Prior to showing the relation of Hdlderlin's thought to the

'Jungian" psychology, therefore, a brief definition of some of the

relevant terms of that psychology will be given, to avoid misunder¬

standing for those not well acquainted with the writings of Jung,

and to provide an established basis of definition (which, outside

of the study, may itself possibly be open to discussion and inter¬

pretation) for those who are better acquainted. The terms to

be defined are those of the collective unconscious, of the archetypes,

of the individual archetypes, and of individuation.

The "tip of the iceberg" image which has been applied to Jung's

hypothesis of a collective unconscious is one which is, in fact,

very misleading, and in many senses far more applicable to the

Freudian outlook and the postulate of a subconscious. It implies

that the unconscious, while admittedly comprising the majority of

the psychic structure, represents an area that is lost, repressed,

or in other ways sunk out of sight, while the ego alone enjoys the

outer air and the light of consciousness. This idea of the

unconscious corresponds in Jung's hypothesis only to the "upper"

layer, in the sense of the most superficial layer, of the

unconscious:

I call it the personal unconscious. But this personal uncon¬
scious rests upon a deeper layer, which does not derive from
personal experience and is not a personal acquisition but is
inborn/
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inborn. This deeper layer I call the collective unconscious.
I hove chosen the term "collective" because this part of the
unconscious is not individual but universal; in contrast to
the personal psyche, it has contents and modes of behaviour
that are more or less the same everywhere and in all individuals.
It is, in other words, identical in all men and thus constit¬
utes a common psychic substrate of a suprapersonal nature
which is present in every one of us.^

It was, on the whole, a wise move of Jung to have used terms for

his concepts which were already to some extent in common circula¬

tion. It has, on the other hand, led to some fatal misunder-

:standings. "Collective", as it is used here, has all to often

become associated with ideas rife in "anthropological" studies,

bringing about a false connection with the group-identity which

is a characteristic of primitive societies. It should always

be borne in mind that Jung's hypotheses, and the studies of

psychiatry in general, never refer to primitive societies except

in so far as they will make use of information relayed by the

anthropological studies of such societies to help them in their

actual aim, which is always and only directed towards the kind of

society to which we are used in Europe. The only connection

between this stratum of the human psyche and the "collective"

life encountered in the primitive societies lies in the fact that

Europeans, Jung included, rightly or wrongly relate the mode of

existence in such societies to an earlier analogous mode in their

own, which, because it belongs to a deep historical level, becomes,

so to speak, the "property" of the collective unconscious. The

point of contact is the manifestation of the collective unconscious;

the collective unconscious itself is to be found as a deeply embedded

layer in the psyche of the primitive every bit as much as in that
✓

of the sophisticated European. The "representations collectives"

which "denote the symbolic figures in the primitive view of the

world/
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world" are "practically the same thing" as the unconscious contents

to which Jung's study 'The Archetypes of the Collective Unconscious'
2

is devoted: it is the forms in v/hich the collective unconscious

manifests its contents which provide the connection between the

anthropologist's and the analytical psychologist's term.

What, then, of these "unconscious contents"? The passage

quoted above continues:

Psychic existence can be recognised only by the presence
of contents that are capable of consciousness. We can
therefore speak of an unconscious only in so far as we are
able to demonstrate its contents. The contents of the
personal unconscious are chiefly the feeling-toned complexes,
as they are called; they constitute the personal and private
side of psychic life. The contents of the collective ,

unconscious, on the other hand, are known as archetypes.'

It will be seen from the term 'feeling-toned complex" that we should

understand the word "content" rather in the sense of "constituent".

I mention this because there is an overwhelming tendency amongst

laymen to regard the archetypes as almost palpable things. The

The adoption into Eiiglish of the specialised adjectival form

"archetypal" instead of the far more apt "archetypical" is one

very small instance of this tendency. The archetype indicates

v/hat I prefer to call a pattern which is typical to such a degree

that the "type" is to be considered as an a priori function of

the human or animal make-up. Jung stresses on several occasions

that the nature of the archetype is essentially indefinable:

The archetypal representations (images and ideas) mediated
to us by the unconscious should not be confused with the
archetype as such. They are varied structures which all
point back to one essentially 'irrepresentable" basic form.
The latter is characterised by certain formal elements and
by certain fundamental meanings, although these can be grasped
only approximately.

The dichotomy of the archetype and the way in which it represents

itself/



itself is even more strongly stressed:

No archetype can be reduced to a simple formula. It is
a vessel which we can never empty, and never fill. It
has a potential existence only, and when it takes shape
in matter it is no longer what it was.5

It will be seen from this that the, in many instances common,

procedure of picking out images, figures, and so on, in poetry

and elsewhere, and referring to them as being such-and-such an

archetype, is to be regarded with utmost suspicion. The context

is of overriding importance, and, in works of art, the degree of

consciousness with which the artist has approached his work must

be taken very seriously into consideration. An apparently

mythical situation, for example (myth being taken as an expression

of the interaction of archetypes), can turn out to be in fact

allegorical; but the allegory itself might then turn out unexpec¬

tedly to be the expression of an archetype. Otherwise expressed

Archetypes are typical modes of apprehension, and wherever
we meet with uniform and regularly recurring modes of
apprehension we are dealing with an archetype, no matter^
whether its mythological character is recognised or not.

So much, then, for what archetypes are not. But what,

exactly, are they? Archetypes are to be seen as a part of the

genetic make-up. They are inherited, not acquired:

No biologist would ever dream of assuming that each individual
acquires his general mode of behaviour afresh each time. It
is much more probable that the young weaver-bird builds his
characteristic nest because he is a weaver-bird and not a

rabbit. Similarly, it is more probable that man is born
with a specifically human mode of behaviour and not with
that of a hippopotamus or with none at all. Integral to
his characteristic behaviour is his psychic phenomenology,
which differs from that of a bird or a quadruped. Archetypes
are typical forms of behaviour which, once they become
conscious, naturally present themselves as ideas and images,
like everything else that becomes a content of consciousness.

Various/



Various queries would, of course, now be raised at some of the

assumptions latent in a passage such as this, but it is hardly

the place here to comment on the relative merits of the various

zoological and ecological theories and findings. What Jung is

stressing, and what I wish to stress here also, is the fact that

the hypothesis of archetypes is an attempt to describe findings

of a purely phenomenological nature and on no account to be

thought of as a metaphysical or theological idea. The archetypes

are most closely related to the instincts, in the sense inferred

in the following passage:

Neither of these views (i.e. the Freudian and /dlerian views
on the characteristically personal nature of the psyche)
would deny the existence of a priori instincts common to
man and animals alike, or that they have significant influence
on personal psychology. Yet instincts are impersonal, univer-
:sally distributed, hereditary factors of a dynamic or motiva¬
ting character, which very often fail so completely to reach
consciousness that modern psychotherapy is faced with the
task of helping the patient to become conscious of them.
Moreover, the instincts are not vague and indefinite by
nature, but are specifically formed motive forces which,
long before there is any consciousness, and in spite of any
degree of consciousness later on, pursue their inherent goals.
Consequently they form very close analogies to the archetypes,
so close, in fact, that there is good reason for supposing
that the archetypes are the unconscious images of the instincts
themselves, in other words, that they are patterns of instinct-
:ual behaviour.

The concept of the collective unconscious is, therefore,
no more daring than to assume there are instincts. One admits
readily that human activity is influenced to a high degree by
instincts, quite apart from the rational motivations of the
conscious mind. So if the assertion is made that our imagina-
:tion, perception, and thinking are likewise influenced by
inborn and universally present formal elements, it seems to
me that a normally functioning intelligence can discover in
this idea just as much or just as little mysticism as in the
theory of instincts."

The concept of instincts has, of course, been challenged—though

the challenge has largely been directed towards the tendency to

view instincts, like the archetypes, as things, not descriptions

of/
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of observable phenomena—and r somewhat more cautious or more speci¬

fic linking of archetypes and instincts may be found in one of

the most important works of Jung's later years, Synchronicity: an

Acausal Connecting rinciple:

The archetype represents psychic probability, portraying
ordinary 'instinctual events in the form of types. It is
a special psychic instance of probability in general, which
"is made up out of the laws of chance and lays down rules
for nature just as the laws of mechanics do."9

The last-mentioned work leads us to another important aspect of

the archetypes, their determining quality. Psychic processes,

according to the theory of the archetypes, are, as it were, the

original material which is projected onto the outside world in

such form as the "mythologised processes of nature":10

The projection is so fundamental that it has taken several
thousand years of civilisation to detach it in some measure
from its outer object.-'--*-

The outer events onto which the psychic processes are projected

are to be seen as symbolical but in no sense allegorical. They

are "symbolic expressions of the inner, unconscious drama of the

12
psyche". This point is related back to what has already been

said about the indefinable n ture of archetypes, as the explanation

of why the natural processes are not to be regarded as allegories

shows:

An allegory is a paraphrase of a conscious content, whereas a
symbol is the best possible expression for an unconscious
content whose nature can only be guessed, because it is still
unknown.-*-3

Several objections can be raised to this aspect of the theory, and

it should be noted that Jung's view seems somewhat modified by the

particularly/
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particularly statistical angle of Synchronicity: an /'.causal

Connecting Principle:

The meaningful coincidence or equivalence of a psychic and
a physical state that have no causal relationship to one
another means, in general terms, that it is a modality
without a cause, an "acsusal orderedness"...As soon as
(the observer) perceives the archetypal background (i.e. of
such an "equivalence") he is tempted to trace the mutual
assimilation of independent psychic and physical processes
back to the (causal) effect of the archetype, and thus to
overlook the fact that they are merely contingent. The danger
is avoided if one regards synchronicity as a special instance
of general acausal orderedness. In this way we also avoid
multiplying our principles of explanation illegitimately,
for the archetype _is the introspectively recognisable form
of a priori psychic orderedness. If an external synchronistic
process now associates itself with it, it falls into the same
basic pattern-—in other words, it too is "ordered"

This modification does not refute the hypothesis of projection,

but serves to explain it in terms other than the purely causal

terms which the word implies. Jung is at pains to point out

that the idea of processes in nature which cannot be regarded as

15
causal is one which was at the time entering the study of physics,

and the view of archetypes which emerges out of passages such as

the one quoted is one which probably also accords with certain

fairly recent ideas on evolution and ecological "circuits".

Although "it is a well-nigh hopeless undertaking to tear a

single archetype out of the living tissue of the psychd',1 the

theory of archetypes speaks of several specific psychic contents,

the most important of these figures (as they are expressed) being

the Shadow, the Anima (or Animus), the "spirit", the Mother, the

Father, the Child, various situational archetypes, and the Self.

It is chiefly to be borne in mind that these figures and the terms

describing them denote archetypes, they are not identical with them.

An/
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An exhaustive list is given, for instance, of objects which "can
2

be" or are "associated with" the mother archetype; they do not

necessarily signify this archetype, and can sometimes point to

quite another, or, according to context, to none at all. In

addition, we might say that the names applied to these archetypes

indicate only the form in which they are most commonly available

to consciousness, and that there are many other ways of describing

them than by these names.

The Shadow is generally the personification of the personal

unconscious—which is in this sense itself to be thought of as a

content of the collective unconscious. The Anima (in the male)

appears as the personification of the soul or the collective
k

unconscious; but in that the soul is the life in an entity,

the Anima is to be understood in the widest sense as the "archetype
5

of life itself",' with its "cunning play of illusions":

Man cannot make it; on the contrary, it is always the a

priori element in his moods, reactions, impulses... It is
something that lives of itself, that makes us live; it is
a life behind consciousness that cannot be completely
integrated with it, but from which, on the contrary,
consciousness arises. For, in the last analysis, psychic
life is for the greater part an unconscious life that
surrounds consciousness on all sides...^

A deeper layer opens in the archetype of the Anima, and the

figure of the "wise old man", the "Spirit" or the "archetype of
7

meaning" emerges, which is explained as follows:

It is sufficient to know that there is not a single idea
or view that does not possess historical antecedents.
Ultimately they are all founded on primordial archetypal
forms whose concreteness dates from a time when conscious¬
ness did not think but only perceived.u

In other words, meaning is not something we assign to life, it is

9
not a "younger event" than "life itself", but is an inherent

pattern/
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pattern which consciousness finds when it has sufficiently confron¬

ted life. The confrontation with the Shadow, the Anima and the

"Spirit" represents the indispensible precondition of any attempt

to reach a greater knowledge of the unconscious and the Self."*"^
The Mother and Father archetypes in their essential meaning

personify the structure of the psyche and of its archetypes.

Every archetype, in other words, consists of its form, its "matrix",

the Mother, and its "dynamism", the FatherThe Child archetype

is neatly expressed as follows:

the "child" symbolises the pre-conscious and the post-conscious
essence of man. His pre-conscious essence is the unconscious
state of earliest childhood; his post-conscious essence is an
anticipation by analogy of life after death. In this idea the
all-embracing nature of psychic wholeness is expressed.

Of the situational archetypes probably the most noteworthy

is the archetype of rebirth. Its importance lies in the fact

that it is the stepping-stone to the awareness of the Self. The

situation of rebirth induces the sense of immortality, which is

seen, in that it is "non-spacial and non-temporal", to be a

characteristic of the unconscious. The unconscious in this

sense is represented by a "non-ego", by analogy with the fact

that the ego represents the conscious mind, and this non-ego is

the figure to which Jung gives the name of the Self. It is the
13

immortal counterpart of man, the figure of the God-man, the

14
concept of the Anthropos in alchemy, and the representation

of 'brder".15

4.- The archetype of the Self is to be seen, so to speak, as the

ultimate archetype. It is the goal of v/hat Jung refers to as

the "individual process", which is to be understood as an entelechy

in/
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in the sense that through it the individual becomes what he always
1

was.

The archetype, as we have seen, has a determining function.

Thus the ego is subordinate to its archetypal analogy, which
2

exercises its influences upon it.

Though it (i.e. the ego) retains its quality as the centre
of the field of consciousness, it is questionable whether
it is the centre of the personality. It is part of the
personality but not the whole of it.^

The Self is not a one-sided function like the Ego. Where, for

instance, man's striving is directed towards perfection, the Self

fulfils itself in completion:

Where the archetype predominates, completeness is forced
upon us against all our conscious strivings, in accordance
with the archaic nature of the archetype. The individual
may strive after perfection...but must suffer from the
opposite of his intentions for the sake of his completeness.+

As the synthesis of opposites, the Self must have its dark as well

as its light side. The Self is the paradox in Jung's formula
5

"the apotheosis of the individuality". The individual, like

Christ who is seen to represent the Self, comes "once in time",

so that there are the opposites of unitemporal and eternal, unique

and universal; a second set of opposites shows the Self uniting

good and evil, spiritual and material.^ Schemata such as these

sets of opposites might be taken to be nothing more than meta-

:physical arrangements, but Jung stresses their empirical reality:

"wholeness"...is nevertheless empirical in so far as it is
anticipated by the psyche in the form of spontaneous or
autonomous symbols. These are the quaternity or mandala
symbols... Their significance as symbols of unity and totality
is amply confirmed by history as well as by empirical psychology.

The Self is only by analogy the equivalent, in the unconscious,

of/
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of the Ego. That is to say, the Self is not to be seen as the

ruling centre of the unconscious as the Ego is of the conscious
O

mind. The Self as an archetype of the unconscious psyche either

indicates, as a matter of probability, the completed individuation,

or else it is the ordering of the contents of the unconscious mind

to make them accessible to consciousness. The individuation

process, as Jung writes,

means an open conflict and open collaboration at once. That,
evidently, is the way human life should be. It is the old
game of hammer and anvil: between them the patient iron is
forged into an indestructible whole, an "individual"s9

it is the result of a proper balance between consciousness and the

unconscious. Jung stresses on numerous occasions the necessity

for balance between these two factors. Only when the ego is

"anchored in the world of consciousness" so that it cannot be

assimilated by the Self as an unconscious content, and conscious¬

ness is not accentuated so strongly that the Ego becomes "inflated"

and assimilates the Self, is individuation possible:

In the first case, reality has to be protected against an
archaic, "eternal" and "ubiquitous" dream-state: in the
second, room must be made for the dream at the expense of the
world of consciousness. In the first case, mobilisation of
all the virtues is indicated; in the second, the presumption
of the ego can only be damped down by moral defeat.-*-®

The Self is objective reality, the Ego the subjective perception

of it:

the collective unconscious...is sheer objectivity, as wide
as the world and open to all the world. There I am the
object of every subject, in complete reversal of my ordinary
consciousness, where I am always the subject that has an
object. There I am utterly one with the world, so much a

part of it that I forget all too easily who I really am.
"Lost in oneself" is a good way of describing this state.
But this self is the world, if only a consciousness could
see it. That is why we must know who we are.

5./
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It will be readily apparent to anyone familiar with the works

of Hblderlin that a comparison with the theories of the Jungian

psychology would be very revealing. This is not to say that

Hblderlin is unique in this: if analytical psychology were only

applicable to certain areas-of study it would hardly be worthy

of the name. Jung was, to all appearances, much given to a

comparison of his theories with the works of Geothe: but the

uniqueness of Hblderlin in this respect lies, perhaps, in the fact

that, unlike Goethe and many others, his works were not so much

directed at a description of the figures of unconscious world, but

at the pattern underlying them. Christ and Empedokles, for example,

are symbols of the Self in Hblderlin's poetry, but in the one-sided

fashion Jung describes in Aion , in the sense of "perfection"

rather than "completion": the actual archetypal pattern of which

the symbols of the Self are the expression are to be found in the

works, as a whole, in 'Empedokles', 'Friedensfeier*, 'Der Einzige',

in which the C-od-man appears.

The four main Themes which formed the subject of the second

part of this study correspond, as a succession, to the principal

archetypes of Jung's theory, and represent the broad outline of

an individuation process. In this connection it is important to

stress again that the Themes, as themes, come rather from the

exegesis than from the poet: I should not like to give the

impression that Hblderlin subordinated his poetry to themes already

in his mind. We find, therefore, in the first Theme, that of

the Soul, something resembling the confrontation with the Anima;

in the second, the Theme of the Other Self, there is the awareness

of the supraordinate figure of the Self as a kind of God-man, and

the corresponding awareness that the Ego must be stressed in order

that/
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that assimilation of consciousness by the unconscious, represented

by the Self, does not take place; in the Theme of Alienation,

there is first of all the over-stressing of consciousness at the

expense of the unconscious world and the Self, and secondly the

confrontation with the archetype of meaning in the sense that an

awareness is reached of the way in which consciousness and the

unconscious interact; and in the fourth Theme, that of Isolation

and Reunification, the Ego is again set against the objective

reality of the Self, and a balance between the two eventually

reached.

*

6.- This summary is very brief, and leaves out many of the complex¬

ities involved in the four Themes. I feel it would be feoing too

far to interpret everything encountered in the study of the Themes

into the terms of analytical psychology; nevertheless, a slightly

more detailed investigation of the similarities between HBlderlin

and Jung is in order at this stage.

The Theme of the Soul, as I have said, corresponds to the

confrontation with the Anima. This is an oversimplification, but

the relationship of the S.oul and Nature certainly bears clear

traces of aspects Jung ascribes to the Anima. The attitude to

Nature expressed in the poems is one of reverence and devotion,

but with an undertone of caution. Looking back to the "lost

world", whether this be Asia, Greece, childhood or youth, a state

is celebrated in which the soul, man's nature, is one and the same

as Nature; but from the point of view of the mature man, this

world is embedded in the inner recesses, it is the world of the

soul, and Nature appears as a vessel able to be filled with or

emptied of the divinity of the inner world, depending upon whether

the/
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the conscious man has consciousness of that inner world. The note

of caution is sounded in the fact that, for the mature man, conscious¬

ness must be regarded as an inalienable possession, and anything

that is liable to distort or destroy it, that "wild" element in

'Netur und Kunst', or the "inherited enemy" of 'Vulkan', is to be

held at bay, consigned to the abyss. Both c4> these aspects corres¬

pond to pressures exerted by the archetype of the Anima. As Eve

would not rest content until Adam had taken the forbidden apple,"

so the Anima insists that the mature man be chained to the realities

of life:

Und ledig soli ich bleiben
Leicht fanget aber sich
In der Kette, die ^
Es abgerissen, das K&lblein.^

There are numerous other examples of this in the late poems and

fragments. On the other hand, consciousness and its awareness

of life's reality does not really become fulfilled until it is

orientated towards the inner, unconscious world, the world of the

gods, of the forces to which man traces his origins.

All in all, it is not only more beneficial but more "correct"
psychologically to explain as the "will of God" the natural
forces that appear in us as instincts. In this way we find
ourselves living in harmony with the habitus of our ancestral
psychic life; that is, we function as man has functioned at
all times and in all places. The existence of this habitus
is proof of its viability, for, if it were not viable, all
those who obeyed it would long since have perished of
maladaptation.3

Htflderlin's equivalent of this obedience to the "will of God" is

that quality which is so often stressed in terms such as "thanks",

"piety", "purity" (especially in "Wie wenn am Feiertage...",

'BlBdigkeit', 'Der Rhein'), "openness" ('Germanien•, 'Der Gang aufs

Land', etc.). But the best corroboration of the passage quoted

from/
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from 'Aion' comes in the fact that HBlderlin apparently considered

the world of the soul and the world of Nature as essentially one.

Consciousness provides the possibility of a dichotomy between the

two, and this is in some ways how it should be; but if the two

were not essentially one, there could be no question of a balance

of inner and outer worlds: Nature is the outer world in that it

is the environment in which man lives, but it is also the inner

world, that which lives in man and makes him live. This dual

aspect of Nature is an essential characteristic of the Anima.

If it were not the same principle which is both in and around man,

one should be forced to come to the conclusion against which all

HBlderlin's poetic powers were directed, that "enlightened"

consciousness, the world governed by mortal man, is the only sphere

to which man belongs and in which he can fulfil himself. HBlderlin's

statement of an essential identity of the soul and Nature is poetic,

a description of experience: it is not a scientific postulate.

Although there is an obvious connection between Jung's hypothesis
5

of projection and the idea in HBlderlin's poems that the divinity

of Nature is dependent upon man's recognition of divinity in the

soul, the two views represent fundamentally different standpoints.

On the other hand, as has been mentioned, Jung seems to have moved

towards the view, in later life, that the relationship of inner and

outer worlds is not one characterised by the basically causal pro¬

cess of projection, but a matter of contingency (represented, now,

by the concept of the archetypes), and was ready to consider the

possibility that the soul and matter could, by nature, stand in a

6
synchronistic relationship to each other.

2,.- It will be seen that the note of caution mentioned above with

regard/
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regard to the inner world takes in the main point of comparison

between Jung's theory and the Theme of the Other Self. This is

the aspect of Remaining and Extinction, in the sense that, in

"remaining", the human being, represented by what I have called

the "poetic" principle in this case, while fully recognising and

appreciating the existence of th t divine counterpart, the "hero",

is shoring up the defences of his conscious mind against the

fascination of the unconscious, whether this be seen in terms of

a return to dissolution in the divine sphere or a total unreflec-

:ting immersion in the world. Consciousness is a divine gift,

as is recognised in 'Der Mensch', as also in the fragmentary lines:

dos Sakrament

Heilig behalten, das h&lt unsre Seele
Zusammen, die uns gbnnet Gott, das Lebenslicht,
Das gesellige, ^
Bis an unser End,

and this fact must not be forgotten: opposition to nd obedience

to or representation of the divine will can correspond to the

opposition of mortal man and hero, or to hero and mortal man

respectively, just as, in the Theme of Isolation, they can corres¬

pond to the opposition of the many and the one or the one and the

many respectively. If the Self assimilates the Ego, it is every

bit as great a hindrance to individuation as if the Ego assimilates
2

the Self.

8.- There is a "divine" urge, as has been seen, both towards oneness

in the inner sphere and towards alienation in the outer. Both

directions can be viewed positively or negatively. The urge towards

the inner sphere is viewed, on the whole, positively in 'Hyperion',

•Ganymed' tnd elsewhere, negatively in 'Der Einzige' (?nd version),

'P. tmos'/
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'Patmos' or 'Mnemosyne'; the urge towards the outer sphere is

viewed positively in 'Gtimme des Volks', 'Der Phein' (an "urge"

in that this is the essential meaning of the flowing river,

whether its "will" is crossed or no), and elsewhere, to a large

extent negatively in 'Chiron' or, perhaps, the unfinished hymn

to the Madonna. Where the urge towards the inner sphere is

viewed negatively, and in both cases of the movement towards the

outer, there is the Theme of Alienation. Alienation corresponds,

in Jung, to the necessary turning away from the sphere of light

towards which it is natural for the human being to tend. In the

sense that this sphere of light is taken to represent the clear-

cut definite world of consciousness as opposed to the dark
1

"waters" of the psyche, there is little correspondence with

Hdlderlin's own thought, although he clearly recognises the fact

that this aspect of light is the one which holds most of his

fellows:

Selbst kein Weiser versteht, was sie bereitet, denn so
Will es der oberste Gott, der sehr dich liebet, und darum
1st noch lieber, wie sie, dir der besonnene Tag.'0

There is also the opposite sense, however, that the sphere of

light in HBlderlin is the inner world, the world of the gods.

Turning away from this brings about that dichotomy of the soul

and Nature in which rational consciousness is stressed, the gods

are absent, and man is benighted. Yet in the dark night of the

soul, the seeker may still find the world of the gods. In fact

it may be said that if this process had not taken place, there

could be no awareness of the gods, in other words, individuation

would not be possible. Thus the archetype of meaning is met with

in two ways: firstly in the sense that an understanding is gained

of the necessity of everything's being as it is, and secondly in

the/



the sense that awareness of the inner world rather than the

arrogant self-awareness of consciousness represents the true,

higher meaningfulness which is what places the archetype on an

even deeper level than the archetype of the Anima.^
In this connection, it is of interest to point out that in

a study of this archetype of meaning, Jung draws attention to the

frequent theri'omorphic imagery with which the archetype is
4

expressed. Mention has already been made of the way in which

animals often appear in Hblderlin's later poems, apparently as

an expression of inner but clearly human events. The even more

striking example, in this case, than the horses in the opening

stanza of 'Mnemosyne', is the lion and to a lesser extent the dog

in the fragment "Vom Abgrund nemlich...". Ey way of comment I

shall only quote from the study mentioned:

Man's whole history consists from the very beginning in a
conflict between his feeling of inferiority and his arrogance.
Wisdom seeks the middle path and pays for this audacity by a
dubious affinity with daemon and beast, and so is open to
moral misinterpretation.5

Ther® are, in HBlderlin's poems, also frequent references to birds,

from most of which we may take it that an extra-human image of the

poet is indicated.^

£.- Central to Jung's study of the Self in Aion there is the

figure of Christ. The "aeon" which is the central symbol examined

in the work is the christian era, the Platonic month of the Fishes.

Jung stresses that Christ, while symbolising perfection, and while

bein. significant as a symbol of the Self for the christian world,

falls short more generally as a symbol of the Self unless his

counterpart, the Anti-Christ, appears alongside him. Because of

the/
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the Anti-Christ's close connection with the Revelation of St. John,

it will readily be seen that eschatological symbolism takes up a

significant portion of the study. While not wishing to commit

myself on the extent to which eschatological writings are to be

taken literally, I feel it is of great importance to point out

the possibility opened up by Jung's Aion that on the relatively

few occasions on which eschatological imagery and ideas enter the

poems of Hdlderlin, this imagery and these themes are subservient

firstly to the poem in which they appear, and secondly to the Theme

in that poem. This Theme is without exception that which I have

called the Theme of Isolation and Reunification. The aeon, with

its decisive opposites of Christ and Anti-Christ, is to be seen as

a symbol of the Self. This both does and does not mean that the

whole aeon is to be token as an expression of an individual human

being. With its indefinite extension in time and space, the Self

is not adequately expressed unless part of the expression of it

covers a huge span of history.^" This is a fact, I think, which

Hdlderlin, albeit intuitively, fully realised, a fact which is

profoundly and concisely expressed by one of the most powerful

of all his poems, 'Der Winkel von Hahrdt'. The extension in

time, then, attains expression in a view of history which, if

visionary, is also nothing if not concrete; the extension in

space is expressed by that aspect of the fourth Theme which has

already been examined, namely tie opposition of the one and the

many. There is no doubt that the concrete experience of loneli-

:ness is behind this opposition; on the other hand it becomes,

as a symbol, nothing less than the confrontation of Ego and Self,

whichever way round the opposition is viewed. That is to say,

where the "one" is alone in being in possession of a divine truth,

that/
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that truth is the awareness of the completed man, of the Self,

whereas the many labour within the limitations of their mere Ego-

awareness; but this awareness of the Self cannot become realised

until the limited view is broken open: thus the "many" become a

symbol of the Self, with which the "one" can only enter into a

proper relationship if he both becomes one of the many, and takes

them into himself.

The spirit of the Anti-Christ, according to Jung in 'ion

finds one of its landmarks in the Enlightenment and the French

2
Revolution. 1 mention this largely as a matter of interest,

without wishing to draw conclusions from it with respect to

HBlderlin. It may, nevertheless, be taken as a remarkable

instance of HBlderlin's intuitive judgment that he should, by

way of an answer to the dilemma of his own time, have turned to

the figure of Christ, and then modified the view of it so that a

true balance could be found between the forces whose imbalance

3
constituted that dilemma. Christ, in 'Der Einzige', belongs

decisively to the inner world, and the poet wrestles, with limited

success, with his desire to have him as a true image of the Self

as completion. In 'Friedensfeier' the problem is resolved in a

dualistic vision of Christ, which nevertheless leaves one with the

feeling that the personality of Christ as it is to be appreciated

by the Christian, is in some way lacking. In 'Patmos', the case

is similar; it is the recording and celebrating of the figure of

Christ which represents the resolution of the problem, but once

again, Christ belongs decisively to the inner world. He cannot,

if he is to retain his Christian identity, do otherwise. HBlderlin

seems to have been aware both of the problem and its solution:

while Christ represents the unconscious image of the Self, it is

the/



the poetic work in which he appears which is the real expression

of the Self as the goal of individuation. Ae the unconscious

image of the Self, Christ must be opposed by the poet's conscious-

:ness, and each principle be returned to the sphere to which it

is appropriate. The "antichristian" spirit corresponds to the

limitations imposed upon the Rhine in the hymn entitled with the

river's name; it is necessary in order that the character of the

entity in question should be formed, in other words that individu¬

ation should take place:

The adversary (i.e. the devil) is, quite logically, conceived
to be the soul of matter, because they both constitute a point
of resistance without which the relative autonomy of individual
existence would be simply unthinkable.5

This "autonomy" is, apparently, the same as individuation.

It should be said, finally, that Jung was very conscious of

the "other side" of the Self as being a personification of evil,

which is a matter which does not, apparently, enter to a very

appreciable extent into HBlderlin's thinking, or only to the

extent of a privatio boni. I do not know if the apparent differ¬

ence here can be resolved. It should be borne in mind that some

of Jung's principal statements concerning evil were made in the

nineteen-fifties, at a time v/hen there was considerable anxiety

as to the potentials in human nature implied by the political
6

systems evolved by Hitler and Stalin. On the other hand, as poems

such as 'Vulkan' and 'Die Titanen' suggest, the thoroughly negative,

demonic side of the inner world is not ignored by HBlderlin, nor

7
does the formula, "Nichts ists, das Bbse", simply mean that the

back is turned upon evil. The essay 'Das Werden im Vergehn',

similarly, stresses the negative, evil side of the transition
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from one state to another. By and large, however, HBlderlin

does not concentrate his energies to a very appreciable extent

on the problem of evil; but it could be argued that this fact
9

comes rather from an acceptance of it than anything else.

Compare ti is passage from ' ion':

In the end we have to acknowledge that the self is a complexio
oppositorum precisely because there can be no reality without
polarity. We must not overlook the fact that the opposites
acquire their moral accentuation only within the sphere of
human endeavour and action, and that we are unable to give
a definition of good and evil that could be considered
universally valid... Stupidity, sin, sickness, old age and
death continue to form the dark foil that sets off the joyful
splendour of life.^

with the lines from 'Die Titanen':

Denn unter dem Maase
Des Rohen brauchet es auch,
Damit das Reine sich keAne.

10.- It remains now only to be pointed out that if, as I have

indicated, the central concern of HBlderlin's poetry is individu¬

ation, it is only appropriate that "Home, and the Experience of

the Passage of Life" is a fitting way to express the central Theme

encountered in all the other Themes. Individuation is, ultimately,

nothing other than the course of life."1" HBlderlin's poems have

their origin, as I believe, in the ordinary experiences of life,
2

the experience of friendship, love, death, and so on. In this

sense the frequent and heart-felt complaint in HBlderlin's letters

to his friends, especially to Neuffer, that writing is a poor

substitute for the unaccustomed joy of the reality brought by

actually being together, may well be taken as the original experience

behind the ideal of a state in which all men are one, and the gods
3

are present among them as realities. Similarly, the letter to

Neuffer/
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Neuffer of the 8th May 1795» attempting to comfort his friend in

his recent bereavement, may be seen to be behind the emotion

with which Christ's death is introduced in 'Friedensfeier' and

k
'Patmos', This does not signify a reduction in the terms of

Hblderlin's poetry: on the contrary, the deep realism behind

the poems is the only fitting companion of the high idealism in

them, if they are to be seen to express the movement towards indiv¬

iduation. It is of the greatest significance that the letter

and the poem which mark the turning-point in HtJlderlin's poetic

career should contain the gesture of turning back towards the

world of the poet's boyhood, and the faith of that time in as

far as it was associated with his home. Christ in the poem to

the poet's grandmother points forward to Christ as the symbol of

the Self in the late hymns; but in other respects he appears in

the earlier poems as the more perfect expression of the Self.

He is, namely, associated with childhood, but also with the journey

through life in its most concrete sense, and by implication with

its ending not as the sacrificial death of heroes, but as the calm

and completed state of the grandmother blessed and capable of

bestowing blessing in her last years.

HBlderlin's mature poetry is concerned with wholeness, with

individuation as the course of life. I am not able to say how

conscious HBlderlin would have been of this fact: the decision

on this matter, for what it would be worth, sways between the

point of viev; that as a born poet, as one who took to the medium

of poetry as effortlessly and naturally as a bird to the air, his

rational consciousness of his Theme would have been small, and

the view, on the other hand, that as one so supremely aware of the

necessity of an intellectual or technical approach to his art

there/
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there must have been a good deal of intention in his Theme. If

the latter were the case, we might go as far as to say that he

can be considered a forerunner of Jung in a sense that even Goethe

or Schopenhauer were not. It is a largely idle question as to

the extent to which Hblderlin's ideas derive from Fichte's.

Certainly, Hblderlin's grasp of the absolute Ego as a unification
5

of "subject and object", which is presumably what enables him
6

subsequently to talk of "our self, our theion", while not Fichtean

to the letter, seems to owe a lot to the philosopher. However,

neither the"Ego" nor the "Non-Ego", nor for that matter the

"Absolute Ego", correspond to the archetype of the Self in

Hblderlin's poetry, firstly because the archetype is present

not as an "idea" of the poet but as a pattern in his poetry;

secondly because Fichte's outlook was dominated by the idea of

the dominant Ego, whereas HBlderlin's instinctive reaction is to

see the Ego at a disadvantage to the extent that its defences

must constantly be shored up: i.e. the Non-Ego is the active

force whose object is the Ego, and not the other way round; and

thirdly because ultimately, despite the spontaneous eruption of

the image of the Self, the Self as we understand it in Hblderlin's

poetry is the balance of Ego and Non-Ego; in a sense this balance

may be seen, as I have said, as the equivalent of the Absolute

Ego, except for the fact that it is in no way transcendental, and

has none of the concomitant ideas of manifestation and emanation,

which make the Absolute Ego more like an expression of the autono¬

mous Unconscious. It will be understood that I am speaking here

of the comparison between Fichte's ideas and the pattern in

HBlderlin's works; I have no doubt the pattern in Fichte's works

would be found to bear a more marked similarity with Hblderlin's,

but/



but the comparison here would be a somewhat futile undertaking,

since the archetypal process of individuation could scarcely be

worthy of the epithet if it were anything less than universali

If HBlderlin's Theme arose as a result of the experience of life

and the urge to see it as a pattern or as following deep-laid

patterns, i.e. archetypes, the contact with Fichte's ideas could,

at most, only be considered as a productive crystallisation of

what HBlderlin already'knew". HBlderlin's poetry is in no sense

a poetry of ideas, and it is worlds apart from philosophy. It

may be possible to trace an individuation process through his

poems as they were written, but this is a task which, not being

a psychologist, I would shrink from, and I prefer to say that in

this also, the poetry is not systematic. I would say too that I

see very little signs of what we would call a development of ideas
7

through HBlderlin's mature poetry. For one thing, as one is apt

to forget, the mature poetry extends over a period of about four

or five years (discounting the late fragments, which, as probable

islands in a sea of mental confusion, can hardly be considered

stepping-stones of a hidden development), which, in the life of an

adult, is not a very considerable period; and for another, a

development in technique and intensity and complexity of expression

indicate rather an increasingly deeper awareness of one particular

attitude or theme than an attitude or theme that is still fluid.

This does not mean spiritual or intellectual rigidity: far r-'ather

that the poet has found something that is really worth writing
8

about. I think it is fairly true to say that the time of the

TUbingen hymns probably represents HBlderlin's first intense

confrontation, as a reasonably adult person, with the unconscious

and its archetypes, and it is significant that the hymns are dominated

by/
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9
by a female figure, as has been pointed out before now; and it

is equally true to say that the great hymns at the end of the

main body of HBlderlin's poems probably represents an intuitive

preparation on the part of the poet for death;"^ after 'Patmos',

the profundity and intensity of imagery and poetic thought continues

to increase, but the complexity and fullness of the pattern of the

poet's Theme does not seem to develop further.

As HBlderlin's poetry is not a poetry of ideas, so the great-

:est wariness is recommended in relating the theoretical writings,

philosophically, to Jung's theories. Three, Jung says, is to be

considered as a stepping-stone to four,^ which, as the quaternity,

indicates wholeness and thus the Self. This statement can only

mislead if it is applied uncritically to the form in HBlderlin's
12

works. Quaternities do not appear in HBlderlin's works; but,

apart from one or two more or less superficial cases, trinities

do not either. The "unified three" in 'Der Wanderer' is one of

the less superficial cases here; but it could well be argued that

this is really a quaternity, with the poet (=man) as the fourth!

The apparent importance of the number three in the theoretical

writings is, as I have shown, a little misleading, in that to attach

value to it is to make a category mistake. The theoretical writ-

rings deal in oppositions, in twos; the third is the resolution

of the two, either in the sense of a resolution as such or in the

sense that the third represents the opposition of the two. The

basic opposition of ground and expression corresponds to the

opposition of unconscious (original) and conscious ("cultural");

the third corresponds to the balance of the two, of content and

form in the sense that the unconscious is the undifferentiated

essence and consciousness the differentiating, defining., principle.

If/
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If there is to be a quaternity to express the archetype of the

Self in Hblderlin's works, I would very tentatively suggest the

following:

Resolution

"Inner sphere" "Outer sphere"

Opposition

With Resolution we could place the ideas of the many in one, the

"common spirit", the higher man, Empedokles, Christ, perhaps

Herakles and Bacchus. With Opposition go the ideas of the one

in many, the poet among his fellows, the all-too-human man. With

the Inner sphere we could place the idea of the "ground", the

divine, Nature, "content", with the Outer sphere, "expression",

the human, Culture, and "form". The Inner and Outer spheres can

be related either to the state of resolution or opposition: not

any one of these four aspects, but all four together can, if

anything can, express the archetype of the Self in HBlderlin's

works.

C./



C. Conclusion.

JL.- "Maturity"in this study has a three-fold meaning. There is

firstly the sense that it is the mature works of HHlderlin, the

works of the period from 1799-1803 or, more broadly, from 1798-

1806, which are chiefly taken into consideration. Secondly the

sense that maturity indicates ripeness, readiness, the finished

product, like the fruit in 'HSlfte des Lebens' and 'Mnemosyne';

individuation in other words. But there is the third sense also

that Hblderlin's mature poetry is in every sense adult poetry,

and this must be stressed against the rather too common tendency

to look upon him as something of an idealist, prone to vagueness,

woolly Utopian thinking, and the flight from reality into the warm

or vivid world of his dreams. Nothing could be farther from the

truth: Hblderlin's poetry presents an ever-deepening awareness

of the reality of life, an awareness that is not one-sidedly orien-

:tated towards the inner world, but balances both sides, both in

its content and in its intention, which is to announce the theme

of what we would now call individuation, in such a way that the

poems can be used almost as the objects of religious devotion are

used, that is to say in a measure which expands or contracts

according to the capacity of the user.

2.- I v/ish to return briefly to the poem 'HMlfte des Lebens',

whose power and conciseness have indirectly made it the cause of

some consternation among critics. Many have seen in the poem an

ultimate pessimism in HtJlderlin's outlook, some have found some¬

thing terrifying in the blankness of its second stanza, and most

are agreed that the winter towards which the poet looks is to be

taken as his premonition of madness."'" While fully admitting the

power of the poem, I feel bound to reject these attitudes. Firstly

as/
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as far as it goes, there is the point that the great hymns were

written after 'H&lfte des Lebens* was first conceived, and any

pessimism must be considered finally swallowed up in the victorious

spirit of these works. Secondly, the principal agents of the

"terror" in the poem do not necessarily indicate a situation

towards which the poet looks forward at some future time: the

case is just as likely to be that, whereas the images of natural

life are full of warmth and vitality, those of "cultural" life, the

artifices, are cold; when winter comes, and natural life is at

rest, clearly the cultural world will be all that is left, and the

poet, leaning as he does towards the world of nature, has already

rejected that, not because there is anything terrifying about it,

but because it does not express the feeling of fulfilment. Thirdly,

when critics seem to be at such pains to point out how 'H&lfte des

Lebens' evolved from the unfinished part of the hymn "Wie wenn am

Feiertage...", I find it a trifle surprising that there should

be such a strong tendency to interpret the "half of life" of the
2

title in the sense of HBlderlin's time as the "middle of life",

when the hymn from which the smaller poem apparently derives

centres upon the periodicity inherent in all life and most fully

expressed in the seasonal change of natural life. 'HHlfte des

Lebens' expresses zenith and fulfilment in its first stanza;

those given to biographical interpretations of the poems will

naturally turn to Hblderlin's experience of his Diotima and infer

that with that central and dominant experience past, Hblderlin

could only face the prospect of a bleak second half of his life,

which was, perhaps mercifully, spared him by mental disease.

Such interpretations, however, pass over the central word and

the central concern of the poem: it expresses a "half of life"

not/



not only in that it describes the decline of the year without

its complementary ascent, but also in that it expresses a question

without its answer. This question is the question, as Robert

Graves puts it, "that should always weigh most heavily with poets

who are burdened with the single poetic Theme of life and death".

It is the question: where?^ The fulfilment which the first

stanza expresses is real, lasting, eternal; the poet's preoccupa¬

tion must, then, be the finding of the sphere where this eternal

fulfilment in life can be made a lasting reality even after the

actuality of that fulfilment is past. Graves goes on:

But the Muse's promise to the poet is 'Seek patiently, and
you shall find', so where else should the Wild Hind be ^
hiding except under the Q tree, which is the Wild .Apple?

Q is the letter of questioning, and the apple is for immortality.

And in fact, the answer in 'HHlfte des Lebens' is to be found in

the question: the artifice is the sphere in which the potential

imperishability of fulfilment**~potential because it belongs as yet

to the sphere of life, to the undifferentiated unconscious—is to

5
be made actual. The poet's task is then to find the true medium

in which this potential may become realised and differentiated.

Speech must be brought where there is no speech, warmth where

there is cold, harmony where there is dissonance. In this sense,

the fact that "Wie wenn am Feiertage..." should have been abandoned

and the small questioning poem risen out of its incompletion, to

find its answer ultimately in the hymnic form of which 'Die

Wanderung' is the first example, may be seen to be quite signifi-

:cant

j5.- This digression into 'HBlfte des lebens' serves the purpose

of/
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of stressing again that the prime concern of Hblderlin's poetry

is with the poem itself. This does not mean that HtJlderlin is

7
to be seen as a"poets* poet". On the contrary, while fully

realising that only in the company of other poets could he truly

be amongst his own kind, HBlderlin seems to have recognised that

the responsibility of a poet is first and foremost to his people,

those amongst whom, whether the time be "indigent" or not, he is

always the one among many. Moreover, while asserting that

Httlderlin's prime concern, in his poetry, is with the poem, we are

by no means contradicting the statement that the prime concern

is with individuation. The point is that of all the symbols in

Htflderlin's works, it is the poem itself which most fully expresses

8
the archetype of the Self in the aspect of completion. The

"dissonances" of which 'Hyperion' or 'Ueber den Unterschied der

9
Dichtarten' speak would accord ill with the figure of Christ or

Diotima or the Fatherland as uniting symbols: but the poetic work

can contain such dissonances and be all the more perfect for it.

As the expression of itself and the expression of the Self,

Hdlderlin's poems aim to be what poetry must in essence always

be: mythical.

The subject of myth in Hblderlin's poems has taken up more

than a small portion of the energies of critics; but one is often

left with a nagging doubt as to whether it is really myth which

has been the object of discussion. There is, furthermore, a

considerable divergence of opinion as to what myth actually is:

it can, it seems, be anything from a particular object in the

religious rituals of primitive peoples to a downright lie. Myth,

then, in Hblderlin's works, appears as a kind of eccentricity of

the/



the poet's thinking: a "titan-myth", a "centaur-myth", a "river-
1

myth" and various others are spoken of. What is behind these

ideas seems to be the old hankering among critics to have HOlderlin

cut-and-dried, to find a constant idea or philosophy which is hypo-

:thetically every bit as capable of being expressed in an essay or

a letter as in a poem. A "myth" of one kind or another which is

peculiar to the poet provides a comforting peg on which to hang

one supposedly unified view or" another of the poet and his works.

In point of fact, the river is a symbol: that is to say, it has

the same kind of force as that already mentioned in respect of

the use of simile in HBlderlin's poems: it is a touching of the

two worlds, the outer and the inner, an actuality on the one hand

and an expression, on the other, of a content of the inner, undiffer¬

entiated world. The titan is a symbol in another, plainer, sense:

it is a word used to express the dark, eruptive forces of the inner

world. It draws upon what, for the Greeks, was a myth: this does

not mean to say it was myth for Hijlderlin, any more than the use

of the name of one of the Greek heroes as the brand-name for a

washing-powder in. our own day means that a myth is reasserting

itself. The same, to some extent, goes for the figure of the

centaur. In the poems it hardly appears at all, of course, and

it is of secondary importance in 'Chiron' even? the centaur

appears in the, to many minds extraordinary, gloss on one of the

Pindar-fragments, where HBlderlin speaks of the mythical being as

the "spirit of a river", and goes on to relate Chiron's famous

education of many of the young heroes of the Greek myths to the

significance as bringers of culture which many of the late hymns
2

ascribe to rivers. To call such a procedure on the poet's part

an example of creating myth is in some ways very typical of modern

thinking/
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thinking (for which the "enlightened" view of myth as an untrue

or deliberately falsified story still lurks in the background):

myths are often conceived now to be primitive explanations or

histories of perfectly everyday—if significant—events, which

for some reason—possibly out of the pure perversity of the

primitive mind—have been turned out of ordinary straightforward

prose and expressed somewhat poetically. I am far from denying

that the structure of poetry and of poetic thinking, such as

that evidenced by HtJlderlin in this case, is mythical; but it

is one thing to designate poetic procedures as mythical, and

another thing altogether to point to one particular place in the

poet's works or another and say, this is a myth. What we have

in the view of myths as dolled-up explanations or histories, and

have also in Hblderlin's gloss on the Pindar-fragment and in his

image of the titans, is something far rather akin to allegory.^
Pyth has been described as the "becoming form of a concept".

The phrase is used with reference to Chiron, and it is qualified

by the affirmation that the form v/hich expresses the concept
k

nevertheless has a certain autonomous actuality. This thinking

is confused, and represents an attempt to fuse the nature of

allegory v/ith that of myth by main force. Equally misplaced,

however, is the notion that myth presupposes a state of existence

such as that supposedly operative among primitives in which there

is an identity of subject and object, of "things" and "existence",

so that a term such as "mythical poetry" becomes self-contradictory

in that poetry always presupposes a poetic "I" set over against
5

the world which is the object of the poetry. Myth does not imply

such an identity: it is a conscious communication with the world

around, expressed as a description of that world—in much the same

way/
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way as birds sing "to mark out their territory". It is a

"conversation" in an almost religious sense—it may be borne

in mind that the plural form of the Greek mythos is sometimes

used to mean "conversation" in Homer's 'Odyssey'. As this kind

of description we may call science and philosophy essentially

mythical. Myth proceeds from concrete actuality and endeavours

to conceptualise it. It is probably the first, and it remains

7
the most basic, exercise of the conscious mind. The urge to

conceptualise can probably be traced to the archetype of "meaning",

which has already been described. The expression of the concept

might well be called a "becoming form", but the actual mythical

procedure is the prior process, the conceptualising of experience.

There is, in this sense, no essential difference between the

figure of a centaur and a chemical formula. The myths of the

ancients, in this sense, may be seen to cover all walks of experi¬

ence, from the directly numinous (in the modern sense) to the

description of historical events: all experience is seen as the

encroaching of the world upon consciousness.

This view of myth is, I believe, also that held by Hblderlin.

"All religion is in essence poetic" is Hblderlin's expression of

mythical procedure; this is the amplification of the initial

statement of the essay 'Ueber Religion', that when man has grown

beyond the bonds of sheer animal necessity, he attempts to represent

his experience of a higher world. This higher world is the actual

world properly perceived, as we have already seen in the examination

of the Theme of the Coul. Consciousness "links back" to its roots

g
in experienced actuality, and is thus "religious". Poetry is a

"making" or a "representation" (again HBlderlin apparently harks

back to the classical origin of the term he uses); it is so to

speak/
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g
speak, the flesh and blood of the process of "linking back".

Whatever the qualifications of the statement, the description of

myth as the "becoming form of a concept" implies a dominance of the

concept over the form. This goes against Hdlderlin's own view:

the poetic work is neither "intellectual" nor "historical", but

"intellectual-historical, that is, mythical".* It is intellec¬

tual in that it conceptualises and represents an outlook; it

is historical in that it presents experience. This does not need

to refer to the content of a myth; on the contrary, HBlderlin's

preoccupation in 'Ueber Religion', as in his other theoretical

essays, is with form not content. The description "intellectual-

historical" is to be taken far more simply as an affirmation that

myth consists of form and content. The content is "intellectual"

in that it is the expression of something; the form is historical

in that that thing is expressed in a sequence of events, images,

or whatever. The form is "intellectual" in that it "contains"

the history; the content is "historical" because it is the history

that is contained.'*"'*'
In 'Ueber Religion' and in many of his poems, and in some

12
letters also, HBlderlin stresses the social aspect of poetry

as a religious tool. This does not devalue the poetry, since

"all religion is in essence poetic", and not the other way round.

In this sense, Hdlderlin's poems are myths, themselves, not in

13
their subject matter. Hdlderlin did not create myths, although

it is possible that he may have attempted to revitalise them, in

much the same way as many modern British and American writers

are revitalising myths. There is among these modern writers

a good deal less attempting than with HBlderlin, and more concen¬

tration on producing a good story. The main strength of the

appeal/



appeal of such writings, however, is in the mythical elements

they bring back out of the past, elements which still live with

a life of their own, presenting as they do a richer sort of

experience of life than that known to us now. Whether Hblderlin

would have succeeded better with indigenous rather than alien

myth is a question worth considering: probably indigenous

myth had not the same appeal to him as Greek myth in that the

latter presented a higher view of life, a balance of Nature and

Culture, whereas the former leaned too heavily towards Nature.

Be this as it may, it is also quite possible that where Hdlderlin's

efforts were directed towards such an attempt, he was doomed to

failure from the outset. I should not like to commit myself on

the question of whether the world has grown wiser, but true

revitalising of myths can only take place when the time is ripe—

and in KHlderlin's day the world was not yet faced with the possi¬

bility of real catastrophe as a direct result of "enlightened"

thinking.

Hdlderlin stood alone in his own time and stated a law whose

tendency was, in his time, compensatory. lie was largely ignored,

even by as like a mind as Goethe, presumably because of the appar¬

ently eccentric way in which he stated it. Some century and a

half later, Jung was stating the seme law, and was receiving a

grudging response. 1 should not like it to be taken from this

that I consider Hdlderlin and Jung to have been alone in this—

quite the contrary—but in the clarity of mind and wholeheartedness

with which these two approached their concern, they must be set

together somewhat apart. It is not a question of a similar

"message": Jung arrived at his "law" by scientific description,

HOlderlin/
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HBlderlin by poetic description. Jung prescribed from his

empirical findings; HBlderlin prescribed less than drew atten¬

tion to his need to describe and to what he describes. The

"blind singer" says:

0 kommt, dass euer, euer die Freude sei,
Ihr alle, dass euch segne der Sehendei

HBlderlin's 'bessage" develops incidentally, through the preoccupa¬

tion with an adequate description of the rich course of life,

and this "quaternio" is the ground of his poetic thinking, but

not in any sense the "theme" of his work. It cannot be stressed

enough that it is HBlderlin's preoccupation with, and devotion to,

the "pattern" in the course of life which is the central charac¬

teristic of himself and his work. There is a very considerable

degree of unoriginality in his imagery and symbolism and poetic

thought.1 This is only a criticism to "enlightened" ears, to

the current view that a poet has and should have nothing better

to do than to "express himself". HBlderlin's imagery, and, of

more importance, the significance of that imagery, the poetic

thought, has antecedents throughout the world and throughout
2

history; it is "collective" in every sense. If HBlderlin-

criticism could rid itself of simplistic notions concerning quasi-

historical dabbling on the part of the poet in, for instance,

'Brod und Wein', it would find in the image of the night in the

elegy nothing which expresses HBlderlin's private world and private

grieving, but a description of the relationship of conscious and

unconscious worlds which finds parallels, if not peers, in the

poetic expression of all ages and all continents. Again, it is

perhaps the very originality of HBlderlin's poetic expression which

blinds/
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blinds modern readers to the venerable age of his theme, to the

3
fact that it is none other than the one and only Theme of poetry.

I have little doubt that the basic reason why serious note is

taken of Jung's theories in analytical psychology is the same as

that which underlies the great interest which is being taken in

HBlderlin, now as sixty years ago. Eut that reason appears to

underlie so deeply as to be as good as hidden, and the criticism

on HBlderlin concerns itself largely with a search, in his works,

for ideas and outlooks, in the philosophical or metaphysical sense,

which, to add insult to injury, must of necessity ]ead to the

conclusion that his isolation in his own time stemmed not so much

from the fact that his thought was wiser than that of his fellows

as the fact this it was simply more eccentric.

6.- I have spoken of themes and a prime concern in HBlderlin's

works, while at the same time refuting the notion that HBlderlin's

poetry is a poetry of ideas. The position is not contradictory.

It is one thing to express, by way of communication or "conver-

:sation" with the living world, the realities of life, and quite

another to communicate ideas or beliefs, especially if these

ideas and beliefs have a tendency, as I have said, to be a little

eccentric. This study has attempted to approach HBlderlin from

the point of view of the former possibility, and in doing so has

emerged strongly opposed to views which tend to make out of

HBlderlin a poet of ideas, or even of ideals. The kind of view

I have in mind here is largely that which approaches HBlderlin

as the proponent of a particular ideology, that which sees HBlderlin

as being involved with something resembling theology, and above all

that which finds a preoccupation in the poetry with what I have

loosely/
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loosely termed chiliasra or eschatology. Of these, it is only

the second kind which I would strenuously reject, both on grounds

which will be mentioned below and for the perhaps more signifi¬

cant reason that, with the possible exception of 'Per Einzige*,

a confrontation with theological problems is an aspect of

HBlderlin's poems so deeply hidden that a concern with them

must be seen as stemming from prejudice on the part of the reader.

It is significant in this context that this aspect of HBlderlin-

ejfriticism has moved steadily into the background since the War.

The approach to HBlderlin from the point of view of an

ideology, specifically of the Marxist ideology, is justified

in that an ideological outlook must re-write history into its

own terms (a procedure in itself perfectly justifiable on the

grounds that any study of hietory must of necessity be ideological,

if not directly propagandist), and that poets and other artists

must: always be one kind of landmark in a movements or a country's

history. The charge that HBlderlin-criticisra has concentrated

too much on the apparent spiritual concerns of the poet, and too

little on the reality of his political outlooks, is probably also

to be accepted, although the evidence of revolutionary fervour on

the part of HBlderlin has been shown to be a little thin.'*" That

in itself is not the concern of this study, which is exegetical

not historical, and adopts a position on the question only where

the historical study bases itself upon the exegesis of the poet's

works. The point should be made, however, that even the highly

idealistic Hyperion based his hopes of a perfect state not upon

an ideal system set up by force of arms and imposed from above,

but upon the distant, but realistic, necessity of individuation
2

in all the individuals comprising that state. This is a matter

of/
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of evolution, and can scarcely be called revolutionary. The

images of the Fatherland and of the opposition of the one and the

many have a significance, as I have shown, which has little direct

relationship with politics. And finally, if the letter to

Landauer in February l801 is anything to go by, Ildlderlin was,

towards the end of the main part of his poetic career, still in
3

agreement with Hyperion at the beginning."

Included in the "theological" view of Hdlderlin is the idea

that he was dissatisfied with the rigid and negative attitudes of

pietist protestantism and so tried to revitalise his religion,

and the related idea that he was concerned with bringing about

a synthesis of Christian faith and the gods of the ancient Greeks,

a synthesis which would amount to the establishing of a new

religion. Yet again it must be stressed that HSlderlin was a

pragmatist and was predominantly concerned with individuation.

The doubt arising from the appreciation of Christ as belonging

too completely to the inner sphere does not imply a rejection of

the Christian faith, but far rather an understanding of it which

is closely akin to the understanding of it reached by Jung. I

think we can take it that HOlderlin was telling the truth when he

wrote to his mother:

Es ist kein lebendiger Laut in ihrer Seele, wozu die meinige
nicht auch mit einstimmte. Kommen Sie mir mit Glautoen entgegen!
Eweifeln Sie nicht an dem, was Ileiliges in mir ist, so will
ich Ihnen mehr mich offenbaren.

Similarly, I think it a little unlikely that he should have poured

his energies into the writing of •Pstmos' in such a way as to

produce, in itsoriginal form, what is possibly his greatest

masterpiece, if he was simply angling for the favour of the

]andgrave/
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Landgrave of Iiomburg. 'Latinos' was presumably written in the

completed form because HBlderlin was able to do it without damage

to his poetic integrity. Certainly, it seems to contain a

radical reinterpretation of the Christian myth, but once again,

this does not mean a rejection of Christianity: far rather an

appreciation of it as a valid form of religion. It may be

observed again and again in his letters that Hblderlin suited

himself to the person who was to receive his letter. This

tendency does not simply mean that he was very diplomatic and

good at covering up his real feelings and opinions: it is fully

in accordance with his poetic nature:

jedem hold
Jedem trauend; wie s&ngen g
Sonst wir jedem den eignen Gott?

This is again stressed in the essay 'Ueber Keligion', where the

possibil'ity of a "common godhead" is opened by the rule stated

thus:

Aber auch in einem beschrttnkten leben kann der Mensch
unendlich leben, und auch die beschrhnkte Vorstellung
einer Gottheit, die aus seinem leben ftir ihn hervorgeht,
kann eine unendliche seyn.

Also, wie einer die beschr&nkte, aber reine Lebensweise
des anderen billigen kann, so kann er auch die beschrhnkte,
aber reine Vorstellungsweise billigen, die der andere von
Gbttlichem hat.'

Considering how close in time the writing of this essay must have

been to the writing of the letter to his mother, quoted above, it

does not seem entirely unlikely that Hblderlin's—possibly new—

ability to appreciate her religious faith is the basis of the
8

passage quoted here. The ability concerns Hdlderlin's "maturity"

in the threefold sense mentioned at the beginning of this section.

We would say, in other words, that as long as the Christian faith

was/
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was able to fulfil the essential function of religion, the "linking"

with the inner world, HBlderlin was not going to be willing to

meddle with it or introduce exotic new elements into it. I have

tried to show, in the commentaries on the individual relevant

poems, that the supposed obsession with bringing back the Greek

gods, or reconciling them with the Christian faith and western

culture is not so much even a question of misleading symbolism as

the result of careless and prejudiced reading of the poems concerned.

"HBlderlin's gods" are not the gods of Ancient Greece nor the gods

peculiar to HBlderlin's religious beliefs, but the gods of all men

at all times and in all places. Their relation to natural forces,

their undifferentiated quality and unconsciousness, their lack of

personality which does not affect their ability to appear as

personifications or persons, their kindness or cruelty according
9

to the attitude the human being adopts towards them, all mark

the gods in HBlderlin's works out as expressions of archetypes.

His tendency to name these powers with the Ancient Greek names

is appropriate in the sense that he regarded the Greeks as the

supreme example of a cultured people which was able to represent

its gods. He was no more attempting to establish a new religion

than he was attempting to create myth, and his naming of the powers

of life with Greek names is symbolic in the same sense as his use

of the word "titans": symbolic with a tendency far rather to

allegory than to myth. The powers which HBlderlin experienced

and endeavoured to make conscious—

Denn weil
Die Seeligsten nichts flihlen von selbst,
Muss wohl, wenn solches zu sagen
Erlaubt ist, in der GBtter Nahmen
Theilnehmend fUhlen ein andrer,
Den brauchen sie-^3

—these/
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—these powers are ill-defined and diffuse, in the same sense

that the Tiibingen hymns are diffuse because Hdlderlin had not

yet discovered that the very precise form is the most adequate

expression of the formless content; and it is a somewhat idle

undertaking to try to define the powers HHlderlin experiences and

expresses by relating them rigidly to their supposed counterparts

in the Greek myths. It cannot be doubted that HBlderlin went

beyond the bounds of individual religion, and his devotion to

consciousness, to humanity, to the basis, in this sense, of the

Enlightenment thinking of which Hdlderlin's was inalienably a

part, is probably to be taken, in much the same sense as some of

Jung's theories, as his answer to the dilemma produced by the
11

decline of religious faith. I reiterate, however, that this

implies neither a rejection of religious faith where such faith

is appropriate, nor an involvement with problems of theology.

HBlderlin's poetic law and his associated concern with individuation,

while religious in the specific sense I mentioned in connection

with the conception of myth, is ultimately a rejection of religious

beliefs and, with them, of theological argument. In this sense,

12
the all-pervading allusions to Greek myth, and the similar

inclusion of Christian reference throughout Httlderlin's works,

do not mean that the thought of the works concerned is subservient

to the Olympian or the Christian religion, or to any other, but,

quite the reverse, that the Greek and Christian elements are all

the more strongly made obsolete by their acceptance. The early

Christian church (and the case has been similar whenever a new

religion has asserted itself over an indigenous one) also gained

its hold not through the outright rejection of paganism, but

through its inclusion of the most powerful pagan beliefs.

The/



The ideas I have termed eschatological or chiliastic concern,

broadly speaking, the return of the gods to the modern world so

that an ideal condition such as that pertaining in Ancient Greece

should come about. This is taken to infer a view of history in

which night follows, and is followed by, day, or alternatively, in

which sunrise and sunset represent the closeness of gods and men,

while high noon is the greatest distance between the two. While

it is beyond doubt that such imagery plays a significant part in

Hblderlin's later poetry, the evidence to relate it to chiliastic

and eschatological beliefs is not convincing. Greece, or Asia,

indicates origin; Hesperia the finished "work"; the awareness

of history is a necessary precondition for consciousness of the

Self. Thet Greece and Asia should to some extent bo regarded as

concrete realities, and that the poet should be aware of the

history of his homeland and the problems of his own day as actual-

sities does not mean that he is setting out to interpret time in

chiliastic terms, nor looking forward to an imminent Second

Coming or a renewal of the world and a golden age and a perfect

society. I have tried to show that, where such an interpretation

of individual works is not actually suspect, it does not offer an

exclusive explanation of the work in question, and in some cases

leaves glaring gaps in the interpretation, which threaten the

unity, and most certainly the individuality, of the work. The

biographical justification for this approach may be called into

question just as severely, or more so. T wish to illustrate this

by two important examples. The first is the dedication to Princess

13
Auguste in 'Hyperion*

Meist haben sich Dichter zu Anfang, oder zu Ende einer
Veltperiode gebildet. Mit Gesang steigen die Vblker aus
dem Himmel ihrer Kindheit ins thhtige Leben, ins Land der
Kultur. Mit Gesang kehren sie von da zurilk ins urspriingliche
Leben, etc.

It/
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It cannot be assumed from this passage that one "world-period"

is contiguous with another, i.e. that the ending of one is the

beginning of the next, and only misunderstanding of the aim of

•Das Werden im Vergehn* could lead to this conclusion. Either,

then, what is implied is that German poetry stands at the beginning;
ox at the end, of a "world-period". If it stands at the beginning,

then HOlderlin is simply stating his intuition that the upheavals

of his time are the signs of the start of the modern age, a sur¬

mise which, we may allow, has been borne out. Or else, German

poetry is at the end: the "evening of time" corresponding to the

beginning of the"day" in Greek culture. This would, however,

imply that culture were about to be lost, and that the German art

and Germany and Hesperia as a whole were about to return to the

"original life" of Nature. Whether or not this surmise may have

been borne out since Hblderlin's time, the view would be justified

only very superficially in 'Hyperion', and by no other pronounce¬

ment of Iiyiderlin. The latter possibility clearly represents

"eschatological" thinking in a sense that the former, with its

adherence to the poet's here and now, cannot be said to do. The

second illustration is Hdlderlin's reaction, testified in three

letters, to the Treaty of luneville in l801. Much has been made

of the enthusiasm of Hblderlin's response to the Peace, but far

14
too little account seems to have been taken of the context.

Firstly, a war affecting Europe and the poet's homeland to a

very considerable extent had, to all appearances, come to an end,

and it had come to an end v/ith the advantages very clearly on the

side with v^hich Hdlderlin's sympathies lay. This seems to be

ample cause for rejoicing, and little significance can be attached

to the fact that HBlderlin was pleased. Secondly, then, there

are/
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are the letters themselves: the letter to Landauer expresses

joy at the peace because the war for Hblderlin evidently meant

that far more stress was put upon politics than they were worth:

what is important to Hblderlin is, clearly, people as individuals,

and the letter sees that war and revolution and an all-pervading

pressure from the state are conditions which militate against the
15

proper appreciation of individuality. The letter to his sister

contains the somewhat misleading statement, "ich glaube, es wird

nun recht gut werden in der Welt"."'' The letter begins with a

report of how the news of the peace affected the people with whom

the poet was living in Hauptwil; once again, Hblderlin gives

expression to great joy, but, fully in accordance with the tone

he reserves for communications with his sister, he does not dwell

on any actual political aspects of his reaction to the peace, but

upon the feelings awoken in him by the combination of the joy at

the war's end and the beautiful surroundings in which he was

living at the time, of the Alps in their clarity and purity under

the blue sky, which seem, as he says, the most fitting objects

upon which to fix his joyful thoughts. These thoughts are vague,

and full of a feeling of blissful intoxication; they go out to

Hblderlin's own time, and to days long gone by, and all seems

imbued with the same sense of bliss. It is hardly surprising

that, in this mood, he should also express for the future the

belief that everything will go well in the world. The letter

expresses feelings, and feelings must be expressed in words and

images. The thought in the letter to landauer may be taken at

face value as indications of Hblderlin's beliefs; but it is a

grave mistake to confuse the expression of feelings (especially

in a letter which is not intended, like a poem, to be a lasting

matter/
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matter) with the affirmation of beliefs. The letter to Karl

Gock, also, remains true to the tone of HBlderlin's other letters

to his step-brother. These letters consistently deal with the

development of and cultivation of spiritual qualities amongst

the people of HBlderlin's homeland, with respect, mainly, to

poetry and philosophy. HBlderlin sees, in these letters, himself

and his step-brother in the position, to some degree, of educators

of their people. He hopes, therefore, from the new peace, that

firstly the sense of community (the essence of what was new in

the ideas of the Revolution) will gain a foothold in the German

people; quite possibly the "egoism" he refers to was the persist-

:ence of the German princes in resisting amalgamation into one

state, often against the true interest. But secondly, he hopes

that, in conjunction with the first condition, the state of peace

rather than that of war will enable the aforementioned qualities
17

of spirit to develop freely and properly. The view is optimis-

:tic, but scarcely unrealistic in the sense of idealistic.

A more politically insighted observer than HBlderlin, such as

Schiller, might have seen the impossibility of the peace's

lasting, but it was another kind of reality, and perhaps a more

valid kind, that HBlderlin dealt with, and given that the peace

might have lasted, a no more idealistic kind than for example

the aims of the psychiatrist.

Two isolated examples add little to an argument of this

scale, but in that they are illustrations of significance, and

in that they indicate attitudes a good deal less eccentric or

unrealistic than those implied by the expectation of an imminent

ideal new age, I think the few other examples which might be

held to point to similar attitudes should also be carefully

re-appraised/
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re-appraised. It does not seem unlikely that Hblderlin, like

Christ, conceived of the Kingdom of God as a happening of the

inner world, that world which, albeit collective, is accessible

to the modern man only through the attainment of individuality.

This attainment is the dominant undercurrent of the last great

poems of Hblderlin, and especially of the two "eschatological"

hymns, 'Friedensfeier' and 'Patmos'. The former of these has

invariably been held to have derived from IliJlderlin's experience

of the Treaty of Lune'ville, so that the letters mentioned above

and the hymn support each other in a circular argument concerning

Hblderlin's eschatological and chiliastic beliefs. In point of

fact, it is doubtful if the Treaty of I.uneville added anything

more than a certain external reference to the thematic material

of the hymn. The poem is a celebration of heavenly peace, of

that state which runs at the back of all human activity, whether

peaceful or warlike; and if Napoleon's wars enter it at all,

then it is as a tiny point of time in a storm of God which is

measured in millennia. This state of peace exists outside time,
l8

and may, hypothetically, be reached at any point in time; the

poem certainly does not say that it has been reached through the

conclusion of a human peace in a human war, however important.

•Patmos', similarly, draws to a certain extent upon eschatological

material, but (and this is the all-important point) re-interprets

it, just as the later versions of the hymn apparently set out to

re-interpret, as an individuation process, the course of Christian

history in Germany.

7.- I cannot avoid the impression that there is a certain tacit

agreement among many critics that Hblderlin's madness is not

unrelated/
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unrelated to the purportedly high flight of his ideas and ideals,

and the correspondingly deep abyss which yawned beneath it.

The conscious treading upon the path of individuation is

not a guarantee against madness. Quite the contrary:

The chief danger is that of succumbing to the fascinating
influence of the archetypes, and this is most likely to
happen when the archetypal images are not made conscious.
If there i6 already a predisposition towards psychosis,
it may even happen that the archetypal figures, which are
endowed with a certain autonomy anyway on account of their
natural numinosity, will escape from conscious control
altogether and become completely independent, thus producing
the phenomena of possession.

This was, broadly speaking, also Jung's own view of Hblderlin's
2

fate, and I think I am right in saying that, expressed in varying

ways, it is also the view of most of those who have made a far

more detailed study of the poet than Jung ever did. The conclus¬

ion is that HBlderlin succumbed to some form of psychosis, probably

schizophrenia.

Schizophrenia started life as a fairly strictly circumscribed

condition; its meaning is very much broader now, but there is one

aspect of it which has remained constant: that it is a psychogenic

illness. It can now be controlled, to a certain extent, by drugs,

though success still depends on the application of this treatment

in conjunction with psychotherapy, and the actual effect of the

drug used and the reason why it should have a moderately good

rate of success is still unknown. It still seems, however, that

schizophrenia is traceable not so much to a morbid condition in

the cerebral system as to trauma, complex situations from which

the patient seeks a way out in madness, or generally to a predis¬

position, whatever the psychic cause, to psychosis.

Although, as has been pointed out, schizophrenia can be in

the/
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the process of developing, and can break out temporarily during

this period, alongside otherwise healthy psychic processes,"^ it
seems fairly evident that, with hindsight, even the untrained

observer may find symptoms of the latent illness in the products

of the otherwise healthy mind. And precisely this search for

symptoms has gone on, whether latently or manifestly, to a

k
considerable degree in HBlderlin-criticism.

8.- I feel bound to say from the outset, and I think my position

has been made clear in the examination of the actual poems, that

I can find no real evidence in HBlderlin's works that would point

to a developing psychosis. This applies both to the works of

his sanity and to those of his later years. The bleakness of

•Hhlfte des Lebens', and return to the depths in 'Friedensfeier*,

the "ancient confusion" with which 'Der Rhein' closes, and the

overwhelming strangeness of the end of 'Mnemosyne* all point, as

far as I can see, not to madness but to the completion of the

individual upon which only death can follow. HtJlderlin had

many bitter disappointments and many worries in his life, but as

far as the testimony of his poems and letters goes, he was able to

come to terms with them. The role of the poet so many of his

poems express is not one only fulfilled in some Utopian state, but

in the actual life HHlderlin experienced. It is, furthermore, a

characteristic gesture of HOlderlin, to which attention has

frequently been drawn, to draw back from any situation in which

the presence of an archetypal force is too strongly felt. Again

and again HUlderlin stresses consciousness, and the need not to

succumb to the fascinating influences of the abyss. This holds

good even for the latest poems of his sanity. It may, of course,

be/
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in danger of succumbing to the stronger powers, but I feel that,

if this were the case, there would have been more signs that he

was fighting a losing battle, whereas what we actually find is

an attitude so naturally cautious and conscious that the poet

seems continually willing to explore new and deeper territory.

There is, in the letter to Casimir BBhlendorff of around

November 1802, a reference to HBlderlin's experiences in France,

from where he returned home, as far as the evidence goes, in a

state of mental disarray. On the whole, the very untypical tone

of the letter strikes the reader, the almost impersonal description

of his experience. But the particular statement which commands

attention is this: "Wie man Helden nachspricht, kann ich wohl

sagen, dass mich Apollo geschlagen."''" This has inevitably been

interpreted, one way or the other, as a reference to the outbreak

of insanity, and it has even been suggested, on the strength of

this statement, that Hdlderlin's madness was caused by sunstroke.

In fact, I do not think this possibility is by any means to be

ignored, but if the diagnosis be sunstroke, then the letter does

not supply the appropriate testimony, and we should be faced with

a fine example of the phenomenon of synchronicity. The state-

:ment in the letter quite clearly, from the context, refers to

the overwhelming impression made upon HBlderlin by the closeness

of the people of southern France to the powers of Nature, and

especially to the all-pervading influence of the southern sun.

The reference to being struck by Apollo is to the death of

Patroclus in the 'Iliad'. It seems strange that, with the

choice of the raging madness of Hercules alluded to in 'Der

Bhein', and the last madness of / j'ax alluded to in 'Mnemosyne',

it/
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it should be Patroclus with whom HBlderlin identifies himself.

Patroclus, as 'Mnemosyne' expresses it, "died in the king's

armour". The king is Achilles, who afterwards avenged him.

Since we are talking here in biographical terms, I think we

would be justified in tracing the personal symbolism here back

to the poem 'An Eduard', in which the poet dies "singing", "true

to the last", and is raised to immortality by his "Achilles".

In that Patroclus dies in the king's armour, he is taking on

2
the fate of the king, that is, immortality. Immortality is

that state to which attention has already been drawn, the last

aspect of the Theme of Home, in which life and death lose their

meaning as definitions. We must, in other words, take the signi¬

ficance of the experience in France to be a presentiment of

individuation; and it is therefore not surprising that the poem

which most powerfully expresses this, 'Mnemosyne', should start

with the image of the sun's blazing intensity ripening the fruit

upon the earth.

It is perhaps excusable for the psychiatrist, on professional

grounds, to interpret (as an example) the last lines of 'An die

Hofnung' as a typical sympton of schizophrenia, comparable with

the tendency of some patients to inflict pain on themselves (for

example with cigarette-burns) in order to induce a sense of reality
3

into their life. Such a misinterpretation of the individual

poem end of the poet could not be excused the student of KBlderlin,

in that it is necessary, whether the critical work be exegetical

or biographical, never to lose sight of context. It ha6 seriously

been suggested, for example, that HBlderlin's letter to his step¬

brother in March l801 is "characteristic" of the feeling of alien¬

ation suffered by the schizophrenic. The propounder of this

extraordinary/
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extraordinary theory has clearly not read beyond the sixth

sentence of the lengthy letter. The same author admits (despite

the evidence implied in Hblderlin's preoccupation, around the

time of the great hymns, with Pindar) that a sudden "spring" in

the style of a mature poet does not necessarily indicate schizo¬

phrenia, but then claims that the coincidence of the changed style

and the outbreak of illness do constitute evidence. This circular

argument must then be seen as the basis for a consistent ignoring

of context in both letters and poetry, in order that the "symptoms"
if

of Hblderlin's illness should be understood for what they are.

9.- Hblderlin was not in possession of his faculties for the last

forty years of his life, end it would merely be foolish to pretend

that he was. It is for this reason that I consider the idea that

his illness was caused by a sunstroke to be, if biographically

unfounded, in principle not a misplaced one. There is, as I have

already stated, practically no evidence in HBlderlin's poems and

letters, if contexts are properly considered, to suggest a latent

psychosis. On the other hand, there is considerable evidence,

mostly in letters to his mother, to suggest that he did not have

a very strong constitution. He was, it seems, prone to depressions,

and overmuch mental exertion in the form of reading tended to give

him headaches."*" Taking into consideration the state of medical

science in his day, it is perfectly possible that even a small

infection of some kind, if left unchecked, could have upset the

fine balance of his naturally delicate constitution, and given

rise to the situation with which we are familiar. In this case,

it speaks rather in favour of an extremely powerful consciousness

and a very dedicated intellect than otherwise, that after the first
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serious outbreak of insanity, Hblderlin should have produced some of

his crowning works, both in the purely poetic sense and in the sense

2
of individuation. This consciousness was probably never entirely

eradicated, and was responsible, in the later years of his life,

for a number of poems whose merit is not always inconsiderable,

but which are, apparently, characterised by an unconscious desire

to spare their writer as much intellectual effort as possible."'
In other words, I would suggest that Holderlin's illness

was probably not psychogenic, and that his premonition of it, if

he had one, fitted it so naturally into the theme of death already

present throughout his mature poetry, that we could say it did not

affect the course of his poetic creation at all.

I should not like to deny categorically the possibility that

HHlderlin suffered from an illness that was psychogenic. I feel,

nevertheless, that, if this possibility is correct, it must be

stressed that there is no basis for it to be found in the poems,

or, for that matter, the letters: Individuation takes in the

yawning abyss as well as the heights, the terror of the gods as

well as their goodness, the morally undesirable as well as the

goal of aspiration, and the appearance of the negative side of

life in HiJlderlin's works cannot indicate sickness. The works

neither symptomatise nor reflect upon sickness; they express the

greatest possible health and wholeness.
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Appendix 1. Notes and References

All references to HBlderlin's works are taken from the Grosse

Stuttgarter Ausgsbe, (ted. F.Beissner, Stuttgart, 19^3ff«). The
Roman numerals refer to the volume number, the following Arabic
numerals to the page number, and the line number is added where

applicable; in the case of the letters, the letter number in
the addition has also been included.

The references below are to 3 art, Section and Sub-section in this

study, so that, in cases where a cross-reference is used, II/R/A3
means Part II, Section B, Sub-section ^3.

Introduction.

(Subsection) 1_.
—(Note) 1.3 allude to C.G.Jung, Erinnerungen, Trhume, Gedanken
(Translated as Memories, Dreams and Reflections by Richard and

Clars Winston, London 1963)* Chapter V.
—2. This is not to say that the basis for Jung's hypotheses was

theoretical not empirical. Far rather that Jung's empiricism
was "ein Sich-darin-Versuchen" (K.Kerenyi, 'Geistiger Weg

Europas', in Geistiger Weg Europas (ZUrich, 1955)» p.13);
the approach was empirical, but Jung was almost fatally limited

by the fact that he was breaking new ground alone.

—3« J.H.V .Rosteutscher, Hblderlin, der Kilnder der grossen

Natur (Bern and MUnchen, 1962), p.8f. It may also be said
that certain other studies, in particular V.Rehm, 'Tiefe und

Abgrund in HUlderline Dichtung', in Hdlderlin-Gedenkschrift
zu seinem 100. Todestag (ed. P.Kluckhorn, TUbingen, 19^*0,
K.Kerenyi, 'HBlderlins Vollendung', in Geistiger Weg Europas

(Ztirich, 1955)* P«51ff* may be said to have a basis in

"Jungian" thinking. Pehm makes no reference to Jung, but
draws on much of the historical material drawn on by the

latter; the association of Kerenyi with Jung is, on the
other hand, well-known. The tone of much of W.F.Otto's work,

from which Rosteutscher quotes, may also, in some respects,
be said to be that of the "Jungian School".

—4. J.H.W.Rosteutscher, op. cit., p.168.
—5. Id., op. cit., p.168.
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—6.C .G.Jung, Symbole der Wand lung (Piirich 1952).
—7. see C.G.Jung, 'The Archetypes of the Collective Uncon¬

scious'^ in The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious
(Volume IX, Part 1, of the Collected works, ed. H.Read,

M.Fordham, G.Idler, translated from the German by R.F.C.

Hull, London 1971), paragraph 21. All subsequent references
to Jung's works will also be made to the Collected Works in
the English translation. This is partly an attempt to pre¬

serve as much homogeneity of text as possible, and partly due
to the fact that this edition was the most easily accessible

to me. A note, where applicable, of the German text from
which the English is taken, is given in the Bibliography in

Appendix III. For ease of reference to other editions, I
have given the paragraph, rather than the page, numbers of
the works referred to (see Bibliography).

—8. Id., 'Psychological Aspects of the Mother Archetype', in
The Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious (Collected

Works, Vol.IX,1, London, 1971)» par.271.

—9. Id., 'Foreword to Suzuki, An Introduction to Zen Buddhism',
in Psychology and Religion (Collected Works, Vol.XI, London,

1969), par.904f.

—-1. S.Szondi, 'Troktat iiber philologische Erkenntnis', in
Hblderlin-Studien. Hit einem Traktat ttber philologische Er¬
kenntnis (Frankfurt am Main, 1967), p.20

—2. Id., op.cit., pp.20, 2k-26.
—3. E.E.George, Hblderlin's Ars Poetica. A Part-rigorous

Ananlysis of Information Structure in the Late Hymns
(The Hague, Paris, 1973).

—if. Id., op.cit., p.63f.
— 5. Id., op.cit., p.66.
—6. see F.Gundolf, HBlderlins Archipelagus (Heidelberg, 1916),
p.7.

—7. J.Schmidt, Hblderlins Elegie 'Brod und Vein'. Die Ent-

wickelung des hymnischen Stils in der elegischen Dichtung

(Berlin, 1968).
—8. Id., op.ext., p.^ff.
—9. Ib.
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-—10. See Introduction to B. BBschenstein, HBlderlin's Rhein-

hymne ('tirich and Freiburg i. Br., 1968) pp.7-13.
—11. StA II, 126, 11. 40-43.
—12. J. Schmidt, op. cit., p.39»

—13. Id., opi cit. p.50. For the passage in question, see

StA III, 59, l.l6ff.
—1*+. J. Schmidt, op. cit., p.130.

—15. StA I, 263, 11. 21f.

—16. J. Schmidt, op. cit., p.5*

—1. E. E. George, op. cit., p.4ll.
—2. see W.BBhm, Holderlin (Halle/Saale, 1928-30), W.Dilthey,

Das Erlebnis und die Dichtung (Leipzig and Berlin, 1919), etc.
—3. E.E.George, op. cit., p.4l0.
—4. Id., op.cit., p.278.
—5. Id., op.cit, p.413.
—6. Id., op.cit, pp. 4o4f., 390 note 70.

—7. cf. Szondi's remarks on this subject in P. Szondi, op.cit.,

p.22.

—1. C.G.Jung, 'On the Relation of Analytical Psychology to

Poetry', in The Spirit in Han, Art and Literature (Collected
Works, Vol. XV, London, 1971).

—2. G. Bateson, 'Style, Grace and Information in Primitive

Art', in Steps to an Ecology of Mind (Aylesbury, 1972).
—3. C.G.Jung, op.cit., par. 99.
—4. Id., op. cit., par. 111.

—5. ib.

—6. Id., op.cit., par. 118.
—7. Id., op.cit., par. 128.
—8. G. Bateson, op.cit., p.129.

—9. Id., op.cit., p.128.
—10. ib.

—11. Id., op.cit., p.136, note.

—12. id., op.ext., p.I36.

6./
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—1. It should be understood that this insistence on the non-

communicating nature of poetry is made primarily as defence

against the "part-rigorous" speculation which bases itself

upon information theory. It would be futile to deny that,
in the rigorously applied terminology of information theory,
"information" and "message" are qualities shared by any

object whatsoever which comes under the scrutiny of the

information theorist. Bateson generally remains by this
sense of the word. To apply the terms to works of art as

such, however, (rather than as objects of the theorist's

scrutiny) can only lead to specious arguments. As before,
the question of intention is elegantly passed over.

—2. G.Bateson, op.cit., p.138.
—3. 'Heimkunft', StA II, 96, 1.37f.
—4. P. Bbckmann, Hblderlin und seine GBtter (Miinchen, 1935)»
p.85, approaches Hblderlin's poems, through his conception
of them as "feierendes Nennen" of the powers of life, in
much the same light.

—-5. E.E.George, op.cit., p.76, note.

—6. George refers to this as an "eminent property" of art,

op.cit., p.98.
—7. T.S.Eliot, Four "uartets (London 1959)»

—1. For example, F. Beissner, 'HBlderlins letzte Hymne', in

Hblderlin-Jahrbuch, 19^8—^49« p.67. Also U.Gaier, Per
gesetzliche Kalkul (TUbingen, 1962 ), Kap. IV, sect.4.

-—2. E. Staiger, 'Das Problem der wissenschaftlichen Inter¬

pretation von Dichtwerken. Ein Padiovortrag', in Worte
und Verte. Bruno Karkwardt Zum 60. Geburtstag (ed. G.Erdmann

etc., Berlin 1961), p.357.

—3. StA II, 165, 11.157-161.
—4. E. Staiger, op.cit., p.356.
—-5« see for example B.Allemann, Hblderlins Friedensfeier

(Pfullingen, 1955) PP«33»39,53»77-80, etc. Also K.Kerenyi,
•Das Christusbild der Friedensfeier', in Geistiger Weg

Europas (Ziirich, 1955) p.72f. Also Id, op.cit., pp.101-104.
Also E.L.Stahl, 'Hblderlin's Friedensfeier and the Structure

of Mythic Poetry', Oxford German Studies 1967, p.66.
6./
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-6. cf. Szondi's objection to "Literaturwissenschaft", P.Szondi
op.cit., p.10.

—1. E.S.hhsffer, Kubla Kahn and the Fall of Jerusalem (Cam-
:bridge 1975)• Subject matter and content. The subject
matter of, to take -two well-known examples, George Orwell's

•198V and Richard Adams' 'Watership Down' is, respectively,
the totalitarian nightmare and the adventures of a set of

swashbuckling rabbits. Neither is an allegory in any sense.

Could one say, however, that Orwell's book was "about"

totalitarianism, or Adams' "about" rabbits. The case is
similar in other literary works, poetry being the branch

perhaps nearest to "prose" fantasy; but even in the stories
of Thomas Hardy and Adalbert Stifter, for example, the "story",
the individual fates, fade into insignificance beside the

enduring ever-present pattern of Nature.
—2. see 'Vorrede' to 'Hyperion', StA III, 5«

—3. M. Heidegger, ErlHuterungen zu Hblderlins Dichtung (Frank¬
furt a.M., 19^3)» p.19.
b. see for example, B.RBschenstein, op. cit^p.100.

-—5. M, Cornelissen HHIderlins Ode 'Chiron' (Tiibingen 1958),
p.75ff«» esp. p.8l.

—6. Id., op. cit., p.88.
—7. H. Pongs 'Das ewige Herz Hblderlins Dichtung' in V/orte

und Werte (Berlin 1961), p.29^.
—8. As an example of this latter procedure H.H.Schottmann,
Ketanher und Vergleich in der Surache Friedrich Hhlderlins

(Bonn, 1970) p.229ff., attempts to find the "meaning" of

images from certain poems and uses them to elucidate the

hymnic fragment 'Griechenland'.
—9. see W. Binder, 'Hblderlins Friedensfeier', in HBlderlin--

AufsMtze (Frankfurt a.M., 1970), p.315 for the first case.

The latter is too well-known to require detailed references.

—10. M.Mommsen, 'Traditionsbezlige als Geheimschicht in Iiblderlins

Lyrik', Neophilologus (51), 1967, p.32.
—11. Id., op. cit. Also 'Dionysus in der Dichtung Hblderlins',
G.R.M. 1963, pp. 352,355, et passim. See also L.O.Frye,
'HBlderlins "Chiron"' in Zeitschrift filr deutsche Philolo^ie,

1969, p.597ff.

12./
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-—12?. V.Binder, 'Hdlderlins Friedensfeier' and 'Hblderlins

Patmos-hymne' , in KBlderlin AufsHtze, p.29^ff. and p.362ff.
Also U.HMussermann, Friedensfeier i(IIUnchen 1959).n

—•13. E.Staiger, op.cit., p.356. Also B. Allemann, Holderlin
und Heidegger, iifl£>ic$, u. Freiburg, 195*0. P«65. Also
M. Mommsen, 'Dionysus in der Dichtung'HBlderlins', p.351.

—1*+. see motto to 'Der Blinde Sanger', StA II, 5^.
•—15. P.Szondi, 'Ueber Windung des Klassizismus' in HBlderlin-

Studien, (Frankfurt a.M.196?), p.88. Also R.B.Harrison
HBlderlin and Greek Literature, (Oxford 1975). p.109.

<—l6. G.Vellmann-Bretzigheimer, 'Zum Traditionsbezug einiger
Verse des hymnischen Entwurfs Venn aber die Himmlischen haben/
Gebaut' in Holderlin-Jahrbuch, 1973/7^» p.H9ff.

2-
—1. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.l.
2. U. Gaier, op.cit. and B.Allemann, op.cit.

10,

—1. StA II, 782.
—2. StA. II, 165, 11. l88ff.
—3» for example, of 'Der Einzige', 1.62ff.: "Es liegt etwas

Gewaltsames, Schicksalhaftes in diesen pldtzlichen Verstummen",

R.T.Stoll, HBlderlins Christushymnen (Basel 1952), p.158.
—4. Id., op.cit., p,106f. Also to be mentioned are such

examples as V.Kudszus, Sprachverlust und Sinnwandel (Stuttgart
1969). pp.7^-131. on the hymnic fragment 'Griechenland',

P.Szondi, 'Der andere Pfeil' in KBlderlin-Studien (Frankfurt

a.M.1967), esp. p.5^, and F.Beissner, 'RUckblick auf den Streit

um HBlderlins Friedensfeier', in HBlderlin. Reden und /uf

sMtze (Ktiln ut,Wien, 1969). p.198, on "Versbhnender der
Du nimmergeglaubt..

Part I. A, The Soul.

2.

—1. StA I, 231.

—2. All the translations of phrases from HBlderlin's works
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in this study are my own. The translation of individual

words and, sometimes, individual phrases is not always

consistent, and, in case this should give rise to a charge

of tendentious translation, I should take the opportunity

of stating that I do not believe that translation can

even be anything other than tendentious. It is therefore
used in the study in order to cut short the occasional

lengthy exposition of an interpretation.
-—3.1 have followed the reading of Beissner's edition here,

but should point out that serious consideration should be

given to Lttder's reading "konne der Himmlischen, Muse",
which might well give a more satisfactory interpretation to
this part of the poem. See Hblderlin. Shmtliche Gedichte,
Vol.11 (ed. D.Lliders, Bad Homburg, 1970), p.125.

—1. StA II, 116.
—2. W. Binder, Hblderlin: Der Winkel von Hahrdt, Lebensalter,
HMlfte des Lebens', in HBlderlin-Aufs&tze (Frankfurt a. M.,

1970), p.352.

—3. F. Beissner. Erlhuterungen. StA II, 662.
—k. W. Binder, op. cit., p.352. Also U. Hbussermann, Friedens-
feier (MUnchen, 1959)» p.96f.

—5. W. Binder, ib.

111,16. Id., op.cit., p. 353*

—1. StA II, 202f.

-—2. cf. U. HUussermann, op.cit., p. 2^3«
—3. StA II, 83^.
—b, I assume the correctness of the "er" surmised by Beissner

here, StA II, 835.

1-
—1. StA II, 153ff.

—2. P. BBckmann, HBlderlin und seine Gbtter (KUnchen, 1935)1
p.433, suggests the more natural idea that Christ is viewed as

a hero, i.e. as one of the antique world.

—3« cf. R.E.Schulz, 'Herakles. Dionysus. Christus', in Die
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Gegenwart der Griechen im neueren Denken (TUbingen, i960),
pp.240-?42.
4. It should be mentioned here that "noch andere" (line 88)

might refer to "songs"Jess than to "others" (i.e. Herakles
and Dionysus). It is possible that the poet's "failing"
can be made good by singing other subjects (line 87), but
"noch andere" coming so close after "Gesang", and the fact

that,despite the possibility of making good the failing,
the poet affirms that he "never strikes the measure", seem

together to point to "andere" meaning songs. If the poet
never reaches the measure,the possibility of making good the

failing is outside the poem; but "others" are already iri
the poem; what lies beyond the poem, however, is other

poems. My argument is somewhat weakened in the event of
"diesesmal" (line 84) meaning not "this time" but"in this

case", i.e. with the sense that if "love hangs upon one,

in this case the song has gone too much from my own heart".

However, the argument ill favour of this understanding is
not helped by the indicative mood in "ist...gegangen" (line
8-5f.). There is, further, the point that "mit nUchstem"
has also been considered by the poet as a substitute for

"diesesmal", even though it has been rejected, and this
could only refer to "song".
5. see J. Rosteutscher, op.cit., p.117.

6. J.Schmidt,regards "mlissen" in line 104 as indicating a

"captivity", without recognising the basic problem here of
freedom and captivity. J.Schmidt, HBlderlins letzte Hymnen,
"Andenken" und "Mnemosyne" (TUbingen 1970), ptfB. See also

B.Allemann, HUlderlin und Heidegp;er (ZUrich u. Freiburg, 1954)
p.60f.
7. lor example, E.Lachmann, HUlderlins Christus-Hymnen

(Wien, 195l)i p.69f. H.G.Gadamer, 'KBlderlin und die Antike'
in Htilderlin-Gedenkschrift (TUbingen, 1944), p.6Cf, and W»

Kudszus, Sprschverlust und Sinnv/andel(Stuttgart. 1969), p.42,
move successively away from Lachmann's "theological" inter¬

pretation, but remain by basically the same argument.
8. StA II, 745.
9. cf. B.Allemann, op.cit., p.50.

10./
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-—10. Matthew XXVI, 38, concerns Christ's choices before leaving
the world.

—-11. Against JSchmidt, see above note 6. Also E. Mtlller,
HBlderlin. Studien zur Geschichte seines Geistes (Stuttgart,
19^), P«590, who sees Christ as the fate of the poet's

Fatherland. But cf. B.Allemann, op.cit., p.50, "(Christus) ist
der Gott des Abschieds aller GBtter Von dieser Erde". Allemann

unjustifiably makes this the sole prerogative of Christ,

however, through which he cannot be compared with Herakles
and Dionyses, op.cit., p.5^»

—12. Another allusion to Christ in the Garden, Matthew XXVI,

39-

—13. R.E.Schulz, op.cit., p.239, draws no distinction between
the two.

—1. StA II, 157ff. and II, l6lff.
—2. J.Schmidt, 'Der Begriff des Zorns in HBlderlins SpMtwerk',
HBlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1967/68, gives a negative evaluation of

this "fine" vision, p.138.
—3« F.Beissner, ErlMuterungen. StA II, 758f.

—1. StA II, 229f.
—2. It will be seen from the interpretation that I regard the
two parts of the fragment as a "whole". The justification
comes from a similarity or unity of theme which, if not

unmistakeable, is, I hope, clarified by the interpretation.
Even if the poet's intention had been to have a passage

inserted between the two parts, I feel the matter of question
and answer here is little altered; the "answer" is in this
sense an extended or an indirect answer.

—1. StA II, 252f.

—2. Against J.Schmidt's negative evaluation of the making of
the calendar as being the work of a coldly reckoning intell-
:ect, with its connotations of hybris and impiety, J.Schmidt

op.cit., p.132.

3./
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«—3. Against W.Kudszus op.cit., p.71, who conceives of the law
of the poem as being one of lawlessness, "das im besten Falle
den Frieden einer Mhdigkeit ohne Ende mit sich bringt'i

2-
—1. StA II, 35f.

10.

—1. StA II, 117.

-—2. W.Binder, 'Hdlderlin: Der Winkel von Hahrdt, Lebensalter,
HMlfte des I,ebens', in HBlderlin-Aufshtze (Frankfurt a.M^L970),
p.357.

—3. Against W.Binder's interpretation of the autumn-stanza
as indicating eternity, the "always" as opposed to the winter-
stanza's "never", op.cit., p.359.

—4. cf. W.Binder, op.cit., p.358.

11.

—1. StA II, 58.

12.

—1. StA II, 90ff.
—2. I stress the unity of the poem round the theme of the

night mainly because too much concentration on the central
triad concerning the "Greek day" tends to lead to an evalu¬
ation of the night which is unwarrantedly negative. It nay

be seen in the course of the interpretation that I regard
such an evaluation to be justified in one place i.e. in the
seventh stanza, and even there in a sense which is subsequently
retracted. This does not say that critics have passed over

the positive qualities in the night: on the contrary, this
has been recognised from the earliest works on the elegy,
see E.petzold, Hdlderlins Brod und Wein. Bin exegetischer
Versuch (facsimile of 1896 Samvor Edition, ed. F.Beissner,

Darmstadt, 1967), p.63.
—3. J.Schmidt, HHlderlins Elegie "Brod und Wein" (Berlin 1968),
p.45, also accords this meaning to "Irrende" though in a more

specialised sense.

4./
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k. It should not be understood from this that I wholly reject
J.Schmidt's analysis of the central triad on these grounds

(op.cit., p.68ff.); only that his approach takes it too

literally and does not seek out the connections between the
first and the third triads.

5. Against J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.63, who points to "kommend"
as a deliberate attributive allusion to Dionysus (which is

perfectly acceptable), but interprets it as a further
allusion to the god's wanderings, taken by HBlderlin as

a symbol of his purported view of history as a movement
from Asia to Greece to Hesperia.
6. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.98, sees the main meaning of "Worte
wie Blumen" in the idea of "schmtickende SchBnheit".

7. Priests are not heralds, see for example H.G.Gadamer,
•Hdlderlin und das Zuklinftige', in Beitrhjpe zur geistip;en

Ueberlieferung (Godesberg, 19^7), p.65; J.Schmidt op.cit,,

p.122.
8. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p,135» takes "Geist" solely as an

attribute of the heavenly ones: i.e. in opposition to

"menschlich, wie sonst".

9. For the attribute of torch-bearer applied to Dionysus,
see M. Mommsen, 'Traditionsbeziige als Geheimschicht in

IIBlderlins Lyrik', in Neonhilologus (5l)i 1967» p.165.
10. see Ovid, 'Fasti' V, lines ^93-5^. The earth in this

version is also the Cc-use of Orion's death (line 5^1).

1. stA II, 59.
2. Because of this, the interpretation that the poet seeks

Hope because he is hopeless cannot be accepted. Father he

asks after her whereabouts in the sense of seeking her in
order to find out what she is. The answer is, of course,

surprising, and hardly comforting in the normal sense.

see L.J.Ryan, HBlderlins Iehre vom ' echsel der THne

(Stuttgart, i960), p.20^. J.Grimm's finding of an archaic

meaning in hoffen, related to htlpfen, of surprise and fright,
is of considerable interest here, Grimm Deutsches H'drterbuch,

IV, 2, (Leipzig, 1877)$ p.1667 (Hoffen).
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Ik.

—1. stA II, 5^.

Part I, B. The Other Self and Associated Principles.

2.

—1. StA II, 68.
—2. Ovid 'Fasti' II, l*+5, ^75. Attention is drawn to this

by 1-i.Kommsen op.cit., p.l6*ff.
—3. Against an approach as for example that in P.Bbckmann op.cit.,

p. 31k.
•—k. A. Romain, 'Ganymed', in Hdlderlin-Jahrbuch. 1952, p.78,
sees this "Irre" principally as the wandering upon pathless

ways which precedes the reaching of the goal.

—5. This point was made by N. v. Hellingrath, samtliche Werke
vo n J.C.F.Hblderlin, vol. IV (Berlin 1923), p.305, affirmed

by L.Liegler, 'Der gefesselte Strom und Ganyraed' in HHlderlin-

Jahrbuch, 19^7, P«67» and A.Romain, op.cit., p.69.
—6. A. Romain, op. cit., pp. 6?ff., 81, remains by the sense of

"formerly" in line 4, so that the sense of the "ancient spirit"
is that of the heroes of old, and the situation towards which

the poem tends is the re-awakening, at the dawn of a new era,

of this spirit.

2-
—-I.StA I, 302.

2. This is stressed against F. Sengle, '"Morgenphantasie" und
"Des Morgens" oder bessere Fassung und autorisierte Fassung',
in Ilbldorlin-Jahrbuch, 19^8/^9, p.133f., who objects to
this revised version of 'Morgenphantasie', interpreting
the dynamic movement in the last two stanzas of 'Des Morgens'
as part of a not very well-considered attempt to meet the
tastes of the Weimar school.

k.

—1. StA II, I93f.

—2. StA II, 197f.

3/
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—-3. see E.E.George, op.cit., p.272ff., esp. p.27Sff.
—Apart from grave doubts as to the validity of his methods

here, 1 find the reading F.Eeissner, 'HBlderlins letzte

Hymne*, in HBlderlin-Jahrbuch, 19^8/^9, p.96, that it is
the law which is prophetic, has little relevance to this

interpretation.

—-5. P..E.Harrison, op.cit., p.225, understands the "paths"

simply as the order of "Kunst" threatened by the chaos of
Nature.

—6. ef. the similar reading of this section by U.HHusearmann

op.cit., p.191. Against the more negative evaluation of
J.Schmidt KBlderlins letzte Hyrnnen, 'Andenken' und 'Mnemosyne'

(Ttlbingen, 1970), p.56, and L.J.Ryan 'HBlderlins Prophetische

Dichtung' in Jahrbuch der deutschen Schillergesellschaft,

1962, p.223.

-—7. This is largely J.Schmidt's reading of the image, op.cit.,

p . 71 •

—8. see for example F.Beissner's equation of the snow with the

spirit of Greece, op.cit., p.83.
—9. Certain agreement is expressed here with K.Kerenyi, 'HBlder-
:lins Vollendung' in Geistiger Beg Europas, (Ztirich, 1955),
p.69.

-—10. R.B.Harrison's understanding of the snow and the green

"by halves" as the coming together of the heavenly (snow)
and earthly (the green) also tends towards this kind of

duality, op.cit., p.23^.
—11. For the significance of what I have translated as "wrath",
in this context, see J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.59; also 'Der
Begriff des Zorns in HBlderlins SpHtwerk!, in HBlderlin-

Jahrbuch, 1967/68.
—12. R.B.Harrison goes so far as to call the Cross a warning
in this sense, op.cit., p.235.

—13. Against J.Schmidt HBlderlins letzte Hymnen, 'Andenken1
und 'Mnemosyne' (TUbingen, 1970), p.62, who understands Ajax'
death as being, as the still point in the midst of flux, like
the island of his home.

—14. Against the negative evaluation of L.Mittner, 'Motiv und

Komposition•, in HBlderlin-Jahrbuch. 1957, p.9^.
15./
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15. see for example K.Kerenyi, op.cit., p.71, F.Beissner, op.

cit., p.102. Though L.J.Ryan's comment that the poem refers
to the danger of the loss of memory agreeswith my interprets-
:tion on many points, he also tends towards this same under¬

standing, L.J.Ryan, Hblderlins Lehre voci Wechsel der Tbne

(Stuttgart, i960), p.316.
16. Against F.Beissner's negative evaluation, op.cit., p.91.

17. Against J.Schmidt's understanding of heroes' deaths as

the breaking out into the unbound realm described in the

first stanza, op.cit., p.53»
18. Thus qualified agreement on this point is expressed with

B.Allemann, llblderlin und Heidegger, (Ztirich u. Freiburg,

195*0, P.6*f,

1. StA II, 37.

2. cf. H.G.Gadamer, 'Hblderlin und das Zuktlnftige', in BeitrMge
zur geistigen Ueberlieferung, (Godesberg, 19*^7), p.80, on the

"overcoming of the opposition" in this work.

1. StA II, 56.
2. see E.L.Stahl, 'Friedensfeier and the Structure of Mythic

Poetry', in Oxford German Studies, 1967, P«7^. see also

Id., Httlderlin's Symbolism (Oxford, 19*t*0, p.13*

3. This agrees, but with different stress, with A.IIMny,
Hblderlins Titanenmythos (Ztirich, 19^8), pp.127/130: i.e.
I do not accept that Herakles is in any sense a bringer of

healing at this point, nor that he brings "cooling" to
Chiron's aorgic fullness. see also L.O.Frye, op.cit.,

pp.6Cl,607.
k. M.Cornelnissen, op.cit., p.98, relates "zweigestalt" to
the changing days or to Chiron's form as a centaur. see

also E.Staiger, I eisterwerke deutscher Sprache (Slirich 19^8),
p.50. L.J.Ryan, op.cit., p.210, understands the statement
about the changing days as a recognition of "meaningful

regularity" in Chiron's painful life.

5. L.C.Frye, op.cit., p.606, understands the moment of the

light's breaking to be in the lines "Einheimisch ist der

Gott/
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Gott...", etc. But see also, as a somewhat off-beat affirm¬

ation of my interpretation, U.HMussermann, op.cit., p.l6?ff.
—6. This bears a limited resemblance to the understanding of
Chiron's wounding in A.HHny, op.cit., p.101.

-—7. "Oertlich" applies not, as E.Staiger apparently understands

it, only to the sun, but to all elements of the poet's.life,

op.cit., p.^3.
—8. Id., op.cit., p.

—9» I see no need to relate this erring to the river in the

Pindar-fragments, where the question of ruling consciousness
is not really broached; see E.Staiger, op.cit., p»55.

—10. see for example A.H&ny, op.cit., p.130, L.J.Ryan, op.cit.,

p.211.

—11. L.O.Frye, op.cit., p.601, sees this last stanza as Chiron's
hard-won affirmation of hope for the future. For a much

better interpretation, see R.Eppelsheimer, Mimesis und Imit-
;atio Christi bei I.oerke, DMubler, Morgenstern, BBlderlin,

(Bern, Mtinchen, 1968), p.l86.

—1. St A I, 306.

—1. StA II, l65ff.
—2. Amongst these should be mentioned W.Binder's perfectly

acceptable postulate of a symmetrical arrangement of the
lines in the poem. Binder also makes the valid point that
the precise formal poetic elements exist not for men but

"soli Deo Gloria", ".Binder, 'HBlderlins«Petmos-Hymne', in
HBlderlin-Aufshtze (Frankfurt a.M., 1970), p.^Clf. see also

E.S.Schaffer, "This mythological mirroring, through a series
of refractions, is the principle of the poem, the creative

mirroring of the god in the world." While rejecting this
statement in respect of the poem's content, it turns out to
be a very valid description of its structure. E.S.Schaffer,
op.cit., p.177.

—3. Reference may be made specifically to W.Binder's preoccupa-

:tion with the idea of time, as opposed to eternity, in his

interpretations/
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interpretations of •Patmos' and 'Friedensfeier1, op. cit.,

esp. p.372. see also P. Guardini, Weltbild und Frbmmigkeit,
(Miinchen, 1955) • Far rather I adhere to P. Bdckmann's view
of Hdlderlin's "Zeitgefllhl", op.cit., p.371. cf. also the

letter to Wilmans, StA VI, 435 (no.242), to which Binder alludes,

dividing the subject matter of the late hymns between "time"
or the "Fatherland"; see W.Binder, op. cit., p.325. In fact,

Hblderlin's usage of "die 2eit" in his statement, "weil
der Inhalt unmittelbar das Vaterland angehn soli oder die

Zeit", is more probably precisely that which I postulate here
for "Gipfel der Zeit": i.e., he wants the "fairly big" poems

to be printed seperately, as they are sent to the publisher,
because the content refers to the "here and now".

4. The same goes for the mountains of 'Der Mutter Erde1,
StA II, 123, 11.66-70, where the image of the mountains is evoked
to express the mountain-like timelessness of the "creative
one".

5. Since this part of the hymn is especially rich in

ambiguously shifting syntax, it is regrettable that W.
Binder should reject the good point that "denn wiederkommen
sollt* es" can be a parenthesis, so that "zu rechter Zeit"

qualifies "zerbrach", especially on the grounds that "recht"
means "erfllllt" in other late poems, op. cit., p. 38lf. In
the immediate context of "nicht whr es gut / Gewesen,

sp&ter", it seems far more likely that "zu rechter Zeit"
does qualify "izt erlosch...und zerbrach"; my interpretation
nevertheless upholds the ambiguity of the statement, on the

grounds that the return of the "sun's day" stands in a

direct ratio with its extinguishing: "recht" applies to the

divine ordinance; only if extinguished at the right time
will it return at the right time, and conversely, its return at
the right time means that it will have been extinguished at

the right time.
—6. A measure of agreement is thus expressed with W. Binder, ib.

—■7. This further example of shifting syntax receives attention
from E.S.Schaffer, op. cit., p.181.

—8. V.Binder, op. cit., p.38>0, also relates "Einfaltet" to the

idea of contemplation in "eingefaltet".
9./
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9. Contrast W.Binder, op.cit., p. 383; also J. Schmidt,
Hblderlins Elegie 'Brod und We in1 (Berlin 1968), p. 23.
10. I have difficulty in accepting the interpretation,

proposed by, for example, P.Bbckmann, R.T.Stoll, and W.

Binder, that this naming of evil is carried out in some way

to exclude it or make it harmless. Of the threes,- it seems

to be Stoll's interpretation to which mine comes closest,

although he does not give sufficient weight to the conditional

mood; P.Rbckmann, op. cit., p.444; R.T.Stoll, op. cit.,

p.208; W. Binder, op. cit., p.383» if, on the other hand,
"das Bbse" is taken to mean, as Bbckmann takes it, the
absence of the God, there is certainly more common ground.
11. This also applies to more subtle degrees in this

understanding. See, for example, J. Schmidt, 'Der Begriff
des Zorns in Hblderlins SpHtwerk', Hblderlin-Jahrbuch,

1967/68, p.145; F.Beissner, 'Bemerkungen zu E. Lachmanns Buch
Uber Hblderlins Hymnen, in Dichtung und Volkstum, 1937,

p.351, note; L.J.Ryan, 'Hblderlins prophetische Dichtung*,
in Jahrbuch der deutschen Schillergesellschaft, 1962, p.216.
12. cf. B. /llemann's similar interpretation, B. ^llemann,
Hblderlins Friedensfeier (Pfullingen 1955), p.57*

13. Contrast L.J.Ryan, op.cit., p.221; also Hblderlins
Lehre vom V.'echsel der Tbne (Stuttgart, i960), p.246.
14. P.Bbckmann, op. cit., p.447, also stresses the contrast
of the slave and the strong, but with different emphasis.

15. The statemen by R.B.Harrison, op.cit., p.26?f., that the

poet, as one with "shy eyes", retreats for protection in his

poem into his "colony", which is the Greek world, cannot

readily be accepted.
16. This central paradox is concisely expressed in the

commentary on the idea of nearness in P.Bbckmann, op. cit.,

p.438.
17. In this sense, qualified agreement is expressed with
the statements on 'Patmos' by M.Heidegger; see Introduction/
8, note 3. cf. also R.B.Harrison, note 13, above.
18. L.Mittner, op. cit., p.131f., is one of the few to give

weight to the violence of this abduction.
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2-
— I.StA II, 190ff.
—2. Although A. Romain, op.cit., p.62f., is a little vague

on the matter, I understand that he evaluates the Ister

negatively in this sense.

20.
—1. StA II, I88f.
—2. I refer to the needlessly complicated interpretation of

this passage in M.Heidegger, *"Andenken"', in Hblderlin-
Gedenkschrif t (TUbingen, 19^4), pp.308f., 318.

—>-3« Against the over-interpretation regarding the opposition
of the whole and the parts composing it in J.Schmidt,
Hblderlin's letzte Hymnen, 'Andenken' und 'Mnemosyne',

(Tubingen, 1970), p.2?ff.
—k. Against J.Schmidt, op. cit., p.31f.» also M.Heidegger,

op. cit., p.270f. I do not reject the postulate of an

allusion to India, only doubt its real relevance to 'Andenken'
as an individual poem.

—5. The relating of "heftet" to the idea of remaining is

something of an over-interpretation of this part; J. Schmidt,

op. cit., p.3^»
—6. Against J.Schmidt, op. cit., p.3*+f»

Part I, C. Alienation.

2.

—1. StA II 257ff. The interpretation is based upon the third
and most complete "version" of the fragment, reference only

being made in one case (see note 5» below) to the second

version.

—2. This conception of the "voices of fate" disagrees in principle
with J.Schmidt, op. cit., p.76. The variant of "der Amsel

Gesang", "Sirenengesang"(StA II, 892), might be considered in
support of Schmidt's view, were it not for the fadt that

the "siren-song"was apparently deliberately rejected in
favour of the much less charged image of the blackbird.

3./
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—3. cf. M.Heidegger, 'Hblderlins Erde und Himmel', in

HBlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1958/60, p.29.

—k. This reading is taken in preference, in the context,

to that whereby "everyday but wonderful", as a single

element, is seen as the quality of God's deed; V.Kudszus,

op. cit., p.109.

—5« Whatever HBlderlin's reason for rejecting the second
"version"'s imagery of marriage and the dances which follow it,
it seems most unlikely that he should have thought that
the marriage is the lesser thing, the dances the greater,

especially since there is no need to regard the image,
as in the "synthetic" approach of M.Heidegger, as anything
more or less than concrete; W.Kudszus, op. cit,, p.108;
M.Heidegger, op. cit., p.32. The difficulty about the
consecutivity of events here only arises if the poet is

thought of as expecting, in an "eschatological" sense, a

great future. If one looks backwards over the course of time,
it is obvious that the beginning will "come" to the end of
the course one looks over. I woruld tentatively suggest the

possibility that the marriage imagery was ommitted in the
third "version" precisely because it could too much complicate

the issue, in its present form, of a marriage of heaven and earth,
which seems to be the "end" the poem aims at.

6. V.Kudszus, op.cit., p.122, U.HHussermann, op. cit., p.97»

and E.Eppelsheimer, op. cit., p.17^, all give a positive
evaluation of this passage.

7. Against M.Heidegger's unjustifiable procedure in relating

"gelb" to, in "Der Vatikan...", "Vollendruhe. Goldroth": this
colour is hardly plain "yellow", op. cit., p.33«

1. W.Kirchner, 'HBlderlins Entwurf, "Die VBlker schwiegen,

schluramerten.., in HBlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1961/2, p.62f.
2. This question is immensely more important than a hypothetical
location in historical time; see K.Vietor, Die Lyrik HBlder-

;lins. Eine analytische Untersuchung,(Frankfurt a. M., 1921),
p.1^3.
3./
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3. This is largely in agreement with L. van der Velde,
Herrschaft und Knechtschaft (/•ssen, 1973) 1 p.202.

1. StA II, 211ff.
2. In this sense, "Satzungen", whatever their "good"

purpose, may scarcely be put on a level with "Bestehendes"
at the end of 'Patmos'; see R. Guardini, op.cit., p.558.
3. U.HHussermann, op. cit., probably makes too much of
"those who serve" (p.177).
4. An indication of the complexity of meaning here is given

by R.ZuberbUhler, 'Etymologie bei Goethe und Hblderlin*, in
Hblderlin ohne Mythos (ed. I.Riedel, GOttingen 1973), p.40.

1. StA II, l42ff.
2. This contrasts with with the view that "Moth und Zucht"

represent those factors which are "all too human"; see

A.HMny, op. cit., p.24.
3. see U.Hbtzer, Die Gesta.lt des Herakles in Hblderlins Dichtung

(Stuttgart, 1956), pp.94-99.
4. In this sense is does not help us much to consider the

Rhine either as the principle of defiance or that which blindly

obeys the divine will; see E.L.Stahl, Hblderlin's Symbolism,

(Oxford, 1944), p.29f.
5. B.Bbschenstein, op. cit., pp.88, 92, 100, etc., and L.J.

Ryan, 'Hblderlins prophetische Dichtung', in Jahrbuch der

deutschen Schillerpesellschaft. 1962, p.209f., both recognise
the fundamental difference between Rousseau and the"character"

so far portrayed, but without questioning Rousseau's atatus
as a demi-god.

6.F.V.Wentzlaff-Eggebert, 'Die Erfahrung von Ursprung und
Schicksal in Hblderlins Lyrik (1795-1801)', in Hdlderlin-

Jahrbuch, 1947, in insisting that the "best" is the origin
not the bridal-feast, bypasses the central feet that the

river's origin, ie. the beginning of the poem 'Der Rhein',
which is a union of heaven and earth, and the bridal-feast, and
the poem itself, which is the union of its "origin" and
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its subsequent development, are in essence all one and the

same thingCp.124).
—-7. Against the more negative interpretation of E. Mtiller,

op. cit., p.477, and L.J.Ryan, op. cit., p.210.
-—8. While expressing agreement in principle with L.J.Ryan,

op.cit, p.211, I feel it is unnecessary to put the stress on

time and eternity which his bias on "prophetic" poetry entails.

Part 1. D. Isolation and Reunification.

2. —1. StA II, 46ff.
—2. This is not to say that the "day's angel" i£ the poet;

see F. Beissner, 'Dichterberuf', in Hblderlin. Reden und

Aufshtze (Weimar, 1961), p.117.
—3. F. Beissner's relating of the "schlaues Geschlecht" to

the "Untheilnehmende" of 'Die Titanen', while drawing a false

distinction, in the circumstances, between the poet and his

generation, has at least the advantage of implying that the power

of the spirit is closely related to the attitude adopted
towards it; .Beissner, Hhlderlins Uebersetzungen aus dem

Griechischen (Stuttgart, 1961), p.150. Similarly, the
thesis that the poem criticises poets who lock themselves

away from the "deeds of the world", while mistaken in principle,
tends in the same direction; see L.J.Kyan, Httlderlins Lehre
vom echsel der Ttine (Stuttgart, i960), p.177.

-—4. The god's chariot is in no way out of control, as seems

to be suggested by L.J.Ryan, 'Hdlderlins prophetische

Dichtung', in Jahrbuch der deutschen Schillergesellschaft,

1962, p.204.
—5. For the argument surrounding "Gottes Fehl", see H.Pongs,

op. cit,, p.300. The not strictly correct sense of "Befehl"
does not seem to be considered in this argument. Another

example of a play between "Fehl" and "Befehl" is afforded

by 'Der Abschied', see below D/6, note 2.
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1. stA III, 530ff.

■2. see John XIV, 9-

3. see also P.Szondi, *Er selbst, der Fiirst des Jests', in

HBlderlin-Studien (Frankfurt a. M., 196?)• Convincing as

M.Mommsen's discovery of allusions to Dionysus in the hymn may

be, they do not in fact afford much help in interpreting

it, see below 111/3/6; M.Mommsen, 'Dionysus in der Dichtung

HBlderlins', in G.R.M., 1963» p.3^5ff» Much the same goes for

the other attempts to pin the "prince of the feast" down
to specific figures. The various identifications of the
Prince as a principle, with a less certain identity, are

perhaps more helpful. Mention might be made of the suggestions
that the Prince is the personification of peace, P.BBck-

mann, 'HBlderlins Friedensfeier', in HBlderlin-Jahrbuch,

1955/56, V,'. Binder, 'HBlderlin's Friedensfeier', in
HBlderlin-Jufshtze (Frankfurt a. M., 1970), p.305; that

the Prince is none other than the Father, J.Schmidt, 'Die

innere Einheit von HBlderlins "Friedensfeier"', in

HBlderlin^Jahrbuch, 1965/66, p.153> although Schmidt's con¬

clusion that the "calling" of Christ in the third triad is
"Herbeirufen" is, to say the least, tenuous; and that

the Prince is another being sprung from the Father, L.J.

Ryan, HBlderlins Lehre vom Wechsel der TBne (Stuttgart, 1960),
p.283, F.Beissner, 'Rlickblick auf den Streit um HBlderlins

Friedensfeier', in KBlderlin. Heden una AufsMtze (KBln u.

Wien, 1969), p.199f., Beissner's description of the Prince
as "gestaltgewordene Bereitschaft der Menschen zu neuer

schBpferischer Gottesbegegnung" here being well worth considering.

Perhaps the most valid statement of all, however, is one

which is applied not to 'Friedensfeier' at all, but to the essay

'Ueber Religion', see G.Buhr, HBlderlins Mvthenbegriff

(Frankfurt a. M., 1972), p.27.
■k. The "hypothetical" nature of the humanity here still goes for
the reading that "als" gives the sense of "tired as if from

a long crusade", the "heroic journey" here having been
similarly an aspect of human endeavour; see against this
W. Binder, op. cit., p.309* Binder points, apparently with
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some uneasiness, to the ambiguity here, op. cit., p.302f.

P.Bbckmann, op. cit., p.11., is more definitive.

5. There is some doubt as to whether "erstaunet" is to be

understood transitive ot intransitive, or in other words

whether "einer" refers to a god or a man. Protagonists of the
former view include J.Schmidt, op. cit., p.138, P.BOckmann,

op. cit., p.13» of the latter, E.Buddeberg, 'Friedensfeier',
in HBlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1955/56, p.64, and M.Mommsen, 'Trad-

:itionsbezUge als Geheimschicht in Hblderlins Iyrik', in
Noephilologus, 1967, p.160; for those with whom Mommsen's
method of interpretation from classical allusion carries

weight, "einer" would conclusively be a man. V. Binder takes
both possibilities into consideration, but points out that the
indefiniteness of "einer" tends away from its interpretation as

a divine presence, op. cit., p.310f.
6. This is stressed against W.Binder, op.cit. p.311» J.Schmidt,

op. cit., p.138, B.Allemann, op. cit., p.86, M.Mommsen,
'Dionysus in der Dichtung Htilderlins', in G.R.M., 1963i p.

373. I cannot help feeling that the view of these critics
stems from an unacceptable historical approach to 'Friedensfeier*.
Barest circumstantial evidence suggests that the earliest versions
of the hymn were prompted by the conclusion of the Peace

of Luneville. Only the insistence that Friedensfeier refers to

this Peace, together with a shaky relation to HOlderlin's
remarks about politics in the letters to Landauer and
Karl Gock over Luneville, can justify the assumption that
the poet evaluates negatively the state of "Herrschaft":
there is little in the poem itself to support it.
-7- J.Schmidt, op. cit., holds that the "friends" are the poet's

friends, i.e. not the days.
8. Id., op. cit., p.1^5, understands Christ to be "one of

the youths" referred to at the close of the first triad;

M.Mommsen, op.cit., p.372, finds in these'youths" an allusion
to Dionysus.

9. This interpretation thus does not accept the exclusive relation

to Christ which this "fatal doom" has been held to have,
which necessarily leads to doubts on the poet's part as to
the desirability of Christ's presence at the "Feast"; see
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W.Binder, op. cit., p.313; L.J.Ryan, op. cit., p.280;
F.Beissner, op. cit., p.198. I myself fail to see how

"alles Himmlische" can be taken any more than one way.

10. M.Corssen,'HBlderlins Friedensfeier*, in HBlderlin-

Jahrbuch, p.39f«, interestingly takes this to mean that
the stars teach humility. It is difficult to explain the

sudden change of pronouns in this passage; perhaps it is
that the dichotomy of the poet and his fellow-humans
is greater than might have been supposed; i.e. the poet

experiences the God's epiphany, he invites the divine

guest, but perhaps these happenings are merely stars
in a benighted world. Or again, perhaps the poet sudderify
addresses himself here, with much the same meaning, for
the attitude of humility was that which the poet must
take up perforce when he became aware of the presence of
the "Prince of the Feast".

11. M.Komrasen's method finds "denn" conclusively to be the

comparative particle, M.Morarnsen, 'Traditionsbeziige als

Geheimschicht', Neonhilologus, 1967 ♦ p.168.
-42. see J. Schmidt, op. cit., p.153» etc.

13. Id., op. cit., p.158.
1'+. greement here with W.Binder, op. cit., p.318.
15* B.Allemann, op.cit., p.93f«» reads "das" for "daes"
in 1.95* This makes "Leichen"="Btlndniss", whereas the binding
is more than a sign, as the amplification in the image of
the plant indicates.

16. gainst the unduly complicated, if interesting, reading
by L.J.Ryan, op. cit., p.284.
17. Limited agreement with J.Schmidt, op. cit., ppl69-179,
in the idea that the completed number of godheads indicate
the state of Peace. 1 am nevertheless unable to accept his

conception of Christ as a kind of magnet to other divinities,
so that when he comes he pulls all the others along with him.
18. John VI, 44.
19. Against the varying interpretations of "Ausland" by
V. Binder, op. cit., p.308, J. Schmidt, op. cit., p.131.
Far rather acceptable is Vi.Kudszus' championing of the
inherent obscurity of the statement, op. cit., p.45.
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-—20. cf. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.169.
—-21. As for instance to E.L.Stahl, 'Friedensfeier and the

Structure of Mythic Poetry' in Oxford Germrn Studies, 1967,
p. 7k. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.lA2 conceives of the first
and fourth triads as symmetrical Auf- and Abgesang; the

view is enlightening, but ignores the fact that on a balance

put at the centre of the hymn, the first triad would probably

outweigh the fourth. The first triad rather finds its counter¬

weight in the third, pivoting on the second.
—22. see note 10 above.

—23. Against E.L.Stahl, op.cit., p.70, who suggests "before
time began", as a translation of "vor der 7-eit".

—2k. This does not say that the poem, considering its climax is
in the third triad, returns all to the deaths, especially
with the somewhat negative connotations given in W.Kudszus,

op.cit., p.5*tf.

—1. StA II, 96ff.
—2. cf. M.Heidegger, Erl&uterungen zu HBlderlins Dichtung

(Frankfurt a.M., 19^3), p»15 "Doch was da schon begegnet bleibt

dennoch das Gesuchte". This is a precise description of the

paradoxical nature of the axiom.

—1. StA II, 217ff.
—2. Against J.Schmidt, HBlderlins Elegie 'Erod und Wein', (Eerlin,
1968), p.17^, who contrasts "theilnehmend" and "(kalt) rechnen".

—3. Against J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.175, who does not give
sufficient weight to this passage, and A.HHny, op.cit., p.76,
who gives too much.

—k. The negative evaluation of the poet's atuation in J.Schmidt,

op.cit., p.77, overlooks this point.

—5. Against A.HHny, op.cit., p.76.
—6. see J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.176, against A.HHny, op.cit., p.79.
—7. The explanation in J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.176 is that "ihr"
refers to Men. 1 cannot see why the poet should suddenly
take up this gesture of address to his fellows.

$./
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—8. The explanation in J.Schmidt op.cit., pp.174/178, ovcr-

:looks the "alienation effect" characterising hymnic poetry:
the poetic point of view continually shifts.

—9. see F.Eeissner, HBlderlins Uebersetzungen aus detn Griecht

:ischen (Stuttgart, 1961), p.149.
—10. Against H.G.Gadamer, 'Hblderlin und das Zukllnftige' in
Beitrhge zur geistigen Ueberlieferung (Godesberg. 1947), p.74.

—11. cf. H.G.Cadamer, op.cit., p.77.

—18. Against the idea of the "Titanomachie" in Schmidt, op.cit.,

P.177.

6.

—1. StA II, 26f.
—2. see above D/2, note

—3. cf. similar affirmations by L.van der Velde, op.cit., p.208,
and W.Binder 'Abschied und Wiederfindung* in Hblderlin—ufshtze
(Frankfurt a.M., 1970), p.288.

2*
—1. StA I, 243.

Part I.E. Homecoming.

2.

—1. StA II, I38ff.
—2. Against F.Beissner, 'Wilhelm B8hm; Hdlderlin unddie Schweiz',
in Dichtung u. Volkstum, 1937, p.366, whose interpretation
rests on unjustified "historical" assumptions.

—3. Considerable agreement here with M.Heidegger, op.cit.,

p.21.

—4. see W.Binder, 'Sinn und Cestalt der Heimat' in Hblderlin

AAfs^tze (Frankfurt, a.M., 1970), p,102f; also M.Heidegger,

op.cit., p.20.

2-
—1. StA I, 301,
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Part II. /. The progression of the four Themes.

6.

—1. St A II, 20, line 8.
—2. " 35, lines 1,3,10.

—3. " 26, line 14.
—4. " 110, lines 242-246.
—5. " 77, line 58f.
—6. " 94, line 126f.
—7. " 169, lines 147-151.
—8. " 149, lines 17 and 20,

—9. " 159, lines 69.-71.
—10, " 163, lines 69-71.
—11. " 58, line 8f.
—12. " 115.

—13. " 77, lines 71~74.
—14. " 80.

—15. " 148, lines 210-221,

—16. " 257, lines 26-30,
—17. " 209.

—18. " 210.

—19. " 9, lines 9_l6,
—20. " if, line 37f.

—21, StA I, 314
—22. " 251 ,259.

-1. St/ I, 230f, 242 244, 253, etc,

—1. StA I, 303, line 39f.

—2. StA II, 17.

—3. " 142, lines 11. 15.

—4. " 91 f lines 40f, k7f.
—5. " 103, lines 8, 289 396.
—6. " 4, lines 37f.

—7. StA. I, 243.
—8. StA II, l4l, lines 79,99,109.
—9. " 126, lines 35, >2.
10./
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—10. StA II, 150, lines 42-48.
—11. " 229, lines 1-12, 13-20.

—12. Ideas of this kind will be reminiscent of much of the

thinking of M. Heidegger, criticism of whom nevertheless
remains that many good conclusions were reached by bod

methodology.

—13. -For precedents of this view of Greece see F.Cundolf, op.

cit., p.12, P.BBckmann, HBlderlin und seine GBtter (MUnchen,
1935), P.93, etc.

—l4. cf. P.BBchmann, op.cit., p.121.

—15. StA II, 10, lines 35-40.
—16. " 128, lines 98-100, 77-83.
—17. " 228. One might compare the usage in this poem

with the letter to Karl Gock of 1.1.99, StA VI, J;C1ff., (no.
172).

—18. StA II, 205.

—1. StA II, ISO, lines 6I-67.
—2. " 50.

—3. " 139, line 36.
—4. " 151, line 63.
—5. StA I, 125.
—6. " °i6

—7. " 260.
—8. " 272.

—9. StA II, 12, lines 21-23.

—10. StA 31, J (0

—11. StA II, 75, lines 5-12.

—12. f » 66, lines 9-12.

—13. ft 44.

—14. StA III , 143.
—15. StA I, 189.
—16. it 264, lines 42-44

—17. H ib., line 45f.
—18. ft 250.

—19. ff 24l.

—20. tf 251.

21./
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—21. StA II, 83, lines 97-102.

—22. 210.

—23. " 216, lines 148-150.
—24. « 214, lines 96-98.
—25. 35, lines 17-20.

—26. 22,
—27. 60, lines 21-24.
—28. StA I,

—29. StA II, 89, line 91.
1 O • 30.
—31. " 114.

—32. 84.

~33. " 249.

—1. This is taken into P.BBckmann

Greece, op. cit., p.93.

-2. StA II, iO3 line 6f.
•3. StRII 67.
-4. » 41, line 104.
-5. stA III, 536, line 89f.
-6. StA I, 251.

-7. StA II, 9, line l8f.
■8. " 169, lines 132-135.

-9. " 84, lines 25-27.

-10. " 208.

-11. " 325.

-12. " 197, line 13f.

-13. StA I, 274.
-14. StA II, 147, lines 180, 186-188.

-1. StA I, 110.

-2. » 112.

-3. " 192, lines 57-60.
-4. " 217, lines 49-56.
-5. " aO
-6. " 257.

7./
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7. StA I, 313.

8. The paradoxical nature of this conclusion seems to have

been overlooked by the negative evaluation of the poet's
situation in W.Binder, 'Ahschied und Viederfinden' in

HSxderlin- Aufagtze (Frankfurt a.M., 1970), p.273.

9. StA I, 314.
10. StA II, 118, lines 14-17.
11. " 77, lines 78-82.
12. " 118, line 21f.

13. " 128, lines 86-91.
14. see J.H.W.Rosteutscher, oo.cit., p.91f.

15. This accords somewhat with the statement in R.Peacock,

Bdlderlin, (London, 1938), p.71, that Greece In Ilblderlin

should never be taken separately from Nature and Diotima,
and that in B.Allemann, HBlderlin und Heiderrer, (Ziirich u.

Freiburg, 1954), p.44, that the opposition of Greece and

Hesperia is the equivalent of that of Nature and Art.
16. StA I, 255.

17. " 839.

18. StA II, 118, line 23.

19. " 169, line 208f.
20. " 44, line 15.

21. " 22.

22. " 87, lines 56-64.
23. StA V, 289f.
24. StA I, 239.

25. StA II, 47, lines 45-52.
26. " 258, lines 32-34.
27. " 214, lines 96-98, 19,21,22.
28. Although A.HUny, op.cit., p.13, 20f, etc., and W.Rehm,
'Tiefe und Abgrund in HBlderlins Dichtung' in HHlderlin-
Gedenkschrift (Ttibingen, 1944), p.72f., and esp. p.99f.,
to take two examples, clearly recognised the fact that,
as creatures of the abyss, the titans are expressive of
the violent, disruptive aspect of natural power, far too
much stress is put upon the duality of Nature's abyss, of
its binding opposites which, when confronted in life, must

largely be considered separately.

29./
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29. B./llemann, op.cit., p.133, etc., and W. de Boer, HBIderlins

Deutung des Daseins, 'Frankfurt a.M., Bonn, 1961), p.108, etc.,
both subscribe what seems a truer picture of HBlderlin's "titanic"

power, seeing the titanic principle as one which is simply

"aorgic".
30. StA I, 237, line 36f.
31. Thus Ii.G.Gadamer, op.cit., pp.77,80, speaks of the "divine
order" being "a binding of chaos" and the "overcoming of the

opposition of day and night".
32. W.Kirchner, op.cit., 62f., lines 41-42.
33. StA IV, 109, line 507-

34. StA II, 89, line 90.

1. This is not to say, as does W.F.Otto, Per Dichter und

die alten GBtter (Frankfurt a. M., 1942), p.31, that
Nature herself is a god; see rather the description o£ the

gods as "moments" within the essence and existence Nature

represents in E. Guardini, op. cit., p.491.
2. see Beissner, •Etitekblick auf den Streit um HBIderlins

Friedensfeier', in HBlderlin, Eeden und AufsBtze (KBln
u. Wien, 1969). see also the gesture of "naming" the

gods in P.BBckmann, op. cit., p.1?8.
3. StA II, 32.
4. " 1S4, lines 1-4. This point regarding Fercury is made
in F.Beissner, HBlderlins GBtter (Stuttgart, 1969), p.26.
5. StA II, 83, lines 9, 10, 19f., 31-33.

6. " 182, line 174f.
7. " 158, line 52f.

8. » 222, lines 14-17; StA II, 257, 1.1. A detailed

interpretation of the former of these fragments is able to

show a clear distinction between the "heavenly ones" and
the "Father".

9. St/ I, 307, line 36.
10. StA II, 148, 1.201.
11. " 169, 13.40-43.
12. " 4, 1.40.
13. " 75, 11.25-28.
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1. Although I am bound to reject its relevance to 'Patmos',
the understanding of "immortal fate", as a kind of presence of
the gods whether they are present or absent, is enlightening

here; see P.BBckmann, op# cit.

2. StA I, 31, 11.19,20.

3. " 199, lines I9f., 46f.
4. StA.II", 3, line 12.
5.

6.

7.

8.

10

54, line 3f»

90, lines 157f., 124, 21.

60, lines 10, 13-16.
198, lines 45, 50.

326.

250, lines ?0f., 35-37. h.Kudszus, tVersuch einer

Heilung', in Htilderlin ohne Mythos (ed. I.Riedel, GBttingen
1973), P«21, bypasses the central issue here in referring to
the poet's "ich" as "nur noch eine Hilfsvorstellung".
11. StA II, 113.

1$. The understanding of night as a memory of day is pertinent

here, H.G.Gadamer, op.cit., p.63.
13. StA II, 144, lines 90, 94f.
14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

157, lines 4lf., '1-13.

10, line 45f.

96, lines 1-18.
124, lines 31-34.
32, line 9f.

54,56, line 20f.

1. StA 1,

2. StA II, 46ff.

3. An example of this fault is to be found in the interpretation
of 'Die Titanen' by A.Hhny, op.cit., p.76.
4. '/n die jungen Dichter' StA 1, 255. 1 assume here that

"lehrt und beschreibet nicht" does not mean that the poet is
neither to teach nor describe. The poem is in fact highly

ambiguous and much could be said on both sides, which would

involve lengthy justifications. A very brief attempt at

resolving this particular difficulty is made in Section B. of
this part and in Part III.
5./
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—-5. StA I, 312, lines 28-32.

12-
—1. 'Andie Menschheit', StA I, 148, line 59; 'Diotina', StA I,

219, line 105; StA II, *<1,43.
—2. StA I, 271.

—3. StA II, 4l, lines 29-32 and 25.
—4. " 124, lines 40-49.
—5. " 191, line 52f.

—6. " 220.

—7. StA I, 299.
—8. StA II, 218, lines 43-45.
—9. " 87, lines 55-58.
—10. " 317.

—11. " 242.

—12. StA I, 251.

—13. One may reflect that this is no idiosyncracy on the part
of the poet. There are few people, today as probably at

any other time, who would deny that a "good story" is one

which treats of "heroic" action; or, to put it another way,

many of our inner, our psychic needs are met by "symbols"
from the heroic sphere. An unbroken line runs from Pindar's

hymning of great athletes to the cowboy film or in 'The Lord
of the Rings'.

16.

—1. see V.rinder, 'iVomesymbolik', in HBlderlin- ufsMtze (Frankfurt
a.M., 1970), p.

—2. see 'Der Archipelagus' StA II, 105, line 75«

17.

— 1. StA II, 9, lines 5-8.
—2. " 126.

—3. " 185, line 144.
—4. » 230, lines 31-38.
—5. StA III, 538, line 155.

—6. StA II, 222, line 9f.

19./
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i2-
—1. StA II, 12, line 23f.

—2. " 120, line 6lf.
—3. " 86, lines 5-12.

—4. " 186, lines 162-165.

20.

—1. StA I, 300.

—2. StA II, 14.
—3, " 62, line 18.
—4. " 53, line 71f.

—5. " 68, line 23f.

—6. " 220, lines 11-15.

—1. StA I, 307, lines 37-41.
—2. StA II, 132, line89.
—3. " 180, line 73f.

—4. " 149, line 6 ff.
—5. " 226, lines 18-24.

22.

—1. StA II, 38, lines 25-28.

—"1. stA III, 534, lines 56 and 146.
—2.StA I, 248.
—3. " 301, line l8f.
—4. Limited agreement is expressed with M.Mommsen's view of

•Patmos* here, though without his negative evaluation, M.

Bommsen, 'Die Problematik des Priestertums bei HBlderlin1,
in HHlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1967/68, p.71.

—5. cf• J.Schmidt 'Der Begriff des Zorns in Htilderlins SpHtwerk',
in Hblderlin-Jahrbuch. 1967/68, p.147.

24.
—1. StA II, 222, lines 5-8.
—2. StA I, 250.

—3. " 201.

4./
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—4. StA II, l4l, lines 109, 113-117.

Zl-
—1. Matthew XVIII, 7.

—2. W.Kirchner, op.cit., p.62f., lines 37-40.
143, line 48.
91, lines 43-46.
53, line 61.
123, line 53.

170, line 170.

216, line 163.

170, lines 173-178.
22, lines 9-12.

52, lines 30-36.
93, lines 110-112.

170, line 161.

120, lines 70-73*

57, lines 33-37.

223, lines 43-49.
stressed against the understanding of the "animal
the fragment "Vom Abgrund nemlich.., as indicating

aimless wandering; H.H.Schottmann, Metapher und Vergleich in
der Sp.rache Friedrich Hblderlins (Bonn, 1970), p.129. Similarly,
while accepting the point that the man who "seeks what is

necessary" in the fragment "Wenn aber die Himmlischen..,
is in this "like the beast", it may also rather be that he

is like the beast in that he seeks, i.e. follows a course,

than that it is what he seeks which justifies the comparison;
W. de Boer, op.cit., p.109.

—10. Apart from the aforementioned doubts concerning the "titan-
myth"', I find it is difficult to conceive of the "spirit of

unrest", in this connection, as the embodiment of human

hybris. See for example J.H.W. Kosteutscher, op.cit., p.84.

27.
— 1. StA II, 12, lines 17-20.

—2. " 48, line 54.

26.

—3. StA II,
—4. »

—5. "

—6. "

—7.

—8. "

—1. StA II,

—2.

—3. "
—4 .

—5. "

—6.

—7. "

—3. »

—9. This is

spirit" in

28./
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1. St/ II, 244, for example line 128.
2. see interpretation I/A/4.
3. StA I, 271, line 15f.
4. StA II, 217, line 3-

5. " 155, line 71.

6. " 190, lines 54-57.
7. see interpretation I/A/12.
8. StA II, 96, line 13f.

9. " 188, lines 25-27.

1. StA I, 95, lines 5-8.
2. see especially'Stutgard', StA II, 9Cff. and 'Das Ahnenbild',
StA II, 30

3. StA II, 89, lines 89-94.
4. " 92, lines 65-70.
5. " 169, lines 133-135.

6. " 9. lines 13-16.

1. W.Kirchner, op.cit., p. 62f., line 49f.
2. StA I, 240.
3. StA II, 152, line 97f.

4. " 147, lines 170-179.

5. " 125, line 69ff.; StA II, 238, lines 49-56.
6. " 164, line 91.

7. StA III, 536, lines 93-95.

8. StA II, 83, lines 99-102.

9. " 250, lines 18-21. K. Kerenyi's doubts whether

something should not come between "ich" and "alles", 'Hdlderlins

Vollendung', p.66 and W. Kudszus' statement "wer alles miteinander

ist, dem kommt die FHhigkeit zur Unterscheidung, die Be-

:sonnenheit, leicht abhpnden", V. Kudszus, Sprachverlust und

Sinnwsndel (Stuttgart, 1969), P«l69, both bypass the conscious

pol. rity of this passage: "gardens" and "wild hill" each
exist in their separate spheres; only in the latter is the

poet, or would he be,"all one within another". Of itself
this passage cannot be taken as a premonition of the end of
consciousness on the part of the poet.
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22.
—1. StA 11,220, lines 6-10.
—2. Although disagreement should be expressed in the specific

context, this relationship is veil formulated in respect of
"Versbhnender der du nimmergeglaubt..by P. Bbckmann, op.

cit., p.425.
—3. This figure is Christ in some cases, but not all. U.

HMussermenn sees Christ in this light in too general a sense

as the recipient of the devouring; overflowing love, and

mistakenly relates the opening of the hymn to the Madonna
to this aspect of the figure.

—4. StA II, 55, lines 51 and 52.

—5. " 98, lines 79-81.
—6. " 220, lines 11-15.

—7. " 226, lines 7-10, 12,13.

—8. Limited agreement is thus expressed with B. Allemann,
Hblderlin und Heidegger (Ztlrich u. Freiburg, 195*0, p.65.

—9« cf. Id., op. cit., p.60f.
—10. St/ II, 88, line 82f.
—11. " 66, lines 9-12-.

—12. /gainst J.Schmidt, Hdlderlins letzte Hymnen, 'Andenken'
und 'Mnemosyne' (Tilbingen, 1970), p.45.

—-13. StA II, 250, lines 19-24. This assumes that the missing
word here would have contained the idea of reflection, see

above A/31, note 9.

—14. StA II, 95, lines 150-152.

—15. At A I, 312, lines 26-28.
—16. StA II, 120, lines 58-60.
■—'17. This accords with the statement regarding the function
of song in P.Peacock, op.cit., p.44.

22-
—1. StA II, 45, lines 109-114.
—2. " ib., lines 114-120,
—3. " 88, lines 85-90.

£4.
—1. StA II, 197, line 2f.



Part II. B. Application of the Themes.

2.

—1. StA II, 240.

4.

—1. see V.Binder, 'HBlderlin: Der Winkel von Hshrdt; Lebens-

:alter; HHlfte des Lebens', in Kt3Iderlin-/ufsBtze (Frankfurt
a.M., 1970), p.350ff. This fascinating poem was omitted from
the interpretations in Part I because I have not been able
to provide a satisfactory interpretation of it. I should
be inclined to introduce a comparative interpretation of

'lebensalter•, 'Chiron' and 'Thr&nen', if it were not for

objections to this approach which have already been stated.
Binder's approach in which the three short "NachtgesHnge"
are interpreted together is satisfactory from the point of
view of the generally accepted "meanings" of night and day
in Hdlderlin's poetry, but the point of view of this study
is such that I cannot avoid feeling uneasy about his bypassing

—despite his pinpointing of the tree and pillar symbols-—
what seem to me the central questions of the poems, namely;,
(l) Neither of the two latter sections of the poem (i.e.
line 5ff. and line lOff.) provide a straight answer, which
is what one would expect after the question "what are you?";
and (2) the relation of the "spirits of the blessed ones"

to the poet's situation is highly ambiguous. In the first

case, the apparent answers to the question: only reinforce
the question, i.e. in lines 5-9 "the answer" does not say

what, or wherefore, the cities are, but what happened to

them when they "were going over the limits of those who

breathe", and in lines 10-15, similarly, the statement is
not what the cities are, but how the spirits of the blessed

ones "seem" to the poet. In the second case, it is almost

impossible to say for certain whether the clouds and the oaks

and the "heath of the deer" are coloured by the poet's feeling
of alienation, through their death, from the spirits of the
blessed ones, i.e. present a situation negatively viewed,
as Binder ultimately supposes; or whether it is because of
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the "rest" of the clouds and the "well set up" quality of
the oak trees that the spirits of the blessed ones have

passed out of this field of vision and come to seem alien
and dead, i.e. present a situation positively evaluated.

7.

—1. St/ II, 330.

—-1. see Grimm, Deutsches V/brterbuch, Vol. II, (Leipzig, i860),
p,138f. (Blttde).

12.

—.1. St/ I, 201.

IS-
—1. StA II, 326.

18.
—1. St .A II, 247.

24.

—1. Attention has already been drawn to the similarity of

usage of the image "Griechenland" in the letter to Karl
Gock of 1.1.1799* This fragment, however, ranks second

only to the late working of 'Brod und Wein* in being misused

by unjustified comparison with letters; see for example

B.Allemann, op.cit., p.32 (the Wilmans-letter of 28.9.1803,
StA VI, 434 (No. 241)), P.Szondi, 'Gattungspoetik und Geschichts-

philosophie', in HBlderlin-Studien, (Frankfurt a.M., 1967),
p.l40, R.B.Harrison, op.cit., p.245 (the first Bbhlendorff
letter, StA. V~, 425ff. (No. 236)). The assumption is th< t

"they" in the first line means the Greeks. If "Greece",
however, is to be taken as a symbol of the balance of "art"
and "thc-t of the Fatherland", "they" could mean anyone.

Even if this interpretation of Greece is not accepted, and
even if the fragment is to be taken as a piece of historical-
aesthetic reflection, "they" could equally refer to the people
of the poet's country and time: i.e. in looking upon the

Greek/
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Greek legacy as "artificial" culture, Germans are thereby

denying the culture which is native to them and innate in
them. To deny, in the v/ords of 'Gesang des Deutschen',
one's "own soul" in this sense is also to deny the image of
the perfection of culture which Greek culture presents, in
that true culture is not a "realm of art", but the balance,

presented for example in the poem 'Natur und Kunst..,',
between the principles of "art" and "Nature". The "now" in
line 9 need then refer to nothing more than the "time" to
have been heralded by the unfinished poem, and its new

"relevance" may well be to another understanding of the

process involved than that of a "lamentable" collapse of the
Greek perfection.

£2-
—1. St/ II, 322.

iZ-
—1. St/ II, 204.

21-
— 1. StA II, 325.

2£-
—1. StA I, 298.

22-
—1. StA I, 244.
—2. The insistence, among some critics, that this passage

alludes to the myth of Tantalus (see against this H.Pongs

op.cit., p«313 and M.Mommsen, Q]3- cit-," p.6l) tends to lead
to misunderstanding. B.Allemann sees the mediatory position
of the poet as a blasphemy, op.cit., p.145, and P.Szondi sees

the human "lack" as the motive force which gives rise to the

situation of hybris, 'Der andere Pfeil', in Kblder I in-/ tud i en,

(Frankfurt, 1967), p.33f. I am more inclined to agree with
F.Mommsen that the progression from lack to fullness is in
itself to be positively valued, and to recognise a stress

upon/
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upon the conditional which governs this whole passage, M.

Kommsen, op.cit., p.60, 66f. Momrasen, however, sees a

relation to the Tantalus-myth in that the poet commits a

crime in speaking out the secret of the gods. I find it

every bit as likely that the passage is an attempt to circum-
:scribe concisely the nature of inevitable crime and punish-
:ment: that is, the poet is a "false priest" not so much
because he has revealed too much of the divine presence in

song (an impossible deed, in that the poem is by nature a

veiling of the divine presence), but because he has sung a

song of warning to those who are all too receptive of such

warning, when the poet's attitude should be one, not of

guardedness, but of complete openness to the divine impulse.
In other words, "dasB" in line 72 has the force more of
"because" than of "so that". Nevertheless, just as it is

inevitable that the poet should be cast down into the darkness,

simply because he is human and a poet, so also his song cannot

help but be "warning": it is not without reason that the

poet must stand between the human and the divine spheres.
It is interesting that an almost identical situation appears

in the first version of the ode •Dichterrauth', where there

is no gesture of warning in the description of the drowning

swimmer, but where the site of the drowning is nevertheless
described as the "warning place", StA II, line 27. This

understanding of the end of the "Feiertag"-hymn confirms

H.Pongs' attempt to remove the shadow from the hymn, while
at the same time overcoming his difficulty in accepting the

apparently negative tone of the fragmentary continuation.

—1. see above II/A/13, note 5.

—1. StA II, 231.

—1. St/. II, 206.
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44.
—1. StA I, 246.

46.

—1. StA III, 102f.

—2. Against W.Bdhm, "'Sodacht' ich. NMchstans tnehr". Die Ganz-

:heit des Hyperionromans', in Hdlclerlin-Gedenkschrift (TUbingen,
1944), p.2^8.

—3. StA III, 69.

52-
—1. see L.J.Byan, Jdlderlins 'Hyperion', (Stuttgart, 1965),
p.225ff; J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.42; also F.Aspetsberger,
' elteinheit und epische Gestaltung, (fUnchen, 1971), p.l39ff.,

esp. p.l44, where Hyperion's letters are said to "break off"
after he has formulated the "vision", in such a way that the
letters are rounded off into a whole. The point here is

surely that the letters do not break off but that more is

promised, see note 5 below.
—2. St.: Ill, \(+°\ ,LL ■ lOjjP-
—3. »» lLf~l , (A-'S-U
—•4. " 5.

—5* cf» L.J.Ryan, op.cit., pp.4,62-65, 225f., etc. Ryan

presents an excellent analysis and evaluation of the work,

confirming some of Bdhm's less detailed study, see esp.

B8hm, op.cit., pp. 229-233? 237f., etc., and I have little
doubt that his thesis is to be upheld against R.Peacock's
criticism of the diffuseness of the effect of 'Hyperion'
and its over-intensity of emotion, op,cit., p.70; the only
criticism of Ryan's study is the tendency, as h: s been mentioned

before, to equate Hyperion with Edlderlin. Bdhm is in fact

possibly less guilty of this than Ryan.
—6. StA III, 9.

—7. " 17.

—8. " 83f.
—9. " 21-23.

—10. " 32-35

—11. " 67.
12./
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12. StA III, 9^f.

13. •i 88-90.
1^. 11 96f.

15. 11 119.

16. 11 97.

17. 11 109f.

18. 11 1^3.

19. 11 12Aff.

20. ti 138-142
21. 11 145-1^7
22. 11 153-156

1. StA IV/, 10, lines 185-188.
2. " 11, line 209ff., StA IV, 10, line 185.
3. " 15, line 3^2.

—h. » 37, lines 85^-865.
—5. Against the thesis of "Y/ortschuld"; see P.Bbckmann, op.

cit., p.26lff.
—6. The thesis concerning the idea of a kind of "Urstlnde" has

some points in common with this interpretation, B./llemann,

op.cit., p.19, hut not enough stress is given to the inter-
:wovenness of the fates of the Agrigentines end Empedokles.
This is stressed particularly against B.Peacock, op.cit.,

p.95.

—7. StA IV, 60, line 1398.
—8. " 62, line lMf9.
—9. " 6A, lines IA98-I515.
—10. » 79, lines 1903-^, 80, line 1911, 8l, line 1935.
—11. " 101, line 275ff.
—12. " 109, line 507f.

—13. " 110, line 531ff.

—lA. " 9^, line 97ff.

—15. " 166, line 23ff.

—16. V.Dilthey's condemnation of Manes, drawing as it does too
much on Hyperion's comments on the Egyptians in his Athens-

speech, is not acceptable here, V.Dilthey, op.cit., p.^36.
—17. StA IV, IA7, lines 17,18.
18./
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—18. StA IV, 7, lines 130-135.

—19. " 10, lines 194-197.
—20. StA III, 160.

1. StA I, 282
2. 280

3. " 290

4. '» 278

5. " 292

lines 152-211.

lines 113-129.

lines 398-410.
lines 27-31.

line 462f, 295, line 5^ff.

£L.
—1. StA II, 29, lines 13-16.
—" 216, lines 158-164.

—1. StA II, d>o6-£. The varying positions and shades of

opinion on the subject of this variant are well summed up by
E.Harrison, op.cit., p.239ff.

—2. cf. M.Mommsen, 'Dionysus in der Dichtung HtJlderlins', G«R,M.,

1963, p.360ff.
—3. see B.Allemann, op.cit., p.65, J .Mommsen, op.cit., p.351.
—4. see J.Schmidt, HHlderlins Elegie 'Brod und Vein', (Berlin
1968), p.206f.

—5. see also M. Heidegger, '"/ndenken"*, in Hdlderlin-Gedenkschrift,

(TUbingen, 1944), p.277.
—6. cf. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.l80, on "the laughing god".

—7. StA II, l67ff, line 87f.
—8. Against W.Binder's understanding of "all is good" as "all
is God", V.Binder, 'HBlderlins Pstmos-hymne' in H61 rierlin-
AufsHtze, (Frankfurt, a.M., 1970), p.378.

—9. StA II, 1%2- lines 84-86.

Part III. /. The Pattern in HBlderlin's Works.

1.
—1. For example, J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.172, sees the "turning
towards/
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towards the main there" of 'Prod und ein' as not taking

place until the end of the seventh stanza.

—1. . ommsen, 'Dionysus in der Dichtung bblderlins', in
G. .H., 1963t p.3^9, takes this too literally as a reference

to, in tris case, Euripedes.
—2. cf. P.Puberbiihler, 'Etymologic bei Goethe und : olderlin'
in i.fclccrlin ohne ythos, (ed. I.Riedel, Gdttingen, 1973)*
p . ^0.

—1. F.H.Gaskill traces this aspect of HBlderlin's works to

'Hyperion', which my be called Hblderlin's real step into
his mature creer ?nd in hich the step is ade from basically

philosophical thinking to poetryj in E.C.Mason, Kblderlin and
Goethe, (Bern and Frcnkfurt, 1975)» p.129, note 110 on Chapter 5.

See also P. BOckmann, op.cit., p,175ff»t C-Haml/n, 'HUlderlins

ythos der hercischen Freundschaft: Die Sincl ir-Ode "An
iuard"' in Pdlderlin-Jahrbuch, 1971, p.7?f., p.92, also

stresses the fact that elements which we might call the

subject matter of the poem are subjected to th' higher purpose

which is the "process of poetic composition itself". Gee
also K.. .George op.cit., p.36lf.

—2. StA IV, 233.

—1. StA VI, 288ff. (No. 16$; StA VI, 301ff. (No. 172).
—2. cf. .E.George, p.2.

—1. StA VI, 33^ff. (No.181).
—2. t V, 16tjf-
-—3. The apparent similarity between E.K.George's conclusions

and my own here stops over the matter of the transition from
the essays to the subsequent poetry. George's thesis is that
the aesthetic theory went over into the poetry; mine, that
the poetry was in the aesthetic theory and merely became
itself v?hen the latter ground to a halt.

A./



4. At the same time, L.J.Ryan's warning against uncritical

application of the theory to the poetry, and his stressing
of the need to be a little free in the application, must

clearly be accepted, L.J.Ryan, Kfllderlins Lehre vom ''echsel
der T6ne, (Stuttgart, i960), p.3l6.
5. Id., op.cit., p.204.
6. U.Gaier, op.cit., Kap. IV, Sect.52.
7. Id., op.cit., IV, Sect. 48.
8. W.Binder, 'Hblderlins Friedensfeier', p.231.

9. For example L.J.Ryan, op.cit., p. 49, on "Methspher" etc.,
in 'Unterschied der Dichtarten':"gerade weil HBlderlin

diese tragenden Begriffe hier nicht erl&utert, ...muss man

bei der uslegung dieses Aufsstzes die schon herausgearbeitete

Bestimmung der "Metapher"als bekannt voraussetzen." Acceptable

method, but bad psychology.
10. St IV, 238, line 15ff.

11. " 266.

12. " 266, line 23ff.

13. " 267, line 4ff.
14. " 270, line 6ff.
15. L.J.Ryan, op.cit., p.l88.
16. StA IV, 239.

17. " 238, line lfiff.
18. see U.Gaier, op.cit., for a thorough examination of this.
19. StA IV, 238, line 1.

20. " 238, line 11.

21. " 238, line 13f.

22. " 271^.

11 E.E.George, op.cit., p.376.
2. 't; vi

3.

4. "

5. "

6. StA IV, 226ff., St/ IV, 228ff.
7. StA. V,

8. StA IV, 270ff.

9./
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9. Bee K.E.George, op.cit.,
10. See U.Gaier, op.cit., Kap. II, sect. ^7.
11. £t/ VI, JOlff. (No.172).
12. St IV, 271, lines 3,13,23.
13. " 273, lines 10-12.

1^4. It might also be argued that 'Pftmos* is a poor example
to hfve chosen, in the light of L.J.Ryan's doubts as to the

applicability of the "'echsel der Tbne" to it; see I.J.Kyan,

op.cit., pp.2*t9-3l6. Ny argument may, however, be said to
be strengthened in some respects by the readiness with which

my theory could be applied.
15. StA IV, 272, line 5i StA IV, 270, lines 16,18.
16. " 239, lines 9,18.
17. StA II, 320.

1. I do not deny the possibility that the rhyme-hymn 'Diotima',
and other poems of HiJlderlin, was similarly subjected to such

descriptive scrutiny, but it seems a little dangerous to assume

th-t the "Vechsel der TBne" is operative (i.e. from a conscious

structuring on the poet's part) in such poems; see M.Corseen,
•Der echsel der TtJne'in HBlderlins lyrik' in Ht53derlin-

Jahrbuch, 1951, p.22.
2. St/ VI, 288ff. (No.167).
3. " 338ff. (No.185).

" ^25ff. (No.236).

5. Against B.Allemann, op.cit., p.29f.
6. B.Allemann, op.cit., p.33-^3, is correct in recognising
the close similarity of the thought here to that in the ; ntigone-

•Anmerkungen' (against P.Szondi, 'Gattungspoetik und Geschxchts-

:philosophie', p.138), and is also correct in pointing to the
closeness of the words "fassen" and "treffen" in the '/nrnerk-

:ungen* (StA, V, 269ff., line 28ff.), since both refer to the

activity of consciousness and "art". Allemann, however, goes

cn to draw a distinction between "sich fassen" and "et.as treffen"

which merely reduces Hblderlin's thesis to the kind of duality
or polarity which characterises all the major statements of
critics on the relationship of Greece and Hesperia, in that it

assumes/



assumes a fundamental difference between Greeks and Hesperians,

whereby the former are too willing to lose themselves and
must therefore "keep a hold on themselves", the latter too
conscious of themselves so th;t they must seek out the oneness

of all things in order then to seek them out individually, or

"meet" or "hit" them as things outside themselves. In fact,
the inference from the /ntigone-'/nrnerkungen' is that "sich
fassen" means "sich fasslichmachen", which, to cut a long

story short, means that the conclusion of the Greek tragedy
tends to be carried out on the physical person of its heroes,
a dissolution in the "divine fire". This "sich fasslichmachen"

is a tendency directed against a weakness in the Greek tempera-
:ment which requires a compensation of this kind in the artistic

work. The weakness is, however, unspecified, and there is

no direct justification for assuming that it is an inability
in the Greek to conceive of himself as a physic 1 actuality.
The Hesperian weakness, on the other hand, is specified as a

"fatelessness", which, as an only partially accurate translation
of dysmoron, c:n nevertheless be seen from the Greek word to

have negative connotations. The compensatory tendency in the

Hesperian art-form is, then, not a taking on of fate—which
is meaningless in the circumstances—so much as the acquisition
of a particular kind of "skill", or even "propriety", which
fits the Hesperian nature in a sense that raging madness and
heroic death (in an art-form) do not. What physical death
is to the Greek tragedy, an ending or consummation in word ot

spirit is to the Hesperian. This, too, corresponds exactly
with the letter to Btthlendorff. Once again, this "skill",
this ability to be precise and detached ("etwas treffen")
does not mean it is the opposite of "fatelessness"; far
rather that it is the best way of expressing the fatelessness
without being overcome by it. Hblderlin it seems is not

trying to lead a crusade against the artistic tendencies of

his time; he is attempting to describe and understand their

psychology in relation to that of the Ancient Greek art, end

by doing so, make the necessary prescriptive changes which
will give them the "reliability" he feels is necessary for art.
Part of the education he wishes to give his people in order to

make/
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make these changes concerns the holding up before them of the

Greek model, in such a way as to show their unity and appro¬

priateness to themselves by underlining the "oriental" aspect
of them which his own people, because of their own artistic

tendency, described above, have been blinded to, seeing in
Greek art only stillness and rest and detachment.

7. J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.l08f, appears not to recognise the

dichotomy between HBlderlin's poetic and speculative thinking.
8. St/ VI, 338ff.(No.l85).
9. " 425ff.(No.236).
10. " kjkt. (No.241).
11. See for example F.Beissner, HBlderlins Uebersetzungen aus

dem Griechischem, (Stuttgart, 1961), p.l67; also K.Rheinhardt,
•HBlderlin und Sophokles', in HBlderlin. BeitrBpe zu seinem
VerstBndnis in unserem Jahrhundert, (ed.A.Kellctat, Tiibingen),
p.293» etc.; P.Allemann, op.cit., p.32; P.Szondi, op.cit.,

p.138. It might be remarked he,re that there is nothing in
the Antigone-'/nmerkungen* which suggests that "das VaterlSnd-
:ische" means anything other than "that of the German Fether-

:land".

12. F.Beissner, op.cit., p.l68.
13. StA VI, 438f. (No.245).
14. E.E.George, op.cit., p.4l0.
15. StA V, ZC6
16. " >b-

17. "

1. This corresponds in some respects to remarks made regarding
the structure of the great hymns in F.Beissner, 'Vora Baugesetz
der sp&ten Bymnen HBlderlins' in Hblderlin-Jahrbuch, 1950, p.37
It is also of very great interest that two examples HBlderlin

gives of formal, "tonal", or stylistic matters, i.e. the

Phbnix-speech in 'Ueber die verschiedenen Arten zu dichten',
and the quotation from 'Fernando' in the first BBhlendorff

letter, should partially or wholly be in terras of content or

imagery.
2. see R.Graves' introductory preamble in The White Goddess,

(London/
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(London, 1961).
3. StA IV, 24lff.
4. " 228ff., 266ff., 258f.
5. " 275ff•, 282ff.
6. St/- 11,722-. J..J.Ryan's comments on the idea of "progress"
and "regress",are, however, of value here, op.cit., p.249ff.
7. I use the word strophe here to indicate a "turn". In
the case of 'Der Rhein1, the strophes (or "Parthien")
probably do correspond to the triumphs. But see U.Gaier's

argument against this, op.cit. IV, sect.53«
8. cf. L.J.Ryan, op.cit., p.253.

9. This interpretation is in principle not dissimilar to B.

Allemann, op.cit., p.l42f.

1. StA IV, 266, line 26.
2. " 267, line 24.
3. " 267, lines 1-3.
4. » 271f.

5. " 280f.
6. " 243, line 24ff.
7. " 245f, line 23ff.

8. " 267, line 2.

9. " 273.

10. " 155, line 20ff.

11. " 282, lines 1-17.
12. " 267f, line 31ff.

13. For example E.E.George, op.cit., p.^lff.
14. See in this connection StA VI, 299ff«,(No.171); 301ff.

(No.172); 345ff. (No.186).
15. StA IV, 282, line 12.

■16. " 269, line 32.

-17. " 282, line 19.
18. " 269, line 34.
19. " 153f•, line l8ff.
20. Against L.J.Ryan, op. cit., page 12. see also W.F.Otto,
Der Dichter und die elten Gbtter, (-Frankfurt a.M., 1942), p.43ff.
21./



—21. StA IV, 228.
—22. This is E.E.George's understanding of "tragic", op.cit.,

p.122.

—23. See for example '\.Binder, 'Sinn und Gestalt der Heimat'
in HBld.erlin-A1fea.t2e, (Frankfurt a.M., 1970), p.95i etc.;

R.Eppelsheiraer, op.cit., p.234ff.
—24. StA IV, 241, line 10.

—25. " 269.
—26. " 269, line 24f.
—27. This may be reminiscent of B.Alleraann's commentary on

•Die Verfahrungsweise des poetischen Geistes', op.cit.,

pp.151-161.
—28. L.J.Ryan, op.cit., pp.168,249-316.
—29. StA IV, 267f, line 31ffj 199ff; 275? 277f. line l4ff.
—30. " 280f, line l4f.
—31. " 267, line 4.
—32. " 266, line 15ff. In connection with this discussion
of organic and aorgic "tones" compare A.HBny, op.cit., p.40.

—33. StA IV, 246, line l6ff.
—34. TS.Eliot, 'Four Quartets', (London, 1959).
—35. StA IV, 275, line 23ff.

—36. StA II, 91, lines 44-46.
—37. StA IV, 268, line 13ff.

—38. " 266, line Iff.

Part III. B. HBlderlin and Jung.

All references to works of Jung in this section are to the Collected
V/orks in English translation. Reference is made to the volume and
the paragraph number in the volume, but not to the individual works
which make up the volume. For a list of these works, where they
have been used for reference, see the bibliography in Appendix III.
The following abbreviations have been used, A.C.C., The Archetypes
and the Collective Unconscious; S.D.P., The Structure and Dynamics

of the Psyche; P.R., Psychology and Religion.

2.

1. A.C.G., par. 3•

—2, A.C.C., par. 5«

3./
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—3• A. C • C , , par. 4.
—4. S.D.P., par. 417.
—5• A.C.C., par. 301.
—6. S.D.P., par. 220.

—7. " » 435.
—8, A.C.C., " 91f. Compare also S.D.P., par.277.

•—9. S.D.P., " 964. (Cnoting from A.Speiser).
—10. A.C.C., 7.
—11. ib.

—12. ib.

—13. ib., note.
—14. S.D.P., par. 965.
—15. " " 963, etc.

—1. A.C.C ., par. 302,
—2. If ft 156 and 157

—3. II tl 43f., 439.
-4. If It 55f.

—5. ff II 66.

—6. ff ft 56, par. 57

—7. f! II 401, 79, 66
—8. »l I! 69.

—9. ft ff 67.

*or-i! It ft 617.

—li. f! II 187.
—12. It If 299.

—13. II II 248-250.
—14. /ion. par. 283, 4c6.
—15. it it 60.

—1. A.C.C., par. 83,
—2. P.P., par. 391.

—3. Aion, par. 11.
—4. " « 123.

—5. " " 115.

—6. " " 116.

—7. " " 59.

8./

par. 84, par. 278.
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8. A.C.C., par. *+92.
9. " " 522.

10• 6ion, " 45-47.
11. A.C.C. " 46.

1. The allusion is to /\.C,C., par. 56.
2. StA II, 208.
3. Mjsn, par. 50-
4. A.C.C., par. 56 and 66.
5. See above B/2, also A.C.C., par. 7, etc.

6. 8.D.P., par. 938, note; also pars. 958f., /ion, par.Allf.

1. StA II, 326.
2. Aion, pars. 45-47.

1. A.C.C., par. 37.
2. StA II, 90, lines 22-24.
3. A.C.C., par. 67.
4. " » 4l9f.

5. " " 420.
6. See 'Stutgard', 'Die Titanen', etc.

1. ion, pars. 45-47.
2. " par. 78.
3. It may be allowed, strictly in this context, that Hblderlin'
titans do in some respects symbolise the Enlightenment, see

H.G.Gcdamer, op.cit., p.71ff, though not in the sense that

titans=Enlightenment spirit: rather in that they symbolise
forces activated through that spirit.
4. S.D.P., par. 430 and note.

5. P.P., par. 252.

6. Aion, par. 74.
7. 'An die Madonna', StA. II, 213, line 84.
8. StA IV, 283, line 8ff. cf. Aion. par. 96f.
9./
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—-9. Against the "banishment of evil" argument concerning the
end of 'Friedensfeier' and elsewhere, B.Allemann, Hbldatlins

Friedensfeier. (Pfullingen, 1955)» P«67. The acceptance

of evil is attested especially by G.Schneider-Hermann,
HBlderlins Ode 'Dichterberuf'. Ihre religibse PrMgung,

(ZUrich, I960), p.30; see also W.Rehm, op.cit., pp.105-107.

•—10. Aion, par. *£3

£•
—1. S.D.P., par. 557? A.C.C., par. 84.
—2. See F.Gundolf, op.cit., p.21; also P.Btickmann, op.cit.,

pp. 10,41,88, etc.
—3• This tallies with E,S.Schaffer's view of Christ and the

disciples in •Patmos1, op.cit., p.179.
—4. StA VI, . (No.100).
—5. " • (No.104).
—6. " . (No.163).
—7. Against E.E.George, op.cit., p.11.
—8. cf. L.Kempter's tracing of Htilderlin's basic imagery through
his works, I .Feippter, HBlderlin und die ''vthologie, (Liechten-
:stein, 1971. Reprint of 'lirich and Leipzig Edition of 1929),
p.22.

—9. See J.K.I.losteutscher, op.cit., pp.12-24; cf. P.Bbckmann's

probably too negative judgment of the TUbingen hymns, op.cit.,

p.45ff.
—10. See S.D.P., par.796ff; also K.Kerenyi, Hblderlins Vollendung,

p.70f. Against R.Guardini's feeling that Hblderlin died too

young to gather the experience needed for statements concerning
his spiritual maturity to be made, op.cit., p.4Q6f.

—11. Aion, par. 351.
—12. See J.H.W.kosteutscher, op.cit., p.83ff.

Part III. C. Conclasion

2.

—1. W.Kudszus, Sprachverlust und Sinnwandel, (Stuttgart, 1969),
p.86f.

—2. StA VI, 4-07 (No.212); one hopes this allusion to "the
second half of my life" is not used in support of this reading
of 'HMlfte des Lebens'.

3./
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—3. Together with stressing that collapse after a climax is a

recurrent theme in BBlderlin's poetry, one might point to the
fact that in 'Brod und Vein' also the transition from climax

to collapse is heralded by the question "where?"
—4. R.Graves, The White Goddess (London, 1961), ch. 14.
—5. cf. K. Kerenyi, op.cit., p.70f.
—6. cf. H.Pongs, op.cit., p.309; also P.Szondi, 'Der andere
Pfeil' in HBlderlin-Studien (Frankfurt a.M., 1967), p.5^.

3.

—1. This seems to be too much the tendency produced by M.

Heidegger's work on HBlderlin, and also by E.E.George's study.
—2. cf. B.Allemann, op.cit., p.55f*5 C.Hamlyn, op.cit., p.92,
W.Binder 'Abschied und Wiederfinden', p.291ff.

k.

—-1. See also R.B.Harrison, op.cit., Ch. IV, on "cosmogony".
—2. StA V,

—3. cf. M.Windfuhr, 'Allegorie und Mythos in HBlderlins Lyrik'
in HBlderlin- Jahrbuch, 1957, p.163.

—4. M.Cornelissen, ilBlderlins Ode 'Chiron' (TUbingen, 1958), p.55.

—5. W.Binder, 'Namenssymbolik' in HBlderlin-AufsMtze, (Frankfurt

a.M., 1970), p.l3**ff.; see also L.J.Ryan 'Zur Frage des

"Mytischen" bei HBlderlin' in HBlderlin ohne Mythos (GBttingen,
1973), P.73ff.

—6. C.G.Jung, A.C.C., par. 267.
—7. cf. R.F. Otto, op.cit., p.71, but against U. HMu ssermann

op.cit., p.100., who appears to suggest that myth is not the

product of the confrontation of conscious and unconscious.

—•8# C.G.Jung, A.C.C., par. 271.

—9. cf. P.BBckmann, op.cit., p.89.
—10. StA IV, 280, line 23f.

—11. cf. G.Buhr, op.cit., pp. 26, 62, 406, etc.
—12. see above III/A/9, note l4.
—13. cf. L.J.Ryan, I Blderlins lehre vom Wechsel der TBne,

(Stuttgart, i960), p.100} also'HBlderlins i rophetischer Dichtung',

p.200. Against J.Schmidt, HBlderlins Elegie 'Brod und ein',

(Berlin, 1968), p.43f., 160, who claims that HBlderlin's late

poems tend to consist of initial myth and interpretation of

that/



th;t myth

t. An interesting example of this is given in W.Kirchner, op.

cit., p.65: see also H.H.Schottmann, op.cit., p.325f»
2. see J.H.VJ .Rosteutscher's account of the changing imagery
in the rhymed hymn 'Diotima', op.cit., p.38; also in 'Arche-
: typik in den 3 Fassungen des Getichts Diotima' in V.'orte und
Verte (Berlin 1961), p.3^9ff.
3. M.Cornelissen points to the fact that Hblderldn "sieht

...weniger auf das, was hervorgebracht wird, insofern es

einer Bewertung sich darstellt, als vielmehr auf die Tat-

sache, dass es hervorgebracht word", op.cit., p.9»

1. see P.Berteaux, 'Hblderlin und die franzbsische Revolution'

in Hblderlin-Jahrbuch, 1967/68; against this P.II.Gaskill,
•Hblderlin and Revolution', Forum for Modern Language Studies,

April, 1976.
2. W.Binder, 'Hblderlins Deutung des Menschen', in HBlderlin-

Aufshtze, p.124.
3. StA VI, M5ff. (No.229).
k. " 308ff. (No.173).
5. This seems to be the implication of what W.Binder suggests
about the genesis of the poem, 'Hblderlins Patmos-hymne',

p.363. If it does not smack of blasphemy to say so, I cannot

help wondering whether the later versions of 'Patmos', rather

than indicating theological problems in Hblderlin's mind, were

not undertaken as an, unsuccessful, attempt to correct certain

poetic miscalculations in the hymn. The analogy of Beethoven'
Ninth Symphony springs to mind: despite the unequalled great-
:ness of the two works, they might both be said to lack the
rounded perfection of 'Friedensfeier' and the Missa Solemnis.

6. StA II, 66.
7. StA IV, 276, line 6ff.
8. U.Gaier, op.cit., Vf sect. 3i regards Hblderlin's previous
silence on matters of the Christian faith as stemming from
a fear that he would be misunderstood.

9. W, de Boer, op.cit., p.108.
10./
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10. StA II, 142, lines 109-114.
11. 1 allude to the closing lines of 'Patmos'. see also

U.Gaier, op.cit., V, Sect. 5»
12. The researches of M.Mommsen have thrown considerable light
on this matter.

13. St/, III, 575» The study alluded to here is that by U.

HHussermann, op.cit., p.200.
14. F.Beissner describes the letters as being couched in

"religibs ergriffenen Worten", 'Riickblick auf den Streit
um HBlderlins Friedensfeier', in Hdlderlin. Reden und

AufsStze (Kdln u. Wien, 1969), p.195-

15. StA VI, p.415 (No.229).
16. " 4l3ff. (No.228).
17. " 406ff. (No.222).
18. cf. P.Bdckmann, op.cit., p.371.

1. 0.0.dung, A«C.C., par. ,,2.
2. Id., Memories, Dreams, and Reflections, (London, 1963),
Ch. 6.

3. K.Jaspers, Strinberg und Van Gogh (Bremen, 1949), p»108.
At the same time, Jaspers sees Hdlderlin at the time of the
late hymns retreating from actuality into a world of purely

mythical reality. It seems only to evade the issue not to
see in this supposed retreat what would be called a symptom

of illness.

4. For example R.T.Stoll, op.cit., p.242f., V/.Kudszus, op.cit.,

p.52ff., 71, etc., K.Vietor, op.cit., 211, R.Peacock, op.cit.,

p.l4l, J.Schmidt, op.cit., p.27f., W. Rehm, op.cit., p.80,
P.Szondi, 'Der andere Pfeil', p.39, J.H.W.Rosteutscher, op.

cit., p.21, U.Gaier, V, sect. 18. I cannot regard these
cases as anything other than examples of how a biographical

approach can bedevil exegetical scholarship. Heights and

depths are accounted sanity in an artist whc^ like Goethe,
remained sane; in one whose mental health collapsed, the same

characteristics are accounted symptoms of insanity.

1. StA VI, 432f. (No.240)
2./



-2. cf. also the late version of 'Brod und Vein*, "fast trifet
den RUkken das Glhk".

-3. R.D.Laing, The Divided Self, Ch.

—1. see E.Mtiller, 'Dichtung und Philosophic', Ch.I of HBlderlin.

gtudien zur Geschichte seines Geistes, (Stuttgart, 1944).
—2. see K.Kerenyi,'Hblderlins Vollendung', in Geistiger -■uropas,

(Ztirich, 1955)»
—3* Much attention has been drawn to the flatness of Hdlderlin's
last poems: W.Michel, Das Leben i'riedrich HBlderlins, (Bremen,
1940), p.552f, W.Rehm, op.cit., p.ll8, W.Binder, 'Sinn und
Gestalt der Heimat', p.110 ; also to the continued flickering
of the poet's consciousness: W.Kudszus, op.cit., p.154.
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Appendix II. Alphabetical List of Poems Interpreted in Part I.

References are to Section and Sub-section in Part I.

Abendphantasie . . E/2

An die Hofnung • • A/13

An die Madonna . • C/k

An ihren Genius . • D/7

Andenken • • B/10

Brod und Vein . • A/12

Chiron . • B/6

Der Abschied • . D/6

Der Adler • . A/7

Der blinde SHnger . . A/14

Der Einzige (1st version). A/5

Der Einzige (2nd. and 3rd.) A/6

Der Frieden . . D/3

Der Ister . • B/9

Der Rhein . . C/5

...der Vatikan... . . A/8

Der Viinkel von Hahrdt • A/3

Des Morgens . . B/3

Deutscher Gesang . . A/k

Dichterberuf • • D/2

Die Titanen . . D/5

Die V.'anderung . . E/2

Diotima (Komm und beshnftige...) A/2

Ermunterung . * A/9

Friedensfeier . . D/3

Ganymed . . B/2
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Griechenland (0 ihr Stimraen...) C/2

HHlfte des Lebens . . A/10

Heimkunft . . B/b

Mein Eigentum . . B/7

Mnemosyne . . B/b

Natur und Kunst oder Saturn und

Jupiter . . B/5

Patmos . . B/8

Thr&nen . . A/11
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